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INTRODUCTION 
Aerospace Medicine and Biology is a continuing bibliography which, by means of 
periodic supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement medium for ref- 
erences on this subject. The publication is compiled through the cooperative efforts of the 
Aerospace Medicine and Biology Bibliography Project of the Library of Congress (LC), 
the American institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and NASA. It assembles, 
within the covers of a single bibliographic announcement, groups of references that were 
formerly announced in separate journals, and provides a convenient compilation for medi- 
cal and biological scientists. Additional background details for this publication can be found 
in the first issue, NASA SP-7011, which was published in July, 1964. Supplements are 
identified by the same number followed by two additional digits in parentheses. 
In its subject coverage, Aerospace Medicine and Biology concentrates on the biological, 
physiological, psychological, and environmental effects to which man is subjected during 
and following simulated or actual flight in the earth’s atmosphere or in interplanetary space. 
References describing similar effects on biological organisms of lower order are also in- 
cluded. Such related topics as sanitary problems, pharmacology, toxicology, safety and 
survival, life support systems, exobiology, and personnel factors receive appropriate atten- 
tion. In general, emphasis will be placed on applied research, but references to fundamental 
studies and theoretical principles related to experimental development a!so qualify for 
inclusion. The contents of this issue are comprised of abstracts that \\ere prepared by the 
three contributing organizations. 
Each entry consists of a standard citation accompanied by its abstract. I t  is included 
in one of three groups of references that appear in the following order: 
a. NASA entries identified by their STAR accession numbers (N65-10000 series), 
b. AIAA entries identified by their IAA accession numbers (ASS-10000 series); and 
c. LC entries identified by a number in the A65-80000 series. 
Many of the abstracts included in this publication have been reproduced from those 
appearing in STAH and IAA. This procedure, adopted in the interests of economy and 
speed, has introduced some variation in size, style, and intensity of type. 
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS 
STAR Entries 
NASA documents listed are available without charge to: 
I .  NASA Offices, Centers, contractors, subcontractors, grantees, and consultants. 
2 .  Other U.S. Government agencies and their contractors. 
3.  Libraries that maintain depositories of NASA documents for public reference. 
4. Other organizations having a need for NASA documents in work related to the 
5.  Foreign organizations that exchange publications with NASA or that maintain 
Non-NASA documents listed are provided by NASA without charge only to NASA 
aerospace program. 
depositories of NASA documents for public use. 
Offices, Centers, contractors, subcontractors, grantees, and consultants. 
Organizations and individuals not falling into one of these categories may purchase 
the documents listed from either of two sales agencies, as specifically identified 
in the abstract section: 
Superintendent of Documents (GPO) 
U .S. Government Printing Office 
Washington, ,D.C., 20402 
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific 
and Technical Information (CFSTI), 
Springfield, Virginia, 22 15 1 
Information on the availability of this publication and other reports covering 
NASA scientific and technical information may be obtained by writing to: 
Scientific and Technical Information Division 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Code ATSS-A D 
Washington, D.C., 20546 
Collections of NASA documents are currently on file in the organizations listed on 
the inside of the back cover. 
(continued) 
I 
IAA Entries 
All articles listed are available from the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro- 
nautics, Technical Information Service. Individual and Corporate AlAA Members in the 
United States and Canada may borrow publications without charge. Interlibrary loan 
privileges are extended to the libraries of government agencies and of academic non-  
profit institutions in the United States and Canada. Loan requests may be made by mail, 
telephone, telegram. or in person. Additional information about lending, photocopying, and 
reference service will be furnished on request. Address all inquiries to: 
Technical Information Service 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, lnc. 
750 Third Avenue, New York 17, New York 
For further details please consult the Introductions to STAR and I A A ,  respectively. 
LC Entries 
Articles listed are available in the journals in which they appeared. They may be 
borrowed or consulted in libraries maintaining sets of these journals. In some instances, 
reprints may be available from the journal offices. 
AVAILABILITY OF THIS BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Copies of Aerospace Medicine and Biologji (SP-7011) and its supplements can he 
obtained from NASA (Code ATSS-A), without charge, by NASA offices and contractors, 
U.S. Government agencies and their contractors, and organizations that are working in  
direct support of NASA programs. 
Other organizations can purchase copies of the bibliography from the Clearinghouse 
for Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Springfield, Virginia, 22151. 
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N65-23371# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D C 
TRANSLATIONS O N  COMMUNIST CHINA'S SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY NO. 172 
19 Apr 1965 70  p Transl into ENGLISH from K'o Hsueh 
T'ung Pao (Peking). no  2,1965 
(JPRS-29641. TT-65-30762) CFSTI $3  00 
STAR ENTRIES 
N65-23364 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing 
ton, D. C. 
ON THE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF SOME 
SENSITIVE ELEMENTS 
Fan-chi Ku. Chuan-chuan Ch'en. and Hsiang-sheng Wang In 
its Transl. on Communist China's Sci. and Technol. 2 9  Apr. 
1965 p 6-15 refs (See N65-23363 13-34) CFSTI: $3.00 
Research on the dynamic characteristics of sensitive ele- 
ments is reported. The following characteristics of sensitive 
elements following a stimulus were considered: (11 There is 
an incubation period. (2) The dynamic characteristics after the 
incubation period could be represented by the transfer func- 
tion K(S) = K t  + K2S/ 1 + T&. Using this equation. a model 
was derived to approximate the experimental curves of the 
sensitive elements of the knee of a cat. the single fiber sen- 
sitivity to cold on the tongue tlp of a cat, the touch sensitivity 
of frogs and toads, and the toad Ill short muscle fiber for 
extending the toe. Models were furrher used to develop the 
speed following stimulation and the variation of strength, 
which were compared with the theoretical curves. When these 
results were compared with experimental values, models were 
obtained and the following relations determined: (1) the rela- 
tion between the greatest impulse frequency and the speed 
of stimulus. (2) the relation between the transition time and 
the variation of the stimulus, and (3) the relation between the 
stable value of stimulus strength and the stable value of im- 
pulse frequency. The feasibility of this model is exemplified. 
S.C.W. Inherent problems of the model are discussed. 
CONTENTS: 
1 .  REGGEACTION OF HIGH SINGULARITY POTENTIAL 
AND NON-REGIONAL POTENTIAL Tai Yuan-pen p 1-22 
refs (See N65-23372 13-23) 
2. THE ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES. ESPECIALLY THE 
INHIBITORY ACTION OF THE CALYX-LIKE SYNAPSES, 
OF A NEURON IN THE TRAPEZOID BODY Hsiang-T'ung 
Chang p 23-43 refs (See N65-23373 13-04) 
3. THE EFFECT OF X-RAY ON THE FORMATION OF 
ORGANIC PEROXIDES IN THE BODY AND THE RELA- 
TIONSHIP BETWEEN ORGANIC PEROXIDES AND MER- 
CAPTO COMPOUNDS I-sheng Chang. Shang-chun Mei.  Lin-h 
Chou. Wen-yun Liu. Shu-p'ing Miao. and Jui-ch'uan Hung 
p 44-52 refs (See N65-23374 13-04) 
4 CHANGE OF STATIC POTENTIAL IN  THE EGG 
CELL DURING OVULATION OF BUFO BUFO GARGARIZONS 
Chang Ch'ung-li. Yu Mu-chen. and Chang Chih-i p 53--57 ref 
5. SECOND NATIONAL QUATERNARY PERIOD SYM- 
POSIUM Liu Tung-sheng and Cheng Hung-han p 58-60 
6. A GOOD SEED PLANTED WILL YIELD A THOUSAND 
GOOD GRAINS FOR FOOD Jen Hsiao-p'ing p 61-63 
TURAL SCIENCES STUDIES FIRST LINE AGRICULTURAL 
PRODUCTION Kuo Li-hsiao and Yeh Chi p 64-67 
7. SZECHWAN PROVINCIAL ACADEMY OF AGRICUL- 
N65-23373 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton D C 
THE ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES, ESPECIALLY THE IN- 
HIBITORY ACTION OF THE CALYX LIKE SYNAPSES, OF 
Hsiang-t ung Chang In i ts Transl on Communist Chinas 
Sci and Tech 19 Apr 1965 p 23-43 refs (See N65-23371 
Theelectrical characteristics of the various types of neurons 
in the trapezoid nucleus were studied on anesthetized rabbits 
by recording electrodes inserted into the trapezoid nucleus along 
either side of the ventral median and lateral veins on the 
ventral side of the medulla Emphasis was placed on observa- 
tions of the inhibitory action of the calyx-like synapses in re- 
sponse to stimulating sound The latency in response was used 
as criterion to  distinguish between long-latency and short- 
latency neurons The great majority of the neurons were found 
t o  be of the short latency type with a latency of 3 to 4 milli- 
seconds Long latency neutrons responded only to clicks applied 
contralaterally and showed increased latency with the increase 
of click intensity Double stimuli w i th  a 2 IO 8 millisecond in 
terval between the two successive stimuli showed that the re- 
sponse to the first click can be repressed by the second click 
which seems to indicate an inhibitory phase of 2- to  8 mill i  
second dbration A single click can interrupt the spontaneous 
rhythmic activity in long-latency neutrons while an inhibitory 
postsynaptic potential appears a t  the same time The long- 
latency neuron was identified as the neuron that receives the 
ralyx like synapses dnd 11s inhibitory action G G  
A NEURON ir! THE TRAPEZOID BODY 
13-34) CFSTI $3 00 
1 
N65-23374 
N65-23374 Joint Publications Research Service Washing 
ton D C 
THE EFFECT OF X-RAY ON THE FORMATION OF OR- 
GANIC PEROXIDES IN THE BODY AND THE RELATION- 
SHIP BETWEEN ORGANIC PEROXIDES AND MERCAPTO 
COMPOUNDS 
I sheng Chang Shang chun Mei Lin-li Chou Wen-yun Liu 
Shu p ing Mia0 and Jui ch uan Hung In  Its Transl on Com 
munist China s Sci and Tech 19 Apr 1965 p 44-52 refs 
(See N65 23371 13 34) CFSTI $3 00 
t ion of water soluble mercapto compounds and choline 
esterase was studied in the brains testicles and livers of 
white male laboratory mice after exposure to 700 r X ray 
for various lengths of t ime I t  was found that the contents 
of peroxides in the organs of the animals changed only slightly 
most samples showed a slight decrease before 24  hours or after 
the sixth day The rise and fall curves of peroxides and 
mercapto compounds in the liver were quite similar and the 
contents of peroxides and mercapto compounds in the testi- 
cles were relatively low 8 hours after exposure to radiation 
Exposure to 700 y radiation for 2 hours to 5 days increased 
the activity of choline esterase in the brain and liver in 
relation to the control animals A comparison of the peroxides 
and water soluble mercapto compounds content did not show 
any relationship It was concluded that the rise in activity of 
choline esterase is probably caused by indirect physiological 
compensation G G  
The formation of peroxides together with the determina 
N65-23422# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D C. 
PLANETARY AND ORBITAL FLIGHTS 
28Apr.  1965 1 9  p refs Transl. into ENGLISH from Klin. Med. 
(USSR). v. 43. no. 2. Feb. 1965 p 3-12 
CLINICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF INTER- 
(JPRS-29795; TT-65-30839) CFSTI: $1.00 
CONTENTS: 
1. CLINICALASPECTS OF INTERPLANETARY FLIGHTS 
V. V. Parin. Ye. B. Zakrzhevskiy, and R. M .  Bayevskiy p 1-6 
(See N65-23423 13-04) 
MOCARDIOGRAPHIC DATA OBTAINED DURING THE 
Bayevskiy and Yu. N. Volkov p 7-16 refs (See N65-23424 
2. CLINICO-PHYSIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF SEIS- 
ORBITAL FLIGHTS OF VOSTOK-5 AND VOSTOK-6 R .  M .  
13-04) 
N65-23423 Joint Publications Research Service Washing- 
ton D C 
CLINICAL ASPECTS OF INTERPLANETARY FLIGHTS 
V V Parin Ye B Zakrzhevskiy and R M Bayevskiy In Its 
Clin and Physiol Aspects of Interplanet and Orbital Flights 
27 Apr 1965 p 1-6 (See N65-23422 13-04) CFSTI $1 00 
Clinical aspects include the determination of prophylactic 
measures diagnostic procedures and individual technical sys- 
tems peculiar to  interplanetary travel with a crew The illnesses 
during interplanetary travel can be classified as those induced 
by living condit,ons brought about by the action of inter- 
planetary space factors or connected w i th  endogenous 
factors A probability approach to the illnesses of interplanetary 
crews is of major importance in planning diagnostic pro- 
cedures as well as medical aid Clinical effectiveness has 
been demonstrated for the algorithms of automatic medical 
checkups which have been worked out for use in a spaceship 
G G  
N65-23424 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton. D. C 
C L I N I C O - P H Y S I O L O G I C A L  ASSESSMENT OF SEIS-  
MOCARDIOGRAPHIC DATA OBTAINED DURING THE 
R .  M. Bayevskiy and Yu. N. Volkov In its Clin. and Physiol. 
Aspects of Interplanet. and Orbital Flights 28  Apr. 1965 
p 7-1 6 refs (See N65-23422 13-04) C FSTI: $1  .OO 
A clinicophysiological evaluation of the seismocardiographic 
dataobtained during flights of the Vostok-5 and -6 is presented. 
The telemetric recordings of seimocardiograms were com- 
pared by juxtaposition on seismocardiograms of healthy 
persons and patients. and established a definite phasal nature 
for the reactions of the cardiovascular system to F ~ O I O ~ ,  ed 
weightlessness. The phase of relatively stable adaptation 
comprises the following t w o  periods: (1) concurrent action 
of extracardiac and intracardiac mechanisms of compensa- 
tion; and (2) predominant action of intracardiac mechanisms. 
Since clinical data of patients with neurocirculatory dystonia 
and hypertension of the I to  I1 stage established the extra- 
cardiac mechanisms as the last resources of the human sys- 
ten in its adaptation t o  morbid conditions, it was concluded 
that prolongation of the compensation mechanisms under 
conditions of space travel appears to  be an unfavorable 
condition G.G. 
ORBITAL FLIGHTS OF VOSTOK-5 AND VOSTOK-6 
N65-23443# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
TRANSLATIONS FROM PATOLOGICHESKAYA FIZIOLO- 
GlYA I EKSPERIMENTAL'NAYA TERAPIYA (PATHOLOGI- 
CAL PHYSIOLOGY A N D  EXPERIMENTAL THERAPY). 
VOLUME VIII, NO. 6, 1964 
20 Apr. 1965 28  p refs Transl. into ENGLISH from Patol. 
Fiziol. i Eksperim. Terapiya (Moscow). v. 8. no. 6. Nov.-Dec 
(JPRS-29666; TT-65-30775) CFSTI. $2.00 
CONTENTS: 
1. EFFECT OF G-FORCES ON THE HIGHER NERVOUS 
ACTIVITY OF DOGS P V. Vasil'yev and M .  G. Gerd p 1-8 
refs (See N65-23444 13-04) 
2. THE EFFECT OF IMMUNOTHERAPY ON THE STATE 
OF TISSUE CALCIFICATION I N  RATS WITH THERMIC 
BURNS B. Ye. Movshev p 9-14 refs 
ANCE OF THE CORONARY CIRCULATION A. V. Dokukin 
p 15-21 refs 
4. THE EFFECT OF SOUNDS AND PHOTIC STIMULI 
MENT OF A N  EXPERIMENTAL ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN  
FEMALE RABBITS I. D. Nasledova and Ya. D. Rafal'skiy 
p 22-25 ref (See N65-23445 13-041 
1964 p 3-7. 32-35. 40-43. 73-74 
3. VESSELS OF EXTREMITIES IN  ACUTE DISTURB- 
LASTING FOR A LONG PERIOD OF TIME ON DEVELOP- 
N65-23444 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D C 
TIVITY OF DOGS 
P V Vasil'yev and M G Gerd In it5 Transl from Patol Fiziol 
I Eksperim Terapiya (Pathological Physiol and Exptl Therapy), 
Vol V l l l  No  6, 1964 20 Apr 1965 p 1-8 refs (See N65- 
The effects of transversely oriented accelerations. which 
possessed characteristics similar t o  actual space flight accelera- 
tions, on the higher nervous activity and general behavior of 
animals were investigated The sensory motor reactions of 
EFFECT OF G-FORCES ON THE HIGHER NERVOUS AC- 
23443 13-04) CFSTI $2 00 
2 
N65-23450 
dogs were studied to  determine the effect of G-forces on con- 
ditioned reflex activity. A positive conditioned stimulus and 
differential stimuli were used. and G-forces were created on 
a centrifuge w i th  a radius of 3.5 m. The magnitudes of the 
G-forces. their rise rates and the period of the effect were 
reproduced according to the schedule of orbital insertion o f  
space ships. Results show that disturbances in the correlation 
of excitation and inhibition processes occurred in the cerebral 
cortex as a result of transverse G-forces. I n  most animals. 
this was manifested by an increase of the latent period of 
conditioned reflexes in response to  individual stimuli or all 
stimuli. and a partial or complete failure of these reflexes. 
It was also concluded that the nature, severity. and duration of 
disturbancesofthe highernervousactivity of dogs are determined 
S.C.W. by the individual characteristics of the animals. 
N65-23445 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
THE EFFECT OF SOUNDS AND PHOTIC STIMULI LAST- 
ING FOR A LONG PERIOD OF TIME ON DEVELOPMENT 
OF AN EXPERIMENTAL ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN FEMALE 
RABBITS 
I. D. Nasledova and Ya. D. Rafal'skiy In  its Transl. from Patol. 
Fiziol. i Eksperirn. Terapiya (Pathological Physiol. and Exptl. 
Therapy). Vol. VIII. No. 6. 1964 20 Apr. 1965 22-25 refs 
(See N65-23443 13-04) CFSTI: $2.00 
Experiments were performed on mature and immature 
female rabbits t o  study the effects of age and continuous 
sound and photic stimuli on the development of nutritional 
cholesterol atherosclerosis, and to  determine the role of the 
central nervous system (CNS) in the pathogenesis of athero- 
sclerosis. Animals receiving cholesterol served only as the 
control. In sexually mature female rabbits, the prolonged 
action of alternating sound and photic stimuli resulted in a 
reduction of cholesterinemia and of the cholesterol-phospho- 
lipid ratio. and delayed the development of atherosclerosis 
of the aorta. These conditions were not observed in immature 
rabbits; however, an increase of cholesterinemia and the 
cholesterol-phospholipid coefficient in comparison t o  the 
control group was observed. The lipid indexes of the blood 
serum in immature rabbits subjected to  photic and sound 
stimuli did not differ from those of the control group. No differ- 
ence in the degree of manifestation of atheroscierosis of the 
aorta was found in either the experimental or control immature 
rabbit groups. It is assumed that the stimuli used caused impair- 
mentsintheactivityof the CNS in mature rabbits which led t o  the 
development of experimental atherosclerosis. S.C.W. 
N65-23446# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
LENNOST' SSSR (USSR MEDICAL INDUSTRY). VOLUME 
18. NO. 12, 1964 
6 May 1965 22  p Transl. into ENGLISH from Med. Prom. 
SSSR (Moscow). v. 18. no. 12. 1964 p 3-5, 18-22. 48-49, 
52-53 
TRANSLATIONS FROM MEDITSINSKAYA PROMYSH- 
(JPRS-29954; TT-65-30929) CFSTI: $1.00 
CONTENTS: 
1. FOR THE PROFITABILITY OF EVERY ARTICLE OF 
THE MEDICAL INDUSTRY p 1-5 
2. INCREASE IN  THE LEVEL OF ECONOMIC WORK IN 
THECHEMICO-PHARMACEUTICALINDUSTRY S. I. Maymind 
p 6-12 
3. TELEELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TEK-1 ON U N I -  
VERSAL POWER SUPPLY A. N. Lebed' p 13-16 (See N65- 
23347 :3-04) 
4. ONTHE HISTORY OF INVENTION OFA RADIOPROBE 
FOR THE DETECTION OF FOREIGN BODIES N. P. Fedotov 
p 17-19 (See N65-23448 13-041 
N65-23447 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton. 0 .  C. 
POWER SUPPLY 
A. N. Lebed' In its Transl. from Med. Prom. SSSR (USSR 
Med. Ind.). Vol. 18, No. 12, 1964 6 May 1965 p 13-16 (See 
The basic circuit of the If amplifier of the teleelectrocar- 
diograph TEK-1 instrument was redesigned in order to  elimi- 
nate inherent problems in the storage battery from which the 
stationary part of the instrument obtains its power. The design 
is based on the combined operation of a universal power net- 
work and a storage battery. Results show that the combined 
power supply increased the reliability of the instrument. S.C.W. 
TELEELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TEK-1 O N  UNIVERSAL 
N65-23446 13-04) CFSTI: $1.00 
N65-23448 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
ON THE HISTORY OF INVENTION OF A RADIOPROBE 
FOR THE DETECTION OF FOREIGN BODIES 
N. P. Fedotov In  i ts Transl. from Med Prom. SSSR (USSR 
Med. Ind.).Vol. 18. No. 12. 1964 6 May 1965 p 17-19 (See 
A synopsis on the development and use of radioprobes in 
military medicine for the detection of bullets, metallic frag- 
mentsof mines and shells, and other foreign bodies, is presented. 
The further development and introduction of radioprobes into 
N65-23446 13-04) CFSTI: $1.00 
surgical practice. is advocated. S.C.W. 
N65-23450 Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
PRIMARY AND INITIAL PROCESSES IN THE BIOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS OF RADIATION Selected Anicles 
29 Jan 1965 374 p refs Transl into ENGLISH from the 
pub1 "Pervichnyye i Nachal'nyye Protsessy Biologicheskogo 
Deystviya Radiatsii" Moscow. Akad Nauk SSSR. 1963 p 1- 
44. 53-156. 192-201. 214-233. 243-270. 277-278 Symp 
Papers 
(FTD-TT-64-515/1+2, AD-61 10451 
CONTENTS: 
1. THE NATURE OF INITIAL RADIATION DAMAGE 
ON A SUBCELLULAR LEVEL P. A. Alexander and Z. M.  Bacq 
p 8-29 refs (See N65-23451 13-04) 
2. PRIMARY MECHANISMS OF RADIOBIOLOGICAL 
DAMAGE IN  AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC SYSTEMS L. H. 
Gray p 30-56 refs (See N65-23452 13-04) 
3. EFFECT OF RADIATION ON PROTEINS AND NU- 
CLEIC ACIDS IN  SOLUTION AND ON INTERFACES A. G. 
Pasynskiy p 57-73 refs (See N65-23453 13-04) 
TERIOPHAGE FORMATION F. Hercik p 74-81 refs (See 
N65-23454 13-04) 
5. EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON PROTEIN 
SYNTHESIS I N  THE CELL E. Pollard p 82-101 refs (See 
6. CHEMICAL STATES ARISING I N  CELLS DURING 
AGE E. L. Powers p 102-123 refs (See N65-23456 13-04) 
7 .  FLUORESCENCE INVESTIGATIONS OF THE 
CHANGES IN  NUCLEOPROTEINS AND THEIR DERIVA- 
TIVES IN IRRADIATED CELLS M .  N. Meysel'. Ye. M. Brum- 
berg. T. M .  Kondrat'yev. and I .  Ya. Barskiy refs 
(See N65-23457 13-04) 
4.  EFFECT OF X-RAYS ON INTRACELLULAR BAC- 
N65-23455 13-04) 
X-IRRADIATION AND THEIR ROLE IN  RADIATION D A M -  
p 124-149 
3 
N65-2345 1 
8 PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM IN  THE NUCLEUS 
L A Stocken p 150-157 refs (See N65 23458 13-04) 
9 EFFECT OF X-RAYS AND AMINO ACID ANALOGS 
ON THE SYNTHESIS OF DNK AND ON THE NUCLEAR 
PROTEIN. DETERMINED IN THE SAME TISSUE B E 
Holmes p l58 -169  refs (See N65-23459 13-04) 
N65-23451 Air Force Systems Command Wright Patterson 
AFB Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
THE NATURE OF INITIAL RADIATION DAMAGE ON A 
SUBCELLULAR LEVEL 
D A Alexander and Z M Bacq I n  i t s  Primary and Initial 
Processes in the Biol Effects of Radiation 29  Jan 1965 p 8- 
29 refs (See N65-23450 13-04) 
leading to  its death was studied The effects of damage to 
chrnmosomes cytoplasm and the nucleus are discussed to 
de t f r m i ne w ti ether vi si ti I e st r u c t u r a I da m age necessa r I l y 
precedes cell death Radiation sensitivity radiation sensitizers 
and intracellular protective agents were studied to determine the 
mechanism of action of chemical radiation protection The 
effects of damage to enzymes and nucleoproteins were studied 
to determine whether there are molecules or groups of mole- 
cules in which changes could be observed immediately after 
in vivo irradiation at dosages which produce important morpho- 
logical changes after a long latent period Injuries to the mem- 
branes and intracellular barriers which lead to biochemical dis- 
orders are also discussed S C W  
The nature of initial chemical radiatwn damage in the cell 
N65-23452 Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
PRIMARY MECHANISMS OF RADIOBIOLOGICAL DAMAGE 
IN  AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC SYSTEMS 
L. H Gray In  its Primary and Initial Processes in the Biol 
Effects of Radiation 29  Jan 1965 p 30-56 refs (See N65- 
23450 13-04) 
The loss of the reproductive capacity of cells in spores. 
vegetating bacteria, and cells of higher plants and animals IS a 
result of damage to a small number of macromolecules, essen- 
tial for the process of reproduction. A large number of data 
already exist concerning the nature and life of the intermediates 
of chemical reactions which result in damage to  these macro- 
molecules in dry spores. A slight moisture content greatly 
alters the course of the reactions and reduces the life of many 
intermediates. I n  cells wi th  high moisture content. a con- 
siderable proportion of the damage may be due to  the products 
of water radiolysis. The fate of individual forms of damage to  
macromolecules, arising, in particular, via chemical pathways, 
may be considerably modified by nutritional conditions prior 
to  and after irradiation. The effect of the chemical factors and 
nutritional conditions is mutually connected Author 
, 
N65-23453 Air Force Systems Command Wright Patterson 
EFFECT OF RADIATION ON PROTEINS AND NUCLEIC 
ACIDS I N  SOLUTION AND O N  INTERFACES 
A G Pasynskiy In i t s  Primary and Initial Processes in the 
BIOI Effects of Radiation 29 Jan 1965 p 57-73 refs (See 
Chemical changes in irradiated protein molecules which 
lead to the oxidation of SH groups the breaking of peptide 
bonds and desamination are discussed Emphasized is the 
transition of a large number of protein molecules into the 
excited or activatedstate which is accompanied by a regrouping 
of a part of the links of the polypetide chains and corresponding 
structural changes The secondary importance of nucleic acids 
I AFB Ohio ForeignTechnology Div 
N65-23450 13-04) 
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and nucleoproteins in initiating changes in the cell after irradia- 
tion is discussed Based on the theory of open systems it is 
concluded that damage to a few molecules in the internal 
interfaces may lead to  a considerable change in the transport 
constant and to  a disruption of biochemical processes in 
thecell even where the bulk of the enzyme and substrate mole- 
cules remain unchanged Reference is made to  the impor. 'Tee 
of this factor t o  the mechanism of biological intensihcd. 1 of 
the radiation effect and to  the theory concerning the biolcj ical 
effect of radiation S C W  
N65-23454 Air Force Systems Command Wright-Patterson 
AFB Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
PHAGE FORMATION 
F Hercik In  i t s  Primary and Initial Processes in the BIOI 
Effects of Radiation 29 Jan 1965 p 74-81 refs (See N65- 
23450 13-04) 
The inactivation of the phage productivity of E coI/ 8 for 
T-3 phage was investigated during the action of soft X-rays 
The dose-effect curve is of a two-phase nature At  small doses 
rapid inactivation takes place whereas at large doses the in- 
activation proceeds much slower The phage productivity of 
irradiated E coli 8 cells changes upon addition of chloro- 
amphenicol to  the culture medium If chloroamphenicol is 
added t o  irradiated bacteria together wi th  the phage during 
the lobarithmic phase the decrease in phage productivity is 
less than would be the case if the effects of the t w o  factors 
were cumulative For cultures in the stationary phase the 
protective effect of chloroamphenicol IS less pronounced 
Author 
EFFECT OF X-RAYS O N  INTRACELLULAR BACTERIO- 
N65-23455 Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON PROTEIN SYN- 
THESIS I N  THE CELL 
E. Pollard In its Primary and Initial Processes in the Biol. 
Effects of Radiation 29  Jan. 1965 p 82-101 refs (See 
N65-23450 13-04) 
The aim is to  obtain some information concerning the 
nature of protein synthesis by the use of the disrupting 
effect of ionizing radiation. The experiments agree wi th  the 
concept that direct protein synthesis is carried out by organ- 
elles sensitive to the effect of ionizing radiation; this sensitivity 
is typical for ribonsomes in the uncoiled state. The volume of 
the sensitivity corresponds t o  the size of S80 ribosomes The 
delayed radiation effect is much more difficult to  ascertain: 
in separate experiments it was found that the rate of growth 
of the DNK in the irradiated cells decreases. This may mean 
that some sort of decomposition of the nucleus of the bacteria 
takes place, leading t o  upsetting of the equilibrium in the 
cell, and subsequently t o  a decrease in the synthesis activity 
of the cell. Author 
N65-23456 Air Force Systems Command Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
DIATION AND THEIR ROLE I N  RADIATION DAMAGE 
E L Powers In irs Primary and Initial Processes in the BIOI 
Effects of Radiation 29  Jan 1965 p 102-123 refs (See 
The radiation sensitivity of dry bacterial spores was studied 
under several experimental conditions to  determine the role 
and nature of intracellular chemical changes taking place 
CHEMICAL STATES ARISING IN  CELLS DURING X-IRRA- 
N65-23450 13-04) 
4 
f ; N 65-23462 
during irradiation Considered are known chemical states. 
their interactions wi th  oxygen and the degree of their partici- 
pation in biological damage caused by irradiation Spores 
from Bacillus megaterium were used Data on the effects of 
heat, nitric oxide hydrogen sulfide. and oxygen. are presented 
S C W  
N65-23457 Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
FLUORESCENCE INVESTIGATIONS OF THE CHANGES 
IN NUCLEOPROTEINS A N D  THEIR DERIVATIVES IN 
IRRADIATED C E U S  
M. N. Meysel'. Ye. M. Brumberg. T. M. Kondrat'yev. and I .  Ya. 
Barskiy In its Primary and Initial Processes in the Biol. Effects 
of Radiation 29 Jan. 1965 p 124-149 refs (See N65-23450 
13-04) 
The utilization of fluorescence microscopy in radiobiolog- 
ical research is discussed. Data on changes in nucleoproteins 
and their derivatives in irradiated cells of unicellular plant 
organisms, animal cell cuitures in vitro, and cells of the hema- 
topoietic organs of animals, are reported. Emphasized is the 
use of fluorescent dyes for vital and supravital investigations 
in the visible part of the spectrum, the use of ultraviolet to 
determine whether the nature of the ultraviolet fluorescence 
of organs and cells changes under the influence of ionizing 
radiation, and the application of ultraviolet fluorescence micros- 
S.C.W. copy to  the investigation of cytoplasm objects. 
N65-23458 
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM I N  THE NUCLEUS 
L. A. Stocken In its Primary and Initial Processes in the Biol. 
Effects of Radiation 29 Jan. 1965 p 150-157 refs (See 
A review of the possible interrelations of fundamental 
biochemical processes with DN K (deoxyribonucleic acid) syn- 
thesis in animal cells and an attempt to discuss to  what degree. 
in the light of present knowledge. X-irradiation interference 
in DNK synthesis can be explained. is presented. Phosphorus 
metabolism in rat thymus nuclei was studied. Low doses of 
irradiation caused a local disruption of the organized system 
of the nucleus which resulted in a modification of al l  processes. 
The problem of what processes or structures support the 
organized state of the nucleus was investigated. When the 
nuclei were isolated in an ionic or saccharose medium. the 
fraction of inorganic and organic phosphate remained bound 
in the nucleus. These phosphates were liberated only in acid 
medium or by such strong mechanical damage that the in- 
tegrity of the nuclear structure was completely destroyed. 
The inorganic phosphate outside the nucleus does not affect 
'the phosphorylation of monucleotides. The specific activity 
of inorganic phosphate in the microsomes is approximately 
the same as in the cell fluid, but in the mitochondria it is less 
than in the nucleus. S.C.W. 
Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson 
N65-23450 13-04) 
N65-23459 
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
SYNTHESIS OF DNK AND O N  THE NUCLEAR PROTEIN, 
DETERMINED IN THE SAME TISSUE 
Barbara E. Holmes In its Primary and Initial Processes in the 
Biol. Effects of Radiation 29 Jan. 1965 p 158-169 refs 
(See N65-23450 13-04] 
Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
EFFECT OF X-RAYS AND AMINO ACID ANALOGS ON THE 
A simultaneous study on the effects of irradiation and 
amino acid analogs on nucleic acid synthesis and residual 
protein synthesis in rat liver cells, is reported. Results of studies 
on the effects of irradiation on the incorporation of amino 
acid into nuclear protein showed that large doses of X-rays 
produced 50% synthesis inhibition which sewed to  slow down 
the rate of synthesis. The complete synthesis of nucleic acids 
was formed m irradiated cells. Irradiation inhibited nucleic 
acid synthesis without inhibiting the synthesis of a specific 
protein fraction. I n  normal cells, the synthesis of this fraction 
took place simultaneously with nucleic acid synthesis. It is 
concluded that X-rays caused some interference with the in- 
terrelations between these two processes. The nature of the 
damage caused by irradiation to  the nucleoprotein complex 
of the cell was not determined. S.C.W. 
N65-23460 Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
RADIATIVE DESTRUCTION OF LIPIDS IN THE CELL 
MICROSTRUCTURES 
N. N. Demin and B. D. Blokhina In its Primary and Initial 
Processes in the Biol. Effects of Radiation 29 Jan. 1965 p 170- 
184 refs (See N65-23450 13-04] 
The effects of radiation damage to lipid complexes in cell 
organelles and their metabolism, were studied. Data on the 
quantitative relationships between different lipid fractions in 
whole cytoplasm and separately in the hyaloplasm of rabbit 
liver cells subjected to  Cow gamma rays. are presented. Re- 
sults demonstrate that during the development of radiation 
disease. a slowing down in the degeneration of lipoproteins 
in the cytoplasmic organelles as well as in the hyalopiasm of 
cells takes place, which is later replaced by it intensification 
in the cytoplasm organelles with decrease in the capacity t o  
bind the available free lipids. The strongly bound lipids proved 
to be more stable in the hyaloplasm. Under the same irradiation 
conditions, studies were made on the mucosa of the small 
intestine in an attempt to investigate mitochondria and micro- 
somes. Radiation injury led to  marked changes in the lipid com- 
position of the morphological cell components in the mucosa. 
Results of these studies are compared with those derived from 
studies on liver cells. S.C.W. 
N65-23461 Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
THE ROLE OF FREE DEOXYRIBONUCLEOTIDES IN THE 
ORIGIN OF RADIATION INJURY 
J. Soska. L. Benes. V. Drasil, 2. Karpfel. E. Palecek et al In its 
Primary and Init ial  Processes in the Biol. Effects of Radiation 
29 Jan. 1965 p 185-198 refs (See N65-23450 13-04) 
Data on the effect of deoxynucleotides on mitosis; the 
capacity of deoxynucleotides and embryonic extract to  in- 
tensify DNK (deoxyribonucleic acid) synthesis, which is inhibited 
by irradiation: and the changes in the content of free deoxy- 
nucleotides and deoxynucleosides in regenerating liver after 
irradiation, are presented. On the basis of these data, it is con- 
cluded that the effects of radiation on the processes which 
result in DNK synthesis are more significant in animals, than 
radiation effects on the process of polymerization or the struc- 
ture of macromolecular DN K. S.C.W. 
N65-23462 Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
BIOCHEMISTRY A N D  RADlOBlOLOGY Of THE CELL 
NUCLEUS 
5 
N65-23463 
M Errera In Its Primary and Initial Processes in the BIOI 
Effectsof Radiation 29 Jan 1965 p 199-209 refs (See N65 
23450 13 04) 
A summary of existing data relating to  normal biochemical 
processes taking place in the nucleus and an analysis of physico- 
chemical and biochemical changes induced by radiation damage 
to  nuclei is presented Data on  deoxyribonucleic acid synthesis 
protein synthesis and the role of ionic equilibrium in the 
metabolism of thymocyte nuclei are included S C W  
N65-23463 
AFB, Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
ON ESCHERICHIA COLI 
A Marcovich and R .  Vain In its Primary and Initial Processes 
in the Biol. Effects of Radiation 29 Jan. 1965 p 210-223 
refs (See N 65-23450 13-04) 
The lethal effects of irradiation on Escherichia coli are 
investigated to  determine whether dominant lethal mutations 
arise in the genetic material. Data on the survival curve of the 
recombinations of HfrH and T+L+Sr. survival curves of the 
recombinations T+Sr. L+Sr and TfL+Sr. the influence of 
interrupted conjugation on  the viability of T+L+Sr recombina- 
tions, crossing between irradiated Hfr bacteria and normal 
F- bacteria grown on a nonselective medium, and hybridiza- 
tion between the irradiation F- bacteria and the normal or 
irradiated Hfr bacteria, are presented Results of these experi- 
ments showed no induction of dominant lethal mutations in the 
chromosome material of the cells of strain Hfr. By means of 
selected markers it was shown that the F- cells can have a 
favorable effect on the characteristics of the irradiated males. 
Irradiation damage does not affect the genetic information but 
mainly the mechanism of transfer of the selected markers 
to  the recombinations. As lethal dominants were not detected 
by the method of recombinations, t w o  alternative hypotheses 
are suggested for elucidating the exponential nature of the 
dependence of the lethal effect of radiation on E.  coli on the 
dose. s . c . w  
Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson 
ON THE MECHANISM OF THE LETHAL EFFECT OF X-RAYS 
N65-23464 Air Force Systems Command Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
IMPAIRMENT OF THE REPRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF 
HUMAN CELLS IN TISSUE CULTURES BY THE EFFECT 
OF IONIZING RADIATION WITH DIFFERENT LINEAR 
ENERGY LOSS 
G V Barendsen In I ts Primary and Initial Processes in the 
BIOI Effects of Radiation 29 Jan 1965 p 224-240 refs 
(See N65-23450 13 04) 
The effects of radiation with different linear energy losses 
on the proliferati \g capacity of tissue cultured human kidney 
cells were studied When alpha irradiation was used, the sur- 
vival curve was of an exponential nature while for radiation 
with IOVJ linear energy loss the survival curve was of a more 
complex nature Studies of the effect of fractional irradiation 
showed that after X-ray or beta radiation partial restoration 
takes place Restoration was not observed after alpha irradiation 
The effect of different doses of alpha radiation wi th  subsequent 
or preceding X-irradiation was also studied The X-rays acted 
on the survival of the cells after alpha irradiation in the same 
way as if the cells had not been previously irradiated Opposite 
results were obtained using t w o  separate doses of X-irradiation 
In this instance the effect of the second dose depended on the 
magnitude of the first. thus a certain cumulative effect is 
observed I t  was shown that the effect of oxygen on the radia 
tion sensitivity of these cells was considerably less during 
S C W  alpha irradiation than when using X-rays 
N65-23465 Air Force Systems Command Wright-Patterson 
AFB Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
MOSOMES AND METHODS OF THEIR PREVENTION 
A Hollaender In  i t s  Primary and Initial Processes in the BIOI 
Effects of Radiation 29  Jan 1965 p 241-754 refs (See 
The initial stages of radiation damage to  cytological and 
genetic, material and methods of preventing radiation damage 
were studied Two different approaches were used which con- 
sisted of decreasing the radiation dose to elucidate the effects 
and evaluating them quantitatively and elucidating the possi 
bilities of protection against the effect of radiation Results of 
studies on the effect of small radiation doses on the frequency 
of mitoses the synergistic effect of small doses of combined 
X-rays and ultraviolet and a combined study on the use of 
chemical substances as protective agents and the possibility 
of assisting in the restoration of radiation damage to  the cell 
before this damage is fixed or gives rise to a chain reaction 
are presented It is surmised that by studying the survival rate 
of living cells the duration of mitosis the nature of chromosome 
breakages and the appearance of mutations all stages, from 
the initial absorption of radiant energy up to the final breakage 
of chromosomes the recombination of chromosome fragments, 
S C W  
INITIAL STAGES OF RADIATION DAMAGE TO CHRO- 
N65-23450 13-04) 
or the appearance of mutations can be traced 
N65-23466 Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
INVESTIGATION OF ENZYMES AND YEAST CELLS BY 
MEANS OF ACCELERATED HEAVY IONS 
Kornelius A Tobias. Thor Brustad, and Thomas Manney In  its 
Primary and Initial Processes in the Biol. Effects of Radiation 
29  Jan. 1965 p 255-271 refs (See N65-23450 13-04) 
The effect of heavy accelerated ions. such as protons. 
alpha particles, ions of boron-10, carbon-12. nitrogen-14. 
oxygen-16. neon-20, and argon-40. on living cells and biogically 
important molecules was studied. Results of studies on the 
effects of irradiation on dehydrated enzyme molecules in the 
dry state, and studies wi th  yeast cells to  determine whether 
the liquid medium of the nucleus is capable of modifying the 
effect of heavy ions are presented. Also included is an analysis 
of the inhibiting effect of radiation on cell division in Saccha- 
rom yces cerevisiae. S.C.W. 
N65-23467 Air Force Systems Command Wright-Patterson 
AFB Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
INSTANTANEOUS REACTIONS OF NERVES AND MUS- 
CLES TO IONIZING RADIATION 
0 Hug and G I Schliep In I ts  Primary and Initial Processes 
in the Biol Effects of Radiation 29  Jan 1965 p 272-288 
refs (See N65 23450 13-04) 
Isolated nerve-muscle preparationswere used to investigate 
different parameters responsible for instantaneous reactions 
to  ionizing radiation Nerve/muscle preparations of leeches 
(Hirudo med ) the earthworm (Lumbricus ?err 1. and isolated 
leech muscles were studied In  nerve/muscle preparations t w o  
different effects were observed I f  the preparation was in a 
state of spontaneous contraction irradiation produced a tem- 
porary inhibition and conversely in a state of relative rest 
irradiation produced rhythmic con’ actions There was a strict 
relationship between the effect and >clwer of the dose and 
total irradiation dose The effect of irradiation on a strip of 
the abdominal wall  of the leech which was completely isolated 
from the nerve chain showed that the dose and power of the 
dose necessary to  produce a reaction were considerably greater 
than in the case of the intact nerve/muscle preparation Data 
on muscle relaxation inhibition by acidification contraction 
6 
N65-23878 
produced by radiation in a muscle not capable of relaxation, 
the effects of single exposure at submaximum dose, and the 
reaction of a muscle preparation under conditions where the 
S C W  metabolic processes are undisturbed. are included 
11165-23468 Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
MECHANISM OF CHEMICAL RADIATION PROTECTION 
2. M .  Bacq and P. Alexander In its Primary and Initial Processes 
in the Bioi. Effects of Radiation 29 Jan. 1965 p 289-363 
refs (See N65-23450 13-04) 
The role of cysteamine and related compounds as chemical 
protector substances against irradiation, was studied. In ex- 
periments with model systems, cysteamine proved capable 
of protecting animals by the following three methods: redistri- 
bution of absorbed energy, reduction of the damaged molecule. 
and temporary combination with the damaged molecule. The 
mechanism of protection of living mammalian systems was also 
studied. It is postulated that one or several mechanisms. in 
which free radicals participate. are more likely to be responsible 
for the protective properties of cysteamine in mammals. Pro- 
tection through competition for free radicals and through 
reduction is possible in addition to direct energy transfer. The 
mechanism of reduction may play an important part because it 
explains why protection is more effective in aerobic cells. The 
exclusion of disulfide metabolism. tissue anoxia. and histamine. 
asthe primary mechanisms of chemical protection, is discussed. 
S.C.W. 
N65-23589# 
Dept. of Physiology 
PRESSION OF OXVHEMOGLOBtN DISSOCIATION CURVES 
J. Ryan Neville and John J.  Sasner Dec. 1964 18 p refs 
Submitted for Publication 
School of Aerospace Medicine. Brooks AFB. Tex. 
A NEW METHOD FOR THE MEASUREMENT AND EX- 
(SAM -TR 44-75: AD -457236) 
A continuous rapid plot of the shape of oxygen dissociation 
curves can be obtained with a single small sample of blood 
diluted in appropriate buffer. The method requires the con- 
tinuous removal of oxygen (both dissolved and combined) 
via aerobic respiration of yeast in the dilute blood sample 
(231. pH 7.4) while simuitaneously recording the PO2 with 
a polarographic dropping mercury electrode (DME). Methods 
of analysis are presented for converting polarographic current- 
time records into oxyhemoglobin dissociation curves similar 
to those obtained by more classical technics. An alternative 
interpretation of the current-time curves in terms of the relative 
oxygen flux (ROF) to the DME is described. This results in 
dissociation curves giving meaningful expression to certain 
dynamic factors involved in oxygen transport to tissues, in- 
cluding diffusion and rates of reaction, which are not revealed 
by the classic thermodynamic relationship. Examples of such 
curves, relating percent saturation to ROF are presented and 
the theoretic aspects of the derivation discussed. Author 
N65-23596# Atomic Energy Commission. Washington. 0 .  C. 
Div. of Biology and Medicine 
T E R R E STR I A L AND FRESHWATER R A D  I O  ECOLOGY 
A Selected Bibliography (Supplement 3)  
Alfred W. Klement. Jr. and Vincent Schultz Feb. 1965 119 p 
(TID-3910(Suppl. 3)) CFSTI: $2.50 
This supplemental bibliography contains 1 192 references 
related to field or laboratory studies of wild species of plants 
and animals with respect to radiation effects on metabolic 
studies involving radionuclides. Studies of laboratory strains 
or domestic strains are generally not included. G.G. 
N65-23616# Flying Personnel Research Committee. London 
(England). 
THE PRODUCTION OF RADIATION BURNS ON THE 
RETINA AT THE THRESHOLD LEVEL OF DAMAGE: A 
LITERATURE SURVEY AND TENTATIVE MATHEMATICAL 
THEORY 
K. E. Spells Mar. 1964 41 p refs 
(FPRC/ 1222) 
Results of experiments to  determine the threshold condi- 
tions for the production of burns on the retina of the eye by 
radiation were collected from the literature; all of the experi- 
mental work performed so far has been on rabbits. This survey 
covers experiments in which the exposures were long (minutes. 
or fractions thereon and short (0.5 msec by lasers). and at- 
tempts to treat the problem theoretically were included within 
i ts scope. Working from a somewhat different set of assump- 
tions than have been used in previous mathematical work on 
the subject. a tentative theory is presented for the production 
of threshold burns. This theory shows a measure of agreement 
with existing experimentally determined data which is encourag- 
ing, and its predictions include the case of threshold burn pro- 
duction by exposures of very brief duration (10 msec and below). 
Author 
N65-23645# 
Buenos Aires. 
G A R S  [METABOLISM0 DEL RADIOIODURO POR LA 
CHLORELLA VULGARIS] 
Leopoldo J. Anghilcri 1965 10 p refs I n  SPANISH 
1Rept.-132) 
Experiments were conducted to  determine iodine metabo- 
lism in Chlorella Vulgaris in media containing radioactive iodine- 
131. More than 50% of the intracellular iodine absorbed was 
in the iodide state. Although the protein fraction contained 
a large part of the isotope. no quantitative values of the 
protein composition could be determined. as the iodide protein 
compounds proved unstable during hydrolysis. Chartr. showing 
the percentages of activity obtained by various extraction 
methods are given. R.N.A. 
Argentina. Comision Nacionalde Energia Atomica. 
METABOLISM OF RADIOIODIDE IN CHLORELLA VUL- 
N65-23678'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Washington. D. C. 
THE EFFECT OF MANUAL LABOR AND PERSPIRATION 
O N  BLOOD AND TISSUE [UBER DIE ElNWlRKUNG DER 
MUSKELARBEIT U N D  DES SCHWITZENS AUF BLUT 
UND GEWEBE] 
W. Gross and 0. Kestner May 1965 30  p refs Transl. into 
ENGLISH from 2. Biol. (Munich). v. 70, 1919 p 187-210 
Information is given on changes in the composition of 
blood and tissue as a result of strenuous muscular activity. 
i.e. hiking. Tests were carried out on dogs. rabits. small 
donkeys. and on human beings to ascertain water losses in 
the body. salt losses. and their effect on the body metabolism, 
in particular the blood and tissue. Tests were carried out on 
humans during a mountain climb in Italy under various condi- 
tions of weather. exertion. food intake, and perspiration. 
Under conditions of salt deficiency the body weight was meas- 
ured prior to departure. upon arrival, on the following two 
mornings, and on the third day. Measurements were made of 
various factors before and after the trip (albumen in %. serum 
viscosity. hemoglobin count. body weight. body loss). Three 
types of water which are referred to  as concentration water, 
reduction water. and destruction water, are differentiated. and 
the properties of each are discussed. Determinations were 
made to  ascertain the water reservoirs of the body. such as 
(NASA-TT-F-9338) CFSTI: HC $2.00/MF $0.50 
N65-237 10 
the muscles It is concluded that water and salt are only tem- 
porarily taken from the blood during manual labor and sub- 
sequent perspiration. and that salt intake is necessary to 
bring about full replacement of water lost through perspira- 
tion Author 
N65-23710'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. 
CORIOLIS EFFECTS DURING PITCH AND ROLL MANEU- 
VERS I N  A PILOTED FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
John-D. Stewart and Brant Clark (San Jose State Coll.) 119641 
31 p refs Presented a t  the Ann. Meeting of Aerospace Med. 
Assoc., Miami Beach. 11-14May 1964 
(NASA-TM-X-51755) CFSTI: HC $2.00/MF $0.50 
The effects of a suprathreshold values of Coriolis accelera- 
tion on flight simulator pilots' perception of illusory motion. 
and perception of position in space were studied in order to 
obtain data on perception of cockpit rotation, detection of 
changes in cockpit position. and on motion sickness. Results 
of the study suggest that. within the range of conditions studied, 
the subjects judge body position w i th  respect to direction of 
resultant force acting on the body. The data also support the 
belief that stimulation of the semicircular canal by Coriolis 
forces has little effect on judgement of the postural vertical. 
C.L.W. 
N65-23729# Argentina. Comision Nacional de Energia Atom- 
ica. Buenos Aires. 
THYROID CENTELLOGRAM [CENTELLOGRAMA TIROIDEO] 
D. Artagaveytia. 0. Degrossi. H. Gotta. and V. Pecorini 1964 
1 4 p  refs In  SPANISH 
(Rept.-129) 
Thyroid nodules quite often hide malignant tumors, but 
because of the latter's greater affinity for iodine they can be dis- 
tinguished by radiological comparisons of radioiodine absorption. 
This paper discusses the use of scintillograms in diagnosing 
thyroid tumors and presents statistical evidence from radio- 
logical studies on their effectiveness. R.N.A. 
N65-23742*# California Univ., Los Angeles Brain Research 
Inst. 
EFFECT OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON CIRCADIAN 
RHYTHMS OF PLANTS, FOR THE PURPOSE OF DEFIN- 
ING AND VERIFYING AN EXPERIMENT SUITABLE FOR 
USE IN A BIOSATELLITE Final Report, Sap. 1, 1964- 
Feb. 28,1965 
J. D. French and T. Hoshizaki 2 8  Feb. 1965 8 p refs 
(Grant NsG-528) 
(NASA-CR-62707) CFSTI: HC $l.OO/MF $0.50 
An apparatus to  simulate weightlessness condition for 
plants, NOGRAVATRON. was developed. An infrared time 
lapse photographic system. a strain-gage recording system 
which measures the movements of pinto leaves and whose 
signal is suitable for telemetry: and a prototype flight package 
for neurospora experiments were also developed. Response dif- 
ferences were found in growth rates and growth directions in 
barley seedlings grown in a simulated weightlessness condi- 
tion. Leaf movement when the plant is stationary and grown 
under constant conditions was confirmed and delineated. Size 
ofthe experimental plant material was reduced. Leaf movements 
of pinto beans were found to respond to  a simulated weight- 
lessness condition by the loss of leaf movements or by a 
phase shift of the leaf movements. Basic 27-hour leaf move- 
ment rhythm was confirmed by computer analysis of photo- 
graphic time lapse data. Author 
8 
N65-23775# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton. D. C.  
PROCESSING OF INFORMATION ON LIVING ORGANISMS. 
DISCUSSIONS ABOUT THE BRAIN 
A. Napalkov and A Turov 23 Apr. 1965 12 p Transl. into 
ENGLISH from Nauka i Zhizn' (Moscow), no. 9, Sep. 1964 
p 68-72 
(JPRS-29744: TT-30815) CFSTI: $1.00 
Data on the arrangement and functioning of receptors and 
analyzers. systems perceiving and developing information on the 
condition of the external environment, the condition of the 
external environment and the internal medium of the organism, 
and the evolutionary position of the organism, are presented. 
Discussed are the echo-locating apparatus of the bat. the proprio- 
receptive sensing device of the praying mantis, the mechano- 
receptors of Arthropoda and the Calliphora fly. the labellum 
bristles of flies. and thermoreceptors of rattlesnakes. Results 
of physiological experiments on the frog show that, by means 
of the visual analyzer. it is able to recognize definite moving 
figures in its environment and to classify them as useful. harm- 
ful and indifferent. An electron model of this apparatus con- 
firmed the correctness of these experiments. ~- S.C.W. 
N65-23776# 
ton, D. C. 
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY 
E. B. Kurlyandskaya et al 10 May 1965 36 p refs Transl. into 
ENGLISH from Gigiena Truda i Prof. Zabolevaniya (Moscow). 
no. 3. Mar. 1965 p 3-15.38-43.60-63 
Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
(JPRS-29981; TT-65-30939) CFSTI: $2.00 
CONTENTS : 
ARDIZATION OF CHEMICAL CONTENT IN THE AIR OF 
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS E. B. Kurlyandskaya and I. V. Sanotskiy 
p 1-9 refs 
TION DURING TOXICOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS M.  Khorvat. 
E. Frantik, F. Korzhinek, A. Mikiska. and G. Mikiskova p 10- 
19  refs 
3. EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT AND PROPHYLAXIS 
OF ACUTE ARSENIC POISONING I. Ye. Okonishnikova p 20- 
27 refs 
4. TRACING OF PHENOLS IN THE ATMOSPHERE K. K. 
Dushutin and Yu. A. Manyashin p 28-29 
5. THE FIRST CONFERENCE IN MOSCOW OF THE 
HEADS OF ORGANIZATIONAL AND METHODOLOGICAL 
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTITUTES OF INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE 
AND OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES (MARCH 1964) N. I. 
Vokova p 30-33 
1. THE CRITERIA OF NOXIOUSNESS DURING STAND- 
2. STUDY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNC- 
N65-23777# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D.  C. 
SOME MEDICAL. PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL, AND TECH- 
NICAL ASPECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT 
V. Parin et al 11 May 1965 13 p Transl. into ENGLISH from 
Med. Gazeta (Moscow). 23 Mar. 1965 p 2 
(JPRS-29998: TT-65-30950) CFSTI: $1.00 
CONTENTS: 
1. MEDICINE AND OUTER SPACE V. Parin p 1-4 
2. GROUP PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY F. Gorbov p 5-7 
3. SPACE SUITS V. Krichagin p 8-10 
t 
N65-23941 
N6%-23793'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Washington, D. C. 
THE DEPENDENCE OF DIURESIS ON THE SALT CONTENT 
L i C  HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION OF DRINKING 
WATER [UBER DIE  ABHANGIGKEIT DER DIURESE 
VOM SAUGEHALT UND DER WASSERSTOFFIONENKON- 
ZENTRATION DES GETRUNKENEN WASSERS] 
E. Starkenstein May 1965 23 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH 
from Arch. Erptl. Pathol. Pharmakol. (Berlin). v. 104. 1924 
p 6-22 
(NASA-TT-F-9337) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0.50 
This paper explains tests to determine the amount of urine 
excreted from different types of mineral waters and ordinary 
waters taken into the organism. Tests were made of a variety 
of German mineral waters and. were carried out on rabbits, 
dogs and man. Distilled water, sodium chloride solutions, tap 
water and various mineral waters were tested and the amount 
of excretion in ccm was measured during a 4-hour period from 
1 liter of the liquid which was imbibed. Amount of urine excre- 
t ion was found t o  depend upon the salt content of the liquid, 
the free carbon dioxide. the alcohol content, and the hydrogen 
ion concentration. among other factors. Salt content inhibits 
excretion; carbon dioxide stimulates it. The diuresis-stimulat- 
ing effect of carbon dioxide is primarily due t o  the hydrogen 
ion concentration. Author 
N65-23813* # General Technical Services. lnc.. Yeadon. Pa. 
SPONSE OF SOME INTERNAL HUMAN SYSTEMS 
A. S. lberall and S. 2. Cardon Washington. NASA. May 1965 
1 7 9 p  refs 
(Contract NASw-10661 
FURTHER STUDY OF THE DYNAMIC SYSTEMS RE- 
(NASA-CR-219) CFSTI: HC $5.00/MF $1.00 
A contribution is made toward a new theory of automatic 
control as a background for analysis of the entire biological 
system. Author 
N65-23841# School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB. Tex. 
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF SMALL 
VOLUMES OF NITROGEN DISSOLVED IN BLOOD Final 
Report. Jun.-Dec. 1964 
Kenneth G. lkels Mar. 1965 12  p refs 
(SAM -T R-65-6, A D-460797) 
A gas chromatographic method, in conjunction with a 
modified Van Slyke apparatus. is described for the determina- 
tion of small volumes of N2 dissolved in blood. Essentially. 
the method consists of the extraction of a sample under reduced 
pressure followed by the absorption of 0 2  and C02. The 
remaining gas. chiefly N2. is quantified by gas chromatography. 
The observed Bunsen absorption coefficient for N2 in blood 
agrees closely w i th  the values reported in literature. The 
method is accurate t o  within 0.3 p I of N2 gas. The method 
is suitable for use throughout the physiologic range of dissolved 
N2 which could be encountered in  nitrogen elimination studies. 
Author 
N65-23850# Royal Inst.ofTech..Stockholm (Sweden). Speech 
Transmission Lab. 
SPEECH TR A N  SM l SSl ON LAB 0 R ATORY OU ARTE R LY 
BER 1964 
J .  Lindqvist et al 15  Jan. 1965 55  p refs 
(Contract DA-91-591-EUC-3413: Grants AF-EOAR-64-28: 
PROGRESS AND STATUS REPORT. OCTOBER-DECEM- 
NIH NB-04003-02) 
(STL-QPSR-4/1964) 
CONTENTS: 
SPEECH PRODUCTION 
TECHNIQUES J. Lindqvist p 1 -4  refs 
G. Fant p 5-7 refs 
SPEECH ANALYSIS 
T. Tarnoczy p 8-12 refs 
SPECTRUM T. Tarnocw and G. Fant p 13-14 refs 
1. INVERSE FILTERING. INSTRUMENTATION AND 
2. THE NASAL CAVITY STRUCTURES G. Bjuggren and 
3. ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS OF HUNGARIAN VOWELS 
4. SOME REMARKS ON THE AVERAGE SPEECH 
AIDS FOR THE DEAF 
5 RECODING SPEECH FOR THE DEAF AND HARD 
OF HEARING. A STATUS REPORT A. Risberg p 15-20 refs 
6. A BIBLIOGRAPHY ON RECODING OF SPEECH FOR 
THE DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING A. Risberg p 21 
N65-23889# 
LARGE RETINAL BURN STUDY 
Harold Najac. Blossom Cooper. Leo Todman. and James C. 
Newton Philadelphia, Frankford Arsenal. Dec. 1964 21 p 
(Contract DA-36-038-AMC-685(A)) 
(R-1747; AD-45651 5) 
Some tentative values are given for the threshold doses 
associated w i th  minimal retinal lesions for typical large image 
diameters (4 and 6 mm). A pulsed xenon source was used 
with exposure times varying between 20 and 100 milliseconds 
and irradiance levels between 10  and 30 cal/cm* sec. Author 
New York Eye and Ear Infirmary. N. Y. 
N65-23936 Technische Hochschule Aachen (West Germany). 
Deutsches Wollforschungsinstitut 
ON THE DECOMPOSITION O F  POLYESTER FIBERS 
THROUGH HYDROLYSIS A N D  AMINOLYSIS [UBER 
DROLYSE UND AMINOLYSE] 
Heimo Pfeifer Cologne, Westdeut. Verlag. 1964 119 p refs 
In GERMAN Forschungsber. des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen 
No. 1212 
Alkaline hydrolysis of polyester fibers did not support 
earlier findings that the observed weight loss is a linear 
function of time, but rather an exponential function of t ime 
resulting in a lattice expansion pattern of the decomposing 
fiber. Polyester decomposition by aminolyses produced 
pure amides and the synthesis of t w o  model substances 
yielded the bis-benzylamid and mono-ethylendiamid of the 
terephthalic acid. Hydraulic decomposition of the polyester 
fibers in water of 100" to  150°C under pressure showed a 
definite tensile loss. Organic solvents at higher temperatures 
had a fixation effect on the fibers. Exposure t o  xenon photol-  
yses for 10 weeks decreased absolute hardness 75% and 
tensile strength 76%. Neutron radiation resulted in marked 
fiber damage with linear decrease of molecular weight but 
no lattice expansion pattern was observed in the leftover 
fibers. Transl. by G.G. 
D E N  A B B A U  V O N  POLYESTERFASERN OURCH HY- 
N65-23941# Agricultural Research Service. Watkinsville. Ga. 
RESEARCH IN PLANT TRANSPIRATION: 1962 Production 
Research Report No. 87 
James E. Pallas. Jr., Anson R. Bertrand. Donald G. Harris, 
Charles B. Elkins. Jr.. and Clyde L. Parks Mar. 1965 56 p refs 
Prepared in cooperation w i th  Ga. Agr. Expt. Sta. and U. S. Army 
Electron. Res. and Develop. Activity GPO: $0.45 
9 
N 65-23960 
In a controlled environment growth room, radiant energy. 
relative humidity. and soil moisture tension had marked effects 
on the transpiration rate of plants. Guard cell operation was 
affected by moisture availability. Osmotic pressure determina- 
tions made concurrently with stomatal observations showed 
that. wi th  the species studied. operation of stomata could not 
be correlated wi th  changes in osmotic pressure of the guard 
cells. Tests were made of several formulations applied to leaves 
to  provide either a physical barrier to  transpiration or a po- 
tential control of stomatal operation. Materials included latex 
and plastic compounds, waxes, mercury and fluoride com- 
pounds. and a-hydroxysulfonates. Although a number of these 
formulations reduced transpiration, few did so without also 
depressing plant growth. In  experiments wi th  the most effective 
transpiration suppressants, treated leaves developed a tem- 
perature differential of 6" to lo" C. over that of untreated leaves. 
Author 
N65-23960# Martin Co.. Baltimore. Md. 
PERSONNEL SUB SYSTEMS 
D.  G. Thomas 119641 23 p refs Presented at Eurospace Conf , 
Brussels. 23-24 Jan. 1964 
The use of this analytical basis for the determination of the 
allocation of functions t o  man and machine forms the corner- 
stone of the concept referred t o  as Systems Functional Analy- 
sis. This analysis begins wi th  a definition of the proposed mis- 
sion and describes in detail the functions essential t o  the 
fulfillment of the mission requirements. The initial step is the 
description in general o f  the gross functions of the system. 
Progressively, these gross functions are further defined into 
subfunctions. and sub-subfunctions. Allocation of these func- 
tions, severally. to  man or machine, respectively t o  their rela- 
tive capability. reliability, economy, etc.. can then be performed. 
The techniques for accomplishing this objective. which con- 
stitute a methodology for human engineering support of system 
design. can be approached by generating an appropriate check- 
list and precisely articulating a task sequence analysis. in terms 
of logic symbols. Author 
N65-23980'# Minnesota Univ , Minneapolis 
FERENCE 
Lucille H Sukalo. ed [1965] 244 p refs Conf held at Minne- 
sota Univ ,  13-15 Apr 1964 
(Grant NsG-461) 
(NASA-CR-62786) CFSTI HC $600 /MF $1 5 0  
For individual titles see N65-23981-N65-24000 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ATMOSPHERIC BIOLOGY CON- 
Conference papers on atmospheric biology are presented 
N65-23981.. Minnesota Univ.. Minneapolis. School of Physics 
THE ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT 
H. T. Mantis In  i t s  Proc. of the Atmospheric Biol. Conf. [19651 
p 1-10 refs (See N65-23980 13-04) CFSTI: HC $6.00/MF 
$1.50 
Atmospheric properties of temperature. density. and the 
accompanying field of radiation as related t o  the biological 
environment are discussed. Natural injection of biological 
material at base of atmosphere wi l l  be determined by a complex 
interaction of properties of the biological material itself and 
particular characteristics of atmosphere at surface of earth. 
Extreme variability of atmospheric surface layer is emphasized. 
While it is predicted, therefore, that for most pollens and 
spores there would be a rapid decrease in concentration w i th  
altitude, particles approaching micron size might be expected 
in concentration at tropopause almost half as great as near 
surface Some additional environmental hazards encountered 
by small particles at high altitudes wi l l  be discussed Author 
. 
N65-23985' Litton Systems. Inc.. St. Paul, Minn Appfied 
Science Div. 
MECHANICAL METHODS FOR COLLECTING STRATO- 
SPHERIC BIOLOGICAL AEROSOLS 
D. A .  Lundgren, A. R .  McFarland, and V .  W .  Greene l n  Minne- 
sota Univ.. Minneapolis Proc. of the Atmospheric Biol Conf. 
[19651 p 49-67 refs (See N65-23980 13-04) CFSTI. HC 
$6.00/MF $1.50 
Characteristics of impaction and filtration aerosol collec- 
t ion mechanisms are reviewed wi th  particular reference to  high 
altitude environments. 80th theoretical and experimental as- 
pects are considered. Discussions and data are presented rela- 
tive t o  collection efficiency. viability decay, and amenability of 
sample to  subsequent analysis. Examples of current strato- 
spheric particulate sampling apparatus are given. and their 
applicability to  biological aerosol sampling is examined. It 
was concluded that very high collection efficiencies on parti- 
cles of microbiological size are more easily obtained as strato- 
spheric pressure decreases (altitude increases). Impaction and 
filtration methods are most applicable to  stratospheric bio- 
logical aerosol collection requirements of large sample size 
and low background contamination levels. Rockets, aircraft. 
and balloonborne sampling apparatus now exist that could be 
applied to  biological sampling with certain limitations placed 
upon each The most serious problem of high velocity aircraft 
and rocket sampling for viable biological matter is heating the 
collected particles. Aircraft and balloonborne samplers are 
most easily adapted t o  biological sampling requirements. 
Author 
N65-23986' California Univ Berkeley Space Sciences Lab 
DETECTION AND STUDY OF MICROBIAL POPULATION 
IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE 
MICROBIAL SAMPLING WITH AN ELECTROSTATIC PRE- 
CIPITATOR 
David Nicholson William J Oswald and Robert C Cooper 
l n  Minnesota Univ Minneapolis Proc of the Atmospheric 
Biol Conf [19651 p 69-78 refs (See N65 23980 13-04) 
CFSTI HC $600/MF $ 1  50 
In  the study of microorganisms that might exist in the 
upper atmosphere a method of capturing such microorganisms 
in viable form is required Theoretical studies indicated that 
a high collection efficiency could be attained with an electro 
static precipitator under near vacuum conditions Experimental 
verification of the theoretically high efficiency of the precipitator 
and of the viability of organisms captured was sought through 
use of a laboratory aerosol chamber In  the chamber suspen 
sions of Serratia marcescens were established with atomizing 
equipment An airstream drawn from the chamber was passed 
through the precipitator and through an Andersen sampler 
in parallel The collected material was regrown and enumerated 
to evaluate the collector efficiency as compared with the 
Andersen Many more viable organisms were collected in 
the Andersen than in the precipitator With a second Andersen 
in series following the precipitator in the airstream i t  appeared 
that the precipitator removed many more bacteria than 
could be enumerated as viable On the basis of the limited 
evidence presented i t  is tentatively coricluded that S mar 
cescens was to a large extent killed during collection in the 
electrostatic precipitator The killing mechanism (perhaps 
ozone production in the corona discharge of the precipitator) 
IS under study Studies are also in progress to modify the 
precipitator to increase its efficiency Author 
N65-23987' California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena. 
PARAMETERS FOR BIOCOLLOIDAL MATTER IN THE 
ATMOSPHERE 
10 
AlGander Goetz In Minnesota Univ.. Minneapolis Proc. of the 
AtmosphericBiol. Conf. [19651 p 79-97 refs (See N65-23980 
Parameters can be derived from properties of aero- 
colloidal matter in general. Of the particulates to be considered 
more or less permanent atmospheric constituents, the upper 
size limit lies for the biosphere at kinetic (Stokes') diameters 
( 5 ~  I d 5 8jd. but decreases rapidly with altitude. whereas the 
lower limit for stable particulates of significant frequency ap- 
pearsto be at (d - 0 . 0 5 ~ ) .  This size range embraces, thus, about 
two decades and includes bacterial cells. spores. and virus-like 
forms, but excludes from permanent suspension pollen. seeds, 
etc. Aerocolloidal matter in the average represents but 
to lo-* of suspending gas mass and amounts to  a numerical 
concentration of l@ to 1010/m3 of which the biocolloidal 
components can be assumed to be only a minute fraction 
( 5  Constitution of natural aerocolloids-particularly re- 
garding their organosoluble and thermally metastable com- 
ponents-is discussed and illustrated. Author 
13-04) CFSTl: HC $6.00/MF $1.50 
N65-23990' Mainz Univ. (West Germany). 
LARGE-SCALE DISTRIBUTION OF MICROORGANISMS 
IN  ATMOSPHERE 
C. E. Junge In Minnesota Univ.. Minneapolis Proc. of the 
Atmospheric Biol. Conf. 119651 p 117-125 refs (See N65- 
Microorganisms in atmosphere can be represented by par- 
ticles of Stokes' radii of about 1 micron and larger. Large scale 
distribution of such particles in troposphere and stratosphere is 
discussed. Conclusions for troposphere. based on considera- 
tions of physical processes involved and on studies of inorganic 
aerosols seem in line with information for atmospheric micro- 
organisms. For stratosphere the vertical distribution of particles 
is calculated for sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium under 
various assumptions about the eddy diffusion coefficient. It 
is concluded that even larger microorganisms can penetrate 
into lower 10 km of the stratosphere. However an upward 
penetration of microorganisms beyond 25 km. in extreme cases 
beyond 30 km. can hardly be expected even for the smallest 
atmospheric microorganisms. Exposure of microorganisms 
to ozone and sulfur oxidation products in stratosphere is briefly 
discussed. Author 
23980 13-04) CFSTI: H C  $6.00/MF $1.50 
N65-23991' 
BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BACTERIAL COUNTS 
I N  AQUATIC ENVIRONMENTS 
Holger W. Jannasch In Minnesota Univ.. Minneapolis Proc. 
of the Atmospheric Biol. Conf. [19651 p 127-132 refs (See 
(Grant NSF 6-861) 
Some recent marine bacteriological studies are discussed 
with regard to  adequacy of techniques and possibility of an 
ecologically significant interpretation of counts obtained. It 
is concluded that to  obtain statistically significant counts of 
any specific metabolic type of bacterium presupposes knowledge 
of growth requirements, germination properties, and extent 
of clumping and overgrowth. While under such conditions 
bacterial counts represent fair estimates of concentration of 
these organisms (regardless of their physiological state), 
they are not acceptable as an adequate measure of bacterial 
activity in natural populations. New approaches, employing 
continuous and semicontinuous growth systems, are promising 
more realistic estimates of bacterial activity in vivo. Author 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. Mass. 
N65-23980 13-04) CFSTI: HC $6.00/MF $1.50 
N65-23992' Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Dept. of Botany 
ATMOSPHERIC PARTICULATE MAlTER OF PLANT ORIGIN 
N65-23995 
William S .  Benninghoff In  Minnesota Univ.. Minneapolis Proc. 
of the Atmospheric Biol. Conf. I19651 p 133-145 refs (See 
Particulates of plant origin are grouped in following cate- 
gories. (1) small. lightweight propagules; (2) single- or few- 
celled plant bodies or fragments; (3) deciduous tissue parts 
from plant surfaces; and (4) fragments of vegetable humus. 
Different kinds of particles in categories (1) and (2 )  remain 
viable in the lowest level of atmosphere for widely different 
t ime periods. Both living and nonliving particles are possible 
agglomeration nuclei or in some instances substrates for 
smaller parasitic or saprophytic organisms. Plant origin partic- 
ulates can be recovered from atmosphere near ground by static 
samplers, dynamic samplers, and devices for entrapping rain 
washout. Results of static sampling to obtain pollen spectra of 
modern vegetation are discussed. Phytogeographical studies of 
seed and spore dispersal provide indications of transport dis- 
tances. Geographic distributions of source plants for given kinds 
of particulates and distributions of different vegetation types 
determine patterns of sources from which air movements trans- 
port particulates. Source patterns are complex in detail because 
of habitat differences. and vary wi th  seasons and with shorter 
term weather sequences. Author 
N65-23980 13-04) CFSTI: HC $6.00/MF $1.50 
N65-23993' 
Agnes Hansen and A. Orville Dah1 In its Proc. of the Atmos- 
pheric Biol. Conf. 119651 p 145-150 refs (See N65-23980 
Detailed analysis of airborne pollen has been carried on 
continuously since 1932. At  that time a pilot operation was 
instituted after considerable observation of anemophilous 
species in the field. Pollen of many species from 50 different 
genera occur each season on the sampling slides. The 10  
most abundant kinds of airborne pollen. in order of decreas- 
ing importance are these: Ambrosia (ragweeds). Arzemisia 
(wormwood-sage). Gramineae (grass). Chenopodiales (Rus- 
sian thistle, pigweeds). Rumex (dock). Quercus (oaks). UImus 
(elms). Betula (birches). and Urtica (nettles). Such factors as 
precipitation, wind direction. and temperature, influence the 
record of pollen on the sampling slide. The data of the highest 
24-hour concentration of any specific kind of pollen varies 
over the years. The range in total seasonal concentration of 
pollen (expressed as number of pollen grains per square 
centimeter of surface of the sampling slide) may vary exten- 
sively. Author 
Minnesota Univ.. Minneapolis. Dept. of Botany 
LONG-TERM ANALYSIS OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLEN 
13-04) CFSTI: HC $6.00/MF $1.50 
N65-23994' Bernice P. Bishop Museum. Honolulu. Hawaii. 
Dept. of Entomology 
AIRPLANE TRAPPING OF ORGANISMS AND PARTICLES 
E. P. Holzapfel and J. L Gressitt In  Minnesota Univ., Minne- 
apolis Proc. of the Atmospheric Biol. Conf. I19651 p 151-163 
refs (SeeN65-23980 13-04) CFSTI: HC $6.00/MF $1.50 
An air plankton trap for operation on a Super Constellation 
aircraft was developed. During 3 years of operation 59 arthro- 
pods plus numerous fragments were collected over the Antarctic, 
Pacific. and continental United States. Plant and mineral mate- 
rial have also been collected and analyzed. The trap has been 
operated about 668 500 km (41 5 260 statute miles). Collecting 
results and inflight tests indicated low efficiency. Author 
N65-23995' Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden 
!England). 
PROBLEMS OF SAMPLING FOR ATMOSPHERIC MICROBES 
I 1  
N65-23996 
P H Gregory In  Minnesota Un iv ,  Minneapolis Proc of the 
Atmospheric BIOI Conf [1965] p 165-169 refs (See N65- 
23980 13-04) CFSTI HC $6 00/MF $1 50 
Technical difficulties of sampling in the upper air are posed 
by (1) the large volumes to  be tested, (2) aerodynamical prob- 
lems of removing particles wi th  standard equipment not de: 
signed for high intake speeds, (3) problems of retaining V I -  
ability after capture, (4) l imiting contamination during passage 
through the lower atmosphere and in the laboratory, (5) rec- 
ognition of contaminants Author 
N65-23996' Army Biological Labs Fort Detrick M d  
SAMPLING MICROBIOLOGICAL AEROSOLS IN THE LOWER 
ATMOSPHERE 
Charles R Phillips and Herbert M Decker In Minnesota Univ 
Minneapolis Proc ofthe Atmospheric BIOI Conf [19651 p 171- 
177 ref (See N65-23980 13-04) CFSTI HC $6OO/MF $1 5 0  
Experience has been obtained in lower atmospheric sam- 
pling for viable airborne microorganisms outdoors and indoors 
A large number of sampling devices have been developed for 
this purpose many of which are not directly adaptable to  low 
temperatures and low pressures that exist in upper atmosphere 
Author 
N65-23997* Illinois Univ Urbana Dept of Microbiology 
CAN SPORES SURVIVE SPACE TRAVEL' 
H 0 Halvorson andV R Srinivasan In  Minnesota Univ Minne 
apolis Proc of the Atmospheric BIOI Conf [19651 p 179-185 
refs ( S e e  N65-23980 1 3  04) CFSTI HC $6OO/MF $1 5 0  
Roles of calcium and dipicolinic acid in contributing heat 
resistance to  spores and also resistance to  desiccation are 
discussed Spores limits of tolerance to  heat and stability of 
this tolerance during storage, are studied That the resistance 
of the spore is related t o  its affinity for water brings into focus 
the question of the role of bound water in spore resistance to 
desiccation I f  the water in spores is bound or if the spores are 
dry in presence of water is discussed Spores are more resistant 
than vegetative cells t o  radiation Organic compounds con 
taining disulfide bonds such as found in cystine confer limited 
protection t o  biological materials against irradiation Bacterial 
spores have been shown to possess macromolecules rich in 
cystine-like structures The kinetics of incorporating radioactive 
S35 into cystine like structures during sporulation indicates 
that the increase in cystine rich structures corresponds wi th  the 
increase of the radioresistance of the cell Author 
N65-23998. California Univ.. Berkeley. School of Public Health 
AN APPROACH TO STUDY OF MICROFLORA IN ATMOS- 
PHERE 
R .  L. Dimmick and R .  J. Heckly I n  Minnesota Univ.. Minnea- 
polis Proc. of the Atmospheric 8101. Conf. 119651 p 187-197 
refs Sponsored by ONR (See  N65-23980 13-04) CFSTI: HC 
$6.00/MF $1.50 
Holding suitable organisms in controlled atmospheric 
conditions and studying their viability for the purpose of ex- 
trapolating t o  natural conditions is discussed. These are general 
techniques employed in study of microorganisms in contact 
wi th  the atmosphere. (1) In aerobiological techniques, cultures 
are aerosolized into chambers under controlled conditions. 
air is sampled, and survival studied. (2) In  freeze-drying tech- 
niques. cultures are frozen at various temperatures and placed 
in a high vacuum until the moisture content has been reduced 
to  between five %and some unknown lower l imit. 13) In  surface 
drying techniques (desiccation), cultures are painted onto 
surfaces, then exposed to a variety of atmospheric conditions. 
Author 
N65-23999' Litton Systems. Inc , St Paul. Minn Apelied 
Science Div. 
MICROBIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF STRATOSPHERE 
RESULTS OF SIX EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHTS 
V. W .  Greene. P D. Pederson. D. A .  Lundgren. and C A .  Hag- 
berg In Minnesota Univ.. Minneapolis Proc of the,  Atmos- 
pheric Biol. Conf. 119651 p 199-212 refs (See N65-23980 
(Contracts NASr-81, NASw-648) 
Several balloonborne probes were launched to  determine 
existence and identity of viable microorganisms at altitudes 
between 30000 and 90000 ft.  Large volume. high efficiency 
filtration devices were employed t o  acquire samples ranging 
from 20000 t o  100000 ambient ft3 of stratospheric air. and 
a variety of controls and precautions were incorporated to  
preclude extraneous. nonstratospheric contamination. Post- 
impact contamination was a significant source of microor- 
ganisms on the filters. Nevertheless, it was possible to  de- 
termine that the maximum microbial density above the tropo- 
pause was less than 1 X lop3 organisms/ft3, and was probably 
lessthat 1 X 10p4/ft3. Molds belonging t o  the genera Alternaria 
and Cladosporium were consistently isolated from samplers 
exposed in the stratosphere. Author 
13-04) CFSTI: HC $6.00/MF $1.50 
N65-24000' Jet Propulsion Lab Calif lnst of Tech Pasa- 
dena 
ATMOSPHERIC COLLECTION AT 1Z2.000 FEET 
Gerald A Soffen In Minnesota Univ Minneapolis Proc of the 
Atmospheric Biol Conf [1965] p 213-219 refs (See N65- 
Anair impactor capable of continuous sampling for 12 to  2 4  
hours has been designed to  collect particles from the upper 
atmosphere (130000 ft) The aerosol is impacted on the pre- 
viously sterilized surface of a moving drum driven by a timing 
mechanism This enables the sample to  be spread over a large 
surface and to  be calibrated wi th  respect to the t ime of collec- 
tion The sample is retrieved handled aseptically, and CUI- 
tured using standard laboratory procedures The instrument 
has been tested under simulated atmospheric conditions and 
evaluated It was f lown on three successive balloon flights 
a small number of microorganisms was indicated The results 
of these collections will be discussed Author 
23980 13-04) CFSTI HC $600 /MF $1 5 0  
N65-24004# California Univ.. Los Angeles. Biotechnology Lab. 
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS RESEARCH; HUMAN 
TRACKING; SENSORY MOTOR CONTROL; AND MYOELEC- 
TRIC CONTROL 
John Lyman 15 Mar 1965 24 p 
(Contracts V1005p-9779; N 123(60530)32857A: AF 33(615)- 
1969: Grant VRA-RD-1201M-64) 
(Rept.-65-14: AD-61 3680) 
The objectives and current status of biotechnological 
projects on prosthetics, sensory motor control. human engi- 
neering, and myoelectric control systems are reported. Among 
the specific topics discussed was the selection of an amputee 
who indicated willingness to undergo minor surgery for cor- 
rection of a muscle hernia. Strain-gage measurements were 
made of the following muscles on the amputated site: pectoralis. 
latissimus dorsi, upper and lower part of the trapezius. and the 
sacrospinalis. All of these muscles were highly atropied and 
only the pectoralis provided a useful control signal. Output on 
the nonamputated side was comparable to  nonamputee sub- 
jects. E.E.B. 
N65-24039'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Tex. 
SURVIVAL AFTER DECOMPRESSION TO A VACUUM 
12 
N65-24227 
John Billingharn [19641 19 p refs P i s s e n f ~ d  ai Actuspace 
. Med. Assoc.. Miami, Fla.. 11-14 May 1964 
(NASA-TM-X-51669) CFSTI: HC $l.OO/MF $0.50 
A program to  investigate the physiological. pathological, 
and subsequent behavioral changes in animals exposed for 
varying periods of time to  a near vacuum and recompressed 
to a 350@foot altitude with oxygen was considered essen- 
tial to provide some indication of the probability of survival, 
the immediate and residual tissue damage. and the subsequent 
ability t o  perform tasks. This paper presents some results of 
this investigation. Author 
N65-24064# 
ton, D. C. 
BIOLOGICAL MODELING AND BIONICS 
P. I. Gulyayev 20 May 1965 9 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH 
from Vestn. Vysshey Shkoly (Moscow). no. 2. Feb. 1965 
p 41-47 
Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
(JPRS-30177; TT-65-31041) CFSTI: $1  .OO 
The merging of scientific disciplines, such as mathematics, 
bionics. and cybernetics for the development of models to  solve 
S.C.W. complex biological problems. is discussed. 
N65-2406S# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton. D. C. 
ELECTROMETRY IN MEDICINE 
20May 1965 5 p Trans!. into ENGLISH from Nauka i Tekhn. 
(Riga). no. 12, Dec. 1964 p 37 
(JPRS-30182; TT-65-31045) CFSTI: $1.00 
The development of new methods for use in clinical and 
diagnostic medicine is reported. A method for measuring 
stomach acidity without removing gastric juice is based on the 
use of an electronic apparatus that automatically records the 
movements, acidity, avd temperature of the stomach. An instru- 
ment for determining the condition of the adrenal cortex i n  
cardiovascular and metabolic disorders. and a fluorometric 
method for determining hormone concentration to an accuracy 
s . c . w  of one ten-millionth of a gram are reported. 
N65-2- Kentucky Univ.. Lexington. Dept. of Physiology 
and Biophysics 
RESPONSES OF COLD- AND WARM-ADAPTED DOGS 
TO INFUSED NORADRENALIN AND ACUTE BODY COOL- 
ING Final Repo~t. Oct. 1963-Nov. 1964 
Tetsuo Nagasaka and Loren D. Carlson Ft. Wainwright, Alaska, 
Arctic Aeromed. Lab., Feb. 1965 18 p refs 
(Contract AF 41(609)-2193) 
(AAL-TR-64-2 1 ; AD-462 102) 
A total of 12 experiments was done in cold-adapted (C-A) 
and warm-adapted (W-A) beagle dogs, kept more than 40 
daysat -10°Cand28" C.respectively.Thedogswereinfusedwith 
noradrenalinfor20minutesat30" C and after 45 minutes of acute 
coldexposureto 5" C. At  28" to  30" C. basal 02 consumption was 
higher in C-A dogs. Oxygen consumption of C-A dogs increased 
with a slight increase in the heart rate in the 18 to 20 minutes 
after body cooling and then decreased. I n  W-A dogs. 02 con- 
sumption decreased continuously after acute cold exposure. 
Calorigenic effects of infused noradrenalin were consistent in 
C-A and W-A dogs at 30" and 5°C; there was no difference be- 
tween the increased amount of 02 consumption from the initial 
levels. Noradrenalin caused increased heart rate in W-A dogs 
at 30" and 5°C. wi th decrease or no change in C-A dogs. 
Colonic, pinna and paw skin temperatures were significantly 
higher in C-A than in W-A dogs. Noradrenalin caused an in- 
crease in the temperatures. but the effect of the drug was 
moreprominentinW-AthaninC-Aanimalsat lowertemperature. 
Author 
N65-24082# 
Fort Wainwright. Alaska. 
PROJECT COLD CASE 
Frederick A. Milan Feb. 1965 3 0  p refs 
Aerospace Medical Div. Arctic Aeromedical Lab.. 
(AAL-TDR-64-23; AD-462767) 
Results of an investigation of the cold land survival capa- 
bilities of pilots wearing the full pressure high altitude flying 
outfit are presented. Six subjects wearing these garments were 
placed under simulated survival conditions in a wooded area. 
Ambient air temperatures reached -30°F and were below 
-27" F for at least 50% of the time. On the third day air tem- 
peratures rose and remained at -1OOF until the conclusion of 
the t e e  which lasted 72 hours. Two subjects wearing the 
ful l  pressure suit without additional clothing survived for 11 
and 30 hours. At  the end of this time they were fatigued and 
moderately hypothermic. Two subjects with' the full pressure 
suit plus a nine-piece down-filled s w i v a l  outfit (clothing 
outfit. arctic survival) survived for 52 and 72 hours. The 52- 
hour survivor suffered a noncold injury which necessitated his 
removal. Two subjects with the full pressure suit plus an ex- 
perimental ADC walk-around sleeping bag survived for 72 
hours each. Author 
N65-24083# Aerospace Medical Div. Arctic Aeromedical Lab.. 
Fort Wainwright, Alaska. 
COLD TEST EVALUATION OF SOME COMPONENTS OF 
THE NASA MERCURY SURVIVAL KIT 
Paul A. Albert Feb. 1965 22 p ref 
(AAL-TDR-64-24: AD-462624) 
Inhouse comparative testing was performed on the NASA 
and the standard MB-4 one-man life rafts, to  determine which 
provided greater protection against heat loss from subject to  
surroundings. Instrumented subjects, wi th  and without sir 
pil low for buttock insulation. were seated in the rafts in water 
at 2.0"C and ambient air temperatures of 0" and -18°C. for 
2-hour periods. The raft and other components, such as the 
NASA life vest. strobe light, transceiver and water container. 
were also cold-soakedat -30" C.todetermine structural integrity 
and certain operational characteristics. both during the expo- 
sure and after rewarming to  a more temperate state. Results 
indicate that the NASA raft and, under certain conditions, pos- 
sibly the water container are superior to  current Air Force 
Author items for survival in cold environments. 
N65-24227# 
ton. D. C. 
EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE 
Yu. M. Levin et al 10 May 1965 36 p refs Transl. into ENG- 
LISH from Byull. Eksptl. Biol. i Med. (Moscow). v. 58. no. 12, 
Dec. 1964 
Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
(JPRS-29980; TT-65-30938) CFSTI: $2.00 
CONTENTS: 
1. OXYGEN TENSION AND CEREBRAL HEMODYNAM- 
ICS DURING FATAL BLOOD LOSS AND SUBSEQUENT 
RESUSCITATION Yu. M. Levin and B .  I. Slovikov p 1-8 
refs 
2. ON THE INTERACTION OF ANALYZERS DURING 
ADEQUATE STIMULATION OF THE VESTIBULAR AP- 
PARATUS OF A DOG V. N. Barnat+iy p 9-16 refs 
3. CELLULAR ACTIVATION DURING THE REPARA- 
TIVE REGENERATION OF THE LIVER OF WHITE MICE 
UNDER CONDITIONS OF FUNCTIONAL ORGANIC STRESS 
N. F. Semenova p 17-24 refs 
4. THE EFFECT OF MEDICINAL SLEEP ON THE MI- 
TOTIC ACTIVITY OF NORMAL AND DENERVATED EPI- 
DERMIS OF WHITE RATS A.  N. Kulagin p 25-28 refs 
13 
N 65-24228 
5. ON THE POSSIBILITY OF UTiLlZlNG THE NEU- 
RONALLY ISOLATED CORTEX FOR INVESTIGATING THE 
MECHANISM OF THE EFFECT OF PHARMACOLOGICAL 
AGENTS IN  A CHRONIC EXPERIMENT M. M .  Khananash- 
vili p 29-33 refs 
N65-24228# California Univ., Los Angeles. Lab. of Nuclear 
Medicine and Radiation Biology 
ECOLOGY OF THE NEVADA TEST SITE. II: STATUS OF 
INTRODUCED SPECIES 
Janice C. Beatley Mar. 1965 39 p refs 
(Contract AT(O4-l)-GEN-l2) 
(UCLA-12-554) 
A vegetative analysis of three Eurasian plant species. 
Bromus rubens, Bromus tectorum, and Salsola kali. which are 
common t o  the Nevada Test Site area, is presented. Data on 
the geographic distribution. soil and water requirements. and 
reproductive patterns of these species are also included. S.C.W. 
N65-24230# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
E LECTR 0 PHYSIOLOGY 0 F CON D IT10 N ED REF LEXES 
AND DRUG ACTION ON THE BRAIN AND MODELING OF 
NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
11 May 1965 45 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH from Zh. 
Vysshei Nervnoi Deyatel'nosti (Moscow). v. 15. no. 1, 1965 
(JPRS-30007: TT-65-30955) CFSTI: $2.00 
CONTENTS: 
1. ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF A CONDITIONED R E -  
FLEX FORMED IN RESPONSE TO STIMULATION OF THALA- 
MIC MIDLINE NUCLEI G. T. Sakhiulina and G. Kh. Merzha- 
nova p 1-12 refs 
ENCE OF SOME PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGICAL DRUGS 
ON VARIOUS STRUCTURES OF THE HUMAN BRAIN N. N. 
Traugott, L. Ya. Balonov. and D. A. Kaufman p 13-27 refs 
HIBITION PRODUCED BY HYPNOTIC SUGGESTION I I. 
Korotkin and M .  M.  Suslova p 28-38 refs 
4. SEMINAR ON FUNCTIONS OF THE NERVOUS 
SYSTEM Ye. N.  Sokolov p 39-42 
2. ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA ON THE INFLU- 
3. DYNAMIC LOCALIZATION OF CONDITIONED IN- 
N65-24231# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
TIONS 
N. M. Amosov, E. T. Golovan', S. Ya. Zaslavskiy. K. A. Ivanov- 
Muromskiy. and V. S. Starinets 19 May 1965 38 p refs 
Transl. into ENGLISH from Kibernetika i Tekhn. Vychisleniy 
(Kiev). 1964 p 116-143 
In  an investigation of the simulation of the human psycho- 
logical activity, attention is directed toward a proposed model 
of the mental process, which has, as its basis, logic rules spe- 
cifically developed in the learning process. and which requires 
the presence of emotional states for controlling and monitor- 
ing. These emotional states control and direct the mental proc- 
ess and are altered, further developed. or stabilized in response 
to  the resulting intellectual activity. From the technical point 
of view, a general discussion is given of the model operation, 
along with a block diagram and a discussion of the operation of 
the individual blocks of the model. C.L.W. 
ONE APPROACH TO MODELING PSYCHOLOGICAL FUNC- 
N65-24236# Fish and Wildlife Service, Seattle, Wash. Tech- 
nological Lab. 
EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION ON LIPIDS OF FISH 
Final Report, Nov. 1963-Nov. 1964 
Maurice E. Stansby and George Kudo Washington. D .  C ,  . 
AEC. Nov. 1964 28  p ref 
(Contract AT(49-11)-2058) 
(TID-21405) CFSTI: $2.00 
An investigation was made of problems related to changes 
caused by irradiation at 0.3 megarad of lipids and associated 
pigments in eight species of fish ranging in lipid content 
from 5% to 20%. Samples were irradiated and subsequently 
stored at 33" F. after being packaged both in evacuated tin 
cans and in sealed mylar-polyethylene pouches. Changes in 
the fish, immediately after irradiation and after storage for 
periods up to  6 weeks, were measured by use of an experi- 
enced sensory panel and. in some cases. by determining the 
peroxide number of the lipid after extraction from the fish. 
Five species of salmon, rainbow trout, herring, and sable- 
fish were used. All of the species showed a combination of 
adverse changes that more than neutralized any advantages 
of retardation of bacterial spoilage by the irradiation process. 
Samples irradiated and stored in the polyethylene pouches in 
the presence of air showed extreme adverse changes. Those 
samples that were vacuum packed showed much less de- 
velopment of rancidity. but loss of normal color and loss of 
natural flavor was still very marked. Author 
N65-24249# Argonne National Lab 1 1 1  
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEAHCH DIVISION AN- 
NUAL REPORT, 1964 
Dec 1964 232 p refs 
(Contract W-31-109-ENG-38) 
(ANL-6971) CFSTI $6 00 
CONTENTS 
1 BIOCHEMISTRY p 1-28 refs 
2 BIOPHYSICS p29-46 refs 
3 CARCINOGENESIS p 47-58 refs 
4 CELLULAR FINE STRUCTURE p 59-82 refs 
5 ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION STUDIES p 83-88 
6 EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES IN HUMAN POPU- 
7 EXTERNAL RADIATION TOXICITY p 90-119 refs 
8 GENETICS p120-132 refs 
9 METABOLISM OF FISSION PRODUCTS p 133- 
LATIONS p 8 9  
142 refs 
10 PHYSIOLOGY p 143-165 refs 
11 PLANT RADIOBIOLOGY p 166-205 refs 
12 RADIOPROTECTION p 206-214 
13 THEORETICAL BIOLOGY p 215-223 refs 
N65-24254# North American Aviatian. Inc.. Columbus, Ohio. 
EFFECTS OF TASK LOADING ON PILOT PERFORMANCE 
FLIGHT 
Stanley M .  Soliday et al 
Res. Command, Feb. 1965 92 p refs 
(Contract DA-44-177-AMC-66(T)) 
D U R I N G SI M U LATE D LOW -ALT IT  U DE H IGH-SPEED 
Ft. Eustis. Va.. Army Transportation 
(U SATR ECOM -TR-64-69; AD-6 14243) 
The effects of task loading on pilot performance during 
simulated low-altitude high-speed flight were studied. Ap- 
proximately 210 hours of flight were made by experienced 
pilots in a moving-base simulator that had a total vertical 
travel of 12 feet and an acceleration capability of +6G. The 
flights were made over several types of terrain at several air- 
speeds under different conditions of navigation task and 
emergency task loading. Medium-heavy turbulence was 
simulated for all flights. Data were analyzed in terms of human 
performance aspects of the missions. Author 
14 
N65-24301 
165-24262# Atomic Energy Commission Oak Ridge. Tenn 
Dtv of Technical Information 
RADLOACTIVE DECONTAMINATION A Literature Search 
H e n r y  D Raleigh comp Apr 1965 7 8 p  refs 
(TID-3535. SUPPI 1) CFSTI $ 3 0 0  
Included are 336 references to  unclassified publications 
on physical and chemical methods for the removal of radio- 
active contamination The references cover the period from 
July 1959 through December 1964 Sublect. author. and re- 
port number indexes are provided Author 
N65-24272# California Univ.. Los Angeles. Lab. of Nuclear 
Medicine and Radiation Biology 
A DUAL LUNG SCANNING TECHNIQUE FOR EVALUATION 
OF PULMONARY FUNCTION Preliminary Report 
George V. Taplin and Norman D. Poe May 1965 19 p refs 
(Contract AT(04-1)-GEN-12) 
(UCLA-12-556) 
A new scanning technique is described for visualizing the 
lower respiratory tract safely following the inhalation of radio- 
aerosols. Normally, inhaled radioactive particles of small size 
(< 1 . 0 ~ )  are evenly distributed throughout the lungs. How- 
ever, wi th partial bronchial obstruction. the poorly ventilated 
region usually shows a lower level of radioactivity wi th a small 
area of increased activity at the site of obstruction in man 
and dog. Complete bronchial obstruction is readily detectable 
as an area of absent radioactivity. Bronchial patency and 
arterial blood f low can be evaluated together by scanning 
following the inhalation of a low-energy aerosol and the in- 
travenous injection of lop t o  5Op size aggregates of albumin 
l3'I. Combined inhalation and intravenous lung scan studies 
were performed in patients w i th  tuberculosis. emphysema 
and bronchiectasis, and in dogs with experimental and corn 
plete bronchial obstruction, pulmonary artery occlusion, 
and phrenic nerve section. The dual scanning technique provides 
data on regional pulmonary arterial blood flow and bronchial 
patency otherwise obtainable only by far more complicated 
and less physiological methods. Author 
N65-24294*# l lT  Research Inst.. Chicago, 111. 
LIFE IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS Quarterly 
Status Report,. 15 Feh-15 May 1965 
Charles A. Hagen [19651 13 p 
(Contract NASr-22) 
(NASA-CR-62829: llTRI-L6023-1) CFSTI: HC $l.OO/MF $0.50 
Bacillus cereus and bacillus subtilis vegetative and spore 
cells grown in a simulated Martian environment were studied 
to  detect and determine possible mutation and adaptation, 
to  determine the effect of freeze-thaw cycles. and to  detect 
changes in thermal resistance. No mutation was observed 
in either. but freeze-thaw cycles were found to  affect spore 
germination. vegetative cell growth, and sporulation. In 
neither case was there indicated any change in thermal resist- 
ance. C.L.W. 
N65-24296'# Dynamic Science Corp.. South Pasadena, Calif. 
STERILIZATION HANDBOOK Final Report 
John 8. Opfell, C. E. Miller. N. S. Kovar. P. E. Naton. and R. D. 
Allen 26 Aug. 1964 185 p refs 
(Contract NASw-777) 
(NASA-CR-62837: SN-37) CFSTI: HC $5.00/MF $1.25 
An effective sterilization and control program handbook 
is presented containing data on management; design and de- 
velopment of sterile spacecraft, including procured parts. con- 
trzctor-fabricated parts. materials, and assemblies; and pro- 
cedures for producing sterility. for measuring microbiological 
contamination. and for maintaining sterility. It provides the 
necessary information for the design. manufacture. and verifi- 
cation of biological sterility on and in space vehicles and pay- 
loads. R.C.S. 
N65-24297'# Dynamic Science Corp.. South Pasadena. Calif. 
STERILIZATION HANDBOOK, APPENDIX 
26 Aug. 1964 82 p 
(Contract NASw-777) 
(NASA-CR-62838; SN-37, Final) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.75 
The high solubility of ethylene oxide in rubber induced 
dematitis from ethylene oxide sterilized rubber gloves and 
garments. In a 10% gaseous atmosphere rubber wi l l  absorb 
from 12 to 15  mg/g of ethylene oxide. but a high diffusivity 
makes the concentration in rubber gloves safe for most skins 
1 hour after sterilization. The physical and chemical proper- 
ties of the sterilizing agents beta-propiolactone, ethylene 
imine. ethylene oxide, and formaldehyde are listed in short 
form. An alphabetical bibliography of articles pertaining to 
sterilization processes and effects is presented. wi th reference 
numbers for the corresponding abstracts in STAR. Barber 
1961, Swift 1963, International Aerospace Abstracts. or the 
DDC Technical Abstracts Bulletin. G.G. 
N65-24301# Alaska Univ.. College. Geophysical Inst. 
PROCEEDINGS, SYMPOSIA  O N  ARCTIC M E D I C I N E  
AND BIOLOGY. IV: FROSTBITE 
Eleanor Viereck. ed. 1964 454 p refs Symp. held at the 
Arctic Aeromed. Lab., Fort Wainwright, Alaska, 17-19 Feb. 
1964 
CONTENTS. 
1. MECHANISM OF FREEZING INJURY IN  CLINICAL 
FROSTBITE H. T. Meryman (Naval Med. Res. Inst.) p 1-11 
refs 
LONGED EXPOSURE TO COLD AIR J.  Peter Kulka (Robert 
Bent Brigham Hospital) p 13-49 refs 
2. EXPERIMENTAL INJURIES PRODUCED BY PRO- 
3. STUDIES ON THE PATHOGENESIS OF COLD IN- 
JURY. MICROCIRCULATORY CHANGES IN TISSUE IN- 
JURED BY FREEZING Eldred D. Mundth (Naval Med. Res. 
Inst.) p 51-73 refs 
4. ATMOSPHERIC COOLING AND THE OCCURRENCE 
OF FROSTBITE IN EXPOSED SKIN 0. V. Wilson (Lund Univ., 
Sweden) p 73-86 refs 
5. PREVENTION OF FROSTBITE AND FREEZING 
E. E. Hedblom (Naval Air Sta., Whidbey Island) p 87-126 
6. FROSTBITE: A METHOD OF MANAGEMENT W. J. 
Mills, Jr. and Robert Whaley p 127-148 refs 
7. CLINICAL ASPECTS OF FROSTBITE INJURY W. J. 
Mills, Jr. p 149-196 
8. PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF FROSTBITE 
IN  MOUNTAIN WARFARE Francis lvanichek (Alaska Psy- 
chiatric Inst.) p 197-206 
9.  EXPERIENCES WITH CONSERVATIVE MANAGE- 
MENT OF COLD INJURY AMONG CIVILIANS F. A. Simeone 
(Western Resorse Med. School) p 207-238 refs 
10. POLICY FOR TREATMENT OF FROSTBITE IN  
NORWAY F. J. Lorentzen (Royal Norwegian AF Inst. of Avia- 
tion Med.) p 239-244 
11. GENERAL OUTCOOLING AND LOCAL FROSTBITE 
R .  Campbell p 245-256 
12. THE EFFECTS OF DRUGS IN  THE THERAPY OF 
FROSTBITE Donald R. Websrer (McGI!I Univ.) p 257-268 
13. LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT DEXTRAN: A NEW 
N65-243 1 5 
AGENT IN THE TREATMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL FROST- 
BITE Eldred D. Mundth (Naval Med. Res. Inst.) p 269-292 
refs 
14. SYMPATHECTOMY IN THETREATMENT OF FROST- 
BITE Harris B. Shumacker. Jr. (Indiana Univ.) p 293-320 
refs 
N65-24315# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing 
ton, D. C. 
LEUKEMIA AND IONIZING RADIATION 
M.V.  Svyatukhin 19 May 1965 14 p refs Transl into ENG- 
LISH from Arkh. Patol (Moscow), no. 2. 1965 p 6-13 
(J PRS-30161, TT-65- 31 032) C FSTl. $1  .OO 
The influence of ionizing radiation on the origin and de- 
velopment of human leukemia is discussed. The nature of 
the threshold radiation dose, the influence of diagnostic and 
therapeutic X-ray procedures, the medical use of radioactive 
isotopes as radioactive iodine13'. and the diagnostic use of 
radioactive colloidal thorium oxide, are considered as direct 
mechanisms which contribute to  the development of radia- 
tion induced leukemia. Indirect mechanisms of importance 
to the etiology of radiation induced leukemia as somatic 
mutations and defective chromosomes, hormones. the thyroid 
gland. the thymus. and viruses, are also considered. The 
effects of radiation dose on the development of lymphatic 
and myeloid leukemias in humans and mice, and inherent 
problems in the classification of acute lymphatic leukemias 
s . c . w  appearing after radiation. are also discussed. 
N65-24348# 
ton, 0. C. 
PROBLEMS OF SPACE FLIGHT 
L. Khachatur'yants 19 May 1965 7 p Transl. into ENGLISH 
from Krasnaya Zvezda (Moscow), 20  Mar. 1965 p 6 
Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
(JPRS-30152; TT-65-31023) CFSTI: $1.00 
Technical and biological problems associated with extra- 
vehicular activity in free space are discussed. Emphasized is the 
effect of weightlessness on coordinated movements. The in- 
ability of pressure suits to  guarantee freedom of movement 
and an adequate field of vision is discussed. Research focus- 
ing on the technological development of single- and two-seater 
capsules with outside manipulators for overcoming problems of 
depth perception and motor coordination: and the development 
of a test bed which would simulate supportless space and train 
cosmonauts to  orient themselves purposefully. with the ulti- 
mate goal being to walk as well as turn in space is proposed. 
S.C.W. 
N65-24349# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
THE PROBLEM OF PSEUDOPSYCHOPATHOLOGY UNDER 
CONDITIONS OF ISOLATION AND SENSORY DEPRIVA- 
TION 
0. N. Kuznetsov and V. I .  Lebedev 19 May 1965 14 p refs 
Transl. into ENGLISH from Zh. Nevropatol. i Psikhiatr. (Moscow). 
v. 65, no. 3, 1965 p 386-393 
(JPRS-30158; TT-65-31029) 
An analysis of specific psychic changes. such as illusions, 
the sensation of a stranger's presence, subjectively realized 
dreams. eudetic conceptions, ideas of reference, and overvalued 
ideas, which were observed in experiments on prolonged iso- 
lation with relative sensory deprivation, is presented. It is 
surmised that although these psychic manifestations resemble 
psychopathological disturbances, they show fundamental 
differences. The established psychic changes are attributed 
to  specific individual reactions to  the experimental conditions. 
The term pseudopsychopathology is coined to distinguish 
these specific reactions from pathological reactions. The use of' 
Pseudopsychopathological manifestations in general psychiatry, 
for differentiating between psychopathological symptoms 
caused by disease and reactions to disturbances induced by 
S.C.W. the outside world, is discussed. 
N65-24351# 
ton, D. C. 
CONTROL SYSTEMS AND MAN'S HEALTH 
A. V. Napalkov and N. A. Chichvarina 18 p 
Transl. into ENGLISH from Priroda (Moscow). no. 12. Dec. 
1964 p31-38 
Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
2 4  May 1965 
(JPRS-30214: TT-65-31063) C FSTl. $1 .OO 
A discussion of control mechanisms which induce patho- 
logical conditions in living organisms is presented. It is surmised 
that at the basis of the theory of self-organizing control sys- 
tems lie algorithms of different levels, which influence the func- 
tioning of the internal organs. The integration of algorithms into 
cybernetics for determining the etiology and pathology of 
certain disease entities is discussed. The significance of com- 
plex control mechanisms in cancer. hypertension. angina 
pectoris, bronchial asthma, and diabetes is exemplified. Also 
included is an analysis of Pavlovian theory. Results of experi- 
ments supporting the theory that the formation of new patho- 
logical forms of control lie at the basis of many diseases are 
reported. S.C.W. 
N65-24360# Aerospace Medical Div. Aerospace Medical 
Research Labs. (6570th). Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio. Be- 
haviorial Sciences Lab. 
IN  TERMS OF CONTROL ACTIVATION TIME Final Report, 
Nov. 1963-Feb. 1964 
Earl D.  Sharp Dec. 1964 22 p 
A COMPARISON OF THREE FULL-PRESSURE SUITS 
(AM R L-TR-64-126; AD-61 3597) 
Three pressure suits, both pressurized and unpressurized. 
were compared on the basis of times taken by two subjects 
to  initiate action and to  reach to  and operate controls located 
in various positions in a simulated workspace. The suits 
compared were the Apollo Phase B. the Gemini G2C-1. and 
the Apollo 1960 State-of-the-Art. The controls used were 
knobs, toggle switches, and pushbuttons. The work area in- 
vestigated was semicircular. extending left and right 78", 
3 4  to 49 inches above the floor. at a distance of approximately 
2 feet. Average times for each combination of suit, suit 
condition (pressurized or unpressurized). control type, control 
location, and hand used are presented. No suit appeared to  
be unequivocally superior. Total time to initiate action, and 
to  reach to  and operate toggle switches and pushbuttons 
was typically. although not universally, shorter when wearing 
the Apollo 1960 State-of-the-Art suit. Total time to initiate 
action and to reach to and operate knobs was typically, al- 
though not universally. shorter when wearing the Gemini 
G2C-1 suit; however, not all locations could be reached when 
wearing this suit. Author 
N65-24362# California Univ , Berkeley Operations Research 
Center 
PROBLEMS 
Michael J Lawrence Nov 1964 31 p refs 
(Contract Nonr-3656(18)) 
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE BURN-IN AND RELATED 
(ORC-64-32(RR). AD-613276) 
Two problems involving the derivation of bounds on dis- 
tributions with a decreasing failure rate (DFR distributions) 
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'are presented. Given that an item has a decreasing failure 
rate. sharp upper and lower bounds on the burn-in time to  
achieve a specified mean residual life are derived. The bounds 
rely only on the DFR assumption. and a knowledge of the 
first moment and a percentile of the failure distribution. A n  
early estimate o f  the 5-year survival proportion (commonly 
called the 5-year cure rate) is of interest in assessing the 
value of a treatment for a mortal disease such as cancer. As- 
suming that the distribution of t ime t o  death is DFR and 
assuming a knowledge of the mean and a percentile. sharp 
upper and lower bounds on the survival proportion are ob- 
tained. In addition. some bounds on the hazard rate and density 
of a DFR distribution are given. Author 
N65-24370*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Washington. D. C. 
PROBLEMS OF ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY 
8.  F. Lomov. ed. May 1965 153 p Transl. into ENGLISH 
of "Probl. Inzh. Psikhologii" Presented at the 1st Leningrad 
Conf. on Eng. Psychology. Jun. 1964 
(NASA-TT-F-312) CFSTI: HC $5.00/MF $1.00 
An annotated bibliography of 120 papers on problems 
in engineering psychology is presented. Information abstracts 
cover research on self-organizing systems. functions of humans 
in control systems, characteristics of operator activities. simu- 
lation of psychic activity. reliability and accuracy of operator 
activities, design of operator working posts, training and selec- 
t ion of operators. group activity. methods of investigating 
human activity. reception of information by human subjects. 
sensorimotor processes. reactions. operative thinking. and 
memory. J.M.D: 
N65-24417# Oregon State Univ.. Corvallis. Science Research 
Inst. 
EFFECTS OF HYDRAZINES ON THE METABOLISM OF 
CERTAIN AMINES AND AMINO ACIDS F i ~ l  Report, 1 Jun. 
1 963-30 Jun. 1964 
D. J. Reed. F. N. Dost. and C. H. Wang Wright-Patterson AFB. 
Ohio, AMRL. Dec. 1964 4 4 p  refs 
(Contract AF 33(657)-11757) 
(AM R L-TR -64- 1 13 ; AD-6 10570) 
Effects of intraperitoneally administered simp!e hydrazines 
upon the metabolism of amines and amino acids in rats were 
examined. Unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (UDM HI. mono- 
methylhydrazine (MMH). and hydrazine strongly inhibited oxi- 
dation of putrescine-1. 4-C14 (1.4-diamino butane) and methyl- 
amine-C14 t o  Ci402. The M M H  caused a virtually complete 
inhibition of monoamine oxidase activity in vivo, but inhibition 
by UDMH and hydrazine was limited. I n  vivo and in vitro dia- 
mine oxidase activity was heavily suppressed by all three 
hydrazines. A possible difference between the enzyme systems 
which metabolize methylamine and putrescine is indicated. The 
metabolism of varied oral and intraperitoneal doses of L- 
glutamic a ~ i d - 1 - C ' ~  was inhibited by hydrazine.. but not by 
U D M H  or MMH.  In vivo decarboxylation of trace amounts of 
3.4-dihydroxyphenylalanine-1 -C14 was not affected by any of 
the three hydrazines. It was also indicated that UDMH may 
cause a substantial loss of gastric motility. Author 
N65-24418# Pittsburgh Univ.. Pa. 
PROGRAMMING METHOD AND RESPONSE MODE IN  
A VISUAL-ORAL TASK Final Report, Oct. 1961-Oct. 1963 
Attila P. Csanyi. Robert Glaser. and James H. Reynolds 
Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio. AMRL. Dec. 1964 19 p refs 
(Contract AF 33(616)-7175) 
(AM R L-TR -64- 129 ; AD-6 1401 4) 
Programing methods and response modes were investi- 
gated to determine effective training methods. The identifi- 
cation and pronunciation of phonetic symbols were taught 
by two different programing methods and t w o  different re- 
sponse modes. The programing method featured either prompt- 
ing or confirmation. and the response mode was either overt 
or covert. Achievement was measured on both a multiple 
choice test and a test requiring overt oral responses. Con- 
siderable variation occurred among the test scores for each 
learning condition. Differences among the conditions, tend- 
ing t o  indicate the superiority of overt responding and of 
confirmation, were significant on only one case. Overt re- 
sponding was superior for retention when measured by tests 
requiring overt oral responses. The prompting method cou- 
pled with the covert response mode tended to  produce poorer 
learning and retention than the other conditions. but it re- 
quired only 30 to  50 percent as much learning time as the 
other conditions. Author 
N65-24435# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
WESTNIK OF THE USSR ACADEMY OF MEDICAL SCI- 
ENCES. VOL XX, NO. 2, 1965 
27 May 1965 161 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH from Vest- 
nik Akad. Med. Nauk SSSR (Moscow). v 20. no. 2. 1965 
97 P 
(JPRS-30288: TT-65-31100) CFSTI: $5.00 
CONTENTS: 
1. MODERN TEACHING ON CHRONIC GASTRITIS 
S. M. Ryss p 1-13 refs 
2. EXTRABULBAR CONSTRICTIONS OF THE DUO- 
DENUM IN  ADULTS V. Kh. Vasilenko. M .  M.  Sal'man. and 
N. A. Rabukhina p 14-23 refs 
3. CERTAIN PROBLEMS CONCERNING THE PATHO- 
GENESIS OF DUODENAL ULCER B. Ye. Votchal. A.  S. 
Belousov. and G. L Levin p 24-30 refs 
4. VITAMIN 812 ABSORPTION I N  PATIENTS WITH 
GASTRIC CARCINOMA AND A RESECTED STOMACH 
A 2. Tsfasman p 31-36 refs 
5. THE ACTIVITY OF RENIN AND STATE OF THE 
JUXTAGLOMERULAR APPARATUS I N  THE KIDNEYS 
OF PATIENTS WHO DIED OF HEPATIC CIRRHOSIS WITH 
ASCITES AND CONGESTIVE CARDIAC INSUFFICIENCY 
Vu. A. Serebrovskaya. A. M.  Vikhert. G. I. Koropova. A F. 
Ushkalov. and I. A. Uchitel' p 37-51 refs 
6. THE PROBLEM CONCERNING THE MECHANISM 
OF CARDIAL FUNCTION A. L. Grebenev p 52-56 refs 
7. EFFECT OF VEGETOTROPIC SUBSTANCES (ATRO- 
PINE. MORPHINE, NICOTINE) ON THE DUODENAL MOTOR 
FUNCTION I N  PATIENTS WITH PEPTIC ULCER 0. L. 
Kolosova p 57-64 refs 
8. PERIODIC MOTOR ACTIVITY OF THE SMALL 
INTESTINE I N  ITS NORMAL AND INFLAMED STATE 
V. G. Khlystov p 65-72 refs 
9. ENTEROKINASE AND ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE 
CONTENT I N  THE PURE SECRETION OF THE JEJUNUM 
IN  HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS M.  N. Vlasova p 73-78 refs 
10. MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL CHANGES 
IN THE STOMACH DURING ITS PRETUMOROUS STATES 
i s .  G. Masevich p 79-88 refs 
11. STATE OF THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM I N  
CORONAROGRAPHY UNDER CONDITIONS OF A TRAN- 
L. C. Zingerman. B. M .  Kogan. Ya. 6. Kurilovich. A.  P. Par- 
fenov. and Ye. P. Pospelova- p 89-95 refs 
12. INHALATION RADIOCARDIOGRAPHY AND ITS 
DIAGNOSTIC VALUE F. F. Vysokiy p 96-1 13 refs 
SITORY ACETYLCHOLINE-INDUCED CARDIAC ARREST 
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13 THE ROLE OF ELECTROLYTES IN CARDIAC PA- 
THOLOGY V M Bogolyubov p 114-123 refs 
CARDIOGRAM M Ye Slutskiy p 124-130 
K I Shirokova p 131-142 refs 
1 4  DIAGNOSTIC POSSIBILITIES OF THE APEX 
1 5  ACUTE GASTROINTESTINAL HEMORRHAGES 
16 THE PROBLEM OF INVESTIGATION OF MUCOID 
SUBSTANCES IN  THE STOMACH G V Tsodikov P 143- 
155 refs 
N65-24437# 
ton. D .  C. 
ENCES, VOL. XX, NO. 3. 1965 
28 May 1965 155 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH from Vest- 
nik Akad. Med. Nauk SSSR (Moscow). v. 20. no. 3. 1965 p 3- 
95  
(JPRS-30306: TT-65-31-111) CFSTI: $5.00 
CONTENTS: 
1. THE ROLE OF CHROMOSOMAL ABERRATIONS 
IN  H U M A N  PATHOLOGY (CHROMOSOMAL DISEASES) 
Ye. F. Davidenkova p 1-13 refs 
2. ON THE NOSOLOGY AND CLINICAL VARIANTS 
OF KLINEFELTER'S DISEASE A. M Ponomarenko p 14- 
22 refs 
DROME G. G. Mirzayants. I. V. Veshneva, G. S. Zefirova. 
and M .  B. Khaykina p 23-28 refs 
4. THE DETECTION OF TWO CELL LINES IN  BONE 
IC MYELOLEUKEMIA Ye. K. Pyatkin and G. G. Poroshenko 
p 29-35 refs 
5. O N  THE ETIOLOGY OF CERTAIN ENDOCRINE 
skiy, M. F. Yankova. and A. V. Tambovtseva p 36-55 refs 
6. SOME CLINICO-GENETIC FORMS OF DIABETES 
MELLITUS I .  S. Liberman p 56-65 refs 
7. ON THE NATURE OF HEREDITY IN  THE PRO- 
GRESSIVE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHIES AND THE ROLE 
OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS A. I .  Lepukal'n p 66-72 
refs 
8. HEREDITARY INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELO'P- 
Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
VESTNIK OF THE USSR ACADEMY OF MEDICAL SCI- 
3. O N  THE QUESTION OF KLINEFELTER'S SYN- 
MARROW AND PERIPHERALBLOOD CULTURES IN CHRON- 
DISEASES (ADRENALS AND THYROID GLAND) B. N. K~OSOV- 
MENT OF IMMUNO-BIOLOGICAL FACTORS IN  THE OR-  
GANISM s. I. Ginzburg-Kalinina p 73-79 refs 
FERENTIATION AND THE PROBLEM OF MALIGNANT 
GROWTHS N. P. Dubinin and I. L. Gol'dman p 80-102 
refs 
10. HEREDITARY CHANGES DUE TO ENZYMES I. A. 
Rapaport p 103-1 11 refs 
11. THE GENETIC ACTIVITY OF THALIDOMIDE (THE 
IMIDE OF N-PHTHALYGLUTAMIC ACID) L. M Filippova 
p 112-118 refs 
12. A METHOD FOR THE PRELIMINARY EVALUATION 
OF THE TERATOGENIC ACTIVITY OF PHARMACOLOGI- 
CAL  PREPARATIONS USING CHICK EMBRYOS P. N .  
Aleksandrov. V. A. Bodganova. A. I. Ivanov. A. P. Skoldinov 
and A. M .  Chernukh p 119-124 refs 
13. GENETIC RESEARCH I N  THE USA B. V. Konyuk- 
hov p125-130 
14. MEDICAL GENETICS AND THE l l T H  INTERNA- 
TIONAL GENETIC CONGRESS Ye. F. Davidenkova p 131- 
138 
15., RESULTS OF A SYMPOSIUM ON THE BASIC D I -  
RECTIONS IN  SOVIET RHEUMATOLOGY (AN ENCOUNTER 
WITH RHEUMATOLOGISTS FROM THE USA) A. A. Tusta- 
novskiy and A. N.  Orlova p 139-151 
9. RADIATION ASPECTS OF GENETIC CELL DIF- 
N65-24455# 
T H E  REGULATION OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC ACTIVITY 
IN CHLAMYDOMONAS RElNHARDl Final Technical Report 
G. C. McLeod 25  Apr. 1964 2 5  p refs 
(Contract AF 19(604)8443) 
Brooks Hospital, Inc.. Brookline. Mass. 
(AFCR L-64-342; AD-61 0863) 
The y-2 mutant strain of the unicellular green alga Chlamy- 
domonas reinhardi undergoes bleaching and regreening under 
rigidly defined, controllable conditions. Development of several 
photosynthetic reactions during regreening was studied; 
rates of several reactions remained constant during the first 
2 t o  3 hours. then increased rapidly. It is suggested that this 
increase is triggered by development of a structurally active 
chloroplast or subunit of the chloroplast. This unit could provide 
for physical separation of products and for their transport to  
regions of the cell suitable for their protection and metabolism.' 
That the proteins play a predominant role is certain, since the 
function of the chlorophylls depends partly on photochemical 
reactions in which properties of the pigment-protein complex 
are essential. Several forms of this complex appear extant and 
able t o  change into one another during development. The 
regreening cell is a dynamic system whose photosynthetic 
capabilities are bound t o  the chloroplast and vary wi th  environ- 
ment. Author 
N65-24488 
AFB, Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
Air Force Systems Coltomand. Wright-Patterson 
DOSE OF COSMIC RADIATION IN BIO-UNITS OF VOS- 
TOK-3 AND VOSTOK-4 
V. N. Lebedev. V. S. Morozov. G. F. Murin. M .  D. Nikitin. and 
M .  I. Salatskaya In  its Cosmic Res. 6 Feb. 1964 p 196-199 
refs (See N 65-24475 14-29) 
Special biounits in Vostok-3 and Vostok-4 measured the 
dose of cosmic radiation by P and K nuclear emulsions, a 
scintillation photodosimeter. and type XX X-ray fi lm. As a 
result of the measurements, the total dose of cosmic radiation 
during flight was 41 1 6  mrad for Vostok-3 and 3 0  k 4  for 
Vostok-4. Author 
N65-24489 Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Div. 
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON THE VOSTOK-3 
CANTIA PALUDOSA 
N. L. Delone. P. R .  Popovich. V .  V. Antipov. and V. G. Vysot- 
skiy In  its Cosmic Res. 6 Feb. 1964 p 200-224 refs (See 
In  experiments on microspores of Tradescantia a portion 
of the material was fixed by P. R .  Popovich 56 hr after the 
start, which precluded the effect of vibration and accelerations 
acting on  biological objects during launch of the spaceship. On 
analysis of the material obtained, a new type of arrangement, 
spherical fragments, was detected which can be recorded not 
only in the metaphase. anaphase, and telophase, but also in 
the prophase, and interphase. Different mitotic disorders were 
noted. Author 
AND VOSTOK-4 ON THE MICROSPORES OF TRADES- 
N65-24475 14-29) 
N65-24490 Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON THE INCIDENCE 
OF SEX-LINKED RECESSIVE LETHAL MUTATIONS IN 
DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER 
Ya. L. Glembotskiy. Yu. A. Lakhin. G. P. Parfenov, and Ye. M .  
Kamshilova In i ts Cosmic Res. 6 Feb. 1964 p 225-240 refs 
(See N65-24475 14-29) 
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. Tests described were carried out on Vostoks-3 and -4  to 
elucidate the effect of space flight factors on the incidence of 
several types of mutations in Drosophila melanogaster. These 
data coincide with results of analogous tests carried out during 
the preceding five space flights not only with Drosophila, but 
with other objects (mice, seeds of different plants). It was 
established that the reaction of each of these objects to con- 
ditions of different flights varies greatly. but a parallelism of 
the hereditary reaction of these objects to conditions of one 
and the same flight was observed. It was hypothesized that 
this is because of the variability of the mutagenic effect of 
certain space flight factors from flight to  flight. That such 
factors may be weightlessness, rocket vibration, velocity, or 
cosmic radiation is discussed. It is improbable that one factor 
alone can cause the observed effects. Author 
N65-24575*# Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Park. 
PHYSICS OF CELLULAR SYNTHESIS. GROWTH AND 
DIVISION Annual Status Report, 1 Apr. 1964-31 Mar. 1965 
Ernest C. Pollard 3 0  Apr. 1965 14 p refs 
(Grant NsG-324) 
(NASA-CR-62925) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0.50 
Separate reports on research progress and current work 
in cellular growth. synthesis, and division physics are given. 
The reports cover radiation and pressure effects on bacterial 
cells. incorporated tritium compounds decay in E. coli, calcu- 
lation of regional energy deposits in localized tritium, lethality 
mechanism by tritium decay in T4  coliphage, polyelectrolytic 
solutions. ionizing radiation effect on the configuration of 
DNA, electron spectrum resonance of irradiated single-crystal 
thymidine, and microspectrophotometry instrumentation error. 
R.C.S. 
N65-24592# Palo Alto Medical Research Foundation. Calif. 
THE OXYGEN DELIVERY RATE OF HUMAN BLOOD 
J. Percy Baumberger. Helen Chinn Leong, and-J. Ryan Neville 
Brooks AFB, Tex.. School of Aerospace Med.. Dec. 1964 19 p 
refs Prepared jointly with Stanford Univ. 
(Contracts AF 41(609)-1695: AF 41(657)-255) 
(SAM -TR -64-89: A D 4 6 1  389) 
Blood's oxygen delivery rate (ODR) is discussed. and 
polarographic methods for its study are presented. Experi- 
mental results show (1) an increase in ODR with decrease in 
percent saturation of hemoglobin and (2) a significant differ- 
ence in the ODR of the blood of one individual as compared to  
that of another. Significance of ODR to  tissue hypoxia and 
the general relationship of ODR to  other aspects of the oxygen 
transport system are discussed. While no definite explanation 
has been found for the observed individual differences in ODR. 
variations in the erythrocytes themselves appear decisive. 
Author 
N65-24593# Aerospace Medical Div. Arctic Aeromedical Lab.. 
Fort Wainwright, Alaska. 
COMPOSITION OF GAINS DURING PROTEIN REPLETION 
IN THE COLD 
David A Vaughan and Lucile N. Vaughan Dec. 1964 14 p refs 
Male Sprague-Dawley rats were fed a nitrogen-free diet 
at 25" and 7°C. A t  the end of a 10-day depletion period. they 
were fed diets containing 6%. 9%. 12%. 15% and 18% casein 
for 14 days. Carcass analyses (minus liver and intestinal con- 
tents) were carried out for protein. water and fat. At  6% casein, 
carcass accretion consisted mainly of fat in both groups, with 
very little nitrogen increment. At  higher levels of casein. tissue 
protein accretion reflected dietary protein increments at both 
temperatures. although fat accretion was somewhat reduced at 
(AAL-TDR-64-15: AD-462160) 
7°C. In a second experiment. fibrin a t  6% and 9% was com- 
pared with casein during repletion a t  both temperatures. Fat 
accretion at both levels 2: fibril. was significantly reduced at 
7" C. although other tissue rncremenis %.sere not appreciably af- 
fected. These results indicate that weigh1 gains at low levels 
of protein consist mainly of nonprotein components and that 
cold exposure tends to normalize tissue accretion at these 
levels. Increased intake of protein resulting from the in- 
creased consumption of food in the cold is a possible explana- 
tion. Author 
. . -  
N65-24616 Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Litera- 
tur. Mainz (West Germany). 
SPECTROGRAPHIC RESEARCH ON THE EFFECT OF 
IONIZING RAYS ON ELEMENTARY BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS, 
USING PARAMAGNETIC ELECTRON RESONANCE [SPEK- 
M A G  N ETlS C H E R E LE KTR 0 N EN R ESO N A M Z U E E R DIE 
TARE] 
Adolf Muller 1964 123 p refs In GERMAN Its Abhandl 
der Math.-Naturwiss. Klasse No. 5 Available from the Akad. 
der Wiss. und der Lit.: 
By ionization a t  100" and 300°K induced radicals in dry 
bacteriophage and their components were measured by spec- 
tral analysis. Comparison of the phage-protein and phage- 
nucleic acid spectra with the dose effectiveness of the radi- 
cal concentration showed cleavage of the H-atoms and re- 
sulting induction of the carbon radicals. All substances showed 
a correlation between the radical concentration and the radi- 
ation dosage of X-rays. and y-rays. as w 4 l  as a-radiation. It 
was concluded that the observed radicals constitute biological 
damage regardless of their physical-chemical nature. G.G. 
TROGRAPHISCHE UNTERSUCHUNGEN MITTELS PARA- 
WIRKUNG IONISIERENDER STRAHLEN AUF ELEMEN- 
11.60 D M  
N65-24618# 
Radiation (UN). 
MITTEE ON THE EFFECTS OF ATOMIC RADIATION 
1964 123 p refs Official Records of Gen. Assembly, 19th 
Session, Suppl. No. 14(A/5814) 
Discussed is the contamination of the environment by 
nuclear explosions, the mechanisms of radiation uptake in 
food chains and eventually in body tissues, and the possi- 
bility of quantitatively assessing the risk of induction of ma- 
lignancies by radiation in man. Strontium 90  and cesium 137 
are the most important fission products from nuclear explo- 
sion that contaminate man's diet, and in 1963 dietary con- 
tamination levels in the Northern Hemisphere were consider- 
ably higher than those in the Southern Hemisphere. The transfer 
of cesium 137 through food chains to  man is enhanced under 
certain ecological conditions. and exceeds the world average 
by a factor of more than 100 in inhabitants of arctic regions 
who live mostly on reindeer and caribou meat. Short-lived 
radionuclides have been measured in the environment. in 
food. and in the human. body more often since the end of 
1961. Estimates of- the radiation relation to cancer induc- 
tion in man are presented based on dose commitments to  the 
gonads. to the cell lining bone surfaces. and to the bone mar- 
row. Technical indexes contain the available scientific informa- 
tion. G.G. 
Scientific Committee oi l  the Effects of Atomic 
REPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS SCIENTIFIC COM- 
N65-24619# 
Ames. Inst. for Atomic Research 
Iowa State Univ. of Science and Technology, 
ORGAN DISTRIBUTION FOLLOWING AN INTRAPUL- 
MONARY INJECTION OF RARE-EARTH COMPOUNDS 
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Fred C. Davison, William 0. Reece. and Richard B. Talbot Apr. 
1965 21 p refs 
(Contract AT(11-1)-1170) 
(COO-1170-3) CFSTI: $1.00 
Distribution studies in guinea pigs and rats, following 
intrapulmonary injections of stable rare-earth citrates and 
oxalates. showed significant lung burden still present 120 
days after injection. Data presented demonstrate translocation 
to  the femur. liver, kidney. spleen, heart. adrenals. gonads and 
brain. Author 
N65-24622# Rochester Univ., N. Y. 
D I AT1 0 N 
R. 0. Spertzel. T. J. Bucci, and M .  lngram 19 Apr. 1965 17 p 
Presented at the 2d Intern. Cong. of Radiation Res., Harrogate. 
England, 5-1 1 Aug. 1962 
(Contract W-7401-ENG-49) 
PLATELET SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOLLOWING X-IRRA- 
(UR-663) CFSTI: $1.00 
Routine microscopic examination of stained blood films 
has indicated that platelet size becomes irregular in dogs during 
recovery from single large X-ray doses, and in men receiving 
low level exposures over long periods. A differential sedimen- 
tation method using polyvinylpyrolidone (PVP) is used to ob- 
tain suspensions of platelets nearly free of contaminating red 
and white cells. The final dilution of platelet suspension pre- 
pared just prior to size distribution analysis is 1 :250 in modi- 
fied saline. The platelet volumes in male and female dogs are 
analyzed. Consecutive sampling of the same animal resulted 
in strikingly consistent histograms, and the histograms of 
male and female dogs vary greatly, indicating a sex-dependent 
distribution. All histograms showed an asymmetric tailing in 
the larger volumes during recovery. which was not seen in 
normal platelet populations. A bar graph showing a typical 
sequence of changes in an irradiated dog is presented. R.C.S. 
N65-24623# Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D. C. 
Div. of Nuclear Education and Training 
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS IN RADIATION BIOLOGY 
Edward I .  Shaw (Kansas Univ.) Apr. 1965 86  p refs 
(Contract AT(11-1)-1093) 
(TID-18616 (Rev.)) GPO: $0.50 
This laboratory manual provides a set of experiments on 
radiation biology which demonstrate the operation of funda- 
mental principles without the use of costly equipment. Dis- 
cussed are special techniques and the preparation of special 
equipment; characteristics of radiation detection instruments; 
the interaction of radiations with matter; methods of measure- 
ment of radiation, and assay of radioactivity in various mate- 
rials: radioactive tracer experiments; and experiments on the 
biological effects of radiation. Several experiments are in- 
cluded which use ultraviolet radiations from germicidal or short 
wave ultraviolet lamps. G.G. 
N65-24674. # Chicago Univ.. 111. Dept. of Biophysics 
INTEGRATED RESEARCH AND TRAINING I N  SPACE- 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY Annual Progress Report, Apr. 1, 
1964-Mar. 31, 1965 
Humberto Fernandez-Moran 119651 50 p refs 
(Grant NsG-441-63) 
(NASA-CR-62879) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.50 
The organization, testing. and operation of the electron 
microscope laboratories was completed. and all laboratories 
are fully operational. A 2.8 A resolution was obtained for 
the first t ime by imaging the (200) plane of NaCl crystals 
by direct illumination using a special pointed filament wi th 
20 
tantalum tip. Research continued in correlated electron miero- 
scope and electron diffraction studies of Orgueil carbonaceous 
chondrite meteorites; electron microscopical studies of pre- 
Cambrian organized systems; and electron microscopy experi- 
ments w i th  high-field superconducting solenoid lenses of 
niobium-zirconium and niobium-tin alloys. Training of several 
persons was carried out in connection wi th the various research 
projects. G.G. 
N65-24690# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
EFFECT OF ADRENOCORTICAL INSUFFICIENCY A N D  
HYPERFUNCTION ON THE SENSITIVITY OF RATS AND 
MICE TO CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING 
V. A .  Pukhov 27 May 1965 6 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH 
from Farmakol. i Toksikol. (Moscow). v. 27, no. 3. May-Jun. 
1964 p 343-345 
(JPRS-30295; TT-65-31105) CFSTI: $1.00 
The effect of adrenocortical insufficiency on resistance 
to carbon monoxide poisoning after excision or autotrans- 
plantation of the adrenals in mice and rats is studied. Within 
a week after the operation. resistance of rats w i th  adrenal 
transplants was at i ts  lowest and was no different from that 
of rats wi th the adrenal removed. Two weeks after the oper- 
ation, the percentage of survival among rats increased. and 
after a month the experimental group differed very little from 
the control group in resistance to CO poisoning. Resistance 
to  oxygen deficiency followed the same pattern. Adrenocor- 
t icoid hypofunction, expressed in impaired production of 
glucocorticoids. has a negative effect on the adaptability of 
the organism t o  oxygen deficiency. Preliminary injections of 
ACTH increases the resistance of rats to  CO. On the basis 
of these results. it is concluded that a high functional level 
of the adrenal cortex contributes to  the adaptation of the body 
to  oxygen deficiency. R.C.S. 
N65-24691# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
EFFECT OF ASPHYXIA ON THE ECG OF PUPPIES AND 
KITTENS OF DIFFERENT AGES 
M. M .  Kohanovs'ka 28  May 1965 8 p refs Transl. into ENG- 
LISH from Fiziol. Zh. SSSR (Moscow). v. 10, no. 5. Sep.-Oct. 
1964 p 609-614 
(JPRS-30297; TT-65-31106) CFSTI: $1.00 
Changes in the ECG during asphyxia in puppies and kittens 
of different ages. as well as in mature animals used for con- 
trols, were studied. A total of 45  dogs and 25 cats. including 
36 newborns, 15 two  weeks old, 13 one and a half-months old. 
and 6 mature, were examined. Asphyxia was induced through 
compression of the trachea. Results show that during asphyxia 
changes in cardiac rhythm are clearly age-related. I n  mature 
animals the marked slowing down of the rhythm observed 
during the 1st and 2nd minutes of asphyxia shifts to  marked 
acceleration of the heart beat. I n  newborn puppies and kittens 
the slower cardiac rhythm which develops after the initial sharp 
reduction is of a gradual type. Acceleration of rhythm. which 
can be observed as asphyxia develops, starts later (5th or 6th 
minute) and is less pronounced. Detection of age-related fea- 
tures of irradiation of excitation from the respiratory center 
is also described. N.E.A. 
N65-24696# 
ton, D. C. 
THE ENDURANCE BARRIER OF PILOTS 
S. P. Umanskiy 2 Jun. 1965 25 p Transl. into ENGLISH from 
"Bar'yer Vynoslivosti Letchika" Moscow. 1964 p 97-120 
Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
(J PRS-30380; TT-65-31143) C FSTl: $1 .OO 
N65-24810 
- Aviation technological improvements made in protective 
clothing. ejection seat% and parachutes to  increase the con- 
stitutional endurance of pilots in flight or in case of emergency 
escape are presented. The history of the antigravity suit and 
safety helment is given, showing how basic improvements 
were made in their design and construction. R.C.S. 
N65-24710# Lockheed Misslies and Space Co.. Sunnyvale. 
I Calif. 
AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO EVALUATING THE PER- 
j 
FORMANCE CAPABILITIES AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE 
OF SPACECRkFT CREWS 
R. S. Lincoln and J. E. Mangelsdorf 28 Apr. 1965 25 p refs 
Presented at the Symp. on Human Physiol. and Performance 
Determinants of Manned Space Systems Design. San Fer- 
nando Valley State Coll., Calif. 14 Apr. 1965 
' 
(LMSC-6-65-65-15) 
A development project concerned with all major aspects 
of crew monitoring, from the development of measurement 
techniques to  the interpretation of processed data, was initiated. 
The objectives of the project are: (1) to develop an automatic 
system to  assist in monitoring crew performance capabilities 
and physiological state, and (2) to develop digital techniques 
for processing, displaying. and analyzing obtained data. Author 
N65-24727# California Univ.. Livermore. Lawrence Radiation : 
Lab. 
SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF THYROID DOSIMETRY: CON- 
SIZE AND INHOMOGENEOUS DISTRIBUTION 
Lynn R .  Anspaugh 25 Mar. 1965 21 p refs 
(Contract W-7405-EN G-48) 
(UCRL-12492) CFSTI: $1.00 
Problems concerned with an accurate calculation of Ii3' 
dose to  the thyroid. are consiciered. Detailed calculations pre- 
sented show that an error of only 3% to  6% is involved if dose 
equations which treat the thyroid as an infinite medium are 
used. This is true even for an infant's thyroid weighing only 
1-71 g. Effects of apparent nonuniform distribution of Ii3' 
are also considered. A model system wherein all the Ii3l is 
confined to colloid spheres occupying 50% of the thyroid vol- 
ume is found to  deliver a uniform dose throughout the thyroid. 
That hot spots involving several follicles might occur is con- 
sidered in light of reported literature studies of human and 
animal thyroids. The conclusion drawn from these considera- 
tions is that such hot spots wil l  not occur in normal, but might 
in diseased thyroid tissue. Author 
SIDERATIONS OF 1131 DOSE AS A FUNCTION OF GROSS 
N65-24732# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton. D. C. 
ARTICLES FROM MEDITSINSKAYA GAZEYA (MEDICAL 
GAZETTE) 
6 May 1965 12 p Transl. into ENGLISH from Med. Gazeta 
(USSR). 26  Jan. 1965 p 3 
(J PRS-29953; 11-65-30928) C FSTl: $1 .00 
CONTENTS: 
1. TULAREMIA N. Osufyev p 1-3 
2. PHYSIOLOGY OF FLYING F. Kosmolinskiy p 4 6  
(See N65-24733 14-04) 
NARY INSUFFICIENCY B. Korolev D 7-9 
3. LONG-RANGE RESULTS OF SURGERY FOR CORO- 
N65-24733 
ton. D. C. 
PHYSIOLOGY OF FLYING 
Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
F. Kosmolinskiy .In its Articles from Mad. Gazeta 6 May 1965 
p 4-6 (See N65-24732 14-04) CFSTI: $1 .OO 
Aviation physiology is concerned with the interaction of the 
organism and the environment during flight. It establishes the 
laws governing the o+%>>ity of the organism in performing 
various tasks, and works out the methods for developing in 
pilots useful occupational skills and physical endurance. Prob- 
lems of aviation investigations, difficulties in calculating a 
variety of factors and conditions that affect the pilot. and the 
relationship between aviation physiology and other allied dis- 
ciplines are discussed. N.E.A. 
N65-24736# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
ARTICLES FROM KRASNAYA tVEZDA (RED STAR), 7 
MARCH 1965 
14 May 1965 6 p Transl. into ENGLISH from Krasnaya 
Zvezda (Moscow), 7 Mar. 1965 
(JPRS-30083; TT-65-30993) CFSTI: $1.00 
CONTENTS: 
GANDA p l  
1. AUTOSUGGESTION EXPERIMENTS I N  K A R A -  
2. CAN M A N  LIVE BEYOND THE LIMITS OF THE 
PLANET? p 2-4 (See N65-24737 14-04) 
N65-24737 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
CAN MAN UVE BEYOND THE LIMITS OF THE PLANET? 
In its Articles from Krasnaya Zvezda (Red Star). 7 Mar. 1965 
14 May 1965 p 2 4  (See N65-24736,14-04) CFSTI: $1.00 
This article is primarily a rebuttal to  an editorial on the 
adverse affects of weightlessness on humans. It is observed 
that the action of gravitational force stimulates quite a few 
receptor organs-including such types of sensory apparatus 
as the labyrinths. Under conditions of weightlessness the 
sensory input arising from the effects of gravitational force 
ceases. Although it was thought that irreversible conditions 
might result. such that coordinated m?vernents would be 
disturbed, this does not occur. Individual disturbances in 
function appeared in some subjects in the form of dizziness. 
However, other cosmonauts who remained in orbit for rather 
long times experienced no unpleasant sensations. E.E.B. 
N65-24810# Naval School of Aviation Medicine. Pensacola. 
Fla. Naval Medical Center 
EVALUATION AND PREDICTION OF PHYSICAL FITNESS. 
UTILIZING MODIFIED APPARATUS OF THE HARVARD 
STEP TEST 
John L. Patterson. Jr.. Ashton Graybiel. Harry F. Lenhardt. and 
M. Jones Madsen 1 5  Dec. 1964 3 4 9  refs Its Rept.4 
(NS A M  -890; AD-458383) 
Investigations on methods for the evaluation of physical 
fitness suitable for both military and civilian personnel are, 
summarized. The results wi th  max,ii6al tests of f i twss  utilizing 
two grades of severe muscular work are presented, together 
with correlations among performance. degree of training. and 
age of the subjects. I n  addition.;measurements made on sub- 
maximal tests are compared with the maximal performances, 
and the possibilities of predicting maximal performcnce are 
discussed. Data on the reliabilfty of heart rate curves during 
exercise and recovery from exercise are presented, together 
with observations on their sensitivity t o  the effects of mild 
illness. Author / 
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N65-24861 
N65-24861# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
AND TRAINING 
11  May 1965 13 p Transl. into ENGLISH from Aviats i 
Kosmonavt. (Moscow), no. 3, Mar. 1965 p 34-40 
(J P RS-29999; TT-65-309 5 1 ) C FSTl : $ 1 .OO 
CONTENTS: 
1. EXPERIMENTS WITH GRAVITY LOAD AND WEIGHT- 
LESSNESS N.  Gurovskiy and M .  Cherepakhin p 1-4 (See 
2. MORE EXACT FLIGHT SIMULATION IN  THE TRAINER 
Ye. Derevyanko. V. Kuznetsov. and V. Myl'nikov p 5-8 (See 
3. AIR FORCE MEDICAL MAN,  YE. V. KOBYAKOV 
N65-24862 14-05) 
N65-24863 14-05) 
G. Semenko p 9-10 
N65-24862 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D.  C. 
EXPERIMENTS WITH GRAVITY LOAD AND WEIGHTLESS- 
NESS 
N. Gurovskiy and M. Cherepakhin In its Med.-Biol. Studies of 
Flight Conditions and Training 11 May 1965 p 1-4 (See 
Six of 25 subjects exposed to weightlessness of 18 to 
25 seconds followed by weight loads up to two G's for 5 to 
10 seconds in the course of parabolic flights. expressed nega- 
tive psychological and physiological reactions. and four test 
subjects reacted with a heightened emotional tone. Subse- 
quent flights failed to induce significant vegetative reactions 
in persons who had reacted negatively to weightlessness dur- 
ing the first flights. The reaction in all subjects fairly adapted 
close t o  indifference during further flights. G.G. 
N65-24861 14-05) CFSTI: $1.00 
N65-24863 Joint Publications Research Service, 'JVashing~ 
ton, D .  C. 
MORE EXACT FLIGHT SIMULATION IN THE TRAINER 
Ye. Derevyanko. V. Kuznetsov, and V. Myl'nirov In its Med.-Biol. 
Studies of Flight Conditions and Training 11 May 1965 p 6-8 
(See N65-24861 14-05) CFSTI: $1.00 
Moving pictures taken of a pilot's gaze in actual flight 
and in trainers show a limitation to  observations of the gyro- 
horizon, the vertical speed indicator, gyrocompass. airspeed 
indicator, and altimeter. It was concluded that a specially 
directed training session is necessary to  evaluate the flight 
situation in a timely and accurate manner and to  determine 
specific gage failures. The pilots psycho-physiological re- 
serves should be determined in the trainer by deactivation of a 
light bulb in a light cluster positioned on the instrument panel. 
This method intensifies the pilots activity and makes it pos- 
sible for the flight surgeon and unit commanders to find 
shortcomings in pilot training and to study individual pilot 
traits. G.G. 
N65-24875# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton. D. C. 
IOLOGICAL JOURNAL), VOL. XI. NO. 1, 1965 
17 May 1965 35 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH from Fiziol. 
Zh. (Kiev), v. 11. no. 1. Jan.-Feb. 1965 
TRANSLATIONS FROM FIZIOLOGICHNYY ZHURNAL (PHYS- 
(JPRS-30099; TT-65-31001) CFSTI: $2.00 
CONTENTS: 
1. THE DEVELOPMENT IN THE UKRAINE OF THE 
IDEAS OF A. A. BOGOMOLETS ON HUMAN PHYSIOLOGI- 
CAL AGING AND LONGEVITY A .  F. Makarchenko and A. 2. 
Kolchinskaya p 1-1 1 
2. HUMAN THERMOREGULATION IN THE LIGHT OF. 
CYBERNETICS M .  K. Vitte p 12-18 refs (See N65-24876 
3.  REACTION OF THE NEURAL ELEMENTS OF THE 
FECT DUE TO TOTAL X-RAY IRRADIATION 2. Ya. Tka- 
chenko p 19-28 refs (See N65-24877 14-04) 
TION OF OXYGEN PRESSURE IN  LIVING TISSUE BY 
THE POLAROGRAPHIC METHOD V. A. Berezovskiy p 29- 
32 (See N65-24878 14-04) 
14-04) 
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT TO THE RADIATION E F -  
4. SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE ON THE DETERMINA- 
N65-24876 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
NETICS 
M. K Vitte In it5 Transl. from Fiziol. Zh. (Physiol. J.), Vol. 
XI. No. 1, 1965 17 May 1965 p 12-18 refs (See N65- 
24875 14-04) CFSTI: $2.00 
The present state of development of the theory of heat 
exchange in man permits representing the diversified influ- 
ence of weather conditions (temperature, humidity, movement 
of the air, and thermal radiation). as well as the level of heat 
formation of the body, in the form of mathematical equations. 
I n  view of this the author expresses the hypothesis that infor- 
mation on environmental factors which affect thermoregulation 
can be programed, and that the process of thermoregulation 
can bestudiedwith utilization of the laws of cybernetics Author 
HUMAN THERMOREGULATION IN THE LIGHT OF CYBER- 
N65-24877 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C 
INTESTINAL TRACT TO THE RADIATION EFFECT DUE 
2. Ya. Tkachenko In its Transl. from Fiziol. Zh (Physiol. J.). 
Vol. X i .  No. 1, 1965 17 May 1965 p 19-28 refs (See  N65- 
24875 14-04) CFSTI- $2.00 
The effects of radiation on the reflexogenic zones of the 
digestive tube were studied experimentally in rabbits Eighteen 
rabbits were subjected to whole-body X-ray irradiation dose of 
1100 R .  after which the animals were sacrificed at 1 hour. 1. 
3. 5, or 7 days. The greatest changes were found in the neural 
plexuses of the esophagus and stomach, especially in the 
motor cells of the Auerbach's and Meissner's plexuses, which 
manifested dystrophy and destruction; purely compensatory 
reactions occurred in the other gastrointestinal areas. In the 
radiated muscle fibers, destruction was most often observed 
in the fibers of the cable bundles of muscle layers. Along with 
the severe damage, however, reorganization of the nucleus of 
the nerve cells, growth of dendritic processes, and proliferation 
of glia, appeared even after on the 7th day after irradiation. 
J.M.D 
REACTION OF THE NEURAL ELEMENTS OF THE GASTRO- 
TOTOTAL X-RAY IRRADIATION 
N65-24878 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE ON THE DETERMINATION 
OF OXYGEN PRESSURE I N  LIVING TISSUE BY THE 
POLAR OG R APH I C M ETH 0 D 
V. A. Berezovskiy In  its Transl. from Fiziol Zh. (Physiol. J.), 
Vol. XI, No. 1. 1965 17 May 1965 p 29-32 (See N65-24875 
14-04) CFSTI: $2.00 
Various polarographic studies of oxygen pressure in tis- 
sue and of new po1arog:aphic methodologies are indicated. 
Topics recently under investigation include variation in oxygen 
pressure throughout the body when in different physiological 
states, oxygen pressure in the cerebrum of rats under the in- 
fluence of narcotics, dependence of tissue oxygen pressure 
LL 
N65-24892 
on the permeability of the cellular wall. changes in oxygen 
pressure in the myocardium. and correlation of the oxygen 
pressure in the brain and its bioelectric activity. Most of the 
bolarographic instruments used in these studies were simple 
electrodes inadequate for definitive studies; more complex 
electrodes. similar t o  the Clark electrodes used for measure- 
ment of blood pressure. wi l l  be necessary. In studies of new 
methods. an open platinum electrode was used for clinical 
investigation of oxygen pressure in porous tissue in man. and 
a model was designed with mercury electrodes which might be 
adequate for rapid determination of the dissociation curve of 
blood hemoglobin. J.M.D. 
N65-24887# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
TRANSLATIONS O N  COMMUNIST CHINA'S SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY, NO. 182 
28 May 1965 62 p refs 
(JPRS-30299; TT-65-31107) CFSTI: $3.00 
CONTENTS: 
and Ming-lung Huang p 1-25 refs 
CHEMICAL SYSTEMS Man-wei Chang p 2 6 4 9  refs (See 
3. ENTOMOLOGICAL MEETING DISCUSSES DE- 
STRUCTION OF PESTS p 50-51 
4. CONFERENCE HELD TO DISCUSS PREVENTION 
OF SCHISTOSOMIASIS I N  KIANGSU AND CHEKIANG 
p 52-54 
5. NEW DRUG FOUND FOR TREATING SCHISTOSO- 
MIASIS p55-59 
1. ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE STEROIDS Wei-shan Chou 
2. EFFECT OF SECONDARY ELECTRONS I N  RADIO- 
N 65-24888 14-06) 
N65-24889# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
BURN SHOCK AND CYBERNETICS, ARTIFICIAL BLOOD 
GRAPH 
3 Jun. 1965 25 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH from Patol. 
Fiziol. i Eksperim. Terapiya (Moscow). v. 9. no. 1. Feb. 1965 
p 3-10,60-62.74-76 
CIRCULATION, A N D  A 20-CATHODE MULTIPOLARO- 
(JPRS-30405; TT-65-31159) CFSTI: $1.00 
CONTENTS: 
1. BURN SHOCK AS AN AUTOMATIC CONTROL PROC- 
ESS Ye. V. Gubler p 1-12 refs (See N65-24890 14-04) 
2. CHANGES I N  BODY AND BLOOD TEMPERATURE 
IN PATIENTS OPERATED UNDER CONDITIONS OF ARTI- 
FICIAL BLOOD CIRCULATION WITH A MODERHTE HYPO- 
THERMIA I. Yu. Vinokurova p 13-17 refs (See N65- 
24891 14-04) 
3. 20-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH R. B. Stelkov 
p 19-22 refs (See N65-24892 14-04) 
N65-24890 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton. D. C. 
BURN SHOCK AS AN AUTOMATIC CONTROL PROCESS 
Ye. V. Gubler In  its Burn Shock and Cybernetics. Artificial 
Blood Circulation, and a 20-Cathode Multipolarog. 3 Jun. 
1965 p 1-12 refs (See N65-24889 14-04) CFSTI: $1.00 
An attempt is made to  analyze burn shock by considera- 
tions of automatic control in the organism during pathological 
processes. An interrelation scheme is shown that presents 
the main physiological parameters for burn shock, the effects 
resulting in deviation from the standard. and the control cir- 
cuits restricting their deviation. The control processes in burn 
shock are discussed. and the reasons for the pathological 
deviations are given. Attempts at mathematical modeling of the 
total burn shock process are still unsuccessful since some 
of the pathological deviations are a direct consequence of 
disruptive effects. However. most represent the reverse side 
of the control reactions, where often deviations of several 
parameters from standard limits appear in order to l imit the 
dangerous deviation of one parameter. I n  addition, deviations 
controlling one circuit might be disruptive for another one. 
G.G. 
N65-24891 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton. D. C. 
CHANGES I N  BODY AND BLOOD TEMPERATURE I N  
PATIENTS OPERATED UNDER CONDITIONS OF ARTI- 
FICIAL BLOOD CIRCULATION WITH A MODERATE HY- 
POTHERMIA 
I. Yu. Vinokurova In  its Burn Shock and Cybernetics, Artifi- 
cial Blood Circulation. and a 20-Cathode Multipolarog. 3 Jun. 
1965 p 13-17 refs (See N65-24889 14-04) CFSTI: $1.00 
The relationships between temperatures in various 
parts of the body during artificial blood circulation combined 
with modern hypothermia were studied on patients with open 
heart surgery. Temperatures were recorded in a 1-minute 
interval in the esophagus, rectum. tympanum, muscles, and 
the venous outflow from the patient. The following perfusion 
stages were observed: (1) active cooling during blood circu- 
lation in the heat exchange system; (2) passive cooling 
a t  the expense of previously cooled blood without subsequent 
temperature reduction of the blood: and (31 active warming 
during pumping of blood warmed in the heat exchange. It was 
concluded that body temperature changes in patients during 
perfusion are closely related to  the temperature of the donor's 
blood pumped by the equipment during the first minutes of 
artificial blood circulation as well as t o  the temperature of 
mixed blood pumped during the entire perfusion period. Per- 
fusion at 35" to 36°C in the first minutes of artificial blood 
circulation with a subsequent gradual temperature reduction 
to the required level is advised for patients with low initial 
temperatures. G.G. 
N65-24892 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton. D. C. 
R. B. Stelkov In its Burn Shock and Cybernetics, Artificial 
Blood Circulation, and a 20-Cathode Multipolarog. 3 Jun. 
1965 p 18-22 refs (See N65-24889 14-04) CFSTI: $1.00 
Described is a multipolarograph that uses one reflect- 
ing galvanometer for the simultaneous determination of the 
maximal current in 2 0  objects. Point-contact electrodes 
and a special switchboard are used to obtain integrated data 
for the induced current which is determined by the quantity 
of the reducible substance in all 2 0  cathodes. The current 
strength is directly proportional t o  the cathode area under 
equal conditions of changes in all objects being examined. 
This formation of a large number of electrodes increases the 
observed area and makes it possible to decrease by 10 to 2 0  
times the area of each separate electrode and to obtain aver- 
aged data on the quantity of the substances observed in very 
limited segments of identical tissues or samples. Data are 
presented on oxygen voltage in the brain tissues of 2 0  mice 
3her administration of 2.5 m g  adrenalin per kg of body weight; 
an increase of 20.3 &3.9% resulted. G.G. 
20-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH 
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N65-24899’# Dynamic Science Corp., South Pasadena. Calif. 
MICROORGANISMS IN SOLID MATERIALS. PHASES 1, 
I I .  Ill, AND IV Final Summary Report 
Earl G. M c  Nall and William T. Duffy 23 Apr. 1965 150 p refs 
Prepared for JPL 
(Contract NAS7-100: J PL-950740) 
(NASA-CR-62980) CFSTI: HC $4.00/MF $1.00 
For a high degree of reliability of microbial decontamina- 
tion, methods for the detection of viable microorganisms, as 
sensitive and reliable as possible must be developed. Detection 
of microorganisms within the interstices of solid materials 
may be approached conceptually from a number of directions. 
Of detection methods studied-culturing, electron spin reso- 
nance nonfluorescent staining. fluorescent staining. electro- 
phoresis. and autoradiography-culturing is most reliable. This 
method depends on the ability of the microorganism to  undergo 
cellular division. There are deficiencies in this method since 
physical and/or chemical trauma associated with the exposure 
of the microorganism from its location within the solid may 
cause inability to demonstrate the organisms’ viability by 
culture methods. Author 
N65-24915 National Academy of Sciences-National Re- 
search Council, Washington, D. C. Space Science Board 
BIOLOGICAL STUDIES 
In its U.S. Space Sci. Program, Rept. to COSPAR 1963 p 85- 
98 ref (See N65-24908 14-30) 
Researches in the following fields are reported: (1) Exo- 
biology includes not only the search for extraterrestrial life 
or fossil evidence for it, but a study of the organic chemistry 
of stages that are hypothetical forerunners of living forms. 
and of sterilization techniques necessary to  prevent the con- 
tamination of extraterrestrial environments and the destruc- 
tion of possible exobiota. (2) Environmental biology studies 
effects on biological processes of those properties of space 
(weightlessness, absence of diurnal rhythms, etc.) uniquely 
different from the normal earth-bound environment. (3) Human 
physical and psychological factors requiring attention are 
studied; they include life support, radiation protection, and 
reaction to  abnormal stimuli or its lack (isolation. etc.). Author 
N65-24938# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
HYGIENE AND SANITATION IN  THE USSR 
26 May 1965 72 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH from Gigiena 
i Sanit. (Moscow), no. 3. Mar. 1965 p 8-13, 17-21. 42-55, 
61-66, 114-116 
(JPRS-30241; TT-65-31077) CFSTI: $3.00 
CONTENTS: 
1. MATERIALS FOR DETERMINING THE MAXIMUM 
PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF CHLOROBENZOL IN 
ATMOSPHERICAIR L. P.Tarkhova p 1-9 refs (See N65-24939 
2. CHANGES IN SOME BIOCHEMICAL INDICES OF 
THE OXIDIZING PROCESSES IN ADAPTATION TO COLD 
L. A. Guseva p 10-17 refs (See N65-24940 14-04) 
3. MATERIALFOR DETERMlNlNGTHEAlR EXCHANGE 
Sobol’, A. Kh. 8reger. and A. A. Petrushkov p 18-28 refs 
(See N65-24941 14-04) 
4. THE PROTECTIVE ROLE OF FOOD AND VITAMINS 
I N  RADIATION INJURIES TO THE ORGANISM S. R. 
Perepelkin p 29-43 refs (See N65-24942 14-04) 
5. DETERMINATION OF FURFUROL IN THE AIR A. A. 
Belyakov and V. G. Smirnova p 44-47 refs (See N65- 
14-04) 
IN  ROOMS FOR POWERFULGAMMA-INSTALLATIONS N. V. 
24943 14-06) 
6. A FAST METHOD FOR DETERMINING LEAD IN  
THE AIR V. A. Razumov and T. K. Aydarov p 48-50 refs 
(See N65-24944 14-06) 
MINING URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM IN  THE AIR V. F. 
Pomytkin, A. M. Vorob’yev. G. B. Bokova. and V. I. Fomicheva 
p 51-54 refs (See N65-24945 14-06) 
8. SOME PROBLEMS OF PREVENTIVE SANITARY 
SUPERVISION OVER ATMOSPHERIC AIR PROTECTION 
I N  THE DNEPROPETROVSK OBLAST V. I .  Petrov and G. K 
Kameko p 55-58 
9. THE WATER FACTOR IN  THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF 
TYPHOID FEVER A. M. Levitov and A. I. Tolkachev p 59-62 
10. BLOOD-SERUM PROTEINS IN  CONTACT WITH 
LEAD P. M .  Yaverbaum p 63-65 
11. CONFERENCE ON TOXICOLOGY AND HYGIENE 
OF HIGH-MOLECULAR COMPOUNDS S. L. Danishevskiy 
7. A CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHOD FOR DETER- 
p 66-69 
N65-24939 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton. D. C. 
MATERIALS FOR DETERMINING THE MAXIMUM PER- 
MISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF CHLOROBENZOL IN 
ATMOSPHERIC AIR 
L. P. Tarkhova In its Hyg. and Sanit. in the USSR 26 May 1965 
p 1-9 refs (See N65-24938 14-04) CFSTI: $3.00 
The content of chlorobenzoi in atmospheric air and the 
action of small concentrations of it on man is investigated. It 
is shown that the threshold perception of chlorobenzol is 0.4 
mg/cu m for the most sensitive person. The threshold of its 
action on the electric activity of the brain is 0.2 mg/cu m. The 
maximum single-time permissible concentration lies at the 
0.1 mg/cu m level. Chlorobenzol in 1 mg/cu  m concentration 
in the chronic treatment of white rats causes a lowering and 
distortion of the correct ratio of the chronaxia of the antago- 
nist muscles. raises the cholinesterase activity, and lowers the 
alpha globulin content of the blood serum. Chlorobenzol in 
0.1 mg/cu m concentration in chronic treatment on white rats 
does not cause the changes observed at high concentration of 
that substance (1  mg/cu m). The average 24-hr maximum 
permissible chlorobenzol concentration may be at the level of 
the maximum single-time concentration (0.1 mg/cu m). N.E.A. 
N65-24940 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
CHANGES IN SOME BIOCHEMICAL INDICES OF THE 
OXIDIZING PROCESSES IN ADAPTATION TO COLD 
L. A. Guseva In its Hyg. and Sanit. in the USSR 26 May 1965 
p 10-17 refs (See N65-24938 14-04) CFSTI: $3.00 
Evaluations of the oxidizing processes after chilling of 
subjects adapted to  cold and not adapted to  cold are made. 
Changes in the oxidizing processes after chilling of cold adapted 
and noncold adapted subjects were evaluated from the accumu- 
lation of lactic acid and pyrotartaric acids in the blood. and 
from secretions of incompletely oxidized products of metabo- 
lism in  tbe urine. Chilling of persons adapted to cold caused 
no increase in the blood pyrotartaric acid content, however the 
initial quantity of pyrotartaric acid was 20% higher than in 
persons not adapted to cold. The organic acid content in the 
urine of unadapted persons dropped sharply during chilling. 
while in those adapted to  cold almost no change was observed. 
It is concluded that the chilling of organisms adapted to cold 
causes no sharp changes in the metabolism in the period of 
exposure, but the initial levels of metabolism, according to  
the indices studied, are clearly higher than in unadapted or- 
ganisms. It is assumed that one of the characteristics of an 
drganism adapted to  cold is the establishment of metabolism 
on a new and higher level. N.E.A. 
N65-2-1 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton. D. C. 
MATERIAL FOR DETERMINING THE AIR EXCHANGE lhl 
ROOMS FOR POWERFUL GAMMA-INSTALIATIONS 
N. V. Sobol'. A. Kh. Breger. and A. A. Petrushkov In its Hyg. 
and Sanit. in the USSR 26 May 1965 p 18-28 refs (%e 
On the basis of the theoretical computations and experi- 
mental data. formulas, and nomograms were given for deter- 
mining the consumption of air and the frequency of air ex- 
change in irradiation chambers depending on the volume of 
the chamber room and the activity of the irradiator. The equa- 
tions obtained were confirmed experimentally. Author 
N65-24938 14-04) CFSTI: $3.00 
N65-24942 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton. D. C. 
THE PROTECTIVE ROLE OF FOOD AND VITAMINS I N  
RADIATION INJURIES TO THE ORGANISM 
S. R. Perepelkin In  its Hyg. and Sanit. in the USSR 26 May 
1965 p 29-43 refs (See N65-24938 14-04) CFSTI: $3.00 
The protective or curative-and-preventive role of food, in 
cases of acute and subacute radiation injuries. in raising the 
resistance of the organism is studied. A diet with varying ratios 
between vegetable and animal proteins and varying composi- 
tions of these proteins in interactions wi th  specific vitamin 
complexes. was used. Results showed that a milk and egg diet 
had the most favorable effect on test animals in cases of radi- 
ation injury. while a liver diet had a less positive effect on the 
course of the pathological process. followed by the physio- 
logical. meat and vivarium diets. When the food was enriched 
with a complex of vitamins C, P, and group B vitamins in 
various doses, the severity of the course of radiation sick- 
ness declined. By using various diets together with vitamins, 
'one can weaken or intensify the severity of the process pro- 
voked by ionizing radiation. N.E.A. 
N65-24964# 
BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELL Tenth W t t d y  Re- 
Gordon C. Blanchard and Charles R. Goucher [19W1 54 p 
refs 
(Contract DA-36-039-SC-908781 
(Rept.-10; AD-462449) 
A n  experimental investigation of some factors which 
regulate hydrogen production from sugars and natural prod- 
ucts by micro-organisms is described. Previous studies demon- 
strated that several natural products including sweet potatoes. 
Idaho potatoes, peas, beans. rice. pineapples. and oranges 
could Serve as sources of fuel for hydrogen generation by 
Clostridium welchii. Most of the work is concerned with hydro- 
gen evolution from one of the better natural products. the 
sweet potato, as well as from sugars. The research showed 
that nongrowing CI. welchii show no lag before hydrogen 
evolution. Another milestone was the finding that Escherichia 
coli, a common harmless organism, can be used t o  produce 
hydrogen and prepare the medium for the growth of CI. wel- 
chi .  Also, it was found that hydrogen production can be con- 
tinued in fermentors for long periods of t ime by simply peri- 
odically adding additional substrate and alkali to  the reaction 
mixture while hydrogen is still being evolved. Author 
Melpar. Inc.. Falls Church. Va. 
port, 1 0a.-31 D-. 1964 
25 
N 6 5-2 502 5 
N65-24993*# Chicago Univ.. 111. Dept. of Biophysics 
EXOBIOLOGY STUDY: ANALYTICAL SYSTEMS FOR 
BIOLOGICAL STUDY OF MARS, THE ROLE OF ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY AND ELECTRON OPTICAL TECHNIQUES 
IN EXOBIOLOGY 
Humberto Fernandez-Moran Apr. 1965 25 p refs 
(Grant NsG-441) 
(NASA-CR-62954) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0.50 
The possible contributions of electron microscopy and 
related electron optical techniques, centering on experiments 
in situ, wi th  telemetry back to  earth, are discussed. Essentially. 
the approach is based on the fundamental role of microscopy 
in science and represents a logical complement and extension 
of the automatic light microscope for use on a planet. The 
distinctive methodological features of electron microscopy 
are outlined, and the essential engineering details are pre- 
sented for a specific project embodying a miniaturized elec- 
tron microscope with coupled preparative devices for sampling, 
preparing, sorting. and telemetering of specimen data. Also, 
some promising approaches in the development and imple- 
mentation of proposals are surveyed with particular emphasis 
on the priority to  be assigned. E.E.B. 
N65-25002*# Case Inst. of Tech., Cleveland, Ohio. 
TEMS WITH EMPHASIS ON PROBLEMS OF REMOTE 
MANIPULATION] Progress Report. 1 Aug. 1964-31 Jan. 
1965 
14May 1965 21 p Includes paper presented at 6th Ann. Symp. 
of the Profess. Group on Human Factors in Electron.. The 
Inst. of Elec. and Electron. Engr.. 6-8 May 1965 
(Grant NsG-728) 
[INVESTIGATION OF CONTROL IN MAN-MACHINE SYS- 
(NASA-CR-62878) CFSTI: HC Sl.OO/MF $0.50 
A technique for applying numerical control to a remote 
manipulator to  allow the operation to  divert more attention 
from the machine to  the assigned task is presented. Ideally 
the operator should specify only the destination. but this does 
not determine a unique path. An algorithm is devised for com- 
puter calculation of the optimal path from point of origin to  
point of destination; the program is given the start point and 
gradient for the hand, and initial path parameters. and it cal- 
culates the machine variables for 100 steps along the path. 
Analysis of computer simulation runs indicates that the point- 
to-point optimization approach becomes less satisfactory as 
length and complexity of the path increases, but the speed of 
path generation and its short-path performance suggests that 
a modification of the program may lead to acceptable paths. 
J.M.D. 
N65-25023# Atomic Energy Commission, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
Div. of Technical Information Extension 
ISOTOPE TECHNIQUES I N  THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
A Literature Search 
Helen L Ward, comp. May 1965 54 p refs 
(TID-3512 (SUPPI. 1)) CFSTI: $2.00 
A total of 463 selected references on new techniques 
and instruments for using radioisotopes are included in this 
bibliography. The major reference sources were Nuclear 
Science Abstracts, The Bibliography of Agriculture, Biological 
Abstracts, Chemical Abstracts and Index Medicus. The period 
covered was 1958 through 1963. Author 
N65-25025# 
ton. D. C. 
Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
TRANSLATIONS FROM PATOLOGICHESKAYA FIZIOLO- 
G l Y A  I EKSPERIMENTAL'NAYA TERAPIYA (PATHO- 
LOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPY) 
V O L  IX, NO. 1, 1965 
N65-25026 
11 May 1965 25  p refs 
(JPRS-30015; TT-65-30963) CFSTI: $1.00 
CONTENTS: 
BRAL BLOOD SUPPLY UPON REPLACEMENT OF BLOOD 
LOSS WITH POLYGLUCINE AND BLOOD V. B. Koziner 
p 1-9 refs 
2. EXPERIMENTAL TRANSPLANTATION OF WHOLE 
SPLEEN TO OVERCOME TISSUE INCOMPATIB IL ITY  
A. N. Filatov and G. Ya. Yakovlev p 10-19 refs 
TICAL WORK IN  PATHOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY ON THE 
SUBJECT OF "OXYGEN STARVATION" E. N. Berger and 
Ye. A .  Markova p 20-22 (See N65-25026 14-04) 
1. CERTAIN FEATURES PECULIAR TO THE CERE- 
3. STAGING OF AN EXPERIMENT DURING PRAC- 
N65-25026 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
STAGING OF AN EXPERIMENT DURING PRACTICAL 
WORK IN PATHOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY ON THE SUB- 
JECT OF "OXYGEN STARVATION" 
E. N. Berger and Ye. A .  Markova In its Transl. from Pato- 
logicheskaya Fiziol. i Eksperim. Terapiya. V. IX, No. 1. 1965 
11 May 1965 p 20-22 (See N65-25025 14-04) CFSTI: 
$1.00 
Reported is the development of a practical method for use 
in pathophysiological studies of the effects of reduced baro- 
metric pressure in small experimental animals, with simul- 
taneous recording of respiration, cardiac activity, and brain 
wave frequency. Included is a discussion of equipment and 
S.C.W. results of investigations with rats. 
N65-25027# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
TRANSLATIONS FROM BlOFlZlKA (BIOPHYSICS), VOL. X, 
NO. 1,1965 
17 May 1965 26  p refs Transl. into ENGLISH from Biofizika 
(Moscow), v. 10, no. 1. 1965 
(JPRS-30097; TT-65-30999) CFSTI: $1.00 
CONTENTS: 
1. THEORY O F  GLOBULE-BALL TRANSITIONS I N  
MACROMOLECULES 0. B. Ptitsyn and Yu. Ye. Eyzner p 1-6 
refs (See N65-25028 14-04) 
2. USEOFTHE LUMINESCENCE OF ACRIDINE ORANGE 
DYE IN  THE STUDY OF THE SECONDARY STRUCTURE OF 
NUCLEIC ACIDS 0. F. Borisova and L. A. Turnerman p 7-15 
refs (See N65-25029 14-04) 
TWEEN BIOLUMINESCENCE A N D  THE RESPIRATION 
OF LUMINESCENT BACTERIA I. I. Gitel'zon. R. I .  Chuma- 
kova. and A. M. Fish p 16-23 refs (See N65-25030 14-04) 
3. THE PROBLEM OF ENERGY CORRELATIONS BE- 
N65-25028 
ton, D. C. 
MOLECULES 
0. B. Ptitsyn and Yu. Ye. Eyzner In its Transl. from Biofizika 
(Biophys.). Vol. X. NO. 1. 1965 17 May 1965 p 1-6 refs 
(See N65-25027 14-04) CFSTI: $1.00 
Proposed is a theory to show that the presence of coopera- 
tive globule ball transitions in macromolecules during de- 
naturation and of the reverse phenomenon of globularization 
of polymer chains should. under certain conditions. follow the 
common premises of macromolecular physics. I n  contrast to  
Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
THEORY OF GLOBULE-BALL TRANSITIONS IN MACRO- 
the ball spiral transitions. the globularization of macromole- 
cules represents a true first order phasic transition of the type 
of gas condensation. The applicability of the theory to any 
macromolecules where the forces of intramolecular cohesion 
are greater than the cohesion forces in the molecules of the 
solvent, as for -example in certain block copolymers. and its 
applicability to globular structures formed in highly diluted 
solutions of regular polymers. are discussed. The significance 
of the critical point for globule ball transition is also con- 
sidered. S.C.W. 
N65-25029 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
USE OF THE LUMINESCENCE OF ACRIDINE ORANGE 
DYE I N  THE STUDY OF THE SECONDARY STRUCTURE 
OF NUCLEIC ACIDS 
0. F. Borisova and L. A. Tumerman In i ts Transl. from Bio- 
fizika (Biophys.), Vol. X. No. 1. 1965 17 May 1965 p 7-15 
refs (See N65-25027 14-04) CFSTI: $1.00 
Proposed is a new method for determining the degree 
of spiralization of a given nucleic acid, which is based on the 
differences in luminescent characteristics (duration of fluores- 
cence) of acridine orange dye bound with the spiralized ( two- 
band) or despiralized (one-band) segments of the nucleic acid. 
Results of experiments on spiralization in DNA are presented. 
Comparative data are included on the basic luminescent and 
absorption characteristics of acridine orange monomeric 
molecules in aqueous solutions, the green and red fluorescence 
band of the same dye bound with DNA, and the dimers of the 
dye. S.C.W. 
N65-25030 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
THE PROBLEM OF ENERGY CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 
BIOLUMINESCENCE AND THE RESPIRATION OF LUMI- 
NESCENT BACTERIA 
I .  I .  Gitel'zon. R .  I. Chumakova. and A. M .  Fish In i ts Transl. 
from Biofizika (Biophys.). Vol. X. No 1. 1965 17 May 1965 
p 16-23 refs (See N65-25027 14-04) CFSTI. $1.00 
The quantitative correlation between luminescence and 
glucose consumption by luminescent bacteria was studied to 
determine what part of the energy obtained by bacteria upon 
splitting glucose is emitted in the form of visible light. The 
following were among the results observed from experiments 
w i th  Photobacterim species: (1) Increased luminescence 
intensity after the addition of glucose had a definitely marked 
maximum, after which attenuation set in. (2) The time required 
to achieve maximum intensity. following glucose addition, and 
the ratioof maximum luminescence intensity to  the luminescence 
intensity. prior to  glucose addition, did not depend on bacterial 
concentration. (3) Luminescence intensity and the energy used 
in the excitation of the luminescent molecule are directly related 
to  the use of the energy substrate. 14) The highest consumption 
of glucose occurred during the period from the addition of 
glucose up t o  the moment of maximal luminescence increase. 
Determinations of radiant flux. radiant energy, and bacterial 
density are included. A hypothetical discussion based on the 
premise that bacterial luminescence represents a direct leakage 
of energy from the oxidation channel is also included. S.C.W. 
N65-25051 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
EXPERIMENT OF THE PHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF 
THE SOLUTION OF CONTROL PROBLEMS BY A PERSON 
26 
N65-25215 
Ye.V. Voloshinova In  irs The Theory and Appl. of Autom. Sys- 
tems 26 May 1965 p 253-266 refs (See N65-25031 14-10) 
CFSTI: $8.28 
The human dynamics of forming systems of temporary 
connections which ensure control of complicated processes 
are investigated. In experiments on solution of control prob- 
lems. human subjects were exposed to  quantitative informa- 
tion which varied according to certain differential equations, 
and they were instructed to maintain specified gage levels by 
manipulating a control stick. and then to  formulate hypotheses 
concerning the pattern of change in the input data. The physio- 
logical aspects of the learning process involved in these tests 
are analyzed, particularly the phenomena of visual and motor 
adaptation. J.M.D. 
N65-25154# United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Risley 
(England). Safeguards Div. 
AN ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARD FROM 
FISSION PRODUCT RELEASES 
J. R .  Beattie 1963 91 p refs 
(AHSB(S) R-64) HMSO: 7s 6d 
Hazards to  the health of the general public that may arise 
from a release of fission products following a reactor accident 
are assessed. The proportions of fission products in the reactor 
are those resulting from a continuous period of operation at  
power and a preferential release of the more volatile fission 
products. The dispersion of a release in the atmosphere is dis- 
cussed. and curves of concentration vs. distance are based on 
Pasquill’s work for average weather and inversion weather wn- 
ditions. Allowance was made for the depletion of activity by 
deposition from the cloud as it traveled downwind and spe- 
cial attention was given to  the,hazards from inhaled or ingested 
iodine. The magnitudes of various releases were specified 
in terms of the activity of the iodine-131 component of the 
release. due to  the overriding importance of this isotope with 
relation to  public health hazards following a reactor accident. 
However. the hazards from other fission product elements and 
isotopes were also assessed. R.W.H. 
N65-25163# United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Har- 
well (England). Chemistry Div. 
ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF 
RADIOSTRONTIUM IN BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS 
A. Parker. E. H. Henderson. and G. S. Spicer Jan. 1965 40 p 
refs 
(AERE-AM-101) HMSO: 5s 6d 
Details are given for the isolation. radiochemical purifi- 
cation, counting, and calculation of the strontium 90 and 
strontium 89 content of biological materials. These include 
animal bones, human bones and teeth, milk, and vegetable 
ashes. and soils. Methods for the calculation of standard devia- 
tions of counting are also given. Author 
N65-25164# United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Har- 
well (England). Health Physics and Medical Div. 
HEALTH PHYSICS ASPECTS OF PLUTONIUM HANDLING 
B. A. J. Lister 1964 208 p refs 
(AERE-L-151) HMSO: 4 0 s  
A series of lectures on health physics aspects of plutonium 
are presented covering these topics: plutonium properties. 
hazards, and general methods of control; plutonium contain- 
ment; plutonium monitoring-airsampling: plutonium monitor- 
ing-surface and personnel monitoring; plutonium metabolism; 
plutonium excretion and bioassay; in vivo measurement and 
treatment of internally deposited plutonium; criticality con- 
trol in plutonium areas, and emergency procedures and ex- 
perience in plutonium areas. Author 
N65-25203# Florida Univ.. Gainesville. Dept. of Physiology 
EFFECT OF DIMERCAPTOPROPANOL (BRITISH ANTI- 
LEWISITE) ON THE TOXICITY OF OXYGEN AT SIX AT- 
MOSPHERES PRESSURE O N  WHITE MALE RATS 
Peter V. Van Tassel Brooks AFB, Tex., School of Aerospace 
Med., Mar. 1965 l o p  refs 
(Contract AF 41 (609)-1553) 
(SAM-TR-65-11: AD-461388) 
Six groups of 10 white male Holtzman rats were given 
doses of 10. 25. 40. 50. 75 and 100 mg/kg. respectively. of 
British antilewisite. Time of onset of the first convulsion after 
the animals were exposed to 6 atmospheres of oxygen and the 
survival times were compared with those of 50 control ani- 
mals. As the dose was increased to 40 mg/kg. both the 
onset of convulsions and the survival time were increased 
to a peak and then decreased with further increase in dosage 
until they reached almost control levels again at the dose of 
100 mg/kg. Another group of animals was given equivalent 
doses of the vehicle in which British antilewisite was dissolved 
and of an inactive analog of British antilewisite (glycerin). It 
was shown that the effect seen was not due to either the ve- 
hicle or the inactive analog. Author 
N65-25204# School of Aerospace Medicine. Brooks, AFB, 
Tex. 
PAROTID FLUID STEROID RESPONSES TO GRADED 
DOSES OF CORTICOTROPIN 
Ira L. Shannon. John R .  Prigmore (Utah Univ.). and William 
A. Gibson May 1963 6 p refs 
(SAM -TD R -62-30; A D-4 1 5273) 
Parotid fluid and urine 17-hydroxycorticosteroid (1 7- 
OHCS) measurements were carried out in 90  systemically 
healthy young adult males who received graded intramuscu- 
lar doses of ACTH. The administration of 20. 30. and 40 
units of ACTH produced significant increases in parotid fluid 
free 17-OHCS levels 2 hours after dosage. The 17-OHCS 
levels in parotid fluid following 5 and 10 units of ACTH did 
not differ significantly from those for the control group. The 
total 17-OHCS excretion rates in urine over the 6-hour ex- 
perimental period showed a steady increase with the increase 
in dose levels. These findings strengthen the premise that 
parotid fluid steroid measurements may be employed in evaluat- 
ing human adrenocortical status. Author 
N65-25215# Naval School of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola, 
Fla. 
SOME ISSUES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MOTION 
SICKNESS QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FLIGHT STUDENTS 
Lawrence E. Hardacre and Robert S. Kennedy 9 Mar. 1965 
8 p  refs 
(NSAM-916: AD-463223) 
Responses to  an experimental motion sickness question- 
naire were compared with actual motion sickness resulting 
from exposure to Coriolis effects at 7.5 rpm. Answers to  12 
items were related to subsequent motion sickness. In an ef- 
fort to ascertain honesty of responses to the questionnaire. it 
was administered to  three groups with varying instructions. 
No significant differences in scores among these groups or 
with the experimental group above were found. Author 
21 
N65-25254 
N65-25254# North American Aviation. Inc.. Downey. Calif. 
Space and Information Systems Div 
EFFECTS OF COLD EXPOSURE UPON THE ACTION OF 
THERAPEUTIC DRUGS 
JamesY. P. Chen and H. C. Bergman Fort Wainwright. Alaz.,a. 
Arctic Aeromed. Lab., Feb. 1965 29 p refs 
(Contract AF 41(6091-1989) 
MAL-TDR-64-20: AD-61 5490) 
Based on determinations of LD50. ED50 and therapeutic 
index. in mice and rats, morphine sulfate was found at least 
six times as toxic and three times as effective in the cold 
(4°C) as at room temperature (22" to 24°C). In the rat, morphine 
showed a very wide margin of safety in the cold as well as at 
room temperature- therapeutic index. about 180. With pento- 
barbital, the margin of safety indicated by therapeutic index 
in mice and rats in the cold was only one-third that at room 
temperature. no significant differences were noted in the ED50 
(median hypnotic dose) of the drug in all species tested at 
4" and at 22" C. No significant differences were found in plasma 
concentrations of test drugs at different temperatures to  
account for the increased toxicity of morphine and pentobarbital 
in all animals studied, as well as the apparent increased efficacy 
of morphine in mice and rats acutely exposed to  cold. Greater 
percentage pressor response t o  norepinephrine was demon- 
strated in dogs with or without hemorrhagic hypotension 
at 4" than those at 22" C. The analgesic-potentiating effect of 
chlorpromazine was found greater in rats in the cold than at 
room temperature when subeffective doses of morphine were 
administered simultaneously w i th  a given dose of chlorproma- 
zine. Clinical implications of these findings are discussed, and 
recom mendations offered. Author 
N65-25269'# Northrop Space Labs.. Hawthorne, Calif. 
ANALYTICAL REVIEW OF PASSIVE MASS TRANSFER OF 
WATER VAPOR I N  A SPACE SUIT 
Joseph A. Peterson, Constantino Cafaro. Arnold P. Shlo- 
singer. and Kay F. Sterrett May 1965 56 p refs 
(Contract NAS2-2102) 
(NASA-CR-63144: NSL-65-87-1) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.50 
This report presents results of an engineering study and 
analysis to determine the feasibility of transporting water 
vapor from the skin of an astronaut through an oxygen-water 
vapor mixture filled gap and on to  a surface capable of ad- 
sorbing or condensing and removing the moisture in a space 
suit. A desiccant bed or a wick cooled below the required dew 
point were devices considered for adsorbing or condensing and 
retaining or removing the moisture. The theoretical analysis 
of binary diffusion coefficients indicates that the rate of dif- 
fusion across a gap is adequate for application in a space 
suit. The thermal diffusion coefficient was found to have no 
significant effect upon the  diffusion rate in the space suit. 
Application of the derived design criteria for desiccant beds 
indicates their feasibility in removing water vapor for limited 
time periods. The concept of condensing on a cooled wick ap- 
pears feasible for application t o  extended ' periods of time. 
The analysis of condensing on cooled wicks requires experi- 
mental input parameters and a digital computer solution to  
provide numerical performance data. Direct empirical determi- 
nation of these performance data appears more practical than 
experimental input parameter determination and computer 
analysis. Author Author 
N65-25270'# Allied Research Associates. Inc.. Boston. Mass. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOSENSORS. A SAMPLING OF THE 
WORLD LITERATURE 1960-1964. VOLUME Ill 
J. Healer Apr. 1965 197 p refs 
(Contract NASw-535) 
(NASA-CR-63145: ARA-211-F-4, Pt. 2) CFSTI: HC $5.00/ 
MF $1.50 
N65-25292# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research, Albuquerque, N. Mex. 
ULTRAMICRO METHODS IN BIOCHEMISTRY. VII:  THE 
DETERMINATION OF PLASMA OR SERUM UREA NITRO- 
GEN. VIII: THE DETERMINATION OF SERUM URIC ACID. 
IX: THE DETERMINATION OF SERUM CREATININE 
E. van Stewart and Bernard B. Longwell Apr. 1965 34 p refs 
(Contract AT(29-2)-1013) 
(LF-22) CFSTI: $0.50 
Ultramicro methods for the determination of serum urea 
nitrogen. uric acid. and creatinine have been evaluated and the 
results are recorded in reports VII. VIII .  and IX. respectively. 
The method for the determination of urea nitrogen is an ultra- 
micr.0 adaptation of the reaction in which a blue color is de- 
veloped when the ammonium ion reacts w i th  phenol and hypo- 
chlorite. Ammonia is released from urea with urease. The 
entire reaction is conducted on 5 pl of serum or plasma and 
the final volume of reaction mixture is 2.205 ml. The pro- 
cedure for the determination of uric acid is an ultramicro 
adaptation of the method which depends on the reduction of 
phosphotungstic acid in the presence of bicarbonate. The 
phosphotungstic acid reagent contains lithium sulfate as a 
stabilizing reagent. The reaction is conducted on 100 pI of 
protein free solution prepared from 2 0 p l  of serum by pre- 
cipitation wi th tungstic acid. Comparative analyses show very 
good agreement between this method and the macro procedure 
from which it was derived. The creatinine method is an adapta- 
t ion of a standard procedure utilizing the reaction with alkaline 
picrate. The reaction is carried out on 100 pI of protein-free 
solution obtained from 40 pI of serum by precipitation of the 
protein with tungstic acid. The results obtained w i th  the method 
are in good agreement with values obtained using the macro 
procedure from which the ultramicro analysis was derived. 
Each analytical procedure is evaluated by determination of 
its reproducibility, and standard deviation analyses are pre- 
sented. Author 
N65-25300*# Biosystems. Inc., Cambridge, Mass. 
PHYSIOLOGY OF THE VISUAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
Lawrence Stark, Carl Kupfer. and Laurence R. Young Washing- 
ton, NASA, Jun. 1965 92 p refs 
(Contract NAS2-1328) 
(NASA-CR-238) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.75 
The neurological aspects of the eye movement control 
system are investigated using experimental and analytical 
techniques. Specifically. it is maintained that the basic dif- 
ference between version and vergence rests w i th  the inter- 
mittency operator and the discrete control of version. Control 
system analytical evidence supports a central processor loca- 
tion for the intermittency operator as opposed to  a motor or 
sensory one. Neuroanatomical and physiological evidence also 
supports a central processor locus for the intermittency opera- 
tor. Possible loci hypothesized are the accessory vestibular 
nuclei or contiguous pontine areas. Author 
' 
N65-25341# 
AF8. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div. 
ARTIFICIAL RAISING OF AIR PRESSURE 
M. J. Pavlok 1 Apr. 1965 9 p Transl. into ENGLISH from Spec. 
Hyg. Letce (Czechoslovakia), 1954 p 24-27 
Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson 
(FTD-TT-65-258/ 1 +2: AD-460454) 
20 
N65-25431 
. Several flight suits that were developed prior to  the intro- 
duction of pressurized cabins are described. Various experi- 
ments have shown that the flying suit cannot be a definite 
solution for the prevention of hypoxia at high altitudes. Prin- 
ciples of increasing the pressure artificially originated on  
stratospheric balloon gondolas. and were later applied t o  the 
construction of cabins of rocket aircraft for flights into the 
stratosphere. Pressurized cabins are now in use on many air- 
craft with a wide range of altitude above sea level and are 
a great contribution to  the struggle against hypoxia. permit- 
ting higher aircraft ceilings. R.W.H. 
N65-25344# Aerospace Medical Div. Arctic Aeromedical 
Lab.. Fort Wainwright. Alaska. 
Technial Report, 1 Oa. 1963-1 Jul. 1964 
David A. Vaughan and R o b e r t  L. Winders Mar. 1965 14  p refs 
The 24-hour excretion of tritium radioactivity following 
both large and small injected doses of tritium-labeled pyri- 
doxine hydrochloride was investigated in rats receiving various 
dietary treatments. Pyridoxine deficient animals retained more 
of the small (12 pg) doses than did animals receiving an ade- 
quate diet. When the pyridoxine antagonist, desoxypyridoxine. 
was fed t o  the pyridoxine deficient animak. retention of the 
tritium-pyridoxine was reduced, indicating that the antagonist 
had tied up some of the tissue sites ordinarily available for 
pyridoxine or i ts derivatives. Cole exposure did not alter these 
relationships. Larger doses (500 Fg) of pyridoxine were used 
less efficiently. but the absolute amounts retained suggested 
that the vitamin can be stored in quite large amounts. Author 
STUDIES W I T H  TRIT IUM (HJI-LABELED PYRIDOXINE 
(AA L-TR-64-29; A D-462052) 
N65-25401’# Massachusetts Inst. of Tech.,Cambridge. 
THE RESISTIVITY OF MICROORGANISMS TO THERMAL 
INACTIVATION BY DRY HEAT Fml Report  
Gerald J. Silverman and Cecil G. Dunn [1965l 17 p 
(Grant NsG-6911 
(NASA-CR-63198) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0.50 
In comparing glass fiber filters t o  membrane triacetate 
filters it was noted that the glass filters were more consistent 
and their average value was equivalent to  about one log cycle 
decrease after 4 hours of exposure at 106” C. Filters removed 
after 10 minutes of exposure to  forced and preheated air 
showed the anticipated decrease in spore population. Four’ 
hours of forced air at ambient temperature did not result in 
the loss of spores from the filter by physical removal. The 
membrane filter technique required a greater number . of 
organisms t o  be placed on a filter as the exposure time was 
increased. The variation is expected t o  be greater until most 
of the variables which can affect viability are understood and 
controlled. Modifications in the chamber may minimize this 
variation. E.E.B. 
N65-25425# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION BY ANIMAL TISSUES AFTER 
THE COMBINED ACTION OF CERTAIN GASES 
S. N. Sinitsyn 7 Jun. 1965 4 p Transl. into ENGLISH from 
Farmakol. i Toksikol. (Moscow), no. 4. Jul.-Aug. 1964 p 470- 
47 1 
(JPRS-30443; TT-65-31176) CFSTI: $1.00 
The oxygen consumption by liver, brain, and lung tissues 
of 406 white rats weighing 150 to  250 grams was measured 
by Warburg’s manometric method after exposure to a carbon 
monoxide. nitric oxide, and carbon dioxide mixture. This mix- 
ture induced more pronounced oxygen consumption changes 
s 
by the tissues than the action of two constituents alone. The 
inhalation of 2.5% volume petroleum gas containing hydrogen 
sulfide dropped oxygen consumption by brain tissues 14.4%. 
with a return to  normal after 24  hours. Inhalation of gas mix- 
ture during deep nembutal-induced sleep had no effect on 
brain oxygen consumption. It was concluded that a combined 
action of gases intensifies the impairment of oxygen consump- 
tion by tissues. The maximum permissible concentrations of 
individually used gases may be toxic if used in combinations. 
G.G. 
N65-25426# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton. D. C. 
ANALYTICAL METHOD OF DETERMINATION OF SONIC 
PRESSURE OF DOLPHIN SIGNALS AT THE POINT OF 
RECEPTION 
Ye. V. Shishkova 8 Jun. 1965 7 p Transl. into ENGLISH 
from Rybn. Khoz. (Moscow), no. 2. 1965 p 25-27 
(JPRS-30466; TT-65-31183) CFSTI: $1.00 
Hydrophone recording data were used t o  analyze sonic 
signals emitted by dolphins. in order to  determine the value 
of the sonic pressure at the point of emission. A time inter- 
val of 2 seconds and more between recordings of shot-type 
signals and weaker secondary similar signals was attributed 
to  echo reflections from submarine rocks or fish shoals. Values 
for the sonic pressures of the direct and the echo signals 
measured at the point of reception, and of the t ime interval 
before reception of the direct signal and the echo were used 
to  calculate the coefficient of spatial attenuation and sonic 
pressure at point of emission for t w o  recordings. It was found 
that the sound intensity at point of emission was higher by 
one order than the algesic sensation threshold for man, and 
it was concluded that the dolphin stunned fish by i ts sonic 
shots in order t o  catch them easier. G.G. 
N65-2- 
ton. D. C. 
PRIMARY RADIOBIOLOGICAL PROCESSES 
M. I. Amiragova, N. A. Duzhenkova. M. I. Shal‘nov. and A.IV. 
Savich 10 Jun. 1965 10 p Transl. into ENGLISH from 
the book “Pervichnyye Radiobiologicheskiye Protsessy” Mos- 
cow. Atomizdat. 1964 288 p 
Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
(JPRS-30541; TT-65-31231) CFSTI: $1.00 
The transformation of the energy of ionizing radiation in 
living organisms is discussed. along wi th  the effect of radia- 
tion on (1) nucleic compounds and their low-molecular sub- 
stances; (2) porphyrins and other substances important for 
tissue respiration; and (3) amino acids. proteins. and the role 
of these processes in radiation injury. A comparison of radio- 
biochemical and radiobiological transformation data in model 
systems lists the following main radiobiological effects as pos- 
sible primary disturbances: (1) direct absorption of energy by 
the nucleoproteins leading t o  changes that help the process of 
DNA reduplication t o  start; (2) mutagenic action leading t o  
changes in the DNA molecules; (3) malignant neoplasma 
through mutation of the somatic cells triggered by injury to  
the DNA matrix; (4) radiochemical reactions with substances 
dissolved in the cytoplasm. reversible injury to  the tissue 
respiration system. and configurational changes in the DNA 
and i ts submolecular complexes w i th  disruption of the inter- 
molecular bonds; and (5) radiochemical transformations of 
all principal parts of the cell at loo00 rads or more. G.G. 
N65-25431# 
ton, D. C. 
THE PROBLEM OF OXYGEN DEFICIENCY 
Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
29 
N65-25435 
I. R. Petrov 11 Jun. 1965 14  p refs Transl. into ENGLISH 
from Patr'. Fiziol. i Eksperim. Terapiya (Moscow). v. 8. no. 1, 
Jan.-Feb. 1964 
(JPRS-30576; TT-65-31250) CFSTI: $1 .OO 
Oxygen deficiencies of dissimilar origin and the resulting 
pathological changes in the body systems, wi th emphasis on the 
functions of tkoJ central nervous system, are briefly summa- 
rized. It was shown that cooling, overheating, radiation sick- 
ness, and hetero- and autosensitization increases the sensitivity 
of the organism to  oxygen deficiency, and that soporific doses of 
narcotics. artificial hypothermia, and ACTH increase the re- 
sistance of the organism. The basic principles of the pro- 
phylaxis and the therapy of the consequences of oxygen de- 
ficiencies taking the form of clinical death, hemorrhaging. 
anemia of the brain, and certain forms of poisoning are evalu- 
ated. The influence of cooling under conditions of hypoxemia 
and hypercapnia with its resulting rapid reestablishment of 
the ATP and cryophosphate content in the nerve cells is pointed 
out. G.G. 
N65-25435 
Energy Div. 
HAVIOR 
R .  J .  Nertney Apr. 1965 31 p ref 
(Contract AT(10-1)-205) 
(IDO-17074) CFSTI: $2.00 
This paper presents considerations in performing human 
factor studies in a relatively unperturbed working environment 
and outlines certain programs. Working group indices were 
established based on specific organizational objectives by 
management. The ability of the organization t o  fulfil l these 
objectives is sampled by  staff evaluators on a "did do" or 
"did not do" basis. Reduction to simple dichotomy makes use 
of quality control techniques possible and provides useful 
numerical indices for evaluation and control of personnel be- 
havior under field working conditions. Author 
PhillipsPetroleum C o . ,  Idaho Falls, Idaho. Atomic 
FIELD EVALUATION AND CONTROL OF PERSONNEL BE- 
N65-25448# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research, Albuquerque, N. Mex. Dept. of Microbiology 
EXPERIMENTAL INFECTION OF BEAGLES WITH ECHO 
VIRUS TYPE 6 
F. F. Pindak and W. E. Clapper May 1965 17 p refs 
(Contract AT(29-2)-1013) 
(LF-25) CFSTI: $0.50 
Live Echo 6 virus was administered orally to six beagles 
previously shown by culture to  be free of this agent. Some 
symptoms suggesting enteric disease were observed in most 
of the dogs. The virus was isolated from the stools of four and 
the blood of one. but no neutralizing antibodies could be 
demonstrated. Repeated intramuscular injection of live virus 
in six dogs produced titres as high as 1:512 and a four-fold 
or greater rise in all. No signs of illness were observed in 
those given parenteral injections. Author 
N65-25457# 
ton, D. C. 
ZATION I N  INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE, NOVEMBER 1963 
E. E. Koyranskiy. L Ya. Ukvol'berg. M .  V. Dmitriyev. and 
G. S. Eerezyuk 7 Jun. 1965 8 p Transl. into ENGLISH from 
Gigiena Truda i Prof. Zabolevaniya (Moscow), no. 10. Oct. 
1964 p60-62 
Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ALL-UNION CONFERENCE IN LENINGRAD ON AEROIONI- 
(JPRS-30442: TT-65-31175) CFSTI: $1.00 
A synopsis of reports discussed at the conference is pre- 
sented. Among those cited were studies of theoretical and 
practical problems of aeroionization under industrial condi- 
tions: the use of aeroionotherapy in the treatment of bron- 
chial asthma: and the use of aeroionization to control dust 
in industrial establishments. and as an air disinfectant. Also 
considered are studies on the effect of aeroions on the .blood. 
the central nervous system. cerebrocortical functions. and 
gastric secretions. Among the new methods of generating and 
calculatins ' 0 -  and hydroions are the use of counters for geo- 
physical mei,-,urements and of wire antennas. fed by an ap- 
paratus for franklinization. for ionizing the air of large rooms; 
and the ultramicroscopy of electrically eharged aerosols for 
S.C.W. determining the concentration of dust particles. 
N65-25458# Joint Publications Research Service Washing 
ton D C 
DETERMINATION OF THE FRACTIONING COEFFICIENTS 
AND THE BIOLOGICAL AVAILABILITY OF THE PRODUCTS 
OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS IN RADIOACTIVE FALLOUTS 
Yu A Izrael' 8 Jun 1965 10 p refs Transl into ENGLISH 
from Dokl Akad Nauk SSSR Ser Mat F iz  (Moscow) v 161 
1965 p 343-346 
no 1-3 1965 p 343-346 
(JPRS 30500 TT-65-31211) CFSTI $1  00 
The distribution density of radioactive products on large 
spherical particles (with a diameter greater than 10 to 20p)  
forming as a result of surface explosions is discussed Also 
considered are air explosions in which the formation of parti 
cles occurs as a result of condensation of evaporating bomb 
matter and coagulation of submicron particles Included is a 
method for determining the dependence of coefficients of 
fractionation and biological contamination on particle size 
Results of determinations for the isotopes Srgo and Ba14' 
S C W  with respect to the isotope Zrg5 are reported 
N65-25459# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
THE DANGERS OF ANESTHESIA AT HIGH ALTITUDES 
Yu. I .  Datkhayev 11 Jun. 1965 7 p refs Transl. into ENG- 
LISH from Eksperim. Khirur. i. Anesteziol. (Moscow). no. 2. 
Mar.-Apr. 1964 p 61 -64 
(JPRS-30577: TT-65-31251) C FSTI: $1 .OO 
Under high-altitude conditions of hypoxia, ether anes- 
thesia in combination wi th air is not recommended for wide 
use, especially during major and prolonged abdominal opera- 
tions The anesthetization of patients by the stunning method 
(a rapid increase of the dosage of ether in the inhaled air) is 
impermissible under high-altitude conditions. The lingering 
character of the saturation phase of anesthesia at high alti- 
tude is often accompanied by prolonged vomiting Evacuation 
of the stomach of patients prior to anesthetization increases 
the safety of the latter. The slightest complication of external 
respiration during anesthetization and in the postanesthesia 
period, under conditions of high-altitude hypoxia, very often 
leads to  an undesired strain on the respiratory and circulatory 
apparatus. Under conditions existing at high altitudes it is 
necessary to  consider the possibility of prolonged apnea after 
the administration of curare compounds. Author 
N65-25514# , Joint Publications Research Service, Washing- 
ton, D C 
SPEECH, ARTICULATION, AND PERCEPTION 
30 
, 
V. A. Kozhevnikova and L. A. Chistovich 10  Jun. 1965 272 p 
refs Transl. into ENGLISH of the book “Rech’. Artikulyatsiya. i. 
Vospriyatiye” Moscow-Leningrad, 1965 p 1-241 
(JPRS-30543: TT-65-31233) CFSTI: $6 00 
Results are presented of an original experimental investi- 
gation of the speech process conducted by a group of physi- 
ologists, linguists. mathematicians, and engineers. New meth- 
ods are described for the investigation of the activity of the 
speech’-forming mechanism. based on the application of 
modern electronic technology. New theoretical concepts are 
advanced relative t o  the organization of the speech perception 
processes. The research findings are considered against the 
background of the problems associated with man’s communi- 
cating w i th  electronic computers. Author 
N65-25529# Philco Eorp.. Willow Grove, Pa Bio-Cybernetics 
Lab. 
A CORRELATIONAL STUDY OF MYOPOTENTIAL RE- 
SPONSE AND FORCE OF MUSCLE CONTRACTION DUR- 
ING VARYING ACTIVITY DEMANDS Interim Report 
F. Ray Finley and Roy W. Wirta 17 Mar. 1965 33 p refs 
(Contract Nonr-4292(00)) 
(Rept.-2386: AD-61 3930) 
A major objective of the Philco biocybernetics engineer- 
ing activity has been to  develop an optimum degree of com- 
patibility between man and the machines which he used to 
augment his performance capacity. One phase of study. in 
the pursuit of this objective. has been developed about a 
hypothesis that the myoelectric activity associated with muscu- 
lar contraction could be utilized to  control a powered exo- 
skeletal system designed to  amplify one’s strength. This phase 
of study is the subject of this interim report. TAB 
N65-25540 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
SECOND SYMPOSIUM O N  BIOTELEMETRY HELD IN 
SVERDLOVSK 
V. V. Parin and V V. Rozenblat 9 Jun. 1965 7 p Transl. into 
ENGLISH from Fiziol. Zh. SSSR (Moscow), v. 50. no. 9. Sep. 
1964 p 1191-1 193 
(JPRS-30528; TT-65-31226) CFSTI: $1.00 
A synopsis of reports discussed at the second symposium 
on biotelemetry. which focused on the use of radiotelemetry 
in physiological and medical research, is presented. Included 
are data on the general aspects of radiotelemetry in physiol- 
ogy and medicine, the technological and methodological as- 
pects of radiotelemetry, and results of experimental radio- 
telemetric research. Among the reports presented were an 
analysis of problems in classifying biotelemetric systems. the 
use of biotelemetry in aerospace medicine, the development 
of separate units in radiotelemetric systems. methods of re- 
cording body and skin temperature, the use of biotelemetric 
data for investigating spacecraft control systems: and results 
of pathophysiological studies of man and experimental ani- 
mals which emphasized the use of radioelectrocardiographic 
and radiopulsometric data in determining pathological shifts. 
S.C.W. 
N65-25541 
The development of a transitorized direct current millivolt- 
meter. which consistsof a simple transitorized alternating current 
amplifier and compact silicon stabilitron converters, i s  reported 
The circuitry is described. and the requirements of the clock 
pulse generator are discussed Illustrated is an electrical diagram 
S C W  and a general view of the instrument 
N65-25541# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing- 
ton. D C 
TRANSISTORIZED DIRECT CURRENT MILLIVOLTMETER 
FOR BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
V A Mayskyy 10  Jun 1965 l o p  refs Transl into ENGLISH 
from Fiziol Zh Akad Nauk Ukr RSR (Kiev). v 11, no 2. 1965 
p 265-268 
(JPRS-30557, TT-65-31239) CFSTI $1 00 
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IAA ENTRIES 
~6s-ni99 
PIONEERING WORK IN BIOINSTRUMENTATION FOR FLIGHT 
EXPERIMENTS lusD FLIGHT SIMULATION. 
Jose$ J. Zuccaro (NASA, Ames Research Center. Moffett Field,  
calif. 1. 
IN. ELECTRONICS IN TRANSITION; WINTER CONVENTION ON 
MILITARY ELECTRONICS, 6TH. L o 5  ANGELES, CALW., 
FEBRUARY 3-5. 1965. PROCEEDINGS. VOLUME 4. [A6543182 
13-09] 
Conference sponsored by the Professional Technical Group on 
Military Electronics of the Institute of Electrical  and Electronics 
Engineers. Los Angeles Section. 
Los Angeles. Institute of Electrical  and Electronics Engineers, 
Los Angeles District, 1965, p. IIIB-86 to IIIB-102. 
mentation systems that have been developed for use in physiological 
measurements  on t e s t  pilots in high-performance a i rc raf t  and in  
space-flight simulators.  This development work has been extended 
to  indude  miniaturized amplifiers and radio-telemetry devices 
that can be  worn on a man o r  can be implanted in animals. Refine- 
ments made to  a standard electrocardiogram sensing technique 
have produced higher quality ECC d a t a  f rom even an exercising 
subject. A high-performance amplifier has  been developed which 
has fur ther  improved the quality of these data. A description i s  
given of a compact pbysiological monitoring system being developed. 
ahich is worn on the e a r  and is capable of providing a continuous 
record of blood oxygen saturation, blood pressure ,  hear t  rate,  md 
the blood pulse wave. Another sys t em being developed. which 
should make it practical t o  retrieve electroencephalographic data 
f r o m  human subjectl, being monitored while in an a i r c ra f t  or flighl 
simulator,  is a lso  described. 
Description of n r i o u s  c a r d i o n s c u l a r  and re'spiratory instru- 
(Author) A. B. K. 
A6523224 # 
URINE AND WASTE-WATER RECOVERY BY ELECTRODIALYSIS. 
C. E. Haasen and C. Berger  (Douglas Aircraft  Go., Inc., Missile 
and Space Systems Div., Astropower Laboratory. Electrochemistry 
Dept., Newport Beach, caiif. ). 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Aviation and Space 
Conference. Los Aogeles, Calif., Mar. 14-18, 1965. Paper  65-AV-16. 
ll p. 16 re fs .  
&mbers .  $0.50; nonmembers, $1.00. 
potable water f rom nrine. wa8h water ,  and humidity condensates. 
This subsystem encompasses the processes  of adsorption, filtration, 
electrodialysis, 4 air evaporation. The performance character-  
is t ics  of the subsystem a r e  discussed. together with weight and 
power-penalty es t imates  f o r  a projected six-man, 90-day resupply 
orbital  missim. A.B.K. 
Description of a manned-spacecraft subsystem for recovering 
A65-23231 #b 
PASSIVE ELASTIC FORCE OF THORACIC CAGE [FORZA 
ELASTICA PASSNA DELLA GABBIA TORACICA]. 
Emilio Agostoni. P ie ro  Mognoni. and Giorgio T o r r i  (Milano. 
Universith. Istituto d i  Fisiolosia Umana. Milan. ltalv). - . I. 
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei. Atti. Rendiconti - Classe di 
Scienze Fisiche. Matematiche e Naturali,  voL 36, Feb. 1964, 
p. 230-233. InItalian.  
USAF-supported research;  U. S. Rlbl ic  Health Service Grant 
No. R F  15. 
1 Experimental iwestigation of the difference in the volume of the 
+oracic  cage and, therefore, in diaphragm location, under different 
circumstances. the pulmonary volume remaining the same. 
'followhg determinations were made: 
pulmonary volume and thoracic c i rcumference with the respiratory 
musc le s  at  work and at  rest .  and (2 )  the relationship between 
thoracic circumference and intrathoracic pressure  at  rest .  
The 
(1) the relationship between 
The 
t e s t s  were made on three subjects in sitting position. 
lus t ra tes  the relationship between the cbange in thoracic c i rcum- 
ference ad intrathoracic pressure  at  rest. It is shown tiut the 
passive elastic force exerted by the thoracic cage, at  the pulmonary 
,volume conaidered, must be  at  least  -100 cm H S  instead of -40 c m  
8 2 0  as believed SO far. M. M. 
A figure il- 
A&-23416 
METABOLIC ALTERATIONS IN RATS EXPOSED TO ACUTE 
ACCELERATION STBESS. J. *ana and W. T. P u t  @?AS& Ames Research Center. 
Envirmunentd Biolorr Div.. Moffett Field. Calif. ). 
~ - - 
(Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 
Anrmal Meeting, 48th. Chicago, Ill., Apr. 15. 1964. ) 
Endocrinology, vol. 76. Feb. 1965. p. 203-209. 30refs .  
, Extension of a orevious investhation of factors involved in 
:tress-induced l ive;  glycogenesis. -Fasted female Sprague-Dawley , . 
r a t s  were e q o s z d  to a relative centrifugal force of 4.5 g for  varying 
h r i o d s  ranging f rom 0.5 to 96 hr. employing an 8.5-ft radius cen- 
trifuge. 
e e d  increase in the concentrations of blood glucose. pla.ma-free'  
fatty acid. and pla6ma corticosterone. 
Were decrzased. 
kginine.  phenylalanine-tyrosine. and proline) were decreased 
preferentially. 
deposition detectable within the first bau of cent i i fugat im which 
reached a muimum after 5 to 24 br. 
eliminated by adrenalectomy and hypophysectomy. Adrenodemednl' 
lr tcd rats showed a decreased glycogen respome. A U o x a n - d i a b e t i C  
r a t s  did not show any increase in l iver glycogen a~~e-~.+i~.iy 
high levelr present. The combined s t r e s s e s  of centrifugation ad 
s t M a t i o n  eflected a marked depletion of both l iver and gastroc- 
n d u s  muscle glycogen. Starvation a b n e  resulted in an increase  
in liver glycogen with a c m c d t a u t  fall in muscle  glycogep. It 
is concluded tbat the l i v u  glycogen deposited in acceleration- 
s t ressed  r a t s  is mediated by the secretion of corticosterone follow-, 
b g  activation of the pituitary-adrenal q s t a n .  (Author) D. Hj 
During the f i rs t  24 hr ,  there  was a significant and N E -  
Plasma-f ree  amino ac ids  
Several of the glucogenic amino acids ( a l au i~e ,  
There was a progressive increase in liver glycogen 
The glycogen response was 
, 
' 
A65-23454 * 
CHEMICAL PROBLEMS IN ATMOSPHERE CONTROL. 
Freder ick  W. Thompson. Jr. (USAF, Systems command. Resea rch  
and Technology Div., Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Pat- 
termon AFB, Ohio). 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Aviation and Space 
Conference, Los Angehs,  Calif., Mar. M-18, 1965, Paper  65-AV- 
47. 5 n. 22 refs. ~~. ~ 
p i m i e r - s . .  $0.50; nonmembers, $1 00. 
'area by te Air Force  Flight Dynamics Laboratory. 
problems involved io  this facet of environmental control a r e  dh- 
cussed in t e rms  of past and current programs. 
information on both contractually sponsored and in-house efforts. 
' P rog ram8  renewed  include carbon dioxide and water control, 
jclrbon-dimide reduction, water electrolysis. trace-c- 
removal and effects, 
The bibliography provides a listing of the Laboratory's activit ies in 
atmosphere control technology w e r  the past two years.  
Overall summary  of efforts exerted in the atmosphere control 
The chemical 
The paper presents 
oxygen concentration, a d  subsystem m s i a .  
(Author) M.M. 
A65-23460 
SPACEFLIGHT SIMULATORS FOR ASTRONAUT ,SELECTION AND 
TIUJNING. 
H. F. Huddleston (Royal Air  Force ,  Institute of Aviation Medicine. 
Farnborough. Hants. I England). 
training astronauts. The simulation of control-dieplay dynamics 
ia discussed. 
systems a r e  sa id  to be-of pr ime importance, followed closely by 
dynamic and procedural fidelity. 
situational s t r e s s o r s  associated witb confinement within a small 
Visual aspects of the vehicle-control and l i f t - r u p p r t  
The simulation of various 
33 
A65-23461 
spacecraft  and of a number of environmental s t ressors  capable of 
'producing observable anatomical o r  physiological damage by their  
action o r  presence is considered i n  some detail. 
that s t r e s s e s  have been dealt with i n  isolation and that very l i t t le 
research  has been done on the problem of multiple s t r e s s .  
It is pointed out , 
~ 
A.B.K: 
A65-23461 
BIO-MEDICAL PROBLEMS O F  PROLONGED SPACEFLIGHT. 
B, A. Gooden. 
Spaceflight, vol. 7, May1965, p. 98-103. 
cardiovascular system. 
mechanism and causes of orthostatic hypotension is characterized 
'as being the most  pressing one in space medicine. 
, summary is given of the normal mechanisms for maintaining blooa 
!pressure and their  relation to syncope. The normal  mechanism of 
orthostatic tolerance i s  described. Fac tors  said to be involved in 
,the development of susceptibility to orthostatic hypotension during 
'prolonged space flight are suggested. It i s  pointed out that i t  has 
not yet been demonstrated that weightlessness alone produces a n  
increased susceptibility to orthostatic hypotension. 
;measuring the degree of cardiovascular deconditioning of a subject 
,and experimental procedures for producing cardiovascular de- 
conditioning on Ear th  are outlined. 
the degree of cardiovascular deconditioning of astronauts Schi r ra  
and Cooper a r e  presented. 
astronauts against orthostatic hypotension during and after long 
space missions a r e  suggested. 
22 re fs .  
Consideration of the effects of prolonged space flight on the 
The problem of ascertaining the exact 
A brief 
Techniques f o i  
Results of measurements  of 
Various methods for protecting 
A. B. K. 
A65-23486 
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH O F  TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS 
IN AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES. 
S .  M. Siege1 and C. Giumarro (Union Carbide Corp., Research 
b s t i t u t e ,  Tarrytown, N.Y.) .  
Icarus,  vol. 4, Apr. 1965, p. 37-40. 
Contract No. NASw-767. 
grown on specimens of Euphorbia xylophylloides and other xero-  
'phytes after two months in atmospheres containing NH3 with CH4, 
H2. o r  air. MI3 levels of at least  50.000 ppm f a r  exceeded con- 
ventional upper safe limits for human toxicity. 
formance was shown by a s t r e s s  -adapted Penicillium brevi-com- 
pactum which grew slowly i n  95% "315% CH4. 
that these obsern t ions  a r e  significant with reference to the origin 
and current existence of microbial  life on Jupiter. 
9 re fs .  
I- 
Demonstration that various bacteria and ascomycetes have 
Extreme per -  
It is considered 
(Author) F. R. L. 
'A65-23616 # 
,CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM. 
;R. L .  Batterton. K. H. Houghton, and T. C. Secord (Douglas 
'Aircraft  Co., Inc. ,  Missile and Space Systems Div., Advance,  
;Biotechnology Dept., Santa Monica, Calif.).  
'IN: NEW DIMENSIONS IN SPACE TECHNOLOGY; SPACE 
;CONGRESS. 2ND. COCOA BEACH, FLA. ,  APRIL 5-7, 1965. 
;PROCEEDINGS. [A65-23599 13-31] 
/Congress sponsored by the Canaveral Council of Technical Societies. 
'Cocoa Beach, Canaveral Council of Technical Societies, 1965, 
!p. 235-255. 
Facilitation of the design, development, and management of 
advance manned space systems through the use of mission simulatibn 
techniques. These techniques a r e  being used in the space cabin 
simulator program which has  been initiated at the Douglas Aircraf t ;  
'Co. 
In this phase, a four-man crew accomplished a 30-day miasion 
while confined in a double-walled space chamber which duplicates 
projected space cabin conditions. This mission simulation was 
said to be quite successful in many respects.  
phase a r e  presented, and future phases of the program a r e  dis- 
.cussed. (Author) D.H. 
:SPACE LABORATORY MISSION SIMULATION AND TEST IN A 
The f i r s t  phase of this program has recently been completed. 
Some results of this 
,A65-23617 # 
ACCELERATED PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINATION OF GAS- 
;OFF PRODUCTS FROM SPACE CABIN MATERIALS. 
'Paul P. Mader and Gerald V.  Colombo (Douglas Aircraft  Co.,  h c .  , 
Missile and Space Systema Div. , Advance Biotechnology Dept. , 
'Life and Environmental Systems Branch. Santa Monica, Calif. ). 
IN: NEW DIMENSIONS I N  SPACE TECHNOLOGY; SPACE 
CONGRESS, 2ND, COCOA BEACH, FLA. ,  APRIL 5-7. 1965. 
!PROCEEDINGS. [A65-23599 13-31] 
'Congress sponsored by the Canaveral Council of Technical Societies. 
,Cocoa Beach, Canaveral Council of Technical Societies, 1965. 
,p. 256-268. 
Description of a fas t  and accurate method for the empirical  
[evaluation of the degassing characterist ics of materials and supplies 
' ca r r ied  aboard a space capsule. 
i72-liter f lasks as reaction chambers. 
'introduced into one group of flasks for a period of 30 to 60 days. 
The flasks were maintained under temperature,  p ressure ,  and 
lighting conditions expected to prevail  within the spacecraft. 
Para l le l  experiments were conducted over a 24-hr period a t  a flask 
temperature  of 120°F obtained by irradiation of the flask with 
mercury  vapor lamps.  
f lask atmospheres  were  tested for outgassed contaminants by gas 
,chromatography in conjunction with IR spectroscopy. 
Iexamples of test  results a r e  presented. 
' temperatures did not a f fec t  the reaction mechanism involved in the 
ioutgassing processes.  
] remained the same;  and, as expected, only the quantity of released 
/products was higher a t  higher temperatures.  (Author) D.HI 
The proposed procedure utilizes 
Materials to be tested were  
At regular predetermined intervals the 
Several  
They indicate that different 
The type of products which had outgassed 
4\65-2361 8 # 
FACTORS AFFECTING THE THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM O F  A 
SUBJECT IN THE APOLLO EXTRA-VEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT. 
Ronald Lang and Robert G. Syversen (United Aircraft  Corp. ,  
Hamilton Standard Div., Space and Life Systems Dept., Windsor 
K:ks NEW DIMENSIONS IN SPACE TECHNOLOGY; SPACE 
CONGRESS, 2ND. COCOA BEACH, FLA. ,  APRIL 5-7,  1965. 
PROCEEDINGS. [A65-23599 13-31] 
Congress Sponsored by the Canaveral Council of Technical Societies. 
Cocoa Beach, Canaveral Council of Technical Societies, 1965, b. 269-280. 6 refs.  
1 Description of the Apollo pressure  suit ,  the portable life 
'support system. and the accompanying accessory garments  used for 
meteoroid and thermal  protection (collectively known a s  the Extra-  
vehicular Mobility Unit - EMU). 
during a n  Apollo mission i s  complex. 
l ibrium must be maintained through a combination of active and 
passive control over a wide range of ambient conditions. 
requirement has necessitated extension of the state of the a r t  in 
several  a reas .  
sublimator a s  a heat sink with automatic control of water feed rate 
as a function of heat load. 
water  separator is  complicated by the fac t  that they must  operate 
i n  a zero- o r  one-sixth-gravity field. Manned testing. using liquid 
cooling. has defined thresholds f o r  subject comfort levels.  
used in conjunction with a n  optimized liquid flow, the Liquid Cooling 
Garment  (LCG) has prevented sweating a t  peak loads of 500 kcal/hr 
without the physiological s t r e s s e s  associated with a gas-cooled 
'system. 
support functions necessary  to maintain the physiological well-being 
of a subject in lunar surface environments. 
employed as applied to the External Thermal  Garment (ETG) and on 
the helmet visor,  will provide adequate protection from the lunar 
thermal  environment. D. H. 
, COnn.). 
The problem of thermal  control 
Test  subject thermal  equi- 
This 
A specific example is  the use of a porous plate 
Design of this component and of the 
When 
The gas loop has  been designed to provide those l ife 
Passive thermal  control, 
A65-23642 # 
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR MANNED ORBITAL AND LUXAR 
BASES. 
J.  T. Celentano and D. Amorelli (North American Aviation, Inc. , 
Space and Information Systems Div., Life Sciences Dept. , Downey, 
Calif. ). 
IN: NEW DIMENSIONS IN SPACE TECHNOLOGY; SPACE 
CONGRESS. 2ND, COCOA BEACH, FLA. ,  APRIL 5-7. 1965, 
PROCEEDINGS. [A65-23599 13-31] 
Congress sponsored by the Canaveral Council of Technical Societies. 
Cocoa Beach, Canaveral Council of Technical Societies, 1965, 
p. 743-752. 15 refs.  
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A65-23920 
Description of the essent ia l  habitability needs that allow man t o  
perform f o r  long periods of time. Satisfaction of h i s  physiological 
needs is the pr ime requirement f o r  assur ing man's performance in 
a short-duration space mission. 
duration missions wi l l  require  essentially only an increase in 
'requirements proportional to the length of the mission,  based upon 
short- term figures. On the other hand, it is s ta ted that considera- 
tions regarding the most efficient use of man in an actual space 
environment presume tbat all of the environmental requirementm 
for  human existence have been provided. 
oatisfied through appropriate design requirementm, established 
ear ly  in the  developmental program, so that man can exist and 
operate  sat isfactor i ly  in a n  orbital  o r  lunar-base environment. 
Many authorities fee l  that long- 
These needs can be 
(Author) D.H. 
A65-23773 #t 
ATMOSPHERIC OZONE AND SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT OPERA- 
TIONS. 
K. Langlo. 
WMO Bulletin, VOL 14. Apr. 1965, p. 106-108. 
, Study of the pattern of concentration of atmospheric ozone, 
giving special  attention to safeguards that may be necessary to 
protect the passengers  and crew of S S T ' s  f r o m  the toxic effects 
of ozone. It can be concluded f rom data by Jaffe and Estes  that 
the ozone concentration outside present  jet  a i rc raf t  a t  cruise  al- 
titudes is close to  the maximum permissible value (0. l ppm by 
volume in an 8-hr  day); at  SST cruise  altitudes. it is five to ten 
t imes higher. I t  can be stated that provided supersonic a i rc raf t  
a r e  equipped with adequate f i l t e rs  to keep ozone concentrations be- 
low an acceptable limit. there  will be no need to issue special  ozone 
information for  operational purposes. If the pressurization system 
of an a i rc raf t  permits  a cer ta in  amount of ozone to  enter the c a h b  
i t  may he necessary to know the concentration of ozone in the cabin 
during the flight a t  cruise  altitude. 
altitude will be determined by operational factors  other than ozone 
concentration. it i s  considered mos t  unlikely that anything more 
than average (climatological) ozone-concentration data wi l l  be re-  
quired for operational purposes. 
Since the flight path at the c ru ise  
D. H. 
A65-23787 
TARGET APPROACH I N  BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS. 
R. Tom&; (Belgrade, University. Faculty of Electr ical  Engineer- 
ing, Belgrade, Yugoslavia) and R. Petrmi;  (Institute for Autonu- 
tion and Telecommunications. Belgrade, Yugoslavia). 
IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, vol. AC-10. Jan. 1965. 
p. 22-27. 5 refs .  
Analysis of specific features  of target  approach in biological 
The theoretical basis f o r  design of s e rvoa rms  is f d  
systems. considering the design of automata with similar perfor- 
rnances. 
in optimal control theory. Before the design stage. a theoretical 
shdy was made of the rendesvous problem, resulting in develop- 
ment of a control law and a synthesis procedure for  the codroUer.. 
yielding nearly optimal t ra jector ies  in real t ime wi th  arbitrary 
position of the t a rge t  in space. (Author) B.B. 
A6123840 
SURVNAL OF MICRO-ORGANISMS IN SPACE. 
John Hotchin, Pe te r  Lorenz, and Curt is  Hemenway (Union Univer- 
sity, Dudley Observatory; New York State Department of Health, 
Div. of Laborator ies  and Research;  New York. State University. 
Albany. N.Y.). 
Nature, voL 206, May 1. 1965. p. 442-445. 20 refs.  
=No. NsG 155-61. 
Description of the f i r s t  successful direct  exposure of un- 
protected t e r r e s t r i a l  microorganisms to the environment of space. 
and their recovery. 
nisms bad been merely conjectural hitherto; the subject is not 
academic a s  it involves fundamental questions concerning the spread 
of l i fe  throughout the universe. Two flight experiments a r e  de- 
scribed, one using a rocket  for short- term exposure at high al- 
titude, and the other a balloon for longer exposure at lower altitude. 
The xormer car r ied  a payload in the form of a micrometeori te  col- 
lection device, containing samples of auloclaved nylon-re-enforced 
f i l t e r  disks for the collection of microbes in flight, and also addi- 
tional surfaces  coated with dried preparations of various t e r r e a t r i d  
The survivability of unprotected microorga-  
microorganisms. 
and it reached a height of 155 km. 
ilar. except that the altitude varied from about 33.5 t o  35 km during 
the exposure, which lasted approximately 6 hr .  
t es t s  and interpretations of the data are given; some microorga-  
n i sms  survived in both tests,  but the survival ra te  was  higher for  
the balloon test. 
The rocket exposure was about 233 sec in guration 
The balloon flight test  was sim- 
Resul ts  of the 
D. P. H. 
A65-23841 
EVIDENCE O F  LIFE PROCESSES IN A SEDIMENT TWO AND A 
HALF BILLION YEARS OLD. 
T. Belsky. R. B. Johns. E. D. McCarthy. A. L. Burlingame. 
W. Richter, and Melvin Calvin (California. University, Dept. of 
Chemintry. Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, and Space Sciences 
Laboratory, Berkeley, Calif. ). 
Nature, voL 206. May 1. 1965. p. 446. 447. 21 refs.  
AEC-supported research;  Grant No. NsC 101-61. 
isoprenoid alkanes. which have been proposed as  biogenetic in- 
dicators, when identified by chemical means, in the Soudan i ron 
formation of Minnesota, the Antrim shale, and the San Joaquin o i l ,  
could be of biological origin. The isoprenoid alkanes have a high 
degree of "structural specificity, I' which is the cr i ter ion adopted 
when selecting an indicator of biogenesis. 
tion is dated by isotopic means a s  being not less than 2-112 billion 
yea r s  old, the Antrim shale about 265 x lo6 years. and the San 
Joaquk oil about 30 million years. 
the Soudan shale was isolated and purified; the isoprenoid com- 
ponents were separated on a gas-liquid chromatography column 
and the s t ructures  of the collected samples were  determined by 
m a s s  spectrometry. 
San Joaquin oil  were analyzed and the isoprenoids were  identified 
osing the same techniques. 
basis for heliwing that indigenous hydrocarbons of Precambrian 
sedbnenta a r e  of biological origin and that the use of biological 
m a r k e r s  wi l l  prove a valid approach when isolating hydrocarbons 
from meteori tes  to  determine if they a r e  of biological origin. 
-
Investigation for  the purpose of determining whether the 
The Soudau Iron forma- 
The hydrocarbon fract ion from 
A sample of Antrim shale  and a sample of 
The data obtained provide a r e b o n a b l e  
D. P. F. 
A65-23842 
IS THE EARLY EVOLUTION OF LIFE RELATED TO THE 
DEVELOPMEhT O F  THE EARTH'S CORE? 
C a r l  Sagan (Harvard Universi ty ,  Smlthsonlan Institution, 
Smithsonian Astrophysical  Observatory,  Cambridge,  M a s s .  ). 
Nature,  vol. 206, May 1, 1965, p. 448. 16 refs. 
magnet ic  field was inconsequential in Archean t imes ,  the effect on 
the  development of life on th i s  planet would not have been deleter ious 
and indeed may have been salutary,  in open contradiction to Uffen's 
hypothesis. Biogenic organic  m a t t e r  and foss i l s  of living o r  an i sms  
have been found in sediments  dated as old a s  2.0 t o  2.8 x 10 years ,  
and the existence of such relat ively advanced organisms a s  colonial 
a lgae in this period s t rongly implies  that the or igin of l ife occurred 
considerably e a r l i e r  than 3 x 109 y e a r s  ago. 
geomagnetic field, the E a r t h  will not be bathed in the  so la r  proton 
flux because of a tmospheric  absorption; th i s  is t r u e  for  a tmospheric  
p r e s s u r e s  on the primit ive E a r t h  of a s  little as lo-* atm. The re -  
fore  it s e e m s  likely that a tmospheric  attenuation would prevent  any 
damage  to  p rebb log ica l  or biological p rocesses ,  and in any event 
o rgan i sms  residing below the sur face  of the  ear ly  wa te r s  could not 
have been affected. 
of the tropopause suggests  that this would facil i tate the production 
of organic  molecules ,  a s  a resu l t  of the effect  of the  proton bom- 
hardment  on the pr imit ive reducing atmosphere.  
An investigation which at tempts  to  show that even if the E a r t h ' s  
8 
In this absence of the 
The penetration of the solar  wind into the region 
D. P. F. 
A65-23920 
REGENERATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR CLOSED BIOLOGICAL SYS- 
TEMS [REGENERATIONSMETHODEN BE1 CESCHLOSSENEN 
BIOLOGISGHEN SYSTEMEN]. 
Karl Kammermeyer (Iowa, State University, Dept. of Chemical 
m i n e e r i n g .  Iowa Cit~. Iowa). 
(D~CHEMli--KolIoquiin, Frankfurt am Main, West Germany, 
June 26. 1964.) 
R a d a h r t f o r s c h u n g .  vol. 9. Apr. -June 1%5. p. 91-95. 
In German. 
30 refs.  
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A65-23930 
A discussion of regenerative methods f o r  maintaining a normal  
atmosphere and condition8 favorable f o r  humans aboard spacecraft .  
including water recovery,  removal of COz and regeneration of 0 2 ,  
removal of human wastes and their  regeneration by biological and 
other recovery systems.  The human functions of breathing, drink- 
ing and eating a r e  discussed in t e r m s  of providing the raw materials 
for the recycling process;  conditions for  solid waste storage a r e  
described, a s  a suitable solution for  missions of shor t  duration. 
The regeneration of CO2 by catalytic reduction is re fer red  to, and 
C02 adsorption curves by activated charcoal a r e  given. 
eration by photolysis, pyrolysis, electrolytic alkali-metal methods, 
the Hydr’er process,  and the Sabatier process is  a l so  discussed. 
Water recovery f r o m  urine, using microwaves to speed up the 
evaporation t ime, and a polystyrene cell  is described. The prob- 
lem of the disposal of the aolid wastes remaining af te r  water recovery 
f rom urine is a l s o  discussed. D. P. F. 
C02 regen-  
A65-23930 
FATIGUE AND THE CONTROLLER. 
John G. Wilson (Toronto Air Traffic Control Centre, Toronto, 
Canada). 
The Controller, voL 4, Jan. 1965, p. 14, 15. 
controllers. Causes  of fatigue a r e  identified as environmental. o r  
related to the work itself. and personal. o r  related to internal 
‘stresses on the individuaL When fatigue develops. motor  responses  
suffer, care less  attitudes a r e  produced. actions tend to be based on 
habit rather than on the necessities of the situation, and all control 
factors may not be properly checked. It is considered that thorough 
training and competent supervision a r e  the best  methods of minimizing 
‘the effects of fatigue. F. R. L. 
Discussion of the effects of fatigue on the work of air t ra f f ic  
A65-24071 
HUMAN RESPONSES TO SONIC BOOM. 
Charles  W. Nixon (USAF. Systems Command, Aerospace Medical 
Div. , Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories,  Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 36, May 1965, p. 399-405. 
t ies have responded to the sonic boom as revealed by data accumu- 
lated during the last  several years by specific governmental and 
aviation agencies. 
of human responses and the manner i n  which they occur,  factors 
influencing acceptance of the boom, the possibility of physiological 
injury. psychological effects. and some reports of alleged minor 
damage to property and their relation to human reactions. 
8 refs.  
Consideration of the manner in which individuals and communi- 
The data a r e  summarized in t e r m s  of the nature 
(Author) M. M. 
A65-24072 
MOTION PERFORMANCE OF PRESSURE-SUITED SUBJECTS 
UNDER ZERO AND LUNAR GRAVITY CONDITIONS. 
John C. Simon.. Dieter E. Walk, and C h a r l a  W. Sear. (USAF. 
Symtemm Command, Aerorpace Medical Div. , Aerospace Medical 
Remearch Laboratoris., Behavioral Science. Laboratory. Wright- 
Pattermon AFB. Ohio). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 36, May 1965, p. 406-414. 
I Inveatigation of the motions of unauited and pressure-suited 
subjects while they performed lunging. egressing. and landing task. 
during the weightleas and lunar gravity maneuvers of a large cabin 
,aircraft. Performance data a r e  dimcussed for  various combination. 
:of clothing, gravity, and body-paition conditions. 
‘data a r e  presented for  the egresr  motion as it is influenced by 
changes in the exit diam. Motions of suited subjects generally 
required 30% more  t ime than corresponding motions of unsuited 
,subjects rnder  both gravity levels. Most motions required 35% 
m o r e  t ime during zero-G than during lunar-G. 
:differences i n  e g r e s s  time were  found for four different body 
positions. F ive  inches of exit clearance improved e g r e s s  t ime by 
6%. 
a more  sensitive meaaure of operator performance lor the egress  
task. (Author) M. M. 
11 refs.  
6 .  
Time and contact 
No significant 
Accuracy of motion rather than time of motion appeared to be 
A65-24073 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING FLIGHT AT MODERATE G. 
F. Vogt Lorentzen (Institute of Aviation Medicine, Oslo, Norway). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 36, May 1965. p. 415-417. 
Experimental determination of oxygen consumption during 
flying. I t  is  noted that oxygen consumption during a strenuous 
flying program lasting for 6 to 8 minutes corresponded to about o r  
somewhat higher than 300 kgmlmin. 
a lmost  resting levels f r o m  1 to 2 minutes after the G load, which 
might s e e m  to be in contradiction to some other investigations. 
The difference can be explained by difference in duration and s ize  
of G and by the different methods used. 
5 refs.  
The uptake was down to 
(Author) M. M. 
A65-24074 
DISSOLVED NITROGEN AND BENDS IN OXYGEN-NITROGEN 
MIXTURES DURING EXERCISE AT DECREASED PRESSURES. 
Eugene A. Degner ,  Kenneth G. Ikels,  and Thomas H. Allen (USAF, 
Sys tems Command,  Aerospace Medical  Div., School of Aerospace  
Medicine,  Physiology Branch ,  Brooks AFB,  Tex.  ). 
Aerospace  Medicine, vol. 36, May 1965, p. 418-425. 29 re fs .  
of bends pains,  by means of four types of s imula ted  orbit ing labora- 
to ry  flights of 10 to 21 hours  duration, involving 107 man-flights and 
93 ana lyses  of N Z  dissolved in blood. General ly  bends o c c u r r e d  
m o s t  of ten  during t r a n s f e r  and reconnaissance.  
appeared ,  it re -occurred  in subsequent  flight s tages .  I t  i s  c la imed 
that this can  be avoided by sufficient breathing of 0 2  so that blood 
N2 falls to levels which a r e  theoretically insufficient to provide 
enough NZ molecules  t o  f o r m  s e e d  bubbles. On this bas i s ,  i t  can 
be predicted that miss ions  in a pure  O2 environment  requi re  120 
minutes  of 0 2  breathing a t  14. 5 ps ia  before decompress ion  to 5 p s i a ,  
and  a n  additional 375 minutes  before a second decompress ion  to 
3.5 ps ia .  
to a n  02-NZ ra t io  of 46 to 50 a t  7 psia;  the la t te r  takes 33 minutes  
of 0 2  breathing before reconnoitering a t  3. 5 ps ia .  I t  i s  pointed out 
tha t ,  if p r e s s u r e  su i t s  a n d  locks opera ted  successfully at 5 instead 
of 3.5 p s i a ,  0 2  breathing t ime could be saved, and the danger  of 
bends avoided. (Author) M. M. 
Experimental  determinat ion of the average  intensity and duration 
Once bends 
At that t ime,  one could r e t u r n  to 5 ps ia  0 2  o r ,  preferably,  
A65-24075 
Charles  I. Barron and Thome9 J. Cook (Lockheed Aircraft  Corp. 
Lockheed-California Co. , Burbank, Calif. ). 
EFFECTS OF V A R I A B L ~  DECOMPRESSIONS TO 45. ooo FEET. 
(Airlines Medical Directors Association, Meeting, Miami Beach, 
F l a . ,  May 9, 1964.) 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 36, May 1965, p. 425-430. 
FAA Contract No. F A  3082. 
7 refs.  
Experimental determination of the effects of decompression 
f r o m  8000 to 45.000 ft  a t  rates of 5 to 38 sec on four civilian tes t  
pilots and four passenger  subjects. 
currently in use in transport  and business a i rc raf t  were  worn o r  
donned a t  varying intervals of exposure. 
ments  and cellular enzyme determinations were recorded in all 
tes t s ,  and performance and communication studies were conducted 
on  the pilots. The results of the tests revealed the inability of 
subjects to complete all preset  instructions. Extreme reactions of 
varying degree occurred in the three subjects exposed to 5-sec 
decompressions. 
subjects who did not apply their masks for periods of 5 to 6 s e c  
after reaching maximum altitude. 
mdira..rs “I o d ~ e r e ,  n y y u A ~ .  vccurred i n  these cases f rom 16 to 40 
s e c  a f t e r  the s t a r t  of decompression. Performance and communica! 
tions were adversely affected in all  pilots undergoing decompression 
without wearing a mask;  however, enzyme changes were  insignificant. 
The passengers  had difficulty in applying the mask properly. 
study confirmed the findings of other investigators in noting that, 
unless 100% oxygen was inspired within 5 to 7 sec after exposure to 
45,000 f t .  unconsciousness would occur a t  13 to 16 sec.  The tes t  
emphasized the necessity f o r  wearing a n  oxygen mask during all 
rapid decompressions to 45,000 i t ,  and the desirability of improve- 
ment in oxygen-dispensing devices f o r  passengers.  (Author) M. M. 
Masks of severa l  types 
Physiological measure-  
Jerking movements occurred  i n  two of the 
Encephalographic changes, 
The 
A65-2408 1 
A65-24074 
A NOVEL APPROACH TO MEASUREMENT OF MAN'S HEAT 
EXCHANGE WITH A COMPLEX RADlANT ENVIRONMENT. 
A. P. Gagge. J. A. J. Stolwijk. and J. D. Hardy (Yale University. 
School of Medicine. John B. P i e r c e  Foundation Laboratory and 
Dept. of Physiology. New Haven. COM. 1. 
Aerospace Medicine. vol. 36. May 1965. p. 431-435. 6 refs.  
Research supported by the American Society of Heating. Refrigerati  
and Air-Conditioning Engineers; National Institutes of Health Grant 
No. OH-00179-01. 
Experimental investigation d e r e b y  unclothed subjects i n  a 
sitting position were  exposed to a variable source of thermal  
radiation (two 1500-watt quartz heaters). Ambient temperatures  
varied between l5OC and 3Z°C; air movement (less than 7 cmlsec)  
and relative humidity (lesa than 30%) were constant for all u p e r i -  
ments. 
continuous record  of the subjects'  weight loss d d e  resting on  a 
sensitive platform scale. Two s e r i e s  of experiments were per -  
formed: (1) the change in evaporative loss with increasing heater 
wattage was observed. while the ambient temperature  (T,) was 
Constant in the range 30 to 32OC; and ( 2 )  the subject was allowed to 
choose the heater wattage necessary for  sense  Of comfort and 
thermal  neutrality, while the ambient temperature  varied over  the 
' range 15 to 3OoC. F r o m  these two s e r i e s ,  it can  be shown: (1) a 
change in evaporative loss  E corresponds to the radiant heat (H,) 
absorbed by the body f rom the lamps;  ( 2 )  the slope of the radiant 
heat (H,) selected f o r  comfort and neutrality when plotted against 
dropping ambient temperatures  (T,) is equal to the environmental 
constant. h. 
plus convection f rom a skin surface at average temperature  T, to 
a uniform environment at temperature  Ta. Thus. i t  is possible. 
by using the human body as a radiometer  and as a null-point sensor 
of comfort-thermal neutrality, t o  describe quantitatively i ts  heat 
exchange i n  a complex radiant environment and to evaluate the  
operative temperature .  (Author) M.M. 
Total h u t  loss  by evaporation was evaluated f rom a 
This constant describes how heat is lost by radiation 
A65-24077 
VALIDITY O F  FLIGHT BLOOD PRESSURE DATA. 
James  Roman (NASA. Flight Research Center.  Edwards AFB, 
Calif. ). James  P. Henry (Southern California, University. School 
of Medicine, Dept. of Physiology. Lon Angeles. Calif.; USAF, 
Systems Command, Aerospace Medical Div., Brooks AFB.  Tex. ), 
and John P. Meehan (Southern California. University, School of 
Medicine, Dept. of Physiology, Los Angeles. Calif.). 
Aerospace Medicine. vol. 36. May 1965. p. 436-441. 11 refs.  
Experimental investigation whereby one test  subject was 
instrumented for  a r te r ia l  blood pressure  (arterial  catheter) and 
acoustic blood pressure  (Korotkoff method) while piloting an F-100 
jet  fighter aircraft .  
g ross  e r r o r s  in interpretation of the data obtained by a n  automatic 
instrument designed for flight and based on the Korotkoff method. 
The experiment showed that the automatic acowt ic  blood pressure  
device was. i n  this instance. sufficiently accurate for  any of the 
applications i n  which such information is used. either clinically or 
in monitoring flight crews. 
systolic and diastolic pressure  was well below the mean respiratory 
variation in a r t e r i a l  blood pressure .  (Author) M.M. 
The purpose of the experiment was to ru le  out 
The mean absolute error for both 
AbS-14078 
EFFECT O F  EXTREMITY CUFF-TOURNIQUETS ON TILT TABLE 
TOLERANCE AFTER WATER IMMERSION. 
F r e d  B. Vogt (Texas INt i tu te  for  Rehabilitation and Research.  
Immobilization Study Unit, Houston. Tex.). 
Aerospace Medicine. vol. 36. May 1%5. p. 442-447. 31 refs.  
NASA-sponsored research. 
Experimental investigation of the tilt-table intolerance of four 
healthy adult young males  in two water- immersion tes t s  of 6-hours 
duration. in a n  effort  to reproduce a previous study reporting a 
protective effect f rom cuff-tourniquets applied to the extremities 
during immersion. Body weight. fluid intake, urine output, and 
leg circumference measurements  were  made and recorded. After 
the f i r s t  period of six hours of water  immersion,  three of the four 
subjects experienced syncope during a tilt-table test. Compared to 
pre- immersion tilt t es t s .  a l l  subjects experienced marked changes 
in heart  rate or blood pressure  during tilting after immersion.  
significant diuresis was not noted. 
immersion.  cuff-tourniquets were applied to the four extremities 
A 
During the second period of 
and inflated to a pressure  of 60 mm Hg.  with a cycle of 1 min on. 
I min off. 
a f te r  immersion was provided in the test;  none of the  three  subject. 
experienced syncope o r  showed the marked blood p r e s s u r e  changes 
they had shown on the previous immersion test without cuffs. 
(Author) M.M. 
Some degree of protection against tilt-table intolerance 
A65-24079 
STUDY O F  EFFECT O F  WATER DUIMERSION ON HEALTHY ADULT 
MALE SUBJECTS - PLASMA VOLUME AND FLUID-ELECTROLYTE 
CHANGES. 
F r e d  B. Vogt and Philip C .  Johnson (Texas Institute for Rehabilita- 
tion and Research.  Immobilization Study Unit ;  Baylor University. 
College of Medicine, Dept. of Rehabilitation and Dept. of Medicine; 
Methodist Hospital. Houston. Tex. ). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 36. May 1965. p. 4+7-431. 21 refs. 
NASA-sponsored research. 
two water- immersion experiments of &hours duration. 
second experiment. cuff-tourniquets were applied to all four 
extremities of each subject to tes t  the effect in preventing or 
lessening the cardiovascular deconditioning associated with water  
immersion. 
effective. Repeated plasma volume. hemoglobin. hematocrit and 
serum sodium, potassium, osmolarity. and protein determinations 
were performed and a r e  reported. Measurements  of fluid M e .  
urine output. and body weight are reported. 
rate of intravascular protein as well L. of fluid amd ehctrolytes into 
the extravascular compartment is suggested as one af the possible 
factors responsible f o r  the symptoms observed d u r i q  tilt-table 
teats a i te r  water  immersion.  
Experimental investigation of four healthy adult males  during 
During the 
The use of the cuff-tourniquets was found to be partially 
An increased transfer 
(Author) M.M. 
A65-24080 
RESISTANCE TO MOTION SICKNESS THROUGH REPEATED 
EXPOSURE TO CORIOLIS STIMULATION. 
Patrick J. Dowd (USAF.  Systems Command. Aerospace Medical 
Div. , School of Aerospace Medicine, Aeromedical Indoctrination 
Branch, Vestibular Unit, Brooks AFB. T u . ) .  
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 36. May 1965. p. 452-455. 18 refs.  
Coriolis stimulation, using four conditions: 
ments in the lateral  plane, head movements i n  both lateral and 
frontal planes, and head movements only in the frontal  plane, on 
the S A M  biaxial stimulator. 
cadet, senior class.  was evaluated for  vestibular sensitivity a f te r  
several  incidents of motion sickness during flight training on the 
T-37 a i rc raf t .  Final testing after completion of this programed 
self-induced Coriolis stimulation indicated a resistance to motion 
sickness a s  determined f r o m  general autonomic reactions and data 
analysis of electronystagmograms. 
completed his solo-flight training on the T-37 a i rc raf t  without m y  
report  of motion sickness. 
Discussion of information of a method of repeated self-induced 
chair  t i l t ,  head move- 
The subject. an A i r  F o r c e  Academy 
It is noted tbat the subject 
(Author) M. M. 
A65-24061 
EFFECT OF CHANGING RESULTANT LINEAR ACCELERATION 
RELATIVE TO THE SUBJECT ON NYSTAGMUS GENERATED BY 
ANGULAR ACCELERATION. 
Martin P. Lansherg (National Aeromedical Center,  Soesterberg.  
Netherlands), F r e d  E. Guedry. J r . ,  and Ashton Graybiel (U.S. 
Naval School of Aviation Medicine, Peneacola. Fla. ). 
Aerospace Medicine. vol. 36. May 1965. p. 456-460. 27 refs.  
NASA-sponsored research. 
Investigation of the effect of centripetal acceleration on 
nystagmus by placing men at radii  of 17 and 20 f t  in various orienta- 
tions relative to the center of rotation. 
decelerations were approximately 10 deg/secZ. In some of these  
different positions, the planes of the semic i rcu lar  canals remained 
unchanged relative to the plane of rotation. but the orientationof 
the resultant force  relative to the otolith sys tem was changed. 
severa l  such situations the magnitude, plane, and direction of 
nystagmus were  changed by centripetal accelerations between 1 and 
2 g-units. The results are discussed i n  t e r m s  of otolith modulation 
of sensory input f r o m  the semic i rcu lar  canals. (Author) M.M. 
Angular accelerations and 
In 
31 
A65-24082 
A65-24082 
DISTURBANCE OF OCULOMOTOR CONTROL I N  FLIGHT. 
G .  M e l i i l l  Jones -(McGill University,  Dept. of Physiology, Defence 
Research  Board Ablation Medical Research  Unit, Montreal ,  Canada). 
(International Congress  of Aviation and Space Medicine, 13th. Dublin, 
I re land ,  Sept. 1964. ) 
Aerospace Medicine,  vol.  36, May 1965, p. 461-465. 18 re fs .  
Considerat ion of an overall  analysis of the phvsioloeical Processes  _ .  -~ 
contributing to stabilization of the retinal image,  which revea ls  four  
main sensory  and three main motor  information channels. 
motor  outputs opera te  on th ree  d iscre te  anatomical  platforms de- 
sc r ibed  a s  the eye-in-skull, the skull-on-body, and the body-in- 
space .  Probably a l l  of these a r e  used in everyday l ife,  although 
apparently different species of animals  preferen t ia l ly  employed 
different platforms. 
and vestibulo-ocular mechanisms discloses a number of l imitations 
imposed on the overall  system by the flight environment .  
cally,  those h e r e  considered a r e  the limited-frequcncy response of 
visual t racking ,  virtual absence of visual tracking in the roll  plane,  
the vestibular e r r o r s  introduced by prolonged turmng,  and the 
predominance of an anticompensatory vestibulo-ocular response 
during rapid head rotation. 
The t h r e e  
Detailed consideration of the visual tracking 
Specifi- 
(Author) M. M. 
A65-24097 
CIVIL AVIATION AND CONTACT LENSES. 
Robert L. Wick, J r .  (Garrett Corp.. Los Angeles, Calif .) .  
Air Line Pilot, vol. 34, May 1965, p.  6-11, 18. 11 re fs .  
contact lenses while flying an a i rc raf t .  
goggles, and oxygen masks would have none of the interference 
caused by spectacles, and pilots with aphakia, severe astigmatism, 
or a high degree of myopia would attain better vision than they could 
ever enjoy with spectacles. However. a contact lens can become 
displaced on the eye, or fall completely away. 
result  f rom trapping of a foreign body under the lens,  and i t  may 
be difficult to remove; the eye could be badly injured under such 
conditions. 
pilots.believe that contact lens use should be permitted for com- 
merc ia l  and airl ine pilots. I t  is  concluded that the present FAA 
policy on contact lens use is  probably too conservative and should be 
changed. B.B. 
Analysis of problems involved with a pilot 's wearing of corneal 
Those who wear  helmets,  
Severe pain can  
Nevertheless, most  of a group of 100 ophthalmologist- 
A65-24146 #t 
THE AIR FORCE AVIONICS LABORATORY "IN-HOUSE" BIONICS 
RESEARCH PROGRAM. 
Harry  B. Kirkpatrick and Donald J .  Boaz (USAF, Systems Command, 
Research and Technology Div. , Avionics Laboratory,  Bionics 
Branch, Wright-Patterson AFB,  Ohio). 
IN: NATIONAL AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE, 
DAY TON, OHIO, MAY 11-13, 1964, PROCEEDINGS. 
13-09] 
Conference sponsored by the Professional Group on Aerospace and 
Navigational Electronics, Dayton Section of the Institute cf Electrical  
and Electronics Engineers, and American Institute of Aeronautics 
and Astronautics. 
Dayton. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,  Dayton 
Section, 1964, p. 372-374. 
derived f r o m  biological systems to the solution of engineering 
problems (bionics). 
and decision-making, as typified by the activities of the brain. The 
development of "Artron" devices and of "Adaptive Sandwiches" f o r  
studying learning processes is discussed, as is the use of chemical 
systems a s  microscale  switching networks. Other possible random- 
switching micro-networks noted a r e  dislocation networks in c rys ta l s  
and dispersions of carbon black in hydrocarbon media. 
[A65-24101 
Review of some work on the application of functional principles 
Emphasis is  on adaptive property-filtering 
P. K. 
A65-24147 %# 
A COMPUTER-AIDED INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR 
STUDIES IN TACTUAL PERCEPTION. 
James  C. Bliss and Hewitt D. Crane (Stanford Research Institute. 
Menlo P a r k ,  Calif. ). 
IN: NATIONAL AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE. 
DAYTON, OHIO. MAY 11-13, 1964, PROCEEDINGS. 
13-09] 
[A6544101 
Conference sponsored  by the Profess iona l  Group on Aerospace  and 
Navigational Elec t ronics ,  Dayton Section of the Insti tute of Elec t r ica l  
and Elec t ronics  Engineers ,  and Amer ican  Insti tute of Aeronaut ics  
and  Astronautics.  
Dayton, Institute of Elec t r ica l  and Elec t ronics  Engineers ,  Dayton 
Section, 1964, p. 375-384. 9 r e f s .  
Research  supported by the National Insti tutes of Health,  USAF, 
and NASA. 
spa t ia l - tempora l  patterns displayed tactually.  
of a s m a l l  digital computer ,  a n  a r r a y  of a i r j e t  t ac t i le  s t imula tors ,  
and  assoc ia ted  electronic equipment. 
pa t te rns  consisting of up to 96 s t imula tors  according to s e v e r a l  
s c a n  routines,  (2) present  a number of pa t te rns  i n  sequential  o r d e r ,  
and  (3) record  and tabulate the subject 's  responses .  The resu l t s  
of s o m e  initial experiments  on tactual pa t te rn  percept ion a r e  de- 
sc r ibed .  (Author) P. K .  
Descr ipt ion of a s y s t e m  for  studying the human percept ion of 
The s y s t e m  cons is t s  
I t  can  (1) present  tactual 
A65-24193 
COMPRESSION OF BIOASTRONAUTICAL DATA. 
H. H. Germond (Pan American World Airways, Inc., Guided 
Missiles Range Div., Pa t r ick  AFB, Fla. ). 
IN: NATIONAL TELEMETERING CONFERENCE, HOUSTON, 
TEX., APRIL 13-15, 1965, PROCEEDINGS. [A65-24191 13-07] 
Conference sponsored by the Instrument Society of America,  
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and Institute 
of Electrical  and Electronics Engineers. 
Edited by L e w i s  Winner. 
New York. Lewis Winner, 1965, p. 17-24. 21 refs.  
Description of a procedure for the compression of telemetered 
EEG data which have been received by a down-range site f r o m  a 
spacecraft  and a r e  to be t ransmi t tedbacktoa  monitoring or control 
center.  Moving-average bandpass fi l ters a r e  used to analyze the 
spectral  distribution of the bra in  wave activity into the five c las -  
sifications and frequency ranges commonly used in EEG studies. 
These data, transmitted a t  intervals,  a r e  displayedfor the observa-  
tion of a medical monitor. The actual EEG's would be transmitted 
less  frequently, and possibly only on request of the monitor. P o s -  
sible moving-average fi l ters a r e  analyzed, and spectrograms ob- 
tained and analyzed using the technique a r e  described. The use of 
the method a s  a monitoring device, to warn of departures f r o m  the 
general profile of a normal  a l e r t  spectrogram, is discussed. 
P. K. 
A65-24200 
APPLICATION OF TELEMETRY TECHNIQUES TO HARD LINE 
TRANSMISSION OF BIOMEDICAL INFORMATION ON THE 50-FOOT 
HUMAN CENTRIFUGE. 
M. F r e e d  (U.S. Naval A i r  Development Center,  Johnsville, Pa.). 
IN: NATIONAL TELEMETERING CONFERENCE, HOUSTON, 
TEX.,  APRIL 13-15, 1965, PROCEEDINGS. [A65-24191 13-07] 
Conference sponsored by the Ins t rument  Society of Amer ica ,  
Amer ican  Institute of Aeronaut ics  and  Astronautics,  and Insti tute 
of Elec t r ica l  and Electronics Engineers .  
Edited by L e w i s  Winner. 
New York. Lewis Winner, 1965, p. 56-58. 
obtained i n  simulation studies with a 50-ft human centrifuge. 
signal-conditioning s y s t e m  using smal l  solid-state operational 
ampl i f ie rs  is descr ibed ,  and data acquisit ion and reduction tech- 
niques a r e  reviewed. Among the procedures  d iscussed  a r e  those 
used i n  simulations of the Gemini  flight. 
Descr ipt ion of procedures  f o r  t ransmi t t ing  biomedical  da ta  
A 
P. K. 
A65-24201 
AN OPERATIONAL PORTABLE BIOMEDICAL MONITORING 
SYSTEM. 
D. G. Simons and W. E .  P r a t h e r  (USAF, Systems Command, 
Aerospace Medical Div., School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks 
AFB, Tex . ) .  
IN: NATIONAL TELEMETERING CONFERENCE, HOUSTON, 
TEX.,  APRIL 13-15, 1965, PRPCEEDINGS. [A65-24191 13-07] 
38 
A65-2439 1 
Conference sponsored  b y  the Ins t rumen t  Society of Amer ica ,  
American Insti tute of Aeronaut ics  and Astronaut ics ,  and Institute 
of Elec t r ica l  and E lec t ron ic s  Engineers .  
Edited by Lewis Winner. 
New York. Lewis Winner, 1965, p. 59-64. 
Descr ipt ion of a portable  biomedical  monitoring s y s t e m  for  
determining the r e sponse  pat terns  which identify changes in the 
a rousa l  of the cent ra l  nervous sys t em under  ae rospace  flight s t resses .  
The five-channel personal ized radio- te lemetry unit transmits r e  - 
spiration. r a t i o  of b a s e  skin res i s tance  and galvanic skin response,  
blood p r e s s u r e ,  EKG and EEG. The ana logda taa re reco rded  in a 
form that fac i l i t a tes  processing with a general-purpose,  high-speed 
digital computer. P. K. 
21 refs. 
A65-24202 
TELUS - TELEMETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR FOR SPACE AND 
TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS. 
W. G. Glenn and W. E.  P r a t h e r  (USAF. Systems Command, 
Aerospace Medical Div., School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks 
AFB. Tex.) .  
IN: NATIONAL TELEMETERING CONFERENCE, HOUSTON, 
TEX.,  APRIL 13-15, 1965, PROCEEDINGS. [A65-24191 13-07] 
Conference sponsored by the Instrument  Society of Amer ica ,  
American Institute of Aeronaut ics  and Astronaut ics ,  and Institute 
of Elec t r ica l  and Electronics  Engineers .  
Edited by Lewis Winner. 
New York, Lewis Winner, 1965. p. 65-67. 
Description of a Te leme t r i c  Universal Sensor  (TELUS) for  
monitoring e lec t r ica l  o r  e lectromagnet ic  outputs f r o m  field-sensing 
instruments .  The TELUS quant i ta tes  these  da t a  into readout  ins t ru-  
ments  while s imultaneously distributing the da t a  s ignals  to  other 
labora tor ies .  A four-channel input TELUS sys t em is descr ibed 
which accepts  e lec t r ica l  and electromagnet ic  signals and dist r ibutes  
and tapes the output while displaying it simultaneously on a dual 
oscilloscope and a s t r ip-char t  r eco rde r .  
and developed en t i re ly  f r o m  commercial  components. 
6 refs. 
The sys t em was designed 
P. K. 
A6524203 
BIOMEDICAL DATA COMPRESSION. 
D. F. Specht and P. E. Drapkin (Lockheed Ai rc ra f t  Corp., Lockheed 
Missi les  and Space Co., Sunnyvale, Calif. ). 
IN: NATIONAL TELEMETERING CONFERENCE, HOUSTON, 
TEX., APRIL 13-15. 1965. PROCEEDINGS. [A65-24191 13-07] 
Conference sponsored by the Instrument  Society of Amer ica ,  
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronaut ics ,  and Institute 
of Elec t r ica l  and Electronics  Engineers .  
Edited by Lewis Winner. 
New York, Lewis Winner. 1965, p. 68-74. 
Descr ipt ion of redundancy-reduction techniques f o r  reducing 
the bandwidth of biomedical data. Two techniques are discussed.  
The f i r s t ,  polynomial curve fitting, is a gene ra l  technique applicable 
to  all kinds of data. It provides compression ra t ios  as high as 30 
to  1, r equ i r e s  s imple instrumentat ion,  and can se rve  as the bas i s  
f o r  a gene ra l -p l rpose  da t a  compresso r  f o r  a l l  measu remen t s  in a 
vehicle. 
memory- s to rage  location. The second technique, called cycle- to-  
cycle redundancy reduction, is applicable only to  repet i t ive wave- 
f o r m s  such as EKG. However,  it provides compression rat ios  as 
high as 1800 to  1. This sys t em requi res  additional ha rdware  as well 
as the u s e  of a d d i t i o d  m e m o r y  locations i n  the general-purpose 
da t a  compresso r .  (Author) P.K.  
Each biomedical  measu remen t  would require only one 
A6524224 # 
SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION STANDARDS AND CONTAMINA- 
TION O F  MARS. 
C a r l  Sagan (Harvard Universi ty;  Smithsonian Institution, Smithsonian 
Astrophysical  Observatory,  Cambridge,  Mass.  ) and Sidney Coleman 
(Harva rd  Universi ty ,  Lyman Laboratory of Phys ic s ,  Cambridge,  
Mass  . ). 
Astronaut ics  and Aeronaut ics ,  vol. 3,  May 1965. p. 22-27. 
s te r i l i ty  r equ i r ed  t o  avoid the biological contamination of Mars  by 
a n  en t ry  vehicle. To avoid contamination, it is necessa ry  that the 
Descr ipt ion of a procedure  for  calculating the leve l  of spacecraf t  
number of viable micro-organisms.  0 ,  deposited on the s u r f a c e  of 
M a r s  by each en t ry  spacecraf t  be kept a t  a low valoe. 
p ,  c lose to  unity, is specified that N biological experiments  a r e  
pe r fo rmed  on M a r s  be fo re  biological contamination occur s .  
s t anda rd  probability techniques,  i t  is found that p = 0. 999 and N = 
lo3 can be  achieved f o r  - 2 x 10-4. 
A probability 
Using 
P.K. 
A65-24296 # 
A PROTEINOGRAM O F  BLOOD SERUM DURING CHRONIC X-RAY 
IRRADIATION [PROTEINOGRAMMA SYVOROTKI KROVI PRI  
KHRONICHESKOM RENTGENOVSKOM OBLUCHENU]. 
K.  V. Fomichenko and N. A. Dis'ko (Akademiia Nauk Belorusskoi  
SSR. Institut Fiziologi i .  Laborator i ia  Biokhimii; Belorusski i  
Gosudarstvennyi Universi te t ,  Minsk, Belorussian SSR). 
Akademiia Nauk BSSR, Doklady, vol. 9,  Mar.  1965, p. 199-201. 
8 r e f s .  In Russian. 
protein composition of the blood s e r u m  of white ra t s  exposed to an 
i r rad ia t ion  dose of 760 r for  one month. Chronic i r rad ia t ion  i s  
s e e n  to be accompanied by considerable  changes i n  the e lec t ro-  
phoretic picture  of the s e r u m  pro te ins ,  these changes manifest ing 
themse lves  mainly in a dec rease  i n  the relat ive quantity of albumins 
and a n  inc rease  i n  the y-globulin level.  
found to be of pers i s ten t  nature ,  s ince they do not disappear  even 
t h r e e  months a f t e r  I r radiat ion.  
Investigation of the e f fec t  of chronic X- ray  Irradiat ion on the 
The observed changes a r e  
A. B. K .  
A65-2-90 
APOLLO F'ORTAaLE LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEM - DEVELOPMENT 
STATUS. 
William C. Kincaid (NASA, Manned Spacecraf t  Center ,  Crew 
Systems Div., Apollo Por t ab le  Life S u p w r t  Sys t ems  Office, Houston, 
Tex. ). 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers ,  Aviation and Space 
Conference,  Los Angeles. Calif. ~ Mar. 14-18, 1965. Pape r  65-AV- 
45. 6 p. 
Members ,  $0.50; nonmembers ,  $L 00. 
spacesui t  assembly to  include a personal  liquid-cooling approach 
developed at the Br i t i sh  Royal Ai rcraf t  Establ ishment  (Farnsborough.  
England). 
( P U S )  i s  to  condition and replenish the atmosphere inside the space-  
su i t ;  i t  maintains  oxygen p r e s s u r e  at  3.7 i 0.2 psia  and controls  
t empera tu re ,  carbon dioxide, odor ,  and moi s tu re  levels  inside the 
s u i t ,  fo r  average metabolic r a t e s  of l200 to 1600 B tu lh r  and 
s h o r t - t e r m  peaks of up to  2000 Btulhr .  Each  of the  two 
PLSS uni ts  c a r r i e d  to  the lunar  sur face  is rechargeable  f rom space -  
c raf t  suppl ies  t o  permit  multiple excursions.  The s y s t e m  is 
designed t o  operate  for  per iods of up to  4 h r  without recharging,  
with 3 h r  for  nominal excursion and 1 h r  r e se rved  for  contingency 
operat ions.  
cooling (oxygen at flow r a t e s  of 15 to  17 actual  f t 3 / m i n )  to abso rb  
metabol ic  and ex te rna l  heat loads. Th i s  re l iance  on evaporat ive 
cooling produces high r a t e s  of persp i ra t ion  which, although tolerable ,  
impose se r ious  t h e r m a l  discomfort ,  reducing performance efficiency 
at a t ime  when the men ta l  and physical  facul t ies  are m o s t  needed. 
Moreover ,  if the  lost  water  is not replaced dehydrat ion can r e s u l t ,  
and the soaked skin becomes suscept ible  t o  mace ra t ion  and bac ter ia l  
infection. The re  a r e  a l s o  such physical  discomforts  a s  t h i r s t ,  
pe r sp i r a t ion  in the  eyes ,  etc. The modified P U S  re ta ins  the gas  
ventilation loop at great ly  reduced flow r a t e s  and inco rpora t e s  a 
liquid pump, heat  exchanger ,  and associated controls. Detai ls  of 
the design a r e  desc r ibed  and the pe r fo rmance  capabi l i t ies  a r e  
discussed.  
par t icu lar ly  as  it affects sys t em weight, volume, and t h e r m a l  
capacity. W. M. R. 
-
Descript ion of a ma jo r  change in the basic  design of the Apollo 
The p r imary  purpose of the portable l i fe-support  sys t em 
The or iginal  P U S  design rel ied en t i re ly  upon gas  
The advantages of the liquid concept a r e  outlined 
A 6 5 2 4 3 9 1  $s 
DEVELOPMENT STATUS O F  A PROTOTYPE INTEGRATED RE- 
GENERABLE LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEM. 
R. C. Arms t rong ,  G. L. Drake, and J. R. Burnet t  (Gene ra l  
Dynamics Corp. , Genera l  DynamicslAstronaut ics .  San Diego, 
Calif. ). 
39 
A65-24446 
American Society of Mechanical  Engineers ,  Aviation and Space 
Conference, Los Angeles, Calif.,  Mar.  14-18, 1965, Paper  65-AV- 
25. 14 p. 30 refs.  - -  
Members ,  $0.50; nonmembers, $L 00. 
Descript ion of the development status at the three-quar te r  
m a r k  of a regenerable life-support sys tem cur ren t ly  in preparat ion 
for a n  integrated-systems tes t  in a two-compartment  tes t  bed. 
prototype s y s t e m  is an advanced design compatible with zero-g  
operation, employs physical-chemical  p r o c e s s e s ,  including oxygen 
and water  regeneration, and is s ized  t o  sus ta in  a four -man c r e w  
during ground simulation of extended space flights. 
of the  18th month of the program (December 1. 1964). subsys tem 
bench tes t  was  complete, sys tem assembly  90% complete ,  and 
installed subsystem checkout approximately 40% complete. 
point i n  the program, all of the functions required in a tmospheric  
control,  t h e r m a l  control, and nutrition and hygiene have been 
achieved and demonstrated. The  m a j o r  portion of the problems ex-  
per ienced t o  date have been assoc ia ted  with process  efficiencies and, 
t o  a l e s s e r  d e g r e e ,  apparent  l ife l imitations with s o m e  of the  newly 
developed elements.  
completion during the f i r s t  q u a r t e r  of 1965. W. M. R. 
The 
At the conclusion 
At th i s  
Fully integrated testing is scheduled f o r  
A65-24446 
C. J. Swet (Johns Hopkins University,  Applied Phys ics  Labora tory ,  
Space Development Div. , Silver Spr ing ,  Md. ). 
A PRELIMINARY APPRAISAL OF THE CORNUCOP~A CONCEPT. 
- -  
(American Institute of Aeronaut ics  and  Ast ronaut ics ,  Annual Meet ing,  
I s t ,  Washington, D.C. ,  June  29-July 2 ,  1964, P a p e r  64-213.) 
Journa l  of Spacecraft  a n d  Rockets ,  "01. 2 ,  May-June 1965, p. 431- 
436. 9 re fs .  
A65-24447 # 
TOLERANCE TO VEHICLE ROTATION OF SUBJECTS USING 
TURNING AND NODDING MOTION O F  THE HEAD WHILE P E R -  
FORMING SIMPLE TASKS. 
Ralph W. Stone, J r .  a n d  William Letko  (NASA, Langley R e s e a r c h  
Center ,  Space Mechanics Div. , Hampton, Va. ). 
(American Insti tute of Aeronaut ics  a n d  Ast ronaut ics ,  Annual Meeting, 
l s t ,  Washington, D.C. ,  June 29-July 2. 1964, P a p e r  64-218.) 
Journa l  of Spacecraft  and  Rockets. vol. 2 ,  May-June 1965, p. 437- 
442. 7 re fs .  
A65-24457 
THERMAL VAPORIZATION FOR RECOVERY OF WATER FROM 
URINE. 
J. A. Denzel and George Thodos (Northwestern University,  Evanston,  
Journa l  of Spacecraft and  Rockets,  vol. 2 ,  May-June 1965, p. 460. 
461. 
tion of water  f rom urine without boiling followed by the d i rec t  
condensation of the vapors  produced. 
liquid to s e p a r a t e  out i n  a z e r o  gravity f ie ld  l imi t s  the possible use 
of di rec t  boiling for water  recovery  i n  space .  
vaporizer  was operated a t  a tempera ture  somewhat  lower than 
ambient  but, of course,  higher than that of the condenser .  A 
mechanical  forepump evacuated the s y s t e m  to remove noncondensable 
gases .  
was st i l l  characterist ic of urine.  
was found effective in eliminating the odor.  
water  varied with each run f r o m  7.95 to 9.65. 
activated charcoal,  the pH approached 9 .65  in all cases .  
Ill. ). 
Descript ion of an experimental  unit f o r  the continuous vaporiza-  
The inability of the vapor  and 
The experimental  
The recovered water  was  c l e a r  but possessed  a n  odor  that 
A smal l  quantity of carbon black 
The pH of the untreated 
After t rea tment  with 
W. M. €2. 
A65-24779 
GEOELECTRIC EFFECT AND GEOTROPIC CURVATURE. 
R. R .  Dedolph, J. J. Breen, andS.  A. Gordon (Argonne National 
Laboratory,  Div. of Biological and Medical Research.  Argonne, 
Science, vol. 148, May 21, 1965, p. 1100, 1101. 
NASA-supported research. 
Ill. ). 
8 re fs .  
Study of a t ransverse  electrical  potential which develops in 
many plant organs a f te r  they a r e  changed f rom a ver t ica l  to a 
horizontal position. 
geoelectric hypothesis of geotropic curvature but a l so  f o r  i t s  l a te r  
refutation. 
between the potential and curvature. However, curva ture  and 
potential can 6ccur  independently, so it is concluded that both the 
hypothesis and its refutation a r e  erroneous.  
This factor has been the basis not only f o r  a 
A causal relationship has been assumed in both arguments 
(Author) B. B. 
A65-24831 
FUNCTIONAL RELATION BETWEEN STIMULUS INTENSITY AND 
PHOTICALLY EVOKED CEREBRAL RESPONSES IN MAN. 
H e r b e r t  G. Vaughan, J r .  and Richard  C.  Hull (Massachuset ts  
Insti tute of Technology, Dept. of Psychology,  Cambr idge ,  Mass .  ). 
Nature ,  vol. 206, May 15, 1965, p. 720-722. 13 re fs .  
R e s e a r c h  supported by the Har t ford  and  Rockefeller Foundat ions;  
National Insti tutes of Health Grants  No. MH-06723-02; No. NB 
03356-03; Grants  No. NsG 496; No. A F  AFOSR 354-63; U.S. Public 
Health Serv ice  Grant  No. M-5673. 
Experimental  investigation of the possibil i ty that latency of 
human visual evoked response (VER) might s e r v e  as a n  objective 
index of brightness perception. 
produced by d iscre te  photic st imuli  may be reliably recorded  
through the  intact  skull  by summation o r  averaging techniques.  
Summed VER's to LO-usec stimuli  subtending a nominal  visual 
angle of approximately 4O were  recorded  f r o m  three  normal  adult 
subjects.  
e lec t rodes .  and VER's  were  recorded  consisting of complex wave 
forms.  The t ransformat ions  of latency, amplitude,  a n d  configuration 
of the component wave f o r m s  under  varying stimulus intensity a r e  
d iscussed  in s o m e  detail .  
is presented ,  satisfactorily depicts the psyc.L.z;hysical relation be- 
tween stimulus luminance and subjective brightness over  the range 
within which reliable measurement  of VER latency may be made.  
I t  i s  known that c e r e b r a l  responses  
The EEG's  were  recorded  f r o m  subdermal  needle 
I t  is concluded that a n  express ion ,  which 
F . R . L .  
A65-2- #t 
SPACE LABORATORY INTEGRATED LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEMS - 
ENGINEERING AND DEVELOPMENT TESTS. 
D. E. Havens and T. C. Secord (Douglas Aircraft  Go., Missile and 
Space Systems Div., Advance Biotechnology Dept., Santa Monica, 
Calif.). 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Aviation and Space 
Conference, Lo. Angeles. Calif . ,  Mar. 14-18, 1965. Paper  65-AV- 
19. 15 D. 14 refs.  - -  
Members. $0.50; nonmembers, $1.00. 
Research supported by the Douglas Independent Research and 
:Development Program. 
, 
!pace cabin simulators yet devised to tes t  advanced life-support 
pubsystems f o r  future manned spacecraft .  
Idouble-walled space chamber which duplicates space-cabin conditions 
cas used to evaluate the performance of integrated life-support sub- 
systems that will be used in future manned space laboratories and 
vehicles. Advance life-support subsystems including a regenerative 
COZ-removal unit, toxin burner,  zero-g humidity and temperature-  
control system. commode, and other life-support equipment were 
installed in the space-cabin simulator and operated by a four-man 
crew. The crew was included in the tes t s  to obtain realist ic life 
support-system performance and to evaluate c rew repa i r ,  main- 
tenance, and operational requirements for advance life-support 
subsystems under space-laboratory conditions. The resu l t s  of the 
engineering development and test  program a r e  used to upgrade 
:equipment and methods, including a specially designed generalized 
life-support computer program that will be usable f o r  future sub- 
bystem design. optimization, and design specifications. 
Description of what is reputed to be one of the most  realist ic 
A specially constructed 
(Author) W. M. R! 
A65-25075 
THE THERMOSTAT IN MAN. 
SCHEN. E]. 
Theodor Benzinger (National Naval Medical Center. Naval Medical 
Reaearch Institute. Bethesda, Md. ). 
Bild d e r  Wiasenschaft, vol. 2. Mar. 1965, p. 232-240. In German. 
I1 [DER THERMOSTAT IM MEN- 
40 
Discussion of the physiological temperature-control  mcch8ni.m 
of th human body, lately located &er  a long search  in the frod 
section of the h-us. This center. discorered as early u 
I884 and believed to perform the function of a nerve-pube switch. 
is famd t o  be tbe "temperature  eye" of the orgrpi.m. am 
organ of sewe an tbe retina of the eye i8 for Iigk A mrvq of t b  
erpe - ImtzwliesrMcbkdtothi. r c m d t & a d e s c r ~ i o n o f  
t b  faactiona of t h  temperdxrre-cor&roIEq " tbarmon~ in &' -&-. v. 2. 
Abl2SO97 
RESULTS OF AN INVESTIGATION OF THE BIOUWCAL EETEC- 
TIVENESS OF SEVEUAL SPACE -FLIGHT FACTORS [REZUL'TATY 
XSSLEDOVANM BIOLWCHESKOI EFFEKTIVNOSTI BUM 
V. V. Parin. V. V. Antipov, B. I. Davydov, E. F. Pan-. 
G. A. Chernov. andA. I. Nestcrenko. 
(Mezhdunarodnyi Astroluvticheskii Kongress. 15th. Warsaw, 
Pol&. Sept. 7 -0ct. 12, 1964.1 
Kosmi&eskie Lssledovaniia, -1. 3, Mar. -Apr. 1%5, p. 315-324. 
43 refs.  In Russian. 
Expenmental data on the biological effecti-ss of vibration, 
acceleration. and y radiation and of the combined effect of r&- 
tion and the dynarnic flight factors. 
levels were measured in the blood of mice, rats. guinea -8, Qlrs, 
and monkeys before and after exposure. Ssrotomim (SA- 
tarnine) is Lnom t o  p l a m  important role in metabolirm & in - 
regulation of the autonomic nervous syntcm. and strongly affect. 
the tonus of the smooth musculature; i t  i n c r e u e s  the r e 8 i m t . n c s  of 
an organism to hypoxia. a common result  of ioniripg U r n .  
Cerulophmmin. a cuprifsrop. enayme, exhibits-axidase activity 
toward 8emtOPiP aul senral d e r  A s ,  .PDII(( tbem Metamim 
and adrenalin. The arpcrlmsntrl results s u g p s t  that ansaym of 
serotonin rad cenr lop lumin  aloae can provide a seluitim test d 
tbe c o m p e m a t o q - d a p t i n  statm d an 0rgrni.m .lPdst th nriau 
8tRSSe* d tbs S p C e  -. 
FAKTOROV KOSLIICHESKOM POL ETA^ 
The s c r o t a h  rad celalogurn& 
W.M.R.  
AbS-25098 # 
MODELMC AN EARTH-MOON.TRAJECT0RY UNDER CONDITIONS 
OF A SOLAR FLARE [BIOLOGICHESKOE DEET- BQsldICiiESKoI 
RADIATSII V U S L O v M l M  V 0 Z " O V E N M  SOLNECHNYKH 
VSPYSHEK NA TRASSE ZEMLI&-LUNA V MODEL'NYKH EKSPEIU- 
MMTAKH]. 
V. S. Morozov, V. V. Antipov, B. 1. Davydov, N. N. Dobrw. 
P. P. saleonov. and v. s. sushkov. 
Kosmicheskie Isaledovaniia, vol. 3, Mar. -Apr. 1%5. p. 325-329. 
10 refs. In Russian. 
Statement of the requirement and the possibilities d est imatiq 
the biological effect of ionbing radiation through a scale-model of 
the environment to be encountered on a lunar mission. Prelimhaw 
results arc given of experiments with 80 white male mice of am 
particular breed exposed to variau h c s  of Co-60 rdiation for 
period. of 7 to 10 &ym under conditione of ribraliom, heavy g-loadiq. 
rmfinrmd, lad alteratism of the atmM#mre. 
~OLOGICAL EFFECT OF cosmc BADIATICU m HPERU~ENTS 
W.M.R. 
A6S- 
CHAMBER SLMUIATINC MARTIAN CONDITIONS Fm MICRO- 
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS [XAMERA, IMITIRUIUSHCHAIA 
USLWM MARSA, DLIA M I K R O B I O L O G I C "  ISSLEDOVA- 
A. I. Zhuko-a and I. 1. Kondrat'ev. 
Kosmicheskie Issledovaniia, vol. 3. Mar. -Apr. 1965, p. 330-333. 
6 refs .  In Russian. 
Description of a chamber (100 x 150 x 180 an) and the e l e c t r i d  
a r c u i t  used to simulate the environment on biars (temperature drop 
f rom -30 to -6OOC; composition of the atmospaere 95.5% N. 0.25% 
C q .  0.25% Art  with the 5cepCion of the gravitational, -tic- 
field, and charged-part ide-radiat ion effccta. P rd idnaq  observa- 
tions of the g r o r t b  of various cultures of fungi & bacteda(A8pergil- 
lus e a r .  Mucor p l e e u n .  Strain 1339. Mic rococau  rprmtircr~. 
B8cillru smbtilis. etc.) in the chamber a r e  reportsd. W. M. R. 
m1. 
A65-25UO 
HUMAN JNFOWTION-PROCESSING CONCEPTS FOR SYSTEM 
ENGINEERS. 
Richard W. Pew (Michigan. University, Dcpt. of Psychology. 
Human Performance Center. Ann Arbor,  Mich.). 
IN: SYSTEM E N G M E E m  HANDBOOK. 
Ed i t edbyR.  E. biachol. W. P. Tanner ,  Jr.. andS .  N. Alexander, 
New York. Mffiraw-Hill Book Co., 1%5. p. 31-3 to  31-19. 49 refs. 
Contract No. AF 49(638)-U35. 
An investigation of a point of view or philosophy for  including 
human operators  in systemn and some a p p l i u t i o l u  of this viewpoint. 
Recent dwelopmenta in the study of human performance and the 
accumuhtmg . experience of.human-factors designers  suggest tbat 
an important d y i n g  concept fo r  the design of man-machine systemm 
lies in the view of man aa a . ingle-chuwl.  limited-trammismion- 
capacity. information-processing system. This view r e g a r d .  man 
a s  an information channel in the cybernetic SCMC ra ther  t ham aa am 
energy converter o r  power supply. 
processing s p t e m  hu been broken down into four subaystema: 
read-in. memory o r  storage. information processing or decision 
making. and read-out. Thuc four human rubsymtema are rpllped. 
followed by a discussion of iptegrated syatem operation. 
upehilities are discussed in  termm of system reqdremezttm .ad 
COQCapt. .  D. P. I?. 
The human inforrmtion- 
thuprn 
A6S-25202 
DESCRIPTION O F  THE HUMAN OPERATOR IN CONTROL SYS- 
TEMS. 
George A. Bekey (Southern California, University,  E lec t r ica l  
Engineering Dept.. Los Angeles. Calif.). 
IN: MODERN CONTROL SYSTEMS THEORY. 
Edi ted by C. T. Leondes. 
New York, McCraw-Hill  Book Co.. 1965. p. 431-462. 38 re fs .  
human opera tor  acting as an  element  in a closed-loop control 
sys tem.  The charac te r i s t ics  of t h e  human opera tor  in a control 
s y s t e m  a r e  defined. Quasi-linear continuous models and sampled-  
data models  with random inputs a r e  considered,  using the tech- 
niques of F o u r i e r  ana lys i s  and s p e c t r a l  analysis.  An experiment  
showing how the p a r a m e t e r s  of the models  were obtained and 
comparing the pe r fo rmances  of the models  and the human opera tor  
i s  descr ibed.  The w e  of model-matching techniques, in which the 
model p a r a m e t e r s  a r e  adjusted until an adequate match between the 
behaviors  of the model and the sys t em is achieved, is i l lus t ra ted  in 
the c a s e  of continuous model-matching and model-matching with 
orthogonal f i l ters .  A.B.K. 
Mathematical descr ipt ion of the input-output behavior of a 
41 
A65-81097 
LC ENTRIES 
A65-81089 
LIGHT SENSITIVITY IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS. PHOTOToxlCITY AND 
PHOTOALLERGY RELATED TO VISIBLE LIGHT. 
Rudolf L Baer and Leonard C. Haher (N.Y.U. School Of MOQ. New Yo& City). 
Federnion PIoCeedingSvol. 24, Jan.-Feh. 1965 (SupplemmNo. 1 4 x  
n.S-15-S-21. 3 3 d &  
k o n t r p ~  DA-49-193-MD-2275. 
Three major categories of photobiological readons to long ulmniolet 
and visible Iigbt are desdbed: (l) reactions after topically appbd 01 syfl- 
metrically administered small molecular weight photosensitken contained in 
certain drugs, household substances and agents used m man- 
processes; (2) reanions due to the photosensitizing effect of e&genous 
substances; and (3) rerctions due to allergic sensitization to aUtohgOU8 
suhsrances formed or released upon exposure to visible light. ’Ibe mech- 
anism of action in photosensirivtry may be phototoxic or photodwgic. 
The experiments showed that the lethal photobiological effect On -in 
plants could be si@Kicandy inhibited by the presence of cysteine, hut not 
cystine. 
A65- 81090 
BIOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY TO RADIO-FREQUENCY AND MICROWAVE 
ENERGY. 
Sven A. Bach (US. Army h k d  Repibb., Fort Knox, Ky.! 
Federanon Proceedings, vol. 24, Jan.-Feh. 1965@~pplement no. 1% 
p.S-22-S-26. 8refs. 
Three possible mechanisms of interaction of radiofrequency @f) and 
microwave energy with the biologic target were considend pim, thermal 
effect8-Regardless of mechanism, factors influencing the absorption of 
energy are the radhrion panern, the frequency, and polarkation of the 
radiation; the size, shope, orientatbn, elecmcPl cbaraereriaiu; a d  auatomr 
arrangement of the target. This makes even a r h e d  Maacrion a tamcr  
complicated problem for assessment. A sewnd possible mch.niom is 
demodulation of pulsed signals within various organs a d  tis- kcause of 
the elecnical nonliearily of certain regions of the body, parciculnfy the 
brain and spinal cord. A third mechanism yet to be proven might be termed 
molecular. Cenain haeferial exotoxins hwe been aItenNand by d energy. 
The endotoxin of Salmonella typhosa has been enhanced in it8 physiological 
effect by exposure-=, and human gamma globulins have been 
altered in their electrophoretic and antigenic properries. Recendy,the 
enzyme alpha amylase has been deacttvated to a great degree by frequencies 
around 1 2  Mc/second. 
ABS-81091 
LASERS AhiD MASERS-HEALTH HAZARDS ANDTHEIR COMROL 
Roswell G. Daniels and Bernard Goldstein p e p &  of Amy, Office of Surg. 
Gen, Washington, D. C.) 
Federation Proceedings, vol. 24, Jan.-Feb. 1965 (Supplement no. 14), 
p. S- 27- S- 30. 14  refs. 
general effects on all tissues and organ- specific responses, such as applied 
to the eye. The general effects include pigmentation of tissues, vascularity 
of blood cixulation (acting as h o m e o w  mechanism for temperature main- 
tenance), and spectral absorption of energy. The most relevant factors con- 
cerning the e p  are: (1) pupil size, (2) convergence power of cornea and 
lens, (3) distance from lens to re- and (4) anenuatioo of energy uans- 
mined through the eye tn the recint The possible biological damage de- 
pends upon spec& chararteristics of a particular beam. In oldu to wnuol 
any possible radiation hazards it is necessary to determine a threrhold level 
for each factor. which would give an acceptabk level of exposure -out 
resultant physiological loss or pathology. In addition to dose- response re- 
lationship, the assessment of variables influencing these hazards are neces- 
sary, such as the manner of bandIing lasers in the laboratory. 
The biological effects of laser mdiation a n  be divided into m u  categories: 
A B S - R l n O ’ )  -. -- - - -.- 
INTERACTION OF LASER RADIATION WITH BIOLOGIC SYSTEMS. I. 
STUDIES ON INTERACTION WITHTISSUES. 
S. FineiE. Klein, W. Nowak, R E. Scott, Y. Laor, L Simpson, J. clissey, 
J. Donoghue, andY. E. Den NortheastemU, Boston, Mas% Roswell 
Park Mem. Inst., Buffalo, N. Y.; and Martin Co, Orlando, ma) 
Federation Proceedings, wl. 24, Jan.- Feb. 1965, (Supplement no. 14), 
p. S -  35-S45,  24 refs. 
ConuactsDA-49-193-MD- 2436;8&-49- 193-MD- 2437. 
out at wavelengths between 6934A and 6 9 4 3 ~ w i t h  ruby l u u  unit8 snd 
at 10 600A,vuh neodymium- in- glass unb.  Normal animala were used in- 
cluding hamsters. mice, and monkeys. Skin flaps and single a n 8  were also 
used. The purpose of the studies was: (1) elucidation regao%g rhe m u r e  
Studies on interadon of laser ridkcion with body tissues were fanied 
of in+action of laser radiation and biological systems; (2) determination of 
short- and long-term effects of interaction of laser radiation with skin and 
underlying normal and tumor tissue; (3) determbmion of thresholds for 
gross and histological changes; (4) study of biologic@ pigments as factors 
ip the interaction; and (3) evaluation of short- and long-term haprds  asso. 
ciatedwithlaarradiatioe 
R6S7*1T93 
LASER VERSUS LIGHT COAGULATOR: A FLjNDUSCOPlC AND HISTO- 
LOGIC STUDY OF CHORIORETLNAL WURY AS A NNCTION OF EX- 
WSURE nm. 
W a l t e r  J. Geeraets, WilIiam T. Ham, Jr., R. C. Williams, Harold A. Muellex. 
Jean B\nthut. DuPont Gueny Ill, and Johanms J. Vos pa. Med. COIL, 
RichmoIld). 
Fedenmon Proceeding6,voI. 24, Jan.-Feh. 1965 (Supplement noLl4), 
p. S-48-S-61. 14  refs. 
ConaaasDA-49-193-MD-2241;DA-49-146-XZ-102 
Comparative studies of funduscopic, histological, and histochemical 
aspens of choriorerinal lesions as  a function of exposure time and applied 
energy were carried out on rabbits. Ledons were produced alth an- elec- 
tronically pulsed light wagulator and a  by laser. The clinical and histo- 
logical appearance for severe lesions produced in microsecond ranges with 
the Iigbt ccagularor and wirh the non- q- switched laser were very Similar. 
H o w  minimal lesions produced with the Laser were not as uniform be- 
cause of nonuniformiry of the laser beam. Funduscopic, histologic. and 
histochemical findings showed dtfierent features for lesions produced in 
nanosewnd ranges (q- switched laser) and those produced in microsecond 
ranges gasu or light coagulation). The difference in funduscopic and histo- 
pathologic appearaxice as well as mathematical evaluation of the pan. played 
by thermal conductance seem to indicate a different mechanism irmlved in 
the production of the nanosecond-exposure lesions. 
A65-81094 
ANALYSIS OF FACTORS OF LASER RADIATION PRODUCING RETINAL 
DAMAGE. 
MUron M. Zaret (N. Y. U. Med. Center, New Yo& City; and Zaret Found, 
scarsdele. N. Y.) 
Federa&&&e~s,voL 24, Jan-Feb. 1965 (Supplement no. l4), 
D. S-62-S-64. 
Analy8is of laser radiation factors resulting in the production of retinal 
damage show they are primarily based on thermal injury. which is influ- 
enced hythe characteristics of the laser beam, the optical qualtties of the 
eye, and the extent of absorption in the retinal pigment epilbelium and ad- 
jacent tissues. Sewndari ly ,  many exotic types of biophysical phenomena 
must also be consldered 
A65-81095 
FLASH BLINDNESS AS A FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH S ~ C I ~ c ~ ~ .  
H. G. sperling (Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.) 
Federation Proceedin@, vol. 24, Jan.-Feb. 1065 (Supplement no. 14). 
p. S-73- S--7?, 19 refs. NSF supported research. 
ConUactDA-49-193-MD-2457. 
Data on the effects of adaptation to specnal bands of light on human 
foveal spectral sensitivity show that where very narrow adapting bands in 
the upper range of intensines of normal vision are used, ememe changes 
in the shape of the function result. This finding indicates that sensiriPiry 
might be preserved in parrs of the spectrum, while permitting continuous 
viewing through special eye-protective filters. The results funher indicate 
an approach to isolating the spectral response components of normal color 
vision and the magnitude of their response to light adaptation. 
A65-81096 
ANATOMIC AND HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN SKIN AFTER LASER 
IRRADIATION. 
Elson B. Hel% Wallace A. Jones, Jude E. Hayes. and Elmar H. Zeitler 
(Armed Forces Inst. of Pathol., Washington, D. C.) 
F m v o l .  24, Jan.-Feb. 1965 {Silpplement no. 14), 
p. S -  03-S- 91. 6 refs. 
Contract 3A012501A802-01. 
Anatomic and histochemical changes in skin after laser irradiation were 
studied in pigs. The preliminary study was designed to evahate the laser- 
induced alterations of structure and enzyme aaisiry in the mammalian skin 
at different energy exposures. For demonstr&.on of enzyme aLsMIy, 
biopsies were obtained from exposed and unexposed areas. Hisrological 
and biochemical changes are given in derail. 
A65-81097 
DERMATOLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS OF LASER SADIATION. 
Leon Goldmnn (Cincinnari U, Laser Labs, Ohio; and Children% Hosp. 
Res. Found., Cinctnnafl, Ohio). 
Federation Proceedings.sl. 24, Jan.- Feb. 1965 (Suppkment no. 14b, 
p. S- 02- S -  P3. 5 refs. John A. Hartford Found.. supported research. 
Grant PHS OH- 00 11 8 
43 
A65-81098 
m e e t s  of single and repeated laser beams on normal and pathologic 
skin were studied./Demction of sktn from absorption of the incident laser 
beam varied with the type of laser, exit energy, and the duration and  area^- 
of impact. Other factors included color of keratin and amount and degree 
of desrmction of melanin and hemoglobin. Wtrh high- energy lasers, 
significant destruction of tissue not colored by melanin or hemoglobin also 
occurred. Skin protection, especially from high- energy lasers, should b e  
considered in safety programs of personnel. More basic studies on the 
effects of absorption, transmission, and reflectMty of the incident beam of 
existing lasers are needed. 
A65-81098 
EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION ON TYROSINASE. 
Jon M. Igelman and Thomas Rone (Cincinnati U., Med. School, Laser Labs.; 
and Children’s Hosp., Res. Found., Cincinnati, Ohio). 
Federation Proceedings,vol. 24, Jan.-Feb. 1965 (Supplement no. 14). 
p S- 94- S -  96. John A. Hartford Found. supported research. 
Grant PHS OH- 00 11 8. 
Laser radiation effect on ryrosinase activity was determined. Studies were 
conducted in two ways: (1) by exposing tyrosinase solutions to varying 
amounts of laser radiation and then analyzing them for tyronase activity, and 
(2) by exposing human skin in vivo to laser radiation and then analyzing tr for 
changes in the tyrosine-melanin system. Ruby, neodymium, and helium-neon 
gas lasers were used. No appredable effects on tyrosinase acttvtty were noted 
in any one of the experiments. 
A65-81099 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION. 
Kenneth M. Earle, Sttrltng Carpenter, Uros Roessmann, Martin A. Ross, 
J. R. Hayes, and Elmar Zeitler (Armed Forces Inst. of Pathol, Washington, 
D. C.) 
Federation Proceedhgs,vol. 24, Jan.-Feb. 1965 (Supplement no. 14), 
p. S-129-S-139. 
Conaact 3A012 501A802- 01. 
Experiments were designed to determine the effects of focused and un- 
focused laser radiation upon the scalp, cranium, and brain parenchyma of 
experimental animals (albino mice. rats, and one Cebus monkey). The find- 
ings suggest that human haw, scalp. and skull would be sufficiently thick and 
dense to protect the brain from focused and unfocused laser radiation up to 
40 joule output and probably much higher energies. But the brains of small 
animals such as  rats and mice can be severely damaged by a focused beam 
which is partially transmitted through the scalp and skull. 
A65-81100 
SERIAL CHOICE REACTION-TIME AS A FUNCTION OF RESPONSE 
VERSUS SIGNAL- AND-RESPONSE REPETITION. 
Paul Benelson (Bruxelles/U., Lab. of Psychol, Belgium). 
N e , v o l .  206,Apr. 1 0 , 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  217-218. 
Four male subjects performed a two-response, self-paced task where 
more than one signal was associated with each response. In such situations 
the relationship of a cycle to the preceding cycle is that of identity (same 
signal), of equivalence (dtfferent signal but same response), or of difference 
(different response). The reaction times (RT) to identical signals were 
slightly shorter than RT5 to equivalent signals. The main effect, however, 
was linked to the repetition of response, since majority of errors occurred on 
the different cycles, where the error consisted of repeating the response when 
the other response was required instead. 
ABS.81101 .. . . ~ ~ .  
ROENTGEN STUDIES IN MAN ON THE RELATIONSHIP OF LNEQUAL 
PULMONARY VENTILATlON TO GRAVITY. 
Edgar L Surprenant (CCLA Center for the Health Sci., Dept. of Radiol., 
Los Angeles, Calif.) 
Radiol. Society of North Am., 50th Ann. Meeting, Chicago, Ill., Nov. 29-Dec. 
4, 1964). 
Radiology,vol. 84, Apt. 1964, p. 663-669. 16 refs. 
Relative ventilation of different lung segments is affected by body position. 
Radiologic data are presented which demonstrate greater ventilation in the de- 
pendent segments of the lung, regardless of body position. A hydrostatic 
pressure gradient has been shown within the pulmonary vasculature and 
pleural cavity. An analog demonstrates a mechanism by which this pressure 
may contribute to unequal pulmonary ventilation. The unequal excursion of 
the hemidiaphragms when the chest is in the lateral decubitus position also 
appears to be due to hydrostatic forces. Unequal pulmonary ventilation is 
effected by gravity; hydrostatic pressure appears to be a significant factor. 
A65-81102 
FLYING HIGH. 
Richard L Collins. 
AirFacts,vol. 28, May1965, p.31-45. 
In experlments conducted at the CMI Aeromedical Research Institute, 
subjects whose blood alcohol level was at all measurable showed detertora- 
tion in the ability to perform tasks associated with drlvtng a car or piloting 
a plane, and a slowdown in the brain waves. However. below a blood alcohol 
factor of 0.040 deterioration was not severe. The 0 .040~leve l  was reached 
by a 160 lb man after W k t n g  2 ounces of 100- proof whiskey, or two 1 2 -  - 
ounce bottles of beer. This level produced the same effect of drowsiness 
which comes after eating lunch. At higher levels i$p to O.lOO%, the de- 
terioration in this ability progressed rapidly and was in direcr proporrion to 
the amount of alcohol in the blood. However. the experlments showed that 
alcohol at high altitudes up to 12 000 feet dld not increase the hypoxic effect. 
In experlments performed elsewhere, it was noted that alcohol did not affect 
the driving ability but hpalredjudgment. A hangover state reduced perform- 
ance, but judgment was more conservative. I h e  question of drug influence 
on flying has not yet been solred. 
A65-81103 
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF SPACE FLIGHT. 
T. M. maser and A. H. Schrtchtcnberg p d a c e  Found, Dept. of Aero- 
space Med. and Bloasnonauttcs. Albuquerque, N. M.) 
Modem Medicine, vol. 33, Apr. 26, 1965. p. 102-117. 
hfedical personnel supervlstng space flights am concerned to a greater 
or lesser degree with four major areas of acCMty-man- machine Interrela- 
tionships (human factors. engineering); man-environment relationships 
(environmental medicine); health maintenance, which includes aspects of 
selection, training, and safety montroring of asaonauts; and, finally, manage- 
ment of intercurrent illness and injuries. 
A B S - 8 1 1 0 4  ...- . ~__ .  
BINAURAL SUMMATION OF THERMAL NOISES OF EQUAL AND UNEQUAL 
POWER IN EACH EAR. 
R. J. Irwin (Auckland U., New Zealand). 
American Journal of Psychology, vol. 78, Mar. 1965,57-65. 11 refs. 
The relation between binaural and monaural loudness was studied by de- 
termining what binaural combinations of noises of equal and unequal power- 
measured in decibels above threshold-were judged equtvalent in loudness to 
a comparattve monaural sttmulus. Four subjects, men, made judgments of 
equality at each of four levels of the comparison noises- levels equtvalent to 
btnaural noises of 10,30, 50, and 70-db sound level. Contours of con- 
stant loudness, for each of the levels of the comparison- stimulus. indicated 
that the advantage of binaural over monaural listening was greater at high 
levels than at low. The advantage was also greater, at any comparison- level, 
when the binaural noise had about the same power in each ear. At high levels 
with equal binaural Samuli, the total binaural power was about one-thud 
of that of the equally loud monaural stimulus, and at low levels it was about 
four-fifths. A s  the difference between the two components of the binaural 
stimulus was increased, the powers of equally loud binaural and monaural 
noises gradually coverged. The supetiotity of binaural over monaural lis- 
tening was interpreted to be similar in nature to the increment in loudness 
that is observed when the bandwidth of a monaural noise is increased beyond 
a crittcal value. 
A65-81105 
EFFECT OF FLICKER- PERlODlClTY UPON PERFORMANCE AND AROUSAL 
DURING A ROTARY- PURSUIT TASK. 
George H. Z h n y  (Marquette U., MIIwaube, Wis.) 
American Journal of Psychology, vol. 78, Mar. 1965, p. 75- 82. 18 refs. 
Comm. on Res. of Marquene U. supported research. 
Each of 24 subjects. college women, carried out arotary-pursuit taskfor 
5 min. under either a periodic or an apertodic flicketing light while measures 
of performance and arousal were obtained from them. The flicker conditions 
had no differential effects upon either performance or arousal. Performance 
improved during the task. All measures of heart- rate and sktn. resistance in- 
dicated that arousal was greatest durtng the initial minute of the task, then 
dropped to a lower level, but still above the base, and remained there for the 
duration of the task, Le., the last 4 minutes. Differences between heart-rate 
and skin-resistance as indicants of arousal were also constdered. 
ABS- 81106 
CHANGE IN REACTION-TIME AS A FUNCTION OF KNOWLEDGE OF 
RESULTS. 
Russell M. Church and David S. Camp (Brown U., Provldence, R. I.) 
American Journal of Psycho1ogl;vol. 76, Mar. 1965, p. 102- 106. 6 refs. 
Grant NIHM- 2903. 
The purpose of this experiment was to study the permanence of the de- 
aease  in reaction time (RT) produced by knowledge of results. Forty subjects 
were gtven 1250 RT-nials in a period over 5 days. The results were: (a) sub- 
jects with knowledge were faster than rhosea l thou t  Kowledge; @) sub- 
jects with a warning signal of b e d  duration were faster than those alth a 
warning signal of variable duration; and (c) the E decreased as a function 
of practtce. There was no evldenn of any lasting effect Of knowledge on sub- 
sequent performance. Knowledge of results seemed to be effective only dur- 
ing periods in which it was given. 
A65-81107 
INFLUENCE OF LIGHT TO DARK RATIO, FOR 24- HOUR CYCLE, ON 
LOCOMOTOR ACTIVITY OF RABBITS. 
44 
A65-81115 
W:J. Rieneld, W. E M. Tordoir. and M. W. Van Hof (Leyden U., Dept of 
PbysioL, Pwhophyaiol. Div, The Netherladst 
A m  Physiologica et pharmacolo~  Nee- voL 13. Jan. 1965, 
p. 87-95. 
Locomotor aairrlcy of rabbtrs was recorded under conditions of discon- 
tlnuousanUicidiIlumfnatIon (24-hourcycle;yDnuiosof 9p5 .12p2 ,  1 S p  
and 18p3; abrupr changes from Hght to dark and from dart to light). The ac- 
cWyminimum in the eartg.ftlrwon appears to be coupled to the light-off 
sigDllmtherthanmrbe light-on .oirltyinthe darkis markdy 
gruterthan aaivity in the light onlyfor the lowest ruio invenigmd; 
overdl aatvlly, averaged over the 24- hour epk, is not rgstemntkdy de- 
pendent on l@ ruio; the light- on peak appears to depress the High- off 
p e e  thisdepmrston is the more muled u cbe Iighc-on pea i s  higherad 
as dn? inrasening light period is hater. An a&cip&oneUeais.Irryr 
present paor to Iight-0% and in the mjO* of u c s  Ila before ngbt-on; 
its presence or absence does not depeodoncbe kngtb of rbe Prradingdark 
pcraoa 
A65-81108 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHC PATIERN FOR 
ASSESSMENT OF THE DEGREE AND TYPE OF LEFT VENTRICULAR 
HYPERTROPHY: CORRELATION OF HAEMODWMIC STATE M ELEC- 
TROCARDIOGRAM AT REST AND DURING WORK. 
Irene Brann (Karolinska SfULhuset, Thoracic Ch., Inb. of Clin. Wydol, 
Cardiolog~vol.  46,1965, p. 3-24. 48 refs. 
Left venuicular systolic pressure, pressure gradient over the mnic W e .  
the degree of aortic regurgitation, and h e m  enlargemm in nor& incom- 
petence were compared in three groups of padents of different ages. It was 
found that the elearocardiogram during rest and after work could not be taken 
as an appropriare indiuuor of the degree of kffventrkdm hypenrophy. The 
theory of a different ECG pattern in left venukular systolic ovedosdtag as 
compared vtrh lee  ventricular diMolk ovcrloxiing could not be wxifkd. 
SrOcLholm, Sweden). 
A65- 81109 
EAR PROTECTORS: THEIR USEFULNESS AND LIMITATIONS. 
Paul L Michael @tap CoU, Pa.) 
(Id Hyg. Found., 2 9th AM. Meeting, &Uan Ina, ptctrburgh, On 2 1 - 2 2, 
A l c h i ~ e s  of Environmental Health, WL lO,A~1965 .p .612-618 .  20refs. 
The effects of noise on man may be divided into b e  broad cuegories: 
(1) e&& on the hearing mch.nism. (7) &eaa on communicIU&n, and 
(3) effects on behavior. All thee &cts may be reduced by toaering the 
mise kveL It is not always practical m reduce the noise ar its suurce. In 
many cases the most praaW bauia consists of eargroteaive device worn 
on the hed. They may be dmu plug- or muffqpes. Sounds can mill r e d  
the inner ear, when ear protectors .R worn, by: (l) d leaks, (2) moaN1 
kats, (3) protector vibratton, and (4) conduaion through bones and tissues. 
Reluctance to wear ear pmteaors may be amibuad to the fact thar com- 
munication is better wtthout ear protectors in quiet envlronmcms, or because 
of discomfort due to irrirprion of the render ear canal lining by the &vice. 
However, high noise levels may produce permanent hearing loss. The 
Anmican Standards Associuion has formed an Explonrory Committee on 
Performance Standards for Eu Rovnipe Dcvices to attempt to fmd beaer 
methods of d u n r i n g  the noise hanuds or supplementing present rundardr. 
A65-81110 
METHODS OF DIABETES DETECTION IN AEROMEDICAL EXAMINATIONS. 
L oflerhaus. 
&rom-voL 9 ,1963-1964 ,~ .  9-17. 12refs. 
In the course of 14 7 94 medical enminations of aicacws performed at the 
Dutch National Aeromedical Center, the method for the dneoion of urbary 
glucose was changed from Fehling's v m  to ^Clinisrkn, and Hpgedorn and 
JensenS method for the dem'minrrion of blood sugar was replaced by a 
'true glucose"merh0d This change resulttd in an appreciable gain of time; 
but as aresuh of the incrrascd sensirisity of the tests used, rhm Umesrbe 
number of glucose tolerance tests had to be done. Staclsrical aualysis of the 
results obtained during the years 1963 to 1964 showed that the increase in 
workload could be obviated by a singk determinanbn of blood glucose ex- 
d y  two hours after oral load of 50 grams of glucose. Values over 110 m a  
M bdbt ive of diabetes. 
A85-81111 
THE INFORMATIVE VALUE OF LANDING STRIP UGm PATTERNS [DE 
INFORMATIEVE WAARDE VAN VERSCHILLENDE PATRONEN VAN LAND- 
INGSBAANVERLlCHlPdGI. 
J. Kyinra and J. Hoogerheidq@VO/~~O, I n n  for Sensory PhysioL. The 
Netherlands). 
AeromedieaAaa,vol. 9,1963-1964.p. 21-29. 6refs. InDutch. 
Commercial pUots, looking at a tekvIsion screen, on which were pre- 
sented moping dots or bars, simulating an approach to a visual landing sys- 
tem, were dced to discriminate betretn level night or mght with ohirude 
alteration in the sense of a descent. There were 4 pmerns of light mnrttngs: 
Slnglee-rOW, double-row, single crossbars, and double crossbars. Ahe@OnS 
in alrirude were significandy bemr obsuoed in the double pamcrns than in 
the single patterns (angk a is larger than angles a' and a" 
and the larger the angle the more increase by the same amount of descent). 
For the same reason it is obvious, the single crossbars are better tban the 
single- row. At  first glance it is not dear  why the double- row nuned out to 
be better than the double crossbars. possibly in the  p t u m  the less 
valid angle a'was more conspruous to the observer than the ala, available 
larger angle a 
A65- 81 112 
CHANGES IN RESISTANCE OF ALTERNATING CGRRENT IN THE HJMAN 
BODY. PARTICULARLY IN THE LOWER EXTREMI'ZIES AS A RESULT OF 
GADADS ACTING THEREDN IVERANDERINGDI VAN DE WISSBST- 
O ~ E R S f E  *REMITEITEN, TENGEVOLGE VAN DAAROP INWERKENDE 
G X  RAC HTBJI. 
J. Kyisua (RVO/TNO. Inst for Sensory Phyaiol., The Ncthedands). 
AeromedicaActe.vol.9.1963-1964.p. 31-44. 6refs. InDutch. 
plore the disuibutIon of blood wlume under raluarbn rod iu reladon- 
ship to changes in the electric resisuure of the orgauisrn G-forces di- 
rected along the longitudinal axis of the organtsm r e d  in a deaeasc of 
resistance in the lower half and an imnase of redstance in the uppex futl 
of the body. The magnitude of these changes drping accelerations up to 
3 g parallels the increase in g force. At, or just befnre, the onset of grsy- 
out and/or blackout them is a sudden, rmnlad faU of reoisllna in the lower 
exnemiries rirh the converse raking place in the head axen. This phenom- 
enon may be used for ob@x%tve detenuirdon of an indlvldupIS saxknrion 
tolerance. If the body is exposed to accelerations greater than 3 g, the 
changes in resisance persist for a while ahu exposure. 
nperimenrs on a buman cenaifuge and tilt mbk were conduefed OD ex- 
A65- 81 113 
EYE AND OTOLITHS. 
A. C o k n b w _  
AemmedicaA vol. 9,1963-1964.p.45-91. 24refs. 
s study attempts to pmvlde supportive quantkadve evidena to the 
hypothesis that a sluing movement of the otonthr consrinmcs an SdeqUaC 
vlsrions from the n o d  head podtiom, but its sensktvily dectlncs u the 
angle of head tm irynases. The nr0 mechnnlans compensating for the 
effects of head mt on the subjecUve veadd, is., the counterrolling of the 
eyes and perceptive compensation, acf independently of each other. Witb 
an increase in gnvayupto 2 gand up to 60° headtih,a simple Itnear pro- 
portion prevds between the ounnrd shcarlng force of the otoittbs on the 
uuicular macculae and the counteuoiiing response. The counteuolltng of 
the eyes is conmlled by the otoHth signal in dl head podtions and is 
affected little by other facrors. Perceptive pttnal) compensaion seems to be 
regulated by otolith signals for small angles of head tm and by non-omltth 
informarion for larger angles of head rilt It is subjea,m conskkmhle ad- 
aptational &ecu. 
A65-81114 
THE VALIDITY OF E W A L D S  FIRST LAW A N D  THE IMPORTANCE OF . 
THE DIFFERENT DERIVATIONS WITH REGARD TO ELECTRONYSTAG- 
MOGRAPHY [LA VALIDITE D'EWALD I ET LlMPORTANCE DES DERIVA- 
TIONS DIVERSES EN ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHEI. 
M. P. Lansherg, Fred. E. Guedry, and Ashton Grayhie1 (Naval School of 
Aviation Me& Pensacoh, Fla) 
AeromedkaActe.vol.9,1963-1964,p.93-95. 8refs. InFrench. 
The nystagmus is more innme and lasts for the entixe period when the in- 
dividual is simultuuously pitched f o m r d  With simuhneous bachud 
pitching, the nystagmus toward the left is quickly reversed m rbe right. The 
modtfying effect of Hnear amleration on the nystagmus produced by en- 
trifugatton is considmd conpadiaory to E.nld.S first law, since there .p- 
pears to be ap otolith- induced modWcation of sensory input from the semi- 
cfrcular canals. 
sinlulus in man The otoltm 0- is re i l  suiredmiod*m mDdune de- 
Counta-clockwlse mration monnalty produces nystagmus toward the kh 
A65-81115 
THE EFFECT OF CHANGING THE RESULTANT LINEAR ACCELeRATION 
RELATIVE TO THE SUWECT ON NYSTAGMUS GENERATED BY ANGU- 
LAR ACCELERATION. 
M. P. Lansberg, Fred. E. Guedry, Jr, and Ashton GraybbeL 
AemmedicaActa,mL 9,1963-1964.p. 97-122. 26 refs. 
The effeet of &g centripetal acceleruion m invcsclgued witb &e 
rhe Pensacoh human centrtfuge. In some posirrons the planes of the semi- 
circular canals nnuined unchanged rehdve to the plane of rotadon athough 
&e otolith system changed in orlentation nluive to the ungenrial and cen- 
atpetal components of the toul accekmw . n derivtng from the murion. A 
t o r a l o f 2 8 s 1 1 h j K t S r r r s i n v c ~  EpmoslmenUnrrmor&dbythe 
corneo- retinal potential method. Comparison of nysragmus responses 
showed a reversal of response whkh could not be expllinca as an prrif.a. 
subjects Rred in one Of several podtiont rehdve to the p h m  of rourtlon O f  
45 
A65-81116 
Several hypotheses are discussed. A tentative conclusion is reached that 
nystagmus initiated by semicircular canal stimulation can be modulated by 
otolithic stimulation. 
A65-81116 
PHONEMIC COMPLETION AND THE SOCIAL EVALUATION OF A HEAR- 
ING-LOSS. 
M. P. Lansberg. 
AeromedicaActa,vol.9, 1963-1964,~.  123-127. 8refs. 
Realistic anoraisal of the social handicao suffered from hearing loss is 
complicated dy’the phenomena of phonemk completion (abnormally keen 
discrimination for spoken language) and phonemic regression (poorer than 
normal speech discrimination). A case history is included to illustrate this 
point. 
ABS-81117 
THE DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY OF 30 SELECTED PILOTS. 
L. F. W. de Klerk, J. Th. Eernst, and J. Hoogerheide. 
AeromedicaActa,vol. 9, 1963-1964 ,~ .  129-136. 15refs. 
Dynamic visual acuity pisual acuity measured when there is relative move- 
ment between the observer and the object) was investigated as  a factor that 
may be related to flying skills. The subjects were 30 military pilots who were 
assessed as  to their flight performance on the basis of practical and flying 
tests, and expert ratings. It was possible to divide them into three groups: 
average, above average, and below average. Static and dynamic visual acu- 
ities were obtained. A significant difference was found between the dynamic 
and static visual acuities. There were no significant differences in dynamic 
and static visual acuities amongthe three groups. Correlations of dynamic 
and/or static visual acuity with shooting scores, night flying, instrument fly- 
ing, and formation flying failed to reach statistical significance. 
A 6 5-81 11 8 
PRELIMINARY REPORT CONCERNlNC PERIPHERAL DYNAMIC VISION. 
J. Hoogerheide. 
P.eromedicaActa,vol. 9, 1963- 1964, p. 139-145. 1 3  refs. 
in the periphery of the visual field (extrafoveal part of the visual field). Ex- 
perimental data indicate that in the far  periphery dynamic visual acuity is 
better than the static one. It seems that at each degree of peripherythere is 
a given speed of motion at which dynamic visual acuity is at an optimum. 
This optimum speed at which the image is moving across the retina may be 
connected in some way with the number of percipient units per surface unit. 
It is concluded that visual acuity found a t  the optimum angular speed may 
form a more reliable parameter for the comparison of structure and function 
of that part oi the retina than the static visual acuity. 
Peripheral dynamic vision is defined as  the perception of moving objects 
A65- 81119 
EQUATIONS FOR MEASC‘RING BLOOD FLOW BY EXTERNAL MONITOR- 
ING OF RADIOISOTOPES. 
Kenneth 1. Zierler (The Johns Hopklns U. and Hosp., Dept. of Med., Balti- 
more, Md.) 
Circulation Research,voL 16, Apt. 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  309-321. 6 refs. Muscular 
Dystrophy Assoc. of America, Inc. supported research. 
Grant NIHAM-05524. 
volume through any vascular bed accessible to external monitoring of the 
radioactive tracer if either the tracer input function or the quantity of tracer 
entering the system is known. The methods proposed exploit the fact that the 
mean transit time through the system is the flow per unit volume of distribution 
of tracer. The equations are free of assumptions that require solutions as  ex- 
ponentials or any other specified frequency function transit times. If the input 
function is known, measurement of the concentration of tracer in blood 
leaving the part sensed by the external detector, combined with external de- 
tection of radioactivity, can lead to measurement of absolute blood flow. 
A65-81120 
THE PREDICTION OF MAXIMUM OXYGEN UPTAKE (AEROBIC CAPACITY) 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO RADIOLOGICAL HEART AREA AND THO- 
RACIC ACID. 
P.D. Seaward, W.A. Odendaal, B. Van Lingen, and 1.M. Kennedy (South 
Afrlcan Council for S c i  and Ind. Res., Physiol. Div., Pneumoconiosis 
Res. Unit, Johannesburg, South Africa). 
South African Journal of Laboratory and Cltnical Medicine, vol. 10, 
Nov. 28, 1964, p. 101-107. 3 9  refs. 
It is possible by external monitoring alone to measure blood flow per unit 
It has been shown that maximum oxygen uptake is significantly related to 
radiological thoracic area and heart area, which have been used as  a measure 
of the size of these organs. Although the inclusion of radiological thoracic 
area and heart area with weight improved the relationship with maximum 
oxygen uptake, as opposed to weight alone, this improvement was not marked. 
A similar but statisttcally_lnggnfficant improvement resulted when the 
pulse rate at 500 kgm./min. work was combined with thoracic area and heart- 
area. However, the justification for including thoracic area and heart area 
into regression equations for the prediction of maximum oxygen uptake is d$- 
pendent upon the fact that disease of the heart and lungs is commonly associ- 
ated with enlargement of these organs. Normally there is  a bigger maximum 
oxygen uptake with increase in the size of these organs. However, when en- 
largement results from disease, there is a reduction in the maximum oxygen 
uptake. This discrepancy accentuates the differences between health and 
disease and is of value in the diagnosis of impaired physical capacity and an 
estimation of the degree of disability. 
A65-81121 
THE INFLUENCE OF AGE ON LATENCY TIME OF INVOLUNTARY 
(GALVANIC SKIN REFLEX) AND VOLUNTARY RESPONSES. 
Walter W. Surwillo and Reginald E. Quilter (Natl. Inst. of Health, Natl. Heart 
Inst., Bethesda, Md.; and Baltimore City Hosp, Md.) 
Journal of Gerontology, vol. 20, Apt. 1965, p. 173-176. 2 1  refs. 
responses was studied in groups of young (Mn = 38.0 years), middle- 
aged (Mn = 57.0 years), and old (Mn = 74.0 years) subjects. Irregular 
movements of the pointer on a Mackwonh Clock Served as stimuli 
in a vigilance SiNatiOn. Results supported the hypothesis that latency of the 
GSR (Tarchanoff effect) increases with advancing age. Latency of voluntary 
responses (the reaction time) to the same stimuli showed no increase with 
advancing age. 
The relation between age and latency time of involuntary and voluntary 
A65-81122 
A N  AGE-DECREMENT IN THE ABILITY TO IGNORE IRRELEVANT 
INFORMATION. 
Patrick Rabbitt wed. Res. Council Appl. Psychol. Res. Unit, Cambridge, 
Great Britain). 
Journal of Gerontology,vol. 20,Apr. 1965, p. 233-238. 2 2  refs. 
Groups of old and young subjects were timed at a card- sorting task in 
which they searched either for fwo or for eight letters of the alphabet among 
varying numbers of irrelevant letters. Old subjects took longer than young 
to discriminate between relevant and irrelevant letters in both conditions. 
Results suggest that young people process several letters simultaneously 
a s  a group when searching for only two items (Condition I), but sample 
letters in smaller groups when searching for eight items. The performance 
of old subjects suggests that they sample letters in smaller groups than do 
young people, If the size of the perceptual sample-space diminishes with 
increasing age, it may be assumed that old people are at a disadvantage in a 
wide range of perceptual skills, for example, probably in reading. The 
possible contributions to this effect made by three different types of 
decrement in perceptual function are discussed. 
A65-81123 
SENESCENCE AND VISUAL IDENTIFICATION OF TACTUAL-KINESTHETIC 
FORMS. 
Lany W. Thompson, Seymour Axelrod, and Louis D. Cohen (Duke U., 
Durham, N. C.) 
- Journal of Gerontology, vol. 20, Apt. 1965, p. 244-249. 1 5  refs. 
Duke U. Reg. Center supported research. 
Grants PHS MH-900; PHS GM-05385; NIH M-2109; NIH H-3582. 
On the basis of previous findings, which demonstrated that senescent 
subjects have more difficulty than young subjects in identifying visual cop- 
ies of tactual-kinesthetic (TK) stimuli, two questions were raised. First, 
since old subjects complained of being unable to palpate the stimuli 
thoroughly, would similar results be obtained with TK forms designed to 
minimize the importance of tactile acuity? Second, did the abstractness of 
the visual array relative to the TK stimuli contribute to the age-related 
deficit? Thirty old and 30 young subjects were required to palpate 2 6  plani- 
metric forms and identify them on a visual array. Subjects were randomly 
divided into three subgroups, and one of three arrays which differed in ab- 
stractness was presented to each under two conditions. In the successive 
condition, the subject fust palpated a form until he thought he could identify 
it. He was then shown the appropriate array and requested to select the form. 
In the simultaneous condition the subject searched the appropriate array at 
the same time he palpated the stimuli While there was no difference in 
palpation time, old subjects took significantly longer in searching the visual 
arrays and made consistently more errors than the young. Search time in- 
creased more for the elderly than the young a s  the forms increased in diffi- 
culty. There was no significant array or age-by-array effect. The results 
suggested a selective impairment of “searching behavior”with senescence. 
Other studies are discussed from this point of view. 
A6.5.81124 . . . - . . -.. 
DEVELOPMENT OF A PAINT SCHEME FOR INCREASING AIRCRAFT 
DETECTABILITY AND VISIBILITY. 
Arthur I. Siege1 and Philip Federmanl(App1. Psychol. Sew. Wayne, Pa.) 
Journal of Applied Psychology, vol. 49, Apt. 1965, p 93-105. 11 refs. 
Contract N156- 38581. 
Five studies were performed in order to derive a paint coloration scheme 
which will allow maximum aircraft vtsibUIty and detectability. It was found 
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this maximum visibility may be expected from a large, square, unbroken, 
fluorescent, red-orange area and a secondary area possessing color and 
brighmess comast  with the fluorescent red-orange. 
A65-81125 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF BINARY PURE- TONE AUDITORY 
DISPLAYS. 
S. A. Mudd (Purdue U, LafilyetW, Id) 
J o ~ a l o f A p p I i e d P ~ h o I o g y . v o l . 4 9 , A p r .  1 9 6 5 , ~ .  112-121 .  
Purdue Res. Found. and NSF supported research. 
dimensions of pure tone were evaluated stngly and in combinmion a! tbree 
comparable levels of discrimlnability in order to determine their relatirrr 
effeaiveness as binary cuing stimuli for an insuumem monitoring task. The 
use of such signals decreased search rime and reduced tendencies to be dif- 
ferentially attentive to the various sectors of the information display. No 
further reduction in search time occurred witb 3- and 4- dimensional dis- 
plays than with 2-dimensional displays. F'requency prowd to be the most 
effective dimension for purposes of cuing. lmensiry was least effective. 
Direction and durasion were of moderate effectiveness. 
The frequency, inten*, duration and interaural difference @ireaton) 
A65-81126 
WIT, CREATIVITY, AND SARCASM. 
Ewart E. Smith and Helen L Whire fSerendiDitv AssoC.. Los Anseles. Calif.) - - 
Iournal of Applied Psychology.voL'49, Apr: 1565, p. 131-134. 1 2  refs. 
Contract AF 4 9 6  36)- 1 2  16. 
A study was  conducted using 156 airmen at their base to test the hypoth- 
eses that wit and creativity are positively conelated; that defensiveness and 
creativity are negatively correlated; and that 'Ws"are effective leaders. 
The effects of sarcastic versus nonsarcastic wit wexe explored. The first two 
hypotheses were supported. 'Wits"were not effective leaders but were as- 
sociated with less defensiveness and more effecrive group problem-solving. 
Most of the posiriVe relationships wkh wit were found, more specifically, to 
be associated wkh sarcastic wit. 
A65-81127 
THE HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSE OFTHE LOWER EXTREMITIES TO 
EXERCISE. 
L. T. King, D. E. Strandness, Jr, and J. W. B e U  wash. U, School of Med, 
Dept  of Surgery; and V. A. Hosp., Surgical Serv.. Seattle, Wash.) 
Journalof SurgicalResearch,vol. 5,Apr. 1965,p.167-171. 13refs. 
ankle blood pressure with only a transient decrease in digir blood flow. If 
exercise is made more severe by increasing the suength of contraction, 
arterial inflow is impeded, resulting in ischemia. The extent of arterial inflow 
impedance is directly related to the mength of contraction and the pressure 
in the nutrient artery supplying the muscle. The resulting ischemia is suf- 
L i n t  to result in a marked decrease in resistance and an increase in vasculill 
capacitance to the degree that mean pressure falls and distal foot flow is 
shunted to the muscle. Except for the amount of exercise involved, these 
hemodynamic changes are identical to those seen in patients with obstructive 
arterial disease. 
After moderate exercise the normal arterial circulation is able to maintain 
A65-81128 
EFFECT OF FASTING ON THE CONCENTRATIONS OF CHOLESTEROL. 
TOTAL F A T "  ACIDS AND POLYENOIC ACIDS IN PLASMA AND HEART 
OF THE RAT. . 
Jens G. Norby<Arhus-U, Dept. of Biochem., FUUWk). 
British Journal of Nunirion,vol. 19,1965. p. 35-40. 19refs. 
Coundl UK supported research. 
Food was withheld from 26 adult male rats for various periods. The rats 
were killed and the concentrations of cholesreroI, total tony acids (TFA), and 
polyenoic fatty acids were measured in their plasma and hearts. Fasting for 
0 to 26 hours had no influence on the concentrations of cholesterol, TFA, 
or polyenoic acids in the heart TFA concentration in plasma feu from about 
1 6  to about 8 milliequivFg, and cholesterol concentration fell slightly during 
the first 10  hours of fasting. The proportion of dienoic acid (equiv/lOO 
equiv TFA) was independent of the length of the fasting period, and the same 
seemed to be true for trienoic, pentaenoic. a d  hexaenoic acids. The pro- 
portion of tetraenoic acid (equiv/lOO equiv TFA) increased wilh deaeasing 
TFA concentration, the coefficient of regression for log tetraenoic ad@ . 
(equiv/lOO equivTFA) on log TFA (milliequiv/kg) being - 0.78 +0.09., The 
concenaation of tetraenoic acid in milliequiv/kg was nearly constant: 
A65-8112 9 
EFFECTS OF IN VIVO HYPEROXIA ON ERYTHROCYTES. 11. HEMOLYSIS 
IN A HUMAN AFTER EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN UNDER HIGH PRESSURE. 
Charles E. Mngel, Herbert E. Kann, Jr., Albert Heyman, and Earl Metz. 
@ h u h  I;. Med. Center. Durham, N. C. ) 
w v o l .  25, Xay 1965, p. 822-829. 26 refs. 
Grants PHS CRTi's04T; PHS CA465r2;  PHS HEa7896. 
During the course of an investigation of the effects of in vivo hyperoxia on 
erythrocytes, one patient developed hemoiytic anemia following a rather 
brief exposure IO oxygen under high pressure. Special studies carried out 
on the erythrocytes revealed them to be n o d  in terms of the usual oxidore- 
duction uansformation system components. However, his cells did demon- 
mate  an unusual in v i m  sensiriP.try to hydrogen peroxide and formed un- 
usuaUy high levels of lipid peroxides during incubation wish hydrogen 
peroxide. The similarities between h i  eryrhrocytes and those from vitamin. 
E-deficient rodents were noted and the implications of these findings in 
terms of mechanisms for hyperoxic hemolysis were discussed. 
A65-81130 
TESTING AND EVALUATING HEARING PROTECTORS. 
Fred P. Bemm (Am. Oot Co- Southbridee. Mars.) 
8% opt. Eo, I&. NO& SymPOsium, Ma;. 34,1964, ~ e s  Haines. 111.) 
American Association of Indusuial Nurses Journal, vol. 13, Apr. 1965, 
p. 11-12. 
The American Standard Association's method for measurement of real- 
ear attenuation of ear protectors at threshold is the accepted procedure 
for evaluation of a hearing protector. This standard specifies the physical 
requirements, the psychophysical procedures and means of reporring results 
for measuring real-ear attenuation at threshold of any device designed to 
protect man's hearing against excessive noise. However, even when this is  
accomplished with the proper method, the variations from one testtng period 
to another will be significant. The American Optical Company has been 
working on an artificial head, which permits objective determination of the 
atrenuation characteristics. It gives results which are closely correlated with 
those nceived at some subsequent time. This method can be considered 
more represenwive of actual performance because it is accomplished not 
a! tbreshold levels but at high intensity levels. Excellent correlation has been 
obtained with the arrificial bead and the psychophysical tests conducted by 
the A SA method. 
A65-81131 
THE EFFECT OF HYDRAZINE AND CONGENERS ON C l 4 O 2  RESPIRA- 
TORY PAlTERN OF VARIOUS METABOLIC SUBSTRATES. 
Joseph S. Amenta and Abel M. Dominguez (Armed Forces Inst of PathoL, 
Washineton. D. C-) 
~ I ~ .  , -~ 
Toricologyand Applied Pharmacology,wl. 7, Mar. 1965, p. 236-246. 
1 4  refs. 
NASA Contracr A-31086; Proj. 6x99-26-001-09. 
that may be affected by toxic chemicals in the intact animal. A large amount 
of nonlabeled substrate, added to the labeled substrate, is injected intra- 
venously into ras,  and expired C1402 is collected for W e  half-hour inter- 
vals directly into vials containing a combined trapping- scintillator solution. 
SkniRcanr differences were obtnined in the abiliry of hydrazine-treated ani- 
mals to oxidize glycine- 1 - C I 4 O 2  as compared with control animals similarly 
tested. No differences were found in the ability of these hydrazine-treated 
ratsto oxidize acerate-l-Cf4 to C14OZ. These findings agree with previous in 
vino studies. Similar observations were noted airh the hydrazine derivatives 
monomethyl- hydrazine (MMH), 1,l-dimethylhydrazine (UDMH), and, to a 
lesser degree, with l,)-dimethyl hydrazine (SDMH) and iproniszld. The- 
conversion of glucose-C14 @JL) to Cl4O7 was depressed in hydrazine-and 
UDMH-treated rats. The large loading dose, in contrast to that used in stud- 
ies in which only a small amount of substrate was injected into the animal, 
rnan&sts to a much greater degree the depression in the amino acid O x i d a -  
tion effected by the toxic chemicals. Inuagmup variatton of the data is also 
signifbmly reduced by this loading technique. 
A method is described that permits a rapid screening of oxidative pathways 
A65-81132 
HEAT REACTIONS OF MALE AND FEMALE CAUCASIANS. 
C. H. Wyndbam, J. F. Morrison. and C. G. Williams (nansvaal and Orange 
Free State Chamber of Mines. Human S c i  Lab.. Johannesburg, South Africa). 
Journal of Applied Pbysiolo&, voL 20, May 1965. p. 357- 364. 5 refs. 
emale Caucasians were tested at work levels of 1.0 n i r r y  male and 26 f 
liters O2 consumptton in 900 F wet-bulb temperature, 93OF dry-bulb 
temperamre, and 80 ftpnin air velocity for comparative heat reactions in the 
unacdimarized state. The females had more severe physiological and psycho- 
logical reactions. Rectal temperatures of 104' F and heart rates of 180 
b e a t b i n  were reached more rapidly than UI the male. The females sweated 
less and their oxygen consumptions were lower than those of the males. 
Ten males and four females were then acclimatized to the same extent at the 
same work rate in 930 F wet- bulb temperature. A t  the end of the period 
their reactions were close!y similar, although the females responded slower 
to the acclimatization procedure. Both groups ended with heart rates of 1 4 0  
bea!,min andrenal temperatures of 102O F. The females, however, con- 
tinued to sweat less. In a retest at 90° F wet-bulb temperature, both p u p s  
had heart rates of 130 to 140 beat/min and rectal temperatures of 1 O l o  F. 
Females still sweated less. The results demonmate the fact that females 
react more severely on exposure to severe heat and work condirions. Once 
acclimatize$ however, the temperature and circulatory restions of both sexes 
am closely sunilar,. but the females sweat less than males. 
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A65- 81133 
SUDOMOTOR AND VASOMOTOR RESPONSES TO CHANGlNG ENVIRON- 
MENTAL TEMPERATURE. 
R. D. McCook, R. D. Wurster, and W. C. Randall (Loyola Li., Graduate School 
and Snitch School of Med.. Dem. of Phvsiol.. Chicano. 111.1 
I, -, 
Journal of Applied Physiol~g,~vol. 20,May i965, p. 371-378. 24 refs. 
Grants NlH HE -0862-01 and NlHTl GM 999-01A1. 
Male subjects clad only in shorts were exposed in a climate chamber to 
slowly rising ambient temperature while sweating; cutaneous volume pulses 
and sktn, tympanic membrane, and oral temperatures were simultaneously 
recorded. Mean sktn temperature was continuously computed electronically. 
After sweating and vasodilatation had become well established, the copper 
screen bed on which the subject reclined was rapidly moved from the hot 
chamber into another, 20' to 30° C cooler. The onset of neither sweating 
nor vasodilatation could be accurately correlated with tympanic membrane 
temperature stnce the latter was observed to be either increasing, unchanged, 
or even falling during the period of recruitment. In some experiments vaso- 
dilatation preceded wat lng ,  while in others, it followed. When the subject 
was rapidly moved from the hot environment to the cold, sweating promptly 
stopped on all of the test areas and profound vasoconstrtction appeared on 
the palm. Nonpalmar areas, however, showed little or no immediate change 
in the amplttude of the volume pulses. Mean sktn temperature invariably 
started to fall, but only a few tenths of a degree when cessation of sweating 
and palmar consniction occurred. Tympanic membrane temperature during 
the same period conttnued to rise for 1 to 3 min and thus seemed unrelated 
to either vasomotor or sudomotor control under these circumstances. 
A65- 81134 - 
PREACCLIMATIZATION OF M E N H E A T  BY TRAINING. 
R. W. Ptwonka, Sid Robinson, V. L. Gay, and R. S. hfanalis (Ind. U., Dept. of 
Anat. and Physiol, Bloomtngton). 
Journal of ADplied Physiology, vol. 20, May 1965, p. 379- 383. 19 refs. 
Grants DA-MEDDH-G-91; PHS GM- 1233-01. 
During A p d  1963, five distance runners from the Indiana University tracl. 
team and one champion swimmer performed 8 5 -  min walks on a treadmill at 
5.6 kmpr up a 5.6% grade in a hot environment (4OoC, 25zrelative humldiry). 
Although none had been exposed to the heat since the preceding summer, the 
runners made responses typical of heat- acclimatized men. Untrained sub- 
jects exposed to the same stresses and the swtmmer failed to regulate body 
temperatures effectively. Although sweat rate was less in the runners than 
in the untrained men, it was 2.4 ttmes greater per degree rise of rectal 
temperature for the runners. The runners produced 8% less metabolic heat 
per square meter of body surface than did the untrained men, and they also 
had much higher tissue heat conductance values. The swimmer's difficulty 
in adjusting to the heat stress was largely due to his relatively high meta- 
bolic cost in walklng on the treadmill. It is thought that the preacclimatized 
state of the trained men probably resulted from the daily elevations of cen- 
tral temperature in their strenuous workouts during the preceding months. 
A65-81135 
HEPATlC CLEARANCE OF 1NDOCYANlNE GREEN IN MAN UNDER 
THERMAL AND EXERCISE STRESSES. 
Loring B. Rowell, John R. Blackmon, Richard H. March, John A. Mazzarella, 
and Robert A. Bruce (Wash. U. School of Med.. Dtv. of Cardiol., Dept. of 
Med.. Seattle). 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol. 20, May 1965, p. 384- 394. 29 refs. 
Wash. State Heart Assoc. supported research. 
A t  78' and 110' F. hepatic clearance of indocyanine green (ICG), 02 
intake, heart rate, blood lactate, and rectal temperature were measured on 
nine men unacclimatized to heat during treadmill exercise, requiring 45% to 
95% of maximal 0 2  intake (max Vo2). PercentqKof res+glCG?-e 
was inversely proportional to percentage of maximal 02 intake at 7 8 O F -  
@ = - 0.78) and l l O o  F C = -0.81). Clearance of 1CG was 20% less at 
l l O o  F than a t  78O F at all metabohc rates above 26% of maxtmalJ,;. 
Measurements othepatic blood flow in three men at 1100 F validate theSE- 
esttmates of percentage decrements in hepatic blood flow. Submaximal and 
maxtmal Vo2 and maximal heart rates wge unaltered by heat, but m s - a l  
h e m  rates were reached during sub-al work at 110' F. Decreased 
work capacity a t  110' F. was unrelated to rectal temperature or blood lactate; 
the latter was unaffected by temperature. The Itver and ktdneys may dtven 
to the sktn sufftctent blood to obviate the need for additional increments in 
cardtac output during work at high temperature. Maxtmal decrements in 
hepatic blood flow at lower work intensities may contribute to diminished 
work capacity at 110' F. 
-- 
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FREE FATTY ACID RESPONSES TO TlLTlNG AFTER WATER IMMERSION. 
Jack K. Goldman (Aerospace Med. DN., Aerospace Med. Res. Labs., 
Wright- Patterson AFB, Ohio). 
Journal of Applied Physiology. vol. 20, May 1965, 395- 397. 11 refs. 
Water immersion is accompanied by decreased urinary excretion of 
noradrenaline and is followed by orthostatic intolerance. The latter was 
postulated to result from impaired noradrenaline metabolism. Such an im- 
pairment would produce, in addition, a diminished rise in plasma free fatty 
acids In response to tilting. This response was measured in normals after 
office control, water immersion, and exposure to a thermal environment 
identical to that found in the immersion facility. The plasma free fatty acid 
response to a filt is impaired after water immersion as would be expected 
if sympathetic nervous system dysfunction is involved in posttmmersion ortho- 
static intolerance. 
A65-81137 ~~ . ~ - ~ - .  
THERMOREGULATlON AND COLD ACCLlMATlON 1N A HIBERNATOR. 
ClTELLU S TRIDECEMLINEATUS. 
Hermann Pohl and J. Sanford Hart (Natl. Res. Council, Dtv. of.Biosci., 
Ottawa, Canada). 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol. 20, May 1965, p. 398-404. 33 refs. 
of body temperature and oxygen consumption in the cold is improved by ac- 
climation to l a o  and 6 O  C in the laboratory. Heat production at -30° C was 
greater in animals acclimated to 60 C, whether or not they had been pre-. 
vlous!y hibernating, than in squirrels kept at 280 C. dxygen consumption was 
correlated to body welght. This relationship was notslgntftcantly affected by 
changes in ambient temperature. Local heat flow from the dorsal thorax was 
similar at a given temperature in all acclimation groups but the thermal 
conductance was greater and the cardiac- subcutaneous temperature dtf- 
ference was smaller In squirrels acclimated to 6" and 18' C. Although shiver: 
hlgraasequallyhigh rwZmzdTold-ZZ%ii iZed ground squirrels in the 
cold, nonshtvering thermogenesis occurred in curarized cold-acclimated ani- 
mals exposed to cold or injected with noradrenaline. The results of the study 
suggest that ground squirrels are regularly exposed to cold or temperatures 
in their natural habitat whtch induce considerable cold acclimatton. 
A65- 81198 
TEMPERATCRE REGULATlON AND COLD ACCLlMATlON IN THE GOLDEN 
HAMSTER. 
Hermann Pohl (Natl. Res. Council, Dtv. of Biosci., Ottawa, Canada). 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol. 20, May 1965, p. 405- 410. 32 refs. 
Characteristics of cold acclimation in the golden hamster, Mesocrioetus 
auratus, were (1) higher metabolic rate at - 300 C, (2) less shivering when 
relaredto ambient temperature or oxygen consumptton, and (3) higher dtf- 
ferences in body temperature berween cardiac area and thoracic suhcutan- 
eous tissues at all ambient temperatures tested, indicating changes in rissue 
insulation. Cold- acclimated hamsters also showed a rise in temperature of 
the cardtac area when ambient temperature was below 15' C. Changes in 
heat disfribution in cold- acclimated hamsters suggest higher blood flow and 
heat production in the thoracic part of the body in the cold. The thermal 
conductance through the thoracic and lumbar muscle areas, however, did not 
change notably wtth lowering ambient temperature. Marked differences in 
thermoregulatory response to cold after cold acclimation were found between 
two species, the golden hamster and the 13-lined ground squirrel, showing 
greater ability to regulate body temperature in the cold in hamsters. 
A65.81139 
In the 13.lined ground squirrel, Citellus trtdecimlineatus, the maintenance 
. . 
EFFECTS OF CORE TEMPERATURE UPON DURATION OF HlBERNATlON 
OF ClTELLUS LATERALIS. 
John W. Twente and Janet A. Twente (Utah U., Dtv. of Biol. ScL, Salt Lake 
City). 
Journal of Applied Physiology,vol. 20, May 1965, p. 411-416. 8 refs. 
Grant Inst. of Arthritis and Metab. Diseases AM-5942; and Utah U. Res. 
Comm. supported research. 
Continuous recordings of core temperatures by permanent thermocouples 
in 31 golden-mantled ground squirrels (Citellus lateralis) during the hibernat- 
ing season indicate: (1) hibernating periods persisted longer at lower core 
temperatures, periods averaged approximately twice as long at 2' as  at 1 l0C; 
(2) the duration of hibernating periods was relarively constant and predictable 
for individuals at given temperatures; (3) when two core temperatures were 
experienced during a single hibernating period and the time spent at each 
temperature expressed as  a percent of the predicted duratton for each tem- 
perature, the sum of these percentages approximated 100% and (4) less sttm- 
ulus was required to evoke arousal as  a hibernating period progessed. Based 
upon the ttme-remperature relationship, increased Wtability as  periods pro- 
gressed and individual consistency, the termination of hibernating periods 
(arousal) was thought to be a triggering of the autonomic nervous system by 
an accumularion or depletion of factors exceeding the limits of the hibernating 
hemeostasis. . 
A65- 8 11 40 
EFFECTS OF COLD EXPOSURE AND EXERClSE IN A WET, COLD 
ANTARCTlC _CLIMATE. 
G. M. Budd (Sydney U., School of Public Health and Trop. Med., Environ. 
Health Sect., Australta). 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol. 20, May 1965, p. 417-422. 28 refs. 
A65-81148 
:Z ~ i i  r c ~  SLU-  ore ana after w me of strenuous ourdoor 
wort and cold exposure-ohn in wet clothing-on Heard Islad in the 
AmarcriC PhysledftmtssinaeucdEign~,rbikoubcuuneousfat 
and aner&l blood p r e s m  dea'eured slgnwumly. Tbe rerponse of read 
temperanme and shivering to a 2-hr period of whole-body cooling dld not 
change slgntfkandy (although shftering tendcd to -X Suwldng 
thof the nductlon in insulation caused by loss of fat was b.lund by 
crease in the inrulnbn of other tlsruea Flngu tempcnrnm feIl mom 
in- 
rapmy, rhuc was less cold v.soditsf.rion, and rhe gdkm of ddn trmpm- 
N n b e t r r e D ~ l I l d ~ C l ~ ~ ~ , N g p C ~ f h l f h C B I  
was conservedby muns of counertu~cntheatacb.ngcsIldentuoad 
vm~consukttoa Discomfort from cold did not chage. l k s e  result8 rup- 
port those of a prrvbus study u Marron, A m a r r t i u  Frosrbite of OM sub- 
@a% hauls. rhlch g I O s ~  tmp.irrd touch +aratlon .od and marktd 
tmole- to cold, produced no obvious changes in the responr to COM 
OffingeItempnEurr. 
A65-81141 
EFFECTS OF EXERCISE W THE COLD ON BLOOD CLOTrING A N D  
PUTELErS. 
A n ~ r t c  FmW and G. R Cumming panitoba U.; and Children's Hosp, 
WinniDefi Manitoba, Canada). 
JournalofAppliedPhysiology,voL 20. May1965.p.423-424. 11 refs. 
Manitoba Heart Fourd  mppomd research. 
The tendency to blood clotting as measured by Lee-White clomng ti;ne 
(CT), parrial rhromboplamin h e  0, and platelet adbestseness (PAC) 
was studied in 10 normal subpcts before and sire1 a sa&mdue . dbicy-cle 
exercise done at 250 C ins& and at an avexazz t e ~ r ~ ~ o f  -20% C out- 
WC. In- uerrisc caused a sbonening of CTfrom 874 to 465 set, of 
from 88 to 78 sec. and PAC InCrrs$from 6 5 . 0 0 0 p m ~ f  ~ S . O O O / m m  ; 
P < .05 for all t e q  suggesring m increased tendency to blood dolling. In 
comast, exercise done in the c o M  produced no si@icmtchanges in these 
parameters. Hean rue, rectal temperruure, and changes in plamu proterns 
were similar for both types of exerdse. 
T 
A65-81142 
AEROBIC WORK CAPACITY IN YOUNG NORWEGIAN MEN A N D  WOMEN. 
Lars&-rmansen and K. Lrnge Arderstn@ur. &-Wort Phyrbb Oslo. 
Journal of Applied Ph~&Sofi w L  20, May 1965. p. 425- 431. 1 9  mfs. 
Norwegia~wasat temprtd .Succesdul~~I~Bhlnrr . r rngc C8I/minor71 ml/ 
min per tg body weight for a p u p  of rakmliwing mea Female .m*rer 
average 3.3 I,4uin p e ~  1;9 body wet& compared to 2.3 I/min 
or 3.8 mipin per kg body weight for raknrary w o e e  Oxygen cost of 
but with a clear sex difference. the females posrssiag a kmcr rorL SiR- 
clency. The linear relarionship between h+art rate and o w e n  uptake k- 
comes curved in the leas[ fir subjects @he sedentary women) when the exer- 
cise loads approach the maximal nkuu. The rmdrml hemtnm was found 
losuinothkricsllyuainedsubjcac Theexerdrc-inducedbgprscndl.cion 
tahs place at an oxygen upula corresponding to 70% to 80% of the cppltcfty. 
this being the same in both sexes and uninfluenced by athletics. 
An assessment of rhe ran- of rPt.biHtyin ro l lcqmi ty  ofyoung mjult 
A65-81143 
AEROBIC WORK CAPACITY IN MIDDLE-AGED NORWEGIAN MEN. 
K. Lange Andusen and Lars Hermansen @U. Of Wort Physiol., OSIO, 
Journal of Applied PhysiOlOgg,~~L 20, M.y 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  432-436. 6 Ecfr. 
NOrnY). 
Maximum oxygen uptake and relued reIpintory and circulatory fuoctiDns 
were measured in sedempry md nll-udned m l d d l e ~ e d ~ n .  Mptmal 
oxygen uptakes avemgedI2.63 1- in rdcmny men and 3.36 Ipin in well- 
trained men, rhc Loner vdue being e u c w  the Dame as fourd-in young 
untrained studems. The hemt rateprygen uptake rrlaaDnship was found m 
be the same for sedentary-latng men, regardless of age. but mninul hun 
rate was lower in o l d u  mea The m&md -rate is probrblyrhe same 
in well-trained asin rtdentarymiddk-aged m q r h i r  in ~ ) n u a s t m  d181 hr 
been observed in younger age groups, rhm uainhg nduas-& hut 
rate. Tbe exercise-Wuad hypememillaon takes p l r e  at an oxygen upula 
corresponding to 70% to 80% of the capacity, this being the same in uained 
and untrained, and cssemiay the same as found in young adult subjects. 
A65-81144 
INITIAL HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO MILD EXERCISE IN TRAINED 
DOGS. 
Harold Smulyan, Richard P. Cuddy, WUIiam A. Vincent, Udomporn 
Kashemsam, and Robert K Eich @I. Y. S w c  U, Upstate Med. Celaa, 
a p t .  of M e d .  and V. A. H0.m- Svracuse. N. Y J  
Journal of Applkd PhysiOlo&,~~I. 20. hky 15'65. p. 437-442. 18 refa  
Grant PHS TI-HE-S~IO.  
The transient changes in utdiaf output at the onset of mild e n -  were 
measured in dogs Pained to walk on a treadmill. Cardiac output was obtained 
using a -ton 85 tnfuslon method, which permitted frequent detuminatlonr 
Of flow. The fkst 90 sec of exercise were marked by a prompt rise and over- 
shoot of heart rate and urdiac ocqwt, whereas inaeaser in suob volume 
occumd later after * onset of e x e m ,  and to a lesser extent rban kart 
rare. A t  rest, the right atrium was elecnifPlty driven D rates slighdy fasex 
than heart raws act.imd spontaneously with e x e m  and tke Q I ~ * S  re- 
peared Changes in cardiac output,with exercise were aimiln to those in 
unplced animals, but when the kart 
immediately. These muiies showaconsisttntrlse in beartrate andcardiac 
output in the inW resctbn to exercise, but when the prompt rise in bun 
rate was pxvvcnted by pacing from rhe right arrlum, incrcaas in snob vol- 
ume provkled a comparabk response in cardlrrc outprrt 
was k&, spoh V O I U m  
A6541145 
HEART RATE RESPONSE TO HELD LUNG VOLUME. 
Aifonso Angclonc and Norman A. Coultfr, Jr. @hb State U, De- of 
PhvrloL Columbus). 
Jo$nal~bf Applied physblo@, vol. 20, May 1985, p. 464-468. 
Qlnt NIH HE0781  -02. 
It har been shorn th.t Rspiraory &IUS urfryrhmi. -S fiud.- 
mentally with lung volume changes. The correlation airh thoraCr &cum- 
ference changes is incidenral and quantbdvely unreliable. E u e n h  meas- 
urements on one subject and himi me.surewntr on four other subjects 
demonmate the existence of a systematic relationship between hearc Rfc 
and lung volume under reasonably static condmonr, a higb bem rue cor- 
responding to the expuatory position and a low kart raw to the inspiratory 
posirioa This relation h.s been de- sumssful ly  with an exponemW 
equation. 
EFFECTS OF E X E R N A L  a s n c  AND THRESHOLD LOALING ON 
A65-81146 
BREATHING IN MAN. 
S. Freedman and Stephen A. Weinsein qohns Hoptins ti, Dew. of 
Environ. M e 4  and Psychiat, Baltimore. MQ) 
J o u d  of Applied Phys& lo&& WL 20. May 1965. p. 469-472. 
QantsPHS HE-O1929,PHSTG-HTS-S453,.odPHS HE-06945;and 
c o n u a n  ONR NR 102- 101. 
Conscious buman subjects, seated in a soundproof &amber, were nude 
at ime~~ds to inspfre -ugh emrnnl elut* or threshold Lo& for m m  
4 to 15 breaths. With threshold loading of - 5 to - 15 em H20 iniddy, the 
first loaded breatb was smpllerrhanpsece&ug brrrth.wirhtiddvolume 
retuning to normal within 6 breaths. W t m  further pn?rntat&ons, c&hl 
volume returned to coru~~l values moner. A M  6 ~seuradory 10  sub- 
jects had no dimmutlDn in tidal volume on th flrs~ Loaded bnnh. W&h 
elastic loading. of 10 cm H2O/Iicez (5 subjects) and 19.5 cm. H20-r 
(4 subjects) a different type of adaptatinn occur&. This was chamaer- 
tzed by decreased Mal volume and i m x e . 4  frequency. Wrb rhe llrgrr 
load, after zhme presentations frequency was I n C r r d  during loaded 
breathing, due to a conscious effort by the subjects. The results .how that 
repeated p m s e d o n  of an elanic or thresbold load kads to a change in 
the response to the load in a manner analogour to the learning of volun- 
tary motor acts. 
A65-81147 
ELECTRODE SIZE AND TISSUE pO2 MEASUREMENT IN RATS EX- 
POSED TO AIR OR HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN. 
Dana Jamksun and K A. S. Van Den Ere& (cancer Inst. Bo&, 
Radiobiol. Res. Unit, Melbourne, Ausaalia). 
JournalofAppliedPhyJiology,voL 2O.May1965.p.514-518. 14refa 
A comparison has  been mdc of values of p02 recorded in several rat 
&suet with 60- P or 330- & flexible gold electrodcs. Although qualit&e!y 
both sins of elearodes give Jlmilar results, the qluntirui.. W u e s  of 
pO2 dafer. Such Luge di&rences as are found in some UII beracen 
ele-cuodes varying only in physical dimensions are thought to reflect 
the amount of muma caused in the tissue uldcr ipanigndon due to 
electrode insefloa Errors in p02 estimatbns due to tissue damage arc 
considered to outmlgh my other errors such as those due to clccaodc 
dihxat&a SO& highly V a s a l I a I  USSWS,  such as live& Malcy, and spletn 
whidi show macroscopic bruising o v u  quite a Luge sruwhen ekcrrodcs 
are inserted, show the gnateat ditrerence in enimuions of rhc pO2 value. 
Recordings of tissue p02 were made wbile animals breathed air and when 
compressed to 4 or 5 urn in pure oxygen, and the pan+m of response of 
tissue pO2 to such exposure of the animal to high pressures of oxygen is 
described. 
A65- 81148 
RESTING PGLMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY FOR CO AND 0 2  AT 
HIGH ALTITUDE. 
F. Kreuar and P. Van Loohren Campagm'@ijmcgen U, Dept. of Physlol, 
The Netherlards). 
Dutch Found. for Basic Res. (ZW0 ) supported resePtch 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol. 20, May 1965, p. 519-514. 2 1  refs. 
Grant NIH HE-06146-02. 
The possible increase oi pulmonaq diffusing capacity of high ak&udc 
is still conmverslol. During an expedition on Monte Ron. Italy, experi- 
ments -re performed on 5 inale subjects, 27 to 44 years of age. of RK 
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after a sojourn of 7 to 10 days at an  elevation of 4560 m, using two in- 
dependent methods. Pulmonary diffusing capacity for CO (DL 0)  was de- 
termined wtth the steady- state method at 3 levels of oxygenatFon wlth 
inspiratory 0 2  pressures of 80, 150, and 400 mm Hg both at sea level and 
at altitude. The evaluation of the 0 2  pressure diffusion gradients in hypoxia, 
obtained from the alveolar anertal 02 pressure gradients and the arterio- 
alveolar C 0 2  pressure gradients in hypoxia, permitted the estimation of the 
diffusing capacily for 0 2  pro ). There was no significant difference be- 
tween sea level and high altitucie in D L ~ ~  at  the 3 levels of oxygenation, 
in the 0 2  diffusion gradient, andin DLco2 with hypoxik 
A65-81149 
METABOLISM AND THE PROTECTION BY ANESTHESIA AGAINST 
TOXICITY OF 02 AT HIGH PRESSURE. 
John W. Bean and Dominic Zee (Mich. U., Dept. of Physiol., Ann Arbor). 
Journal of Applied Physiolog),vol. 20. May 1965, p. 525-530. 23 refs. 
Grant NIH H-1646. 
Experiments were performed on  rats to determine whether the protection 
which anesthesia (sodium pentabarbital) affords against convulsions in oxy- 
gen at  high pressure (OHP) of 70 to 75 pst :exfends to the pulmonary 
uamage and, if so, whether such protection is due simply to the depression 
of general metabolism. These experiments showed that anesthesia protected 
against both the pulmonarydamage and the convulsions and that this pro- 
tection was equally well pronounced whether the metabolic depression was 
or was not counteracted and elevated by dinitrophenol, L-thyronine, or direct 
tetanic stimulation of muscle. The results support the conclusion that such 
protection is not due simply to the depression of general metabolism as  has 
been claimed. They also imply that the potentiation of pulmonary damage 
in OHP by thyroid and CO2 is not a direct effect but rather is of central 
Origin. The close association between the pulmonary damage and convulsions 
in OHP justifies the inference that these effects are not separate entities, 
as has been claimed, and point to the importance of central and neurogenic 
factors in the causation of this pulmonary damage. 
A65- 61 150 
EFFECT OF DIMERCAPROL ON OXYGEN TOXICITY IN RATS. 
Peter V. Van Tassel (Fla. U., Coll. of Med., Dept. of Physlol., Gainedle). 
Journal of Applied Physiology,vol. 20, May 1965, p. 531-533. 15  refs. 
Contract AF 41(609)-1553. 
75, and 100 mgfkg dimercaprol, respectively. Both times of onset of the 
first convulsion and survival times of treated animals exposed to 6 atmos- 
pheres of oxygen were measured and compared with 50 untreated controls. 
As the dose of dimercaprol increased to 40 mghg, both the time of onset 
of convulsions and the sunrival time increased to a maximum, and then de- 
creased with further increase in dosage until they reached control levels at 
a dose of 100 mg/kg. Other animals were given equivalent doses of the 
vehicle in which the dimercaprol was dissolved, while still others received 
an inactive analog of dimercaprol (glycerol). Neither the vehicle nor the in- 
active analog produced the protective effect seen wtth dimercaprol. 
A65-81151 
A N  APPARATUS FOR PRODUCTION OF GAS MIXTURES OF CONTROLLED 
C 0 MPO S ITION. 
Stephen A. Weinstein andRichard H. Shepard Qohns Hopkins U., Depts. of 
Environ. Med.. Med. and Pavlovian Lab., Baltimore. Md.) 
e 
Six groups of 10 male Holtzman rats were given doses of 10, 25, 40, 50, 
Journal of Applied Physiology,vol. 20, May 1965,p. 552-554. Stanley 
Dunlop Mem. Fund supported research. 
Grants PHS HTS-5453; THS HTS-1929; NIHAM-05524. 
h device is described for the inspiration of gaseous mixtures whose COm- 
positions are precisely known and can be changed easily by electric signal. 
There is a mixing chamber where carbon dioxide and oxygen are delivered by 
a series of tubes. Ten different concentrations can be obtained. When there 
is a 15  tube apparatus, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and oxygen can be 
varied in concentration in 5 steps each. The apparatus as built is for small 
animals, and birds, but can be enlarged for bigger animals. A diagramatlc 
drawing is shown and a complete description of the apparatus plus theoretlcal 
considerations is given. 
A65-81152 
CONTINUOUS SAMPLING OF ARTERIAL BLOOD OF UNANESTHETIZED 
ANIMALS. 
Robert W. Hamilton, Jr. (Kan. U., Med. Center, Dept. of PhysioL, Kansan 
City). 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol. 20, May 1965. p. 555- 557, 8 refs. 
contract AF 41(657)-400; and Grdqt PHS 1-FlGMl6, 49341A91. 
Implanted arterial catheters permit recording, sampling, and injecting 
when used in unanesthetized and undisturbed dogs or cats. The catheters 
are made of silicone rubber tubing fitted to plastic Luer hubs which terminate 
in resealing rubber serum caps. The catheters are inserted into the descend- 
ing aorta via the carotid artery and are brought out through the skin on the 
back of the neck. Results indicate that they can be expected to function for 
several weeks. 
A65-81153 
BY RATS. 
M. W. Simpson- Morgan (Australian Natl. u. Dept. of Exptl. Pathol., 
Canberra). 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol. 20, May 1965, p. 556-560. 
An apparatus is described with which the 0 2  consumption and C 1 4 0 2  
excretion of small laboratory animals can be recorded and Integrated con- 
tinuously during the course of experiments with C14.labeled compounds. 
In addition, the total CO2 production throughout intervals can be determined 
and the respiratory quotient calculated. The oxygen consumption apparatus 
is simple, Inexpensive, and sensitive, and can be used in any closed metab- 
olism system. 
A65-81154 
A DIGITAL INTEGRATOR FOR ON-LINE PULMONARY COMPLIANCE 
MEASUREMENTS. 
Tamotsu Shinozaki, John Abajian, John S. Hanson, and Burton S. Tabakin 
(Vt. U. Coll. of Med., Mary Fletcher Hosp., Dept. of Med., Cardiopulmonary 
Lab. a<d Dept. of Surg., Div. of Anesthesia, Burlington). 
Journal of Applied Physiology,vol. 20, May 1965, p. 561-563. 
Contract AF 33(657)- 10899: and Grants NIH HE-04010-06 and NIH K -  
Standard methods of electronic integration employing RC circuits with 
output taken across a capacitor have always presented problems of stability 
in application to quantitation of physiological variables. Drift and the long 
time interval for amplifier stabilization have been particularly disturbing, 
especially in instruments of moderate cost. The present communication 
gives the theoretical basis for a low-cost integrating computer which over- 
comes these difficulties. The circuitry was developed for rapid and accurate 
calculation of inspiratory-expiratory volumes from pneumotachograph flow 
during pulmonary compliance measurements. Numerous other adaptations 
are feasible. 
CONTINLOLS RECORDING OF ~ 1 4 0 2  EXCRETION AND 02 CONSUMPTION 
1- HE-1248. 
A65-81155 
SONAR SYSTEM OF THE BLIND: SIZE DISCRIMINATION. 
Charles E. Rice and Stephen H. Feinstein (Stanford Res. Inst., Menlo Par% 
Calif.) 
Science,vol. 148, May 2 1 ,  1 9 6 5 , ~ .  1107-1108 
m I H  NB-04738. 
to discriminate between objects of different sizes placed in front of them. 
Threshold estimates indicate that objects with area ratios as low as  1.07/1 
could be discriminated. 
Measurements were made of the abUity of 4 blind subjects to use echoes 
A65-81156 
BRAIN TELESTIMULATOR WITH SOLAR CELL POWER SCPPLY. 
Bryan W. Robinson, H. Enger Rosvold (Natl. Inst. of Mental Health, Lab. 
of Psychol., Bethesda, Md.). and Harold Warner (Gen. Elec. Co., Space 
Technol. Center, Missile and Space Div., Philadelphia, Pa.) 
ScBnce,vol.l48,May21, 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  1111-1113 
the heads of medium- sized Macaca mulana or larger primates. It differs 
from previous unlts in that the battery supply is continuously recharged from 
ambient light by means of solar cells. The system features remote control 
of all sttmulus parameters, constant current output, and remote selection of 
any of 11 electrodes. If addittonal transmitters are employed, simultaneous 
and independent stimulation of a number of primates in the same group is 
posstble. A shielded room with a terminated antenna system is used to pro- 
duce a homogeneous radio-frequency field for laboratory use. 
ABS- 81  157 
PARADOXICAL SLEEP: DEPRIVATION IN THE CAT. 
Jerome Siege1 and Thomas P. Gordon pel. U., Dept. of Psychol., Newark). 
Science vol. 148, May 14, 1965, p. 978-960 7 refs. 
-1. Res. Found. supported research. 
Grant NSF GB 1965. 
In cats, the paradoxical phase of sleep (characterized by low-voltage 
high-frequency waves on electroencephalogram and rapid eye movements) 
occupies about 33% of the total sleeping time. Cats which were deprived 
of paradoxical sleep, by being awakened at its onset, required an increased 
number of awakenings on successive days of deprivation in order to prevent 
paradoxical sleep. On the first day of recovery after deprivation, when sleep 
was not experimentally interrupted, the paradoxical phase occupied 53% 
of the total sleeping time. 
A telestimulator has been constructed which is suitable for mounting on 
ABS-81156 
EVOKED POTENTIALS AND CORRELATED JUDGMENTS OF BRIGHTNESS 
AS FUNCTIONS OF INTERFLASH INTERVALS. 
Neil R. Bartlett (Ark. U.. Tucson) and Carroll T. White (U.S.  Navy Electron. 
Lab., San Diego,'Calif.) ' 
Science,vol. 148.May14, 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  980-981 
-SF GB- 231. Navy Electron. Lab. supported research. 
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.Computer- averaged evoked potentials were recorded from subjects pre- 
sented with pairs of flashes having equal light energy but differing in dura- 
tion of the brief interval separating the flashes. For the experimental con- 
ditions studied, the pair Was always subjectivelyfused. Although the 
brightness did not change noticeably as  the interval was varied, the use of 
the forced-choice psychophysical technique showed that apparent brightness 
declined wkh increase in the interval. Analysis of the evoked potentials re- 
vealed a correlated change in amplitude and waveform previously demon- 
strated for changes in flash flux alone. 
A65-81159 
IS THERE VEGETATION ON MARS ? 
R. Smoluchowski princeton L., Solid State and Materials Program, N. J.) 
Science,vol. 148, May 14, 1965, p. 946-947. 10 refs. 
G d  Higgins Fund supported research. 
At least some of the changes in the color of Mars at different seasons 
are caused by color centers produced by electromagnetic and corpuscular 
solar radiation in solids on the surface. Calculated radiation flux, at ap- 
propriate energies and known temperature variation, could account for 
seasonal formation of color centers and bleaching if a simple trap model 
is assumed. In certain kinds of rhyolite (SiO2, NaAISigOti), which has been 
suggested as one of the possible constituents of the martian surface, color 
centers can be produced. No color centers are expected in limonite, 
Fe203.  3H20, the other likely constituent. 
A65- 81 160 
APOLLO SUIT SLBSTANTIALLY REDESIGNED. 
Heather M. David. 
Missiles and Rockets,voL 16, Apr. 26, 1965, p. 26-31. 
The apoUo spacesuit has been completely redesigned, with the ex- 
ception of the water-cooled thermal control system and the basic environ- 
mental control system, in an  effort to get around some of the resnictions 
of spacesuit use. The new features are as follows: ( l ) j o l m s  changed to 
increase mobility; (2) joints in wrists and anWes addtd; (3) new designs of 
neck openings, gas conneaions, and other features to minimize leakage; 
(4) better fining and decreased bulkiness of the suit; (3) decreased volume; 
(6) absence of silver-white color of the outer layer because requirements 
for reflective material is no longer needed; (7) fishbowl design of helmet; 
(8) a special ccating for the visor; e) all-soh consauction for boots; (IO) 
better gripping capability for the gloves; (I 1) integration of thermal and 
micrometeoroid protection covering; and (I 2) addition of an emergency 
oxygen backpack incorporated in the thermal conuol system. 
A65-81161 
A I R  FORCE SEEKING DATA ON TOXICITY OF MATERIALS FOR LSE 
IN SPACE CABINS. 
Heather M. David. 
Missiles and Rockets,voL 16, Apr. 12.1965, p. 28, 31. 
Proposed tests to be conducted by the Air Force on toxic effects of var- 
ious materials in space cabin atmospheres include: (1) effect of reduced 
pressure on the toxic effect of carbon tetrachloride, nitrogen dioxide, and 
ozone; (2) a 1 2-month test concerning the effects of pure oxygen at 
1/3-atmosphere on the monkey organism; (3) 90 day period expenments 
on the effect of fuel reservoir leakage and outgassing on various animals; 
(4) egress and air- lock construction; and (5) monitoring devices in safety 
measures. 
A65-81162 
GT-4 CREW TO WEAR EVA SPACESUITS. 
Jinx Mercer. 
Missiles and Rockets, MI. 16, Apr. 19, 1965, p. 24. 
An emavehicular space suit identical with the type to be worn by the 
GT- 4 crew during the second Gemtni mission has been ressed at NASA’s 
Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC). In rigorous MSC chamber tests the 
suits endured -3000 F temperatures at a simulated space akitude of 240 000 
ft. Recently final tests were performed to exerctse the emavehicular activ&y 
under rapid decompression. The micrometeoroid and thermal protective 
layers are now integrated. Heat leaks around fittings are kept to a minimum 
with poucblike cups to shield the metal from dtrect solar radiation. The base 
visor has a thermal coating and has been increased to 0.1 2 5 in. in order to 
resist impact during reposition for splashdown. The sun visor could be made 
from polycarbons for partial filtering of infrared and ultraviolet radiation. 
Flame protective materials should be utilized to resist plume impingement 
from thrusters contained in the backpack propulsion unit. 
A65-81163 
ALGAL CULTCRES AND PHYTOPLANKTON ECOLdY. 
G. E. Fogg (London U, Westfield Coll, Dept. of Botany, Great Brirain). 
Madison, Wis., U. of Wisconsin Press, 1965, xiii+ 126 p. refs. 
$5.50. 
The author outlines the principal features of growrh of algae in CulNreS 
and discusses the helpful information gained from these srudies in under- 
standing plankton ecology in general. Both fresh water and marine phyto- 
plankta are considered because If is reasonable to suppose that factors 
controlling plankton growth are basically similar in fresh and salt warer. 
The characteristics of algal growth in cultures of limited volume and in 
continuous and synchronous culture are discussed. Variability in metabolic 
activity under laboratory conditions hes been observed. The general fea- 
tures of phpoplaniaon growt:. cn hkeke, b 4 sea and in temperate spring 
waters are reported. Aspects cf phpoplmhac i;e:iodiciw. distribution, and 
seasonal succession are discussed. 
A65- 81164 
THE PHYSICS OF THE W R .  
T. S. Littler (King’s Coll. Hosp. Med. School, Wernher Res. Unit on 
Deafness, Lmdon, Gnat Britain). 
Oxford, Great Britain, Pergamon Press, 1965, ix + 378 p. refs. 
$10.00. 
The physical properties of the ear form only a small part of the complete 
mechanism involved in the interpretation and assessment by the central 
nervous system of the origin of disturbances which affect the ear. A factual 
outlook on ear functioning is presented including the following aspects: 
(1) the receiving and conducting mechanisms, and the perceprive anal- 
and assessing systems; (2) sensitiviry range of the ear; @) physical char- 
acteristics of speech; (4) binaural hearing; (5) methods and devices of 
audiometry; (6) auditory adaptation and fatigue; (7) abnormal hearing; (8)  
theory of hearing; and (9) autocorrelation analysis. 
A65-81165 
SOME ASPECTS OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC FINDINGS IN 
STCDENT PILOTS [O  NEKIM ASPEKTIMA ELEKTROENCEFALOGRAFSKIH 
NALAZA KOD UCENKA- PILOTAI. 
Nikola Gazivoda (Aviation Med. inst. Div. of Clin. Neuropsychiat. and 
Psychol, Zemun, Yugoslavia). 
Vojnosanitetski Pregled, vol. 2 2 ,  Apr. 1965, p. 230-234. 10 refs. In 
Serbo-Croatian. 
Physiological stresses encountered in piloting produce various effects 
on the electroencephalogram. Among the factors frequemly leading to loss 
of consciousness or disorientation are hypoxia, acceleration, hypoglycemia, 
and hyperventilation. In the selection of student pilots, the reaction of the 
electroencephalogram to induced hyperventilation @ypocapnia) is p d u -  
larlyvaluable. The principal changes which may occur consist of the appear- 
ance of a slow rhphm (2 to 3 cps) or inaease of the amplitude of an al- 
ready existing slow rhythm; increase of the amplitude of the alpha rhythm 
without change of its frequency; or appearance of a fast rhythm (more t@ 
14 cps). The development of delta waves during hyperventilation must be 
interpreted in relation to the age of the subject, as they are seen in about 
one half of the normal, healthy individuals between the ages of 16  and 20 
years. Above 20 years the number of individuals developing delta waves 
declines and falls to about 10% after the age of 50 years. Electroencephalo- 
graphic tracings taken before, during, and after hyperventilation are repro- 
duced. 
ABS-81166 
STIMLLUS DETERMINANTS OF CHOICE BEHAVIOR IN VISLAL PATTERN 
DISCRIMINATION. 
Jaques Kaswan, Stephen Young, and Charles Y. Nakamura (Calif. U, 
10s Angeles). 
Journal of hrperimental Psychology, vol. 69, May 1965. p. 441-449. 
8 refs. 
Grants NSFG-9598; PHS S-Fl-hfH-19,664-02. 
Five subjects participated in a forced-choice, pattern-recognizing study. 
In each of a total of 10 sessions, subjects were required to identify tachisto- 
scopic presentations from a set of 3 or 2 patterns. In separae sessions 
each subject received 1 set of 3 patterns and 3 subsets of 2 pmerns, the 
latter containing all the possible combinations of the 3-alternative set. It 
was assumed that spatial d w n c e  characteristics of the panerns and ex- 
posure duration were stimulus dimensions which help determine the per- 
ception of these patterns. This assumption was used to predict (a) the order 
of response probabilities to each pattern at different levels of exposure 
duration, @)the accuracy of pastern identification as  a function of exposure 
duration, and (c) the response probabilities to each pattern in 2-alternalive 
sets from the responses to these patterns in the 3-alternative set. The 
predictions were generally confirmed, indicating that these stimulus dimen- 
sions may connibute substantiaUy to the determination of choice behavior. 
,465-81167 
EFFECTS OF DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK ON MORSE TRANS- 
MISSION BY SKILLED OPERATORS. 
Aubrey J. Yates (Western Australia U., Perth). 
Journal of Experimental Psychology,vol. 69, May 1965, p. 467-475. 
9 refs. 
Three experiments were carried out on the effects of delayed auditory 
feedback (DAF) on the transmission of letters by 6 sldlled Morse code op- 
erators. In the firs experiment. random sequences of 8 leaers were trans- 
mirted under 3 condirions (each letter aansmitted separately, continuously 
at preferred rate,~or continuously as  fast as possible) at  a constant delay 
time of 180  msec. In the second experiment, the same sequences were 
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transmitted as  fast a s  possible at delays varying from 30 to 300 msec as  well 
as  under no delay. In the third experiment, meaningful material was trans- 
mitted a s  fast a s  possible under a delay of 180 msec. The results showed 
that DAF produces a great increase in the number of errors made; that the 
errors almost always involve an additional symbol or symbols; and that 
letters involving 3 or 4 symbols produce many more errors than letters in- 
volving 1 or 2 symbols. 
AB5-BllB8 
LOUDNESS, A PRODUCT OF VOLUME TIMES DENSITY. 
S. S. Stevens, Miguelina Guirao, and A. Wayne Slawson (Hlarvard U., 
Lab. of Psychophys., Cambridge, Mass.) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol. 69, May 1965, p. 503-510. 
9 refs. 
GrantsNSF 12-10716; NIHB-2974. 
and two other auditory attributes, volume (apparent size) and density 
(apparent compactness or concentration). Two sets of stimuli, quarter- 
octave bands of noise covering a wide range of center frequencies and sound 
pressure levels, were presented through earphones to Observers who made 
magnitude estimations of one or another of the attributes. The loudness 
estimations were plotted against loudness level and found to agree with the 
sone scale. A plot of the estimations of loudness against the product of the 
estimations of volume times the estimations of density produced a slope of 
1.0 in log-log coordinates. Loudness is therefore proportional to volume 
times density. This relation was confirmed by experiments involving magni- 
tude estimations of the inverse attrtbutes, softness, smallness, and diffuseness. 
Experiments were designed to determine the relation between loudness 
A65-81169 
EFFECT OF STIMULUS VARIABLES ON CHOICE REACTION TIMES 
AND THRESHOLDS. 
J .  Kaswan and S. Young (Calif. U., Los Angeles). 
Journal of Experimental Psychology,vol. 69, May 1965, p. 511-514. 
Grant NSF G- 9598. 
4-, 3-, or 2-alternative patterns were shown to each subject under two 
conditions in a forced-choice recognition task. In one condition, exposure 
duration was varied by experimenter and thresholds were determined for 
each pattern. In the other condition, choice reaction times (CRT) were ob- 
tained, measured from stimulus onset to subjects key press. It was predicted 
and found that the order of CRT’s would parallel the order of thresholds in 
each combination of patterns. This finding supports the assumption that 
the time required to receive spatial information sufficient to distinguish 
patterns is an identifiable component of CRT. 
A65-81170 
HUMAN ENGINEERING GtiIDE FOR EQUIPMENT DESIGNERS. 
Wesley E. Woodson (Gen./Dyn. Astronautics, San Diego, Calif.) and Donald 
W. Conover (NASA, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Tex.) 
Berkeley, Calif., University of California Press, 1964, 473 p. 
$10.00. 
For 8 different groups of subjects, individual patterns from sets of either 
This revised edition includes a new chapter on design philosophy with 
a special section on bionics, cybernetics, and neuro- engineering concepts. 
Chapter 2 on Design of Equipment and Work Space has been greatly ex- 
panded. The chapter on Body Measurement has been revised and made 
more practical from the designer’s point of view. Revisions in other parts 
(Vision, Audition, Other Factors, and Recommended Human- Engineering 
Basic Reference Shelf) reflect changes ensuing from more recent research 
particularly in the area of man- in- space and in industrial applications. 
A65-81171 
THORACIC DFCT LYMPH AND LYMPHOCYTES DURING PRIMARY 
HYPOXIA AND REBOUND. 
D. A. Evans, R. A. F. Garnett, and J. M.Yoffey (Bristol U., Dept. of Anat., 
Great Britain). 
American Journal of Physiology, vol, 208, Jun. 1965, p. 1243-1246. 
32 refs. 
guinea pigs. Similar studies were then made on (a) 25 guinea pigs placed 
in a decompression chamber at a simulated altitude of 14  000 ft for times 
ranging from 1 to 5 days, this being the period of “primary hypoxia”during 
which erythropoiesis is stimulated and polycythemia develops, and @) 25 
guinea pigs exposed to primary hypoxia for 5 days, then kept in room air 
for times ranging from 1 to 5 days, this period of post-hypoxic polycythemia 
being known as  “rebound”. By the end of rebound the polycyrhemia had 
almost disappeared. The flow of thoracic duct lymph increased significantly 
from a control level of 0.86 30.21 mlhr  to 1.23 +O.l ml/hrby the 5th day of 
primary hypoxia, and to a peak of 1.89 10.23 ml/hr by the 3rd day of re- 
bound, when it was still markedly above control level. The total cell content 
of the lymph also rose significantly, from 34.5 110.3 X lo6 lymphocytes/hr 
in the control animal to 59.1 + 8.9 X 1O6/hr= t i e  r n & G f y n K G -  
hypoxia, and to a peak of 93.8 k23.0 X lo6  on the 3rd day of rebound. 
Thoracic duct lymph flow and lymphocytes were first studied in 18 normal 
A65-81172 
EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON MYOCARDIAL METABOLISM. 
Clem Russ and John C. Lee (Albert Einstein Med. Center, Dept. of Physiol., 
Philadelphta, Pa.) 
American Journal of Physiology,vol. 208, Jun. 1965, p. 1253-1258. 
32 refs. 
Contract AF 41(657)-417; Grants NIH HE-07847-01 and NIH HE-K3- 
17921. 
Effect of hypothermia of 250 C for 24 hr was determined on myocardial 
metabolism and efficiency in dogs fasted for approximately 1 5  hr and 
anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital. Coronary blood flow, cardiac output, 
myocardial oxygen and substrate utilization, and mechanical efficiency of the 
heart were determined at normal and reduced body temperatures. Prolonged 
reduction of myocardial temperature with concomitant reduction in coronary 
blood flow led to diminished oxygen and substrate utilization. Myocardial 
glycolysis began after 1 2  hr of cooling when pyruvate utilization stopped in 
negative balance. After 24 hr the heart stopped utilizing carbohydrates with 
negative arteriovenous differences for these substrates (In the presence of 
normal arterial carbohydrate levels), but continued to utilize nonesterified 
fatty acid. The coefficient of oxygen utilization for the heart increased 
following 24 hr of cooling, suggesting a relative state of myocardial hypoxia. 
The appearance of hypoxia and glycolysis during the late hours of cooling 
suggests that the limit of tolerance of the heart to cooling was near. 
A65-81173 
CARDIAC METABOLISM IN THE HYPOTHERMIC GROUND SQUIRREL 
AND RAT. 
Marilyn 1. Zimny and Steve Taylor (La. State U. School of Med., Dept. of 
Anatomy, New Orleans). 
American Journalof Physiology,vol. 208, Jun. 1965, p. 1247-1252. 
2 5  refs. 
Grants A -  2027 and PHS G-TI-GM 399. 
A biochemical and electrocardiographic study of cardiac function during 
hypothermia in the ground squirrel (70 to 170 C) and the rat (I l o  to 19O C) 
revealed that, in the ground squirrel heart, adenosine triphosphate (ATP) 
and phosphocreatine (PC) each decreased significantly 60% thus maintaining 
their ratio (2.6/1), whereas in the rat heart ATP decreased 617” PC de- 
creased 487” and lactate increased 1947@ Histochemical studies demon- 
strated an increase in succinic dehydrogenase and a decrease in triphospho- 
pyridine nucleotide diaphorase in the rat heart. A s  rectal temperature 
decreased in the ground squirrel the components of the electrocardiogram 
lengthened and voltage was maintained. In the rat, voltage decreased wlth 
decreasing rectal temperature and the electrocardiographic pattern reflected 
myocardial anoxia. The metabolic integrity of cardiac muscle cells and the 
membrane potential are apparently maintained in the ground squirrel during 
hypothermia. In the rat, however, this is not so and conduction difficulties 
become evident at 20’ to 15’ C. Disruption of mitochondrial morphology, 
presently being investigated, is thought to be responsible for the metabolic 
and conduction problems which occur in the rat hean during hypothermia. 
ABS-81174 
SKELETAL RESPONSE OF RATS EXPOSED TO REDUCED BAROMETRIC 
PRESSURE. 
Roger A. Hunt and Harald Schraer (Pa. State U., Dept. of Biophys., Uni- 
versity Park). 
AmericanJournalof Physiology,vol. 208, Jun. 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  1217-1221. 
2 1 refs. 
Grant PHS A-1292. 
The response of the rat skeleton to hypoxia (380 mm. Hg.) was investi- 
gated. The femur images in calibrated radiographs taken at 2-week intervals 
were analyzed photodensitometrically. Femurs were also excised from other 
rats to obtain density and volume measurements by displacement methods. 
Hematocrit values and body weights were recorded. Differences between 
femur densities and between femur dry weights (hypoxic group - 3  and 20% 
less, respectively) developed during the first 31 days. Differences between 
femur volumes, between body weights, and between hematocrit values 
(hypoxic group 8% less, and 60% more, respectively) developed during the 
first 15  days. However, the difference between marrow cavity volumes 
(hypoxic group 2 2 %  more)developed between days 15 and 31. The inter- 
pretation is that during the first 1 5  days when marrow cavityvolumes did not 
differ, the large hematocrit value was caused by increased hemopoietic 
activity of marrow present at the onset of hypoxia. Subsequently, mmow 
cavities become 2 2 %  larger than normal, facilitating production of blood 
at a more nearly normal activity. 
ABS- 81175 
EFFECT OF HYPOXEMIA AND HYPERCAPNIA ON REGIONAL DISTRI- 
BUTION OF MYOCARDIAL BLOOD FLOW. 
William D. Love and Myra D. Tyler (Miss. U. School of Med., Dept. of Med., 
Jackson). 
AmericanJournalof Physiology,vol. 208,Jun. 1965, p. 1211-1216. 
2 1  refs. 
Grants PHS HE-07628; PHS HE-06234; LlMRF G-64-48. 
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A65-81182 
The effect of hypoxia and hypercapnia on regional coronary blood flow 
and vascular resismnce (CVR) was studied in dogs without thoracotomy. 
Gas tensions were a d  by ventilation at controUed rates with g.JmtUures 
containing 4 E t o  1009'02 and O%to 24% CO2. After 10 minutes inuave- 
nous infuii6Tof RbB6: the minds were Wed and the h e m  uorope comeni 
determined. Blood flow to the left ventride was calculated by the Ficl: prh- 
dple from the isotope uprals and the mean difference in radioaakity of 
arterial and coronary sinus blood. P ~ t e r n s  of flow elsewhere were e 
from the rates of regional RhE6 clearance. Myocardial RbS6 de-? 
the right and left ventricles has been previously shown to be closelg relaled 
to the rate of coronary blood flow. flypoxemia and severe hypercapnia 
@C02 above 100 mm Hg) both produced a profound fall in CVR. Wttb 
hypoxemia this decrease was more marked in the ri ht ventride. Elevation 
of pCO2 exaggerated the n o d  difference in Rb8tuptake between inner 
and outer thirds of the wall of the left venaicle, while hypoxemia m r r s e d  
the normal gredicnts. Hypercapnia dkl not affect these gradknts in the right 
ventricle, but hypoxemia significantly reduced them. 
A65-81176 
EFFECTS OF 0 2 ,  CO2, A N D  DRUGS ON ESTIMATING CORONARY 
William D. Love, Myra D. m e r ,  RalphE. Abraham, and Roben S. Munford 
(Miss. U. School of Med., Dept of Med., Jackson). 
AmericanJournal of Physiology,vol. 208, JUR 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  1206-1210. 
1 2  refs. 
Grams PHS HE-07628; PHS HE-06234; LIMRFG-64-48. 
The accuracy of predictions of myocardial blood flow based on RhS6 
clearance rates was determined in dogs receiving vasoactive drugs or suh- 
jened to hypoxemia or hypercapnia. In controls, the highes rate of coronary 
blood flow was 16.5 ml/g m cardium per 10 min. Flow could be predicted 
from clearance @issue Rb8<ptake/atted blood Rh86 concentration) virh 
a mean error of 7.8% in this group. Wish hypoxemia estimates of flow aver- 
aged 13.8ztoo low when arterial blood was from 50% to 75% suumred with 
oxygen, and were more urnliable at lowervalues. Carbon dioxide tension 
had no effect in the range from 20 to 60 mm Pa but at higher levels esti- 
mates of flow were frequently much too low. Reserpine slowed the pulse 
and resulted in predicted uacs of flow which averaged 13.7% belor actual 
rates. Angiotensin, I-norepinethrine, dipyridamole, and digitnxb had no 
significant effect on the predlcraDn of flow from clearance in the range of 
flow observed in conmls. Thus RbE6 denrrmn is a valid index of coron8rY 
flow in the range of C02 tendon. arterial oxygen sarurafion, and drug 
effects commonly ohserved 
A65-81177 
EFFECTS OF HYPOXIA ON IN VIVO GLYCINE-Cl4 INCORPORATION 
INTO PANCREATIC CELL. PROTEINS. 
M. Eon Tumer and Anne C. Turner @diss. E. Irk& Center, Depts. of Surg. 
. 
BLOOD FLOW FROM R B * ~  CLEARANCE. 
&d PhysioL. Jackson). 
AmerkanJoumalof Physiology,voL 2 0 8 , J u a  1 9 6 5 , ~ .  1177-1182. 
2 2 refs. 
Grant PHS AM-04568. 
The effects of graded hypoxia on gIyCine-C14 iocorpordon into sub- 
cellular components were measured in the intact mammal. Groups Of 3 
fasted male rats were injected intraperitoneally with 5 c c  of g l ~ ~ h e - 2 - C ~ ~  
and s a a i f w d  at 5 (or lo), 15, 20, 30, and 45 min. by defapiratron. In 1 
experimental series the environmental PO:, was maintained at 35 mm Hg 
for 2 hours before injection and throughout the experiment. In 3 other 
experimental series, the p02 in the sealed chamber was maintained a! 58, 
48, and 38 mm Hg for 45  min before injection and for the duration of the 
experiment. The whole pana'eases were rapidlyremoved, cooled, homogen- 
ized, and pooled before separation of cell fractions by ulrraamrifugation. 
The specific a a i v i r k s  (counts/miu. pu r g  of amino add or protein N) were 
obtained for plasma and supernatant fraction @U rap) amino acids and for 
the purified proteins of zymogen granule. mitnchondrial. microsomal, and 
cell sap fractions from micro-Kjeldahl analyses and liquid- gintillarioll 
counting. No detectable changes were found in the turnover of plasma amin0 
acids during graded hypoxia. Amino acid incorporation into the proteins of 
all cell fractions was depressed stepwtse with increasing degrees of hypo- 
A65-81178 
ROLE OF SEMICIRCULAR CANALS IN POSITIONAL ALCOHOL NYSTAG- 
MLS. 
K. E. Money, W. H. Johnson, and 8. M. A. COrleK @fence Res. Me& Labs., 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada). , 
American Journal of Physiology, VOL 208, Jun. 1965, p. 1065-1070. 
10 refs. 
Following unilateral labyrinthectomy or inactivation of one horizontal 
semicircular canal in a s ,  a horizontal positional nystagmus was observed 
when the cat, after ingesting alcohol, was held virh the head up or with 
the head down. This nystagmus was toward the operated ear in the head-up 
position and away from the operated ear in the head-down position. It dis- 
appeared following inactivation of the horizontal canal of the other ear. In 
cats with both horizontal canals discretely inactivated, there was no hori- 
Eontat alcohol nystagmus in any position, but the venid  and rotary com- 
ponents of positional alcohol nystagmus were st i l l  present. It was concluded 
that posilional alcohol nystagmus is iniriated by the &on of gravby on 
receptors of the semicircular canals. No conclusion could be drawn con- 
cerning the site or mechanism of the action of alcohol. 
A65-81179 
IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT OF TIDAL VOLUME AND VENTILATION. 
L. H. Hamilton, J. D. Beard, and R. C. Kory (Marquere U. School of Med., 
Depts. of Physiol. and Med., and Wood Veterans Admin. Center, Res. S e n ;  
Milwaukee, Wis.) 
Journal of Applied Physiology,vol. 20, May 1965, p. 565-568. 6 refs. 
Grant NIH TI-HE5366. 
Thoracic impedance changes have been used to measure tidal volume 
and vencllarion in n o d  subjects. Tidal volume was measured dire* and 
total ventilarion was accumulated vtrh a diode voltage pump. The size, 
shape, and placement of the electrodes affected the reliabiiiry with which 
the system meanued ventilarion. A high correlation was demonstrated be- 
tween transthoracic resisrance or capacitance changes and ventilation when 
special nanow ridged electrodes were applied bilateraUy on the thorax. The 
variability between accumulated impedance changes and ventilation meas- 
ured with a spirometer had a sandard deviarion less -6% of the ventilation. 
A linear relationship was demonstrated herween lung volume change and 
impedance change of subjects in the standing, sitting. or supine positions, 
whether the breathing panern was normal, predominantly thoracic, or 
predominantly abdominal. 
ABS- 81180 
HYPOXIA. 
Edward S. Van Liere and S. Clifford Stickney. 
Chicago, 111, Cniversity of Chicago Press, 1963, x+381 p. 
$8.75. 
Research covering various aspects of hypoxia is presented. The following 
are included: (l) introduction Comprising historical b d p u n d ,  defInitlon of 
terms. classificarion of hypoxia, expression of the degree of hypoxia, and 
variables of responses to hypoxic conditions), (2) experimental methods of 
producing hypoxia, (3) effect of hypoxia on the blood, (4) c h e m W  changes 
in the blood during hypoxia, (5) effect of hypoxia on the heart and circulation. 
(6) effect of hypoxia on blood pressure, (7) effect of hypoxia on lymph and on 
vessel permeability. (8) effect of hypoxia on respiration, e) mountain s idsess  
and altitude siclmess, (lo) acclimatization to hypoxia, 0 1 )  effea of hypoxia on 
the alimentary tract, 02) hypoxia and the seaetion of urine, 03) effect of 
hypoxia on the endocrine glands, 0 4 )  metabolism and hypoxia, 05) hypoxia 
and heat regulation, (l6) effect of anoxic hypoxia on water distribution in the 
body, 0 7 )  hypoxia and nutrition, (18) effect of hypoxla on the nemous system. 
and (l 9) resistance to hypoxia. 
A6541181 
BLOOD HISTAMINE A N D  HISTIDINE DURING HEMODYNAMC CHANGES 
DUE TO HIGH TEMPERATURE OF THE ENVIRONMENT IWCHOWANIE SIE 
STEZENIA HISTAMINY I HISTYDYNY W KRWl ti WDZl PODCZAS 
ZMIAN HEMODYNAMCZNYCHWYWOLANYCH WYSOKA TEMPERATLRA 
OTOCZENIAI; 
Francisak M.Spioch and Danuta Pawloaicz 
PolskiTygodnikLekamki,vol. 19,Nov. 16, 1964.p. 1755-1758. 20refs. 
In Polish. 
of high temperature and humidtry were investigated A significant fall of blood 
systolic pressure (lo%) and diastolic pressure (35% an increased pulse rare 
(3453, and an increased blood histamine and histidiw content (41 and 42Yw 
respectively) were o b s e d .  The increased histamine level was related to the 
rise of body temperature. The histamine/hisidine ratio remained nearly con- 
stant before and a f a r  the experiment. The importance of elucidMing the 
mechanism of histamine liberation is discussed as related to its physiology, 
physioparhology, pathogenesis, and some allergic states. 
Hemodynamic responses in men exposed for two hours to an environment 
ABS-81182 
DISASTER HANDBOOK. 
Solomon Garb (Mo. ti, School of Med.) and Evelyn Eng &I. Hasp., Columbia, 
Mo.) 
New York, Springer Publishing Co, Inc, 1964, viii+248 p. refs. 
$5.00 
This handbook, planned primarily for doctors and nurses, could benefit 
anyone interested in disaster casualty prevention and management. The hook 
is divided into four main sections: hasic features (lncluding psychology, 
leadership, organization of disaster teams, communications, evacuation, first 
aid, etc.), nursing in disasters, major types of disaster (iocluding airplane 
crashes, avalanches, explosions, fires, floods, em.), and thermonuclear 
disaner. In chapter 26, the frequency and area of occurrence of major air- 
plane crashes, with examples since 1947 for the US. and from 1956 from 
other nations, probable causes, prevenrive measures, warning signs, and main 
mechanisms of death and injury are briefly presented. 
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A65-61188 
ON THE EFFECT OF LOW OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURES ON RESPIRA- 
TION IN CHRONIC HYPOXEMIA [UBER DIE WIRKUNG NIEDRIGER 0 2  
PARTIALDRUCKE AUF DIE RESPIRATION BE1 CHRONISCHER HYPOX- 
AMIEI. 
R. Murtz Ned. Akad., 1. Med. Klin.. Dusseldorf, West Germany). 
A65-81183 
EFFECT OF RESTHAINT ON FREE FATTY ACID MOBILIZATION IN RATS. 
Joseph D. Sapira, Richard Lipman, and Alvin P. Shapiro (Pittsburgh C. 
School of Med., Dept. of Med., Psychophysiol. Lab., Pa.) 
(Ann. Meeting of Am. Psychosomat. Society, San Francisco, Calif., Apr. 4, 1964. 
Psychosomatic Medicine), vol. 27, Mar.-Apt. 1965, p. 165-170. 7 refs. 
llnited Fund of Alleehenv Countv suooorted research. , .. ~ ~ 
Grant PHS (HE-05711): 
In this report the free fatty acid (FFA) reserve, operationally defined as  the 
amount of free fatty acids measured in the blood after the administration of a 
saturating dose of L-norepinephrine, is suggested as  a measure of chronic 
noxious stimulation. Evidence is presented that the FFA reserve is reduced in 
animals subjected to restraint for 1 8  hr and seems less sensitive to nutritional 
manipulations, such as  fasting and refeeding, than to behavioral manipulations. 
The possibility that alterations in FFA reserve are actually due to changes in 
norepinephrine responsivity is discussed, and several mechanisms are suggested. 
ABS-81164 
EVOKED RESPONSE OF THE HUMAN VISUAL CORTEX: SPECTRAL 
SENSITIVITY. 
Carl R. Cav'ntus (Eye Res. Found., Bethesda, Md.; and Human Sci. Res., 
McLean, Va.) 
psvchonomic Science, vol. 2 ,  Apr. 1, 1965, p. 185-186. 8 refs. 
Grant Nom - 562 (21) 
Resoonses evoked bv visual stimuli were recorded from the human scalp 
over the visual cortex. At low intensities response amplitude is linear with 
log stimulus energy. Spectral sensitivity of the cortical response resembles 
that of the electroretinogram elicited by similar stimuli but shows maximum 
sensitivity at about 560 me, indicating a largely photopic origin. 
A65-81165 
FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF A LOW PLLMONARY DIFFUSING 
CAPACITY FOR CARBON MONOXIDE. 
Robert 1. Johnson, Jr., Harold F. Taylor, and Arthur C. Degraff, Jr. (rex. U. 
Southwestern Med. School, Dept. of Internal Med., Cardiopulmonary Div., 
Dallas). 
Journk of Clinical Investigation, vol. 44, May 1965, p. 789-800. 29 refs. 
Grants PHS HE-07744; PHS HE46296 
If diffusing capacity of the lungs is reduced enough by disease, alveolar 
capacity block results, causing maximum oxygen consumption to be curtailed 
by a sharp fall in arterial oxygen saturation. In patients suspected of having 
alveolar capillary block, the pulmonary capillary blood flow, capillary blood 
volume (Vc), and membrane diffusing capacity for CG ( D M ~ ~ )  were meas- 
ured at full inspiration, both at rest and exercise. From these measure- 
ments the fall of oxygen saturation of arterial blood was predicted by the 
oxygen consumption increase a t  a given alvelor tension. DMCO and Vc were 
translated into terms of oxygen transport. It was assumed that DMCO was equal 
formly distributed with respect to diKusing surface. These predictions were 
close to experimental findings. The reason for some discrepancy which 
occurred is,discussed. In general this theory also indicates that above 
10 000 feet diffusing capacity should become important as  a limit of oxygen 
consumption in normal subjects. 
A65-81166 
TREATMENT OF HYDROFLUORIC ACID BURNS. 
John M. Wetherhold and Frederick P. Shepherd (E. 1. du Pont de Nemours 
and Co., Inc., Peons Grove, N. J.) 
Journal of Occupational Medicine, vol. 7, May 1965, p. 193-195. 
The use of cold to restrict lymph and blood flow, thus inhibiting the de- 
velopment of edema, has been established as  useful in the treatment of burns 
of all types. Hydrofluoric acid burns are to be set apart as  having particular 
requirements as  to treatment. The use of cold in conjunction with Hyamine 
1622 has served to meet some of these special requirements. However, the 
mechanism through which this quarternary amine neutralizes or counteracts 
hydrofluoric acid in the tissues remains uncertain. Nonetheless the combina- 
tion of cold and Hyamine (0.273, in the form of iced Hyamine baths or soaks, 
has yielded by far the best results in the treatment of over 100 cases of hydro- 
fluoric acid burns. 
A65-81167 
INJURY PRODUCED BY SEAT BELTS. 
Peter Fisher. 
(Am. Assoc. of Automotive Med., Ann. Meeting, LoEidle ,  Ky., Ort. 1964)? 
Journal of OccupationalMedicine,vol. 7, May 1965, p. 2 1 1 - 2 1 2 .  10  refs. 
Accounts of injuries to two passengers, each wearing a three- point 
combination of lap and diagonal belt are given. One occupant was critically 
injured, as  a result of moderate collision, suffering rib fractures and ruptured 
spleen. It is suggestedthat the device could have been improperly applied. 
A safer design is proposed, such as  a full shoulder harness restraint, which 
disulbutes the forces of collision more evenly. 
Zeitschrifi fur die gesamte experimentelle Medizin, vol. 139, 1965, p. 58- 69. 
49 refs. In German. 
Studies on pulmonary ventilation were carried out in 1 2  patients with 
chronic hypoxemia and 6 subjects without hypoxemia breathing air with 10.2% 
oxygen. In the normal subjects ventilation increased 32% in response to 
acute hypoxia; in patients with chronic hypoxemia the increase amounted to 
8% above the rest values, which were already elevated by 46% due to the 
chronic hypoxemia. In both groups there was hypoventilation for 4 to 5 
minutes after the cessation of the hypoxic stimulus. The decrease was 1 6 z  
in normals and 1 2 %  in the patients. In connection with an associated study of 
hypoxia in a patient with chronic hypoxemia before and after corrective sur- 
gery, it is concluded that after adaptation to chronic hypoxemia the chemo- 
receptor drive is still an important factor in the regulation of respiration. 
A65-81189 
A DEVICE FOR CONTINLOLS REGISTRATION OF PULSE ACTIVITY 
[EIN GERAT ZUR FORTLAUFENDEN REGISTRIERUNG DER PULSTATIG- 
KEITI. 
W. Bachmann and H. Sudow. 
Zeitschriftfur Psychologie,vol. 170, Jan. 1965, p. 124-134. 6 refs. In 
German. 
A stationary apparatus is descrtbed for continuous registration of pulse 
rate, amplitude, mean level, and rhythm. The use of an ear clip instead of a 
cuff makes it particularly suitable for studies in work physiology and psychol- 
ogy. Photographic recording of pulse waves for prolonged periods is possible 
by attaching an oscillograph to the apparatus. 
A65-81190 
PECULIARITIES OF THE PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF BETA- MERCAPTO- 
ETHYLAMINE DURING THE FORMATION OF CHROMOSOME ABERRA- 
TIOKS IN LIVER CEi I S OF MAhlhlAl S IKRADIATED WITH GAhlhlA- 
IIAYS. IOSOHEKhOST' PKOIAVL EKIIA ZASIICHII'SOCO EPFEKlA ~~ ~~. ~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ 
MERKAFTOETILAMINA PRI OBRAZOVANII K HROMOSOMNYKH 
ABERRATSII V KLETKAKH PECHENI MLEKOPITAIUSHCHIKH, OBL- 
UCHENNYKH GAMMA- LUCHAMII. 
N. I. Nuzhdin and 1. S. Kurnishkov(USSR, Acad. of Sci., Inst. of Genet., 
Moscow). 
Zhurnal Obshchei Biologii, vol. 26, Jan.-Feb. 1965, p. 3- 13. 24 refs. In 
Russian. 
of C060 at adose of 300r(dose rate 269 to 207r/min.) with or without& 
mercaptoethylamine (MEA) employed. During various intervals after irradia- 
tion (3 to 180 days) when liver cells were stimulated with CC14 to divide, the 
animals were sacrificed. The frequency of cells with chromosome aberrations 
(dicentric bridges and acennic fragments) was studied. In the liver of mice 
irradiated without MEA protection the percentage of cells with chromosome 
aberrations remained constant during 6 months. In mice irradiated with MEA 
protection a distinct protective effect could be revealed during 10  days after 
irradiation. After this period of time the MEA protective effect did not mani- 
fest itself and the percentage of liver cells with aberrations was equal for 
protected and unprotected animals. It is concluded that the MEA administra- 
tion before irradiation delays the transition of latent damages of chromosomes 
in true breakages. 
A65-81191 
CHANGES OF BIOELECTRIC CEREBRAL ACTIVITY AND CERTAIN 
VEGETATIVE VASCULAR REACTIONS RESULTING FROM THE ACTION 
OF NOISE [IZMENENIE BIOELEKTRICHESKOI AKTIVNOSTI GOLO- 
VNOGO MOZGA 1 NEKOTORYKH VEGETATIVNO- SOSUDISTYKH 
REAKTSII PRI VOZDEISTVII SHUhlAl. 
E. A. Drogichina, 1. E. Milkov, and D. A. Ginzburg (USSR, Acad. of Med. Sci., 
Inst. of Hyg. Labor and Profess. Diseases, MOsCOw). 
Gigiena i Sanitariia, no. 2,  Feb. 1965, p. 29-33. 8 refs. In Russian. 
Clnder laboratory conditions, the authors studied the effects of high fre- 
quency noise of 110 dB on two groups of persons - the one working in noisy 
shops, the other a control group. Brain potentials, blood pressure, including 
the temple zone, pulserate,critical frequency of noise bursts, oculocardiac and 
orthostatic reflexes, and dermographs, were recorded. The findings indicate 
that the most specific and normal reactions of the nervous system consisted 
in a fall of the functional mobility of the auditory analyzer and changes in bio- 
electric cerebral activity. In comparison with the control group, the workers 
in the noisy shops showed more stable levels of blood pressure, but greater 
increases in the pulse rate in response to primary effects of noise. 
A65-81192 
IN THE FLYING LABORATORY [V LETAILSHCHEI LABOHATORIII. 
N. Gurovskii and M. Cherepakhin. 
AviatsiiaiKosmonavtika, no. 3, Mar. 1965, p. 34-36. In Russian. 
Sexually mature males of nonlinear albino mice were irradiated withy-rays 
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4 study of sensow reactions of man to acceleration stress and weight- 
lessness was conducted on a group of male subjects who had passed the 
physical examination by a special medical commission. The subjects were 
flying a jet plane on a parabolic c w e .  The acceleration stress up to 2 g 
lasted 5 to 10 seconds and was followed by a state of weightlessness Iasting 
1 8  to 25 sec. The results of the experiments were based entirely on written 
repons submimed by the subjects. The most severe reactions were produced 
during transition from gravirational stress to weightlessness. The degree of 
discomfort varied with the individuals. The general response was character- 
ized by loss of orientation, detachment from the outside world followed by a 
sensation of helplessness. Some subjects, however. became euphoric, show- 
ing excessive mobiliry and self-assurance. The majority of subjects experi- 
enced nausea toward the end of the experiment. Repeated subjtction to the 
same experience usually resulted in adaptation IO these conditions. However. 
some subjects did not show such adaptation because of an established psy- 
chological effect. 
A65-81193 
CLINICAL APPLICATION OF THE TELEMETERING METHOD. 
Kazuo Kitamura punten U, School of Me& Tokyo, Japan). 
JapaneseJournalof Medicine,vol. 3,Jul. 1 9 6 4 , ~ .  205-212. 13refs. 
Results of telemetering o6tained in clinical medicine in Japan are pre- 
sented. Both wired and wireless methods are included. Wired telemetering 
has been used in ward monitoring of pulse and temperature readings and for 
telephone transmission of electrocardiographic data. Wireless telemetering 
has been used in  transmitting electrocardiographic recordings, h e m  sounds 
and pulse waves, electroencephalograms, and for measuring pH and tempera- 
ture changes using radio capsules internally. A temperature capsule has also 
been used to locate bleeding regions within the gastrointestinal tract. 
A65-81194 
HYDROGENASE Ih’ CHLOIiEI.LA. . QUALITATIVE DIFFERENCES IN 
QCINONE COMPOSITION. 
M. D. Henninger (Purdue L‘, DepL Of Bbl. ScL, Mayeae. Ind.) 
Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications, vol. 19, Apr. 9, 
1965. D. 233-236. 6 refs. 
GranLkSF GB-567. 
can carry out both photosynthesis and photoreduction, is described and com- 
pared with that of autotrophicaliy grown cells, which are not capable of 
photoreduction. Quinone analysis of glucose grown cells showed a general 
decrease of at least 60% from the concentration of quinones found in normal 
cells, including PQ A, PQ B, PQ C, PQ D, vitamin K, and tocopheryl- 
quinones. In conuast to the decrease of these quinones, about five times as 
much coenzyme Qlo was found in the glucose grown cells, and a new naph- 
thoquinone appeared, which was  not found inchlorella cells grown on in- 
organic media and has similar properties with a hydroxynaphthoquinone 
recently found in one blue- green alga. 
The quinone composition of glucose grownChlorella pyrenoidosa, which 
A65-81195 
ESTIMATION OF LIGHT STlhlLLATOR POSITION AND EYE MOVEMENTS 
[OB OTSENKE POLOZHENIA SVETOVOGO RAZDRAZHITELIA I DVIZ- 
HENIIAKH GLAZI. 
L I. LeushinarSSR, Acaa. of Sci, I. P. Pavlov ins. of Physlob &ningrad).- 
-vel. 10, 1965, p. 130-136. 31 refs. In Russian. 
The experiments were conducted on human subjects in order to establish 
eye movement relationship to estimation of the posirion of a l i t  stimulus 
source. The results showed that the period of time it tookthe subject to 
estimate the correct position of the light source was proportionate to the 
precision achieved. The Iatem period of eye movement increased while the 
period of time for the subject’s decision remained unchanged In 25% of the 
cases the decision was reached before the eye movement stopped. During 
the effort to estimate the position the variability coefficient decreased. The 
results indicate that eye movement is not instrumental in but a result of 
estimating visual distance. 
A65-81196 
SOME INFORMATION ON EYE WATCHING SYSTEM INEKOTORYE 
SVEDENIIA 0 SISTEME SLEZHENIIA GLAZAI. 
A. 1. Lauringson and L P. Shchedrovitskii (LSSR, Acad. of ScL, Inst. of 
Autom. and Telemech., ,Moscow). 
rupted by a single quick motion. The experiments were performed on 
subjects who retained binocular vision, although only movements of one 
eye were registered. The subjects watched a point of light on the screen 
moving as follows: (1) at constant velocity in one direction; (2) at changing 
velocity and direction; and (3) on parabolic or exponential curves. The results 
indicafe rhat continuous eye movement following a moving object is deter- 
mined only by the velocity of the moving object. 
BiOfiz ika .VO1.  10, 1965, P. 137-140. 6 refs. In Russian. 
The eye movement following a moving abject is a continuous one inter- 
A65- 81 197 
REACTIONS OF COSMONALTS DLRING PARABOLIC FLIGHTS ON 
BOARD OF AIRPLANXS [REAKTSII KOSMONAVTOV VO VREMIA 
PARABOLICHESKIKH POLETOV NA SAMOLETAKHL 
I.I.Kas’ian,I. A.Kolosov. V. 1. Lebedev, and B. N. lurov. 
Izvestiia Akademii Nauk SSSR, Seriia Biologicheskaii no. 2, Mar.-Apr. 
1965. p. 169-181. 3 3  refs. In Russtan. 
Reactions of cosmonauts were studied during parabolic flights in air- 
planes during a period of Weightlessness, which lasted 40 to 45 sees. 
It was found that during acceleration mess preceding weightlessness 
unstable and reversible functional changes occurred in the cardiovascular 
and respiratory systems. In the state of weightlessness physiological dasa 
approached the levels recorded during horizontal flights. The rate at which 
physiological functions under conditions of weightlessness returned to 
normal levels depended maMy upon individual adaptability of the cosmonauts. 
A65-81198 
THE DAILY RHYTHM OF ~ T i ~ F L J N C T I O N S  DURING THE COSMIC 
FLIGHT LSL‘TOCKNAIA RlTMIKA VEGETATIVNYKH FLNKTSII V KOS- 
hlICHFSKOM POLETEI. 
G. V. Altukhov, P. V. VasiItv, V. E. Belai, and A. D. Egorov. 
Izvestiia Akademii Nauk SSSR, Seriia Biologicheskaii no. 2, Mar.-Apr. 
1 9 6 5 . ~ .  182-187. 14refs. InRussian 
Se-da ta  on the daily rh$hm of pulie%equency and systolic index of the 
cosmonauts A. G. Nikolaev, V. F. Bykovsky, and V. V. Tereshkova are given. 
means of mathematical analysis of the corresponding dasa regisuated at 
the same time of the day during the period before flight and during the orbiurl 
flight some disturbances of the daily rhythm of vegetative functions in the 
cosmic flight are established. The authors consider t h a  the changes in the 
daily rhythm of pulse frequency and systolic index observed m the cosmo- 
nauts are connected wish the specific influence of weightlessness, as well as  
with the neuro-emotional stress. 
ABS-81199 
OCULOMOTOR ACTIVITY IN COSMONAUTS DURING ORBITAL FLIGHTS 
LGLAZODVlGATELNAIA AKTIVNOST’U KOSMONAVTOV VO VREMIA 
ORBITAL’NYKH POLETOVI. 
I. T. Akulinichev, M. D. Emel’ianov, and D. G. Maksimov. 
lzvestiii Akademii Nauk SSSR, Seriia Biologicheskaia, no. 2. Mar.-Apr. 
1965, p. 274-278. 9refs. In Russian. 
Electrooculograms FOG) of four Soviet astronauts (A. G. Nikolaev, 
P. R. Popovich, V. F. Bykovski, and V. V. Tereshkova) were registered during 
their orbital space flights. Analyses of each subject’s EOG showed that none 
of the astronauts suffered lasting eye coordination disturbances during 
weightlessness. Two asuonauts showed considerable abnormalities in 
asymmetric oculomotor reactions, and nystagmus. The short durations and 
weak manifestations of these conditions indicated adaptation to unusual 
conditions encountered during flight. 
A65-81200 
THE EFFECT OF ANGULAR AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATIONS ON SOME 
FCNCTIONS OF THE ORGANlShl OF MAN IVLIIANIE L‘GLOVYKH I 
KORIOLISOVYKH USKORENII NA NEKOTORYE FUNCTSII ORGANIZMA 
CHELOVEKA I .  
S. S. Marka~ian. 
Izvestiia Akademii Nauk SSSR. Seriia BioloRicbeskaia, no. 2, Mar.-Apr. 
1 9 6 5 , ~ .  278-284. 13refs. InRussian. 
Vestibular nystagmus and illusions of counterrotation were studied in 
persons subjected to angular acceleration from 60° to 24Oo/secz. An 
innease in angular acceleration and in exposure time resulted in an in- 
crease in duration of vestihular nystagmus and counterrotation illusion. 
During the period of angular acceleration, and some time atier, the abUm 
of a subject to read insnuments and i d e m  signs on standard charts was 
diminished. Repeated exposure to acceleration led to general fatigue and 
equilibrium disturbance. Pulse rate and respiration increased. Coriolis 
effect was noted, which increased with an increase in rotation rate pnd bead 
movements. The results indicate a disturbance in vestibular apparatus 
functions. 
A65-81201 
EXPLOSIVE EAR LESIONS IEKSPLOZIVNE ,POVREDE LiHA;. 
Antun RiSavi (Inst. of Aviation Med., Zemun, Yugoslavia). . 
Vojnosanitetski PreFled,voI. 22, Mar. 1965. p. 155-161. 9 refs. In 
Serbo-Croatian. 
Five cases of ear lesions caused by explosive blast are analyzed by oto- 
scopic examination, audiogram, roratory and caloric tests, and in pan by a 
modified Romberg test. The following conclusions are reached: The lesions 
are caused by the mechanical action of the positive phase of the blast wave. 
The middle ear injuries consist of damage to the tympanic membrane, the 
chain of auditory ossicles, and the mucous lining of the tympanic cavity. 
The inner ear lesions involve damage to the sensory cells of the static and 
auditory apparatus, caused by the increased pressure transmined through 
*e oval and round fewsuae. The auditory pan of the lab- is more 
liable to injury than the static pan. Ear defenders which protect the ear 
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against high-intensity sound are effective also against explosive blast. To 
avoid secondary infection after blast injury to the ear, no plugs should be 
inserted into the auditory meatus at the time of rendering first aid. 
A65-81202 
EFFECTS OF DRUGS AND HYPERBARIC OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT ON 
EXPERIMENTAL KEROSENE PNEUMONITIS. 
Seymour I. Schwartz, Roger C. Breslau, Fredric Kutner, and Douglas Smith 
(Rochester U. School of Med. and Dentistry, Dept.of Surg., N. Y.) 
(Am. Coll. of Chest Physicians, 30th Ann. Meeting, San Francisco, Calif., 
Jun. 18-22, 1964). 
Diseases of the Chest, vol. 47, Apr. 1965, p. 353- 359. 16 refs. 
The effect of drugs and hyperbaric oxygenation on experimentally induced 
kerosene pneumonitis have been investigated. Antibiotic therapy and pre- 
treatment with COrtiSOne had little effect on the mortality associated with this 
lesion. Pretreatment with ephedrine sulfate diminished the initial hroncho- 
spasm associated with the insult. When 0.2 ml. of kerosene was administered 
intratracheally, 3 atmospheres absolute (ATA) 100 percent oxygen did not 
alter the 24- hour survival, but did increase the average duration of survival. 
When the extent of insult was diminished by decreasing the dose of kerosene, 
suMval statistics were not altered by exposure to 3 ATA 100 percent oxygen, 
but were significantly improved with 4 ATA 100 percent oxygen. 
A65-61203 
DETERIORATION OF MENTAL AND MOTOR FUNCTIONS IN HYPER- 
BARIC AIR. 
John Adolfson (Goteborg U., Psychol. Lab.; and Office of Surg. Gen., 
Naval Staff, Stockholm, Sweden). 
ScandinavianJournal of Psychology,vol. 6, 1965, p. 26-32. 23 refs. 
Min. of Defence. Sweden SUDDOned research. ~ 
The effects o'f hyperbaric'air on manual dexterity and arithmetic calcula- 
tion capacity were studied in 1 5  subjects at ambient pressures of 4, 7, 10, 
and 1 3  ATA (atmospheres absolute) at rest, and at 4, 7, and 10 ATA during 
exercise (300 kpm/min). A significant reduction of the performance in both 
tests was observed at 10 and 1 3  ATA at rest. During exercise in manual 
dexterity the reduction was significant at 4, 7, and 10 ATA and in arithmetic 
calculation capacity at 7 and 10 ATA. At 1 3  ATA (at rest) a number of 
marked behavioral symptoms were observed, including changes in mood, 
impairment of consciousness, disturbance of perception, and deterioration 
of motor functions. These changes were readily reversible as soon as the 
pressure was lowered. 
A65-81204 
CARDIOVASCLLAR AND BLOOD GAS RESPONSES TO HYPERBARIC 
OXYGENATION. 
Robert E. Whalen, Herbert A. Saltzman, David H. Holloway, Jr., Henry D. 
hqclntosh, Herbert 0. Sieker, and Ivan W. Brown, Jr. (Duke U. Med Center, 
Depts. of Med. and Surg., Durham, N.C.) 
American Journalof Cardiology,vol. 15, May 1965, p. 638-646. 2 2  refs. 
N. C. and Am. Heart Assoc. andcouncil for Tobacco Res.-U.S.A. supported 
research. 
Grants PHS HE-07896-01; PHS HE-07563-02; PHS H-4807. 
oxygen at 1 and 3.04 atmospheres. Oxygen inhalation at 3.04 atmospheres 
was associated with a significant increase in arterial and venous oxygen ten- 
sion pO2 and O2 content. Hemoglobin in the venous circulation was com- 
pletely saturated in 8 of 10 subjects. Oxygen inhalation at 3.40 atmospheres 
produced a smali but significant increase in venous carbon dioxide tension 
presumablydue to the loss of the buffering effect of reduced hemoglobin. 
Hean rate and cardiac output fell significantly with little change in stroke 
volume during oxygen inhalation at 3.04 atmospheres, indicating that the 
decrease in cardiac output was rate-dependent. There was little change in 
mean arterial pressure but an increase in calculated peripheral resistance 
during oxygen inhalation at 3.04 atmospheres. Two subjects who democ- 
strated signs of acute oxygen intoxication did not differ significantly from 
the group as a whole either in terms of blood gas valiiss or patterns of 
hemodynamic response. 
Ten normal subjects were studied while they breathed air and 100% 
A65- 81205 
ON SEVERAL CASES OF OCCUPATIONAL POISONING BY HYDROGEN 
SULFIDE AND CARBON DIOXIDE WITH FATAL RESULTS [ UBER EINIGE 
FALLE BERL'FLICHEK VERGIFTLNGEN MIT SCHWEFELWASSERSTOFF 
UND KOHLENDIOXYD BE1 TODLICHEM AUSGANGI. 
M. Spassowski, E. Lambrewa, G. Bobew, and J. Tschalakow (Inst. fur Wiss. 
Forsch. uber Arbeitsschutz und Berufskrankh., Sofia, Bulgaria). 
Zeitschrift fur die gesamte Hygiene und fire Grenzgebtete, vol. 11, Mar. 1965, 
p. 202- 205. In German. 
gen sulfide and carbon dioxide are described. A n  analysis is made of the 
environmental conditions leading to excess concentrations of the above gases. 
Prophylactic sanitary measures are suggested, including gas probe klts, oxygen 
or atr breathing apparatus, and first aid techniques for poisontng. 
Several case histories of lethal industrial and miner poisoning with hydro- 
ABS- 81 206 
BEHAVIORAL BIOPHYSICS. 
Allan H. Frey (State Coll., Inst. for Res., Pa.) 
Psychological Bulletin, vol. 63, May 1965, p. 322-337. 77 refs. 
Contracts Nonr.3303(00); NON- 4169PO). 
the prdperties and function of living systems. Due to technical advances in 
electronics, this energy is now being used as  a research tool, both by study of 
its emission by living organisms and also by applying it to the organism. In 
this paper, the nature of the energy is sketched. Then, data on fingertip de- 
tection of color, neural emission of infrared energy, the use of electron para- 
magnetic resonance techniques to detect neural activity, bratn impedance 
shifts and behavior, and the influence of uhf energy on behavior are considered. 
It Is concluded that, though these areas are in the embryonic stage of develop- 
ment, most are potentially of great significance in the understanding of the 
nervous system and behavior. 
Electromagnetic energy IS animportant factor in the biophysical analysis of 
A65-81207 
A PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR THE ANALYSIS OF STRESS IN THE 
HUMAN ORGANISM. 
Alan Howard and Robert A. Scott (Hawaii U., Honolulu; and Russel Sage 
Found., New York, N.Y.) 
Behavioral Science,vol. 10,Apr. 1965, p. 141-160. 81 refs. Human mol. 
, Fund supported research. 
Stress comes from many different sources and affects us all In one way or 
another. Viewing human functioning as a problem-solving phenomenon, 
stress Is here explained in terms of tenston that results from the organism's 
tnabtliry to master problems present and Its consequent need to devote excess 
energy and resources to maintenance activities. This encompassing theoreti- 
cal scheme proposes to reduce the conceptual barriers between various bio- 
chemical, physical, psychological, and soctocultural models of stress. 
A65-61206 
WIRELESSTRANSMISSIONOFPULSE-RATE [BEZDRATOWPRENOS 
TEPOVE FREKVENCEI. 
Vaclav Seliger and Jan Hrolicka px lova  U., Fac. of Phys. Educ. and Sport, 
Prague, Czechoslovakia). 
Pracovni~kaistvt,vol. 17,Apr. 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  109-111. 20 refs. InCzech. 
The authors descrtbe a telemetric device, used at  the chatr of physiology 
at the Lnstitute of physical training and sport in Prague. The transmitter is 
transistorized 100 X 100 Xcmm.Jnsize,l t  works on offtci@ly alloted 
83.4 M band and has a reltable range up to 300 m. Miniature 9 V accumu- 
lators allow for continuous 4-hour running. The whole apparatus with the 
current source weighs 320 gm. The transmitter may relay either yes-no 
signals, or pulse rate by means of cardtac action potentials (electrocardiogram), 
with some adjustment also muscle potentlals (electromyogram), the heart 
sound (phonocardiogram), respiratory frequency, etc. The apparatus was tried 
under terrain conditions in various sports activities and in very severe cltmatic 
conditions. The telemetric device was used particularly for transmission of 
cardlac action potentials in order to evaluate changes of the pulse rate. 
A65-81209 
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF SOME ANAESTHIXICS AGAINST ANOXIA. 
Bendt J. Wilhjelm and Ingrid Arnfred (Copenhagen U., Dept. of Phar., 
Section of ExDtl. Anaesthesiol., Denmark). 
Acta PharmaioloKtca et  Toxicologtca, vol. 2 2 ,  1965, p. 93-98. 6 refs. 
Several anaesthetics have been investigated for their effect on the toler- 
ance of mice to anoxia. True protective action was demonstrated for 
thiopentone (thiopental), halothane, and cyclopropane (flurothane) Moder- 
ate prolongation of sunrival time was demonstrated for chloroform, alchlor- 
ethylene, and methoxyflurane, presumably due to anoxla not being associated 
wtth convulsions durtng anaesthesta. 
A65-81210 
FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE PROTECTIVE ACTION OF 
ANAESTHETICS AGAINST ANOXIA IN MICE. 
Bendt J. Wilhjelm (Copenhagen U., Dept. of Pharm., Section of EXptl. 
Anaesthesiol., Denmark). 
Acta Pharmacologica et Toxicologica, vol. 2 2 ,  1965,p. 131-134. 
Investigations showed that anesthetics tested (urethane, hydrozydione, 
detrovel, and thiopentone) prolonged the survival of mice exposed to anoxia, 
as compared with survival time for nonanesthetized animals. The action of 
the compounds is assumed to consist in preventing death caused by convul- 
sions. A protective action has been demonstrated when urethane, hydroxy- 
dione, and detrovel were given separately. A combination of halothane and 
thiopentone has been shown to have a corresponding protective action. 
However, from these experiments the authors could not come to a definite 
conclusion that the protective action was of the same nature. 
A65-81211 
THE EFFECTS OF METHAMPHETAMINE AND PENTOBARBITAL ON THE 
RUNNING MEMORY SPAN. 
George A. Talland and Gardner C. Quarton (Haward U. Med. School, Cam- 
bridge; and Stanley Cohb Labs. for Psychiat. Res., and Mass. Gen. Hosp., 
Boston, Mass.) 
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Psy:hopharmacologia, vol. 7,1965, p. 379-382. 
Grants PHS MH-03996. PHS MH-15418 PHS M-1608. 
The effects of methamphetamine and pentobarbifalon the running memory 
span were t e e d  in 18  young men who served as their own control under 
double blind conditions. The subjects were tested on sUings of digits, varying 
in length from 8 to 2 0  items, the first 8 presented at the rate of one item per 
second, another 8 at the rare of one every four seconds. The insuuctfon was 
to reproduce the last 5 irems in the original order. Performance at the slower 
rate confirms the condudon of an earlier experiment, namely, that pentobar- 
bital narrows and methamphetamine exerts no detectable effect on the running 
digit s p a n  No significant dnrg effects were found at the fast rate of presem-  
tion. It is proposed that two components determine the running digit span; 
one involves shifts of attcnrion as the input changes, the other its o r g a n a -  
rlon, rehearsal. and other strategies by which the informarion is stored and 
made available for recall. Pentobarbital, in the dose used and under the con- 
dWons of this study, impairs the 1- and does not affect the former. 
A65-81212 
REDL CING THE ANNOYANCE FROM AIRCRAFT NOISE. 
F. B. Greatrex (Rolls- Royce, Ltd., Derby, Great Britain). 
Discovery,vol. 26, May 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  26-31. 
Solurion of problems of aircraft noise requires technical, economic, and 
political efforts. It is not only the total energy of noise which affects the 
sensation of loudness, but also the range of frequencies present. High fre- 
quency noises sound louder than middle frequency noises of the same energy. 
This partly accounts for the e m a  impact of the noise from a je t  engine air- 
craft. Reducrion of jet noise to manageable proportions requixes considera- 
tion on the part of engine and aircraft manufacturers. but such redesign is 
costly and not entirely satisfactory. The second solution may be in relocaring 
airpons awayfrom the residenrial areas, which, however, would create a set 
of secondary problems. 
A65- 81  2 1 3  
NEW FORMS OF OUTPUT. 
I. A. M. Watson and K. G. Dobson (Royston Instr, Byfleet, Sumy, Great 
Discovery,vol. 26.May1965.p. 42-44. 
Therefore, the over-ding criteris for design must be to fulfill the require- 
ments of the operator conectly and accurately and to provide informarion in 
the simplest and most logical form The amount of inmumentarion required 
for operasing a recent model &aft can be ovemhelming. The ideal inmu- 
ment set is the one which can make all computations, whatever their com- 
plexity, so that the operator would receive a bare statement of facts, which 
can permit him to make an immediate decision. 
Brirain), 
In aircraft design, the space permirted for instrumentarion is wry lim&ed. 
A65-81214 
NOISE AND HEARING ABILITY. 
Jaakko S. Lumio bnst. of Occupational Health. Helsinki, Finland). 
Indusaial Medicine and Surge+,vol. 34, May-1965. p. 404-406. 
Finnish Occupational Med. Found. and Sigrid Juseltus Found. Supported 
Research. 
Results of examinations made of 10  394 persons at their work sires amid 
noisy surroundings canied out by the Instirute of Occupational Health, Hel- 
sinki, Finland, are presented. Anamnestic informatton, espectaIly regarding 
earlier ear diseases and injuries, together with the exposure m noise, was 
farefuUy eluddated. Subjects were divlded, tn pccordance rW the stage of 
seriousness, into four groups, I to IV, of which Group I comprised pusons 
with normal hearbg and Group IV those whose sum of defktency for fre- 
quencies 500 to 2000 cpszxceeded 50 dE. Noise was the sole cause of 
hearing defects in 43% of cases in the metal indusny, followed by 31xin  
weaving, 2 9% in mining, and 23% in papermaking. A distlnerion was made 
in the results concerning pure noise defects, where the average hearing de- 
ficiencies at sound frequencies 500-1000-2000 cps-was in the better ear 
by at least 50 dB. and their appearance was compared in the different forms 
of indusuy. These occurred proportionately most in the metal and mining 
industries. 
A65-81215 
PATHOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY OF REPEATED DOSES OF HYDRAZINE 
A N D  1, I-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE IN MONKEYS AND RATS. 
Roman L. Panick and Kenneth C. Back (Aerospace Med. Div, Aerospace 
Med. Res. Labs., Wright-Parterson AFEi, Ohio). 
Indusnial Medicine and Surgery, vol. 34, May 1965, p. 430-435. 10 refs. 
Twelve rhesus monkeys received daily doses of hydrazine ranging from 
5 to 2 0  mgkg and totaling from 4 to 20 injections of 1,l-dimthylhgdndne 
VDMH) at 10 mghg. All animals lost wetght during the experiment. In the 
hydrazine-treated group of monkeys, serum glutamic oxaloacetic nansaminase 
and bilirubin rose wttb doses of 2 0  mg/lrg, with more than a twentyfold in- 
crease of serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase in two animals. Most of 
those receivhg 2 0  mg/lrg exhibited loss of appetire, vomiting, lethargy, and 
severe weakness. Microscopic examination revealed lipid aaumulation in 
the liver, myocardium, kidney, and skeletal muscle. Massive liver necrosis 
was observed in one animal. In those monkeys recening L'DMH, blood glucose 
rose signiRcantty toward the end of the experiment. Some lipid was deposited 
in the hem, liver, and kidney, but to a much lesser degree than was observed 
with hydrazine, and it could be demonstrated only witb special far stain. Rats 
given from 3 to 23 doses of 10  or 20 mgllrg/dayhydrazine did not show marked 
fattychanges as observed in the monkeys. 
A65- 81 216 
OPHTHALMOLOGIC AND HISTOLOGIC CHANGES IN RABBIT EYES 
INDCCED BY ULTRASOUND. 
Jozef Janlmwiak, Helena Majewsb, and Czeslaw b4ajewski (BdneodimatoL 
Inst., and 3. Suus Cicy Hosp, Dept. of PathoL AMI., Poznan, Poland). 
American Journal of Physical Medicine, VOL 44, Apr. 1965. p. 70-77. 6 refs. 
Exposure of the right eyeballs of a group of rabbits to ulaasound of 100 
kc produced distinct clinical symptoms and histological changes: superficial 
erosions of corneas showed pupillary reactions to light, indistinct structuxe 
of the ocular funds, and small foci of extravasation. The histological findings 
consisted of shallow defects in the epithelium covering the corneas and atrophy 
of the horizontal fibers of the nervous layer of the retiua. In some animals 
these changes were also found in the left eyes which were not exposed to the 
direct aaionof ultrasound. In addition scattered foci of demyelimtzation of 
the fibers of both optic nerves were observed in some animals. 
,465-81217 
THE CHANGES OF GASTRIC HISTIDINE DECARBOXYUSE ACTlVlW 
DURING FASTING AND FEEDING. 
A. Castellucci Qst. Farmacobtol. hkesci, Florence, Iraly). 
Experientia,vol. 21,May 15, 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  219-221. 
undergoes a rapid increase in response to refeeding, and returns to basal 
values within several hours. The mechanism determining rapid enymatic 
induction is unknown. It may be supposed that the increase in free histamine 
or the reduction its bound fractions are triggers of induction. In fact, the 
concentration of total gastric histamine is reduced one hour after refeeding. 
Probably, the disttnction of the gamic histamine pool in free and bound amlne 
at different times of fasting and feeding may furnish an answer m the above 
hypothesis. 
Experiments on rats showed that hisridine decarborylase in the stomach 
A65-81218 
VISUAL ILLUSIONS OF MOVEMENT. 
J. C. D. Whiteside (R.A.F. Inst  of A~vi~ioMed., F W r o u g h ,  Great Britain) 
A. Grayhiel, and J. 1. Niven (U.S. Naval School of Aviation M & x l &  
e , v o l .  88, 1 9 8 5 , ~ .  193-210. 2 2  refs. 
movements, occuning either spontaneously as in the autokinetic illusion, 
or in response to the special stimuli associated with oculogy~al and oculo- 
graphic illusions. During fixation the visual sensation of movement seems to 
be produced by, or related to, the pattern of efferent activity aimed at the 
group of emaocular muscles which will act as antagonists to the involuntary 
eye movement referred to. Lnder cenatn circumstances, when the mimulus 
change is rapid, an eye movement may be detected before the fixation reflex 
has time to operate. Since the sensation can be caused by the patsern of 
antagonist efferent activity, it can arise during fixation with no demonstrable 
responsible eye movement. The displacements of a visual afteximage as  a 
result of the involuntary eye movements, are predominantly in the ciirectton 
of agonist aalvity. 
A65-81219 
HUMINOIDS ON OTHER PLANETS ? 
Roben Bicrl 
American Scientist,voL 52, Dec. 1964, p. 452-458. 16 refs. 
Arguments are presented suggesting that if life has evolved on other 
planets in other solar systems and if some population has reached the Ievel 
of conceptual thought, it is highly probable that the organisms so endowed 
will bear a strong resemblance to Homo sapiens. This is based on the premise 
that the physical properties of the elements, the forms of energy available. 
and the environmental conditions which allow life to arise and evolve are such 
that severe limitations are imposed on the number of routes available to 
evolving forms. Animals and plants on eanh have independently evolved not 
only similar structures but also simiIar biochemical systems and behavioral 
parterns as solutions to the same fundamental problems. If we fail to com- 
municate nirh conceptualizing beings on other planets it wiIl not be because 
they are fundamentally different from us but because they have either far 
surpassed our state of technology and have no interest in communicating 
with us or have not yet reached our m e  of advancement. 
A65-81220 
PHYSIOLOGY OF MUSCULAR ACTIVITY. 
Peter V. Karpovich (Springfteld Coll., Mass.) 
Philadelphia, Pa ,  W. B. Saunders, Co, 1965, xii+ 305. 559 refs. 
ma) 
Visual illusions of movement were shown to be related to involuntary eye 
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This book presents areview of more current work done on various aspects 
of the physiology and metabolism of physical exercise, an2 is slanted toward 
the student of physical education. There are basic chapters on muscle activity 
and nerve control. Discussions are presented of energy costs of various ex- 
ercises, mechanical efficiency of work, and a review of effects of drugs on 
physical exercise. Chapters of more pertinency to aerospace medicine are 
those on respiration, oxygen metabolism, breathing mechanics, physical 
fitness tests, and physiology of the cardiovascular system during physical 
exercise. 
A65-81221 
A GENERALIZED EXPRESSION O F  AUDITORY SENSITIVITY. 
F. Dittrich and S. FumeauxGeneva U., Phys. Lab. and Otol. Clin., Switzer- 
land). 
Ergonomics,vol. 8,Apt. 1965, p. 143-149. 6 refs. 
Astatistical study with 400 Subjects, male and female, equally divided in 7 
age groups ( I -  15-19 years; 11- 20- 29 years, etc.) has confirmed the classi- 
cal data given by Bunch (1929, 1931), Leisti (1942). Sataloff 0953)  and 
others on presbyacusis or auricular senescence. Hearing loss in decibels (dB) 
observed by age and byfrequency, calculated statistically, corresponds to the 
values determined by them. At the same time a mathematical relation has been 
established expressing in a general manner the variations of auditory sensltivity. 
A65-81222 
EFFECT OF COLD AND RAIN UPON THE VIGILANCE OF LOOKOUTS. 
E. C. Poulton (Med. Res. Council, Appl. Psychol. Res. Unit, Cambridge, 
Great Britain), N. B. Hitchings, and R. B. Brooke. 
Ergonomics, vol. 8, Apr. 1965, p. 163-168. 
Sixteen men performed lookout duties twice at sea in winter on an open 
bridge, once in the Arctic (mean temperature 2 Eo F) and once in a more tem- 
perate clime (mean 370 F) in counterbalanced order. The 2 signal sources were 
separated by an angle of 750 and presented 7 signals each in an irregular 
order and at irregular intervals during a 30- minute watch. The lookout had 
to respond as  soon as  he saw a signal. There were reliably more response 
times of 2.0 seconds or longer in the rain than in the cold @<0.01). There was 
a reliable increase in the number of long response times during the watches 
in the cold @<0.01) accompanied by a mean fall in oral temperature of 1 . 2 O  F. 
A65-81223 
INTERMITTENT DISPLAY PRESENTATION IN COINCIDENCE JUDGEMENTS. 
A. H. Tickner wed. Res. Council, Appl. Psychol. Res. Unit, Cambridge, 
Great Britain). 
Ergonomics,vol. 8, Apr. 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  169-172. 
An account is given of an experiment to investigate the effect of the inter- 
mittent presentation inherent in a filmed display used for a coincidence judg- 
ment. Three conditions were investigated: (1) a display drawn on paper; (2) 
a film of 0); and (3) the display used in (1) viewed through a rotating shutter. 
No significant difference was found between the three conditions. 
A65- 61  2 24 
EFFECT OF A N  INTERMITTENT LIGHT STIMULATION ON THE CRITICAL 
FUSION FREQUENCY. 
Paule Rey and Jean- Pierre Rey (Geneva U., Inst. of Physiol., Lab. of 
Physiol. of Work, Switzerland). 
Ergonomics, vol. 8, Apr. 1965, p. 173-180. 5 refs. 
quency (CFF) has been studied. Some stimulation frequencies (effective 
frequencies) induced adrop in the CFF. These frequencies are lower than the 
initial CFF and higher than 2 cps. The maximum drop was obtained for a fre- 
quency equal to about half of the CFF on the subject. The relation between the 
drop of the CFF and the frequency of stimulation can be expressed as  a U- 
shaped curve. It can be mathematically formulated for each subject with three 
constants which varied remarkably little from subject to subject. The time 
course of the drop for a given frequency as well a s  the kinetics of recovery were 
exponential. The time constant was independent of the frequency of the ILS. 
If the stimulus consisted in printed letters read by the subject, a drop of the 
CFF followed by a recovery was observed, both with an exponential time course. 
The influence of these effects on the techniques used to measure the critical 
fusion frequency has been discussed. The value of a CFF decrease as  a cri- 
terion of mental fatigue has been questioned. 
The effect of intermittent light stimulation (lLS) on the critical fusion fre- 
A65-81225 
PROBLEM SOLVING ON A STOCHASTIC PROCESS. 
L. H. Shaffer (Med. Res. Council, Appl. Psychol. Res. Unit, Cambridge, 
Great Britain). 
Ergonomics,vol. 6,Apt. 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  181-192. 
The study is concerned with man-computer cooperation in which the 
computer initiates decisions and the man monitors and can alter these. The 
task used involved controlling an information process by making decisions at 
each of a sequence of points. The problem of control was to find an optimal 
procedure that jointlyminimlzed two vattables. The solutions of subjects de. 
veloped over a series of trials were compared with that of an optimal program 
under different conditions. Subject performance was nearly always inferibr to 
that of the program, it was impaired by increastng the rate of the information 
input and failed to benefit from reduction of uncertainty in the input. Giving 
trial knowledge of results helped convergence towards an optimal solution. 
Subjects who had gained experience in the task were given computer solutions 
to monitor. They degraded optlmal solutions and improved inferior solutions 
towards their own level of performance and failed to benefit from this experi- 
a nce in subsequent tests. 
tr65- 8 1 2  2 6 
THE EFFECT OF WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION ON A VISUAL PERFORMANCE 
TASK. 
J. P. Dennis (Call. of Technol., Dept. of Ltberal Studies, Portsmouth, 
Great Britain). 
Ergonomics,voL 8,Apr. 1965, p. 193-205. 17 refs. 
printed numbers has been investigated at two levels of peak-to-peak ac- 
celeration of 1 / 2  g and 1 g over a frequency range of 5 to 37 cps. Head 
movement in the vertical plane was measured during performance of the 
visual task. Movement of the head showed progressive attenuation as  fre- 
quency of vibration was increased, the transmission factor being approxi- 
mately 100 percent at 5 cps and 10 percent at 37 cps.Changes in fre- 
quency of vibration had considerable effects on visual performance; e.g., 
similar amounts of deterioration in visual performance being produced at 
head movements of 0.200 in. and 0.0006 in. at 5 and 37 cps respectively. 
These results support previous theories of resonance of eyeball and/or facial 
tissue to account for the impairment of vision found with very small head 
movements in the upper frequencies. Changes in amplitude of head move- 
ment appeared to have more effect at the lower and middle frequencies 
(7  to 1 9  cps) than at 27 cps. This also was in accordance with previous 
theory. 
A65-81227 
A MODEL DESCRIPTION OF THERMAL EXCHANGE FOR THE NUDE MAN 
IN HOT ENVIRONMENTS. 
Alan H. Woodcock and John R. Breckenridge (US. Army Res. Inst. of Environ. 
Med., Natick, Mass.) 
Ergonomics,vol. 8, Apr. 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  223-235. 2 1  refs. 
A theoretical model based on the physical laws of heat and moisture ex- 
change is developed to describe the energy exchange between nude man and 
a hot environment. Equations are presented which express the heat loss from 
a heated moistened skin in terms of ambient temperature, humidity, and wind. 
Two different situations are considered: the first, where secreted sweat is  all 
evaporated and cooling depends on the amount secreted; and the second, 
where the skin is wet and cooling Hmited by the amount of sweat which can be 
evaporated. In the first case, heat dissipation depends on air temperature and 
amount of sweat secretion, which varies among individuals. In the second, 
wet- bulb temperature is shown to be a determining factor, as  has already 
been observed in studying man's tolerance to heat. Graphical presentation is 
used to demonstrate the individual factors and to interpret the experimental 
results of other investigators. 
A65-81228 
THE EFFECTS OF TWO PSYCHO- STIMULANT DRUGS ON MUSCULAR 
PERFORMANCE IN MALE ATHLETES. 
G. T. Adamson (Leeds U., Dept. of Phys. Educ., Great Britain) and S. E. Finlay 
(Leeds U., Dept. of Student Health, Great Brltain). 
Er onomics,vol. 8, Apr. 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  237-241 
hydrofurfurylamine hydrochloride) and amphetamine were compared with 
respect to their effect on static muscular strength and local muscular endurance 
of athletes. Twelve subjects ranging from 19  to 37 years participated in a 
double blind uial. The drugs produced a significantly better performance in 
the dynamometrical strength tests, but not in muscular endurance. Individual 
dlfferences in response to the drugs were noted. There was no placebo effect. 
The trial suggests an objective method of testing the efficacy of short acting 
psycho- stimulant drugs. 
A65-81229 
CHANGES IN RESPIRATORY SYSTEM, CIRCULATION SYSTEM, AND 
BLOOD OF YOUNG PEOPLE DURING 80 MINUTES OF AN EXPERIMENTAL 
COURSE OF PHYSICAL EXERCISES [ZMIANY W UKLADZIE ODDECHOWYM, 
W UKLADZIEKRAZENIA 1 WEKRWI L' MLODZIEZY W CZASIE 80-MIN- 
UTOWYCH CWICZEN W RAMACH DOSWIADCZALNEGO TOKU CWICZEB- 
NEGOI. 
E. Preisler, D. Kruk, U. Pankowska, M. Tycowa, St. Wasilewska, and F. Ziembin- 
Ska. 
Wychowanie Fizyczne i Sport,vol. 9, 1965, p. 33-53. 5 refs. In Polish. 
Eighty minutes of physical exercise (gymnastic m e )  was performed by 
male and females (l7 to 23 yrs). Cardiovascular responses, respiratory 
measurements, and metabolic changes in blood components were observed. 
Measurements were made before, during, and after exercise. Lung ventilation 
showed stepwise rises during exercise but returned to normal value 5 to 10 
min after exercise. The pulse rate and blood pressure curves were similar. 
The effect of wholebody vibration upon a task requiring the reading of 
+-- o psychostimulant drugs, WIN.19,583 (d-threo-a- benzyl-N-ethyltetra- 
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Pulse rate during exercise averaged between 120 and 160 beatslmin, and 
pressures were maintained at between 120 and 150 mm Hg. The concentra- 
tions of glucose, lactic acid, and alkali reserve in the blood did not show marked 
devhtions. On the basis of their investigations the authors state that the in- 
tensity of effon in the exercising individual has a mean value, but approaches, 
and in some instances exceeds the upper limit of that value. The intensity of 
effon curve reflected in the physiological changes investigated has a rather uni- 
f o m  shape in dl vvieties of the exercise course examined. But the intensity 
of effon is highest during motoric game type exercises. 
A65-81230 
ABOUT"SK1N VISI0N''OF R.KULESHOVA io "KOZHNOMZRENIIw 
R. KULESHOVOII. 
M. M. Bong& and M. S. Smirnov (USSR. Acad. of Sct. Inst. of Blopbys.; and 
Inst. of Robl. Commun, Moscow). 
Biofi&+vol. 1 0 , 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  148-154. 33refs. In Russian. 
effort to determine the nature of "skin viision"of a subject named R. Kuleshova 
The subject was blindfolded and by touching objects could recognize colors 
within the visible light spectrum, but could not distinguish monochromatic 
radiation from the mixed wavelength equivalent to it. This aspect is also char- 
acteristic for normal optical vision. The subject could also follow changes in 
color contrast, estimate the r a p l d i  of flash changes, the degree of resolution 
of light patterns, and shapes of color designs. This ability was lost in darkness. 
The authors conclude that R. Kuleshova has a skin extraordinarily photosend- 
tive within the limits of the visible light spectrum. 
The authors report the results of experiments they conducted in 196 3 in an 
ABS-81 2 31 
TECHNIQUES OF IDENTIFICATION APPLIED TO 81 EXTREMELY 
FRAGMEKIED AIRCRAm FATALITIES. 
Russell S. Fisher. Werner U. Spitz, Rudiger Breitenecker. and John E. Adams. 
Journalof Forensic Sciences,vol. 10,Apr. 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  121-135. 
The organization and procedures utllized in effecting the idenrificetion of 
8 1 persons (73 passengers including 2 infants, and 8 CRW members) killed 
in an airplane a a s h  in Cecil Counry, Marytand on December 9,1963 are 
described. Individual cases illustracing vlrlous identWation dterh, and tech- 
niques rue described. The imnstigaaon diacusaed indkatcs the need for de- 
tailed informarion concerning physical dmmamnk ' s,personalhabits, 
clothing, medkal his t0ry.d any other potentially useful informuion about 
each person whose presence on the aircraft is to be inferred or proved. 
A65-81232 
SL!RVIVAL OF MICRO-ORGANISMS IN SPACE. 
John Hotchin, Peter Loren& and Curt% Hemenasy P.Y. Stare DepL Of Health; 
and N. Y. State U., Albany). 
=,vel. 206, May 1 , 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  442-445. 
Grant NsG-15561 
The first successful direct exposure of unprotected tern& microorgan- 
isms to the space environment and their recovery is described. Two flight 
experiments, one using a rocket for short-term exposure at high altitude, the 
other a balloon for longer exposure at lower altitude, are included. Labora- 
tory experiments were also performed. Poliovirus type I11 (wild). Penicillium 
mold, and Escherichia coli bacteriophage T i  were the microorganisms used. 
Rocket a n d m i g F & m p l e s  were shielded by sheets of alUIninUm foil 
of 38 and 2 mm thickness, respectively. Control samples were not shielded 
The greater survival of the samples during the long-term exposure on the 
balloon seems to reflect the @early reduced flux of ultraviolet light and soft 
X-ray at balloon f l i t  altitudes. The results of the laboratory erperlments 
indicate that Ti-phage was not screened by the Millipore filter membrane 
from ultraviolet light of wavelengths close to 2537 A (as emirted mainly hy 
germicidal lamps) even though the average pore Size was greater (10 rimes) 
than the phage head diameter. Thus it is dfffIcult to account for the observed 
inactivation of TI-phage in the exposed rocket sample, on the basis of medium 
and long wavelength-ultraviolet light. Furthermore, the laboratory results in- 
dkate that the germicidal ultraviolet light reduced the titer of dried T i  -phage 
by a factor of approximately 102 only and that the addition of 5% RNA ap- 
peared to decrease the facwr to about 10, whereas purified wet Ti-phage is 
completely protected by 5% RNA. It appears that the observed inactivation Of 
Ti-phage was due to e lemmagnet ic  radiation from the sun. of wavelength 
shorter than 2600 A, but not sufficiently energetic to penetrare 38r of alu- 
minum foil. 
A65- 81 233 
EVIDENCE OF LIFE PROCESSES IN A SEDIMENT TWO AND A HALF 
BILLION YEARS OLD. 
T. B e l s ,  R. B. Johns, E. D. McCarthy, A. L Budingame. W. Richter, and 
Melvin Calvin (calif U., Dept. of Chem., Lawrence Radiaion Lab. and Space 
S c t  Lab., Berkeley). 
-vel. 206, May 1. 1965, p. 446447.  18  refs. U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commi%sion supported researcb. 
Grant NsG-101-61. 
Results from the analysis of: (a) the Soudan Iron Formarion of Minnesota 
(dated isotopicaUy at not less than two and a half billion years); @)the Antrim 
Shale (considered about 265 x lo6 years); and (c) the San Joaquin Oil 
(approximately 30 million years old). In addition to the isoprenoids C18H38, 
C19H40 (pristane), and C20H42 (phytane) previously recognized in the None- 
such samples, the presence of the C2 1H44 isoprenoid was established in the 
Soudan by its isolation and identification from its mass spectromeuic frag- 
mentation pattern. C18, C19 (pristane), and C 2 o  (phytane) isoprenoids were 
identified from Anuim Shale and San Joaquin Oil samples. These biological 
markers, which an found in a variety of contemporary animals, have been shown 
to be present in samples ranging in age to greater than 2.5 x lo9 years. Hydro- 
carboas identified to the present time an listed. If these molecules are as old 
as  the rods, the finw available for the generation of tke complex biosynthetic 
sequences which give rise to these spedfic hydrocarbons $olyisoprenoids) ir 
reduced to less than two billion years. They provkie a not unreasonable ha& 
for believing that indigenous hydrocarbons of the Precambrian sediments are 
of biological origin, but equally important, that the use of biological markers 
will provide a valid approach in evaluating the significance of the hydrocarbons 
isolated from meteorites with respect to the question of their biological or 
abiological origin. 
,465-81 234 . . .__.~ 
IS THE EARLY EVOLUTION OF LIFE RELATED TO THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE EARTH'S CORE? 
Carl Sagan (Harvaih L!. and Smtthsonian Asrrophys. Obs, Cambridge, Mass.) 
Nature,vol 206, May 1, 1965, p. 448 16 refs. 
R.J.Uffeninanear1iercommunication (Nature,voL 198,p. 143.1963) 
suggested that the surface magnetic field suengh was vanishingly small some 
3 x 1 0 9  years ago, as a consequence of the hypothesized slow growth of the 
fluid metallic core of the earth; and that incident charged particles fsom the 
sun were not deflected by the geomagnetic field. He proposed thar a cone-  
quent intense flux of charged panicles at the su&tce of tbe earth made the 
origin and evolution of life prior to 2.5 x 109 years ago impossible. ~e also 
suggested that, even in later epochs, the evolution of life was rendered diffi- 
cult by the massive dumping of trapped pilrrirles from the earth's Van AUen 
radiation belt, as the number of stable convective cells in the earth's fluid core 
increased with rime. Data are presented in this study suggesting mat even 
if the earth's magnetic field was inconsequemial in Archaean times, the efhct 
on the development of life on the planet earth would not have been deleterious, 
but probably beneficid. 
A65-81235 
PROTECTION OF LYMPHOCYTES IN THE THYMUS OF X- IRRADIATED 
RATS BY CYSTFAMINE. 
Y. Tanaka and R. H. Rixon (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Chalk River 
Nuclear Labs, BioL Branch, Chalk River Ontario). 
Nature vol. 206, Apr. 24, 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  418-419. 1 2  refs. 
%neutralized solution of cysteamine (2-mercaptoethyiamine hydrochldride) 
or saline was injected intraperitoneally into female hooded rats 1 5  min before 
X-irradiation. Both control and mated  rats were conflned in separate sectors 
of a rotating lucite container durtng the exposure to 300-kV X-rays. The 
thymus was e-d 6 hours after the beginning of inadiarton and rendered 
into both tissue sections and smeared cell suspensions. The protective effea 
of cysteamine in the thymus was almost wholly confined to the radiosensith 
lymphocytes of the conex, lirrle effect being observed among the radioresisuurr 
lymphocytes of the medulla. The percentage of pycnosis in the cortex was 
reduced by cysteamine about 6% to 2 2% as  the dose was inaeased from 200 
to 800 Rand about 1 7 z t o  lO%from 1,000 R to 3,000 R. Although a pro- 
tective effect of cysteamine was observed in smear preparations, it was s m a l l u  
(a dose mduetion fibctor of about 1.6) than that seen in the conical regions of 
the thymus. A n  overall reduction in the apparent effect of cysteamine by the 
use of smear prepararions and of a relatively low dose of X-rays (300 R), may 
account for the negative result previouslyreported by sulphydryl agents in vivo. 
A65- 8 1  2 36 
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ANTARCTIC LIVING. 
Paul D. Nelson (U.S. Navy Med. Neuropsgchiaf Res. Unir, San Diegn, Calif.) 
(Assoc. of MUitary Sur& 7 1 s  Ann. Meeting, O n  20-22.1964, Washington 
MllitaryMedicipe,vol.130,May1965,p.485-489. 
problems of living in small groups in a physicaUy and socisuy resmcted en- 
vironment, such as the Antarctic a t i o n s .  There appear to be three major 
dimensions of sdapurtion-man% work ptxfonnance, his sodal compaubiltrg. 
and his emotional composure. One interesting difference in adaptation be- 
tween small stations and large stations is that the individual who needs to 
have many avocarionat pursuits (bobbies, readiig, ere;) does less well at the 
former than at the latter. With respect to emotional symptoms there is a uend 
for complaints of insomnia, mild depression, and irritability to increase aah 
the onseer of winter and to decline towards the end of the year. Work is the 
primary orientation a t  the small stations. Impossibtlity of maintaining physical 
and interpersod disrance demands a particular skill of a leader in mstters of 
decision- maklng and socisl relations. 
D.C,) 
This is a survey of the research conducted by the Navy on the psychological 
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A65-61237 
TOXICOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MISSILES AND NUCLEAR SUBMARINE 
WARFARE. 
H. David Baldridge, Jr. (Bur. of Naval Weapons, Spec. Proj. Office, Washing- 
ton. D. C.) 
Assoc.of Military Surg., 71st Ann. Meeting, Oct. 20-22, 1964, Washington, 
Mtltttary Medictne,vol. 130, May 1965, p. 505-511. 6 refs. 
search and development teams in an effort to insure that hazardous chemicals 
a l l 1  be controlled In the deployment of such weapons to the limit permitted by 
operational requirements. Participation of these scientific disciplines in the 
hardware design phases of mllitary research and development programs mini- 
m i a s  the possibility of later perhaps very costly substitutions of material or 
modtficatlon of operational docutne. In rocket operations where laws of gas 
dynamics require the use of large quantities of types of chemical compounds 
which are inherently hazardous to man, the role of the chemist and toxicolo- 
gist is primarily one of crew protection against an acute hazard potential. With 
closed atmospheres such as those aboard submarines and other encapsulated 
weapons systems where emphasis is on possible chronic inhalation toxicity, 
greater consideration is gtven to actual selection of chemical materials by de- 
sign engineers and to the conditions of usage. Out of such experiences in the 
development and operational deployment of weapons and from laboratory 
studies which attempt to deftne the limit of man's ability to endure chemical 
manipulation of his natural envlronment, there wUl continue to he laid down a 
firm foundation upon which design parameters for future weapons and closed 
ecological systems wUI be based. 
A65-61238 
HAZARDS OF MILITARY PARACHUTING. 
Frank W. Kiel (Armed Forces Inst. of Pathol., Washington, D.C.) 
Military Medicine,vox 130, May 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  512-521. 20 refs. 
Parachuting has existed for 180 years but has gained military prominence 
only in recent years. Several hundred thousand parachutists have been trained 
in the armed servtces. Although parachuting is a potenttally hazardous activity, 
injuries of a nature to keep one from duty are not common, being less than 
1 per 300 jumps. Fatalities associated with jumping are rare-approximately 
1 in 50,000 jumps. Moa of the injuries have involved the weight-beartng 
areas of the body-legs and back. Fatalities, though usuallythought of as the 
multiple ememe injuries of abrupt ground deceleration, have many other 
causes. Deaths have occurred from wind dragging, landing in water, head 
injury, collision wkh airplanes, and electrocution on a power line. A few 
miraculous escapes are known in parachuting-survival of afall from great 
height without the aid of a parachute. Such events usually have the beneflt 
of a long decelerative interval because of landing tn plowed fields, trees or 
snow and an optimal diffusion of body impact such as  landing on the back in 
a spread-eagle posttion. 
D.C.) 
Military chemists and toxicologists have become members of weapon re- 
ABS-81 2 39 
CEREBRAL EVOKED RESPONSE TO AUDITORY STIMULI IN WAKING MAN. 
Tokuro Suzukt and Kiichuo Taguchi (Shinshu U., Faculty of Med., Dept. of 
Otolaryngol., Matsumoto, Japan). 
Annals of Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology, vol. 74, Mar. 1965, p. 128-139. 
21  refs. 
Evoked response from the waktng human brain to auditory stimuli was 
studied with the aid of an average response computer of the analog type. The 
subjects were 1 9  adults, 10 older children ranging in age from 11 to 1 5  years, 
and 1 2  younger children aged 6 to 10 years. Pure tones of 500, 1,000. 2,000 
and 4,000 cps were used as the stlmult. As a rule, 50 stngle runs were aver- 
aged by the computer. With the adult subjects, the response was detected in 
25, 70, and 100 percent of the total ohservations when the sttmulus intensi- 
ties were at 0, 10, and 20 dB above their subjective thresholds respectively. 
On the other hand, with the younger children, the response was recognized 
in only 56 percent of the subjects at 20 dB above their subjective thresholds, 
but more than 90 percent of the subjects showed the response when the 
n h u l u s  intensity was 40 dB above threshold. The typical waveform of the 
V potenrial (Vertex)was mphaslc; the most prominent negattve deflection 
@I) was followed by a positive (P2) and a slow negative deflection(N2). 
Their mean peak latencies in the adult subjects were 1 2  3, 199, and 2 91 msec 
respectively with the stimulus intensity at 20 dB. A slight prolongation in the 
peak latenctes was found in the young children at the intensity level of 20 dB. 
The mean amplltude from N 1  to P2 was 10.8 microvolts per single stimulus 
at 20 dB in the adult subjects. whereas lt averaged only 6.9 microvolts in the 
young children. The amplitude of the response was a linear functton of the 
stlmulus intensity in decibel values. 
ABS-61240 
RELATIONSHIP OF WRE TONES TO SPEECH RECEPTION THRESHOLD. 
Manrin Engelberg 
Annals of Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology,vol. 74, Mar. 1965, p. 
234-240. 10 refs. ~. 
The relationship b e m e n  the speech reception threshold and the two-best 
and the three-frequency air conduction averages was investigated. The re- 
sults showed that: (l) The percentage of auditozy patterns in which one of the 
two air conduction averages was within 5 to 10 dB of the SRT ranged from 
93.7% at *5 dB to 98.8% at ,100 dB; (2) those patterns in which the test dif-' 
ferences were greater than 5 dB were classed into ten different categories. It 
is advocated that a+dB or less difference between the SRT and either the two- 
best or three-frequency air conduction averages be considered as acceptable 
agreement between the two tests. 
ABS-81241 
LIFE-FORMS IN METEORITES AND THE PROBLEM OF TERRESTRIAL 
CONTAMINATION: A STEDY IN METHODOLOGY. 
Paul Tasch (Wichita U., Dept. of Geol., Kansas). 
Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, vol. 105, Sept. 9, 1964, 
D. 927-950. 20 refs. 
Exclusive of objects found on both control slides and meteorite slides and 
hence classiftable as contaminants added to the samples during processing, a 
variety of other objects were found. These occur only on meteorite sltdes and 
therefore were not added to the sample during processing. Among the objects 
of origin and organtzation found only on meteorite slides are the followtng: 
Objects similar to Apollinarisphaera meteortcola Claus and Nagy, Stemmatopila 
untporata Claus and Nagy, yellow-green algae. objects similar to Caelestites 
sexangulatus Staplin, Staplin's Tissue A, Claustsphaera flssa Stapltn, and 
Ancilicula vetusta Claus and Nagy. An algZhearing process reminiscent of 
Ross'process was also found. Previously unreported material found on mete- 
orite slides include: a brown object shaped like an Erlenmayer flask of sheaf 
of wheat, a red- brown object with numerous projecttons, fungal mycelial net- 
work with hyphae embracing opening 1 2  to 2 2 p  diameter and incorporated 
in large, brown mineral grains, and alga with elongated processes and an 
object having two spherical bodtes surrounded by distinct tubular, segmented 
wall. 
A65-81242 
THE PHOTONYSTAGMOGRAM: A SIMPLE METHOD OF RECORDING 
EYE MOVEMENTS. 
Arnold L. Colman (laguna Honda Hosp. and Rehahil. Center, San Francisco, 
Calif.) 
American Journal of the Medical Sciences,vol. 249, May 1965, p. 5 3 4 5 3 6 .  
A method is described which illustrates a simple means of recording nys- 
tagmus and hlinklng frequency by utilizing a standard electrocardiograph. 
This would make it available for use by the physician outside large research 
centers. A selenium photocell is placed a few milltmeters from the eye at the 
limbus comae. Nystagmoid movements of the eye alternately expose the 
photocell aperture to the lighter and darker areas, thus varytng the electrical 
output of the photocell and recording a wave on the electrocardlograph. The 
resulting photonystagmogram allows evaluation of the frequency and amplitude 
of nystagmus as well as the clinically observed features such as direction, 
form, duration, degree, and association or dissociation of movement. 
A65-81243 
A N  ESTIMATION OF THE RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFICIENCY OF MEXAMINE 
[,KOTSENKE RADIOZA SHCHITNOI EFFEKTIVNOSTI MEKSAMINAI. 
8. Bychkovskaia and A. V. Bogatyrev 
Doldady AkademiiNauk SSSR,vol. 161,1965, p.704-706. 
Russlnn. 
6 refs. In 
Experiments on white mice showed that the protecttve action of mexamine 
against radiation damage differs according to type of radiation damage. The 
findings indicate that the effect cannot be explained only on the basis of low- 
erlng of effective radtatton dose, but depends upon the systems affected. In- 
traperitoneal injections of mexamine (75  g per 1 g n) decreased the effecttve 
dose of radiation by 30% to 40% when the antmals were exposed to 600 to 
700 R causing bone marrow damage. Larger doses (900 to 1100 R) caused 
gastrotntestlnal damage and faster death. In this case the same amount of 
mexamine decreased the effecttve radiation dose only by lOSp,  
ABS- 8 1244 
INTERVENING NEURAL ACTIVITY IN VISUAL PERCEPTION: A HYPO- 
THFTICAL CONSTRUCT. 
0. P. Tayal (L.ucknow U., Dept. of Psychol., India). 
Journal of General Psychology,vol. 72, Apr. 1965, p. 199-219. 14  refs. 
For intervening neural acditty in vtsual perception. a mathematical for- 
mulation has been advanced. It states that the intervening neural actlvlty may 
be conceived to involve two opposlte processes going on simultaneously: 
one, a posttlve process leading to an  increment; the other, a negative process 
leading to a decrement. Further, the increment in neural activlty per unit of 
t h e  is proportional to X", where X i s  the intensity of the stimulus and n is an 
appropriate constant; and decrement per unit of time is proportional to the 
level of the neural intensity at that time. The theoretical relevancy of the for- 
mulations has been discussed with respect to absolute thresholds, differential 
thresholds, intensity of the fused field, and flicker-fusion phenomena. It is 
concluded that the general nature to flndings with respect of each one of the 
above phenomena is very much in correspondence with our derivations. Such 
correspondence provides an adequate theoretical basts for further research 
and a more rigorous verlftatlon in this dtrcctton. 
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A65- 81245 
CREATIVE A N D  CONSTRUCTIVE IDEA MEN A N D  THEIR PARTICIPATION 
W ACTIVITIES. 
Wamn R. Gmham (US. Army Pexsonnel Res. o&e. Washington, DX.) 
Journal of General Psychology, POL 72, Apr. 1965, p. 383- 391. 
correlation design. The hypothesls tested was that diversity of activky 
prmcipationtsolgniflumtyrelatedtoabilltgtoproduocaacatkeidedcr 
ActiviSes participated in were reponed on a chectlisr ullcd the ActMsks 
Summary. Ability to produce a crearive idea was escimaDd by the expert- 
w m r  from mitten protocols (Accivider DescripaDn Form). 'Ihe promcolt 
required descriptions of tairritics tn answer to q ~ e m 0 ~  imoktog the nature 
of the aaivity, recults or products. ideas connibuted, and formal ncogntaona. 
Separate item analyses for each sample identified aalvtty puricip.aonr that 
were signwcanrly related to acattvUy of ideas. These Item were then used as 
a basis for a key to obtain the cornlation k t n e n  creatlvtq and pmMpuiDe 
Each cornlacion was repIkared on the sample not used to produce the key. 
Three subkeys were constructed to include: (a) bobby mlvlcks, (b)job actmiea, 
and C) generaltztd ideas. For both samples. ail correlations 640 to .70) were 
significant beyond the .O 1 level for ail keys and subkeys. 
Two samples of 37 3 senior Air Force offkers were used in a repHuted 
A65-81246 
THE EFFECT OF GRAVITY ON GASTRIC EMPMNG WITH VARIOUS TEST 
MEALS. 
J. N. Hunt, M T. Knox, nnd A. OginSn (Guy's HDsp. Me& School, Dept  of 
Physiol, Lordon, Great Brtrain; and Nowa Huta, Kmkow. PoM). 
Journal of Physl0logy;voL 178. May 1965. p. 92-97. 6 refs. 
Etght subjects were gwen test meals containing 50 mN aisodium citrale, 
35 mN hydrochloric add, or 560 mN glucose. During the tests subjects sa, 
lay supine and horlzontai, or lay supine # the body tilted to 4 5 O  feet up, 
head down The head-down position slowed the gumic emptying of the meals 
conmining aisodium ciaatt and hydrochloric acid but had no systematic effect 
on the gasrrlc emptying of the meals comrintng glucose. These results u e  
explained on the grounds that rh hd-down po.ttion mechauicdy intemmd 
with the effectiveness of the s m d  as a pump. W g h  the meaI containing 
glucose, whtch was a powerhd stimuiua to the duodcnrrl reccpror% rtmQml 
of duodenal inhibitlon of 
under which the stomach was rorling. 
rrt.*g b.lnad mC pnvtutioual di..dp.IR.gc 
A65-81247 
CHANGES lN PERIPHERAL BLOOD OF RATS IRRADlATED IN THE STATE 
OF HYPOTHERMIA IIZMENWIE PERIFERICHESKOI KROVI U KRYS, 
OBLUCHENNYKH V SOSTOIANII GlPOTERMIlL 
L.G.Kon'kova (N. I.Lobach&iGor'kiiStan U,USSR). 
Radiobiolo&.,WL 5,1965.p. 198-201. 12 refs. In RUSSWL 
In white rats exposed to ionizing radialion when the& body temperature 
was lowered to 200 to 2 2O C ,  the decrease in IeueMpc count in the periphed 
blood was less than in animals i n d i t e d  at normal body temperalure. The 
drop in number of lymphocytes was more pronounced than the decrease in 
number of neuuophiles. In hypothermic animals the decrease in hemoglobin 
content was less than in animals irradiated at normal body temperame. The 
results indicate that at low body temperature the drmagtng effect Of radtstioS 
on the peripheral blood in an a n a  organism is less than at n o d  body 
temper-. 
A65-81248 
PERSONALITY CORRELATES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY TO 
STRESS: A STUDY OF FORTY- S M  COLLEGE MALES. 
Joseph Scbwhter. Thomas A. Williams, R i c h u d  R o n .  Judith S. Schachter, 
and Jean Jameson (N. Y. State Psychiax. Ins., Prerbpcaan MeQ Center, 
Human Behavlor Lab, New York). 
(Am. Psych- Assoc, 120th Ann. Meetlng, Los AngeIes, Calff., May 4-8, 
19641 -=- 
AmericanJournalofPEychhny.ml.121,May1965,p.xil-~.  27refr. 
David M. Lew Fund S U D O O ~ ~  research. 
Grant PHS iM-5999666. 
This study examined the relationship between personality aod p w h o -  
physical response to stress # particular attention to the function of 
phantasy. Forty- six college men. average age 19 years, lMed as subjects. 
Physiological measures monitored were: hean rate, skin conductace, respira- 
tory rate, digital heat ourpur. digiral blood pressure, mean digiml biood pres- 
sure/digital heat output. plethysmograph var iab i l~ ,  andvisual-motor re- 
sponses. Pwhological measures included: (l) intimacy md tmrotvement 
ratings. (7) day-dream questionnaire, (3) Schehr and Cacell Sttustional 
Anriety Inventory, and (4) self-ratings of anxiety and anger drer the experi- 
ment  The experimental p r o d m  consisrrd of a 15-minute pretest wait in 
panial sensory depavarion with anxiety-producing insmcfiOns on the Rrst 
day and anxiety-lessening insmaions on the second day. Six subjects rith 
the highest intimacy and involvement ratings showed the grearest reacthriry 
to m s s  on physiological measures. A tendency toward superior vloual-motor 
performance and lesser defenstPeness in report of cognwe activities suggests 
adaptive reactivity a n d p a t e r  anxiety tolerance. 
A65-81249 
PLANE-CRASH RESEARCH LWDS WAY TO LOWER LIFE LOSS. 
James W. Turnbow ( A r k  State U, Tucwn).Joseph L €laky, JL anifht 
Safety Found-, Inc., Aviation Safety Eng. and Res. Div, phocnif,XiiZ~ 
Stanley R. Mohler. John J. Sweaingen, Emen B. McFsdd+n, J. D. Gamer 
(FAA, C M  Aeromed. Res. Inst, Oklahoma C+nBernnd C. Doyle, Sr., and 
John J. C m L  
SAE Journal, voL 73. J u e  1965, p. 38-44. 
The fonowhg recommendations are presented for reductng life loss in 
sircnh radcmr: Seats and resuainr hnnsr  sue- muat be dcqum in 
ordu to auruin the loads. The present-day uuwpozt seas designed for a 
9 g forrvd load were found to be insuffkkm Seat suengmCning must be 
lccompltshed by a small amount of noor mzengtbening rim a small aredam 
night increase.. ProvlsIonr m u g  be mde ku plucic energy . b ~ ~ r p t i o ~  Ibe 
seat belts should be p l r e d  at an tmgk of 45O to 55O wtth respscrm the sux 
cushions. %e cemerline of the beh should be iocotcd between 2 rrrd 4 in 
forward to the scllf b u L  position. The seat behshouldbe .nchondrim 
flexible joints in alignment rlth the redram load. Budder should not slip 
under the lo& during Imp=. Seats should be c o n m u d  from rhcpd duaile 
sheet metal, and should fold forwad. Ex&s should be proputy locucd m 
allow passenger evemation witbin 2 min. have proper openfngs, adequate 
lighfiD& and must be easUy opened by passengers. Telescopic escape mecb- 
anlsm should be provdtd  Escape and surrrkal briefing of p u r n g e r r  must 
be maoged, and adequate equipment for nup?.*ol must be on board. 
A65-81250 
H~~MANRESPONSE TO MEASURED soum PRESSURE LEVELS FROM 
ULTRASONIC DEVICES. 
C. P. Swlern e n .  Ekc. Co, Occupafional Hyg. Operatton. Rtchlmd,  Wash.) 
American lndusalpl Hygiene Association Journal, voL 26. Mu.-Apr. 1965, 
p. 132-136. 
Conuaa  AT(45-1)-1350. 
Measuremenu of notse levels were m d e  in the vicfnixy of utmronk &- 
nces used for dcanin& welding. and drilling. These devices hd operntng 
trequencics from 15,000 to 80,000 cpa. A t  levels of 80 to 90 dB sub- 
infolUPnCe was manifest; above 90 dB ill Cmcts and pain beg- %= - 
indication of narrow band sensitbity at 22,400 fo 28.000 cps. The greater 
annoylaee from ultrasonic drilIs was .I- related to the longer puiodr of 
actual opcnrion. 
THE MAI"ANCE OF A LIFE SUPPORT ATMOSPHERE IN SEALED 
SYSTEMS. 
M. Schneider and S. Tobey (North Am. Aviation, 1% Los Angeles Div. 
Res. and Devtlop. Div., Life ScL Group, Calif.) 
(Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. NatL Cod,  PhaPdelphiP, Pa., Apr. 30,1964). 
Am- Indusaial Hygie ne AssDckrion J o u r ~ l ,  voL 26, Mu.-Apr. 1965, 
p. 177-186. refs. 
Tm feasibilq studles ckrcribed here explored the conditions necessary 
for a life support system suirable for a m e d  space vehWe. Wh- rats 
were placed in a dosed system with a rrdrculatlng air loop. Solld potassturn 
supemride was used as a combinarion oxygen genersror and urbon dioxide 
absorber. and potassium hydroxide was used as a supplememrl carbon 
dioxide absorber. At the conclusion of the 25-day test period the rats re- 
mained albe and heatthy. A thorough chemrsl ady& was performed m 
determine the average animal respiratory quotient and chemical system ef- 
ficiencies. Three human subjects were maintained for 14 days in a sealed 
environment life support system witb dual air regeneration loops. The air 
regeneratlon system was evaluated at various oxygen and carbon dtoxide 
partial pressures and relative humidities. A t  the conclusion of the test period, 
the subjects were examined and judged healthy. 
THE SOVIETS IN SPACE- AN HISTORICAL SURVEY. 
Gerald Gilbert Gowrcbin (hfiami U, Ha.) 
S cefli hr, vol. 7. May 1965. p. 74-82. 
survey is presented of Russian conaiburbns Io space flight. 
A brief revtew is gwen of their pioneering efforts beginning # TliolkovsLy 
until the end of World Wax 11. From that point to the present, Russian &- 
velopments in rocketry and manned sp8ce mght are report+d in &taU. By 
1953, when the fust otRcial announcement of their plans for outer space 
explorarlon was published, the USSR had a significant lend o o u  rhe western 
counahs. This was based on both their own technology and mnaiburbns 
mark by the Germans. After the success of the Sputniks in 1957 and 1958, 
the Russians developed a more powerful rocket capable of flying to the moon. 
The Soviet Man- in- Space program is covered in derail. and the significant 
test flights are discussed. The vartous manned flights are -wed and the 
signtficance of the three- man orbital flight is discussed. 
A65-81251 
A65-81252 
A65-81253 
SOME BEHAVIOURAL FACTORS AFFECTING ASTRONAUTS. 
R. D. Rancis IU. COIL Wollonaone. New South Wales. AusualiaL 
hMboume &&h, B & h  Inte&la&rary Society, and Galton SoiKty 
Meeting, U. Melbourne, Ausualh, 1964). 
Spaceflight, voL 7, May 1965. p. 85-87. 9 refs. 
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The author discusses the following behavioral factc-s affecting astronauts 
during space missions: (l) quality and quantity of the tasks the astronauts 
are expected to perform; (2) weightlessness; and (3) isolation. Perhaps the 
most difficult problem is that of isolation. A great number of studies carried 
out on Isolation have produced results at variance with each other. Some 
facts, however, seem to have emerged consistently: (1) after isolation the 
subjects reported feelings of bitation and hostility, although there were 
individual differences; (2) subjects reported a feeling of being unable to 
concentrate on any one topic or carry out a chain of reasoning; (3) some 
perceptual disorganization seems to take place; and (4) knowledge by the 
subjects that they are being watched and cared for, and that there was an 
escape route available made their isolation more tolerable. Sex or previous 
experience seems to play no role in toleration of isolation. 
A65-61254 
INVESTIGATIONS ON THE ACTION OF NATURAL IONIZING RADIATIONS 
ON THE GROWTH OF UNICELLULAR ORGANISMS [RECHERCHES SUR 
L’ ACTION DES RADIATIONS IONISANTES NATURELLES SUR LA 
CROIS SANCE D’ ETRES UNICELLULAIRESI. 
Hubert Planel, Jean- Plene Soleilhavoup, and Rend Ttxador (Fac. of Med., 
Lab. of Histol., Toulouse, France). 
Comptes Rendus de I’ Academie des Sciences, Paris, vol. 260, Mar. 29, 
1965, p. 3770-3773. In French. 
Cultures of paramecium caudatum under normal conditions or under 
protection with a lead xreenl(S% cm)\were exposed to natural ionizlng radia- 
tion over a period of 10 days. During the first days a decrease in growth was 
observed in the lead- protected cultures. The number of P. caudatum lMng 
under lead was less than that found in normal cultures. When a 10 cm lead 
screen was used to protect the cultures, highly significant results were ob- 
tained. The level of growth inhibition was 35% for cultures protected by 5 cm 
of lead and 50% for cultures protected by 10 cm of lead. Included are repre- 
sentative histograms and curves of paramecium growth during protection 
with variable lead screens. It is concluded that natural ionizing radiations 
exercise, in spite of their weak intensity, an effect on living things and proba- 
bly create a state of ionization apparently indispensible for the multiplication 
of protozoa. 
ABS- 81255 
THE PHYSIOLOGY OF BLOOD COAGULATION IN EXPERIMENTAL LEAD 
POISONING: EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS AND PATHOGENIC CONSID- 
ERATIONS [IL COMPORTAMENTO DELLA COAGULAZIONE DEL SANGUE 
NELLA INTOSS CAZIONE SPERIMENTALE DA PIOMBOI. 
R. Raddi, V. D’ Angelo, and L. Pengue (Florence U., Inst. di Med. del 
Lavoro, Italy). 
Lavoro Umano,vol. 16, Nov. 1964, p. 578-588. 27 refs. In Italian. 
Coagulation tests on the blood of rabbits experimentally poisoned with 
lead revealed the following: (1) progressive lengthening of the reaction 
time 6); (2) an increase in coagulation velocity (k); (3) a high r,k ratio; (4) 
a decrease in maximum amplitude; (5) progressive increase in the recalci- 
fication and Quick times; and (6) a decrease of flbfinogen. It is postulated 
that these coagulation changes may be related to impaired liver function 
induced by lead poisoning. 
A65- 81256 
ON THE CHANGES OF THE NUMBER AND AGGLUTINABILITY OF 
PLATELETS DURING EXPERIMENTAL POISONING. PART 111: THE 
BEHAVIOR OF THE PLATELETS DURING EXPERIMENTAL LEAD 
POISONING [SULLE MODIFICAZIONI DEL NUMERO E DELL’AG- 
GLUTINABILITA DELLE PIASTRINE IN CORSO DI INTOSSICAZIONI 
SPERIMENTALI. NOTA 111: IL COMPORTAMENTO DELLE PIASTRINE 
IN CORSO DI INTOSSICAZIONE SPERIMENTALE DA PIOMBO]. 
R. Raddi, V. D’ Angelo, and 0. Marras (Florence U., 1st. di Med., del 
Lavoro, Iraly). 
Lavoro Umano, vol. 16,Nov. 1964, p. 626-629. 15 refs. In Italian. 
A slight decrease was found in the number of blood platelets and an 
insignificant deficit of agglutinability in rabbits experimentally poisoned 
with lead acetate. These factors were not considered responsible for the 
blood coagulation changes induced by experimental lead poisoning. 
A65-81257 
REMARKS ON THE ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF SUBJECTS PERFORMING 
HEAVY WORK AND COMPARISON WITH THE ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF 
TRAINED ATHLETES [RILIEVI SULL’ELETTROCARDIOGRA MMA DI 
SOGGETTI CHE SVOLGONO ATTIVITA LAVORATIVA PESANTE E COM- 
PARAZIONE CON L’ ELElTROCARDlOGRAMMA DELL’ ATLETA ALLENATOI. 
Gabriele Sequi, Pa010 Turchetto, and Lino Coltro (Padua U., 1st. di Med. del 
Lavoro, Italy). 
Layoro Umano,vol. 16, Nov. 1964, p. 630-638. 28 refs. In Italian. 
The electrocardiograms (EKG) of 25 stevedores working at the job for at  
least five years, trained athletes, and subjects performing sedentary work were 
studied. In comparison with the other two groups, the EKG of stevedores dis- 
played signs of ventricular hypertrophy. This was considered a manifestation 
Of their intense muscular activity during the working period. The different EKG 
morphological features in the examined groups are evaluated and tabulated. 
A65-81258 
HEARING LOSS: DIAGNOSIS AND ANATOMIC CONSIDERATIONS. 
C. J .  Holmberg pinn. U., Clin. Dept of Otolaryngol., Minneapolig. 
IN: THE FAST RANGE CLINICS SYMPOSIUM ON NOISE EFFECTS IN 
INDUSTRY. 
(Symposium on Noise Effects and Hearing Conserv. In Ind., East Range 
Clin., Virginia, Minn., Jun. 4 5 ,  1964). 
Journal of Occupational Medicine,vol. 7, Apr. 1965, p. 138-144. 5 refs. 
A creat number of industrial emolovees suffer temooriuv. noise-hduced 
hearinlg loss, from which the ear recov;rs within a spedfic number of hours. 
The temporary elevation of auditory threshold which results from one day’s 
exposure to noise levels of 100 decibels or more may vary from no-shlft to 
35 decibels of loss. Exposure to typical noise produces the largest temporary 
loss at 4,000 and 6,000 cps. The major portion of the temporary loss is pro- 
duced during the first one or two hours of exposure. The amount of tem- 
porary loss is about the same for the same person from day to day, but varies 
with indMduals. It also varies in accordance with the amount and frequency 
locatton of permanent loss. Normally hearing persons, who had not been 
exposed to noise for long periods of time, show more temporary threshold 
shifts than those who had previous experience. 
A65- 81259 
RADIATION ACCIDENTS AND EMERGENCIES IN MEDICINE, RESEARCH. 
AND INDUSTRY. 
Lawrence H. Lanzl, John H. Rust (Chicago U. Ill.), and John H. Pingel 
(Argonne Natl. Lab., Ind. Hyg. and Safety Div., Ill.) Eds. 
Edited by Lawrence H. Lanzl, John H. Rust, and John H. Pingel. Springfield, 
Ill., Charles C. Thomas, 1965, xiii + 328 p. Proceedings of Symp. on Radia- 
tion Accidents and Emergencies in Med., Res., and Industry, Chtcago, Dec. 
19-20, 1963. 
The symposium was organized in an attempt to cover most of the pertin- 
ent aspects of emergency and accident situations arising from the application 
of ionizing radiation in medicine, research, and industry. It included the follow- 
ing topics: (1) scope of the problems, explanation of terms, and historic back- 
ground; (2) handing of emergencies at the scene; (3) medical role in decontam- 
ination of uninjured persons and treatment of the injured; (4) decontamination 
methods, equipment, and materials; (5) specific problems which include radia- 
tion monitoring and nonnuclear weapons accidents; (6) emergency organatton, 
legal liability, and reporting radiation accidents; ( / )  recleral and scale agency 
regulations of radiation emergencies; and( 8 )  social aspects of radiation haz- 
ards. 
ABS-81260 
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION AND THE ORIGIN OF LIFE I L’EVOLUTION 
MOLECULAIRE ET L’ORIGINE DE LA VIEI. 
Jules Duchesne (Liege U., Belgium). 
Ciel et Terre,vol. 81, Jan.-Feb. 1965, p. 1-5. In French. 
actual forms but from their precursors, the simple molecules, which by slow and 
continuous transformation gave them their origin. This elementary phase is 
identified with what is called molecular evolution as advanced by Haldane and 
Oparin. The primitive atmosphere was thought to contain hydrogen, methane, 
ammonia, and water. Interaction of ultraviolet radiation, spatial iontzing ra- 
diation, and natural radioactivity with this primitive medium were possibly 
instrumental in producing some molecular origins of life. Reviewed are molecu- 
lar evolution studies made in the laboratory including the effect of radiations 
on the primitive atmosphere; synthesis of amino acids, sugars, fatty acids, 
urea, and heterocyclic compounds from the primitive medium; and the syn- 
thesis of desoxyribose, desoxyribonucleic acid, polypeptides, nucleic acids, 
proteins, and coacervative globules from various media. These substances are 
postulated by various researchers to be the primordial molecules from which 
life originated. Mention is made of the primittve photosynthetic system which 
was possibly instrumental in initiating reactions in the primitive atmosphere to 
produce molecular substances during the origin of life. 
A theory is presented that evolution of the first living ancestor was not from 
A65-81261 
THE RISKS OF HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN THERAPY. 
A. S. Jarrett (R.A.F. Inst. of Aviation Med., Farnborough, Great Britain). 
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine, vol. 57, Sep. 1964, p. 820-823. 
11 refs. 
Risks attending high pressure oxygen therapy are listed and discussed. The 
following are included: (1) barotrauma, (2) decompression sickness, (3) aseptic 
bone necrosis, (4) nitrogen narcosis, (5) fire hazard, (6) toxic substances (e.g., 
carbon dioxide), and (7) oxygen toxicity. 
A65- 81262 
VENTILATION OF THE NORMAL AND BLOCKED MIDDLE EAR: A REVIEW 
OF MECHANISMS. 
Richard A. Davison (Patrick AFB, Fla.) 
Annals of Otology, Rhinologyand Laryngology,vol. 74, Mar. 1965, p. 162-173. 
2 8 refs. 
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ver, currently recommended by the Air Force as a method for Mat ing  the 
middle ear, is described and its shortcomings for use in modem aviation are 
pointed out. Although the Valsalva maneuver serves adequately to ventilate 
the blocked ear in most cases, its predisposttion to cause Syncope and its 
relarive inefficiency w a ~ a n t  reevaluation of alternate methods. It is proposed 
that the rather lengthy name of "nasopharyngeal posirtve pressure maneuver" 
be replaced by the shorter term "Frenwl manewer", placing it in its rightful 
category beside the Valsahre and Toynbea maneuvers. If further studies bear 
out its greater efficiency. it might be advantageous to the Ait Force to adopt 
the Renzel maneuver as a recommended means for voluntary middle ear in- 
flation. The reason given for this proposal is threefold: (l) the eustachian 
tube opens at a lower pressure aith the Renzel maneuver than with the 
Valsalva; (2) equal or higher maximum pressures can be developed vtth the 
Frenzel maneuver, giving an addttional safety factor; and (3) accomplishment 
of the Frentel maneuver is entkely independent of intrathoracic pressure and 
phase of respiration. Thus, there is no tendency for production of syncope 
during performance of the Renzel maneuver. In addition, end-expiratory per- 
formance of the Frenzel maneuver may facilitate the equilibration of gases 
within the middle ear wIth the ambient atmosphere. This is of considerahlr ai- 
vantage in the prevention or oxygen-absorption barotitis. The R e a l  maneu- 
ver may also be of benefit in the matment of chronic serous orlris media. 
The relattve advantages and disadvantages of the Toynbee maneuver. poliu- 
erization, and eustachian tube catheterization are also discussed 
A65-81263 
LIFE IN OTHER SOLAR SYSTEMS. 
Fmderick 1. Ordway, Ill. 
New York, E. P. Dunon and Co, Inc- 1965.96 p. 
The author presents facts of contemporary knowledge about the SPuctLue 
and function of our universe, and outlines scientific speculations on the possi- 
b i l i i  of extraterrestrial life. Upon this frame he superimposes original ideas 
wtth the aid of a "relartve handful of astronomers, biologists, mathematicians, 
and other scholars from many pans of the world who have applied their know- 
ledge and their energies to the intriguing concept of life beyond the solar sys- 
tem and, through a combination of fearless, profound md b r i l t i  reasonlng. 
have helped transfer the subject [Ltfe in Other Solar Sysrema] fmm the pages 
of science fiction to the realm of legtrimare scientifk mqulry". 
The middle ear can be ventilated by various methods. The Valsalva maneu- 
ABS-81264 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OXYGEN CONSLMPTION AND HEART 
RATE IN CARDIOVASCULAR FL;NCTION EVALUATION LIL RAPPORT0 
FRA CONSUMO DI OSSIGENO E FREQL'ENZA CARDIACA NELU VALU- 
TAZIONE RNZIONALE CARDIO- CIRCOLATORIAI. 
G .  Janigro (centro di Studi e Ric. di Med. Aeron. e Spaziate, Rome, Italy). 
Riv is rs  di Medicina Aeronautica e Spaziale. vol. 27,Oct.-Dec. 1964, 
p. 4 4 7 4 6 6 .  8 refs. In Italian. 
A study was made of the oxygen consumption/hean rate ratio during 
maximum muscular work performed by 480 untrained young pilot candidates. 
The subjects were subdivided into various groups depending on the amount of 
work performed. The existence of a close positive correlation was found be- 
tween behavior of this ratio and the classical parameters considered reliable 
indexes of respiratory and cardiac function (maximum pulmonaryventilarion, 
maximum oxygen consumption, calories/pulmonary ventilation according to 
Margaria). Lse of the oxygen consumption/hean rate ratio is considered 
valuable for the continuous evaluation of training levels of athletes involved 
in sports competttions, or for the objective evaluation of respira~ory and 
cardiovascular function in the selection of persons for work demanding much 
physical effort. 
A65-81265 
ON HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES TAKING PLACE IN SOME ORGANS OF 
MICE TWICE IRRADIATED WITH C060 AND G R A m  WITH HOMOLO- 
GOCS BONE MARROW [StiLLE MODIFICHE IS'I'OLOG!C.E 2" 3 .  ( 2  <- -  
FICANO IN ALCUNI ORGAN1 D1 TOPI PER DUE VOLTE IRRADIATI CON 
C o g  E TRAPIANTATI CON MIDOLL0 OSSEO OMOLOGOI. 
G. Mazzella and G. Paolucci (centro di Studi e Ric. di Med Afron. e Spaziale. 
Rome, Italy). 
Rivista di Medicina Aeronautica e S p a d e ,  vol. 27,0cL4Xc. 1964, p. 
467-485. 14  refs. In Italian. 
Hisrological studies were made of the liver, spleen, and bone marrow of 
five groups of mice spontaneouslykilled after being exposed to 930 roentgens 
of cobalt 60 irradiation in either air or anoxia and subsequently grafted inua- 
venously with homologous bone marrow. This treatment was repeated a 
second time in some of the groups. Histological changes were found in the 
groups irradiated and grafted one and two times, in comparison to those 
irradiited only once. Funhermore, significant hinologlfal changes were ob- 
served in irradiated and grafted animals whereas only slight changes were 
found in animals grafwd once or several times in air or anoxia, Le. vacuolar 
degeneratlon, hystiocytic reactlon. and the presence of cellular clumps in the 
Itver; splenic hemorrhage, congestton, and metaplasia; and rarlfication of bow 
marrow elements. Included me representative hinopbotographs. 
A65-81270 
A65-81266 
INFLUENCE OF INDOLYLAIXYLAMINES AND OF SOME OTHER COM- 
POUNDS ON THE ABILITY OF MICE TO STAND LOW BAROMETRIC 
PRESSCRE [VLIIANIE INDOLILALKILAMINOV I NEKOTORYKH DRL'GIKH 
VESHCHESTV NA WNOSLIVOST' MYSHEI K PONIZHENNOML BARO- 
h!ETRICHESKOML DAVLENIICI. 
P. G. Zherebchenko. 
Radiobiologiia,vof. 5, 1965, p. 285-286. 9 refs. In Russ&n 
White mice were given intraperitoneal injections of antiradiation com- 
pounds prior to subjecting them to anoxic hypo* at simulated high altitudes 
in a pressure chamber. The results show that inoltylalkylamines and mercapto- 
alkylamines given in radioprotective doses produced adifferent degree of in- 
creasing the hypoxic effeu caused by low baromeuic pressure. Tryptamine 
and 6-metho1y~ryptamine lowered considerably the animals'tolerance to 
induced hypoxia Mercamine and S- ,4 -aminoethylisothiuronium bromide 
hydrobromtde produced the same effect, although to a lesser degree. The re- 
sults indicate that the radiation protecting compounds caused a state of 
hypoxia in the animals which increased under conditions of low pressure. 
The author calls attention to the fact that 6-methoxynyptamine reduced the 
animals'tolerance to hypoxia even to a greater degree than mercamine and 
S- 6 -aminoethylisothiuronium bromide hydrobromide although it possesses 
no radioprotective action. 
A65-81267 
FORMATIOK OF hETHEMOGLOBIN IN RABBITS BY INIECTION OF 
CHEMICAL RADIOPROTECTORS lMETGEMOGLOBINOOBRAZOVANIE 
L KROLIKOV PRI WEDENII SREDSTV K~IMICHESKOI  ZASHCHITY 0'1 
IONEIRUIUSHCHEI RADIATSIII. 
N. 1. Bichetkina 
Radiobiologiia,vol. 5, 1965, p. 293-294. 6 refs. In Russian. 
Intravenous injections of sodium ninite, paraaminopropiophenon end 
paraaminobutyrophenon in rabbits induced considerable methemoglobemia, 
which was equal in characterisrics and duration for all three radioprotectors. 
The maximum concentration of methemoglobin was reached 10 to 30 min 
after injection. The same pinwe of methemoglobin production was observed 
when the animals were subjected to an 800 I dose of gamma radiation 10 min 
after the injection of these compounds. After iuadiation $one, methernoglobin 
was produced in small amounts, the concentration reaching 6% to 1 Sg, at the 
end of 1 1/2 hr. The mechanism of the prophylactic anion of sodium ninite 
and paraaminopropiophenon is known to be due to the hypoxic m e  of the 
tissues, which causes formation of methemoglobin. 
A65-81268 
RESEARCH PERTAINING TO A TABLE FOR THE EVALUATION OF ACCI- 
DENTS DUE TO DEFECTIVE VISUAL ACLIlY IALLA RICERCA DI UNA 
TAVOLA PER LA VALCTAZIONE INFORTUNISTICA DEI DANNI NELLA' 
ACCTEZZA VISIVAI. 
Geornio Betocchi and Albert0 MonricellL 
(First-Natl. Conv. of Social Ophrhalmol., Naples, May 28-30, 1964). 
Rassegna di Medicina Industriale e dl lgiene del Lavoro, vol. 33, Nov.4Xc. 
1964, p. 6 5 0 4 5 7 .  In Italian. 
BGfIyreviewed are tables usedfor evaluastng accidents due to visual acuity 
disorders. In order to obtain positive results when evaluating these disorders 
in relation to the accident r h o ,  a table is presented of the disorders categorized 
on a percentage basis according to (a) monocular damage; @) binocular damage; 
@) binocular damages dafering between the two sides; and (d) binocular dam- 
ages differing between the two sides and other combinations. This table may be 
of value in elaborating statistical tables used for the evaluation of reduced visual 
acuity with reference to the general reduction of work output. 
ABS-81269 
THE RELATIVE EFFECT OF ISOMETRIC AND DYNAMIC TRAINING ON THE 
ENDURANCE WRING DYNAMIC WORK IDIE RELATIVE WlRKUNG ISO- 
METRISCHEN UND DYNAMSCHEN TRAININGS AUF DIE AUSDAUER BE1 
DYNAMISCHER ARBEITI. 
K. Kogi, E. A. Muller, and W. Rohmen p a x  Planck-Inst.fiir Arbeitsphysiol., 
Dortmund, West Germany). 
Internationale Zeitschrfft fiir Angewandte Physiologie, vol. 20, 1965, p. 
465481.  15 refs. In German. 
Isometric training on a hand ergometer in 1 2  different crank positions was 
carried out with three subjects. Maximal isometric muscle strength increased 
in all positions until a constant was reached The relative suengrh i n W l y  
amounted to 70.1yv After dynamic training carried out wkb two subjects. the 
maximum strength decreased by 10% of the constant reached before. Both 
types of training increased maximum endurance for work on a crank ergometer 
at loads of 1 2  and 37 mkp/sec, wirh the greatest increase after dynamic train- 
ing. The work pulse curve is flattened by dynamic training, but unchanged by 
isometric training. The work pulse rate is lowered by both rypts of training, 
hut more markedly by dynamic training. 
n"J-"*'Iu 
WORK PULSE RATE AS AN INDICATOR OF PROLONGED MLSCLE 
FATIGUE [DIE ARBEITSPUiSFREQUENZ ALS INDICATOR FUR 
LANGFRISTIGE MUSKELERMUWNGI. 
6 3  
A65-81271 
E. A. Muller and K. Kogi (Max Planck- Inst. fur Arbeitsphysiol., Donmund, 
West Germany). 
hternationale Zeitschrlft fur aneewandte Phvsioloeie,v_ol 20, 1965, 
p. 493-497. In German. 
three subjects (ages 17, 25, and 31 years) over two separate three-week 
periods. At first the subjects practiced 6 weeks for 30 minutes a day on a 
two-hand crank ergometer. The experimental series consisted of one week 
with regular 30- minute work periods; the second week the work was extended 
to 60 minutes; and the third week was as before with 30 minute work periods. 
Pulse rate before, during, and after work was used as an index of fatigue. 
Doubling of the work period resulted in elevated daily work pulse in the pres- 
ence of normal rest pulse. Return to 30 minute work resulted in regression of 
work pulse to previous values. Marked individual differences were noted. 
A65-81271 
THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT RESTING LENGTH OF THE MUSCLE ON 
THE RATE OF INCREASE IN STRENGTH THROUGH ISOMETRIC TRAINING 
[DER EINFLUSS VERSCHIEDENER RUHELANGE DES MUSKELS AUF DIE 
GESCHWINDIGKEIT DER KRAFTZUNAHME DURCH ISOMETRISCHES 
TRAINING]. 
W. Rohmert and H. Neuhaus (Max Planck-lnst. fur Arbeitsphysiol., Dortmund, 
West Germanvl. 
Serial investigations of muscle fatigue and recovery were undertaken with 
International; ieitschrift fur angewandte.Physiologie, vol. 20, 1965 
p. 498514. 25 refs. I n  German. 
Isometric training was canted out on four muscle groups of the arm in two 
different elbow positions with varied resting muscle length. Eleven men and 
six women participated in 135 isometric training series, each lasting approxi- 
mately 10.5 weeks. The results show that the rate of increase in strength 
through isometric training depends on muscle length at rest. It is significantly 
faster when the same muscle group is trained in a position with the smaller 
muscle length at rest. If different muscle groups with relatively similar resting 
muscle lengths are trained isometrically, (a) the rate of increase in strength does 
not depend on the muscle group trained and, @) Sex is not a statistically signifi- 
cant factor in the rate of development of muscle strength. In quantitative grad- 
ing of isomeulc training loads, the resultant end strength should be experi- 
mentally established and included in the calculation in addition to the currently 
used rate of increase in strength. 
A65-81272 
GAS BUBBLE FORMATION IN ORGANISM IN EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRES- 
SION (GASBLASENBILOUNG IN ORGANISMUS BEIM DRUCKFALLI. 
K. G. Muller and S. Ruff (Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt. Inst fur 
Fluemed.. Bad Godesbere. West Germanvl. 
Int&nationale ZeitschrifLfur angewandt;Phvsioloeie. vol. 20, 1965, 
p. 521544. 11 refs. InGerman. 
Decompression results in an overload of gas in solution which is removed 
slowly. This transport is best described by a flow chart. Durlng the transport, 
gas bubnles may develop from gas nuclei present in the vascular endothelium 
and tissue. The flow chan is extended to include bubble formation. The size 
of bubbles and the pressure of the tissues are recognized as physiologically 
active magnitudes beyond certain threshold values. Below a threshold value 
gas bubbles are inactive. Inactive gas bubbles are unavoidable in any decom- 
pression scheme. The formation of bubbles after explosive decompression is 
surpassed in a short time by circulatory removal of the gas. The maxtmum 
values for the volume and the elastic partial pressure of the bubbles have to 
be compared with the critical magnitudes. Processes of bubble formation and 
removal through circulation depend on the time constants for transport, solu- 
bility, and tissue elasticity. The effect of the parameters is illustrated by nu- 
merical examples for different decompression schemes. 
A65-81273 
INFLUENCE OF UPRIGHT POSTURE ON METABOLISM [UBER DEN 
EINFWSS DER AUFRECHTEN HALTUNG AUF DEN STOFFWECHSELI. 
P. van Lytvanck and J. Vrijens (Gent U., Inst. fur Leibeserziehung, 
Belgium). 
lnternationale Zeitschrift fur angewandte Physiologie,vol. 20, 1965, 
p. 545549. 13 refs. In German. 
In 25 male adolescents (ages 13 to 15 years) metabolism was higher in 
the standing position than in the supine position; in the military stance it 
was higher than in the at rest position. Investigation of habitual posture 
showed that with the asthenic posture the upright position demands a 2 2 %  
increase i n  oxygen consumption, while with the normal posture there is only 
a 3% increase in oxygen consumption. Weak abdominal musculature result- 
ing in abdominal ptosis upon standing wtth a higher energy expenditure for 
assumption and maintenance of the proper posture is considered to be a 
factor. 
A65-81274 
INFLUENCE OF SUPINE POSTURE ON MECHANICAL WORK OF BREATHING. 
J .  Troquet, J. Damoiseau, and J. M. Petit (lnst. Leon Fredericq and Inst. 
Ernest Malvoz, Lkge, Belgium). 
Internationale Zeitschrift fur angewandte Physiologie, vol. 20, 1965, 
P. 55055 4. 15 refs. 
In order to verify the influence of the mediastinal artifact on the mechanical 
work of breathing, measurements by esophageal balloon method and determi- 
nations by air interruption technique are simultaneously carried out in sitting 
and supine postures. The results obtained in the normal subjects demonstrate 
that the mechanical work of breathing is never overestimated, in spice of the 
mediastinal artifact. 
A65-81275 
POTASSIUM PALLADO SULFITE METHOD FOR CARBON MONOXIDE 
DETECTION. 
Leslie Silverman and George R. Gardner (Harvard U., School of Publlc Health, 
Dept of Ind. Hyg., Boston, Mass.; and Bacharacb Ind. Instr. Co., Pittsburgh, 
Pa.) 
American Industrial Hygiene Association Journal, vol. 26, Mar.-Apr. 1965, 
p. 97-105. 13 refs. 
This paper describes an improved method for directly measuring low con- 
centrations of carbon monoxide in air. Carbon monoxide reacts with potassium 
pallado sulfite impregnated on a chemically inert gel contained in sealed glass 
tubes. Length of discoloration caused by conversion of yellow sulfite to dark 
brown palladium or its oxide is an  exponential function of CO concentration. 
Data are presented on the measurement of carbon monoxide in air as well as 
in oxygen-deficient or oxygen-free atmospheres. Applications are given 
relative to interfering and noninterfering gases and vapors as  well as tempera- 
ture correction data coverlng range of - SO0 to 1 20° F ‘and ambient pressure 
correction. 
A65-81276 
SPACEFLIGHT SIMULATORS FOR ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND 
TRAINING. 
H. F. Huddleston (R.A.F. Inst. of Aviation Med., Farnborough, Great Britain). 
(Space Environ. Simulators Symposium, Northampton Coll. of Advanced 
Technol., Great Britain, Nov. 17, 1964). 
S acefli ht,vol. 7, May 1965, p. 88-97. 135 refs. *Critic aspects of spaceflight can be simulated for selection purposes and 
famUiarization with some of the mood experiences involved before undertaking 
the task itself. Two things must be emphasized: the individual’s lack of know- 
ledge concerning his relationship to space, and the fact that psychology can 
hardly be forced into convenient categories divorced from physiological con- 
siderations. Although separate stresses have been studied, such as isolation 
or situational ones, there is a need for considering multiple stresses, which 
on occasion may leave opposing effects. The near and distant possibUities of 
livtng in space may bring out barely touched topics, such as: (l) motion sick- 
ness produced when artificial gravity is maintained by rotation of the vehicle; 
(2) undesirable side effects produced by the use of psychopharmacological 
agents against stress; (3) long-term hibernation effects on early and special- 
ized skill training; (4) close association with “cyborgs”or ‘telepuppets”; and 
(5) posstble communications with alien organisms, and possible colonization 
of planets. 
A6541277 
RESPIRATORY ARRYTHMIA AND RESPIRATORY ATRIOVENTRICULAR 
BLOCK IN HYPERCAPNIA AND HYPOXIA [DYKHATEL’NAIA ARITMIIA 
I DYKHATEL’NAIA ATRIOVENTRIKUUARNAIA BLOKADA PRI GIPER- 
KAPNll I GIPOSKIII. 
1. S. Ul’ianinskii and L. A. Dzhuraeva (USSR, Acad. of Med. Sci., Inst. of 
Normal and Pathol. Physiol., Lab. of Clin. Physiol., Moscow). 
Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal SSSR, vol. 51, Mar. 1965, p. 340-349. 19 refs. 
In Russian. 
In tracheotomized dogs, hypercapnia induced by breathing air containing 
10% to 15% C 0 2  decreased heart action and increased the vagus reflexes 
connected with respiration, that is, caused respiratory arrythmia and respira- 
tory atrioventricular block. These changes were due to an increase of vagus 
tonus. During hypoxia, caused by inhalation of air containing 5% to 10% 
02, cardiac rhythm was increased, and the vagus reflexes connected with 
respiration disappeared. This effect was due to a lowering of the central 
vagus tonus and to excitation of the sympathetic nervous system. 
A65-81278 
MECHANISM OF THERMAL RECEPTORS [O NEKOTORYKH SPORNYKH 
VOPROSAKH TERMICHESKOI RETSEPTSIII. 
0. P. Minut- Sorokhtina (Petrozavodsk State U., Dept. of Physiol., LSSR). 
FiziologicheskiiZhurnal SSSR,vol. 51, Mar. 1965, p. 251-258. 16 refs. 
In Russian. 
taining fibers from many receptors, showed various amplitudes in rabbits and 
cats. Thermal stimulation of these areas caused a surge of impulses, which 
persisted during the period of stimulation. This response can be attributed to 
the mechanoreceptors of the skin. The fact that in nerves conducting impulses 
from different types of receptors the skin receptors predominate over the 
vascular receptors could be demonstrated by the experiments when heating or 
cooling small areas of the skin did not evoke any blood temperature changes 
in the peripheral vessels. 
Oscillograms from small nerves of the skin of the hip, leg, and body, con- 
64 
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A65-81279 
'A SIMPLE MICROMANIPULATOR FOR INSERTION OF ELECTRODES 
INTO THE BRAIN IPROSTOI MMROMANIPULIATOR DLIA POGRUZHENllA 
ELMTROWV V MOZGL 
A. M. Melekhova and V. L D'tnkonov (USSR, A& of ScL, Inst of Higher 
N e m u s  Activ€ty and Neurophysiol. Lab. of Elecaophygiol, Moscow). 
Ftaologichesidi Z h d  SSSR, mL 51. Mar. 1965, p. 278-280. 7 ref& 
In Russian. 
A simple micmmrnipularor for insenion of eleenodes into the brain of 
experimental animpls tr de- It requires only a small orifice in the skull 
and can be implanted and matntaW tn unanesthetized animals. 
A65- 81280 
THE GEMINI PROGRAM. 
Daniel D. M c K n  (A.F. Systems Command FlcM offia, NASA MazIDUl 
Spaceaaft Center, Housron, T a )  
AtrUnivcrriryR&r voL 18,May-Jun. 1965.p.6-15. 
Although Gemini &gn is based on Mercury technology, there M dif- 
ferences in c8pabifity. The major amps forwad in the Gemini b u i c  design 
include the following: (1) R ~ O M U ~  conuol of &on modes while on the 
launch pad and durlng the boos phase d flight: (2) tbe  cppDwity to per- 
form translation mnneuve~s in space, in addition to the aainde comr~l  which 
was posstble in Mercury; (3) the ability to rendemus and dock IigidlY witb 
another vehicle in space by the use of radar racking, osnomut judgmem, 
and spacecraft maneuverabfltty; (4) adequateelecaical power, aairude con- 
uol fuel, andlife- suppon equipment to remain in orbit for long durattonsi 
(5) equipment and p r o d u r e s  to allow an astronaut to engage in enravebk- 
u l g  activity, which includes egress from the spacecrah during orbital flight, 
demonmarion of the abiltty to perform useful tasks while outside the p n s -  
sure capsule, and s p . a e n f t  ingress; @) comntlled armoqherif reemry to 
iiuprove RcovuysccuT&cy. 
A65-81281 
MANNED ORBITING SPACE STATIONS. 
John M. Coultu md Benjamin S. Loret (Headqurrrers AF Systems Commsnd, 
Washinmn D.Cd 
A& U& R&w WJL 16, May-Jun. 1965. p. 3341. 5 &r. 
The Enended A&Uo Prolpun envisions three program8 (listed in order 
of inueasing upabnin, and &hnological compkxky) pres.& u&r studg: 
(1) the Apollo Orbiral Reseamh Laboratory, (2) the Medium Orbirpl Research 
Labornmry; and (3) the Large OrbW Research Laboratory. Step m m -  
tions will consist of: (1) increasing the vehicles' space capacity and crew 
number; (2) replacement of some subsystems, such as a solar cell ekc- 
ukal power source for the present fuel cell system; (3) docldng operations 
which will permit enay into unmanned spacecrah by crews ferried to space 
stattons; and (4) pnwdal pamy to permit longer presence of man in space. 
The spacc smrbn development dl promote the scientific exploration of 
space, and provlde for national securtty in the near-earth space ann& 
A65-81202 
RAPID ESTIMATION OF PLASMA CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION FROM 
pH AND TOTAL CARBON DIOXIDE CO-. 
Jerome P. Kassirer and Howard L Bletcb (rufts U. School of Me& Depf of 
Me& Medford; and Pran Clh-New England Center Hosp., Renal Lab, 
Boston, Mass.) 
New EnglandJoumal of Medicine,voL 272. May 20,1965, p. 1067-1068. 
mS supponed research. 
A method for esrimating carbon dioxide tension $cot) from blood pH 
and total d o n  dioxide content is presented. It does not mplhr complicated 
formulas. log- tables, rlidc rules, or normograms. This method, pppnfa- 
ble In the preaencc of a wide v u k q  of rid-brsc ~~ uses LO rrirhmecif 
conversion of pH to hydrogen ion concentration, foltond by the use of this 
derIvedvduc in a simple calcuh&n rhrtr yleldr pCO2. Tht value of pCO2 
derived by this method closefy ppproximarrs the value de- witb the Hender- 
son4fasmlbdch equation. 
A8S-81283 
AN OPERATIONAL PORTABLE BIOMEDICAL MONITORING SYSTEM. 
D. G. Slmons and W. E Prorber g S A F  School of Aerospace Med.. Brooks 
AFB, Tex.) 
IN: PROC. OF THE 1965 NATL. TELEMETERIN CONF., HOUSTON. TM, 
APR. 1965. 
New Yo* Le- Winner, Apr. 1965, p. 59-64. 21 refs. 
Thii portable biomedlul monitoring symem mcorrkd fhrr physrObgical 
measures on magnetic tape under a varrCty of aerospace stress condiclons. 
It included respuatbn, base sldn rerist.mc/galvanic Wn response. blood 
pressure, electrocardtogram, and the eknrotnccphalogram. The uansmmer 
ponion M sriull and light, easUy applied rtrbout bterfuing rith crew duty 
performance. The recording portton of the portable system may be located 
anywhere wtthln a hundrrd feet of the subjea. The d t n g  of each wa8u~e 
w u  carefuUy conx&Sen& Range switches, when necessary, accommodated a 
ride variety of subjects under many w e s s  condttlons which included L.bomtory 
bmss tests. simulated ffttht mess, and in-flight monitoring. Tbre  phases of 
calibration procedure insured full utUiBtion of bandrimh and low-noise bio- 
medical data Continuous dam monitoring helped to maintain its quality, and 
helped to identify d i f f i C W s  promptly. The preprocessing and computer anal- 
ysis of these data for parrerns of system arousal remain cenaal, and plmerns 
of stress response emphasized the importance of optimizing the signd-to- 
noise ratio in the oaglnrl recorded data. The use of this single instrumenta- 
tion system for collecting data under a variety of aerospace mess  conditions, 
and the same computer programs for amlyzing the data permtrs comparfmn 
of stress response patterns under condtrtons that could not previously be 
related witb confhhna. 
~t )5-o izn4 
AN INTER-HOSPITAL PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM. 
S. A. Wilber (rex U, ad M. D. Andersoo How. and Turn01 Insf., HoUSOn).  
IN: PROC. OF THE 1965 NATL TELEMJXERING CONF, HOUSTON, TEX., 
APR. 1965. 
NewYoric,LewtsWtnner,Apr.1965,p.l30-132. lOrefs. 
The interhospiul montrorhg system in the Texas Medtcal Cenfu relies in 
concept on the advances being made in the montmring of chronically ffl 
patents in a rehabtlttarton hospW. A wide specrmm of patient response to 
physiological suesses csn be investigated. The hean of the system is an 
automatic communkntions network twtth provlston for manual override) which 
simultaneously measures and records all physiological dau desired On ad- 
ditton, the clinical changes that msult from anesthesia a d  swgknl rmaipula- 
tion WW he noted in m e  time to coincide with measurement of the vital Signs 
and other variables representing physiologtcal mxivtly. It tr that 
calihration feedback signals from insmimentarion to the computer system nlll 
s r v e  to comct operstiag baseline shifts or M o r m  the ohoemr  thu utifsn 
and noise has entered the system. The role of tekmetering such a system 
remains to be shown in relation to safety and accuracy. 
A65-81285 
"EROTROPNIC GROWTH A N D  PRODUCTION OF XAmHOPHYLLS BY 
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA. 
Roben J. Therinult (Abbott Labs, Dept. of Microbial Chem., Chicago. Ill.) 
Ap lied Microbiolo ,vuL 13, May 1965. p. 402-416. 28 refs. 
-@sa grown heterotrophically in fflumjnued shaken flut. 
on glucor monohlrQla (I90 g ) u  the mk carbon source pmduced 450 mg/l 
of total xanthophyUsfrom 190 p / I  dry fell weight in 168 hrs. Hfghu con- 
cenuartons of glucose decreased yields. Fructose and galrtose d d e d  to the 
glucose medium were readily asstmilared Galactose alone could be used u a 
sole carbon source only after six vegetative passages. L i i t  of proper imensity 
and duration increased the total xanthophyll yield by 35%. Etythromm was 
essentially stable rhroughout rhe fermentdon and nomoxtc up to 25 mp/m 
vtch only alfght toxtctty at higher levels. Erythmmycin and riaocetin weze 
effecttve in connolling a higb incidence of bscnrid coutsminaion In 30-lirer 
fermentors. Continuous-feed runs yielded a dry cell weight of 302 gp, and 
total xanthophylls of 650 mg/ 1 from 500 g/ 1 of glucoae. The ryp of chlorella 
cells was an tmpo-mt consirkration wtth respect to the avaUabiMy of the 
xanthophylls in ptgmentlng egg yolks and brnikr tlssues wben the algae were 
urUlad as a source of xanthophylls. 
A65-81286 
NATURE AND ROLE OF BACTERIAL CONTAMINANTS IN MASS CULTURES 
OF THERMOPHILIC CHLORELLA PYRWOIWSA. 
Rtchard J. Blasco @en. DynJElec. Boat, Cbem. Eng. Lab., Groton, Con%) 
Applied Microbblogy, p.01. 13. May 1965, p. 473477. 8 Iefs. 
Conuaa NASI- 95. 
A study M made of bacterW conmiMntS trohtcd from an dgd mUs- 
culture unir. The mdyru performed rpcwullytodearmim rhdependence 
of the stze of baaerirl popularion on algal density md the nature of mg as- 
sociation of the contamtnants witb the algal cell. Gtorrtt of die bnxerw con- 
tamirums on nrndud medium waa dso tnvestip.tca An csciouce - nu& 
of the 0 2  up- of the b.auLI populnion under n o d  opcr8tlng madgions 
of the algal massculrurr system V h b k  numbers of brnrla tended to tacrrlac 
algal cells wben the cultures of dg.e  rm c- by subnormal mtei 
in stadard medium done. thus implying a dcpcndcncg of bactald grorrh on 
marertals produced by the a g e .  A slight inhibttory cftcct on algal prth was 
noted in the case of two of thm ofthe bvruWimolPes. Manouea 8t11dies 
demonstrated that the brcrerw population norrmlly found in the Ilg.l cuhurrs 
did not apprec&hly sect total gas exchange. 
665- 81287 
SURVIVAL A N D  GROWTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS IN 
AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES. 
S. M. Siege1 and C. Giumaau (Union Cab& Res. Inst, Tarrytom. N. Y.) 
lcarus, vol. 4, Apr. 1965, p. 3740. 9 refs. 
Conmrr NASw-767. 
Vdous blctcrta, and ascomycetes were demonsnrtsd to h e  grom on 
speeirmns of E ~ p h o ~ b l .  ylopbyUo~s  and other xerophytes dpr 2 monms 
in atmospbems contafning NH3 witb CHb H2. or air. NH3 kvcls of .f l u r t  
uizh inrraeed atgal dcnsiry. B.acriarm found imbalded tn the rudff of 
Of grad and photorgnthttr gas enhsllp. Brmtll trolpcs faued to Brow 
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A65-81288 
50,000 ppm far exceeded conventional upper safe limits for human toxicity. 
Extreme performance was shown by a stress-adapted Penicillium brevi- 
compactum which grew slowly in 95% NH3/5% CH4. The significance of these 
ObSeNatiOnS for the origin and current existence of microbial life on Jupiter 
is noted briefly. 
A65-81288 
HYPOTHALAMO- HYPOPHYSEAL NEUROSECRETION IN MICE UNDER- 
GOING STARVATION WITH OR WITHOUT WATER DEPRIVATION. 
H. S. S. Sarajas, L. K. J. Karlsson, and J. I. Hlnronen (Helsinki U., Dept. of 
Physiol. and Coll. of Vet. Med., Dept. of Physiol., Helsinki, Finland). 
Annales Academiae Scientiarum Fennicae, Series A, 1964, p. 1-8. 29 refs. 
Sigrid Juselius Found. and Finnish hled. Res. Council supported research. 
In mice deprived of food for three days with or without water deprivation 
aldehydefuchsin- positive neurosecretory material was found In normal 
amounts in the neurohypophysis while the material was present in increased 
amounts in the supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei including the cell bodies 
and axons of the neurons. The nuclei of the neurons did not, however, show 
any enlargement or other signs of neurosecretory activation. In mice deprived 
of water alone there was, as previously reported, depletion of neurosecretory 
material in the whole hypothalamo4eurohypophyseal system, in addition to 
which signs of hypersecretion were discernlble in the nuclei of the supraoptic 
and paraventricular neurons. The observations are discussed in view of some 
endocrine, metabolic, and cuculatoly readjustments typical of starvation and 
dehydration. 
,465-81289 
INFLUENCE OF ULTRASOUND ON THE PERMEABILITY OF THE BLOOD - 
EYE BARRIER AND OF THE REFRACTIVE MEDIA OF THE EYE. 
R, K .  MarmurXIV,P. Filatov Uhainian Exptl. Sci. Res. Inst. of Eye Diseases, 
Odessa). 
(Biulleten’ Eksperimental’noi Biologli i Meditsiny, vol. 57, h a y  i ro4 .  p. 55-58). 
&lletin of Experimental Biology and Medicine, vol. 57. May 1964, p. 
57 8 5 80. Translation. 
of the blood-eye barrier and of the ocular refractive media after a course of 
irradiation with tolerable intensities of ultrasound. A marked increase of 
permeability was found; there was also an increase of the sorptive properties 
of the cornea, lens, and vitreous body, both in the irradiated and in the other 
eye. 
In experiments carried out on rabbits a study was made of the permeability 
A65- 81 2 90 
A MODEL APERIODIC BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPH AND A DESCRIPTION OF 
A N  APERIODIC BALLISTROCARDIOGRAM OF A HEALTHY INDIVIDUAL. 
IU. A. Vlasov, V. S. Gurfinkel’, and M. L. Shik (LSSR, Acad. of Sci., Siberian 
Div., Inst. of Exptl. Biol. and Med., Lab. of Physiol. and Inst. of Biophys., 
Moscow). 
(Biulleten’ Eksperimental’noi Biologii i Meditsiny, vol. 57, Jun. 1964, 
p. 103-106). 
Bulletin of Experimental Biology and Medicine, vol. 57, Jun. 1964, p. 
750-753. 11 refs. Translation. 
An analysis of blood shifts in an aperiodic ballistocardiogram during the 
different phases of cardiac contraction showed intervals corresponding pre: 
cisely to the phases of the discharge of blood from the left ventricle into the 
aorta. Intervals I and I1 were the phases of rapid discharge, lnterval 111 was 
the phase of delayed discharge during which the pressure wave was distributed 
along the arterial bed, and period IV was the period of diastole. The use of an 
aperiodic ballistocardiograph makes it possible to record curves which may be 
analyzed quantitatively and interpreted physiologically. 
A65- 81291 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF THE OTOLITH ORGANS IN SQUIRREL MONKEYS 
AFTER EXPOSURE TO HIGH LEVELS OF GRAVITOINERTIAL FORCE. 
H e M h  H. Spoendlin @rich u., Otorhinolaryngol. Klin. and Poliklin., 
Switzerland) Harold F. Schuknecht.(Hlarvard Med. School; and Mass. Eye and 
Ear Infirmary, Dept. of Orolaryngol., Boston),-and Ashton Graybiel (U.E. Naval 
School of Aviation Med., Pensacola, Fla.) 
Aerospace Medicine,vol. 36, Jun  1965, p. 4 9 7 5 0 9 .  32 refs. NASA suppor- 
ted research. 
Eleven squirrel monkeys were exposed to gravitoinertial force of either 
5.43 or 10.92 g units tor periods up to 10 minutes in different body (head) 
positions. Three animals died. The nature of the head support was believed 
to be responsible in two and headward (negative) acceleration in the other. 
Gross examination of the brains revealed no pathological changes. Following 
centrifugation some of the monkeys manifested ataxia and other disturbances 
which disappeared in minutes or hours. Human subjects have experienced 
some of the manifestations following high g loadings. The ultrastructure of 
the maculae, as revealed by electronmicroscopy, was not altered in any of the 
animals exposed to high g stress. A detailed account of the findings in these 
and normal control animals is gtven and includes some new observations. It 
was concluded that exposure to gravitoinertial forces greater than 10.92 g 
units is necessary before physical alterations in flne structures of the macula 
can be demonstrated in squirrel monkeys. The possibility was not ruled out 
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that the clinical manifestations had their genesis in the semkircular canals. 
If the g loadings in this experiment are not exceeded in orbital space flights, 
alterations of the macula would be ascribable to other causes, including the 
prolonged deafferentation associated with weightlessness. 
A65-81292 
HEART RATE PATTERNS OBSERVED IN MEDICAL MONITORING. 
David G. Simons and Robert L. Johnson (USAF School of Aerospace Med., 
Flight Med. Branch and Internal Med. Branch, Brooks AFB, Tex.) 
Aerospace Medicine,vol. 36, Jun. 1965, p. 504-513. 23 refs. 
NASA supported research. 
Heart rate records were observed from several hundred individuals under 
a wide variety of aerospace flight- stress situations including sleep, quiet 
wakefulness, clinical stress testing, simulated aircraft flight, and F- 100 air- 
craft flight. Automated beat- by- beat heart rate analysis recorded at 1 mm 
per second clearly demonstrated a variety of heart rate patterns. Base heart 
rate values which reflected homeostatic levels were distinguished from heart 
rate reflex activity identified a s  transient diSNptiOnS of homeostasis. Reflex 
patterns were divided into respiratory heart rate and slow wave heart rate 
reflex activity. Slow waves were identified as  cardioaccelerator, balanced, 
and cardiodecelerator waveforms. The discussion includes physiologic mech- 
anisms contributing to the observed heart rate reflex patterns. 
A65-81293 
RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY AS FACTORS AFFECTING HEART RATE IN 
TEST PILOTS: THE FLIGHT RESEARCH PROGRAM-11. 
JamesRoman (NASA Flight Res. Center, Office of Biol. Res. and Med. Opera- 
tions, Edwards AFB, Calif.) 
Aerospace Medicine,vol. 36, Jun. 1965, p. 5 1 8 4 2 3 .  8 refs. 
In 37 flights in a two-place high-performance aircraft, or 35 hours of in- 
strumented flying time, physical risk or danger did not appear to be a primary 
causative factor in producing the high heart rates frequently seen in high- 
performance vehicle operation. Responsibility for the mission appeared to be 
a more potent factor. It is recognized that the responsibility factor is not 
clearly defined and encompasses manyvariables. 
. 
A65- 81294 
INFLUENCE OF BEDREST ON PLASMA LEVELS OF 17-HYDROXYCOR- 
TICOSTEROIDS. 
David Cardus, Carlos Vallbona, Fred B. Vogt, William A. Spencer, Harry S. 
Lipscomb, and Kristen B. Eik-Nes (Baylor U. Coll. of Med., Tex. Inst. for 
Rehabil. and P.es., Depts. of Rehabil., Physiol. and Pediat., Houston, Tex.; and 
Utah U., COIL of Med., Dept. of Biol. Chem., Salt Lake City). 
Contracts NAS9-I 461; NAS9-12 94 
Plasma levels of 17- hydroxycorticosteroids at 0800, 1200, 1600, 2000, 
and 2400 hours were determined on 6 healthy subjects who were submitted 
to two 3-day periods of bedrest. During the first period the subjects were in 
bedrest only. During the second a program of isometric exercises was added 
to bedrest. The determinations of 17-  hydroxycorticosteroids in plasma were 
made with a modification of the Peterson method and the Porter- Silber tech- 
nique. During bedrest the peak level at 0800 seemed a little lower than the 
peakvalues observed while the subjects were ambulatory but the difference 
was not statistically significant. Bedrest did not modify the circadian rhythm 
of 17- hydroxycorticosteroids in plasma. During the period that isometric 
exercises were added to bedrest the rhythm and the levels of 17-hydroxycorti- 
corticosteroids were normal. One to two days bedrest has no effect on the cir- 
cadian rhythm of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids. 
Ab5-81295 
FUNCTIONAL STATES OF ALTERED AWARENESS DURING FLIGHT. 
Don E. Flinn (USAF Office of the Surg. Gen., Washington, D.C.) 
Aerospace Medicine,vol. 36, Jun 1965, p. 5 3 7 5 4 4 .  29 refs. 
Occasionally transient states of altered awareness which are not organic 
or physiological in origin are seen in flyers. These include lapses of attention, 
trance states, dream-like states, and related subjective experiences. These 
are often minor disorders of the type which in a more severe form are known 
clinically as dissociative reactions. Various factors are implicated in their 
onset, including the monotonous aspects of the flying environment, anxiety, 
fatigue, sensory overload, narrowed attention, and underlying psychopathology 
in the individual. In the past 7 years 2 1 patients have been referred to the 
USAF School of Aviation Medicine because of episodes of this type. WhUe 
these conditions are not always a significant threat to flying safety it may be 
difficult to differentiate them from disorders which are hazardous. Decision 
regarding return to flying status in these cases must be made individually, 
based upon the demonstrated degree of interference with performance and the 
underlying emotional suitability of the individual. 
A65- 81 296 
FATIGUE- STUDIES ON OVERSEAS FLIGHTS. 
H. BNener, K. E. Klein, S. Ruff, and H. M. Wegmann (Inst. fur Flugmed. (DVL), 
Bad Godesberg, Germany). 
(XI11 Internatl. Congr. of Aviation and Space Med., Dublin, Ireland, Sept. 14, 
Aerospace Medicine,vol. 36, Jun. 1965, p. 552-553. 14  refs. 
1%). 
A65-81299 
Studies were made on aircrew personnel durfng transarlanttc flights fmm 
Frankfurt to New Yo& and return. A "natural" depression of the circulatoty 
parameters in the diurnal fluctuation was found during the night hours. I t  is 
probably caused by vagotonia A depresston found after long hours of mental 
wo* should have the same cause, a relative vagotonia, and should be an ex- 
pression of a relative state of farlgue. This interpretation would best explain 
and also agree alth the results we obtained with other physiological param. 
eters. However, the practical slgnifkance of this conclusion is not within 
the Held of study of this report. 
A65- 81297 
RESPONSE TU CARBOHYDRATE LOADING A S  A CRITERION IN COM- 
MERCIAL PILOT SELECTION. 
G. F. CaUen and G. 3. Kidera (United AWims, Me& Dept., Chhgo,  Ill.) 
Aerospace Medtine,vol. 36, Jun. 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  554457. 13refr. 
Mobetes mellitus is a major cause of medical grounding among pilots 
employed by United Air Lines, yet the disease is seldom discovered in pilot 
selection examinations. Tbis study was designed to evaluate the feasibility 
of screening latent diabetes by use of a single blood glucose determination 
after adminisnation of a loading dose of carbohydrate and to compare this 
method with the tradittonal random urinalysis. The procedure was w o r m e d  
on 157 pilot applicants who were without history of merabolic disease and 
whose initial urines were sugar free. Seventeen of the group showed glyco- 
suria or elevared blood sugar after loading and of these seven demonmated 
sufficient carbohydrate intolerance to warrant rejectton. The random urinalysts 
appears inadequate as  a selection t e n  and should be replaced by some evalua- 
tion of glucose tolerance. 
A65-81298 
LAKEFRONT AIRPORT, AN EPIDEMIOLOGIC APPROACH. 
John D. Dougherty (Harvard School of Public Health. Boston, Mass.) 
Aerospace Medicin/,vol. 36, Jun. 1 9 6 5 , ~ .  556-561. 7 refs. 
With the increasing number of avtatlon-wise physicians, airports offer a 
productive opportunity for accident studies. Epidemiologxd evaluarion of 
New Orleans Lakefront Airport provuks an example for interested physicians. 
The unique physical location of New Orleans hkefront makes spprial dis- 
ortentatton a common occurrence to auaaf t  in the n&& pattern U nlght 
and/or on reduced visibility. Proficiency VarLd midely among pilots of far4 
crashes. Several common factors, such as low visibility, darkness. and iype 
of aim& are considered. Traffic pattern operations by a noninsrmmented 
pilot indicated a method by which corfolts may be induced in the uaffic pactern. 
Two accidents, rypical of spacial disorientation, are noted, as was the high 
fatality rate/1,000,000 for night operations for this airport. Local aviation 
medical examiners are suggested to be idedtauy equipped to compUe and 
analyze longitudinal studies of airport safety. 
I ~ 8 5 -  a i  2 99 
RESPONSES OF COLD- A N D  WARM-ADAPTED DOGS TO INFUSED 
NOREPINEPHRINE AND ACUTE BODY COOLING. 
Tetsuo Nagasaka and LOren D. Carlson Cy. U., Lkpt. of Physiol. and Biophys, 
~ 
i kxinnon).  
Ame&anjournal of Phystology,vol. 209, JUI. 1965, p. 227-230. 17 refs. 
Contract AF 41 @OS)- 2 193. 
Oxygen consumption, hean rate, and colonic, pinna, and paw temperatures 
were recorded conrinuouslyin warm-adapted (W-A)and cold-adapted G-A)  
dogs anesthetized with pentobnrbirat sodium (30 m w ) ,  paralyzed rith 
Flaxedil (5 mg,Q per hr), and mechanically ventilat& The dogs wmt infused 
wlth norepinephrine (1.25 pB/lrg per min) for 20 min at 300 C and after 45 
min of acute cold exposure to So C. Oxygen consumption of C-A dogs in- 
creased with a slight increase in the h e m  rate during the in- 18 to 20 min 
of body cooling. 02 consumption decreased conrinuously during cold exposure 
in W-A dogs. Calorigenic effects of tnfu#d noradrenalhe wen? sirnilor in C-A 
and W-A dogs as 300 C and 50 C. Hemrare increased in W-A dogs at 30° 
and 50 C. These results show that nonshtverlng thermogenesis is well de- 
veloped by cold a d h a t i o n  in dogs, and suggest tba! the increase may be due 
to an tncrease in noradrenaline in blood rather than to increased sendtidry 
of the animals to the calorigentc effects of noradrenaline. 
~ 
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EFFECT OF FATIGUE ON A I R  T R A F F I C  CONTROLLERS 
A 6 5 - 2 3 9 3 0  
AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT 
CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 RESPIRATORY INSTRUMENTATION 
SYSTEMS FOR USE I N  PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON 
TEST P I L O T S  I N  H I G H  PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AND SPACE 
F L I G H T  SIMULATORS 665-23199 
AIRCRAFT 
A I R  PLANKTON TRAP FOR OPERATION ON AIRCRAFT 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 4  
A I R C R A F T  ACCIDENT 
HANDBOOK FOR P H Y S I C I A N S  FOR MANAGEMENT OF 
OISASTERS INCLUDING AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS 
A 6 5 4 1 1 8 2  
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT I N V E S T I G A T I O N  
TECHNIQUES OF I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  A P P L I E D  TO 8 1  
EXTREMELY FRAGMENTED AIRCRAFT F A T A L I T I E S  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 1  
PLANE CRASH RESEARCH DECREASES LOSS OF L I F E  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 4 9  
-1RPORT ACCIDENT EVALUATION OFFERS CHALLENGE TO 
COMMUNITY PHYS I C 1  AN A b 5 - 8 1 2 9 8  
AIRCRAFT OETECTION 
DEVELOPMENT OF P A I N T  SCtiEME FOR INCREASING 
AIRCRAFT OETECTABIL ITY  AN0 V I S I B I L I T Y  
A b 5 - 8 1 1 2 4  
AIRCRAFT HAZARD 
B IOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF DECOMPRESSION FROM 8000 T O  
45.000 F T  AT  RATES OF 5 TO 38 SEC ON FOUR P I L O T S  
ROLE 
AND FOUR PASSENGER SUBJECTS, EXAMINING OXYGEN  MAS^ 
A 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 5  
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION 
NEW FORMS OF INSTRUMENTATION AN0 PRESENTATION OF 
INFORMATION AIRCRAFT OPERATOR PERFORMANCE 
665-81 213 
AIRCRAFT N O I S E  
REDUCING ANNOYANCE FROM AIRCRAFT N O I S E  
A 6  5-8 121  2 
AIRCRAFT SAFETY 
ATMOSPHERIC OZONE CONCENTRATION STRESSING 
SAFEGUARDS NECESSARY FOR PROTECTION OF PASSENGERS 
AND CREW OF SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT 
A 6 5 - 2 3 7 7 3  
AIRCREW 
FATIGUE I N  AIRCREW REFLECTED I N  CIRCULATORY 
ALTERATIONS DURING OVERSEAS F L I G H T S  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 6  
AIRPORT 
AIRPORT ACCIDENT EVALUATION OFFERS CHALLENGE TO 
COMMUNITY P H Y S I C I A N  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 8  
ALGAE 
ALGAL CULTURE TECHNIQUE AN0 PHYTOPLANKTON ECOLOGY 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 6 3  
PHOTOSYNTHETIC REACTIONS OURING REGREENING OF 
ALGA CHLAHYOOMONAS REINHARDI  
AFCRL-64-342 N b 5 - 2 4 4 5 5  
ALGORITHM 
ALGORITHMS FOR SELF-ORGANIZING CONTROL SYSTEMS 
WHICH INFLUENCE FUNCTIONING OF INTERNAL ORGANS 
JPRS-30214 N 6 5 - 2 4 3 5 1  
ALKANE 
P O S S I B L E  B I O L O G I C A L  O R I G I N  OF ISOPRENOID ALKANES 
FOUND I N  SEDIMENTS 30 M I L L I O N  AND 2-112 B I L L I O N  
YEARS OLD A 6 5 - 2 3 8 4 1  
ALLERGY 
V I S I B L E  L I G H T  PHOTOTOXICITY A N 0  PHOTOALLERGY 
A 6 5 - 8 1 0 8 9  
A L T I T U D E  A C C L I M A T I Z A T I O N  
HUMAN RESTING PULMONARY D I F F U S I N G  CAPACITY FOR 
CARBON MONOXIDE AND OXYGEN AT H I G H  A L T I T U D E  
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 4 8  
PRESSURIZED S U I T  AN0 AIRCRAFT C A B I N  FOR H I G H  
A L T I T U D E  A C C L I M A T I Z A T I O N  - A R T I F I C I A L  INCREASE 
OF A I R  PRESSURE 
FTO-TT-65-258/1&2 N 6 5 - 2 5 3 4 1  
A L T I T U O E  S I M U L A T I O N  
INFORMATION VALUE OF VARIOUS PATTERNS OF LANDING 
S T R I P  L I G H T S  A65-8 11 11 
THORACIC DUCT LYMPH AN0 LYMPHOCYTES OURING PRIMARY 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 7 1  HYPOXIA AN0 REBOUND 
ALUM I NUM 
SURVIVAL OF VARIOUS MICROORGANISMS SHIELDED W I T H  
ALUMINUM DURING ROCKET AND BALLOON F L I G H T S  AND 
OURING LABORATORY EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET L I G H T  
AN0 X-RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 2  
AMINE 
EFFECT OF HYDRAZINES ON METABOLISM OF CERTAIN 
AMINES AN0 AMINO A C I D S  
AMRL-TR-64-113 N 6 5 - 2 4 4 1 7  
AMINO A C I D  
V I S I B L E  L I G H T  PHOTOTOXICITY AN0 PHOTOALLERGY 
A65-8 1089 
X-RAY AND AMINO A C I D  ANALOG EFFECT ON DNA 
SYNTHESIS AND ON NUCLEAR PROTEIN I N  L I V E R  CELLS 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 9  
EFFECT OF HYDRAZINES ON METABOLISM OF CERTAIN 
AMINES AN0 AMINO ACIDS 
AMRL-TR-64-113 N b 5 - 2 4 4 1 7  
1-2 
SUBJECT I N D E X  ASPHYXIA 
A)(IIDNDLISIS 
OECOMPOSITION OF POLYESTER F I B E R S  BY HYOROLYSIS 
AN0 AMMONOLYSIS N65-2 3 936 
AMPHETAII INE 
METHAMPHETAMINE AN0 PENTOBARBITAL ON RUNNING 
MEMORY SPAN FOR D I G I T S  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 1 1  
A 65-8 1210 
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES I N  L I V E R ,  SPLEEN. AN0 BONE 
MARROW OF M I C E  TWICE I R R A O I A T E O  W I T H  COBALT 60 
DURING ANOXIA AN0 GRAFTEO W I T H  HOMOLOGCUS BONE 
MARROW 1 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 5  
A N T A R C l I C A  
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF AOAPTATION TO L I F E  ON 
ANTARCTIC STATIONS A 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 6  
A N T I R A D I A T I O N  DRUG 
P E C U L I A R I T I E S  OF PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF 
BETA-MERCAPTOETHYLAMINE DURING FORMATION OF 
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS I N  L I V E R  CELLS OF MAMMALS 
I R R A D I A T E D  W I T H  GAMMA-RAYS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 0  
INFLUENCE OF INOOLYLALKYLAMINES AND OTHER 
COMPOUNOS ON A B I L I T Y  OF M I C E  TO TOLERATE LOW 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER 
1 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 6  
FORMATION OF METHEMOGLOBIN I N  R A B B I T S  AFTER 
INTRAVENOUS I N J E C T I O N  OF CHEMICAL RADIOPROTECTORS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 7  
APNEA 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ANESTHETIC ADMINISTEREO AT 
H I G H  A L T I T U D E  - P A T I E N T  REACTION, HYPOXIA. 
RESPIRATION. CIRCULATION, AN0 APNEA 
J P R S - 3 0 5 7 7  N b 5 - 2 5 4 5 9  
APDLLO PROJECT 
THERMAL E Q U I L I B R I U M  OF APOLLO M I S S I O N  
EXTRAVEHICULAR H O B I L I T Y  U N I T  SPACE S U I T  I N C L U D I N G  
GAS LOOP. WATER FEED RATE AN0 LUNAR ENVIRONMENT 
A b  5-23 6 18 
APOLLO SPACE S U I T  D E S I G N  I N C L U D I N G  PERSONAL 
L I Q U I D  COOLING FOR C O N D I T I O N I N G  AN0 R E P L E N I S H I N G  
ATMOSPHERE I N S I D E  SPACE S U I T  
ASME PAPER 65-AV-45 A 65- 24390 
APOLLO S U I T  SUBSTANTIALLY REDESIGNED 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 6 0  
APOLLO PROGRAM AN0 MANNED O R B I T I N G  SPACE STATIONS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 8 1  
MUSCULAR PERFORMANCE I N  MALE ATHLETE UNDER 
INFLUENCE OF T h O  PSYCHOSTIMULANT DRUGS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 8  
A M P L I F I E R  
TRANSISTORIZED DIRECT CURRENT MILLIVOLTMETER 
CONSISTING OF ALTERNATE CURRENT A M P L I F I E R  AN0 
COMPACT S I L I C O N  S T A B I L I T R O N  CONVERTERS 
JPRS-30557 N65-25541 
ANESTHESIOLOGY 
METABOLISM AN0 PROTECTION BY ANESTHESIA AGAINST 
T O X I C I T Y  OF OXYGEN AT H I G H  PRESSURE 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 4 9  
A M  S T H E T I  C S 
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF SOME ANAESTHETICS AGAINST 
ANOXIA I N  M I C E  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 9  
I N V E S T I G A T I O N S  I N T O  PROTECTIVE ACTION OF 
ANESTHETICS AGAINST ANOXIA I N  M I C E  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 1 0  
CHARACTERISTICS OF ANESTHETIC ADMINISTEREO AT 
H I G H  A L T I T U D E  - P A T I E N T  REACTION. HYPOXIA. 
RESPIRATION,  CIRCULATIONI AN0 APNEA 
JPRS-30577 N 6 5 - 2 5 4 5 9  
AWGULAR ACCELERATIOI I  
CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION EFFECT ON NYSTAGMUS FOR 
VARIOUS O R I E N T A T I O N S  R E L A T I V E  TO ROTATION CENTER, 
NOTING O T O L I T H  WJOULATION OF SENSORY I N P U T  FROM 
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS A 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 1  
EFFECT OF ANGULAR AND C O R I O L I S  ACCELERATION ON 
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AN0 V I S I O N  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 0  
A N I M A L  STUDY 
METABOLIC RESPONSE OF RATS TO ACUTE ACCELERATION 
STRESS WITH EMPHASIS ON STRESS-INDUCE0 L I V E R  
CLYCOGENESIS DUE TO AORENOCORTICAL A C T I V I T Y  
A 6 5 - 2 3 4 1 6  
I N T E R A C T I O N  OF LASER R A D I A T I O N  WITH BODY T I S S U E S  
A65-B 1 0 9 2  
APPARATUS FOR PRODUCTION OF GAS MIXTURES OF 
PRECISELY CONTROLLED COMPOSITION FOR I N S P I R A T I O N  
BY SMALL ANIMALS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 1  
PHOSPHORYLATION OF THYMUS N U C L E I  I N V E S T I G A T I O N  AND 
X - I R R A O I A T I O N  INTERFERENCE W I T H  DEDXYRIBONUCLEIC 
A C I D  SYNTHESIS I N  ANIMAL CELLS N6S-2 3458 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIONUCLIDES ON 
ANIMALS 
T I O - 3 9 1 0  /SUPPL. 3/ N65-23596 
U R I N E  EXCRETION I N  ANIMALS - DEPENDENCE OF 
D I U R E S I S  ON SALT CONTENT. ALCOHOL CONTENT. FREE 
CARBON D I O X I D E S  AND HYDROGEN I O N  CONCENTRATION 
I N  D R I N K I N G  WATER 
NASA-TT-F-9337 N 6 5 - 2 3 7 9 3  
SPACE ENVIRONMENT S I M U L A T I O N  OF VACUUM 
DECOMPRESSION TO DETERMINE SURVIVAL AND 
AN0 RECOVERY P R O B A B I L I T Y  - ANIMAL STUOV 
NASA-TM-X-51669 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 3 9  
ANIMAL STUOY - PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF REDUCE0 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON CAROIORESPIRATDRY SYSTEM 
OUE TO OXYGEN STARVATION N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 6  
METABOLISM OF WILD SPECIES OF PLANTS AND 
AI IOXIA 
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF SOME ANAESTHETICS AGAINST 
ANOXIA I N  M I C E  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 9  
I N V E S T I G A T I O N S  I N T O  PROTECTIVE ACTION OF 
ANESTHETICS AGAINST ANOXIA I N  M I C E  
ARCTIC 
ARCTIC M E D I C I N E  AN0 BIOLOGY - FROSTBITE 
N 6 5 - 2 4 3 0 1  
AROUSAL 
F L I C K E R  P E R I O D I C I T Y  EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE AN0 
AROUSAL DURING ROTARY PURSUIT TASK 
A 6 5 - B l 1 0 5  
CORE TEMPERATURE INFLUENCE UPON DURATION OF 
H I B E R N A T I O N  OF GROUND SQUIRREL, C I T E L L U S  
LATERAL I S  A65-8 1139 
ARSENIC 
I N D U S T R I A L  A I R  POLLUTION AS SAFETY HAZARD - 
STANOAROIZATION OF T O X I C  C R I T E R I A .  EFFECTS ON 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM. ARSENIC POISONING. AND 
TRACING PHENOL CONTENT I N  A I R  
JPRS-29981 
ARTERIOSCLEROSIS 
N 6 5- 2 377 6 
G R A V I T A T I O N  EFFECT ON NERVOUS SYSTEM DURING SPACE 
FLIGHT.  AN0 EFFECTS OF AGE. SOUNO. AN0 PHOTIC 
S T I M U L I  ON ARTERIOSCLEROSIS AN0 ROLE OF NERVOUS 
SYSTEM I N  PATHOGENESIS 
J P R S - 2 9 6 6 6  N 6 5 - 2 3 4 4 3  
EFFECT OF AGE. CONTINUOUS SOUNO. AN0 PHOTIC 
S T I M U L I  ON DEVELOPMENT OF N U T R I T I O N A L  
CHOLESTEROL ATHEROSCLEROSIS. AN0 ROLE OF CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM I N  PATHOGENESIS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 4 5  
A R T I F I C I A L  I N T E L L I G E N C E  
A R T I F I C I A L  I N T E L L I G E N C E  AN0 MODELING OF HUMAN 
MENTAL PROCESS AND LEARNING SYSTEM 
J P R S - 3 0 1 5 6  N 6 5 - 2 4 2 3 1  
ASPHYXIA 
EFFECT OF ASPHYXIA ON ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF PUPPIES 
AND K I T T E N S  OF DIFFERENT AGES 
1-3 
ASTRONAUT SUBJECT INDEX 
JPRS-30297  N b 5 - 2 4 6 9 1  
ASTRONAUT 
D A I L Y  RHYTHM OF VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS OF SOVIET 
ASTRONAUTS OURING SPACE F L I G H T  Ab5-81198  
OCULOMOTOR A C T I V I T Y  DISTURBANCES REGISTERED I N  
SOVIET ASTRONAUTS OURING SPACE F L I G H T  
A65-81199  
ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE 
PROLONGED SPACE F L I G H T  EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEM, ASCERTAINING MECHANISM AND CAUSES OF 
ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION 6 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 1  
SPACE C A B I N  SIMULATOR AND TESTING OF INTEGRATED 
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEMS WITH CREW 
ASME PAPER 65-AV-19 Ab5-25030  
SOME BEHAVIORAL FACTORS AFFECTING ASTRONAUTS 
1 6 5 - 8 1 2 5 3  
ASTRONAUT TRAINING 
SPACE FL IGHT SIMULATORS FOR SELECTING AN0 T R A I N I N G  
ASTRONAUTS. EMPHASIZING S IMULATION OF VARIOUS 
S ITUATIONAL STRESSORS A b 5 - 2 3 4 6 0  
SPACEFLIGHT SIMULATORS FOR ASTRONAUT SELECTION AN0 
T R A I N 1  NG Ab5-81276  
ATMOSPHERE 
PROCEEDINGS OF ATMOSPHERIC BIOLOGY CONFERENCE 
NASA-CR-b2786 N 6 5 - 2 3 9 8 0  
BIOCOLLOIDAL MATTER I N  ATMOSPHERE 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 8 7  
LONG TERM ANALYSIS OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLEN 
N b 5 - 2 3 9 9 3  
PROBLEMS OF SAMPLING FOR MICROORGANISMS I N  
ATMOSPHERE Nb5-23995  
V I A B I L I T Y  OF ORGANISMS UNDER CONTROLLED 
ATMOSPHERIC CONOITIONS FOR EXTRAPOLATION TO 
NATURAL CONOITIONS N b 5 - 2 3 9 9 8  
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION 
SURVIVAL AN0 GROYTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS 
I N  AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING P O S S I B I L I T Y  
OF O R I G I N  AN0 EXISTENCE OF L I F E  ON JUPITER 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 8 7  
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY 
ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF TEMPERATUREt DENSITY 
AND ACCOMPANYING F I E L D  OF RAOIATION AS RELATED 
TO BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT N 6 5 - 2 3 9 8 1  
ATMOSPHERIC RAD I AT I ON 
ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF TEMPERATURE, DENSITY 
AN0 ACCOMPANYING F I E L D  OF RAOIATION AS RELATED 
TO BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT N 6 5 - 2 3 9 8 1  
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE 
ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF TEMPERATUREt DENSITY 
AN0 ACCOMPANYING F I E L D  OF RAOIATION AS RELATED 
TO BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT N 6 5 - 2 3 9 8 1  
ATTENT I ON 
AWARENESS OURING F L I G H T  AN0 SENSORY INPUT, 
EMOTIONAL DISOROERI AN0 FATIGUE AS RELATED TO 
MENTAL PERFORMANCE AN0 FL IGHT SAFETY 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 9 5  
AUO IOLOGV 
PHONEMIC COMPLETION AN0 SOCIAL  EVALUATION OF 
HEARING LOSS Ab5-81116  
AUDITORY PERCEPTION 
DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK EFFECT ON MORSE CODE 
TRANSMISSION BY S K I L L E D  OPERATORS 
A b 5 - 8 1 1 6 7  
LOUDNESS FOUND TO BE PROPORTIONAL TO VOLUME T IMES 
DENSITY 6 6 5 - 8 1 1 6 8  
RELATIONSHIP OF PURE TONES TO SPEECH RECEPTION 
THRESHOLD A65-81240  
1-4 
AUDITORY S I G N A L  
B INARY PURE-TONE AUDITORY D I S P L A Y S  EVALUATED 
Ab 5-8 11 2 5  
AUDITORY STIMULUS 
BINAURAL SUMMATION OF THERMAL NOISES OF EQUAL AN0 
UNEQUAL POWER I N  EACH EAR 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RESPONSE TO VARIOUS PURE 
TONE S T I M U L I  A 65 -8  1 2 3 9  
A b 5 - 8 1 1 0 4  
AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
INTERNAL HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMIC RESPONSE - 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL THEORYI TEMPERATURE CONTRCL. 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM. AN0 HORMONE DYNAMICS, 
AN0 BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION 
N b 5 - 2 3 8 1 3  NASA-CR-219 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO BURN SHOCK AN0 
CYBERNETIC ANALYSIS OF DEFENSE 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL PROCESSES 
AN0 RECOVERY 
N b 5 - 2 4 8 9 0  
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM 
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM TO MONITOR CREW PERFORMANCE 
C A P A B I L I T I E S  AN0 PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE, AN0 TO 
DEVELOP D I G I T A L  TECHNIQUES FOR PROCESSING. 
D ISPLAYING,  AN0 ANALYZING DATA 
LMSC-6-65-65-15 N 6  5- 2 4  7 1 0 
AUTOMATON 
S P E C I F I C  FEATURES OF TARGET APPROACH I N  B I O L O G I C l l L  
SYSTEMS CONSIDERING DESIGN OF AUTOMATA WITH 
S I M I L A R  PERFORMANCES, USING OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY 
A b 5 - 2 3 7 8 7  
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM 
RESPIRATORY ARRYTHMIA AN0 RESPIRATORY 
ATRIOVENTRICULhR BLOCK DURING HYPERCAPNIA AN0 
HYPOXIA I N  DOGS A6 5-0 1 2 7 7  
B 
B A C I L L U S  
GROWTH RESPONSE OF B A C I L L U S  CEREUS AN0 S U B T I L I S  
WITH FREEZE CYCLES OF DIFFERENT DURATIONS 
NASA-CR-62829 N b 5 - 2 4 2 9 4  
CELLS SUBJECTEO To MODIFIED MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT 
BACTERIA  
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL  AND GROWTH ON 
SPECIMENS OF EUPHORBIA XYLOPHYLLOIOES I N  AMMONIA 
METHANE HYOROGEN-RICH ATMOSPHERES 
6 6 5 - 2 3 4 8 6  
NATURE AN0 ROLE OF BACTERIAL  CONTAMINANTS I N  PASS 
CULTURES OF THERMOPHILIC CHLORELLA PYRENOIOOSA 
Ab  5- 8 1 2 8  6 
B IOLOGICAL S I G N I F I C A N C E  OF BACTERIAL COUNTS I N  
AQUATIC ENVIRONMENTS 
RESISTANCE OF BACTERIAL  ENDOSPORES TO UNFAVORABLE 
ENVIRONMENT - TOLERANCE OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 1  
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 7  
GLUCOSE CONSUMPTION BY LUMINESCENT BACTERIA 
DETERMINATION - ENERGY CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 
BIOLUMINESCENCE AN0 RESPIRATION OF LUMINESCENT 
BACTERIA N b 5 - 2 5 0 3 0  
BACTERIOLOGY 
DRY BACTERIAL  SPORE RAOIATION S E N S I T I V I T Y  STUOY 
FOR DETERMINATION OF INTRACELLULAR CHEMICAL 
REACTIONS OURING I R R A D I A T I O N  N 6  5- 2 3 45 b 
BACTERIOPHAGE 
X-RAY EFFECT ON INTRACELLULAR BACTERIOPHAGE 
PRODUCTIV ITY N b 5 - 2 3 4 5 4  
SPECTROGRAPHIC PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE OBSERVATION 
OF RAOIATION EFFECTS ON BACTERIOPHAGA 
N 6 5 - 2 4 6 1 6  
BALLISTOCAROIOGRAM 
MODEL APERIODIC BALLISTOCAROIOGRAPH AN0 
DESCRIPTION OF APERIODIC BALLISTOCAROIOGRAM OF 
HEALTHY I N O I V I O U A L  A 6 5 5 8 1 2 9 0  
SUBJECT INDEX B I O L O G I C A L  C E L L  
BALLOON F L I G H T  - SURVIVAL OF VARIOUS MICROORGANISNS SHIELDED W I T H  
ALUMINUM DURING ROCKET AN0 BALLOON F L I G H T S  AND 
W R I N G  LABORATORV EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET L I G H T  
AN0 X-RAV I R R A D I A T I O N  165-01 2 3 2  
BALLOON BORNE PROBES LAUNCHED TO DETERMINE 
EXISTENCE AND I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  OF V I A B L E  
WICROOR6ANISMS AT HIGH ALTITUDES 
N b 5 - 2 3 9 9 9  
BAN0 PASS F I L T E R  
COMPRESSION OF EEG TELEMETERED DATA TO ANALVZE 
SPECTRAL O I S T R I B U T l O N  OF B R A I N  WAVE A C T I V I T V r  
USING MOVING AVERAGE BANOPASS F I L T E R S  
1 6 5 - 2 4  1 9 3  
BE0 REST 
PLASMA LEVELS OF 17-HVORDXYCORTICOSTEROIO AS 
AFFECTED BV B E 0  REST AN0 ISOMETRIC EXERCISE 
Ab5-81294 
B E H A V I O I  
BEHAVIGRAL BIOPHVSICS - ELECTROWA6NETIC R A D I A T I O N  
AN0 RELATION TO BEHAVIOR OF ORGANISMS 
A b 5 - B l 2 0 b  
HUMAN FACTOR STUDIES FOR CONTROL AN0 EVALUATION OF 
PERSONNEL BEHAVIOR UNDER F I E L D  WORKING 
CONDITIONS - CONTROL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 
1030-17074 Nb5-25435 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF R A O I O M I C L I D E S  Ow 
METABOLISM OF WILD SPECIES OF PLANTS AND 
ANIMALS 
110-3910 I S U P P L -  3/ N65-235W 
SPEECH PRODUCTION. TRANSMISSIONS AND ANALYSIS - 
INSTRUMENTATION* NASAL C A V I T Y  STRUCTURES. 
ACOUSTICS. SPEECH SPECTRUM. DEAFNESS AIDS. A N 0  
BIBLIOGRAPHV ON SPEECH RECOOING FOR DEAFNESS 
STL-QPSR-4/1964 N 6 5 - 2 3 8 5 0  
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHV ON PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL 
METHODS FOR REMOVAL OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION 
110-3535, SUPPL. 1 N b 5 - 2 4 2 6 2  
T O X I C I T V  OF ETHVLENE O X I D E  - BIBLIOGRAPHV ON 
S T E R I  L I ZAT I ON 
NA SA-CR-62038 N b 5 - 2 4 2 9 7  
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PROBLEMS I N  ENGINEERING 
PSVCHDLWV 
NASA-TI-F-312 N b 5 - 2 4 3 7 0  
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON TECHNIQUES AN0 
INSTRUMENTS FOR RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES 
110-3512 ISUPPL.  1/ N b 5 - 2 5 0 2 3  
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOSENSORS - MECHANORECEPTORSs 
PHOTORECEPTORS. CHEMORECEPTORS, THERMORECEPTORS. 
AN0 ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC F I E L D  SENSORS 
NA S A-C R-63 145 N b 5 - 2 5 2 7 0  
BINAURAL HEAR1116 
BINAURAL SUNMATION OF THERMAL NOISES OF EQUAL AND 
UNEQUAL POWER I N  EACH EAR 1 6 5 - 8 1 1 0 4  
B I O A S T R O I A U T I C S  
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL I N  AEROSPACE 
ENVIRONMENT DETERMINED FROM H I G H  ALTITUDE ROCKET 
AND BALLDON s T u D r E s  Ab5-23B40 
COMPRESSION OF EEG TELEMETEREO DATA TO ANALVZE 
SPECTRAL D I S T R I B U T I O N  OF B R A I N  WAVE A C T I V I T Y .  
USING MOVING AVERAGE BANOPASS F I L T E R S  
Ab5-24 193 
BIOCHEMICAL FUEL C E L L  
HVOROGEN GENERATION FROM SUGARS AN0 NATURAL 
PRODUCTS BV MICROORGANISMS - BIOCHEMICAL FUEL 
C E L L  
RE PT .- 10 N b 5 - 2 4 9 6 4  
BIOCHEMISTIW 
NORMAL NUCLEAR BIOCHEMICAL PROCESSES AN0 ANALVSIS 
OF NUCLEAR R A O I A T I O N  DAMAGE N b 5 - 2 3 4 6 2  
CONFERENCE ON BIOCHEMISTRY. B I O P H V S I C S ~  
CARCINOGENESIS. PLANT R A O I O B I O L O G V ~  GENETICS. 
EXTERNAL R A O I A T I O N  T O X I C I T V v  AN0 METABOLISM 
OF F I S S I O N  PRODUCTS 
ANL-6971 N 6 5 - 2 4 2 4 9  
PHVSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF COLD 
STRESS FOR INTERPRETATION OF DIFFERENCES I N  
ACTION OF THERAPEUTIC DRUGS AT VARIOUS 
ENVIRONNENTAL OR BOOV TEMPERATURES 
AAL-TOR-6.5-20 1165-25254 
BIOCHEMICAL MICROTECHNIQUES I N  BLOOD PLASMA AND 
SERUM DETERMINATIONS OF UREA NITROGEN. U R I C  
ACID. AND C R E A T I N I N E  
LF-22 N 6 5 - 2 5 2 9 2  
eiocowmtx SYSTEM 
S P E C I F I C  FEATURES OF TLRGET APPROACH I N  BIOLOGICAL 
SYSTEMS CONSIDERING DESIGN OF AUTOMATA WITH 
S I M I L A R  PERFORMANCES. USING OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY 
1 6 s - 2 3 7 ~ 7  
OVNAMIC PROPERTIES AN0 MODELING OF S E N S I T I V E  
ELEMENTS FOLLOYING STIMULATION I N  VARIOUS 
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS N b 5 - 2 3 3 6 4  
INTERNAL HUMAN SVSTEMS DVNAMIC RESPONSE - 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL THEORY* TEMPERATURE CONTROL. 
CAROIOVASCULAR SYSTEM. AND HORMONE DYNAMICS. 
AND BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION 
NASA-CR-219 N 6 5 - 2 3 8 1 3  
B I O E L E C T R I C  P O T E N T I A L  
TRANSVERSE E L E C T R I C  POTENTIAL I N  PLANT ORGANS 
AFTER REORIENTATION FROM VERTICAL TO HORIZONTAL 
P O S I T  I O N  A 6 5 - 2 4 7 7 9  
B I 0 6 L N E S  I S  
P O S S I B L E  B I O L O G I C A L  O R I G I N  OF ISOPRENOID ALKANES 
FOUND I N  SEDIMENTS 30 M I L L I O N  AND 2-1/2 B I L L I O N  
YEARS OLD A L S - 2 M 4 1  
O R I G I N  AN0 EVOLUTION OF L I F E  PRIOR TO TWO B I L L I O N  
YEARS AGO I N  PRESENCE OF WEAK MAGNETIC FIELO, 
NOTING POSSIBLE ENHANCEMENT BY SOLAR WINO 
A b 5 - 2 3 8 4 2  
EVIDENCE OF L I F E  PROCESSES I N  SEDIMENT OVER TWO 
B I L L I O N  VEARS OLD A S  RELATED TO BIOLOGICAL OR 
ABIOLOGICAL O R I G I N  OF HVOROCARBONS FROW NETEORITES 
1 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 3  
BIOINSTRUMENTATIOM 
CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 RESPIRATORY INSTRUMENTATION 
SYSTEMS FOR USE I N  PHVSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON 
TEST P I L O T S  I N  H I G H  PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AND SPACE 
F L I G H T  SIMULATORS Ab5-23199 
ARTERIAL AND ACOUSTIC BLOOD PRESSURE MEASURENENTS 
TAKEN WHILE P I L O T I N G  J E T  FIGHTER AIRCRAFT, 
EMPHASIZING SOURCES OF ERROR 165-24017 
PORTABLE B I O M E D I C A L  MONITORING SVSTEM OETERMINES 
RESPONSE PATTERNS THAT I D E N T I F Y  CHANGES I N  AROUSAL 
OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM UNDER F L I G H T  STRESSES 
I N C L U D I N G  S K I N  RESPONSE. € E 6  AND BLOOD PRESSURE 
A b 5 - 2 4 2 0 1  
TELEMETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR / TELUS/  FOR 
MONITORING E L E C T R I C A L  OR ELECTROMAGNETIC OUTPUTS 
FROM F I E L D  SENSING IdSTRUMENTS A 6 5 - 2 4 2 0 2  
BIOLOGICAL C E L L  
I N I T I A L  CHEMICAL DAMAGE W E  TO RADIANT ENERGY 
ABSORPTION I N  CELLULAR STRUCTURES 
Nb5-23451 
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY I N  RADIOBIOLOGICAL 
I N V E S T I G A T I O N S  OF NUCLEOPROTEIN CHANGES I N  
I R R A D I A T E D  B I O L O G I C A L  CELLS Nb5-23457 
PHOSPHORYLATION OF THVMUS N U C L E I  I N V E S T I G A T I O N  AND 
X- IRRADIATION INTERFERENCE Y I T H  DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC 
Nb5-2345B A C I D  SVNTHESIS I N  ANIMAL CELLS 
X-RAY AND AMINO A C I D  ANALOG EFFECT Ow DNA 
SYNTHESIS AN0 ON NUCLEAR PROTEIN I N  L I V E R  CELLS 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 9  
1-5 
B l O L O G l C A L  EFFECT SUBJECT INDEX 
I N I T I A L  STAGES OF RAOIATION DAMAGE TO B IOLOGICAL 
CELLS AN0 GENETIC MATERIALS AN0 PREVENTIVE 
ME THO0 S N b 5 - 2 3 4 6 5  
HEAVY ACCELERATE0 ION EFFECT ON ENZYMES AN0 YEAST 
CELLS FOR STUDY O F  CELLULAR MODIF ICATION 
N b 5 - 2 3 4 6 6  
ISOLATION. RAOIOCHEMICAL PURIF ICATION.  COUNTINGr 
AND CALCULATION OF STRONTIUM 90 AN0 STRONTIUM 89 
CONTENT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS 
AERE-AM-101 N b 5 - 2 5 1 b 3  
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IMPAIRMENT I N  ANIMAL T ISSUE AND 
CELLS BY COMBINE0 ACTION OF EXPLOSIVE GASES AN0 
PETROLEUM GAS WITH HYDROGEN SULFIDE 
JPRS-30443 N b 5 - 2 5 4 2 5  
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION EFFECT ON L I V I N G  ORGANISMS AN0 
RAOIOBIOLOGICAL PROCESSES I N  I N O I V I O U A L  CELLS 
JPRS-30541  N b 5 - 2 5 4 3 0  
B IOLOGICAL EFFECT 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT INDUCED STRESS I N  B IOLOGICAL 
SY STEMS AN0 ADAPTIVE-COMPENSATORY FUNCTIONS FROM 
MEASUREMENTS OF SEROTONIN AN0 CERULOPLASMIN LEVELS 
A b 5 - 2 5 0 9 7  
B IOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION AN0 CONTROL 
OF RADIATION HAZARDS 165-81091 
INTERACTION OF LASER RAD1 AT ION WITH BODY T ISSUES 
A b 5 4 1 0 9 2  
B IOLOGICAL EFFECT OF STRENUOUS WORK AN0 SWEATING 
ON BLOOD AND T ISSUE 
NASA-11-F-933B N b 5 - 2 3 b 7 B  
MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUOIES OF F L I G H T  CONDITIONS 
AN0 TRAINING - GRAVITY LOAO, WEIGHTLESSNESS. 
F L I G H T  SIMULATION 
JPRS-29999  N b 5 - 2 4 8 6 1  
METHOOS FOR RAP10  AN0 ACCURATE OETERMINATION OF 
A I R  POLLUTION AN0 B IOLOGICAL EFFECT ON MAN 
JPRS-30241  N b 5 - 2 4 9 3 8  
CONTENT OF CHLOROBENZOL I N  A I R  AN0 B IOLOGICAL 
EFFECT OF SHALL CONCENTRATION ON MAN 
N b 5 - 2 4 9 3 9  
B IOLOGICAL MOOEL 
MATHEMATICSt B I O N l C S t  B IOPHYSICSt  AN0 CYBERNETICS 
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF BIOLOGICAL MODELS 
JPRS-30177  N b 5 - 2 4 0 6 4  
BIOLOGY /GEN/ 
PROCEEDINGS OF ATMOSPHERIC BIOLOGY CONFERENCE 
NASA-CR-62786 N b 5 - 2 3 9 8 0  
ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF TEMPERATURE, DENSITY 
AN0 ACCOMPANYING F I E L O  OF R A D I A T I O N  AS RELATE0 
TO BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT N b 5 - 2 3 9 8 1  
B IOLOGICAL S I G N I F I C A N C E  OF BACTERIAL  COUNTS I N  
AQUATIC ENVIRONMENTS N b 5 - 2 3 9 9 1  
ATMOSPHERIC COLLECTION OF MICROORGANISMS USING 
SMALL BIOLOGICAL SAMPLER I N  UPPER ATMOSPHERE 
N 6 5 - 2 4 0 0 0  
SELECTED ARTICLES ON EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY AND 
M E O I C I  NE 
JPRS-29980 N b 5 - 2 4 2 2 7  
ARCTIC MEDICINE AN0 BIOLOGY - FROSTBITE 
N b 5 - 2 4 3 0 1  
20-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH INSTRUMENTATION 
AND BIGLOGICAL APPLICATIONS N b 5 - 2 4 8 9 2  
BIOLUMINESCENCE 
B IOPHYSICS - GLOBULE-BALL TRANSIT IONS I N  
MACROMOLECULES, NUCLEIC A C I D  MOLECULAR 
STRUCTUREt BIOLUUINESCENCE AN0 RESPIRATION I N  
LUMINESCENT BACTERIA 
JPRS-30097 N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 7  
GLUCOSE CONSUMPTION BY LUMINESCENT BACTERIA 
OETERMINATION - ENERGY CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 
BIOLUMINESCENCE AND RESPIRATION OF LUMINESCENT . 
BACTERIA N b 5 - 2 5 0 3 0  
B I O N I C S  
B IONICS.  SOLUTION OF ENGINEERING PROBLEMS BY 
A P P L I C A T I O N  OF FUNCTIONAL P R I N C I P L E S  DERIVED FROM 
B I O L O G I C A L  SYSTEMS A b 5 - 2 4 1 4 b  
B IOPHYSICS 
B IOLOGICAL S E N S I T I V I T Y  AND INTERACTION WITH 
RADIOFREPUENCY AN0 MICROWAVE ENERGY 
6 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 0  
A65-6 1 1 6 4  PHYSICS OF EAR AN0 HEARING 
BEHAVIORAL B I O P H Y S I C S  - ELECTROMAGNETIC R A D I A T I O N  
AN0 RELATION TO BEHAVIOR OF ORGANISMS 
Ab5-B l 2 0 b  
CONFERENCE ON BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOPHYSICS.  
CARCINOGENESIS, PLANT RADIOBIOLOGYI GENETICS, 
EXTERNAL R A O I A T I O N  T O X I C I T Y I  AND METABOLISM 
OF F I S S I O N  PRODUCTS 
ANL-6971  N 6 5 - 2 4 2 4 9  
PHYSICS OF CELLULAR SYNTHESIS,  GROWTH, AN0 
O I V I S I O N S  
NASA-CR-62925 N b 5 - 2 4 5 1 5  
B IOPHYSICS - GLOBULE-BALL TRANSIT IONS I N  
MACROMOLECULES. NUCLEIC A C I D  MOLECULAR 
STRUCTUREI BIOLUMINESCENCE AN0 RESPIRATION I N  
LUMINESCENT BACTERIA 
JPRS-30097  N b 5 - 2 5 0 2 7  
B I O S A T E L L I T E  
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON C I R C A D I A N  RHYTHMS OF 
PLANTS FOR USE I N  B I O S A T E L L I T E  
NASA-CR-62707 N 6 5 - 2 3 7 4 2  
B I O S I l l U L A T I O N  
CHAMBER AN0 ELECTRICAL C I R C U I T  USE0 TO SIMULATE 
INVESTIGATIONS A b 5 - 2 5 0 9 9  
MARTIAN CONDITIONS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL 
BIOTECHNOLOGY 
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROJECTS I N  UPPCR EXTREMITY 
PROSTHETICSt  SENSORY MUSCULAR CCNTROL, HUMAN 
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE I N  TRACKING SYSTEMS. AN0 
ELECTROMYOGRAM CONTROL STUOIES 
REPT. -65 -14  N b 5 - 2 4 0 0 4  
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATE0 WITH 
EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  I N  SPACE 
JPRS-30152  N b 5 - 2 4 3 4 8  
BLACKOUT 
RESISTANCE CHANGES I N  HUMAN BOOY. PARTICULARLY I N  
LOWER EXTREMIT IES AS RESULT OF G LCADS 
6 6 5 - 8  11 1 2  
BLAST 
MECHANISM OF BLAST INJURY TO EAR 
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 1  
BLINONESS 
SONAR SYSTEM OF B L I N D  PERSONS - S I Z E  
O I S C R I M I N A T I O N  6 6 5 - 6 1 1 5 5  
BLOOD 
I N T E N S I T Y  AN0 DURATION OF BENOS P A I N S  OETERMINED 
BY S IMULATE0 O R B I T I N G  LABORATORY FL IGHTS OF 
VARIOUS OURATION INVOLVING ANALYSES OF NITROGEN 
Ab  5- 2 4 0 1  4 DISSOLVED I N  BLOOD 
X-RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON PROTEIN COMPOSITION OF 
BLOOD A 6 5 - 2 4 2 9 6  
CONTINUOUS SAMPLING OF ARTERIAL  BLOOD OF 
UNANESTHETIZEO ANIMALS Ab5-81152  
B IOLOGICAL EFFECT OF STRENUOUS WORK AN0 SWEATING 
NASA-TT-F-9338 
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY I N  CONJUNCTION WITH MOOIF IED 
VOLUMES OF NITROGEN I N  DISSOLVED BLOOD 
ON eLooo AND TISSUE 
Nb5-23618  
VAN SLYKE APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING SMALL 
1-6 
SU8JECT I N D E X  C A B I N  ATMOSPHERE 
SA M-TR-65-6 Nb5-23841 BODY TEMPERATURE 
OXYGEN DELIVERY RATE OF HUMAN BLOOD BLOOD LACTATE. AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF 
SAM-TR-b4-89 N b 5 - 2 4 5 9 2  UNACCLIMATIZED MEN EXERCIS ING I N  HOT 
HEPATIC BLOOD FLOY. OXYGEN INTAKE. HEART RATE, 
PLATELET S I Z E  D I S T R I B U T I O N  FOLLOWING X-RAY 
EXPOSURE OF STAINED BLOOD F I L M S  
UR-bb3 N b 5 - 2 4 6 2 2  
PATHOLOGICAL. PHYSIOLDGICALS AND EXPERIMENTAL 
THERAPY - BLOOD LOSS REPLACEMENT. SPLEEN 
TRANSPLANTATION. AND OXYGEN STARVATION 
JPRS-30015  Nb5-25025 
BLOOD CIRCULATION 
H E P A T I C  BLOOD FLOW. OXYGEN INTAKE. HEART RATE. 
BLOOD LACTATE. AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF 
UNACCLIMATIZED MEN EXERCIS ING I N  HOT 
ENVIRONMENTS A b 5 - 8 1 1 3 5  
RESPIRATORY. CIRCULATORY AN0 METABOLIC CHANGES I N  
YOUNG PERSONS DURING P H Y S I C A L  EXERCISE 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 2 9  
INFLUENCE OF ULTRASOUND ON PERMEABIL ITY  OF 
BLOOD-EYE BARRIER AND REFRACTIVE MEDIA  ON EYE I N  
RABBITS Ab5-81209  
BURN SHOCK AN0 CYBERNETICS. A R T I F I C I A L  BLOOD 
CIRCULATION. AN0 20-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH 
JPRS-30405  N b 5 - 2 4 8 8 9  
BODY AN0 BLOOD TEMPERATURE CHANGES I N  PATIENTS 
UNDER CONDIT IONS OF A R T I F I C I A L  BLOOD CIRCULATION 
WITH MCDERATE HYPOTHERMIA Nb5-24891 
B L O W  C D A 6 U L A T I W  
BLOOD CLOTTING I N  HUMANS AS AFFECTED BY P H Y S I C A L  
EXERCISE I N  COLD ENVIRONMENT A b 5 - 8 1 1 4 1  
BLOOD CDAGULATIDN PROCESS I N  EXPERIMENTAL LEAD 
POISONING OF R A B B I T S  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 5 5  
B L O W  FLDY 
EQUATIONS FOR MEASURING BLOOD FLDY BY EXTERNAL 
MONITORING OF RAD1 01 SOTOPES A b 5 - 8 1 1 1 9  
BLOOD PLASMA 
PLASMA LEVELS OF 17-HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROID AS 
AFFECTED BY B E 0  REST AN0 ISOMETRIC EXERCISE 
Ab5-812% 
B IOCHEMICAL MICROTECHNIQUES I N  BLOOD PLASMA AN0 
SERUM CETERMINATIONS O F  UREA NITROGEN. U R I C  
ACID. AND C R E A T I N I N E  
ENVIRONMENTS A b 5 0 1 1 3 5  
CORE TEMPERATURE INFLUENCE UPON OURATIGN OF 
H IBERNATION OF GROUND SPUIRRELs C I T E L L U S  
L A T E R A L I S  A b 5 - 0 1 1 3 9  
COLD AN0 R A I N  EFFECTS ON V I G I L A N C E  OF LOOKOUTS 
Ab  5-8 1222 
BODY AN0 BLOOD TEMPERATURE CHANGES I N  P A T I E N T S  
UNDER CONDITIONS OF A R T I F I C I A L  BLOOD CIRCULATION 
Y I T H  MODERATE MYPOTHERMIA N b 5 - 2 4 8 9 1  
EDDY TEMCERATURE l B I D L /  
P H Y S I C A L  FITNESS, F A T  CONTENT. BLOOD PRESSURE. 
RECTAL AND S K I N  TEMPERATURE, AN0 TGUCH SENSATION 
OF MEN UORKING I N  ANTARCTIC A b 5-8 1 140 
BONE 
SKELETAL RESPONSE OF RAT TO REDUCED BAROMETRIC 
PRESSURE Ab5-01174  
BONE MARROW 
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES I N  L IVER.  SPLEEN, AN0 BONE 
MARROW OF MICE TWICE IRRACIATEO Y I T H  COBALT 6 0  
DURING ANOXIA AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE 
MARROY 1 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 5  
B R A I N  
B R A I N  TELESTIMULATOR Y I T H  SOLAR C E L L  POWER SUPPLY 
USE0 ON PRIMATES A b 5 - 8 1 1 5 6  
S IMPLE MICROMANIPULATOR FOR INSERTION CF 
ELECTRODES I N T O  B R A I N  OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS 
A b 5 8 1 2 7 9  
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES AND 
DRUG ACTION ON BRAIN. L O C A L I Z A T I O N  OF 
CONOITIONEO I N H I B I T I O N  PRODUCED BY HYPNOSIS. AN0 
MODELING FUNCTIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM 
JPRS-30007  N b 5 - 2 4 2 3 0  
B R A I N  I N J U R Y  
ADRENOCORTICAL I N S U F F I C I E N C Y  AND HYPERFUNCTION 
RESISTANCE TO CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING 
JPRS-30295  N 6 5 - 2 4 6 9 0  
BRIGHTNESS D I S C R I M I N A T I D N  
STIMULUS I N T E N S I T Y  AND PHOTICALLY E V O K r n  CEREBRAL 
RESPONSE AS POSSIBLE OBJECTIVE INDEX OF BRIGHTNESS 
PERCEPTION FOR MAN 6 6 5 - 2 4 8 3 1  
~ ~~- 
LF-22 
BLOOD PRESSURE 
Nb5-25 292 
EVOKED POTENTIALS AND CORRELATED JUDGMENTS OF 
BRIGHTNESS AS FUNCTIONS OF INTERFLASH INTERVALS 
ARTERIAL  AND ACOUSTIC BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 6 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 8  
TAKEN W I L E  P I L O T I N G  J E T  F IGHTER AIRCRAFT. 
EMPHASIZ ING SOURCES OF ERROR Ab5-24077  BUBBLE 
PHYSICAL FITNESS. FAT CONTENT. BLOOD PRESSURE. DECOMPRESSION A b 5 - 8 1 2 7 2  
RECTAL AND S K I N  TEMPERATURE. AND TOUCH SENSATION 
GAS BUBBLE FORMATION I N  ORGANISMS I N  EXPLOSIVE 
OF MEN WORKING I N  ANTARCTIC A b 5 - 8 1 1 4 0  BURN I N J U R Y  
TREATMENT OF HYORGFLUORIC A C I D  BURNS BY COOLING 
RESPIRATION. ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE. BLOOD AND DRUGS Ab5-81186 
PRESSURE. ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS AND 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DATA COLLECTED BY PORTABLE THRESHClLO CONDITIONS FOR PRODUCTION OF BURNS ON 
MONITORING SYSTEM UNDER SPACE STRESS C O W I T I M Y S  R E T I N A  OF EYE BY R A O I A T I O N  - CATHEWATICAL 
Ab5-81283  THEORY 
FPRC11222  N b 5 - 2 3 6 1 6  
FATIGUE I N  AIRCREW REFLECTED I N  CIRCULATORY 
ALTERATIONS DURING OVERSEAS F L I G H T S  R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON R E T I N A  - BURN INJURY STUDY 
Ab5-81296  R-1747  N b 5-2 3 889 
BLUE-6REEN A L 6 A E  BURN SHOCK AN0 CYBERNETICSI A R T I F I C I A L  BLOOD 
ALGAL CULTURE TECHNIQUE AND PHYTOPLANKTON ECOLOGY CIRCULATION. AN0 20-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH 
A b 5 - 8 1 1 6 3  JPRS-30405  N b 5 - 2 4 8 8 9  
BODY COWPOSITION /BIOL/ PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO BURN SHOCK AN0 
PHYSICAL FITNESS. FAT CONTENT. BLOOD PRESSURE. CYBERNETIC ANALYSIS  OF OEFENSE AN0 RECOVERY 
RECTAL AND S K I N  TEMPERATURE. AND TOUCH SENSATION AUTOMATIC CONTROL PROCESSES Nb5-24890 
OF MEN WORKING I N  ANTARCTIC A b 5 - 8 1 1 4 0  
BOOT MEASUREMENT / B I D L /  C 
HUMAN EDDY EXTREMITY CUFF-TOURNIQUET EFFECTS ON C A B I N  ATMOSPHERE 
T I L T  TABLE TOLERANCE TAKEN AFTER b HOURS OF WATER PRESSURIZED S U I T  AN0 AIRCRAFT C A B I N  FOR H I G H  
IMHERS I O N  h b5-2 4078 A L T I T U O E  A C C L I M A T I Z A T I O N  - A R T I F I C I A L  INCREASE 
1-7 
CALORIC REWIREMEN1 SUBJECT INDEX 
OF A I R  PRESSURE 
FTO-TT-65-258/1&2 N 6 5 - 2 5 3 4 1  
CALORIC REWIREMENT 
RESPONSES OF COLO AND WARM ADAPTED DOGS TO I N F U S E 0  
NORADRENALINE AN0 ACUTE BODY COOLING - 
CALORIGENIC EFFECTS OF NORADRENALIN 
AAL-TR-64-21 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 0  
CARBOHYORATE 
HYDROGEN GENERATION FROM SUGARS AN0 NATURAL 
PRODUCTS BY MICROORGANISMS - BIOCHEMICAL FUEL 
CELL  
REPTS-10 N 6 5 - 2 4 9 6 4  
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM 
DIABETES DETECTION METHOOS I N  AEROMEDICAL 
EXAM1 N A T I  ONS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 1 0  
HETEROTROPHIC GROWTH, CARBOHYORATE METABOLISM AN0 
PRODUCTION OF XANTHOPHYLLS BY CHLORELLA 
PYRENOIDOSA A 6 5 4 1 2 8 5  
RESPONSE TO CARBOHYORATE METABOLISM AS C R I T E R I O N  
I N  COMHERCIAL P ICOT SELECTION A65-81297  
. 
CARBON D I O X I D E  
OCCUPATIONAL POISONING WITH HYDROGEN SULFIDE AND 
CARBON DIOXIDE A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 5  
URINE EXCRETION I N  ANIMALS - OEPENOENCE OF 
D I U R E S I S  ON SALT CONTENT, ALCOHOL CONTENTI FREE 
CARBON DIOXIDE. AND HYDROGEN I O N  CONCENTRATION 
I N  DRINKING WATER 
NASA-TT-F-9337 N65-23793  
CARBON D I O X I D E  REMOVAL 
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE REGENERATION AN0 CONTROL 
PROBLEMS COVERING CARBON DIOXIDE,  WATER, OXYGEN 
CONCENTRATIONS AN0 TRACE CONTAMINATION 
ASME PAPER 65-AV-47 6 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 4  
CARBON D I O X I D E  TENSION 
REGIONAL D I S T R I B U T I O N  OF MYOCARDIAL BLOOO FLOW OF 
ODG AS AFFECTED BY HYPOXEMIA AND HYPERCAPNIA 
A65-81175  
ESTIMATING CORONARY BLOOO FLOW FROM RUBIDIUM-86 
CLEARANCE I N  DOG AS AFFECTED BY OXYGEN, CARBON 
OIOXIDEI  AN0 VASOACTIVE DRUGS A65-81  176 
R A P I D  ESTIMATION OF PLASMA CARBON D I O X I D E  TENSION 
FROM PH AND TOTAL CARBON O I O X I O E  CONTENT 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 8 2  
CARBON MONOXIDE 
FUNCTIGNAL S IGNIF ICANCE OF LOW PULMONARY D I F F U S I N G  
CAPACITY FOR CARBON MONOXIOE AT SEA LEVEL AN0 H I G H  
ACT I TU 0 E A 6 5 - 8 1 1 8 5  
POTASSIUM PALLAOO S U L F I T E  METHOO FOR CARBON 
MONOXIDE DETECTION 6 6 5 - 8 1 2 7 5  
CARBON WONOXIDE POISONING 
ADRENOCORTICAL I b J U F F Y C I F h C Y  AND HYPERt lJ? iCTION 
RESISTANCE TO CARBON MONOXIOE POISONINL  
JPRS-30295  N 6 5 - 2 4 6 9 0 
CAROIOGRAPHY 
CL IN ICOPHrS iucOG!CAL EVALUATION OF CONTRACTIONAL 
HEART FUNCTIONS IN F L I G W ~ S  OF VOSTOK V AN0 
VOSTDK V I  SPACECRAFT PY SEISMOCAROIOGRAPHIC 
DATA N 6 5 - 2 3 4 2 4  
CARDIOLOGY 
CL IN ICOPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM 
AN0 SPACECREW REACTION STUDIED BY P H Y S I C I A N  ON 
INTERPLANETARY F L I G H T  AN0 SEISMOCAROIOLOGICAL 
DATA 
JPRS-29795  N 6 5 - 2 3 4 2 2  
CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
ANIMAL STUDY - PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF REDUCE0 
BAROdETRIC PRESSURE ON CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
DUE TO OXYGEN STARVATION N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 6  
CAROIOVASCULAR SYSTEM 
PROLONGED SPACE F L I G H T  EFFECTS ON CAROIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEM. ASCERTAINING MECHANISM AN0 CAUSES OF 
ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION A 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 1  
HUMAN BODY EXTREMITY CUFF-TOURNIQUET EFFECTS ON 
T I L T  TABLE TOLERANCE TAKEN AFTER 6 HOURS OF WATER 
IMMERSION ~ 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 8  
WATER IMMERSION EXPERIMENT WITH MALES CHECKING 
CAROIOVASCULAR OECONDITIONINGI PLASMA VOLUMEI 
HEMOGLOBIN. OSMOLARITY. F L U I D  INTAKE, BODY WEIGHT. 
ETC A 6 5 2 4 0 7 9  
CHANGES I N  B IOELECTRIC CEREBRAL A C T I V I T Y  AN0 
CERTAIN VEGETATIVE VASCULAR REACTIONS RESULTING 
FROM ACTION OF NOISE A6  5-8 11 9 1 
O A I L Y  RHYTHM OF VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS OF SOVIET 
ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE F L I G H T  A 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 8  
TELEMETRIC DEVICE FOR MEASUREMENTS OF HEART 
FUNCTIONS AN0 R E S P I R A T I O N  A65-81208  
RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART 
RATE I N  EVALUATION OF CAROIOVASCULAR FUNCTION I N  
P I L O T  CANADIOATES 
MOOEL APERIODIC BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPH AN0 
DESCRIPTION OF APERIODIC BALLISTOCAROIOGRAM OF 
HEALTHY I N D I V I D U A L  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 0  
INTERNAL HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMIC RESPONSE - 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL THEORY* TEMPERATURE CONTROL. 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM. AND HORMONE DYNAMICS, 
AND BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION 
NASA-CR-219 N65-238  13 
DISEASE OF CAROIOVASCULAR AN0 D I G E S T I V E  SYSTEMS - 
HUMAN PATHOLOGY AN0 C L I N I C A L  M E D I C I N E  
JPRS-30288  N 6 5 - 2 4 4 3 5  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 4  
CASE HISTORY 
CASE H I S T O R I E S  OF I N J U R I E S  PROOUCEO BY SEAT BELTS 
165-8 1187 
CAT 
PARADOXICAL SLEEP AND RELATION TO OEPRIVATION I N  
CAT A 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 7  
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL ROLE I N  POSIT IONAL ALCOHOL 
NYSTAGMUS OF CAT A 6 5 - 8 1 1 7 8  
MECHANISM OF THERMAL RECEPTORS I N  R A B B I T  AND CAT 
S K I N  6 6 5 - 8  1 2 7  8 
CATHODE RAY TUBE 
BURN SHOCK AND CYBERNETICS. A R T I F I C I A L  BLOOO 
CIRCULATION*  AN0 20-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH 
JPRS-30405  N 6  5-24 88 9 
20-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH INSTRUMENTATION 
AND B I O L O G I C A L  APPLICATIONS N 6  5- 248 9 2 
CELL  D I V I S I O N  
PHYSICS OF CELLULAR SYNTHESIS, GROWTH. AND 
D I V I S I O N S  
NASA-CR-62925 N 6 5 - 2 4 5 7 5  
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
FOCUSED AN0 UNFOCUSED CRYSTAL LASER R A D I A T I O N  
EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF RODENTS AND 
PRIMATE 6 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 9  
METABOLISM AN0 PROTECTION BY ANESTHESIA AGAINST 
T O X I C I T Y  OF OXYGEN AT H I G H  PRESSURE 
A 6 5 8 1 1 4 9  
EFFECT OF AGE, CONTINUOUS SOUNO, AND PHOTIC 
S T I M U L I  ON DEVELOPMENT OF NUTRIT IONAL 
CHOLESTEROL ATHEROSCLEROSISI AN0 ROLE OF CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM I N  PATHOGENESIS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 4 5  
I N D U S T R I A L  A I R  POLLUTION AS SAFETY HAZARD - 
STANDARDIZATION OF TOXIC CRITERIA ,  EFFECTS ON 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEH, ARSENIC POISONINGI AN0 
TRACING PHENOL CONTENT I N  A I R  
JPRS-29981  N 6 5 - 2 3 7 7 6  
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES I N  BODY SYSTEMS FROM OXYGEN 
OEFIC IENCY - CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
JPRS-30576  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 3 1  
t 
SUBJECT INOEX C D L M  PERCEPT I O N  
C&RIPETU FORCE 
CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION EFFECT ON NYSTAGMUS FOR 
VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS R E L A T I V E  TO ROTATICN CENTER, 
NOTING O T O L I T H  MODULATION OF SENSORY INPUT FROM 
SEW1 C I  RCUL AR CANAL S A 6 5 2 4 0 8 1  
CEREBRAL CORTEX 
EVOKED RESPONSES OF V I S U A L  CORTEX- SPECTRAL 
S E N S I T I V I T Y  OF HUMANS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 8 4  
CHARCOAL 
A B I L I T Y  OF POTASSIUM SUPEROXIDES POTASSIUM 
HYDROXIDE. AND ACTIVATED CHARCOAL SYSTEM TO 
SUSTAIN L I F E  OF RAT AN0 MAN I N  CLOSED ECOLOGICAL 
SYSTEM A 6 5 - 8 1 2 5 1  
C N M I C A L  COl lPWNO 
R A D I A T I O N  PROTECTION BY CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS I N  
MAMMALS N b 5 - 2 3 4 6 8  
C N M I C A L  EFFECT 
PLANT TRANSPIRATION - RADIANT ENERGY. TEMPERATURE. 
HUMIOITY. CHEMICAL EFFECTS. GUARD CELL  ACTIONI 
AN0 MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTIT ION 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 4 1  
CHEMICAL REACTION 
DRY BACTERIAL  SPORE R A D I A T I O N  S E N S I T I V I T Y  STUDY 
FOR DETERMINATION OF INTRACELLULAR CHEMICAL 
REACTIONS DURING I R R A D I A T I O N  N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 b  
CWZEIIORECEPTDR 
B IBL IOGRAPHY ON BIOSENSORS - MECHANORECEPTORSs 
PHOTORECEPTORS. CHEMORECEPTORS. THERMORECEPTORS* 
AND ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC F I E L D  SENSORS 
N A S A - C R d 3 1 4 5  N 6 5 - 2 5 2 1 0  
C H I  w 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY I N  COMMUNIST CHINA - 
F I E L D  THEORY* ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. AN0 PHVSIOLOGY 
J P R S - 2 9 6 4 1  N b S - 2 3 3 7 1  
COMMUNIST C H I N A  SCIENCE AN0 TECHNOLOGICAL 
REPORTS - ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE STEROIDS. SECONDARY 
ELECTRON. ENTOMOLOGY. SCHISTOSIJMIASIS 
PREVENTION. AN0 DRU6 TREATMENT 
JPRS-30299  ~ 6 5 - 2 4 8 8 7  
CHLORELLA 
Q U A L I T A T I V E  DIFFERENCES I N  QUINONE COMPOSITION OF 
CHLORELLA HYDROGENASE UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS 
CF GRCWTH A65-811% 
HETEROTROPHIC GROWTH, CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND 
PRODUCTION OF XANTHOPHYLLS BY CHLORELLA 
PYRENOIDOSA A65-81285  
NATURE AN0 ROLE OF BACTERIAL  CONTAMINANTS I N  MASS 
CULTURES OF THERMOPHIL IC  CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 8 6  
METABOLISM OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE I O D I N E  131 BY 
RE PT.- 132 N b 5 - 2 3 6 4 5  
CHLORELLA VULGARIS 
CHLOUOBEIIZENE 
CONTENT OF CHLOROBENZOL I N  A I R  AN0 B I O L O G I C A L  
EFFECT l3# SMALL CONCENTRATION ON MAN 
N 6 5 - 2 4 9 3 9  
CHllDMDSDIIE 
P E C U L I A R I T I E S  OF PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF 
BETA-HERCAPTOETHYLAMINE DURING FORMATION OF 
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS I N  L I V E R  CELLS OF MAMMALS 
IRRADIATED WITH GAMMA-RAYS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 0  
C I V I L  A V I A T I O N  
SAFETY FACTORS AN0 ADVANTAGES INVOLVED I N  CONTACT 
LENS U T I L I Z A T I O N  BY COMMERCIAL AND A I R L I N E  P I L O T S  
AM-24097 
C L I N I C A L  M E D I C I N E  
C L I N I C A L  A P P L I C A T I O N  OF TELEHETERING METHOD OF 
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA 1 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 3  
INTERHOSPITAL  PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM AS 
RELATED TO TELEMETRY A65-81284 
CL IN ICOPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM 
AND SPACECREW REACTION STUDIED BY P H Y S I C I A N  ON 
INTERPLANETARY F L I G H T  AND SEISMOCAROIDLOGICAL 
DATA 
JPRS-29795  N b 5 - 2 3 4 2 2  
C L I N I C A L  ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM FOR 
INTERPLANETARY F L I G H T  WITH P H Y S I C I A N  I N  
SPACECREW N 6 5 - 2 3 4 2 3  
S C I N T I L L A T I O N  COUNTER USE I N  DIAGNOSING MALIGNAMT 
THYROID TUMORS 
REPT.- 129 N65-23729  
ELECTRONIC MEASURIN6 APPARATUS TO DIA6NDSE 
STOHACH DISORDERS. ADRENAL CORTEX CONOIT IDN I N  
CARDIOVASCULAR AND METABOLIC DISORDER. AND 
HORMONE CONCENTRATIONS 
JPRS-30182  1165-24065 
D ISEASE OF CARDIDVASCULAR AND D I G E S T I V E  SYSTEMS - 
HUMAN PATHOLOGY AND C L I N I C A L  M E D I C I N E  
JPRS-30288  N b 5 - 2 4 4 3 5  
ROLE OF GENETICS I N  HUMAN PATHOLOGV - C L I N I C A L  
M E D I C I N E  
JPRS-30306  N 6 5 - 2 4 4 3 7  
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SVSTEM 
SPACECRAFT REGENERATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR WATER 
RECOVERY O B T A I N I N 6  OXYGEN FROM CARBON D I O X I D E  AN0 
REMOVAL OF HUNAN WASTES 1 6 5 - 2 3 9 2 0  
A B I L I T Y  OF POTASSIUM SUPEROXIDE. POTASSIUM 
HYDROXIDE, AN0 ACTIVATED CHARCOAL SYSTEM TO 
SUSTAIN L I F E  OF RAT AND MAN I N  CLOSED ECOLOGICAL 
SYSTEM A b 5 - 8 1 2 5 1  
CLOSED LOOP SVSTEII  
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF INPUT-OUTPUT BEHAVIOR 
OF HUMAN OPERATOR ACTING AS ELEMENT I N  CLOSED LOOP 
CONTROL SYSTEM A b 5 - 2 5 2 0 2  
COLD A C C L I H A T I Z A T I O I I  
THERMOREGULATION AN0 COLD ACCLIMATIZATION I N  
GROUND SQUIRREL. C I T E L L U S  TRIDECEMLINEATUS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 7  
THERMOREGULATION AND COLD ACCLIMATIZATION I N  
HAMSTER. MESOCRICETUS AURATUS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 8  
PHYSICAL FITNESS. F A T  CONTENT. BLOOD PRESSURE. , 
RECTAL AN0 S K I N  TEMPERATUREI AND TOUCH SENSATION 
OF MEN WORKING I N  ANTARCTIC 165-81140 
RESPONSES OF COLD- AND WARM-ADAPTED DOGS TO 
INFUSED NOREPINEPHRINE AND BODY COOLING 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 9 9  
COLD TOLERANCE / B I O L /  
COLD LAND SURVIVAL  C A P A B I L I T I E S  OF A I R  FORCE 
P I L O T S  WEARING F U L L  PRESSURE H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
F L Y I N G  O U T F I T  
AAL-TOR-M-23 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 2  
PROTEIN DEPLETION AND REPLETION TECHNIQUES USED ON 
RATS EXPOSED TO YARH AND COLD CDNOIT IONS 
AAL-T OR-64-15 N 6 5 - 2 4 5 9 3  
S T A B I L I T Y  OF TEMPERATURE REACTION AND CHANGES I N  
O X I D A T I O N  PROCESSES DURING C H I L L I N G  I N  HUMANS 
ADAPTED AN0 NOT ADAPTED TO COLD 
N 6 5 - 2 4 9 4 0  
COLD WEATHER T E S T I S  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEWICAL EFFECTS OF COLD 
STRESS FOR INTERPRETATION OF DIFFERENCES I N  
ACTION OF THERAPEUTIC DRUGS AT VARIOUS 
ENVIRONMENTAL OR BODY TEMPERATURES 
AAL-TOR-64-20 N b 5 - 2 5 2 5 4  
COLLOIO 
B I O C D L L O I D A L  MATTER I N  ATMOSPHERE 
1165-23987 
COLOR PERCEPTION 
COLOR PERCEPTION I N  HUMAN B Y  CUTANEOUS MEANS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 0  
1-9 
COMMERCI AL A V I A T I O N  SUBJECT INDEX 
COMMERCIAL A V I A T I O N  
RESPONSE TO CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AS CRITERION 
I N  COMMERCIAL P I L O T  SELECTION 6 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 7  
COMMUNICATION 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SPEECH PROCESS. 
SPEECH FORMING MECHANISM. PERCEPTION, AN0 
ARTICULATION FOR HUMAN COMMUNICATION WITH 
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS 
JPRS-30543  N b 5 - 2 5 5 1 4  
COMPUTER 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SPEECH PROCESS. 
SPEECH FORMING MECHANISMr PERCEPTIONI AN0 
ARTICULATION FOR HUMAN COMMUNICATION WITH 
ELECTRCNIC COMPUTERS 
JPRS-30543  N 6 5 - 2 5 5 1 4  
CONDIT IONE0 RESPONSE 
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF CONOITIONEO REFLEXES AN0 
DRUG ACTION ON BRAIN, L O C A L I Z A T I O N  OF 
CONOITIONEO I N H I B I T I O N  PRODUCE0 BY HYPNOSISt  AN0 
MODELING FUNCTIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM 
JPRS-30007  N 6 5 - 2 4 2 3 0  
CONFERENCE 
PROCEEDINGS OF ATMOSPHERIC BIOLOGY CONFERENCE 
NASA-CR-62786 N 6 5 - 2 3 9 8 0  
CONFERENCE ON BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOPHYSICS,  
CARCINOGENESISI PLANT RAOIOBIOLOGYt GENETICS, 
EXTERNAL RADIATION T O X I C I T Y t  AN0 METABOLISM 
OF F I S S I O N  PRODUCTS 
A N L - 6 9 7 1  N 6 5 - 2 4 2 4 9  
PHYSIOLOGY - HUMAN AGING AN0 LONGEVITY, 
CYBERNETICS* X-RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT, AN0 
OXYGEN PRESSURE OETERHINATION - S C I E N T I F I C  
CONFERENCE REPORTS 
JPRS-30099  N 6 5 - 2 4 8 7 5  
S C I E N T I F I C  CONFERENCE - POLAROGRAPHIC 
OETERMINATION OF OXYGEN METABOLISM I N  T ISSUES 
N 6 5 - 2 4 8 7 8  
CONFERENCE ON AEROIONIZATION I N  INDUSTRIAL  HYGIENE 
AN0 OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES 
JPRS-30442  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 5 7  
CONGENITAL ANOMALY 
LETHAL RAOIATION OAMAGE ON ESCHERICHIA C O L I  FOR 
OETERMINATION OF LETHAL CONGENITAL ANOMALIES 
FROM X-RAY DOSES N65-23463  
CONTACT LENS 
SAFETY FACTORS AND ADVANTAGES INVOLVED I N  CONTACT 
LENS U T I L I Z A T I O N  BY COMMERCIAL ANC A I R L I N E  P I L O T S  
6 6 5 - 2 4 0 9 7  
CONTAMINANT 
A I R  FORCE RESEARCH ON T O X I C I T Y  OF MATERIALS 
POSSIBLY CONTAMINATING SPACE CABINS 
A b 5 - 8 1 1 6 1  
CONTAM I N I T  I ON 
LIFE-FORMS I N  METEORITES AN0 THE PROBLEM OF 
TERRESTRIAL CONTAMINATION - A STUDY I N  METHODOLOGY 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 4 1  
NATURE AN0 ROLE OF BACTERIAL CONTAMINANTS I N  MASS 
CULTURES OF THERMOPHILIC CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 8 6  
CONTAMINATION OF ENVIRONMENT BY NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS 
AN0 ASSESSING R I S K  OF INDUCTION OF MALIGNANCES 
BY R A D I A T I O N  I N  MAN N 6 5 - 2 4 6 1 8  
CONTROL SYSTEM 
HATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF INPUT-OUTPUT BEHAVIOR 
OF HUMAN OPERATOR ACTING AS ELEMENT I N  CLOSE0 LOOP 
CONTROL SYSTEM A65-25202  
ALGORITHMS FOR SELF-ORGANIZING CONTROL SYSTEMS 
WHICH INFLUENCE FUNCTIONING OF INTERNAL ORGANS 
JPRS-30214  N 6 5 - 2 4 3 5 1  
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN SOLUTION OF F L I G H T  
CONTROL PROBLEM N 6 5 - 2 5 0 5 1  
CODLING 
TREATMENT OF HYDROFLUORIC A C I D  BURNS BY COOLING 
AND DRUGS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 8 6  
C O R I O L I S  EFFECT 
MOTION SICKNESS RESISTANCE INDUCE0 BY REPEATED 
REACTION DATA AN0 ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAMS 
C O R I O L I S  ST IMULATION AS I N D I C A T E D  BY AUTONOMIC 
A 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 0  
EFFECT OF ANGULAR AN0 C O R I O L I S  ACCELERATION ON 
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AN0 V I S I O N  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 0  
EFFECT OF SUPRATHRESHOLD VALUE OF C O R I O L I S  
ACCELERATION ON P I L O T  OF F L I G H T  SIMULATOR - 
REFERENCE TO PERCEPTION OF ILLUSORY MOTION AN0 
P O S I T I O N  I N  SPACE 
NASA-TM-X-51755 N 6 5 - 2 3 7 1 0  
CORONARY CIRCULATION 
REGIONAL D I S T R I B U T I O N  OF MYOCARDIAL BLOOD FLOW OF 
DOG AS AFFECTED BY HYPOXEMIA AN0 HYPERCAPNIA 
6 6 5 - 8  1 1 7 5  
ESTIMATING CORONARY BLOOO FLOW FROM RUBIDIUM-86  
CLEARANCE I N  DOG AS AFFECTED BY OXYGEN, CARBON 
OIOXIDEI  AN0 VASOACTIVE DRUGS A65-81176  
CORTICDSTEROIO 
S A L I V A  STUDIES OF PAROTID F L U I D  STEROID RESPONSES 
TO CORTICOTROPIN DOSES I N  YOUNG ADULT 
MALES - PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES 
SAM-TOR-63-30 N 6 5 - 2 5 2 0 4  
COSMIC R A D I A T I O N  
B IOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC R A O I A T I O N  I N  
EXPERIMENTS MODELING EARTH- MOON TRAJECTORY 
UNDER CONDITIONS OF SOLAR FLARE 
A 6 5 - 2 5 0 9 8  
COSMIC RAY 
I N S T A L L A T I O N  OF B I D - U N I T S  I N  VOSTOK I11 AND 
VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFTS TO EVALUATE EFFECT OF 
COSMIC RAOIATION AND F L I G H T  FACTORS ON 
B I O L O G I C A L  OBJECTS AN0 MEASURE R A O I A T I O N  DOSE 
N 6 5 - 2 4 4 8 8  
C R E A T I N I N E  
BIOCHEMICAL MICROTECHNIQUES I N  BLOOD PLASMA AND 
SERUM OETERMINATIONS OF UREA NITROGEN, U R I C  
ACIO. AN0 C R E A T I N I N E  
L F - 2 2  N 6 5 - 2 5 2 9 2  
C R E A T I V I T Y  
WIT CORRELATED WITH CREATIV ITYI  DEFENSIVENESS, AN0 
LEADERSHIP A65-8 11 2 6  
D I V E R S I T Y  OF P A R T I C I P A T I O N  I N  A C T I V I T I E S  AN0 
C R E A T I V I T Y  OF A I R  FORCE OFFICERS 
A6 5-8 1245 
CULTURE TECHNIQUE 
ALGAL CULTURE TECHNIQUE AN0 PHYTOPLANKTON ECOLOGY 
A6  5-8 1 1 6  3 
CULTURING TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION OF V I A B L E  
MICROORGANISM INOCULATED I N T O  S O L I D  MATERIALS 
NASA-CR-62980 N 6 5 - 2 4 8 9 9  
CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION 
PHYSICAL FITNESS, FAT CONTENTI BLOOO PRESSURE. 
RECTAL AN0 S K I N  TEMPERATURE. AND TOUCH SENSATION 
OF MEN WORKING I N  ANTARCTIC 165-81 140 
COLOR PERCEPTION I N  HUMAN BY CUTANEOUS MEANS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 0  
CYBERNETICS 
MATHEMATICS, B IONICS,  BIOPHYSICS. AND CYBERNETICS 
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF B IOLOGICAL MODELS 
JPRS-30177  
PHYSIOLOGY - HUMAN AGING AN0 LONGEVITY. 
CYBERNETICS, X-RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT. AND 
OXYGEN PRESSURE DETERMINATION - S C I E N T I F I C  
CONFERENCE REPORTS 
JPRS-30099  N b  5 - 2 4 8 7 5  
N 6 5 - 2 4 0 6 4  
1-10 
SUBJECT INDEX D I S S O C I A T I O N  
THEORY OF HEAT EXCHANGE I N  MAN. AN0 ENVIRONMENTAL 
FACTORS WHICH EFFECT THERMOREGULATION - STUOIES 
U S I N G  LAWS OF CYBERNETICS N 6 5 - 2 4 8 7 6  
BURN SHOCK AN0 CYBERNETICS. A R T I F I C I A L  BLOOD 
CIRCULATIONI AN0 20-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH 
JP  RS-3 0405 N 6 5 - 2 4 8 8 9  
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO BURN SHOCK AN0 
CYBERNETIC ANALYSIS  OF DEFENSE AN0 RECOVERY 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL PROCESSES N 6 5 - 2 4 8 9 0  
CYSTEAMINE 
PROTECTION OF LYMPHOCYTES I N  THYMUS OF 
X- IRRADIATED RATS BY CYSTEAMINE 
A65-81235  
D 
DATA ANALYSIS  
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM TO MONITOR CREW PERFORMANCE 
C A P A B I L I T I E S  AN0 PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE. AN0 TO 
OEVELOP D I G I T A L  TECHNIQUES FOR PROCESSING. 
DISPLAYING. AN0 ANALYZING DATA 
LMSC-6-65-65-15 N 6 5 - 2 4 7 1 0  
DATA HANDLIN6  SYSTEM 
TELEMETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR / TELUS/ FOR 
MONITORING ELECTRICAL OR ELECTROMAGNETIC OUTPUTS 
FROM F I E L O  SENSING INSTRUMENTS 6 6 5 - 2 4 2 0 2  
DATA REDUCTION 
COMPRESSION OF EEG TELEMETERED DATA TO ANALYZE 
SPECTRAL O I S T R I B U T I O N  OF B R A I N  kAVE A C T I V I T Y .  
U S I N G  JtOVING AVERAGE BANOPASS F I L T E R S  
A65-24  193 
B I O E E O I C A L  DATA COMPRESSION BY POLYNOMIAL CURVE 
F I T T I N 6  AN0 CYCLE-TD-CYCLE REDUNDANCY REDUCTION. 
NOTING EKG AND EEG A P P L I C A T I O N  
A65-24203  
DATA TRANSMISSION 
TRANSMISSION OF @fOMEOICAL DATA OBTAINED I N  
S IMULATION STUOIES WITH HUMAN CENTRIFUGE, USING 
S O L I D  STATE A M P L I F I E R S  A 6 5 - 2 4 2 0 0  
DEAFNESS 
SPEECH PRODUCTION. TRANSMISSION. AND ANALYSIS - 
INSTRUMENTATION. NASAL C A V I T Y  STRUCTURES. 
ACOUSTICSI SPEECH SPECTRUM* DEAFNESS AIDS, AND 
B IBL IOGRAPHY ON SPEECH RECOOING FOR DEAFNESS 
STL-QPSR-4/1964 N 6 5 - 2 3 8 5 0  
O K  I S  I ON 
PROBLEW SOLVING ON STOCHASTIC PROCESS - MONITORING 
OF COMPUTER SOLUTIONS BY MAN 6 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 5  
DECOMPOSITION 
DECOMPOSITION OF POLYESTER F I B E R S  BY HYDROLYSIS 
AN0 AMMONOLYSIS N 6 5 - 2 3 9 3 6  
OECOWPRESSION 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT S I W L A T I O N  OF VACUUM 
OECOMPRESSION TO OETERMINE SURVIVAL AN0 
AN0 RECOVERY P R O B A B I L I T Y  - ANIMAL STUDY 
NASA-TM-X-51669 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 3 9  
OKOMPUESSION S ICKNESS 
I N T E N S I T Y  AN0 DURATION OF BENDS P A I N S  DETERMINE0 
BY SIMULATED O R B I T I N G  LABORATORY F L I G H T S  OF 
VARIOUS DURATION I N V O L V I N G  ANALYSES OF NITROGEN 
OISSOLVEO I N  BLOOD A65-24014  
B I O L O G I C A L  EFFECTS OF OECOMPRESSION FROM 8000 TO 
45.000 F T  AT RATES OF 5 TO 38 SEC ON FOUR P I L O T S  
AN0 FOUR PASSENGER SUBJECTS. EXAMINING OXYGEN MASK 
ROLE 6 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 5  
OEtONTAMINATION 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PHYSICAL AN0 CHEMICAL 
METHODS FOR REMOVAL OF RAOIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION 
110-3535. SUPPL. 1 N65-24262  
DEGASS IN6 
DEGASSING CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS AN0 
SUPPLIES FOR SPACE CABIN USE INCLUOING EMPIRICAL 
EVALUATION TECHNIQUE A65-23617  
DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC A C I D  /DNA/ 
R A O I A T I O N  DAMAGE AN0 EFFECTS I N  INTRACELLULAR 
COMPONENTS. OEOXYRIBONUCLEIC A C I D  SYNTHESIS, 
I O N I Z I N G  RAOIATION. AN0 RAOIATION PROTECTION 
FTO-TT-64-515/1&2 N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 0  
PHOSPHORYLATION OF THYMUS NUCLEI  I N V E S T I G A T I O N  AND 
X- IRRADIATION INTERFERENCE WITH OEDXYRIBONUCLEIC 
A C I D  SYNTHESIS I N  ANIMAL CELLS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 8  
X-RAY AN0 AMINO A C I D  ANALOG EFFECT ON DNA 
SYNTHESIS AN0 ON NUCLEAR PROTEIN I N  L I V E R  CELLS 
N 6 5 - 2 3 5 5 9  
EFFECT OF OEDXYRIBONUCLEOTIOES ON WITOSIS  AND 
CAPACITY TO I N T E N S I F Y  OEOXYRIEONUCLEIC A C I D  
SYNTHESIS AFTER RAOIATION N 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 1  
DETECTION 
POTASSIUM PALLADO S U L F I T E  METHOD FOR CARBON 
MONOXIDE OETECTION A65-8 127 5 
TELE-ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TEK-1 OPERATING ON 
UNIVERSAL POUER SUPPLY AND RAOIOPROBE FOR 
DETECTING FOREIGN BODIES 
J PR S-29 9 5 4  
RADIOPROBE FOR DETECTION OF FOREIGN BOCIES 
N 6  5-2 344 b 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 4 8  
D IASNOSIS  
ELECTRONIC MEASURING APPARATUS TO DIAGNOSE 
STOMACH DISORDERS. ADRENAL CORTEX CONOIT ION I N  
CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 METABOLIC DISORDER* AN0 
HORMONE CONCENTRATIONS 
JPRS-30182  N 6 5 - 2 4 0 6 5  
D IET  
EFFECT OF D I E T  ON RAT EXCRETION OF T R I T I U M  
R A D I O A C T I V I T Y  FOLLOWING SMALL INJECTED DOSES OF 
TRIT IUM-LABELLED PYRIDOXINE HYDROCHLORIDE 
AAL-TR-64-29 N 6 5 - 2 5 3 4 4  
D IGESTIVE SYSTEM 
DISEASE OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND D I G E S T I V E  SYSTEMS - 
HUMAN PATHOLOGY AN0 C L I N I C A L  M E D I C I N E  
JPRS-30288  N 6 5 - 2 4 4 3 5  
RESPONSE OF NEURAL ELEMENTS I N  D IFFERENT PARTS OF 
D I G E S T I V E  SYSTEM TO X-RAY I R R A O I A T I C N  
N65-24877  
D I G I T A L  COMPUTER 
D I G I T A L  COMPUTER FOR ANALYSIS  OF HUMAN PERCEPTION 
OF SPATIAL-TEMPORAL PATTERNS DISPLAYED TACTUALLY 
665-24147 
D I G I T A L  INTEGRATOR 
D I G I T A L  INTEGRATOR FOR ON-LINE PULMONARY 
COMPLIANCE MEASUREMENTS A65-E 1154 
DIMERCAPROL 
TREATMENT OF OXYGEN T O X I C I T Y  I N  RATS WITH 
DIMERCAPROL A 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 0  
DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE 
PATHOLOGY AN0 TOXICOLOGY OF REPEATED DOSES OF 
HYORAZINE AN0 1. 1-OIMETHYLHYORAZINE I N  MONKEY AN0 
R A T  165-81215 
DIRECT CURRENT I D C /  
TRANSISTORIZED OIRECT CURRENT MILL IVOLTMETER 
CONSISTING OF ALTERNATE CURRENT A M P L I F I E R  AN0 
COMPACT S I L I C O N  S T A B I L I T R O N  CONVERTERS 
JPRS-30557  N 6 5 - 2 5 5 4 1  
DISEASE 
D I S E A S E  OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND D I G E S T I V E  SYSTEMS - 
HUMAN PATHOLOGY AND C L I N I C A L  MEDICINE 
J P R S - 3 0 2 8 8  N 6 5 - 2 4 4 3 5  
D ISPLAY SYSTEM 
B INARY PURE-TONE 4UOITORY D I S P L A Y S  EVALUATED 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 2 5  
D ISSOCIATION 
POLAROGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE FOR MEASUREMENT AND 
EXPRESSION OF OXYHEMOGLOBIN D I S S O C I A T I O N  CURVES 
SAM-TR-64-75 N 6 5 - 2 3 5 8 9  
1-11 
DIURNAL RHYTHM SUBJECT INDEX 
DIURNAL RHYTHH 
D A I L Y  RHYTHH OF VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS OF SOVIET 
ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE F L I G H T  A 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 8  
DOG 
I N I T I A L  HEMODVNAHIC RESPONSES TO H I L O  EXERCISE I N  
TRAINED DOGS 165-81 144 
EFFECT OF HYPOTHERHIA ON HYOCAROIAL HETABOLISM AND 
FUNCTION I N  DOGS 165-81 172 
REGIONAL D ISTRIBUTION OF HVOCARDIAL BLOOD FLOW OF 
DOG AS AFFECTED BY HVPOXEHIA AN0 HYPERCAPNIA 
A65-81175  
E S T I H A T I N G  CORONARY BLOOD FLOW FRDH RUBIOIUH-86  
CLEARANCE I N  DOG AS AFFECTED BY OXYGEN, CARBON 
OIOXIOEI AN0 VASOACTIVE ORUGS 6 6 5 - 8 1  176 
DYNAMIC RESPONSE 
INTERNAL HUMAN SYSTEHS OYNAHIC RESPONSE - 
AUTOHATIC CONTROL THEORYt TEHPERATURE CONTROL. 
CARDIOVASCULAR SVSTEH, AN0 HORMONE DVNAHICS. 
AND BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION 
NASA-CR-219 N 6 5 - 2 3 8 1 3  
E 
EAR 
PHYSICS OF EAR AND HEARING 1 6 5 - 8 1 1 6 4  
MECHANISH OF BLAST INJURY TO EAR 
A65-8 1201 
EAR PROTECTOR 
EAR PROTECTORS - USEFULNESS AN0 L I H I T A T I O N S  
WITH VARIOUS NOISES A 6 5- 8 11 09 
RESPIRATORY ARRYTHHIA AN0 RESPIRATORY 
ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK DURING HYPERCAPNIA AN0 165-81130 
HYPOXIA I N  DOGS 6 6 5 - 8 1  2 7 7  
RESPONSES OF COLD AND WARH ADAPTED DOGS TO I N F U S E 0  L I F E  FORMS ON OTHER PLANETS PROBABLY S I M I L A R  TO 
NORADRENALINE AN0 ACUTE BODY COOLING - THOSE ON EARTH 6 6 5 - 8 1 2 1 9  
CALORIGENIC EFFECTS OF NORADRENALIN 
AAL-TR-64-21 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 0  EARTH CORE 
I N F E C T I O N  OF DOGS WITH L I V E  ECHO 6 VIRUS FOR EARTH CORE A65-8  1234 
TESTING ANTISERUH 
LF-25  N65-2 5448 EARTH-HOON TRAJECTORY 
TES;TING AN0 EVALUATING HEARING PROTECTORS 
EARTH 
EVOLUTION OF L I F E  I N  RELATION TO OEVELOPHENr OF 
DOLPHIN 
HYDROPHONE RECORDING DATA FOR SOUNO SIGNALS 
EHITTEO BY DOLPHINS FOR DETERHINING SONIC 
PRESSURE AT POINT OF E M I S S I O N  AND AT POINT OF 
RECE PT I ON 
JPRS-30466  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 2 6  
DOSAGE 
INSTALLATION OF BIO-UNITS I N  VOSTOK I11 AN0 
VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFTS TO EVALUATE EFFECT OF 
COSMIC RADIATION AN0 F L I G H T  FACTORS ON 
B IOLOGICAL OBJECTS AND MEASURE R A D I A T I O N  OOSE 
~65-244a8  
ODs I METRY 
BETA AN0 GAMA OOSE EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF 
RAOIOIOOINE ISOTOPE W S A G E  TO THYROID 
UCRL-12492  N 6 5 - 2 4 7 2 7  
OROSOPHILA 
SPACE FL IGHT HUTATION EFFECTS ON OROSOPHILA 
MELANOGASTER DURING F L I G H T  ON VOSTOK I11 AN0 
VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFTS N 6 5 - 2 4 4 9 0  
DRUG 
E S T I H A T I N G  CORONARY BLOOD FLOW FROM RUBIOIUM-86 
CLEARANCE I N  DOG AS AFFECTED BY OXYGEN, CARBON 
O I O X I O E t  AN0 VASOACTIVE DRUGS 1 6 5 - 8 1 1 7 6  
TREATWENT OF HYDROFLUORIC A C I D  BURNS BY COOLING 
AN0 DRUGS ~ 6 5 - 8 i i a 6  
EFFECT OF DRUGS AN0 HYPERBARIC OXYGEN ENVIRONHENT 
ON EXPERIMENTAL KEROSENE PNEUMONITIS I N  RATS 
A65-81202  
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF CONOITIONEO REFLEXES AN0 
DRUG ACTION ON BRAINI L O C A L I Z A T I O N  OF 
CONDIT IONE0 I N H I B I T I O N  PRODUCED BY HYPNOSIS. AN0 
MODELING FUNCTIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM 
JPRS-30007  N 6 5 - 2 4 2 3 0  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF COLD 
STRESS FOR INTERPRETATION O F  DIFFERENCES I N  
ACTION OF THERAPEUTIC DRUGS AT VARIOUS 
ENVIRONHENTAL OR BODY TEMPERATURES 
AAL-TOR-64-20 N 6 5 - 2 5 2 5 4  
DYE 
ACRIDINE ORANGE DYE LUMINESCENCE TO DETERMINE 
SECONDARY MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS 
N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 9  
DYNAMIC PROPERTY 
DYNAHIC PROPERTIES AN0 HOOELING OF S E N S I T I V E  
ELEHENTS FOLLOWING STIMULATION I N  VARIOUS 
B IOLOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS N b 5 - 2 3 3 6 4  
B IOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSHIC RAOIATION I N  
EXPERIMENTS HOOELING EARTH- MOON TRAJECTORY 
UNDER CONOITIONS OF SOLAR FLARE 
1 6 5 - 2 5 0 9 8  
EARTH SURFACE 
TRANSPORT OF POLLEN, SPORES. AN0 OTHER HICROSCOPIC 
PARTICULATES OF PLANT O R I G I N  I N  ATNOSPHERE NEAR 
EARTH SURFACE N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 2  
ECOLOGY 
ALGAL CULTURE TECHNIQUE AN0 PHYTOPLANKTON ECOLOGY 
~ 6 5 - a  1163 
STATUS OF INTRODUCE0 PLANT SPECIES AT NEVADA 
NUCLEAR TEST S I T E  - ECOLOGY 
UCLA-12-554 
E L A S T I C  STRENGTH 
N 6 5 - 2 4 2 2 8  
THORACIC CAGE PASSIVE E L A S T I C  FORCE OETERMINEO 
FROH THORACIC CIRCUMFERENCEI INTRATHORACIC 
PRESSURE AN0 PULHONARY VOLUHE RELATIONSHIPS 
A 6 5 - 2 3 2 3 1  
ELECTRIC MEASUREHENT 
ELECTRICAL RESPONSE MEASUREHENT ON I N H I B I T O R Y  
ACTION OF CALYX-L IKE SYNAPSES OF NEURON I N  
TRAPEZOIO NUCLEUS OF RABBIT  HEOULLA 
N 6 5 - 2 3 3 7 3  
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL  
TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC POTENTIAL  I N  PLANT ORGANS 
AFTER REORIENTATICN FROM VERTICAL TO HORIZONTAL 
P O S I T I O N  A b 5 - 2 4 7 7 9  
ELECTRIC RESISTANCE 
RESISTANCE CHANGES I N  HUMAN BODY. PARTICULARLY I N  
LOWER E X T R E H I T I E S  AS RESULT OF G LOAOS 
A6  5-8 1 11 2 
ELECTRDCARDI06RAH 
S I G N I F I C A N C E  OF ELECTROCAROIOGRAPHIC PATTERN FOR 
ASSESSHENT OF DEGREE AN0 TYPE OF LEFT VENTRICULAR 
HYPERTROPHY CORRELATION OF HEMODYNAMIC STATE TO 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AT REST AN0 DURING WORK 
A 65- B 1108 
CARDIAC METABOLISN AN0 FUNCTION I N  HYPOTHERHIC 
GROUND SQUIRREL AN0 RAT 
COHPARISON OF ELECTROCAROIOGRAMS OF SUBJECTS 
PERFORMING WORK AN0 TRAINED ATHLETES 
665-81173 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 5 7  
RESPIRATION. ELECTROOERMAL RESPONSE. BLOOD 
PRESSURE, ELECTROCARDIOGRAM, AN0 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DATA COLLECTED BY PORTABLE 
HONITORING SYSTEH UNDER SPACE STRESS CONOITIONS 
1-12 
SUBJECT I N D E X  ENVIR0OW)IENTU CHAMBER 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 8 3  
EFFECT OF ASPHYXIA ON ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF PUPPIES 
AND K I T T E N S  OF DIFFERENT AGES 
J P R S - 3 0 2 9 7  N 6 5 - 2 4 6 9 1  
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY 
B IOMEOICAL DATA COMPRESSION BY POLYNOMIAL CURVE 
F I T T I N G  AND CYCLE-TO-CYCLE REDUNDANCY REDUCTION. 
NOTING EKG AND EEG A P P L I C A T I O N  
1165-24203 
TELE-ELEtTROCARDIOGRAPH TEK-1 OPERATING ON 
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY AN0 RADIOPROBE FOR 
DETECTING FOREIGI I  BODIES 
JPRS-29954  N b 5 - 2 3 4 4 6  
TE L E - €  LECTROC ARDI 0 GRIP H TEK- 1 OPERAT I NG ON 
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY N b 5 - 2 3 4 5 7  
ELECTROOE 
ELECTRCDE S I Z E  AN0 T I S S U E  OXYGEN TENSION 
MEASUREMENT I N  RATS EXPOSED TO A I R  OR H I G H  
PRESSURE OXYGEN 1 6 5 - 8 1  147 
S I M P L E  MICROMANIPULATOR FOR INSERTION OF 
ELECTROOES I N T O  BRAIN OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS 
1 6 5 - 8 1 2 7 9  
ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE 
AGE FACTOR AND LATENCY T I M E  OF ELECTRODERMAL 
RESPONSE AN0 VOLUNTARY RESPONSES 
1165-81121 
RESPIRATION, ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE, BLOOD 
PRESSURE. ELECTROCARDIOGRAM. AND 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DATA COLLECTED BY PORTABLE 
m3NITORING SYSTEM UNDER SPACE STRESS CONDITIONS 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 8 3  
ELECTROEWCEPHALO6RM / E E W  
PARADOXICAL SLEEP AN0 RELATION TO DEPRIVATION I N  
CAT A b 5 - 8 1 1 5 7  
ELECTROENCEPHALDGRAPHIC CHANGES W R I N G  INDUCED 
HYPERVENTILATION I N  P I L O T S  A b 5 - 8 1 1 6 5  
C L I N I C A L  A P P L I C A T I O N  OF TELEMETERING METHOD OF 
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA A b 5 - 8 1 1 9 3  
RESPIRATION. ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE. BLOUO 
PRESSURE.  ELECTROCARDIOGRAM^ AN0 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DATA COLLECTED BY PORTABLE 
MONITORING SYSTEM UNDER SPACE STRESS CONDITIONS 
A 6 5 - 8 1  2 8 3  
ELECTRO€NCEPHALOGRAPHY 
COMPRESSION OF EEG TELEMETERED DATA TO ANALYZE 
SPECTRAL D I S T R I B U T I O N  OF B R A I N  NAVE A C T I V I T Y .  
USING MOVING AVERAGE BANDPASS F I L T E R S  
A b 5 - 2 4 1 9 3  
PORTABLE B IOMEDICAL MONITORING SYSTEM DETERMINES 
RESPONSE PATTERNS THAT I D E N T I F Y  CHANGES I N  AROUSAL 
OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM UNDER F L I G H T  STRESSES 
INCLUDING S K I N  RESPONSE. EEG AN0 BLOOD PRESSURE 
A b 5 - 2 4 2 0 1  
ELECTROLYSIS 
MANNED SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM FOR RECOVERING POTABLE 
N I T E R  FROM URINE. WASH WATER AN0 H U M I D I T Y  
CONDENSATES BY ELECTRODIALYSIS  
LSME PAPER 65-AV-16 A65-23224 
ELECTROIIAGIIETIC R A O I A T I O I I  
BEHAVIORAL B IOPHYSICS - ELECTROMAGNETIC R A D I A T I O N  
AN0 RELATION TO BEHAVIOR OF ORGANISMS 
165-81206 
ELECT ROWY 06RAM 
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROJECTS I N  UPPER EXTREMITY 
PROSTHETICS. SENSORY MUSCULAR CONTROL. HUMAN 
DPERATGR PERFORMANCE I N  TRACKING SYSTEMS. AND 
ELECTROMYOGRAM CONTROL STUDIES 
RE PT.-b5-14 1165-24004 
ELECTRON D I F F R A C T I O N  
INTEGRATED RESEARCH N O  T R A I N I N G  I N  SPACE 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY - ELECTRON MICROSCOPE 
LABORATORY COMPLETION AND CORRELATED RESEARCH 
N I T H  ELECTRON D I F F R A C T I O N  
NASA-CR-62879 N 6 5 - 2 4 6 7 4  
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE 
INTEGRATED RESEARCH AN0 T R A I N I N G  I N  SPACE 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY - ELECTRON MICROSCOPE 
LABORATORY COMPLETION AND CORRELATED RESEARCH 
N I T H  ELECTRON DIFFRACTION 
NASA-CR-62879 NbS-24674 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
ULTRASTRLICTURE OF OTOLITH ORGANS I N  SQUIRREL 
MONKEYS I N  D IFFERENT POSTURES AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
H I G H  LEVELS OF G R A V I T O I N E R T I A L  FORCE 
165-8 1291 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY AND ELECTRON OPTICS I N  
EXOBIOLOGY 
NASA-CR-62954 N b 5 - 2 4 9 9 3  
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
TRANSISTORIZED DIRECT CURRENT MILL IVOLTMETER 
CONSISTING OF ALTERNATE CURRENT A M P L I F I E R  AN0 
COMPACT S I L I C O N  S T A B I L I T R D N  CONVERTERS 
JPRS-30557  N65-25541  
ELECTRONIC RECOUDIN6 INSTRUMENT 
ELECTRONIC MEASURING APPARATUS TO DIAGNOSE 
STOMACH DISORDERS. ADRENAL CORTEX CONDIT ION I N  
CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 METABOLIC DISORDER, AN0 
HORMONE CONCENTRATIONS 
JPRS-30182  N65-24065 
E L E c T R o P w s I o L o s Y  
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES AND 
DRUG ACTION ON BRAIN. L O C A L I Z A T I O N  OF 
CONDITIONED I N H I B I T I O N  PRODUCED BY HYPNOSIS. AN0 
MODELING FUNCTIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM 
JPRS-30007  Nb5-24230  
ELECTROUETINOGRAM 
EVOKED RESPONSES OF V ISUAL CORTEX- SPECTRAL 
S E N S I T I V I T Y  OF HUMANS 1 6 5 - 8 1 1 8 4  
ELECTROSTATIC PRECIP ITATOR 
DETECTION AND STUDY OF MICROBIAL  POPULATION I N  
UPPER ATMOSPHERE - SIMULATED H I G H  A L T I T U D E  
SAMPLING N I T H  ELECTROSTATIC PRECIP ITATOR 
N b 5 - 2 3 9 8 6  
EMOTIONAL FACTOR 
ANARENESS DURING F L I G H T  AND SENSORY INPUT. 
EMOTIONAL DISORDER. AND FATIGUE AS RELATED TO 
MENTAL PERFORMANCE AND F L I G H T  SAFETY 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 9 5  
ENERSY LOSS 
I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  WITH DIFFERENT L I N E A R  ENERGY 
LOSS EFFECT ON REPRM)UCTIVE CAPACITY OF HUMAN 
K IDNEY CELLS 
ENSINEERIWS /6EN/ 
1 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 4  
ANNOTATED B IBL IOGRAPHY ON PROBLEMS I N  ENGINEERING 
PSYCHOLOGY 
NASA-TT-F-312 Nb5-24370  
ENVIROWIENT 
ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF TEMPERATURE. DENSITY 
AND ACCOMPANYING F I E L D  OF R A D I A T I O N  AS RELATED 
TO B IOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT N b 5 - 2 3 9 8 1  
ENVIRONMENT MODEL 
THERMAL EXCHANGE BETWEEN NUDE MAN AND HOT 
ENVIRONMENT DESCRIBED BY THEORETICAL MODEL 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 2 7  
ENVIRONMENT S IN IJLATION 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT S IMULATION OF VACUUM 
DECOMPRESSION TO DETERMINE SURVIVAL  AND 
AND RECOVERY P R O B A B I L I T Y  - ANIMAL STUDY 
NASA-TM-X-51669 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER 
N 6 5 - 2 4 0 3 9  
CHAMBER AN0 ELECTRICAL C I R C U I T  USED TO SIMULATE 
I N V E S T I G A T I O N S  A 6 5 - 2 5 0 9 9  
MARTIAN CONDIT IONS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL 
1-13 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBJECT INDEX 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
SPACECRAFT REGENERATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR WATER 
RECOVERY OBTAINING OXYGEN FROM CARBON D I O X I D E  AND 
REMOVAL OF HUMAN WASTES A b 5 - 2 3 9 2 0  
V I A B I L I T Y  OF ORGANISMS UNDER CONTROLLED 
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS FOR EXTRAPOLATION TO 
NATURAL CONDI TIONS N b 5 - 2 3 9 9 8  
ENZYME 
EFFECT OF LASER R A D I A T I O N  ON TYROSINASE A C T I V I T Y  
I N  HUMAN SKIN  Ab5-01090  
Q U A L I T A T I V E  DIFFERENCES I N  QUINONE COMPOSITION OF 
CHLORELLA HYDROGENASE UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS 
OF GROWTH A 6 5 - 0 1 1 9 4  
ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  
SPACE ENVIRONMENT INDUCED STRESS I N  B IOLOGICAL 
SYSTEMS AND ADAPTIVE-COMPENSATORY FUNCTIONS FROM 
MEASUREMENTS OF SEROTONIN AND CERULOPLASMIN LEVELS 
1 6 5 - 2 5 0 9 7  
ANATOMIC AND HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  S K I N  AFTER 
LASER IRRADIATION I N  P I G S  A 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 6  
CHANGES I N  GASTRIC H I S T I O I N E  DECARBOXYLASE 
A C T I V I T Y  DURING FASTING AN0 FEEDING I N  RATS 
Ab5-01217  
HEAVY ACCELERATED I O N  EFFECT ON ENZYMES AND YEAST 
CELLS FOR STUDY OF CELLULAR M O D I F I C A T I O N  
N b 5 - 2 3 4 6 6  
ESCHERICHIA  
LETHAL RADIATION DAMAGE ON ESCHERICHIA COLI  FOR 
DETERMINATION OF LETHAL CONGENITAL ANOMALIES 
FROM X-RAY DOSES N 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 3  
ETHYL ALCOHOL 
EFFECT OF ALCOHOL ON P I L O T  PERFORMANCE 
A65-81102  
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL ROLE I N  POSIT IONAL ALCOHOL 
NYSTAGVUS OF CAT A b 5 - 8 1 1 1 8  
ETHYLENE OXIDE 
T O X I C I T Y  OF ETHYLENE OXIOE - BIBLIOGRAPHY ON 
S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  
NASA-CR-62830 N b 5 - 2 4 2 9 7  
EVOLUTION 
O R I G I N  AND EVOLUTION OF L I F E  PRIOR TO TWO B I L L I O N  
YEARS AGO I N  PRESENCE OF WEAK MAGNETIC F IELD,  
NOTING POSSIBLE ENHANCEMENT BY SOLAR WIND 
6 6 5 - 2 3  042 
L I F E  FORMS ON OTHER PLANETS PROBABLY S I M I L A R  TO 
THOSE ON EARTH 6 6 5 - 8 1 2 1 9  
EVIDENCE OF L I F E  PROCESSES I N  SEDIMENT OVER TWO 
B I L L I O N  YEARS OLD AS RELATEO TO B IOLOGICAL OR 
ABIOLOGICAL O R I G I N  OF HYOROCARBONS FROM METEORITES 
1 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 3  
EVOLUTION OF L I F E  I N  R E L A T I O N  TO DEVELOPMENT OF 
EARTH CORE A b 5 - 0 1 2 3 4  
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION AN0 O R I G I N  OF L I F E  - REVIEW 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 6 0  
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS 
I N  AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING P O S S I B I L I T Y  
OF O R I G I N  AND EXISTENCE OF L I F E  ON J U P I T E R  
6 6 5 - 0 1  207 
EXCRE T I ON 
URINE EXCRETION I N  ANIMALS - DEPENDENCE OF 
D I U R E S I S  ON SALT CONTENT, ALCOHOL CONTENT, FREE 
CARBON D I O X I O E i  AN0 HYDROGEN I O N  CONCENTRATION 
I N  DRINKING WATER 
NASA-TT-F-9337 N b 5 - 2 3 7 9 3  
EXERCISE 
PHYSICAL F ITNESS METHODS FOR C I V I L  AND M I L I T A R Y  
PERSONNEL - HEART RATE CURVES DURING EXERCISE, 
RECOVERY FROM EXERCISE, S E N S I T I V I T Y  TO I L L N E S S  
NSAM-890 N b 5 - 2 4 8 1 0  
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION 
GAS BUBBLE FORMATION I N  ORGANISMS I N  EXPLOSIVE 
DECOMPRESSION Ab  5-8 127 2 
EXPLOSIVE GAS 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IMPAIRMENT I N  ANIMAL T ISSUE AN0 
CELLS BY COMBINED ACTION OF EXPLOSIVE GASES AN0 
PETROLEUM GAS WITH HYDROGEN S U L F I D E  
JPRS-30443  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 2 5  
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL  AN0 GROWTH ON 
SPECIMENS OF EUPHORBIA XYLOPHYLLOIOES I N  AMMONIA 
METHANE HYDROGEN-RICH ATMOSPHERES 
A b 5 - 2 3 4 0 6  
MARS COLOR CHANGES EXPLAINED ON B A S I S  OF PHYSICAL 
MODEL A b 5 - 8 1 1 5 9  
L I F E  FORMS ON OTHER PLANETS PROBABLY S I M I L A R  TO 
THOSE ON EARTH 
EVIDENCE OF L I F E  PROCESSES I N  SEDIMENT OVER TWO 
B I L L I O N  YEARS OLD AS RELATED TO B IOLOGICAL OR 
ABIOLOGICAL O R I G I N  OF HYOROCARBONS FROM METEORITES 
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 3  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 1 9  
LIFE-FORMS I N  METEORITES AND THE PROBLEM OF 
TERRESTRIAL CONTAMINATION - A STUDY I N  METHODOLOGY 
~ 6 5 - a i 2 4 1  
DETECTING L I F E  I N  OTHER SGLAR SYSTEMS 
A65-8  1 2 6 3  
SURVIVAL AN0 GROWTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS 
I N  AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING P O S S I B I L I T Y  
OF O R I G I N  AN0 EXISTENCE OF L I F E  ON J U P I T E R  
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 8 7  
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATION 
THERMAL E Q U I L I B R I U M  OF APOLLO M I S S I O N  
EXTRAVEHICULAR M O B I L I T Y  U N I T  SPACE S U I T  INCLUDING 
GAS LOOP. WATER F E E 0  RATE AN0 LUNAR ENVIRONMENT 
A b 5 - 2 3 6 1 0  
G E M I N I  PROGRAM - ADVANCES I N  OPERATIONAL 
C A P A B I L I T Y  DURING FL IGHT,  RENDEZVOUS, 
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS AN0 REENTRY 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 8 0  
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH 
EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  I N  SPACE 
JPRS-30152  Nb5- 2 4 3 4 0  
EYE 
FUNDUSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF 
CHORIORETINAL I N J U R Y  AS FUNCTION OF EXPOSURE T I M E  
B Y  LASER AN0 L I G H T  COAGULATOR I N  R A 0 B I T S  
6 6 5 - 0 1 0 9 3  
OPHTHALMOLOGIC AND HISTOLOGIC CHANGES I N  R A B B I T  
EYES INDUCE0 BY ULTRASOUND 
INFLUENCE OF ULTRASOUND ON PERMEABIL ITY  OF 
BLOOD-EYE BARRIER AN0 REFRACTIVE MEDIA ON EYE I N  
RABBITS A 6 5 - 8 1 2 8 9  
A b 5 - 8 1 2 1 6  
EYE MOVEMENT 
OCULOMOTOR CONTROL DISTURBANCE AND R E T I N A L  IMAGE 
S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  DURING F L I G H T  CONSIOERING V I S U A L  
TRACKING AN0 VESTIBULO-OCULAR MECHANISMS 
A b 5 - 2 4 0 0 2  
EYE AND OTOLITHS A65-01113  
ESTIMATION OF L I G H T  STIMULATOR P O S I T I O N  RELATEO TO 
EYE MOVEMENT A 65-8 11 9 5  
EYE MOVEMENTS DURING OBSERVATION OF MOVING OBJECT 
665-0  1196 
OCULOMOTOR A C T I V I T Y  DISTURBANCES REGISTEREO I N  
SOVIET ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE F L I G H T  
A b 5 - 8 1 1 9 9  
INVOLUNTARY EYE MOVEMENTS RELATEO TO V I S U A L  
I L L U S I O N S  A65-8 1 2  18 
NEW METHOD OF RECORDING EYE MOVEMENT - 
1-14 
SUBJECT INDEX FOUM PERCEPTION 
* PHOTONYSTAGMOGRAM 165-81242 
F 
F-104 AIRCRAFT 
HEART RATE OF TEST P I L O T S  OF H I G H  PERFORMANCE 
AIRCRAFT AS AFFECTED BY R I S K  TAKING AN0 M I S S I O N  
R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y  165-81 293 
F A 1  LURE 
BOUNDS ON O I S T R I 8 U T I O N  WITH DECREASING FAILURE 
RATE DERIVE0  MATHEMATICALLY AN0 APPLIEO TO 
SEMICONDUCTOR AND CANCER PROBLEMS - L I F E  
SURVIVAL  TEST 
ORC-64-32/RR/ N65-24362  
F A T I G U E  / B I O L /  
EFFECT OF FATIGUE ON A I R  T R A F F I C  CONTROLLERS 
1 6 5 - 2 3 9 3 0  
F I E L D  THEORY 
SCIENCE AN0 TECHNOLOGY I N  COMMUNIST CHINA - 
F I E L D  THEORY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. AN0 PHYSIOLOGY 
JPRS-2964 1 N 6 5 - 2 3 3 7 1  
F I L M  
PLATELET S I Z E  D I S T R I B U T I O N  FOLLOWING X-RAY 
EXPOSURE OF STAINEO BLOOD F I L M S  
UR-663 N65-24622  
F I L T R A T I O N  
CHARACTERISTICS OF IRPACTION AND B IOLOGICAL 
F I L T R A T I O N  AEROSOL COLLECTION MECHANISMS I N  
STRATOSPHERE N65-23985  
F I S H  
R A O I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON F I S H  L I P I D S  - RANCIDITY.  
SPOILAGE. COLOR. AN0 NATURAL FLAVOR LOSS 
T 10-21405 N65-24236  
F I S S I O N  PRODUCT 
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF F I S S I O N  PRODUCTS 
FOLLOWING REACTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL R A D I A T I O N  
FROM RAOICACTIVE CLOUD. INHALATION. OR 
INGESTION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES 
AHSB/S/ R-64  N65-25154  
FLASH BLINDNESS 
FLASH BLINDNESS AS FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH 
S P E C I F I C I T Y  1 6 5 - 8 1  095 
F L I C K E R  FUSION FREQUENCY 
EVOKE0 POTENTIALS AN0 CORRELATED JUDGMENTS OF 
BRIGHTNESS AS FUNCTIONS OF INTERFLASH INTERVALS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 8  
INTERMITTENT L I G H T  ST IMULATION EFFECT ON C R I T I C A L  
FUSION FRECUENCY 165-81224 
F L I G H T  CLOTHING 
PRESSURIZED S U I T  AN0 AIRCRAFT C A B I N  FOR HIGH 
ALT ITUDE A C C L I M A T I Z A T I O N  - A R T I F I C I A L  INCREASE 
OF A I R  PRESSURE 
F T D - T T - 6 5 - 2 5 8 f l E 2  N65-2 5 3 4 1  
F L I G H T  CONTROL 
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS  OF HUMAN SOLUTION OF F L I G H T  
CONTROL PROBLEM N 6 5 - 2 5 0 5 1  
F L I G H T  F A T I 6 U E  
AWARENESS DURING F L I 6 H T  AN0 SENSORY INPUT. 
EMOTIONAL OISORDER. AN0 FATIGUE AS RELATED T O  
MENTAL PERFORMANCE AND F L I G H T  SAFETY 
A65-81295  
FATIGUE I N  AIRCREW REFLECTEO I N  CIRCULATORY 
ALTERATIONS DURING OVERSEAS F L I G H T S  
~65-81296 
F L I G H T  F I T N E S S  
DIABETES DETECTION METHODS I N  AEROMEDICAL 
EXAMINATIONS 165-81 110 
F L I G H T  PLAN 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DETERMINATION DURING STRENUOUS 
F L Y I N G  PROGRAM AT VARIOUS G FORCES 
1165-24073 
F L I 6 H T  SAFETY 
SAFETY FACTORS AN0 ADVANTAGES INVOLVED I N  CONTACT 
LENS U T I L I Z A T I O N  BY COMMERCIAL AN0 A I R L I N E  P I L O T S  
A 6 5 - 2 4 0 9 7  
AWARENESS DURING F L I G H T  AN0 S€LSOPY INPUT- 
EMOTIONAL OISOROER. AND FATIGUE A> kELATtY TO 
MENTAL PERFORMANCE AND F L I G H T  SAFETY 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 5  
FL  I 6 H T  S I M U L A T I  ON 
I N T E N S I T Y  AN0 DURATION OF BENDS P A I N S  DETERMINED 
BY SIMULATED O R B I T I N G  LABORATORY F L I G H T S  OF 
VARIOUS DURATION INVOLVING ANALYSES OF NITROGEN 
DISSOLVED I N  BLOOO 1 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 4  
TRANSMISSION OF B IOMEDICAL DATA OBTAINED I N  
S IMULATION STUDIES WITH HUMAN CENTRIFUGE, U S I N G  
S O L I 0  STATE AMPLIF IERS A 6 5 2 4 2 0 0  
DEVELOPMENT STATUS OF REGENERABLE L I F E  SUPPORT 
SYSTEM COMPATIBLE WITH ZERO-GI EMPLOYING PHYSICAL 
CHEMICAL PROCESSES FOR SUSTAINING CREW DURING 
SPACE F L I G H T  S IMULATION 
ASME PAPER 65-AV-25 
NAVIGATION AN0 EMERGENCY TASK LOADING EFFECT 
SPEED F L I G H T  S IMULATION 
US ATRECOM-TR-64-69 N 6 5 - 2 4 2 5 4  
F L I G H T  CONOITION S IMULATION FOR P R E C I S I O N  
A 6 5- 2 4  39 1 
ON PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING L o n  ALTITUDE HIGH 
T R A I N I N G  OF P I L O T S  ~ 6 5 - 2 4 8 6 3  
F L I 6 H T  SIMULATOR 
SPACE F L I G H T  SIMULATORS FOR SELECTING AND T R A I N I N G  
ASTRONAUTS. EMPHASIZING S IMULATION OF VARIOUS 
S I T U A T I O N A L  STRESSORS A 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 0  
EFFECT OF SUPRATHRESHOLD VALUE OF C O R I O L I S  
ACCELERATION ON P I L O T  OF F L I G H T  SIMULATOR - 
REFERENCE TO PERCEPTION OF ILLUSORY MOTION AND 
P O S I T I O N  I N  SPACE 
NASA-TM-X-51755 N 6 5 - 2 3 7 1 0  
FL IGHT STRESS 
PORTA8LE B IOMEOICAL MONITORING SYSTEM DETERMINES 
RESPONSE PATTERNS THAT I D E N T I F Y  CHANGES I N  AROUSAL 
OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM UNDER F L I G H T  STRESSES 
INCLUDING S K I N  RESPONSE. EEG AND BLOOD PRESSURE 
A 6 5 - 2 4 2 0 1  
MEDICAL MONITORING OF HEART RATE PATTERNS DURING 
VARIOUS F L I G H T  STRESS S I T U A T I O N S  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 2  
F L I 6 H T  T I M E  
F A T I G U E  I N  AIRCREW REFLECTEO I N  CIRCULATORY 
ALTERATIONS DURING OVERSEAS F L I G H T S  
165-81296 
FL IGHT T R A I N I N G  
MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF F L I G H T  CONDITIONS 
AND T R A I N I N G  - GRAVITY LOAD. WEIGHTLESSNESS. 
F L I G H T  S IMULATION 
JPRS-29999  
DEVELOPMENT OF MOTION SICKNESS PUESTIONNAIRE FOR 
EARLY I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  OF F L I G H T  T R A I N I N G  STUDENTS 
SUSCEPTIBLE TO MOTION SICKNESS 
NSAM-916 N 6 5 - 2 5 2  1 5  
~ 6 5 - 2 4 8 6 1  
FLUORESCENCE 
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY I N  RADIOBIOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS OF NUCLEOPROTEIN CHANGES I N  
IRRADIATED B IOLOGICAL CELLS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 7  
FLYING 
PHYSIOLOGY OF F L Y I N G  N 6 5 - 2 4 7 3 3  
FOOD 
PROTECTIVE ROLE OF FOOD AN0 V I T A M I N S  Ilu R A O I A T I O N  
I N J U R I E S  TO OSGANISM N 6 5 - 2 4 9 4 2  
FORM PERCEPTION 
V I S U A L  PATTERN D I S C R I M I N A T I O N  AS FUNCTION OF 
S P A T I A L  DISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS AN0 EXPOSURE 
OUR AT I O N  A 6 5 4 1 1 6 6  
1-15 
F M C T  I ONATION SUBJECT INDEX 
FRACTIONATION 
MATHEMATICAL DETERMINATION OF FRACTIDNING 
COEFFICIENTS AN0 B IOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION FROM 
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT PRODUCE0 BY NUCLEAR 
EXPLOSIONS 
JPRS-30500 N 6 5 - 2 5 4 5 8  
FROSTBITE 
ARCTIC MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - FROSTBITE 
N 6 5 - 2 4 3 0 1  
G 
G FORCE 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DETERMINATION DURING STRENUOUS 
F L Y I N G  PROGRAM AT VARIOUS G FORCES 
A b 5 - 2 4 0 7 3  
GAMMA RAOIATION 
P E C U L I A R I T I E S  OF PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF 
BETA-MERCAPTOETHYLAMINE DURING FORMATION OF 
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS I N  L I V E R  CELLS OF MAMMALS 
IRRADIATED WITH GAMMA-RAYS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 0  
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY 
DEGASSING CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS AN0 
SUPPLIES FOR SPACE CABIN USE INCLUDING EMPIRICAL 
EVALUATION TECHNIaUE 
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY I N  CONJUNCTION WITH MOOIFIEO 
VOLUMES OF NITROGEN I N  DISSOLVED BLDOO 
SAM-TR-65-6 N 6 5 - 2 3 8 4 1  
A 6 5 - 2 3 6 1 7  
VAN SLYKE APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING SMALL 
GAS COMPOSITION 
APPARATUS FOR PRODUCTION OF GAS MIXTURES OF 
PRECISELY CONTROLLED COMPOSITION FOR I N S P I R A T I O N  
BY SMALL ANIMALS 
GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 1  
CHANGES I N  GASTRIC H I S T I D I N E  DECARBOXYLASE 
A C T I V I T Y  DURING FASTING AN0 FEEDING I N  RATS 
665-81 217 
EFFECT OF GRAVITY EMPTYING WITH VARIOUS TEST MEALS 
AN0 POSTURES 6 6 5 - 0 1  246 
G E M I N I  PROJECT 
GT-4 CREW EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  SPACESUIT 
6 6 5 - 8 1  162 
G E M I N I  PROGRAM - ADVANCES I N  OPERATIONAL 
C A P A B I L I T Y  DURING FLIGHT, RENDEZVOUS, 
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS AN0 REENTRY 
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 8 0  
GENETICS 
I N I T I A L  STAGES OF RAOIATION DAMAGE TO B IOLOGICAL 
CELLS AND GENETIC MATERIALS AN0 PREVENTIVE 
METHODS 
ROLE OF GENETICS I N  HUMAN PATHOLOGY - C L I N I C A L  
ME0 I C I N E  
JPRS-30306 N 6 5 - 2 4 4 3 7  
SPACE FLIGHT GENETIC EFFECTS ON MICROSPORES OF 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 5  
TRADESCANTIA PALUOOSA DURING F L I G H T  ON 
VOSTOK I11 AN0 VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFTS 
N 6 5 - 2 4 4 8 9  
GEOELECTRICITY 
TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC POTENTIAL I N  PLANT ORGANS 
AFTER REORIENTATION FROM VERTICAL TO HORIZONTAL 
POS I T I C N  165-24779 
GEOLOGY 
POSSIBLE B IOLOGICAL O R I G I N  OF ISOPRENOID ALKANES 
FOUND I N  SEOIMENTS 30 M I L L I O N  AN0 2 - 1 / 2  B I L L I O N  
YEARS CLO A 6 5 - 2 3 8 4 1  
G E O U G N E T I C  EFFECT 
O R I G I N  AND EVOLUTION OF L I F E  PRIOR TO TWO B I L L I O N  
YEARS AGO I N  PRESENCE OF WEAK MAGNETIC F IELO,  
NOTING POSSIBLE ENHANCEMENT BY SOLAR WINO 
A 6 5 - 2 3 8 4 2  
CLASS F I B E R  
MICROORGANISM R E S I S T I V I T Y  TO THERMAL INACTIVATION 
BY DRY HEAT - GLASS F I B E R S  AN0 MEMBRANE F I L T E R S  
NASA-CR-63198 N65-;5401 
GLOBULIN  
B IOPHYSICS - GLOBULE-BALL TRANSIT IONS I N  
MACROMOLECULES. NUCLEIC A C I D  MOLECULAZ 
STRUCTURE, BIOLUMINESCENCE AND RESPIRATION I N  
LUMINESCENT BACTERIA  
JPRS-30097  
POLYMER CHEMISTRY - GLOBULAR-PROTEIN BALL-SPIRAL 
TRANSIT IONS I N  MACROMOLECULES 
N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 7  
N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 8  
GLUCCSE 
GLUCOSE CONSUMPTION BY LUMINESCENT BACTERIA 
DETERHINATION - ENERGY CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 
BIOLUMINESCENCE AN0 RESPIRATION O F  LUMINESCENT 
BACTERIA N65-2 5 0 3 0  
GLYCOGEN 
METABOLIC RESPONSE OF RATS TO ACUTE ACCELERATION 
STRESS WITH EMPHASIS ON STRESS-INOUCED L I V E R  
GLYCOGENESIS DUE TO ADRENOCORTICAL A C T I V I T Y  
A 6 5 - 2 3 4 1 6  
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT 
EFFECT OF GRAVITY EMPTYING WITH VARIOUS TEST MEALS 
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 4 6  AN0 POSTURES 
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON NERVOUS SYSTEM DURING SPACE 
FL IGHT,  AN0 EFFECTS OF AGE. SOUND, AN0 PHOTIC 
S T I M U L I  ON ARTERIOSCLEROSIS AN0 ROLE OF NERVOUS 
SYSTEM I N  PATHOGENESIS 
JPRS-29666  N 6 5 - 2 3 4 4 3  
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON HIGHER ORDER NERVOUS SYSTEM 
A C T I V I T Y  OF DOGS DURING SPACE F L I G H T  S IMULATION 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 4 4  
GRAVITY 
ROENTGEN STUDIES I N  MAN OF RELATIONSHIP  OF UNEQUAL 
PULMONARY V E N T I L A T I O N  TO GRAVITY. AN0 POSTURE 
6 6 5 - 0 1  101 
HUMAN SENSOR RESPONSE TO GRAVITY LOA0 AN0 
WEIGHTLESSNESS - MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS 
N65-24862  
GROUP BEHAVIOR 
WIT  CORRELATED WITH CREATIV ITYI  DEFENSIVENESS, AN0 
LEADERSHIP A65-81126  
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ADAPTATION TO L I F E  ON 
ANTARCTIC STATIONS 6 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 6  
GROWTH 
P U A L I T A T I V E  DIFFERENCES I N  QUINONE COMPOSITION OF 
CHLORELLA HYDROGENASE UNDER OIFFERENT CONDITIONS 
OF GROWTH A 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 4  
EFFECT OF NATURAL I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  ON 
GROWTH OF PROTOZOAN. PARAMECIUM CAUOATUM 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 5 4  
HETEROTROPHIC GROWTH, CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AN0 
PRODUCTION OF XANTHOPHYLLS BY CHLORELLA 
PYRENOIOOSA A 6 5 8 1 2 0 5  
SURVIVAL  AN0 GROWTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS 
I N  AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING P O S S I B I L I T Y  
OF O R I G I N  AN0 EXISTENCE OF L I F E  ON J U P I T E R  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 7  
GROWTH RESPONSE OF B A C I L L U S  CEREUS AN0 S U B T I L I S  
CELLS SUBJECTED TO MOOIF IEO MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT 
WITH FREEZE CYCLES OF D IFFERENT OURATIONS 
NASA-CR-62829 N 6 5 - 2 4 2 9 4  
PHYSICS OF CELLULAR SYNTHESIS, GROWTH, AND 
01 V I S  IONS 
NASA-CR-b2925 N 6 5 - 2 4 5 7 5  
GUINEA P I G  
THORACIC DUCT LYMPH AN0 LYMPHOCYTES DURING PRIMARY 
HYPOXIA AN0 REBOUND A 6 5 - 8 1 1 7 1  
O I S T R I B U T I O N  STUDIES I N  GUINEA P I G S  AN0 RATS. 
FOLLOWING INTRAPULMONARY INJECTIONS OF STABLE 
RARE EARTH CITRATES AN0 OXALATES 
COO-1170-3 N6 5 - 2 4 6 1  9 
1-16 
. 
SUBJECT I N D E X  HEROSLOBIW 
H 
H M S T E R  
THERMOREGULATION AN0 COLD ACCLIMATIZATION I N  
HAMSTER. MESOCRICETUS AURATUS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 8  
HANDBOOK 
HANDBOOK FOR PHYSICIANS FOR MANAGEMENT OF 
D ISASTERS I N C L U D I N G  A IRCRAFT ACCIDENTS 
1 6 5 - 8 1  182 
H A N D L I N 6  
HEALTH ASPECTS OF PLUTONIUM HANDLING - R A D I A T I O N  
HAZARDSt CONTROL. CONTAINMENT. MIJNITORING. AND 
EMERGENCY PROCEWRES 
AERE-L-151 N65-25  164 
H U A R D  
B IOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER R A D I A T I O N  AND CONTROL 
OF R A O I A T I O N  HAZARDS 1165-81 091 
PARACHUTING HAZARDS AN0 I N J U R I E S  
A65-81238  
HEALTH 
I N D U S T R I A L  A I R  POLLUTION AS SAFETY HAZARD - 
STAIJDAROIZATION OF T O X I C  CRITERIA ,  EFFECTS ON 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM. ARSENIC POISONING. AND 
TRACING PHENOL CONTENT I N  A I R  
JPRS-29981  1165-23776 
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF F I S S I O N  PROWCTS 
FOLLOWING REACTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL RADIATION 
FROM R A D I O A C T I V E  CLOUD+ INHALATION. OR 
INGESTION OF R A D I O A C T I V E  SUBSTANCES 
A H S 8 l S l  R-64  N65-251% 
HEARING 
PHYSICS OF EAR AN0 HEARING A 6 5 - 8 1 1 6 4  
HEAR1116 LOSS 
PHONEMIC COMPLETION AND SOCIAL  EVALUATIOI l  OF 
HEARING LOSS A b 5 - 8 1 1 1 6  
ASSESSMENT OF HEARING DEFECTS OF SUBJECTS WORKING 
I N  NOISY ENVIRONMENTS IN FINLANO 
A h 5 - 8 1 2 1 4  
S T A T I S T I C A L  STUDY OF HEARING LOSS WITH AGE AND 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULA DESCRIB ING V A R I A T I O N  I N  
AUOITORY S E N S I T I V I T Y  1 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 1  
HEARING LOSS DUE TO EXPOSURE TO INDUSTRIAL  N O I S E  
1 6 5 - 8 1 2 5 8  
SPEECH PRODUCTION. TRANSMISSION. AN0 ANALYSIS  - 
INSTRUMENTATION* NASAL C A V I T Y  STRUCTURES. 
ACOUSTICS. SPEECH SPECTRUM. DEAFNESS AIDS. AND 
B IBL IOGRAPHY ON SPEECH RECOOING FOR DEAFNESS 
STL-QPSR-4/1964 N 6 5 - 2 3 8 5 0  
H U R T  
S I G N I F I C A N C E  OF ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC PATTERN FOR 
ASSESSMENT OF DEGREE AND TYPE OF LEFT VENTRICULAR 
HYPERTROPHY CORRELATION OF HEMOOYNAMIC STATE TO 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AT REST AND WRING woaa 
165-81108 
HEART FUNCTION 
EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON MYOCARDIAL METABOLISM AND 
165-81112 FUNCTION I N  DOGS 
CARDIAC METABOLISM “0 FUNCTION I N  HYPOTHERMIC 
A65-81173  GROUND s a u I R R E L  AND RAT 
CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO 
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 4  
CL IN ICOPHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF CONTRACTIONAL 
HEART FUNCTIONS I N  F L I G H T S  OF VOSTOK V AN0 
DATA N 6 5 - 2 3 4 2 4  
VOSTOK V I  SPACECRAFT BY SEISMOCAROIOGRAPHIC 
HEART RATE 
HEPATIC BLOOD FLOW. OXYGEN INTAKE. HEART RATE. 
BLOOD LACTATE. AN0 RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF 
UNACCLIMATIZED MEN EXERCIS ING I N  HOT 
ENVIRONMENTS 165-81135 
YORK CAPACITY I N  YOUNG MEN AN0 WOMEN AS RELATED TO 
HEART RATE AN0 OXYGEN UPTAKE 165-8 1142 
OXYGEN UPTAKE AN0 HEART RATE OF MIODLE-AGED MEN 
DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE 165-8 1143 
HEART RATE RESPONSE TO HELD LUNG VOLUME I N  
INSPIRATORY AN0 EXPIRATORY P O S I T I O N S  
A65-81145 
RELATIONSHIP  BETYEEN OXYGEN CDNSUMPTION AN0 HEART 
RATE I N  EVALUATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION I N  
P I L O T  CANADIDATES Ab5-8 1264 
MEDICAL I I O N I T O R I N 6  OF HEART RATE PATTERNS DURING 
VARIOUS F L I G H T  STRESS S I T U A T I O N S  
165-81 292 
HEART RATE OF TEST P I L O T S  OF H I G H  PERFORMANCE 
AIRCRAFT AS AFFECTED BY R I S K  TAKING AN0 M I S S I O N  
RESPONS I 8 1  L I T Y  A65-8 1293 
F A T I G U E  I N  AIRCREW REFLECTED I N  CIRCULATORY 
ALTERATIONS DURING OVERSEAS F L I G H T S  
1 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 6  
PHYSICAL F I T N E S S  METHODS FOR C I V I L  AN0 M I L I T A R Y  
PERSONNEL - HEART RATE CURVES DURING EXERCISE. 
RECOVERY FROM EXERCISE. S E N S I T I V I T Y  TO I L L N E S S  
NSAH-890 1165-24810 
HEAT 
MICROORGANISM R E S I S T I V I T Y  TO THERMAL I N A C T I V A T I O N  
B Y  DRY HEAT - GLASS F I B E R S  AN0 MEMBRANE F I L T E R S  
NASA-CR-63198 N 6 5 - 2 5 4 0 1  
HEAT A C C L I H A T I Z A T I O N  
RESPONSES OF COLD- AN0 WARM-ADAPTED DOGS TO 
INFUSED NOREPINEPHRINE AN0 BODY C00LI1.6 
165 -8  1299 
HEAT D I S S I P A T I O N  
THERMAL EXCHANGE BEVYEEN NUDE MAN AN0 HOT 
ENVIRONMENT DESCRIBED BY THEORETICAL MODEL 
A65-81227  
HEAT REGULATION 
THEORY OF HEAT EXCHANGE I N  MAN. AN0 ENVIRONMENTAL 
FACTriRS YHICH EFFECT THERMOREWLATIDN - STUDIES 
USING LAYS OF CYBERNETICS N 6 5 - 2 4 8 7 6  
HEAT TOLERANCE 
TOLERANCE OF YOUNG MEW FOR YORK I N  HEAT AS 
AFFECTED B Y  STRENUOUS T R A I N I N G  DURING WINTER 
1 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 4  
THERMAL EXCHANGE BETWEEN NUDE MAN AN0 HOT 
ENVIRONMENT DESCRIBED BY THEORETICAL MODEL 
1 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 7  
HEAVY IOU 
HEAVY ACCELERATED I O N  EFFECT ON ENZYMES AND YEAST 
CELLS FOR STUDY OF CELLULAR M O D I F I C A T I O N  
N 6  5-2 3 4 6  6 
HEMATOCOX € T I C  SY STEN 
SKELETAL RESPONSE OF RAT TO R E W C E O  BAROMETRIC 
PRESSURE A 6 5 - 8 1 1 7 4  
HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSE 
HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSE OF LOWER EXTREMIT IES TO 
EXERCISE 165-8 1127 
I N I T I A L  HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO M I L D  EXERCISE I N  
TRAINED 0 0 6 5  A 6 5 - 8 1 1 4 4  
BLOOD H I S T A M I N E  AN0 H I S T I D I N E  DURING HEMODYNAMIC 
CHANGES OF MEN EXPOSED TO H I G H  ENVIRONMENTAL 
TEMPERATURE A 6 5 - 8 1 1 8 1  
CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO 
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 4  
HEW06LOBIN 
FORMATION OF METHEMCGLOBIN I N  R A B B I T S  AFTER 
INTRAVENOUS I N J E C T I O N  OF CHEMICAL RADIOPROTECTORS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 1  
1-17 
HEMOLYSIS SUBJECT INDEX 
HEMOLYSIS 
EFFECTS OF HYPEROXIA ON ERYTHROCYTES I N  VIVO- 
HEMOLYSIS I N  HUMAN ORGANISM AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
OXYGEN UNDER HIGH PRESSURE A 6 5 - 8 1 1 2 9  
H IBERNATION 
CORE TEMPERATURE INFLUENCE UPON DURATION OF 
H IBERNATION OF GROUND SQUIRRELt  C I T E L L U S  
LATERALIS  A65-81139  
H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ANESTHETIC ADMINISTERED AT 
H I G H  ALTITUDE - PATIENT REACTION. HYPOXIPI 
RESPIRATION, CIRCULATIONI AND APNEA 
JPRS-30577 N 6 5 - 2 5 4 5 9  
H I G H  ALT ITUDE BREATHING 
FUNCTIONAL S IGNIF ICANCE OF LOW PULMONARY D I F F U S I N G  
CAPACITY FOR CARBON MONOXIDE AT SEA LEVEL AN0 H I G H  
ALT ITUDE ~ 6 5 - e i i e 5  
H I G H  ENERGY ELECTRON 
COMMUNIST CHINA SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
REPORTS - ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE STEROIOSI SECONDARY 
ELECTRON, ENTOMOLOGYt SCHISTOSOMIASIS 
PREVENTION, AND DRUG TREATMENT 
JPRS-30299 N 6 5 - 2 4 8 8 7  
H I G H  SPEEO FLYING 
NAVIGATION AN0 EMERGENCY TASK LOADING EFFECT 
ON P I L O T  PERFORMANCE DURING LOW ALTITUDE H I G H  
SPEEO FL IGHT S IMULATION 
USATRECOM-TR-64-69 N 6 5 - 2 4 2 5 4  
H I G H  TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MALE 
AND FEMALE CAUCASIANS WORKING I N  HOT.ENVIRONMENT 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 2  
SUOOMOTOR AND VASOMOTOR RESPONSES TO CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 3  
HEPATIC BLOOD FLOW, OXYGEN INTAKE, HEART RATE. 
BLOOD LACTATE, AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF 
UNACCLIMATIZED MEN EXERCIS ING I N  HOT 
ENVIRONMENTS A65-81135  
BLOOD HISTAMINE AN0 H I S T I D I N E  DURING HEMODYNAMIC 
CHANGES OF MEN EXPOSED TO HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL 
TE CPERATURE A 6 5 - 8 1 1 6 1  
THERMAL EXCHANGE BETWEEN NUDE MAN AN0 HOT 
ENVIRONMENT DESCRIBE0 BY THEORETICAL MODEL 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 7  
H I S T A M I N E  
BLOOD HISTAMINE AND H I S T I O I N E  DURING HEMODYNAMIC 
CHANGES OF MEN EXPOSED TO HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL 
TEMPERATURE 6 6 5 - 8 1 1 8 1  
HISTOLOGY 
OPHTHALMOLOGIC AND HISTOLOGIC CHANGES I N  R A B B I T  
EYES INDUCE0 BY ULTRASOUND A 6 5 - 6 1 2 1 6  
HISTOLCGICAL CHANGES I N  L I V E R *  SPLEEN, AN0 BONE 
MARROW OF MICE TWICE IRRADIATED WITH COBALT 6 0  
DURING ANOXIA AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE 
MARROW 6 6 5 - 8 1  2 6 5  
HORMONE METABOLISM 
PLASMA LEVELS OF 17-HYOROXYCORTICOSTEROIO AS 
AFFECTED BY B E 0  REST AN0 ISOMETRIC EXERCISE 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 4  
HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
PROPOSE0 FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS OF STRESS I N  
HUMANS A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 7  
HUMAN eooy 
HUMAN BODY AS RADIOMETER AN0 NULL-POINT SENSOR OF 
COMFORT-THERMAL NEUTRALITYt  DESCRIB ING HEAT 
EXCHANGE QUANTITATIVELY I N  COMPLEX RADIANT 
ENVIRONMENT A 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 6  
OXYGEN DELIVERY RATE OF HUMAN BLOOD 
SAM-TR-64-89 N 6 5 - 2 4 5 9 2  
B IOLOGICAL STUDIES FOR SPACE SCIENCE - EXOBIOLOGY, 
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGYI HUMAN PHYSICAL AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS ~ 6 5 - 2 4 9 i 5  
S T A B I L I T Y  OF TEMPERATURE REACTION AN0 CHANGES I N  
O X I D A T I O N  PROCESSES DURING C H I L L I N G  I N  HUMANS 
ADAPTED AN0 NOT AOAPTED TO COLD 
N 6 5 - 2 4 9 4 0  
HUMAN CENTRIFUGE 
TRANSMISSION OF B IDMEOICAL DATA OBTAINED I N  
S IMULATION STUDIES WITH HUMAN CENTRIFUGE. USING 
S O L I 0  STATE A M P L I F I E R S  A 6 5 - 2 4 2 0 0  
HUMAN ENGINEERING 
MANNED ORBITAL  AN0 LUNAR BASE H A B I T A B I L I T Y  
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING ATMOSPHERE, NUTRIT ION.  
HYGIENEI G R A V I T A T I O N  AND WORK-REST CYCLE 
1 6 5 - 2 3 6 4 2  
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF HUMAN ENGINEERING I N  MANNEO 
SPACE F L I G H T  6 6 5 - 8  1 1 0 3  
HUMAN ENGINEERING GUIDE FOR EQUIPMENT OESIGNERS 
6 6 5 - 8 1 1 7 0  
HUMAN ENGINEERING I N  SYSTEMS DESIGN 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 6 0  
PRESSURIZED SPACE S U I T S  COMPARED FOR M P B I L I T Y  ON 
B A S I S  OF T I M E  TAKEN FOR I N I T I A T I O N  OF ACTION BY 
SUBJECT - HUMAN ‘ENGINEERING 
AMRL-TR-64-126 N 6 5 - 2 4 3 6 0  
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PROBLEMS I N  ENGINEERING 
PSYCHOLOGY 
NASA-TT-F-312 N 6  5 - 2 4 3 7 0  
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS  OF HUMAN SOLUTION OF F L I G H T  
N 6  5-2 5 0 5  1 CONTROL PROBLEM 
HUMAN FACTOR 
O I G I T A L  COMPUTER FOR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERCEPTION 
OF SPATIAL-TEMPORAL PATTERNS OISPLAYEO TACTUALLY 
A 6 5 - 2 4 1 4 7  
AIRPORT ACCIDENT EVALUATION OFFtRS CHALLFNGL TO 
A65-d: Y e  COMMUNITY P H Y S I C I A N  
HUMAN FACTOR STUDIES FOR CONTROL AN0 EVALUATION OF 
PERSONNEL BEHAVIOR UNDER F I E L D  WORKING 
CONDITIONS - CONTROL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 
100-17074 N 6 5 - 2 5 4 3 5  
HUMAN PATHOLOGY 
INFLUENCE OF I O N I Z I N G  RAOIATION ON O R I G I N  
AND DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN LEUKEMIA AN0 PATHOLOGY 
JPRS-30 1 6  1 
DISEASE OF CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 O I G E S T I V E  SYSTEMS - 
HUMAN PATHOLOGY AN0 C L I N I C A L  M E D I C I N E  
JPRS-30288  N 6 5 - 2 4 4 3 5  
ROLE OF GENETICS I N  HUMAN PATHOLOGY - C L I N I C A L  
M E D I C I N E  
JPRS-30306  N 6 5 - 2 4 4 3 7  
N 6 5 - 2 4 3 1 5  
HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
MOTION BEHAVIOR OF UNSUITED AND PRESSURE-SUITE0 
SUBJECTS WHILE LUNGING. EGRESSING AN0 LANDING 
DURING WEIGHTLESS AND LUNAR GRAVITY CONDITIONS 
A 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 2  
HUMAN BODY EXTREMITY CUFF-TOURNIQUET EFFECTS ON 
T I L T  TABLE TOLERANCE TAKEN AFTER 6 HOURS OF WATER 
I MMERS I O N  6 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 8  
WATER IMMERSION EXPERIMENT WITH MALES CHECKING 
CARDIOVASCULAR OECONOITIONINGI PLASMA VOLUME, 
HEMOGLOBIN. OSMOLARITYI F L U I D  INTAKE. BODY WEIGHT, 
ETC A 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 9  
HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING CONCEPTS EXAMINING 
READ-IN, STORAGE, D E C I S I O N  MAKING AND READ-OUT 
SUBSYSTEMS 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF INPUT-OUTPUT BEHAVIOR 
OF HUMAN OPERATOR ACTING AS ELEMENT I N  CLOSED LOOP 
CONTROL SYSTEM A 6 5 - 2 5 2 0 2  
INTERNAL HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMIC RESPONSE - 
A 6 5-2 5 18 0 
SUBJECT INDEX 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL THEORYI TEMPERATURE CONTROL. 
CAROIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, AN0 HORMONE DYNAMICS. 
AND BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION 
NASA-CR-219 N 6 5 - 2 3 8 1 3  
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROJECTS I N  UPPER EXTREMITY 
PROSTHETICS, SENSORY MUSCULAR CONTROL. HUMAN 
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE I N  TRACKING SYSTEMS. AN0 
ELECTROMYOGRAM CONTROL STUOIES 
RE PT. -65-14 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 0 4  
EXPERIMENTAL I N V E S T I G A T I O N  OF SPEECH PROCESS. 
SPEECH FORMING MECHANISR. PERCEPTION. AN0 
ARTICULATION FOR HUMAN COMMUNICATION WITH 
ELECTRCNIC COMPUTERS 
JPRS-30543 N 6 5 - 2 5 5 1 4  
HUMAN REACTION 
HUMAN REACTIONS TO SONIC BOOM. EXAMINING 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS AN0 
HYDROGEN S U L F I D E  
OCCUPATIONAL POISONING WITH HYDROGEN SULFIOE AN0 
CARBON D I O X I D E  165-8 120 5 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IMPAIRMENT I N  ANIMAL T ISSUE AN0 
CELLS BY COMBINE0 ACTION OF EXPLOSIVE GASES AN0 
PETROLEUM GAS WITH HYDROGEN SULFIOE 
JPRS-30443  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 2 5  
HYDROGENAT I O N  
Q U A L I T A T I V E  D I F F E R E K E S  I N  CUINONE COMPOSITION OF 
CHLORELLA HYDROGENASE UNDER DIFFERENT CONOITIONS 
OF GROWTH A 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 4  
HYDROLYSIS 
OECOMPOSITION OF POLYESTER F I B E R S  BY HYDROLYSIS 
AN0 AMMONOLYSIS N65-23936 
HYOROPHUNE 
HYOROPHONE RECOROING' DATA FOR SOUND SIGNALS 
PROPERTY DAMAGE A 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 1  EMITTED BY DOLPHINS FOR OETERMINING SONIC 
HUMAN SENSOR RESPONSE TO GRAVITY LOAD AN0 RECEPTION 
WEIGHTLESSNESS - MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS JPRS-30466  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 2 6  
PRESSURE AT POINT OF E M I S S I O N  AND AT POINT GF 
N 6 5 - 2 4 8 6 2  
HYGIENE 
HUMAN TOLERANCE CONFERENCE ON AERGIONIZATION I N  I N C U S T R I A L  HYGIENE 
N 6 5 - 2 5 4 5 7  
EFFECT OF FATIGUE OH A I R  T R A F F I C  CONTROLLERS AN0 OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES 
A 6 5 - 2 3 9 3 0  JPRS-30442  
AUTOSUGGESTION EXPERIMENTS. AND EFFECTS OF HYPERCAPNIA 
WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS OURING AN0 AFTER SPACE RESPIRATORY ARRYTHMIA AN0 RESPIRATORY 
F L I G H T  ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLCCK OURING HYPERCAPNIA AN0 
JPRS-30083 N 6 5 - 2 4 7 3 6  HYPOXIA I N  DOGS 1 6 5 - 8 1 2 7 7  
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS DURING AN0 
AFTER SPACE F L I G H T  N 6 5 - 2 4 7 3 7  
METHODS FOR RAP10  AN0 ACCURATE DETERMINATION OF 
A I R  POLLUTION AN0 B IOLOGICAL EFFECT ON MAN 
JPRS-30241  N 6 5 - 2 4 9 3 8  
CONTENT OF CHLOROBENZOL I N  A I R  AN0 B IOLOGICAL 
EFFECT OF SMALL CONCENTRATION ON MAN 
N 6 5 - 2 4 9 3 9  
W A N  WASTE 
MANNED SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM FOR RECOVERING POTABLE 
WATER FROM URINE. WASH HATER AND H U M I O I T Y  
CONOENSATES BY ELECTRDOIALYSIS  
ASME PAPER 65-AV-16 A65-23224  
SPACECRAFT REGENERATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR WATER 
RECOVERY OBTAINING OXYGEN FROM CARBON D I O X I D E  AN0 
REWOVAL OF HUMAN WASTES A 6 5 - 2 3 9 2 0  
HYORAZ I NE 
HYDRAZINE AN0 DERIVATIONS AFFECTING CARBON D I O X I C E  
RESPIRATORY PATTERN OF VARIOUS METABOLIC 
SUBSTRATES I N  RATS 165-81 131 
EFFECT OF HYDRAZINES ON METABOLISM Of CERTAIN 
AMINES AND AMINO ACIOS 
AJ4RL-TR-64-113 ~ 6 ~ 2 4 4 1 7  
HYOROCARBON 
EVIDENCE OF L I F E  PROCESSES I N  SEDIMENT OVER TWO 
B I L L I O N  YEARS OLD AS RELATED TO B IOLOGICAL OR 
ABIOLOGICAL O R I G I N  OF HYDROCARBONS FROM METEORITES 
A65-81233 
HYOROFLUORIC A C I O  
TREATMENT OF HYOROFLUORIC ACIO BURNS BY COOLING 
AN0 DRUGS A65-81186  
HYDROGEN 
HYDROGEN GENERATION FROM SUGARS AN0 NATURAL 
PRODUCTS BY MICROORGANISMS - BIOCHEMICAL FUEL 
CELL  
HYPEROXI A 
EFFECTS OF HYPEROXIA ON ERYTHROCYTES I N  VIVO- 
HEMOLYSIS I N  HUMAN ORGANISM AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
OXY6EN UNDER H I G H  PRESSURE 165-81129 
HYPERVENTILATION 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES W R I N G  INDUCE0 
HYPERVENTILATION I N  P I L O T S  A 6 5 - 8 1 1 6 5  
HYPNOSI S 
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF CONOITIONEO REFLEXES AN0 
DRUG ACTION ON BRAIN. L O C A L I Z A T I O N  OF 
CONOITIONED INHIBTON PRODUCED BY HYPNOSIS. AND 
MODELING FUNCTIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM 
JPRS-30007  N 6 5 - 2 4 2 3 0  
HYPOTHALANUS 
HYPOTHALAMO-HYPOPHYSEAL NEUROSECRETION I N  MICE 
UNDERGOING STARVATION WITH OR WITHOUT WATER 
DEPRIVATION 165-81288 
HYPOTHERMIA 
EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON MYOCAROIAL METABOLISM AN0 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 7 2  FUNCTION I N  DOGS 
CAROIAC METABOLISM AN0 FUNCTION I N  HYPCTHERMIC 
GROUNO SQUIRREL AN0 RAT A 6 5 - 8 1 1 7 3  
CHANGES I N  PERIPHERAL BLOOD OF RATS IRRAOIATEO I N  
HYPOTHERMIC STATE A 6 5 - 8 1 2 4 7  
BODY AND BLOOD TEMPERATURE CHANGES I N  PATIENTS 
UNDER CONOITIONS OF A R T I F I C I A L  BLOOD CIRCULATION 
WITH MODERATE HYPCTHERMIA 1165-24891 
HY POX1 A 
THORACIC DUCT LYMPH AND LYMPHOCYTES DURING PRIMARY 
A65-8 117 1 HYPOXIA AN0 REBOUND 
SKELETAL RESPONSE OF RAT TO REDUCE0 BAROMETRIC 
PRESSURE 1 6 5 - 8 1 1 7 5  
GLYCINE INCORPORATION / I N  V I V O /  I N T O  PANCREATIC 
C E L L  PROTEINS OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY HYPOXIA 
RE PT. - 10 N 6 5 - 2 4 9 6 4  165-81177  
HYDR06EN ION PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA 
URINE EXCRETION I N  ANIMALS - OEPENOENCE OF 6 6 5 - 8 1 1 8 0  
D I U R E S I S  ON S A L T  CONTENT, ALCOHOL CONTENT, FREE 
CARBON OIOXIOEI AN0 HYDROGEN I O N  CONCENTRATION HYPOXIC D R I V E  I N  NORMAL I N O I V I O U A L S  AN0 PATIENTS 
I N  D R I N K I N G  WATER H I T H  CHRONIC HYPOXEMIA 165-81188 
NASA-TT-F-9337 N65-23793  
INFLUENCE OF INOOLYLALKYLAMINES AN0 OTHER 
COMPOUNDS ON A B I L I T Y  OF MICE TO TOLERCTE LOW 
1-19 
I O E N T I F I C A T I  ON SUBJECT INDEX 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER 
A65-81266  
RESPIRATORY ARRYTHMIA AN0 RESPIRATORY 
ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK DURING HYPERCAPNIA AN0 
HYPOXIA I N  DOGS 665-81277 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ANESTHETIC AOMINISTEREO AT 
H I G H  ALT ITUDE - P A T I E N T  REACTION. HYPOXIAv 
RESPIRATIONv CIRCULATION, AN0 APNEA 
JPRS-30577  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 5 9  
I 
IOENT I F I C A T I O N  
TECHNIQUES OF I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  APPLIED TO 6 1  
EXTREMELY FRAGMENTED AIRCRAFT F A T A L I T I E S  
665-61231 
I LLUS I ON 
EFFECT OF ANGULAR AN0 C O R I O L I S  ACCELERATION ON 
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AN0 V I S I O N  
A65-81200  
INVOLUNTARY EYE MOVEMENTS RELATEO TO V I S U A L  
I L L U S I O N S  A 6 5 - 6 1 2 1 8  
IMMERSION 
HUMAN BODY EXTREMITY CUFF-TOURNIQUET EFFECTS ON 
T I L T  TABLE TOLERANCE TAKEN AFTER 6 HOURS OF WATER 
IMMERSION A65-24078  
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION REVEALED BY 
PLASMA FREE FATTY ACIO RESPONSES TO T I L T I N G  
FOLLOWING WATER IMMERSION 1 6 5 - 6 1 1 3 6  
IN-FL IGHT MONITORING 
CAROIOVASCULAR AN0 RESPIRATORY INSTRUMENTATION 
SYSTEMS FOR USE I N  PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON 
TEST P I L O T S  I N  H I G H  PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AN0 SPACE 
F L I G H T  SIMULATORS 1 6 5 - 2 3 1 9 9  
RESPIRATIONI ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE. BLOOD 
PRESSURE. ELECTROCARDIOGRAM* AN0 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DATA COLLECTED BY PORTABLE 
MONITORING SYSTEM UNDER SPACE STRESS CONDITIONS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 8 3  
MEOICAL MONITORING OF HEART RATE PATTERNS DURING 
VARIOUS FL IGHT STRESS S ITUATIONS 
A65-81292  
I N D U S T R I A L  SAFETY 
INDUSTRIAL  AIR POLLUTION AS SAFETY HAZARD - 
STANOAROIZATION OF TOXIC CRITERIA .  EFFECTS ON 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM. ARSENIC POISONINGI AN0 
TRACING PHENOL CONTENT I N  A I R  
JPRS-29981  N 6 5 - 2 3 7 7 6  
INOUSTRY 
CONFERENCE ON AEROIONIZATION I N  INDUSTRIAL  HYGIENE 
AND OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES 
JPRS-30442  N65-25457  
I N F E C T I O N  
INFECTION OF OOGS WITH L I V E  ECHO 6 V IRUS FOR 
TESTING ANTISERUM 
LF-25  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 4 8  
INFORMATION PROCESSING 
HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING CONCEPTS EXAMINING 
READ-IN, STORAGE, OECIS ION MAKING AN0 READ-OUT 
SUBSYSTEMS 1 6 5 - 2 5 1 8 0  
O I F F I C U L T Y  I N  O I S C R I M I N A T I N G  BETWEEN RELEVANT AN0 
IRRELEVANT INFORMATION RELATEO TO AGE 
A65-81122  
OELAYEO AUOITORY FEEDBACK EFFECT ON MORSE CODE 
TRANSMISSION BY S K I L L E O  OPERATORS 
A65-81167  
INGESTION 
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF F I S S I O N  PRODUCTS 
FOLLOWING REICTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL RADIATION 
FROM RADIOACTIVE CLOUOI INHALATIONI OR 
INGESTION OF RAOIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES 
AHSB/S/ R-64 N 6 5 - 2 5 1 5 4  
I N H A L A T I O N  
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF F I S S I O N  PRODUCTS 
FOLLOWING REACTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL R A D I A T I O N  
FROM RADIOACTIVE CLOUD. INHALATIONI OR 
INGESTION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES 
AHSB/S/ R-64 N 6 5 - 2 5 1 5 4  
I N H I B I T I O N  
V I S I B L E  L I G H T  PHOTOTOXICITY AN0 PHOTOALLERGY 
A 6 5 - 6 1 0 8 9  
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF CONOITIONEO REFLEXES AN0 
DRUG ACTION ON BRAIN. L O C A L I Z A T I O N  OF 
CONOITIONEO I N H I B I T I O N  PROOUCEO BY HYPNOSIS, AN0 
MODELING FUNCTIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM 
JPRS-30007  N 6 5 - 2 4 2 3 0  
I N H I B I T O R  
ELECTRICAL RESPONSE MEASUREMENT ON I N H I B I T O R Y  
ACTION OF CALYX-L IKE SYNAPSES OF NEURON I N  
TRAPEZOID NUCLEUS OF R A B B I T  MEDULLA 
N 6 5 - 2 3 3 7 3  
I N J U R Y  
FUNDUSCOPIC AN0 H ISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF 
CHORIORETINAL INJURY AS FUNCTION OF EXPOSURE T I M E  
BY LASER AN0 L I G H T  COAGULATOR I N  R A B B I T S  
A 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 3  
DERMATOLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS OF LASER R A D I A T I O N  IN 
HUMANS A65-81097  
FOCUSED AN0 UNFOCUSED CRYSTAL LASER R A D I A T I O N  
EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF RODENTS AN0 
PRIMATE A 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 9  
CASE H I S T O R I E S  OF I N J U R I E S  PROOUCED BY SEAT BELTS 
1 6 5 - 8 1 1 0 1  
MECHANISM OF BLAST INJURY TO EAR 
665-0  120 1 
INSTRUMENTATION 
NEW FORMS OF INSTRUMENTATION AN0 PRESENTATION OF 
INFORMATION AIRCRAFT OPERATOR PERFORMANCE 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 1 3  
HUMAN RESPONSE TO SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS FROM 
ULTRASONIC DEVICES ~ 6 5 - a  1 2 5 0  
INTERPLANETARY F L I G H T  
CL IN ICOPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MEOICAL PROGRAM 
AN0 SPACECREW REACTION STUOIEO BY P H Y S I C I A N  ON 
INTERPLANETARY F L I G H T  AN0 SEISMOCAROIOLOGICAL 
OATA 
JPRS-29795  N 6 5 - 2 3 4 2 2  
C L I N I C A L  ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM FOR 
INTERPLANETARY F L I G H T  WITH P H Y S I C I A N  I N  
SPACECREW N 6 5 - 2 3 4 2 3  
I O O I N E  131 
METABOLISM OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE I O O I N E  131 BY 
CHLORELLA VULGARIS 
REPT.-132 N 6 5 - 2 3 6 4 5  
BETA AN0 GAMMA DOSE EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF 
RAOIOIOOINE ISOTOPE DOSAGE TO THYROID 
UCRL-12492 N 6 5 - 2 4 7 2 7  
I O N I Z A T I O N  
CONFERENCE ON AEROIONIZATION I N  I N D U S T R I A L  HYGIENE 
AN0 OCCUPATIONAL D ISEASES 
JPRS-30442 N 6 5 - 2 5 4 5 7  
I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  
B IOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC R A O I A T I O N  I N  
EXPERIMENTS MODELING EARTH- MOON TRAJECTORY 
UNDER CONDITIONS OF SOLAR FLARE 
A6  5- 2 5 09 8 
EFFECT OF NATURAL I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  ON 
GROWTH OF PROTOZOAN. PARAMECIUM CAUOATUM 
~ 6 5 - a i z s 4  
R A D I A T I O N  DAMAGE AN0 EFFECTS I N  INTRACELLULAR 
COHPONENTSI OEOXYRI8ONUCLEIC ACIO SYNTHESIS. 
I O N I Z I N G  RAOIATIONI AN0 R A D I A T I O N  PROTECTION 
FTO-TT-64 -515 /1&2  N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 0  
1-20 
SUCJFCT INDEX L I P I D  METAWLISM 
I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON CELLULAR PROTEIN 
SYNTHESIS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 5  
I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  Y I T H  DIFFERENT L I N E A R  ENERGY 
LOSS EFFECT ON REPRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF HUMAN 
K IDNEY CELLS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 4  
INSTANTANEOUS RESPONSE I N  NERVOUS AND MUSCULAR 
S Y S T E M  TI! I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  1165-234b7 
INFLUENCE OF I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  ON O R I G I N  
AN0 DEVELOPMENT OF M A N  LEUKEMIA AN0 PATHOLOSY 
JPRS-30161  N 6 5 - 2 4 3 1 5  
I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON L I V I N G  ORGANISWS AND 
R A O I D B I M D G I C A L  PROCESSES I N  I N O I V I W A L  CELLS 
JPRS-30541  N b 5 - 2 5 4 3 0  
I R R A D I A T I O N  
FORMULAS AND NOMOGRAMS FOR OETERMiNING CONSUMPTION 
OF A I R  AND FREQUENCY OF A I R  EXCHANGE I N  
I R R A D I A T I O N  C H N B E R S  1165-24941 
I SOLATION 
SOME BEHAVIORAL FACTORS AFFECTING ASTRONAUTS 
A b 5 - 8  1253 
J 
JET P I L O T  
ARTERIAL  AN0 ACOUSTIC BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
TAKEN WHILE P I L O T I N G  J E T  FIGHTER AIRCRAFT. 
EMPHASIZ ING SOURCES OF ERROR A 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 7  
J U P I T E R  /PLANET/ 
SURVIVAL  AN0 GROWTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS 
I N  AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING P O S S I B I L I T Y  
OF O R I G I N  AND EXISTENCE OF L I F E  ON J U P I T E R  
165-81287 
J U P I T E R  A m S P H E R E  
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL AND GROYTH ON 
SPECIMENS OF EUPHORBIA XYLDPHYLLOIDES I N  AMMONIA 
METHANE HYDROGEN-RICH ATMOSPHERES 
6 6 5 - 2  3 486 
K 
KEROSENE POSSDNIN6 
EFFECT OF DRUGS AND HYPERBARIC OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT 
ON EXPERIMENTAL KEROSENE PNEUUONIT IS  I N  RATS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 2  
1 
LACTATE 
HEPATIC BLOOD FLOW. OXYGEN INTAKE. HEART RATE. 
BLOOD LACTATE. AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF 
UNACCLIMATIZEO MEN EXERCIS ING I N  MOT 
ENVIRONMENTS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 5  
L A N D I N 6  SYSTEM 
INFORMATION VALUE OF VARIOUS PATTERNS OF LANDING 
S T R I P  L I G H T S  1 6 5 - 8 1 1 1 1  
LASER 
B I O L O G I C A L  EFFECTS OF LASER R A D I A T I O N  AND CONTROL 
OF R A D I A T I O N  HAZARDS 1165-81091 
INTERACTION OF LASER R A D I A T I O N  Y I T H  BODY T ISSUES 
1 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 2  
FUNDUSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGICAL STUOY OF 
CHDRIORETINAL I N J U R Y  AS FUNCTION OF EXPOSURE T I M E  
BY LASER AND L I G H T  COAGULATOR I N  R A B B I T S  
1 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 3  
ANALYSIS  OF FACTORS OF LASER R A D I A T I O N  PRODUCING 
R E T I N A L  DAMAGE BY THERMAL INJURY 
A65-81094 
ANATOMIC AND HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  S K I N  AFTER 
LASER I R R A D I A T I O N  I N  P I G S  A b 5 - 8 1 0 9 6  
OERMATOLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS OF LASER R A D I A T I O N  I N  
MUUANS A 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 7  
EFFECT OF LASER R A D I A T I O N  ON TYROSINASE A C T I V I T Y  
I N  HUMAN S K I N  A 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 6  
FOCUSED AND UNFOCUSED CRYSTAL LASER R A O I A T I O N  
EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEU OF ROOENTS AND 
PRIMATE 165-81099 
LEAO PDISONIW6 
BLOOD COAGULATION PROCESS I N  EXPERIMENTAL LEAD 
POISONING OF RABBITS 
BEHAVIOR OF BLOOD PLATELETS W R I N G  EXPERIMENTAL 
LEAO POISON1116 I N  RABBITS A65-61256  
A b 5 - 8 1 2 5 5  
L E I M I I S H I P  
W I T  CORRELATED Y I T H  CREATIV ITY.  DEFENSIVENESS. AWD 
LEADERSHIP 1165-81126 
L E A R N I S  
REACTION T I M E  DECREASE WITH KNOULEDGE OF RESULTS 
A65-81106  
LEARNING SYSTEM 
A R T I F I C I A L  I N T E L L I G E N C E  AND WDDELING OF W H I N  
MENTAL PROCESS AN0 LEARNING SYSTEM 
JPRS-30156  N 6 5 - 2 4 2 3 1  
LEUKEMIA 
INFLUENCE O F  I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  ON O R I G I N  
AND DEVELOPMENT OF H W A N  LEUKEMIA AN0 PATHOLOGY 
J P R S - 3 0 1 6 1  1165-24315 
LEUKOCYTE 
PROTECTION OF LYMPHOCYTES I N  TMYMUS OF 
X- IRRADIATED RATS B Y  CYSTEAMINE 
1 6 5 - 0 1 2 3 5  
LIFE OETECTOU 
DETECTING L I F E  I N  OTHER SOLAR SYSTENS 
165-8 1263 
L I F E  SU??tJRT SYSTEM 
APOLLO SPACE S U I T  DESIGN INCLUDING PERSONAL 
L I Q U I D  COOLING FOR CONDIT IONING AND REPLENISHING 
ATMOSPHERE I N S I D E  SPACE S U I T  
ASME PAPER 65-AV-45 A 6 5 - 2 4 3 9 0  
DEVELOPMENT STATUS OF REGENERABLE L I F E  SUPPORT 
SYSTEM COMPATIBLE WITH ZERO-G. EMPLOYING PHYSICAL 
CHEMICAL PROCESSES FOR SUSTAINING CREY OURING 
SPACE F L I G H T  S I M U L A T I O N  
ASME PAPER 65-AV-25 1 6 5 - 2 4 3 9 1  
STORABLE PROPELLANT U T I L I Z A T I O N  EXTENDED TO 
INCLUDE ATMOSPHERE REPLENISHMENT. THERMAL CONTROL 
AND YATER AN0 POYER PRODUCTION 
A I A A  PAPER 6 4 - 2 1 3  
SPACE C A B I N  SIMULATOR AND TESTING OF INTEGRATED 
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEMS Y I T H  CREY 
ASME PAPER 65-AV-19 A 6 5 - 2 5 0 3 0  
A B I L I T Y  OF POTASSIUM SUPEROXIDE. POTASSIUM 
HYDROXIDE. AND ACTIVATED CHARCOAL SYSTEM TO 
SUSTAIN L I F E  OF RAT AND WAN I N  CLOSED ECOLOGICAL 
SYSTEM 
G E M I N I  PROGRAM - ADVANCES I N  OPERATIONAL 
C A P A B I L I T Y  OURING FLIGHT. RENDEZVOUS. 
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS AND REENTRY 
165-24446 
Ab5-81251  
A 6 5 - 6 1 2 8 0  
L I W T  
V I S I B L E  L I G H T  PHOTOTOXICITY AND PHCTOALLERGY 
1 6 5 - 8 1 0 8 9  
FLASH BLINDNESS 
S P E C I F I C I T Y  
A S  FUNCl  ' I O N  OF WAVELENGTH 
165-81 .095 
INFLUENCE OF L I G H T  TO DARK RATIO ON DIURNAL CYCLE 
OF LOCOMOTOR A C T I V I T Y  I N  R A B B I T  
1 6 5 - 8  1 107 
L I P I D  
R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON F ISH L I P I D S  - R A N C I O I T Y *  
SPOILAGE. COLOR. AND NATURAL FLAVOR LOSS 
1 1 0 - 2 1 4 0 5  1165-24236 
L I P I D  M E T A B M I S M  
EFFECT OF FASTING I N  RAT FOR 26 HOURS ON L I P 1 0  
METABOLISM OF HEART AND PLASMA A65-81128  
1-21 
L I Q U I D  COOLING SUBJECT I N D E X  
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION REVEALED BY 
PLASMA FREE FATTY A C I D  RESPONSES TO T I L T I N G  
FOLLOWING WATER IMMERSION A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 6  
RESTRAINT AN0 EFFECT ON FREE FATTY A C I D  
M O B I L I Z A T I O N  I N  RATS 6 6 5 - 6 1  183 
R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON L I P I O  COMPLEXES AN0 ON L I P I O  
METABOLISM I N  C E L L  N 6 5 - 2 3 4 0 0  
LIauIo COOLING 
APOLLO SPACE S U I T  DESIGN INCLUDING PERSONAL 
L I Q U I D  COOLING FOR CONDITIONING AND R E P L E N I S H I N G  
ATMOSPHERE I N S I O E  SPACE S U I T  
ASME PAPER 65-AV-45 665-24390 
LIauIo INJECTION 
COMBINE0 RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL I N H A L A T I O N  AND 
HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN INTRAVENOUS I N J E C T I O N  
TECHNICUE FOR LUNG SCANNING FOR PULMONARY 
FUNCTICN EVALUATION 
UC LA-1 2 -556  N 6 5 - 2 4 2 7 2  
L I Q U I D  PROPELLANT 
STORABLE PROPELLANT U T I L I Z A T I O N  EXTENDED TO 
INCLUDE ATMOSPHERE REPLENISHMENTt THERMAL CONTROL 
AND WATER AN0 POWER PROOUCTION 
A I A A  PAPER 64-213  665-24446 
L I V E R  
H E P A T I C  BLOOD FLOW, OXYGEN INTAKE, HEART RATE, 
BLOOD LACTATEI AN0 RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF 
UNACCLIMATIZED MEN EXERCISING I N  HOT 
ENVIRONMENTS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 5  
P E C U L I A R I T I E S  O F  PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF 
BETA-MERCAPTOETHYLAMINE OURING FORMATION OF 
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS I N  L I V E R  CELLS OF MAMMALS 
IRRADIATED WITH GAMMA-RAYS 665-81190 
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES I N  L I V E R ,  SPLEEN, AN0 BONE 
MARROW OF MICE TWICE I R R A D I A T E D  WITH COBALT 60 
DURING ANOXIA AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE 
MARROW 6 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 5  
LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER 
INFLUENCE OF INDOLYLALKYLAMINES ANC OTHER 
COCPOUNDS ON A B I L I T Y  OF M I C E  TO TOLERATE LOW 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 6  
LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT 
SUDOMOTOR AN0 VASOMOTOR RESPONSES T O  CHANGING 
ENV I RON ME NT AL TEMPERATURE 6 6 5 - 6 1 1 3 3  
TOLERANCE OF YOUNG MEN FOR WORK I N  HEAT AS 
AFFECTED BY STRENUOUS T R A I N I N G  OURING WINTER 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 4  
BLOOD CLOTTING I N  HUMANS AS AFFECTED BY PHYSICAL 
EXERCISE I N  COLD ENVIRONMENT A 6 5 - 8 1 1 4 1  
COLO AN0 RAIN  EFFECTS ON V I G I L A N C E  OF LOOKOUTS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 2  
RESPONSES OF COLD- AN0 WARM-ADAPTED DOGS TO 
INFUSED NOREPINEPHRINE A N 0  BODY COOLING 
165-81299 
COLO TEST EVALUATION OF COMPONENTS OF NASA 
PROGRAM MERCURY S U R V I V A L  K I T  
AAL-TOR-64-24 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 3  
LOWER ATMOSPHERE 
TRANSPORT OF POLLEN, SPORES, AN0 OTHER MICROSCOPIC 
PARTICULATES OF PLANT O R I G I N  I N  ATMOSPHERE NEAR 
N65-23  992 EARTH SURFACE 
LOWER ATMOSPHERE SAMPLING FOR V I A B L E  AIRBORNE 
MICROORGANISMS OUTOOORS AND INDOORS 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 6  
LUMINESCENCE 
A C R I D I N E  ORANGE DYE LUMINESCENCE TO DETERMINE 
SECONDARY MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF N U C L E I C  ACIDS 
N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 9  
LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT 
MOTION BEHAVIOR OF UNSUITEO A N 0  PRESSURE-SUITE0 
SUBJECTS WHILE LUNGING, EGRESSING AN0 LANDING 
OURING WEIGHTLESS AN0 LUNAR GRAVITY CONOITICNS 
6 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 2  
LUNG 
METABOLISM AN0 PROTECTION BY ANESTHESIA AGAINST 
T O X I C I T Y  OF OXYGEN AT H I G H  PRESSURE 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 4 9  
O I S T R I B U T I O N  STUDIES I N  GUINEA P I G S  
FOLLOWING INTRAPULMONARY I N J E C T I O N S  
RARE EARTH CITRATES AN0 OXALATES 
COO- 1170-3 
LYMPH 
THORACIC DUCT LYMPH AN0 LYMPHOCYTES 
HYPOXIA AN0 REBOUND 
M 
MACROMOLECULE 
A N 0  RATS, 
O F  STABLE 
N 6 5 - 2 4 6  19 
OURING PRIMARY 
1165-81 171 
B IOPHYSICS - GLOBULE-BALL T R A N S I T I O N S  I N  
MACROMOLECULES, NUCLEIC A C I D  MOLECULAR 
STRUCTURE, BIOLUMINESCENCE AND R E S P I R A T I O N  I N  
LUMINESCENT BACTERIA 
JPRS-30097 N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 7  
POLYMER CHEMISTRY - GLOBULAR-PROTEIN BALL-SPIRAL 
TRANSIT IONS I N  MACROMOLECULES N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 8  
MAGNETIC F I E L O  I N T E N S I T Y  
EVOLUTION OF L I F E  I N  RELATION TO DEVELOPMENT OF 
EARTH CORE 6 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 4  
MAMMAL 
CONTINUOUS SAMPLING OF ARTERIAL  BLOOD OF 
UNANESTHETIZED ANIMALS 
P E C U L I A R I T I E S  OF PROTECTIVE EFFECT O F  
BETA-MERCAPTOETHYLAMINE DURING FORMATION OF 
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS I N  L I V E R  CELLS OF MAMMALS 
I R R A D I A T E D  WITH GAMMA-RAYS 665-81190 
PATHOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY OF REPEATED DOSES OF 
HYORAZINE AN0 l r  1-OIMETHYLHYORAZINE I N  MONKEY AND 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 1 5  RAT 
A B I L I T Y  OF POTASSIUM SUPEROXIOEI POTAS5IUM 
HYOROXIOEt AND ACTIVATED CHARCOAL SYSTEM TO 
S U S T A I N  L I F E  OF RAT AND MAN I N  CLOSED ECOLOGICAL 
SYSTEM 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 2  
165-8 1 2 5 1  
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM 
HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING CONCEPTS EXAMINING 
READ-IN, STORAGE. D E C I S I O N  MAKING AN0 READ-OUT 
A 6 5 - 2 5 1 8 0  SUBSYSTEMS 
PROBLEM SOLVING ON STOCHASTIC PROCESS - MONITORING 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 5  OF COMPUTER SOLUTIONS BY MAN 
HUMAN ENGINEERING I N  SYSTEMS DESIGN 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 6 0  
PATH O P T I M I Z A T I O N  FOR NUMERICALLY CONTROLLEO 
REMOTE MANIPULATOR - MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM 
NASA-CR-62878 N65-2 5 0 0 2  
MANNEO O R B I T A L  LABORATORY /MOL/ 
APOLLO PROGRAM AND MANNED O R B I T I N G  SPACE STATIONS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 8 1  
MANNEO O R B I T A L  RESEARCH LABORATORY /MORL/ 
APOLLO PROGRAM AND MANNEO O R B I T I N G  SPACE STATIONS 
165-81281 
MANNEO SPACE F L I G H T  
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF HUMAN ENGINEERING I N  MANNED 
SPACE F L I G H T  A65-8 1103 
D A I L Y  RHYTHM OF VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS OF S O V I E T  
ASTRONAUTS OURING SPACE F L I G H T  A 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 8  
OCULOMOTOR A C T I V I T Y  OISTURBANCES REGISTERED I N  
S O V I E T  ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE F L I G H T  
665-61199 
SPACEFLIGHT SIMULATORS FOR ASTRONAUT SELECTION AN0 
T R A I N I N G  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 7 6  
1-22 
SUBJECT I N D E X  METABOLISM 
- M E D I C I N E  AN0 OUTER SPACE-. GROUP PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY. 
AN0 SPACE S U I T S  - U-S-S-R-  SPACE PROGRAM 
JPRS-29998 N 6 5 - 2 3 7 7 7  
MANNED SPACECRAFT 
CUNNEO SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM FOR RECGVERING POTABLE 
MATER FROM URINE. MASH WATER AND H U M I D I T Y  
CONDENSATES BY ELECTRODIALYSIS 
ASME PAPER 65-AV-16 A 6 5 - 2 3 2 2 4  
RANNEO O R B I T A L  AN0 LUNAR BASE H A B I T A B I L I T Y  
REQUIREMENTS I N C L U D I N G  ATMOSPHEREt NUTRITION.  
HYGIENE. G R A V I T A T I O N  A N 0  WORK-REST CYCLE 
165-2 3 642 
MARS ENVIROIlMENT 
LEVEL OF SPACECRAFT S T E R I L I T Y  REQUIRED TO AVOID 
B I O L O G I C A L  CONTAMINATION OF MARS 
A 6 5 - 2 4 2 2 4  
CHAMBER AN0 ELECTRICAL C I R C U I T  USED TO SIMULATE 
I N V E S T I G A T I O N S  A 6 5 - 2 5 0 9 9  
MARS COLOR CHANGES EXPLAINED Oh B A S I S  OF P H Y S I C A L  
WOOEL 6 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 9  
GROWTH RESPONSE OF B A C I L L U S  CEREUS AN0 S U B T I L I S  
C E L L S  SUBJECTED TO M O D I F I E D  MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT 
W I T H  FREEZE CYCLES OF DIFFERENT DURATIONS 
NA S A-C R-6 2 8 29 
MARTIAN CONOITIONS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL 
N65-24294 
MASS TRANSFER 
ENGINEERING STUOY AN0 ANALYSIS OF YATER VAPOR HASS 
TRANSFER I N  SPACE S U I T  
NASA-CR-63144 N 6 5 - 2 5 2 6 9  
MATERIAL T E S T I N G  
DEGASSING CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS AN0 
SUPPLIES FOR SPACE C A B I N  USE INCLUDING E M P I R I C A L  
EVALUATION TECHNIQUE 665-23617 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
MATHEMATICAL D E S C R I P T I O N  OF INPUT-OUTPUT BEHAVIOR 
OF HUMAN OPERATOR ACTING AS ELEMENT I N  CLOSED LOOP 
CONTROL SYSTEM A 6 5 - 2 5 2 0 2  
MATHEMATICS /GEN/ 
THRESHOLD CONOITIONS FOR PRODUCTION OF BURNS ON 
R E T I N A  OF EYE BY R A C I A T I O N  - MATHEMATICAL 
THEORY 
F P R C l l 2 2 2  N 6 5 - 2 3 6 1 6  
MATHEMATICS. B IONICS.  BIOPHYSICS, AN0 CYBERNETICS 
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF B I O L O G I C A L  MODELS 
JPRS-30177 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 6 4  
BOUNOS ON D I S T R I B U T I O N  Y I T H  DECREASING F A I L U R E  
RATE D E R I V E 0  MATHEMATICALLY AN0 A P P L I E D  TO 
SEMICONDUCTOR ANC CANCER PROBLEMS - L I F E  
SURVIVAL TEST 
ORC-64-32/ RR/ N 6 5 - 2 4 3 6 2  
MEASURIN6 APPARATUS 
D I G I T A L  INTEGRATOR FOR ON-LINE PULMONARY 
COMPLIANCE MEASUREMENTS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 4  
R A P I D  E S T I M A T I O N  OF PLASMA CARBON D I O X I D E  T E N S I O N  
FROM PH A N 0  TOTAL CARBON O I O X I O E  CONTENT 
165-81 282 
M E D I C A L  ELECTRONICS 
ELECTRONIC MEASURING APPARATUS TO DIAGNOSE 
STOMACH OISOROERSq ADRENAL CORTEX CONOITION I N  
CARDIOVASCULAR AND METABOLIC DISORDER, AN0 
HORMONE CONCENTRATIONS 
JPRS-30182 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 6 5  
R A D I O  TELEMETRY I N  PHYSIOLOGY AN0 M E D I C I N E  - 
AEROSPACE ME01 C I N E  
JPRS-30528 N 6 5 - 2 5 5 4 0  
MEOICAL PHENOMENON 
MEOICAL MONITORING OF HEART RATE PATTERNS DURING 
VARIOUS F L I G H T  STRESS S I T U A T I O N S  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 2  
M E D I C I N E  /6EN/ 
SELECTED A R T I C L E S  ON EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY AND 
M E D I C I N E  
J P R S - 2 9 9 8 0  N 6 5 - 2 4 2 2 7  
ARCTIC M E D I C I N E  AN0 BIOLOGY - FROSTBITE 
N 6 5 - 2 4 3 0 1  
MEMBRANE 
MICROORGANISM R E S I S T I V I T Y  TO THERMAL I N A C T I V A T I O N  
BY DRY HEAT - GLASS F I B E R S  AN0 MEMBRANE F I L T E R S  
NASA-CR-63198 N 6 5 - 2 5 4 0 1  
MEMORY 
METHAMPHETAMINE AN0 PENTOBARBITAL ON RUNNING 
MEMORY SPAN FOR D I G I T S  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 1 1  
MENTAL P E R M M A N C E  
MANUAL DEXTERITY AN0 ARITHMETIC CALCULATION 
CAPACITY DURING REST AN0 EXERCISE I N  HYPERBARIC 
A I R  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 3  
AWARENESS DURING F L I G H T  AN0 SENSORY INPUT, 
EMOTIONAL OISOROERI AN0 F A T I G U E  AS RELATED TO 
MENTAL PERFORMANCE AN0 F L I G H T  SAFETY 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 5  
MENTAL STRESS 
PERSONALITY CORRELATES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
R E A C T I V I T Y  TO STRESS I N  FORTY-SIX YOUNG MEN 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 4 8  
HEART RATE OF TEST P I L O T S  OF H I G H  PERFORMANCE 
AIRCRAFT A S  AFFECTED BY R I S K  T A K I N G  AND M I S S I O N  
RESPONS I B I  L I T Y  A65-8 1293 
RERCAPTO COMPOUNO 
P E C U L I A R I T I E S  OF PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF 
BETA-MERCAPTOETHYLAMINE DURING FORMATION OF 
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS I N  L I V E R  CELLS OF MAMMALS 
IRRADIATED u m i  GAMMA-RAYS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 0  
ORGANIC PEROXIDE FORMATION I N  RADIOBIOLOGICAL 
S T U D I E S  ON MICE, AN0 R E L A T I O N S H I P  BETWEEN 
ORGANIC PEROXIDES AN0 MERCAPTO COMPOUNDS - 
X-RAY EXPOSURE N 6 5 - 2 3 3 7 4  
EFFECT OF OIMERCAPTOPROPANOL ON T O X I C I T Y  OF OXYGEN 
ON RATS AT S I X  ATMOSPHERES PRESSURE 
SAM-TR-65-11 N 6 5 - 2 5 2 0 3  
MERCURY PROJECT 
COLD T E S r  EVALUATION OF COMPONENTS OF NASA 
PROGRAM MERCURY SURVIVAL K I T  
AAL-TOR-64-24 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 3  
RETABOLISM 
METABOLIC RESPONSE OF RATS TO ACUTE ACCELERATION 
STRESS M I T H  EMPHASIS ON STRESS-INDUCED L I V E R  
GLYCOGENESIS DUE TO AORENOCORTICAL A C T I V I T Y  
A 6 5 - 2 3 4 1 6  
HYDRAZINE AN0 D E R I V A T I O N S  AFFECTING CARBON C I O X I O E  
RESPIRATORY PATTERN OF VARIOUS METABOLIC 
SUBSTRATES I N  RATS 4 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 1  
METABOLISM AN0 PROTECTION BY ANESTHESIA AGAINST 
T O X I C I T Y  OF OXYGEN AT H I G H  PRESSURE 
165-81149 
CONTINUOUS RECORDING OF CARBON-14 O I O X I O E  AN0 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION 1165-81153 
EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON MYOCARDIAL METABOLISM AN0 
FUNCTION I N  DOGS 1 6 5 - 8  1172 
CARDIAC METABOLISM AN0 FUNCTION I N  HYPOTHERMIC 
GROUND SPUIRREL AN0 RAT 1 6 5 - 8 1  113 
PHYSIOLOGY AN0 META8OLISM OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 0  
RESPIRATORY. CIRCULATORY AN0 METABOLIC CHANGES I N  
YOUNG PERSONS DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE 
165-81229 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIONUCLIDES ON 
ANIMALS 
110-3910 /SUPPL. 3/ 
METABOLISM OF M I L O  SPECIES OF PLANTS AND 
N 6 5 - 2 3 5 9 6  
1-23 
MET EOR I TE SUBJECT INDEX 
METABOLISM OF RAOIOACTIVE ISOTOPE I O O I N E  131 BY 
REPT.-132 N 6 5 - 2 3 6 4 5  
EFFECT OF HYDRAZINES ON METABOLISM OF CERTAIN 
AMINES AN0 AMINO ACIDS 
AMRL-TR-64-113 N 6 5 - 2 4 4 1 7  
CHLORELLA VULGARIS 
METEORITE 
EVIDENCE OF L I F E  PROCESSES I N  SEDIMENT OVER TWO 
B I L L I O N  YEARS OLD AS RELATED TO B IOLOGICAL OR 
ABIOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF HYDROCARBONS FROM METEORITES 
1 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 3  
METEORIT IC  COMPOSITION 
LIFE-FORMS I N  METEORITES AND THE PROBLEM OF 
TERRESTRIAL  CDNTAM I N A T I O N  - A STUDY I N  METHODOLOGY 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 4 1  
HEX A M I  NE 
RADIOPROTECTIVE E F F I C I E N C Y  OF HEXAMINE 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 4 3  
MIC  ROB I OLOGY 
CHAMBER AN0 ELECTRICAL C I R C U I T  USED TO SIMULATE 
INVESTIGATIONS A65-25099  
MARTIAN CONDITIONS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL 
MICROINSTRUMENTATION 
S IMPLE MICROMANIPULATOR FOR INSERTION OF 
ELECTRODES INTO B R A I N  OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS 
~ 6 5 - a i 2 7 9  
MICROORGAN I S M  
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL  AN0 GROWTH ON 
SPECIMENS OF EUPHORBIA XYLDPHYLLOIDES I N  AMMONIA 
METHANE HYDROGEN-RICH ATMOSPHERES 
A65-23486  
TERRESTRIAL  MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL  I N  AEROSPACE 
ENVIRONMENT DETERMINED FROM H I G H  ALT ITUOE ROCKET 
AN0 BALLOON STUDIES A65-23  840 
SURVIVAL OF VARIOUS MICROORGANISMS SHIELDED Y I T H  
ALUMINUM OURING ROCKET AN0 BALLOON F L I G H T S  AN0 
DURING LABORATORY EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET L I G H T  
AN0 X-RAY IRRADIATION 165-81232 
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS 
I N  AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING P O S S I B I L I T Y  
OF O R I G I N  AN0 EXISTENCE OF L I F E  ON J U P I T E R  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 8 7  
DETECTION ANC STUDY OF MICROBIAL  POPULATION I N  
UPPER ATMOSPHERE - SIMULATED HIGH ALT ITUOE 
SAMPLING WITH ELECTROSTATIC PRECIP ITATOR 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 8 6  
LOYER ATMOSPHERE SAMPLING FOR V I A B L E  AIRBORNE 
MICROORGANISMS OUTOOORS AN0 INDOORS 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 6  
BALLOON BORNE PROBES LAUNCHED TO DETERMINE 
EXISTENCE ANC I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  OF V I A B L E  
MICROORGANISMS AT H IGH ALT ITUDES 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 9  
ATMOSPHERIC COLLECTION OF MICROORGANISMS USING 
SMALL BIOLOGICAL SAMPLER I N  UPPER ATMOSPHERE 
N 6 5 - 2 4 0 0 0  
GRDYTH RESPONSE OF B A C I L L U S  CEREUS AN0 S U B T I L I S  
CELLS SUBJECTED TO MDOIF IEO MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT 
WITH FREEZE CYCLES OF DIFFERENT DURATIONS 
N1SA-CR-62829 N 6 5 - 2 4 2 9 4  
CULTURING TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION OF V I A B L E  
MICROORGANISM INOCULATE0 I N T O  S O L I 0  MATERIALS 
NAS A-CR-62980 N 6 5 - 2 4 8 9 9  
HYDROGEN GENERATION FROM SUGARS AN0 NATURAL 
PRODUCTS BY MICROORGANISMS - BIOCHEMICAL FUEL 
C E L L  
REPTe-10 N 6 5 - 2 4 9 6 4  
MICROORGANISM R E S I S T I V I T Y  TO THERMAL I N A C T I V A T I O N  
BY DRY HEAT - GLASS F I B E R S  AND MEMBRANE F I L T E R S  
NASA-CR-6 3198  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 0 1  
MICROSCOPY 
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY I N  RAOIDBIOLOGICAL 
I N V E S T I G A T I O N S  OF NUCLEOPROTEIN CHANGES I N  
IRRACIATED B I O L O G I C A L  CELLS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 7  
MICROWAVE R A O I A T I O N  
B IOLOGICAL S E N S I T I V I T Y  AN0 INTERACTION Y I T H  
RAOIOFREQUENCY AN0 MICROWAVE ENERGY 
6 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 0  
MIOOLE EAR 
COMPARISON OF VALSALVA MANEUVER AND FRENZEL 
MANEUVER I N  MIDOLE EAR V E N T I L A T I O N  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 2  
M I S S I O N  PLANNING 
SPACE M I S S I O N  S IMULATION SYSTEM DESIGN OEVELOPMENT 
AN0 MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES INCLUDING FOUR-MAN 30- 
DAY M I S S I O N  SPACE CHAMBER EXPERIMENT 
A 6 5 - 2 3 6 1 6  
MOB1 L I T Y  
PRESSURIZE0 SPACE S U I T S  COMPARED FOR M O B I L I T Y  ON 
B A S I S  OF T I M E  TAKEN FCR I N I T I A T I O N  OF ACTION BY 
SUBJECT - HUMAN ENGINEERING 
AMRL-TR-64-126 N 6 5 - 2 4 3 6 0  
MOLECULAR PHYSICS 
INTEGRATED RESEARCH AND T R A I N I N G  I N  SPACE 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY - ELECTRON MICROSCOPE 
LABORATORY COMPLETION AND CORRELATED RESEARCH 
WITH ELECTRON DIFFRACTION 
NASA-CR-62879 N 6 5 - 2 4 6 7 4  
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE 
A C R I D I N E  ORANGE DYE LUMINESCENCE TO OETERMINE 
SECONOARY MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF N U C L E I C  ACIDS 
N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 9  
MONITOR 
EQUATIONS FOR MEASURING BLOOO FLOY BY EXTERNAL 
MONITORING OF RADIOISOTOPES A65-8 1119 
CONTINUOUS RECORDING OF CARBON-14 D I O X I D E  AN0 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION A65-B 1 1 5 3  
INTERHOSPITAL  PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM AS 
RELATED TO TELEMETRY A 6 5 - 8 1 2 8 4  
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM TO MONITOR CREW PERFORMANCE 
C A P A B I L I T I E S  AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE. AN0 TO 
DEVELOP D I G I T A L  TECHNIPUES FOR PROCESSING. 
DISPLAYING. AN0 ANALYZING DATA 
LMSC-6-65-65-15 N 6 5 - 2 4 7 1 0  
MONKEY 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF OTOLITH ORGANS I N  SQUIRREL 
MONKEYS I N  D IFFERENT POSTURES AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
H I G H  LEVELS OF GRAVITOINERTIAL  FORCE 
A65-8 1291 
MORPHOLOGY 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF OTOLITH ORGANS I N  SPUIRREL 
MONKEYS I N  D IFFERENT POSTURES AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
H I G H  LEVELS OF GRAVITOINERTIAL  FORCE 
~ 6 5 - a i 2 9 1  
MOTIOM PERCEPTION 
DYNAMIC V I S U A L  ACUITY OF 30 P I L O T S  RELATEO TO 
T H E I R  F L Y I N G  PERFORMANCE 6 6 5 - 8 1 1 1 7  
PERIPHERAL DYNAMIC V I S I O N  COMPARE0 Y I T H  S T A T I C  
V I S U A L  ACUITY 1 6 5 - 8 1  118 
MOTION SICKNESS 
HOTION SICKNESS RESISTANCE INDUCED BY REPEATED 
REACTION DATA AND ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAMS 
C O R I O L I S  ST IMULATION AS INOICATED BY AUTONOMIC 
1 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 0  
OEVELOPMENT OF MOTION SICKNESS PUESTIONNAIRE FOR 
EARLY I O E N T I F I C A T I O N  OF F L I G H T  T R A I N I N G  STUDENTS 
SUSCEPTIBLE TO MOTION SICKNESS 
NSAH-916 N 6 5 - 2 5 2 1 5  
MOUSE 
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF SOME ANAESTHETICS AGAINST 
ANOXIA I N  MICE A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 9  
1-24 
SUBJECT I N D E X  N O I S E  TOLERUCE 
I N V E S T I G A T I O N S  I N T O  PROTECTIVE ACTION OF 
ANESTHETICS AGAINST ANOXIA I N  MICE 
1 6 5 - 8 1 2 1 0  
RADIOPROTECTIVE E F F I C I E N C Y  OF MEXAMINE 
1 6 5 - 8 1  243 
H I S T O L O G I C A L  CHANGES I N  LIVER. SPLEEN. AND BONE 
MARROW OF M I C E  TWICE I R R A D I A T E D  Y I T H  COBALT 60 
OURIIIG ANOXIA AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE 
WI RROW A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 5  
INFLUENCE OF INOOLYLALKYLAMINES AND OTHER 
COWOUNDS ON A B I L I T Y  OF M I C E  TO TOLERATE LOW 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER 
4165-81266 
HYPOTHALAMO-HYPOPHYSEAL NEUROSECRETION I N  MICE 
UNDERGOING STARVATION WITH OR YITHOUT WATER 
OEPRIVATION 165-81288 
W S C L E  
INVOLUNTARY EYE MOVEMENTS RELATED TO V ISUAL 
I L L U S I O N S  A65-81218 
MUSCULAR F A T I G U E  
WORK PULSE RATE AS INOICATOR OF P E R S I S T I N G  MUSCLE 
FATIGUE I N  HUMANS ~ 6 5 - e i 2 r o  
MUSCULAR FUNCTION 
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROJECTS I N  UPPER EXTREMITY 
PROSTHETICS, SENSORY MUSCULAR CONTROL* HUMAN 
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE I N  TRACKING SYSTEMS1 AND 
ELECTROMYOGRAM CONTROL STUDIES 
RE PT--6 5- 14 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 0 4  
CORRELATIONAL STUDY OF MYOPOTENTIAL RESPONSE AND 
FORCE OF MUSCLE CONTRACTION W R I N G  VARYING 
A C T I V I T Y  DEMANDS 
REPT- -2386  N 6 5 - 2 5 5 2 9  
MUSCVLAP STRENSTH 
MUSCULAR PERFORMANCE I N  MALE ATHLETE UNDER 
INFLUENCE OF TWO PSYCHOSTIMULANT DRU6S 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 2 8  
R E L A T I V E  MUSCLE STRENGTH AN0 ENDURANCE AFTER 
ISOMETRIC AN0 DYNAMIC METHOOS OF T R A I N I N G  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 9  
RATE OF INCREASE OF STRENGTH THROUGH ISOMETRIC 
T R A I N I N G  A S  FUNCTION OF I N I T I A L  RESTING LENGTH OF 
MUSCLE I N  MEN AN0 WOMEN ~ 6 5 - 8 1 2 r i  
WSWLAR SYSTEM 
INSTANTANEOUS RESPONSE I N  NERVOUS AND NUSCULAR 
SYSTEMS TO I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  ~65-23+m 
MUTATION 
SPACE F L I G H T  MUTATION EFFECTS ON DROSOPHILA 
MELANOSASTER DURINS F L I G H T  ON VOSTIX I11 AND 
VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFTS N65-24490  
l lYOELECTRIC POTENTIAL  
CORRELATIONAL STUDY OF HYOPOTENTIAL RESPOWSE AND 
FORCE OF MUSCLE CONTRACTION DURINS VARYING 
A C T I V I T Y  DEMANOS 
REPTa-2386  1165-25529 
N 
NASA PROSRAM 
COLD TEST EVALUATION OF COMPONENTS OF NASA 
PROGRAM MERCURY SURVIVAL  K I T  
AAL-TDR-64-24 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 3  
NEUVOUS SYSTEM 
BEHAVIORAL B I O P H Y S I C S  - ELECTROMAGNETIC R A D I A T I O N  
AN0 RELATION TO BEHAVIOR OF ORGANISMS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 6  
INTERVENING NEURAL A C T I V I T Y  I N  V ISUAL PERCEPTION - 
HYPOTHETICAL CONSTRUCT 1 6 5 - 8 1  244 
MECHANISM OF THERMAL RECEPTORS I N  R A B B I T  AND CAT 
S K I N  ~ 6 5 - 8 i z r ~  
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON NERVOUS SYSTEM DURING SPACE 
F L I G H T *  AND EFFECTS OF AGE. SOUND. AND PHDTIC 
S T I M U L I  ON ARTERIOSCLEROSIS AND ROLE OF NERVOUS 
SYSTEM I N  PATHOGENESIS 
JPRS-29666  1165-23443 
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON HISHER ORDER NERVOUS SYSTEM 
A C T I V I T Y  OF DOGS DURING SPACE F L I G H T  S I M U L A T I O N  
M5-23444 
INSTANTANEOUS RESPONSE I N  NERVOUS AND MUSCULAR 
SYSTEMS TO I O N I Z I N G  R A O I A T I O N  N 6 5 - 2 3 4 4 7  
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF CONDIT IONE0 REFLEXES AN0 
DRUG ACTION ON BRAIN. L O C A L I Z A T I O I I  OF 
CONOITIONED I N H I 8 I T I O N  PRODUCE0 BY MYPNOSIS. AND 
MODELING FUNCTIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM 
JPRS-30007  N65-24230 
NEURAL NET 
RESPONSE OF NEURAL ELEMENTS I N  D IFFERENT PARTS OF 
D I G E S T I V E  SYSTEM TO X-RAY I R R A O I A T I D N  
~ 6 5 - 2 4 8 i r  
NEURON 
ELECTRICAL RESPONSE MEASUREMENT ON I N H I B I T O R Y  
ACTION OF CALYX-L IKE SYNAPSES OF NEURON I N  
TRAPEZOID NUCLEUS OF RABBIT  MEDULLA 
w 5 - 2 3 3 7 3  
NEUROPHYSIOL06Y 
PORTABLE B IOMEDICAL MONITORINS SYSTEM DETERMINES 
RESPONSE PATTERNS THAT I O E N T I F Y  CHANSES I N  AROUSAL 
OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM UNDER F L I G H T  STRESSES 
INCLUDING S K I N  RESPONSE. EEG AND BLOOD PRESSURE 
165-24201 
HYPOTHALAM(D-nYPOPHYSEAL NEUROSECRETION I N  M I C E  
UNDERSOING STARVATION U I T H  OR YITHOUT YATER 
DEPRIVATION 
NEURDPHYSIOLOSICAL ASPECTS OF EYE MOVEMENT I N  
V I S U A L  CONTROL SYSTEM WITH O I F F E R E N T I A T I O N  OF 
VERSION AN0 VERGENCE 
NASA-CR-238 
A65-81288 
1165-25300 
NITROSEN 
I N T E N S I T Y  AND DURATION OF BENDS P A I N S  DETERMINED 
BY SIMULATED O R B I T I N G  LABORATORY F L I G H T S  OF 
VARIOUS DURATION INVOLVING ANALYSES OF NITROGEN 
DISSOLVED I N  BLOOD 
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY I N  CONJUNCTION U I T H  M O D I F I E D  
VOLUMES OF NITROGEN I N  DISSOLVED BLOOD 
SAM-TR-65-6 
B IOCHEMICAL MICROTECMNIQUES I N  BLOOD PLASMA AND 
SERUM DETERMINATIONS OF UREA NITROGEN* U R I C  
ACID. AND C R E A T I N I N E  
L F - 2 2  
165-24074 
VAN SLYKE APPARATUS FOR OETERMINING SMALL 
N 6 5 - 2 3 8 4 1  
N 6 5 - 2 5 2 9 2  
NOISE 
HUMAN RESPONSE TO SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS FROM 
ULTRASONIC DEVICES A 6 5 - 8 1 2 5 0  
NOISE HAZARO 
EAR PROTECTORS - USEFULNESS AND L I M I T A T I O N S  
Y I T H  VARIOUS NOISES A65-81109 
CHANGES I N  B I O E L E C T R I C  CEREBRAL A C T I V I T Y  AND 
CERTAIN VEGETATIVE VASCULAR REACTIONS RESULTING 
FROM ACTION OF NOISE 1 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 1  
NOISE I N J U R Y  
ASSESSMENT OF HEARING DEFECTS OF SUBJECTS WORKING 
I N  NOISY ENVIRONMENTS I N  F I N L A N D  
A65-8 1214 
S T A T I S T I C A L  STUDY OF HEARING LOSS WITH AS€ AND 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULA DESCRIB ING V A R I A T I O N  I N  
AUDITORY S E N S I T I V I T Y  A65-8 1221 
NOISE THRESHOLD 
HEARING LOSS DUE TO EXPOSURE TO I N D U S T R I A L  NOISE 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 5 8  
m1s€ TOLERAUCE 
REDUCING ANNOYANCE FROM AIRCRAFT N O I S E  
1 6 5 - 8 1 2 1 2  
1-25 
NOREPINEPHRINE SUBJECT INOEX 
NOREPINEPHRINE 
RESPONSES OF COLD- AN0 WARM-ADAPTED DOGS TO 
INFUSED NOREPINEPHRINE AN0 BODY COOLING 
A65-81299  
NUCLEAR E F F E C l  
STATUS OF INTRODUCED PLANT SPECIES AT NEVADA 
NUCLEAR TEST S I T E  - ECOLOGY 
UCLA-12-554  N 6 5 - 2 4 2 2 8  
NUCLEAR EXPLOSION 
MATHEMATICAL OETERMINATION OF FRACTIONING 
COEFFIC IENTS AN0 B IOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION FROM 
RAOIOACTIVE FALLOUT PRODUCED BY NUCLEAR 
EXPLOSIONS 
JPRS-30500  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 5 8  
NUCLEAR RADIATION 
LETHAL RADIATION OAMAGE ON ESCHERICHIA C O L I  FOR 
OETERMINATION OF LETHAL CONGENITAL ANOMALIES 
FROM X-RAY DOSES N 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 3  
CONTAMINATION OF ENVIRONMENT BY NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS 
AN0 ASSESSING R I S K  OF INOUCTION OF MALIGNANCES 
BY R A D I A T I O N  I N  MAN N 6 5 - 2 4 6 1 8  
NUCLEIC A C I D  
R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON PROTEIN MOLECULES AN0 NUCLEIC 
ACIDS I N  SOLUTION AN0 ON INTERFACES 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 3  
B IOPHYSICS - GLOBULE-BALL TRANSIT IONS I N  
MACROMOLECULES. NUCLEIC ACID MOLECULAR 
STRUCTUREI BIOLUMINESCENCE AN0 RESPIRATION I N  
LUMINESCENT BACTERIA 
JPRS-30097  N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 7  
A C R I D I N E  ORANGE DYE LUMINESCENCE TO OETERMINE 
SECONDARY MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS 
N65-2 5 029 
NUUERICAL CONTROL 
PATH O P T I M I Z A T I O N  FOR NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED 
REMOTE MANIPULATOR - MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM 
NA S A-C R-6 2 878 N65-25002  
NYSTAGMUS 
CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION EFFECT ON NYSTAGMUS FOR 
VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS R E L A T I V E  TO ROTATION CENTER. 
NOTING OTOLITH MODULATION OF SENSORY INPUT FROM 
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS A 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 1  
ACCELERATION STRESS OF P I T C H  AN0 EFFECT ON 
NYSTAGMUS A65-81114  
NYSTAGMUS GENERATE0 BY ANGULAR ACCELERATION 
ALTERE0 BY CHANGING RESULTANT L I N E A R  
ACCELE RAT I ON A65-81115  
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL ROLE I N  POSIT IONAL ALCOHOL 
NYSTAGMUS OF CAT A 6 5 - 8 1 1 7 8  
OCULOMOTOR A C T I V I T Y  DISTURBANCES REGISTERED I N  
SOVIET ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE F L I G H T  
6 6 5 - 8 1  199 
EFFECT OF ANGULAR AN0 C O R I O L I S  ACCELERATION ON 
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AN0 V I S I O N  
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 0  
0 
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE 
NEW FORMS OF INSTRUMENTATION AN0 PRESENTATION OF 
INFORMATION AIRCRAFT OPERATOR PERFORMANCE 
6 6 5 - 8 1  213 
O P T I C S  
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY AN0 ELECTRON OPTICS I N  
EXOBIOLOGY 
NASA-CR-62954 N 6 5 - 2 4 9 9 3  
OPTIMAL CONTROL 
S P E C I F I C  FEATURES OF TARGET APPROACH I N  B IOLOGICAL 
SYSTEMS CONSIDERING OESIGN OF AUTOMATA WITH 
S I M I L A R  PERFORMANCESI USING OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY 
A65-23787  
ORBITAL  WORKER 
MOTION BEHAVIOR OF UNSUITED AND PRESSURE-SUITE0 
SUBJECTS WHILE LUNGING, EGRESSING AN0 LANOING 
DURING WEIGHTLESS AN0 LUNAR GRAVITY CONOITIONS 
A 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 2  
ORGAN 
ALGORITHMS FOR SELF-ORGANIZING CONTROL SYSTEMS 
WHICH INFLUENCE FUNCTIONING OF INTERNAL ORGANS 
JPRS-30 21 4 N 6 5 - 2 4 3 5 1  
ORGANIC CHEUISTRY 
SCIENCE AN0 TECHNOLOGY I N  COMMUNIST CHINA - 
F I E L O  THEORYt ORGANIC CHEMISTRYI AN0 PHYSIOLOGY 
JPRS-29641  N 6 5 - 2 3 3 7 1  
ORGANIC PEROXIOE FORMATION I N  RAOIO8IOLOGICAL 
STUDIES ON MICE,  AN0 RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN 
ORGANIC PEROXIDES AN0 MERCAPTO COMPOUNOS - 
N 6 5 - 2 3 3 7 4  X-RAY EXPOSURE 
ORGANISM 
A I R  PLANKTON TRAP FOR OPERATION ON AIRCRAFT 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 4  
V I A B I L I T Y  OF ORGANISMS UNOER CONTROLLED 
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS FOR EXTRAPOLATION TO 
NATURAL CONDITIONS N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 8  
ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE 
PROLONGED SPACE F L I G H T  EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEM. ASCERTAINING MECHANISM AN0 CAUSES OF 
ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION A 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 1  
OXIOATION 
S T A B I L I T Y  OF TEMPERATURE REACTION AN0 CHANGES I N  
O X I O A T I O N  PROCESSES DURING C H I L L I N G  I N  HUMANS 
ADAPTED AN0 NOT ADAPTED TO COLD 
N 6 5 - 2 4 9 4 0  
OXYGEN 
OXYGEN DELIVERY RATE OF HUMAN BLOOD 
SAM-TR-64-89 N 6 5 - 2 4 5 9 2  
OXYGEN APPARATUS 
APPARATUS FOR PROOUCTION OF GAS MIXTURES OF 
PRECISELY CONTROLLED COMPOSITION FOR I N S P I R A T I O N  
BY SMALL ANIMALS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 1  
OXYGEN BREATHING 
EFFECTS OF HYPEROXIA ON ERYTHROCYTES I N  V IVO-  
HEMOLYSIS I N  HUMAN ORGANISM AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
OXYGEN UNOER H I G H  PRESSURE 6 6 5 - 8 1 1 2 9  
EFFECT OF DRUGS AN0 HYPERBARIC OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT 
ON EXPERIMENTAL KEROSENE PNEUMONITIS I N  RATS 
A65-8 1 2 0 2  
CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 HEMOOYNAMIC RESPONSES TO 
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION A65-8 1204 
OXYGEN CONSUUPTION 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OETERMINATION DURING STRENUCUS 
F L Y I N G  PROGRAM AT VARIOUS G FORCES 
A 6 5 - 2 4 0 1 3  
PREOICTION OF MAXIMUM OXYGEN UPTAKE /AEROBIC 
CAPACITY/  DURING PHYSICAL WORK WITH SPECIAL  
REFERENCE TO RAOIOLOGICAL HEART AREA AN0 THORACIC 
AREA 
HEPATIC BLOOD FLOW, OXYGEN INTAKE, HEART RATE, 
BLOOD LACTATE. AN0 RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF 
UNACCLIMATIZEO MEN EXERCIS ING I N  HOT 
ENVIRONMENTS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 5  
WORK CAPACITY I N  YOUNG MEN AN0 WOMEN AS RELATED TO 
HEART RATE AN0 OXYGEN UPTAKE A 6 5 - 8 1 1 4 2  
OXYGEN UPTAKE AN0 HEART RATE OF MIOOLE-AGE0 MEN 
DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE A65-8 1 1 4 3  
CONTINUOUS RECORDING OF CARBON-14 O I O X I O E  AN0 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION 6 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 3  
RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AN0 HEART 
RATE I N  EVALUATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION I N  
P I L O T  CANAOIOATES A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 4  
A65-8 1 1 2 0  
1-26 
SUBJECT INDEX PERCEPTION 
P OXYGEN CONSUMPTION I N  STANOING AN0 SUPINE P O S I T 1  ONS 165-81273 
PATHOLCGICAL. PHYSIOLOGICAL. AN0 EXPERIMENTAL POTASSIUM PALLAOO S U L F I T E  METHOD FOR CARBON 
THERAPY - BLOOD LOSS REPLACEMENT, SPLEEN MONOXI OE DETECT I ON A65-8 1275 
TRANSPLANTATION. AN0 OXYGEN STARVATION 
JPRS-30015 N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 5  PANCREAS 
PALLAOIUM 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IMPAIRMENT I N  ANIMAL T ISSUE AND 
CELLS BY COMBINE0 ACTION OF EXPLOSIVE GASES AN0 
PETROLEUM GAS Y I T H  HYDROGEN S U L F I D E  
JPRS-30443 N 6 5 - 2 5 4 2 5  
GLYCINE INCORPORATION / I N  V I V O /  I N T O  PANCREATIC 
C E L L  PROTEINS OF RAT A S  AFFECTEO B Y  HYPOXIA 
165-81177  
PARABOLIC F L I G H T  
HUMAN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION STRESS AN0 
WEIGHTLESSNESS DURING PARABOLIC J E T  F L I G H T  
165-81192 OXYGEN O E F I C I E N C Y  ANIMAL STUDY - PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF REDUCE0 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON CAROIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
W E  TO OXYGEN STARVATION N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 6  
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES I N  BODY SYSTEMS FROM OXYGEN 
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS AN0 WEIGHTLESSNESS 
ON PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SUBJECTS DURING 
PARABOLIC F L I G H T S  1165-81197 
PARACHUTING I N J U R Y  DEFIC IENCY - CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM JPRS-30576 N 6 5 - 2 5 4 3 1  
PARACHUTING HAZARDS AN0 I N J U R I E S  
165-81238 OXY6EN MASK 
B IOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF DECOMPRESSION FROM 8000 TO PARAMA6NEl IC  RESONANCE 
45.000 F T  AT RATES OF 5 TO 38 SEC ON FOUR P I L O T S  SPECTROGRAPHIC PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE OBSERVATION 
AN0 FOUR PASSENGER SUBJECTSI EXAMINING OXYGEN MASK OF R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON BACTERIOPHAGA 
ROLE A 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 5  N65-24616  
OXYGEN METABOL I S M  
PHYSIOLOGY - HUMAN AGING AN0 LONGEVITY. 
CYBERNETICS. X-RAY I R R A O I A T I O N  EFFECT, AN0 
OXYGEN PRESSURE DETERMINATION - S C I E N T I F I C  
PARAMECIUM 
EFFECT OF NATURAL I O N I Z I N G  R A O I A T I C N  ON 
GROWTH OF PROTOZOAN. PARAMECIUM CAUOATUM 
165-81254 
CONFERENCE REPORTS PAROTIO 
JPR 5 - 3 0 0 9 9  N 6 5 - 2 4 8 7 5  S A L I V A  STUDIES OF PAROTID F L U 1 0  STEROID RESPONSES 
S C I E N T I F I C  CONFERENCE - POLAROGRAPHIC MALES - PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES 
DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN METABOLISM I N  T I S S U E S  SAM-TOR-63-30 N 6 5 - 2 5 2 0 4  
N 6 5 - 2 4 8 7 8  
TO CORTICOTROPIN DOSES I N  YOUNG AOULT 
P A T l W L 0 6 I C A L  EFFECT 
OXY6EN PRODUCTION PATHOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY OF REPEATED DOSES OF 
SPACE C A B I N  ATMOSPHERE REGENERATION AND CONTROL HYDRAZINE AN0 1. 1-OIMETHYLHYORAZINE I N  MONKEY AND 
PROBLECS COVERIN6 CARBON O l O X I O E t  WATER. OXYGEN 
CONCENTRATIONS AND TRACE CONTAMINATION 
ASME PAPER 65-111-47 A65-234% 
OXYGEN SENSOR 
ELECTRODE S I Z E  AN0 T ISSUE OXYGEN TENSION 
MEASUREMENT I N  RATS EXPOSE0 TO A I R  OR HIGH 
PRESSURE OXYGEN 1 6 5 - 8 1  147 
OXYGEN TENSION 
REGIONAL O I S T R I B U T l O N  OF MVOCAROIAL BLOOD FLOY OF 
DOG AS AFFECTED BY HYPOXEMIA AN0 HYPERCAPNIA 
A65-81175 
ESTIMATING CORONARY BLOOD FLOY FROM RUBIDIUM-86  
CLEARANCE I N  DOG A S  AFFECTED BY OXYGEN, CARBON 
DIOXIDE.  AN0 VASOACTIVE ORUGS 1165-81 176 
OXYGEN T O X I C I T Y  
CETABOLISM AND PROTECTION BY ANESTHESIA AGAINST 
T O X I C I T Y  OF OXYGEN AT H I G H  PRESSURE 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 4 9  
TREATMENT OF OXYGEN T O X I C I T Y  I N  RATS Y I T H  
DIMERCAPROL A 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 0  
EFFECT OF OlMERCAPTOPROPANOL ON T O X I C I T Y  OF OXYGEN 
ON RATS AT S I X  ATMOSPHERES PRESSURE 
SAM-TR-65-11 N 6 5 - 2 5 2 0 3  
OXYGEN TREATMENT 
RISKS CF H I G H  PRESSURE OXYGEN THERAPY 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 1  
OXYHEM06LOBI N 
POLAROGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE FOR MEASUREMENT AN0 
EXPRESSION OF OXYHEMOGLOBIN D I S S O C I A T I O N  CURVFS 
SAM-TR-64-75 
~. 
N 65-23 589 
OZONOSPHERE 
ATMOSPHERIC OZONE CONCENTRATION STRESSING 
SAFEGUAROS NECESSARY FOR PROTECTION OF PASSENGERS 
AN0 CREY OF SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT 
165-23173 
RAT 165-81215 
EFFECTS OF I L L U S I O N S  OF ERROR. DREAMS. REFERENCE. 
OVEREVALUATION. AND BEHAVIOR CONCEPTIONS AFTER 
SOCIAL  I S O L A T I O N  AN0 SENSORY OEPRIVATION - 
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY 
JPRS-30158  N 6 5 - 2 4 3 4 9  
ANIMAL STUDY - PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF REDUCE0 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON CAROIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
DUE TO OXYGEN STARVATION N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 6  
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES I N  BODY SYSTEMS FROM OXYGEN 
D E F I C I E N C Y  - CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
JPRS-30576  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 3 1  
PATHOLOGY 
PATHOLOGICAL. PHYSIOLOGICAL,  AND EXPERIMENTAL 
THERAPY - BLOOD LOSS REPLACEMENT, SPLEEN 
TRANSPLANTATION. AN0 OXYGEN STARVATION 
JPRS-30015  N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 5  
PATIENT 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ANESTHETIC AOMINISTEREO AT 
H I G H  ALT ITUDE - P A T I E N T  REACTION. HYPOXIA. 
RESPIRATION, CIRCULATION. AN0 APNEA 
JPRS-30577  N65-25459 
PATTERN RECOGNITION 
D I G I T A L  COMPUTER FOR ANALYSIS  OF HUMAN PERCEPTION 
OF SPATIAL-TEMPORAL PATTERNS OISPLAYEO TACTUALLY 
165-24141 
PAYLOAO 
S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  HANOBOOK CONTAINING OPERATIONS AN0 
PROCEDURES FOR MAINTANING S T E R I L I T Y  I N  SPACE 
VEHICLES AN0 PAYLOADS 
NASA-CR-62837 N 6 5 - 2 4 2 9 6  
PERCEPTION 
E S T I M A T I O N  OF L I G H T  STIMULATOR P O S I T I O N  RELATE0 TO 
EYE MOVEMENT 165-8 1195 
EFFECT OF SUPRATHRESHOLD VALUE OF C O R I O L I S  
ACCELERATION ON P I L O T  OF F L I G H T  SIMULATOR - 
REFERENCE TO PERCEPTION OF ILLUSORY MOTION AN0 
P O S I T I O N  I N  SPACE 
NASA-TM-X-51755 N 6 5 - 2 3 7 1 0  
1-27 
PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION SUBJECT INDEX 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SPEECH PROCESSI 
SPEECH FORMING MECHANISM, PERCEPTION, AN0 
ARTICULATION FOR HUMAN COMMUNICATION WITH 
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS 
JPRS-30543  N b 5 - 2 5 5 1 4  
PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION 
CHANGES I N  PERIPHERAL BLOOD OF RATS I R R A D I A T E 0  I N  
HYPOTHERMIC STATE 165-81247 
PERME A B I L  I T Y  
INFLUENCE OF ULTRASOUND ON PERMEABIL ITY  OF 
BLOOD-EYE BARRIER AN0 REFRACTIVE MEOIA ON EYE I N  
RABBITS A b 5 - 8 1 2 8 9  
PEROXIDE 
ORGANIC PEROXIDE FORMATION I N  RAOIOBIOLOGICAL 
STUOIES ON MICEI AN0 RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN 
CRGANIC PEROXIDES AN0 MERCAPTO COMPOUNDS - 
X-RAY EXPOSURE N b 5 - 2 3 3 7 4  
PERSONALITY 
PERSONALITY CORRELATES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
R E A C T I V I T Y  TO STRESS I N  FORTY-SIX YOUNG MEN 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 4 8  
PERSONNEL 
PHYSICAL FITNESS METHODS FOR C I V I L  AN0 M I L I T A R Y  
PERSONNEL - HEART RATE CURVES OURING EXERCISE* 
RECOVERY FROM EXERCISEI S E N S I T I V I T Y  TO I L L N E S S  
NSAM-890 N b 5 - 2 4 8 1 0  
HUMAN FACTOR STUOIES FOR CONTROL AND EVALUATION OF 
PERSONNEL BEHAVIOR UNDER F I E L O  WORKING 
CONOITIONS - CONTROL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 
100-17074 N b 5 - 2 5 4 3 5  
PERSONNEL SELECTION 
O I V E R S I T Y  OF P A R T I C I P A T I O N  I N  A C T I V I T I E S  AND 
C R E A T I V I T Y  OF A I R  FORCE OFFICERS 
Ab5-81245  
PETROLEUM 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IMPAIRMENT I N  ANIMAL T ISSUE AN0 
CELLS BY COHBINEO ACTION OF EXPLOSIVE GASES AN0 
PETROLEUM GAS WITH HYOROGEN SULFIDE 
JPRS-30443  N b 5 - 2 5 4 2 5  
PH 
R A P I D  ESTIMATION OF PLASMA CARBON O I O X I O E  TENSION 
FROM PH AN0 TOTAL CARBON O I O X I O E  CONTENT 
~ 6 5 - a i 2 8 2  
P ~ S P H O R Y  L A T I  ON 
PHOSPHORYLATION OF THYMUS NUCLEI  I N V E S T I G A T I O N  AN0 
X- IRRADIATION INTERFERENCE WITH OEOXYRIBONUCLEIC 
A C I D  SYNTHESIS I N  ANIMAL CELLS Nb5-23458  
PHOTIC STIMULATION 
STIMULUS INTENSITY AN0 PHOTICALLY EVOKE0 CEREBRAL 
RESPONSE AS POSSIBLE OBJECTIVE INDEX OF BRIGHTNESS 
PERCEPTION FOR MAN 6 6 5 - 2 4 8 3 1  
F L I C K E R  PERIOOICITY EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE AN0 
AROUSAL DURING ROTARY PURSUIT TASK 
6 6 5 - 8 1  105 
INTERMITTENT L I G H T  ST IMULATION EFFECT ON C R I T I C A L  
FUSION FREWENCY A b 5 - 8 1 2 2 4  
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON NERVOUS SYSTEM DURING SPACE 
FLIGHT, AND EFFECTS OF AGE, SOUND, AN0 PHOTIC 
S T I M U L I  ON ARTERIOSCLEROSIS AND ROLE OF NERVOUS 
SYSTEM I N  PATHOGENESIS 
JPRS-29666 Nb5-23443  
EFFECT OF AGE. CONTINUOUS SOUNO. AN0 PHOTIC 
S T I M U L I  ON DEVELOPMENT OF NUTRIT IONAL 
CHOLESTEROL ATHEROSCLEROSISI AN0 ROLE OF CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM I N  PATHOGENESIS N b 5 - 2 3 4 4 5  
PHOTORECEPTOR 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EIOSENSORS - MECHANORECEPTORS. 
PHOTORECEPTORS. CHEMORECEPTORSI THERMORECEPTORSt 
AN0 ELECTRIC AN0 MAGNETIC F I E L O  SENSORS 
NAS A-CR-b 3 145  Nb5-2 5 2 7 0  
PHOTOSYNTHESIS 
PHOTOSYNTHETIC REACTIONS DURING REGREENING OF 
ALGA CHLAMYOOMONAS REINHAROI  
AFCRL-64-342 N b 5 - 2 4 4 5  5 
PHYSICAL ENDURANCE 
PHYSICAL FITNESS, F A T  CONTENT. BLOOD PRESSURE, 
RECTAL AN0 S K I N  TEMPERATURE, AND TOUCH SENSATION 
OF MEN WORKING I N  ANTARCTIC A 6 5 - 8 1 1 4 0  
WORK CAPACITY I N  YOUNG MEN AN0 WOMEN AS RELATE0 TO 
HEART RATE AN0 OXYGEN UPTAKE 6 6 5 - 8 1 1 4 2  
R E L A T I V E  MUSCLE STRENGTH AN0 ENDURANCE AFTER 
ISOMETRIC AN0 DYNAMIC METHODS OF T R A I N I N G  
A b 5 - 8 1 2 6 9  
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION 
RESPONSE TO CARBOHYORATE METABOLISM AS C R I T g R I O N  
I N  COMMERCIAL P I L O T  SELECTION A 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 7  
PHYSICAL EXERCISE 
S I G N I F I C A N C E  OF ELECTROCAROIOGRAPHIC PATTERN FOR 
ASSESSMENT OF OEGREE AN0 TYPE OF LEFT VENTRICULAR 
HYPERTROPHY CORRELATION OF HEMODYNAMIC STATE TO 
ELECTROCAROIOGRAM AT REST AN0 DURING WORK 
A b 5 - 8 1 1 0 8  
PREOICTION OF MAXIMUM OXYGEN UPTAKE /AEROBIC 
CAPACITY/  OURING PHYSICAL WORK WITH S P E C I A L  
REFERENCE TO RAOIOLOGICAL HEART AREA AN0 THORACIC 
AREA A 6 5 - 8 1 1 2 0  
HEMOOYNAMIC RESPONSE OF LOWER EXTREMIT IES TO 
EXERCISE Ab  5-8 11 2 7  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MALE 
AND FEMALE CAUCASIANS WORKING I N  HOT ENVIRONMENT 
A b 5 - 8 1 1 3 2  
TOLERANCE OF YOUNG MEN FOR WORK I N  HEAT AS 
AFFECTED BY STRENUOUS T R A I N I N G  DURING WINTER 
6 6 5 - 8  11 3 4  
HEPATIC BLOOD FLOW, OXYGEN INTAKE, HEART RATE, 
BLOOD LACTATE, AN0 RECTAL TEMPERATURE GF 
UNACCLIMATIZEO MEN EXERCIS ING I N  HOT 
ENVIRONMENTS 6 6 5 - 8 1  1 3 5  
BLOOD CLOTTING I N  HUMANS AS AFFECTEO BY PHYSICAL 
EXERCISE I N  COLD ENVIRONMENT 6 6 5 - 8 1  141 
OXYGEN UPTAKE AN0 HEART RATE OF MIDDLE-AGE0 MEN 
DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE Ab5-81143  
I N I T I A L  HEMOOYNAMIC RESPONSES TO M I L O  EXERCISE I N  
TRAINED DOGS 1 6 5 - 8 1 1 4 4  
MANUAL DEXTERITY AND ARITHMETIC CALCULATION 
CAPACITY DURING REST AN0 EXERCISE I N  HYPERBARIC 
A I R  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 3  
PHYSIOLOGY AN0 METABOLISM OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 2 0  
MUSCULAR PERFORMANCE I N  MALE ATHLETE UNDER 
INFLUENCE OF TWO PSYCHOSTIMULANT ORUGS 
A 6 5 - 8  1 2 2 8  
RESPIRATORY, CIRCULATORY AN0 METABOLIC CHANGES I N  
YOUNG PERSONS DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE 
1 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 9  
COMPARISON OF ELECTROCAROIOGRAMS OF SUBJECTS 
PERFORMING WORK AN0 TRAINED ATHLETES 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 5 1  
R E L A T I V E  MUSCLE STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE AFTER 
ISOMETRIC AN0 DYNAMIC METHODS OF T R A I N I N G  
A b 5 - 8 1 2 6 9  
WORK PULSE RATE AS INDICATOR OF PERSISTING MUSCLE 
FATIGUE I N  HUMANS Ab5-E1270  
RATE OF INCREASE OF STRENGTH THROUGH ISOMETRIC 
T R A I N I N G  AS FUNCTION OF I N I T I A L  RESTING LENGTH OF 
MUSCLE I N  MEN AND WOMEN Ab5-8  1211 
PLASMA LEVELS OF 17-HYOROXYCORTICOSTEROIO AS 
AFFECTED BY BE0  REST AND ISOMETRIC EXERCISE 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 9 4  
1-28 
SUBJECT I N D E X  PICWENT 
P m S I C A L  F I T N E S S  
PHYSICAL F I T N E S S  METHODS FOR C I V I L  AN0 M I L I T A R Y  
PERSONNEL - HEART RATE CURVES DURING EXERCISE. 
RECOVERY FROM EXERCISE, S E N S I T I V I T Y  TO I L L N E S S  
NSAH-890 N65-24  8 1  0 
P H Y S I C U  Y O M  
INFLUENCE OF S U P I N E  POSTURE ON MECHANICAL UORK OF 
BREATHING A65-81274  
P H Y S I C I A N  
AIRPORT ACCIDENT EVALUATION OFFERS CHALLENGE TO 
C O M W N I T Y  P H Y S I C I A N  165-81 298 
PHYSIOLOGICAL I N D E X  
RESISTANCE CHANGES I N  HUMAN BODY. PARTICULARLY I N  
LOWER E X T R E U I T I E S  AS RESULT OF G LOADS 
A65-81112  
D A I L Y  RHYTHM OF VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS OF SOVIET 
ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE F L I G H T  1165-81 198 
PERSONALITY CORRELATES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
R E A C T I V I T Y  TO STRESS I N  FORTY-SIX YOUNG MEN 
165-81248 
P H Y S I O L o 6 I C A L  RESPONSE 
HUMAN REACTIONS TO SONIC BOOM. EXAMINING 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND 
PROPERTY DAMAGE A 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 1  
TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC POTENTIAL  I N  PLANT ORGANS 
AFTER REORIENTATION FROM VERTICAL TO HORIZONTAL 
PO S I T  I ON 
B I O L O G I C A L  EFFECT OF COSMIC R A D I A T I O N  I N  
EXPERIMENTS MODELING EARTH- MOON TRAJECTORY 
UNDER CONDIT IONS OF SOLAR FLARE 
A 6 5 - 2 4 7 7 9  
A 6 5 - 2 5 0 9 8  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPWSES OF HALE 
AN0 FEMALE CAUCASIANS YORKING I N  HOT ENVIRONMENT 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 2  
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA 
165-81 180 
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS AND WEIGHTLESSNESS 
ON PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SUBJECTS W R I N G  
PARABOLIC F L I G H T S  165-81197 
RESPONSES OF COLD AN0 YARM ADAPTED 0065 TO I N F U S E 0  
NORADRENALINE AND ACUTE BODY COOLING - 
CALORIGENIC EFFECTS OF NORADRENALIN 
AA L-TR-64-2 1 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 0  
S T A B I L I T Y  OF TEMPERATURE REACTION AND CHANGES I N  
O X I D A T I O N  PROCESSES W R I N G  C H I L L I N G  I N  HUMANS 
ADAPTED AN0 NOT ADAPTED TO COLD 
N 6 5 - 2 4 9 4 0  
P H Y S I O L o 6 I C A L  TELEHETRY 
CAROIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY INSTRUMENTATION 
SYSTEMS FOR USE I N  PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON 
TEST P I L O T S  I N  H IGM PERFORMANCE A IRCRAFT AN0 SPACE 
F L I G H T  SIMULATORS 165-23199 
COMPRESSION OF EEG TELEMETEREO DATA TO ANALYZE 
SPECTRAL O I S T R I B U T I O N  OF B R A I N  NAVE ACTIV ITY.  
USING MOVING AVERAGE BANDPASS F I L T E R S  
A 6 5 - 2 4 1 9 3  
TRANSMISSION OF B IOMEDICAL DATA OBTAINED I N  
S IMULATION STUDIES WITH HUUAN CENTRIFUGE, USING 
S O L I D  STATE A M P L I F I E R S  165-24200 
PORTABLE B IOMEOICAL MONITORING SYSTEM DETERMINES 
RESPONSE PATTERNS THAT I D E N T I F Y  CHANGES I N  AROUSAL 
OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM UNDER F L I G H T  STRESSES 
INCLUDING S K I N  RESPONSE. EEG AN0 BLOOD PRESSURE 
A 6 5 - 2 4 2 0 1  
TELEMETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR / TELUS/ FOR 
MONITORING ELECTRICAL OR ELECTROMAGNETIC OUTPUTS 
FROM F I E L O  SENSING INSTRUMENTS A 6 5 - 2 4 2 0 2  
BIOMEOICAL OATA COMPRESSION BY POLYNOMIAL CURVE 
F I T T I N G  AND CYCLE-TO-CYCLE REDUNDANCY REDUCTION. 
NOT lNG E K 6  AND EEG A P P L I C A T I O N  
1 6 5 - 2 4 2 0 3  
B R A I N  TELESTIMULATOR N I T H  SOLAR CELL PCYER SUPPLY 
USE0 ON PRIMATES A 6 5 - 0 1 1 5 6  
C L I N I C A L  A P P L I C A T I O N  OF TELEMETERING METHOO OF 
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA 1165-81193 
TELEMETRIC DEVICE FOR UEASUREMENTS OF HEART 
FUNCTIONS A N 0  RESPIRATION A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 8  
INTERHOSPITAL  PHYSIOLOGICAL UONITORING SYSTEM AS 
RELATED TO TELEMETRY A 6 5 - 6 1 2 8 4  
RAOIO TELEMETRY I N  PWYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - 
AEROSPACE U E D I C I N E  
JPRS-30526  1 6 5 - 2 5 5 4 0  
PHYSIOLOGY 
HUMAN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION STRESS AND 
UEIGHTLESSNESS OURING PARA6OLIC J E T  F L I G H T  
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 2  
PHYSIOLOGY AN0 METABOLISM OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE 
165-8 1220 
SCIENCE AN0 TECHNOLOGY I N  COMMUNIST CHINA - 
F I E L D  THEORY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. AND PHYSIOLOGY 
JPRS-29641  N 6 5 - 2 3 3 7 1  
CL IN ICOPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM 
AN0 SPACECREY REACTION STUDIED BY P H Y S I C I A N  ON 
INTERPLANETARY F L I G H T  AN0 SEISMOCAROIOLOGICAL 
DATA 
JPRS-29795  
CL IN ICOPHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF CONTRACTIONAL 
HEART FUNCTIONS I N  FL IGHTS OF VOSTOK V AN0 
VOSTOK V I  SPACECRAFT BY SEISMOCARDIOGRAPHIC 
DATA 
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM TO MONITOR CREY PERFORMANCE 
C A P A B I L I T I E S  AN0 PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE. AND TO 
DEVELOP D I G I T A L  TECHNIQUES FOR PROCESSING. 
D I S P L A Y I N G r  AND ANALYZING DATA 
LMSC-6-65-65-15 N 6 5 - 2 4 7 1 0  
PHYSIOLOGY OF F L Y I N G  N 6 5 - 2 4 7 3 3  
PHYSIOLOGY - HUMAN AGING AN0 LONGEVITY. 
CYBERNETICS. X-RAY I R R A O I A T I O N  EFFECT. AN0 
OXYGEN PRESSURE DETERMINATION - S C I E N T I F I C  
CONFERENCE REPORTS 
J P R S - 3 0 0 9 9  N 6 5 - 2 4 8 7 5  
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 2 2  
N 6 5 - 1 3 4 2 4  
THEORY OF HEAT EXCHANGE I N  UAN. AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
FACTORS N H I C H  EFFECT THERMOREGULATION - STUDIES 
USING L A Y S  OF CYBERNETICS N 6 5 - 2 4 8 7 6  
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO BURN SHOCK AN0 
CYBERNETIC ANALYSIS  OF DEFENSE AN0 RECOVERY 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL PROCESSES 
PATHOLOGICAL. PHYSIOLOGICAL. *(IC EXPERIMENTAL 
THERAPY - BLOOD LOSS REPLACEMENT. SPLEEN 
TRANSPLANTATION* AND OXYGEN STARVATION 
JPRS-30015  N65-25025  
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS  OF HUMAN SOLUTION OF F L I G H T  
CONTROL P R o t a E n  N 6 5 - 2 5 0 5 1  
S A L I V A  STUDIES OF PAROTID F L U 1 0  STEROID RESPONSES 
TO CORTICOTROPIN DOSES I N  YOUNG ADULT 
MALES - PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES 
SAM-TOR-63-30 N 6 5 - 2 5 2 0 4  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF COLD 
STRESS FOR INTERPRETATION OF DIFFERENCES I N  
ACTION OF THERAPEUTIC DRUGS AT VARIOUS 
ENVIRONMENTAL OR BODY TEMPERATURES 
ALL-TDR-64-20 N 6 5 - 2 5 2 5 4  
N 6 5 - 2 4 8 9 0  
P I 6  
ANATOMIC AN0 HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  S K I N  AFTER 
LASER I R R A O I A T I O N  I N  P I G S  165-81096 
P I W E N T  
HETEROTROPHIC GROYTH. CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND 
PRODUCTION OF XANTHOPHYLLS BY CHLORELLA 
1-29 
P I L O T  SUBJECT INDEX 
PY RENOIOOS A A65-81285  
P I L O T  
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES DURING INDUCED 
HYPERVENTILATION I N  P I L O T S  6 6 5 - 8 1  1 6 5  
RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AN0 HEART 
RATE I N  EVALUATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION I N  
P I L O T  CANAOIOATES A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 4  
COLD LAND SURVIVAL C A P A B I L I T I E S  OF A I R  FORCE 
P I L O T S  WEARING FULL PRESSURE HIGH ALT ITUOE 
F L Y I N G  OUTFIT 
AIL-TOR-64-23 N 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 2  
P I L O T  PERFORMANCE 
ARTERIAL  AND ACOUSTIC BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
TAKEN WHILE P I L O T I N G  J E T  FIGHTER AIRCRAFTI 
EMPHASIZING SOURCES OF ERROR A 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 7  
SAFETY FACTORS AN0 ADVANTAGES INVOLVE0 I N  CONTACT 
LENS U T I L I Z A T I O N  BY COMMERCIAL AN0 A I R L I N E  P I L O T S  
6 6 5 - 2 4 0 9 7  
EFFECT OF ALCOHOL ON P I L O T  PERFORMANCE 
A65-81102  
NAVIGATION AN0 EMERGENCY TASK LOADING EFFECT 
ON P I L O T  PERFORMANCE DURING LOW ALTITUOE H I G H  
SPEED FL IGHT S IMULATION 
US ATRECOM-TR-64-69 N 6 5 - 2 4 2 5 4  
G-SUITS AN0 PROTECTIVE HELMETS FOR INCREASING 
ENDURANCE OF P I L O T S  
JPRS-30380 N 6 5 - 2 4 6 9 6  
P I L O T  SELECTION 
OYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY OF 30 P I L O T S  RELATED TO 
THEIR FLYING PERFORMANCE 1 6 5 - 8 1 1 1 7  
RESPONSE TO CARBDHYORATE METABOLISM AS CRITERION 
I N  COMMERCIAL P I L O T  SELECTION 1 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 7  
P I L O T  TRAINING 
F L I G H T  CONOITION S IMULATION FOR PRECIS ION 
T R A I N I N G  OF P I L O T S  N65-24863  
P I T U I T A R Y  GLAND 
HYPOTHALAMO-HYPOPHYSEAL NEUROSECRETION I N  MICE 
UNDERGOING STARVATION WITH OR WITHOUT WATER 
DE P R I  VAT1 ON A65-81288  
PLANKTON 
A I R  PLANKTON TRAP FOR OPERATION ON AIRCRAFT 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 4  
PLANT / B I D L /  
TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC POTENTIAL I N  PLANT ORGANS 
AFTER REORIENTATION FROM VERTICAL TO HORIZONTAL 
P O S I T 1  ON A65-24779  
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RAOIONUCLIOES ON 
METABOLISH OF WILD SPECIES OF PLANTS AN0 
AN I MAL S 
T I D - 3 9 1 0  ISUPPL. 3/ N 6 5 - 2 3 5 9 6  
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS OF 
PLANTS FOR USE I N  B I O S A T E L L I T E  
N65 -2 3 142 NASA-CR-62707 
PLANT TRANSPIRATION - RADIANT ENERGY, TEMPERATUREv 
H U M I D I T Y t  CHEMICAL EFFECTS, GUARD CELL ACTION, 
AN0 MEASUREMENT AN0 INSTRUMENTATION 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 4 1  
TRANSPORT OF POLLEN, SPORES, AN0 OTHER MICROSCOPIC 
PARTICULATES OF PLANT O R I G I N  I N  ATMOSPHERE NEAR 
EARTH SURFACE N65-2 3 9 9 2  
LONG TERM ANALYSIS OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLEN 
N65-23993  
STATUS OF INTROOUCED PLANT SPECIES AT NEVADA 
NUCLEAR TEST S I T E  - ECOLOGY 
UC LA-12-554 N 6 5 - 2 4 2 2 8  
PLATELET 
BEHAVIOR OF BLOOD PLATELETS DURING EXPERIMENTAL 
LEAD POISONING I N  RABBITS A 6 5 - 8 1 2 5 6  
PLATELET S I Z E  D I S T R I B U T I O N  FOLLOWING X-RAY - 
EXPOSURE OF STAINED BLOOD F I L M S  
UR-663 N 6 5 - 2 4 6 2 2  
PLUTONIUM 
HEALTH ASPECTS OF PLUTONIUM HANDLING - R A D I A T I O N  
HAZARDSq CONTROL, CONTAINMENTI MONITORINGI AN0 
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
AERE-L- 1.51 Nb 5-2 5 1 6 4  
POISONING 
OCCUPATIONAL POISONING WITH HYDROGEN S U L F I D E  AN0 
CARBON D I O X I D E  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 5  
POLAROGRAPHY 
POLAROGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE FOR MEASUREMENT AND 
EXPRESSION OF OXYHEMOGLOBIN D I S S O C I A T I O N  CURVES 
SAM-TR-64-75 N 6 5 - 2 3 5 8 9  
S C I E N T I F I C  CONFERENCE - POLAROGRAPHIC 
OETERMINATION OF OXYGEN METABOLISM I N  T ISSUES 
N 6 5 - 2 4 8 1 8  
BURN SHOCK AND CYBERNETICSt  A R T I F I C I A L  BLOOD 
CIRCULATIONt  AN0 20-CATHODE MULTIPOLARDGRAPH 
JPRS-30405 N 6 5 - 2 4 8 8 9  
20-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH INSTRUMENTATION 
AND B I O L O G I C A L  APPLICATIONS N 6 5 - 2 4 8 9 2  
POLLUTION 
CONTENT OF CHLOROBENZOL I N  A I R  AN0 B IOLOGICAL 
EFFECT OF SMALL CONCENTRATION ON MAN 
N 6 5 - 2 4 9 3 9  
POLYESTER 
OECOMPOSITION OF POLYESTER F I B E R S  BY HYDROLYSIS 
AN0 AMMONOLYSIS N 6 5 - 2 3 9 3 6  
POLYMER CHEMISTRY 
POLYMER CHEMISTRY - GLOBULAR-PROTEIN BALL-SPIRAL 
TRANSITIONS I N  MACROMOLECULES N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 8  
POSTURE 
ROENTGEN STUDIES I N  MAN OF RELATIONSHIP  OF UNEPUAL 
PULMONARY V E N T I L A T I O N  TO GRAVITY, AND POSTURE 
6 6 5 - 8 1 1 0 1  
EYE AN0 OTOLITHS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 1 3  
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION REVEALED B Y  
PLASMA FREE FATTY ACID RESPONSES TO T I L T I N G  
FOLLOWING WATER IMMERSION A6  5-B 11 36 
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL ROLE I N  POSIT IONAL ALCOHOL 
NYSTAGMUS OF CAT A65-8 1118 
EFFECT OF GRAVITY EMPTYING WITH VARIOUS TEST MEALS 
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 4 6  AND POSTURES 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION I N  STANDING AN0 SUPINE 
PDS I T  IONS 165-8 1 2 1 3  
INFLUENCE OF SUPINE POSTURE ON MECHANICAL WORK OF 
BREATHING A65-8  1 2 1 4  
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF OTOLITH ORGANS I N  SQUIRREL 
MONKEYS I N  D IFFERENT POSTURES AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
H I G H  LEVELS OF GRAVITDINERTIAL  FORCE 
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 1  
POTASSIUM COMPDUNO 
A B I L I T Y  OF POTASSIUM SUPEROXIDEI POTASSIUM 
HYDROXIDE. AND ACTIVATED CHARCOAL SYSTEM TO 
SUSTAIN L I F E  OF RAT AN0 MAN I N  CLOSED ECOLOGICAL 
SYSTEM 6 6 5 - 8 1 2 5 1  
POWER SUPPLY 
TELE-ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TEK-1 OPERATING ON 
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY AND RAOIOPROBE FOR 
DETECTING FOREIGN BODIES 
JPRS-29954  N 6 5 - 2 3 4 4 6  
TELE-ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TEK-1 OPERATING ON 
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY N 6 5 - 2 3 4 4 7  
PRESSURE 
ANIMAL STUDY - PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF REDUCED 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON CARDIDRESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
1-30 
. 
SUEJECT INDEX PULWONARY F U M T I O N  
- DUE TO OXYGEN STARVATION N65-2502b  
PRESSURE EFFECT 
MANUAL DEXTERITY AN0 ARITHMETIC CALCULATION 
CAPACITY DURING REST AN0 EXERCISE I N  HYPERBARIC 
A I R  6 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 3  
CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO 
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION Ab5-81204  
R I S K S  OF H I G H  PRESSURE OXYGEN THERAPY 
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 1  
PRESSURIZED C A B I N  
B IOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF DECOMPRESSION FROM 8000 TO 
45.000 F T  AT RATES OF 5 TO 38 SEC ON FOUR P I L O T S  
AND FOUR PASSENGER SUBJECTSI EXAMINING OXYGEN MASK 
ROLE A65-24075 
PRESSURIZED S U I T  AN0 AIRCRAFT C A B I N  FOR H I G H  
ALT ITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION - A R T I F I C I A L  INCREASE 
OF A I R  PRESSURE 
FTO-TT-65-258/1&2 N65-25 341 
PRESSURIZED S U I T  
COLO LAND SURVIVAL C A P A B I L I T I E S  OF A I R  FORCE 
P ILOTS WEARING FULL  PRESSURE H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
F L Y I N G  O U T F I T  
AAL-TOR-64-23 N65-24082  
PRESSURIZEC SPACE SUITS COMPARED FOR M O B I L I T Y  ON 
B A S I S  OF T I M E  TAKEN FOR I N I T I A T I O N  OF ACTION BY 
SUBJECT - HUMAN ENGINEERING 
AMRL-TR-64-126 N 6 5 - 2 4 3 6 0  
PRESSURIZEC S U I T  AN0 AIRCRAFT C A B I N  FOR HIGH 
ALT ITUCE A C C L I M A T I Z A T I O N  - A R T I F I C I A L  INCREASE 
OF A I R  PRESSURE 
FTO-TT-b5 -25811&2  N 6 5 - 2 5 3 4 1  
PROBLEM SOLVING 
WIT CORRELATED UITH CREATIVITY. DEFENSIVENESS. AND 
LEADERSHIP A b 5 - 8 1 1 2 6  
PROBLEM SOLVING ON STOCHASTIC PROCESS - MONITORING 
OF COMPUTER SOLUTIONS BY MAN 6 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 5  
PROGRAMMING 
PROGRAMMING METHOD AND RESPONSE MODE I N  VISUAL- 
ORAL TASK - PSYCHOLOGY 
AMRL-TR-64-129 N 6 5 - 2 4 4 1 8  
THEORY OF HEAT EXCHANGE I N  MAN, AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
FACTORS WHICH EFFECT THERMOREGULATION - STUDIES 
USING LAWS OF CYBERNETICS N b 5 - 2 4 8 7 6  
PROPELLANT 
TOXICOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF M I S S I L E S  AN0 
CONTAMINATION I N  CLOSED SPACE OF SUBMARINES 
165-81237 
PROPELLANT PROPERTY 
STORABLE PROPELLANT U T I L I Z A T I O N  EXTENDED TO 
INCLUDE ATMOSPHERE REPLENISHMENT, THERMAL CONTROL 
AND WATER AND POWER PRODUCTION 
A I A A  PAPER 64-213 Ab5-24446  
PROSTHETICS 
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROJECTS I N  UPPER EXTREMITY 
PROSTHETICS. SENSORY MUSCULAR CONTROL. WMAN 
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE I N  TRACKING SYSTEMS. AND 
ELECTROMYOGRAM CONTROL STUDIES 
REPT--65-14 N b 5 - 2 4 0 0 4  
PROTECTION 
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF SOME ANAESTHETICS AGAINST 
ANOXIA I N  MICE A65-81 209 
INVESTIGATIONS I N T O  PROTECTIVE ACTION OF 
ANESTHETICS AGAINST ANOXIA I N  MICE 
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 1 0  
PROTECTIVE CLOTH1 NG 
COLO AND R A I N  EFFECTS ON V IGILANCE OF LOOKOUTS 
A b 5 - 8 1 2 2 2  
G-SUITS AND PROTECTIVE HELMETS FOR INCREASING 
ENDURANCE OF P I L O T S  
JPRS-30380  N b 5 - 2 4 6 9 6  
PROTEIN 
X-RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON PROTEIN COMPOSITION OF 
BLOOO 165-24296  
R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON PROTEIN MOLECULES AN0 NUCLEIC 
A C I D S  I N  SOLUTION AN0 ON INTERFACES 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 3  
I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON CELLULAR PROTEIN 
SYNTHESIS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 5  
X-RAY AN0 AMINO A C I D  ANALOG EFFECT ON DNA 
SYNTHESIS AN0 ON NUCLEAR PROTEIN I N  L I V E R  CELLS 
N65-23459  
PROTEIN DEPLETION AND REPLETION TECHNIQUES USE0 ON 
RATS EXPOSED TO WARM AN0 COLD CONDITIONS 
AAL-TOR-64-15 N b 5 - 2 4 5 9 3  
POLYMER CHEMISTRY - GLOBULAR-PROTEIN BALL-SPIRAL 
TRANSIT IONS I N  MACROMOLECULES N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 8  
PROTEIN METABOLISM 
GLYCINE INCORPORATION / I N  V I V O /  I N T O  PANCREATIC 
CELL  PROTEINS OF RAT AS AFFECTEO B Y  HYPOXIA 
A b 5 - 8 1 1 7 7  
PSYClKlACOUSTICS 
LOUDNESS FOUND TO BE PROPORTIONAL TO VOLUME T IMES 
DENSITY A 6 5 - 8 1 1 b 8  
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT 
HUMAN REACTIONS TO SONIC BOOM. EXAMINING 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS AN0 
PROPERTY DAMAGE A b 5- 2407 1 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MALE 
AND FEMALE CAUCASIANS WORKING I N  HOT ENVIRONMENT 
Ab  5-8 11 32 
HUMAN RESPONSE TO SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS FROM 
ULTRASONIC DEVICES 165-81250 
EFFECTS OF I L L U S I O N S  OF ERROR. DREAMS. REFERENCE. 
OVEREVALUATION. AND BEHAVIOR CONCEPTIONS AFTER 
SOCIAL  I S O L A T I O N  AN0 SENSORY DEPRIVATION - 
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY 
JPRS-30158  N b  5- 24 349 
PSYCHOLOGY 1 G E N l  
ANNOTATED B IBL IOGRAPHY ON PROBLEMS I N  ENGINEERING 
PSYCHOLOGY 
NASA-TT-F-312 1165-24370 
PROGRAMMING METHOD AND RESPONSE MODE I N  V ISUAL-  
ORAL TASK - PSYCHOLOGY 
AWRL-TR-64-129 Nb5-24418  
B I O L O G I C A L  STUDIES FOR SPACE SCIENCE - EXDBIOLOGYI 
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY* HUMAN PHYSICAL AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS N b 5 - 2 4 9 1 5  
PSYCHOMTOR PERFORMANCE 
S E R I A L  CHOICE REACTION-TIME A S  FUNCTION OF 
RESPONSE VERSUS SIGNAL-AND-RESPONSE R E P E T I T I O N  
A65-8 1100 
MANUAL DEXTERITY AND ARITHMETIC CALCULATION 
CAPACITY DURING REST AND EXERCISE I N  HYPERBARIC 
A I R  165-81203 
INTERMITTENT D I S P L A Y  PRESENTATION I N  COINCIDENCE 
JUDGMENT S 165-81223 
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY 
M E D I C I N E  AND OUTER SPACE, GROUP PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY* 
AND SPACE S U I T S  - U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM 
JPRS-29998  Nb5-23777  
PULMONARY FUNCTION 
THORACIC CAGE P A S S I V E  E L A S T I C  FORCE OETERMINED 
FROM THORACIC CIRCUMFERENCE. INTRATHORACIC 
PRESSURE AND PULMONARY VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS 
A 6 5 - 2 3 2 3 1  
ROENTGEN STUDIES I N  MAN OF RELATIONSHIP  OF UNEQUAL 
PULMONARY V E N T I L A T I O N  TO GRAVITY. AND POSTURE 
A65-8 1101 
1-3 I 
PULSE RATE SUBJECT INOEX 
HUMAN RESTING PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY FOR 
CARBON MONOXIDE AN0 OXYGFN AT H IGH ALT ITUDE 
A65-81148  
D I G I T A L  INTEGRATOR FOR ON-LINE PULMONARY 
COMPLIANCE MEASUREMENTS A65-81154  
FUNCTIONAL S IGNIF ICANCE OF LOW PULMONARY D I F F U S I N G  
CAPACITY FOR CARBON MONOXIDE AT SEA LEVEL AN0 H IGH 
A L T I T U D E  A65-81185  
RESPIRATORYt CIRCULATORY AN0 METABOLIC CHANGES I N  
YOUNG PERSONS DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE 
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 9  
COMBINE0 RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL  I N H A L A T I O N  AND 
HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN INTRAVENOUS I N J E C T I O N  
TECHNIQUE FOR LUNG SCANNING FOR PULMONARY 
FU N C T I  CN EVALUATION 
UC L A-1 2-5 5 6  N65-24272  
PULSE RATE 
INSTRUMENT FOR CONTINUOUS REGISTRATION OF PULSE I N  
WORK STUDIES A 6 5 - 8 1 1 8 9  
R E L A T I V E  MUSCLE STRENGTH AN0 ENDURANCE AFTER 
ISOMETRIC AND DYNAMIC METHODS OF T R A I N I N G  
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 9  
PULSE RATE f B I O L f  
WORK PULSE RATE AS INDICATOR OF PERSISTING MUSCLE 
FATIGUE I N  HUMANS 6 6 5 - 8 1 2 7 0  
FATIGUE I N  AIRCREW REFLECTED I N  CIRCULATORY 
ALTERATIONS DURING OVERSEAS FL IGHTS 
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 9 6  
PURSUIT  TRACKIN6  
F L I C K E R  P E R I O D I C I T Y  EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE AND 
AROUSAL DURING ROTARY PURSUIT TASK 
A65-81105  
EYE MOVEMENTS DURING OBSERVATION OF MOVING OBJECT 
A65-81196  
PYRIDOXINE 
EFFECT OF D I E T  ON RAT EXCRETION OF T R I T I U M  
R A D I O A C T I V I T Y  FOLLOWING SMALL INJECTED DOSES OF 
TRITIUM-LABELLEO PYRIDOXINE HYDROCHLORIOE 
AAL-TR-64-29 N65-2 5 3 4 4  
Q 
QUINONE 
W A L I T A T I V E  OIFFERENCES I N  PUINONE COMPOSITION OF 
CHLORELLA HYDROGENASE UNDER OIFFERENT CONDITIONS 
OF GROWTH 1 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 4  
R 
R A B B I T  
FUNDUSCOPIC AN0 H ISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF 
CHORIORETINAL INJURY AS FUNCTION OF EXPOSURE T I M E  
BY LASER AND L I G H T  COAGULATOR I N  R A B B I T S  
6 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 3  
INFLUENCE OF L I G H T  TO DARK R A T I O  ON DIURNAL CYCLE 
OF LOCOMOTOR A C T I V I T Y  I N  R A B B I T  
6 6 5 - 8 1 1 0 7  
OPHTHALMOLOGIC AND HISTOLOGIC CHANGES I N  R A B B I T  
EYES INDUCED BY ULTRASOUND A65-812  16 
BLOOD COAGULATION PROCESS I N  EXPERIMENTAL LEAD 
POISONING OF RABBITS 6 6 5 - 8 1  255 
BEHAVIOR OF BLOOD PLATELETS DURING EXPERIMENTAL 
L E A 0  POISONING I N  RABBITS A 6 5 - 8 1 2 5 6  
FORMATION OF METHEMOGLOBIN I N  RABBITS AFTER 
INTRAVENOUS I N J E C T I O N  OF CHEMICAL RADIOPROTECTORS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 7  
MECHANISM OF THERMAL RECEPTORS IN R A B B I T  AND CAT 
S K I N  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 7 8  
INFLUENCE OF ULTRASOUND ON PERMEABIL ITY  OF 
BL000-EYE BARRIER AN0 REFRACTIVE MEDIA ON EYE I N  
RABBITS A65-81209  
ELECTRICAL RESPONSE MEASUREMENT ON I N H I B I T O R Y  
ACTION OF CALYX-LIKE SYNAPSES OF NEURON I N  
TRAPEZOID NUCLEUS OF R A B 8 I T  MEOULLA 
N 6 5 - 2 3 3 7 3  
R I C E  FACTOR 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MALE 
AN0 FEMALE CAUCASIANS WORKING I N  HOT ENVIRONMENT 
665-8  1 1 3 2  
RADIANT ENER6Y 
PLANT TRANSPIRATION - RADIANT ENERGY, TEMPERATURE, 
HUMIOITYI  CHEMICAL EFFECTS, GUAR0 CELL  ACTIONv 
AND MEASUREMENT AN0 INSTRUUENTATION 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 4 1  
RADIANT HEATING 
HUMAN BODY AS RADIOMETER AN0 NULL-POINT SENSOR CF 
COMFORT-THERMAL NEUTRALITYI  DESCRIB ING HEAT 
EXCHANGE QUANTITATIVELY I N  COMPLEX RADIANT 
ENVIRONMENT A 6  5- 2 40 7 6 
R A O I A T I O N  ABSORPTION 
I N I T I A L  CHEMICAL DAMAGE DUE TO RADIANT ENERGY 
ABSORPTION I N  CELLULAR STRUCTURES 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 1  
R A O I A T I O N  EFFECT 
X-RAY I R R A O I A T I O N  EFFECT ON PROTEIN COMPOSITION OF 
BLOOD 6 6 5 - 2 4 2 9 6  
B IOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC R A D I A T I O N  I N  
EXPERIMENTS MODELING EARTH- MOON TRAJECTORY 
UNDER CONDITIONS OF SOLAR FLARE 
A65-25098  
CHANGES I N  PERIPHERAL BLOOD OF RATS I R R A D I A T E D  I N  
HYPOTHERMIC STATE A 6 5 - 8 1 2 4 7  
R A D I A T I O N  DAMAGE AN0 EFFECTS I N  INTRACELLULAR 
COMPONENTS, DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC A C I D  SYNTHESIS. 
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION.  AND RADIATION PROTECTION 
FTD-TT-64 -515 /1&2  N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 0  
I N I T I A L  CHEMICAL DAMAGE DUE TO RADIANT ENERGY 
ABSORPTION I N  CELLULAR STRUCTURES 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 1  
RADIOBIOLOGICAL DAMAGE I N  AEROBIC AN0 ANAEROBIC 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 2  SYSTEMS 
R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON PROTEIN MOLECULES AND NUCLEIC 
ACIDS I N  SOLUTION AN0 ON INTERFACES 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 3  
X-RAY EFFECT ON INTRACELLULAR BACTERIOPHAGE 
PROOUCTIVITY N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 4  
I O N I Z I N G  R A O I A T I O N  EFFECT ON CELLULAR PROTEIN 
SYNTHESIS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 5  
DRY BACTERIAL  SPORE R A D I A T I O N  S E N S I T I V I T Y  STUDY 
FOR OETERMINATION OF INTRACELLULAR CHEMICAL 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 6  REACTIONS DURING I R R A O I A T I O N  
PHOSPHORYLATION OF THYMUS NUCLEI  I N V E S T I G A T I O N  AN0 
X- IRRADIATION INTERFERENCE WITH OEOXYRIBONUCLEIC 
A C I D  SYNTHESIS I N  ANIMAL CELLS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 8  
X-RAY AN0 AMINO A C I D  ANALOG EFFECT ON DNA 
SYNTHESIS AN0 ON NUCLEAR PROTEIN I N  L I V E R  CELLS 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 9  
R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON L I P I D  COMPLEXES AND ON L I P 1 0  
METABOLISM I N  CELL  N 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 0  
EFFECT OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEOTIDES ON M I T O S I S  AN0 
CAPACITY TO I N T E N S I F Y  OEOXYRIBONUCLEIC A C I D  
SYNTHESIS AFTER R A D I A T I O N  
NORMAL NUCLEAR BIOCHEMICAL PROCESSES AN0 ANALYSIS  
OF NUCLEAR R A D I A T I O N  DAMAGE 
LETHAL R A D I A T I O N  DAMAGE ON ESCHERICHIA C O L I  FOR 
DETERMINATION OF LETHAL CONGENITAL ANOMALIES 
FROM X-RAY OOSES N 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 3  
I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  WITH OIFFERENT L INEAR ENERGY 
LOSS EFFECT ON REPROOUCTIWE CbPACITY OF HUMAN 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 1  
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 2  
1-32 
. 
SUBJECT INDEX RADIOACTIVE MATEUIAL  
K IDNEY CELLS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 4  
I N I T I A L  STAGES OF R A D I A T I O N  DAMAGE TO B IOLOGICAL 
CELLS A N 0  GENETIC MATERIALS AN0 PREVENTIVE 
W T H D O S  N 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 5  
HEAVY ACCELERATE0 I O N  EFFECT ON ENZYMES AN0 YEAST 
CELLS FOR STUDY OF CELLULAR M O D I F I C A T I O N  
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 6  
INSTANTANEOUS RESPONSE I N  NERVOUS AND MUSCULAR 
SYSTEMS TO I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  N 6 5 - 2 3 4 b 1  
B 1 B L I O G M P H Y  ON EFFECTS OF RADIONUCLIDES 011 
ANIMALS 
T I D - 3 9 1 0  /SUPPL. 3/ N 6 5 - 2 3 5 9 6  
THRESHOLD CONDIT IONS FOR P R O W C T I D N  OF BURNS ON 
R E T I N A  OF EYE BY R A D I A T I O N  - MATHEMATICAL 
THEORY 
FPRC/1222  N 6 5 - 2 3 6 1 6  
R A O I A T I O N  EFFECT ON R E T I N A  - BURN INJURY S T U W  
~-1741 N 6 5 - 2 3 8 8 9  
R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON F I S H  L I P I D S  - RANCIDITY.  
SPOILAGE. COLOR. AND NATURAL FLAVOR LOSS 
T I D - 2 1 4 0 5  1165-24236 
INFLUENCE OF I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  ON O R I G I N  
AN0 DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN LEUKEMIA AN0 PATHOLOGY 
JPRS-30161  1165-24315 
SPECTROGRAPHIC PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE OBSERVATION 
OF R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON BACTERIDPHAGA 
METABOLISM OF WILD SPECIES OF PLANTS AND 
N 6 5 - 2 4 6 1 6  
CONTAMINATION OF ENVIRONMENT BY NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS 
AND ASSESSING R I S K  OF INDUCTION OF MALIGNANCES 
BY R A O I A T I O N  I N  MAN N65-24618 
PHYSIOLOsY - W U A N  AGINS AN0 LONGEVITY. 
CYBERNETICS. X -RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT* AND 
OXYGEN PRESSURE CETERHINATION - S C I E N T I F I C  
CONFERENCE REPORTS 
JPRS-30099  N 6 S - 2 4 8 7 5  
RESPONSE OF NEURAL ELEMENTS I N  DIFFERENT PARTS OF 
D I G E S T I V E  SYSTEM TO X-RAY I R R A O I A T I O N  
N 6 5 - 2 4 8 7 7  
I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON L I V I N G  ORGANISNS AN0 
RAOIOBIOLOGICAL PROCESSES I N  I N O I V I W A L  CELLS 
JPRS-30541  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 3 0  
R A O I A T I O N  HAZARD 
R A D I A T I O N  A C C I O W T S  AN0 EMERGENCIES I N  MEDICINE,  
RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY A 6 5 4 1 2 5 9  
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF F I S S I O N  PROWCTS 
FOLLOYING REACTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL R A D I A T I O N  
FROM RADIOACTIVE CLOUD, INHALATION. OR 
I N G E S T I O N  OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES 
AHSB/S/ R-64 N6S-25 154 
HEALTH ASPECTS OF PLUTONIUM HANDLING - R A D I A T I O N  
HAZARDS. CONTROL, CONTAINMENTS M D N I T O R I N G ~  AND 
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
AERE-L-15 1 N 6 5 - 2 5 1 6 4  
R A O I A T I O N  PROTECTION 
PROTECTION OF LYMPHOCYTES I N  THYMUS OF 
X- IRRADIATED RATS BY CYSTEAMINE 
1 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 5  
RAOIOPROTECTIVE E F F I C I E N C Y  OF HEXAMINE 
A65-81243 
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES I N  L IVER.  SPLEEN. AN0 BONE 
HARROW OF MICE TWICE IRRAOIATEO WITH COBALT 60 
DURING ANOXIA AN0 GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE 
MARROY AbS-61265  
R A D I A T I O N  OAMAGE AN0 EFFECTS I N  INTRACELLULAR 
COMPONENTSI OEOXYRIBONUCLEIC A C I D  SYNTHESIS* 
I O N I Z I N G  R A O I A T I O N ~  AND R A D I A T I O N  PROTECTION 
R A O I A T I O N  PROTECTION BY 
MAMMALS 
PROTECTIVE ROLE OF FOOO 
I N J U R I E S  TO ORGANISM 
RADIATIOW TOLERANCE 
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS I N  
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 6 8  
AN0 V I T A M I N S  I N  R A O I A T I O N  
N65-24942  
CONFERENCE ON BIOCHEMISTRY. BIOPHYSICS, 
CARCINOGENESIS. PLANT RADIOBIOLOGY. GENETICS, 
EXTERNAL R A D I A T I O N  T O X I C I T Y *  AN0 METABOLISM 
OF F I S S I O N  PRODUCTS 
ANL-6971  N 6 5 - 2 4 2 4 9  
RADIO M M U E N C I  
B I O L O G I C A L  S E N S I T I V I T Y  AN0 INTERACTION WITH 
RAOIDFREQUENCY AND MICROWAVE ENERGY 
A65-8 1090 
RAOIO PROBII IG 
TELE-ELECTROCAROIOGRPH TEK-1 OPERATING ON 
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY AN0 RAOIOPROBE FOR 
DETECTING FOREIGN BODIES 
JPRS-29954  N 6 5 - 2 3 k 4 b  
RAOIOPROBE FOR DETECTION OF FOREIGN BOOIES 
N 6 5 - 2 3 4 4 8  
RADIO TELEMETRY 
RADIO TELEMETRY I N  PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - 
AEROSPACE MEDICINE 
JPRS-30528  N 6 5 - 2 5 5 4 0  
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL 
METHODS FOR REMOVAL OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION 
T ID-3535 .  SUPPL- 1 N 6 5 - 2 4 2 6 2  
FORMULAS AND NOMOGRAMS FOR DETERMINING CONSUMPTION 
OF A I R  AND FREQUEMCY OF A I R  EXCHANGE I N  
I R R A O I A T I O N  CHAMBERS N 6 5 - 2 4 9 4 1  
MATHEMATICAL DETERMINATION OF FRACTIONING 
COEFFIC IENTS AND B IOLOGICAL CONTAMI l lAT IDN FROM 
RAOIOACTIVE FALLOUT PROOUCEO BY NUCLEAR 
EXPLOSIONS 
JPRS-30500  1 6 5 - 2 5 4 5 8  
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT 
MATHEMATICAL OETERMINATIDN OF FRACTIDNING 
COEFFIC IENTS AN0 B IOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION FROM 
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT PROOUCEO BY NUCLEAR 
E XPLOSI ONS 
JPRS-30500  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 5 8  
RADIOACTIVE ISDTDCE 
EQUATIONS FOR MEASURING BLOOO FLOW BY EXTERNAL 
MONITORING OF RAOIOISOTOPES A 6 5 8 1 1 1 9  
METABOLISM OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE I G O I N E  131 BY 
REPT- -132  N 6 5 - 2 3 6 4 5  
BETA AND GAMMA DOSE EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF 
RAOIOIOOINE ISOTOPE DOSAGE TO THYROID 
CHLORELLA VULGARIS 
UCRL-12492  1 1 6 5 - 2 ~ 7 2 7  
ANNOTATED B IBL IOGRAPHY ON TECHNIQUES AND 
INSTRUMENTS FOR RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES 
T I D - 3 5 1 2  ISUPPL.  1/ 
EFFECT OF D I E T  ON RAT EXCRETION OF T R I T I U M  
R A D I O A C T I V I T Y  FOLLOWING SMALL INJECTED DOSES OF 
TRIT IUM-LABELLED PYRIDOXINE HYORDCHLORIOE 
A IL -TR-  64-2 9 N 6 5 - 2 5 3 4 4  
N65-  2502 3 
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL  
COMBINED RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL I N H A L A T I O N  AN0 
HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN INTRAVENOUS I N J E C T I O N  
TECHNIQUE FOR LUNG SCANNING FOR PULMONARY 
FUNCTION EVALUATION 
UCLA-12-556 1165-24272 
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF F I S S I O N  PRODUCTS 
FOLLOWING REACTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL R A D I A T I O N  
FROM RADIOACTIVE CLOUD. I N H A L A T I O N *  OR 
I N G E S T I O N  OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES 
AHSB/S/ R - 6 4  1165-25154 
FTO-TT-64 -515 /162  N6S-23450  
1-33 
RADIOBIOLOGY SUBJECT INDEX 
. 
RADIOBIOLOGY 
ORGANIC PEROXIDE FORMATION I N  RAOIOBIOLOGICAL 
STUDIES ON M I C E ,  AND RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN 
ORGANIC PEROXIDES AND MERCAPTO CDMPOUNOS - 
X-RAY EXPOSURE N 6 5 - 2 3 3 7 4  
RAOIOBIOLOGICAL DAMAGE I N  AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC 
SYSTEMS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 2  
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY I N  RAOIOBIOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS OF NUCLEOPROTEIN CHANGES I N  
IRRADIATED BIDLOGICAL CELLS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 7  
CONFERENCE ON BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOPHYSICS,  
CARCINOGENESIS, PLANT RAOIOBIOLOGYI GENETICS, 
EXTERNAL RADIATION TOXICITY,  AND METABOLISM 
OF F I S S I O N  PRODUCTS 
ANL-6971  N 6 5 - 2 4 2 4 9  
LARDRATORY MANUAL FOR R A O I A T I O N  BIOLOGY 
T I D - 1 8 6 1 6  /REV./ N 6 5 - 2 4 6 2 3  
I O N I Z I N G  RAOIATIDN EFFECT ON L I V I N G  ORGANISMS AN0 
RADIOBIOLOGICAL PROCESSES I N  I N O I V I O U A L  CELLS 
J P R S - 3 0 5 4 1  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 3 0  
RAOIOCHEMI STRY 
ISOLATION,  RADIOCHEMICAL PURIF ICATIONI  COUNTING. 
AND CALCULATION OF STRONTIUM 90 AND STRONTIUM 89 
CONTENT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS 
AERE-AM-101 N 6 5 - 2 5 1 6 3  
RARE EARTH 
D I S T R I B U T I O N  STUDIES I N  GUINEA P I G S  AND RATS. 
FOLLOWING INTRAPULMONARY INJECTIONS OF STABLE 
RARE EARTH CITRATES AND OXALATES 
COO-1170-3 N 6 5 - 2 4 6 1 9  
RAT 
METABOLIC RESPONSE OF RATS TO ACUTE ACCELERATION 
STRESS WITH EMPHASIS ON STRESS-INDUCE0 L I V E R  
GLYCOGENESIS DUE TO ADRENOCORTICAL A C T I V I T Y  
A 6 5 - 2 3 4 1 6  
EFFECT OF FASTING I N  RAT FOR 2 6  HOURS ON L I P I D  
METABOLISM OF HEART AND PLASMA 6 6 5 - 8 1  128 
HYDRAZINE AND DERIVATIONS AFFECTING CARBON D I O X I D E  
RESPIRATORY PATTERN OF VARIOUS METABOLIC 
SUBSTRATES I N  RATS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 1  
ELECTRODE S IZE AN0 T ISSUE OXYGEN TENSION 
MEASUREMENT I N  RATS EXPOSED TO A I R  OR H I G H  
PRESSURE OXYGEN 6 6 5 - 8 1 1 4 7  
TREATMENT OF OXYGEN T O X I C I T Y  I N  RATS WITH 
DIMERCAPROL 6 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 0  
SKELETAL RESPONSE OF RAT TO REDUCED BAROMETRIC 
PRESSURE A65-81174  
GLYCINE INCORPORATION / I N  V I V O /  I N T O  PANCREATIC 
CELL  PROTEINS OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY HYPOXIA 
6 6 5 - 6 1 1 7 7  
RESTRAINT AND EFFECT ON FREE FATTY A C I D  
M O B I L I Z A T I O N  I N  RATS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 8 3  
EFFECT OF DRUGS AN0 HYPERBARIC OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT 
ON EXPERIMENTAL KEROSENE PNEUMONITIS I N  RATS 
465-81202 
CHANGES I N  GASTRIC H I S T I D I N E  DECARBOXYLASE 
A C T I V I T Y  DURING FASTING AN0 FEEDING I N  RATS 
6 6 5 - 6 1 2 1 7  
PROTECTION OF LYMPHOCYTES I N  THYMUS OF 
X-IRRADIATED RATS BY CYSTEAMINE 
A65-81235  
CHANGES IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD OF RATS IRRADIATED IN 
HYPOTHERMIC STATE A 6 5 - 8 1 2 4 7  
PROTEIN OEPLETION AND REPLETION TECHNIQUES USE0 ON 
RATS EXPOSED TO WARM AND COLO CONDITIONS 
AAL-TOR-64-15 N 6 5 - 2 4 5 9 3  
D I S T R I B U T I O N  STUDIES I N  GUINEA P IGS AN0 RATS. 
FOLLOWING INTRAPULMONARY INJECTIONS OF STABLE 
RARE EARTH CITRATES AND OXALATES 
COO-1170-3 N 6 5 - 2 4 6 1 9  
EFFECT OF DIMERCAPTOPROPANDL ON T O X I C I T Y  OF OXYGEN 
ON RATS AT S I X  ATMOSPHERES PRESSURE 
SAM-TR-65-11 N 6 5 - 2 5 2 0 3  
EFFECT OF D I E T  ON RAT EXCRETION OF T R I T I U M  
R A D I O A C T I V I T Y  FOLLOWING SMALL INJECTED DOSES OF 
TRIT IUM-LABELLED PYRIDOXINE HYDROCHLORIDE 
A IL -TR-64-29  N65-25  344 
REACTION T I M E  
S E R I A L  CHOICE REACTION-TIME AS FUNCTION OF 
RESPONSE VERSUS SIGNAL-AND-RESPONSE R E P E T I T I O N  
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 0 0  
REACTION T I M E  DECREASE WITH KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS 
6 6 5 - 8 1 1 0 6  
AGE FACTOR AN0 LATENCY T I M E  OF ELECTRODERMAL 
RESPONSE AND VOLUNTARY RESPONSES 
A65-8  1 1 2 1  
CHOICE REACTION T IMES AND THRESHOLDS OF V I S U A L  
PATTERNS AS FUNCTION OF EXPOSURE DURATION 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 6 9  
PERSONALITY CORRELATES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
R E A C T I V I T Y  TO STRESS I N  FORTY-SIX YOUNG MEN 
6 6 5 - 6 1 2 4 8  
REACTOR 
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF F I S S I O N  PRODUCTS 
FOLLOWING REACTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL R A D I A T I C N  
FROM RADIOACTIVE CLOUDI INHALATIONI OR 
INGESTION OF RAOIDACTIVE SUBSTANCES 
AHSB/S/ R-64 N65-25  154 
RECEPTOR 
MECHANISM OF THERMAL RECEPTORS I N  R A B B I T  AND CAT 
S K I N  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 7 8  
RECORDING INSTRUMENT 
INSTRUMENT FOR CONTINUOUS REGISTRATION OF PULSE I N  
WORK STUDIES A 6 5 - 8 1 1 8 9  
TELEMETRIC DEVICE FOR MEASUREMENTS OF HEART 
FUNCTIONS AND RESPIRATION A65-81208  
NEW METHOD OF RECORDING EYE MOVEMENT - 
PHOTONYSTAGMOGRAM A 6 5 - 8 1 2 4 2  
REDUNDANCY ENCODING 
B IOMEDICAL DATA COMPRESSION BY POLYNOMIAL CURVE 
F I T T I N G  AND CYCLE-TO-CYCLE REDUNDANCY REOUCTIONI 
NOTING EKG AND EEG APPLICATION 
A 6 5 - 2 4 2 0 3  
REMOTE CONTROL 
PATH O P T I M I Z A T I O N  FOR NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED 
REMOTE MANIPULATOR - MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM 
NASA-CR-62878 N 6 5 - 2 5 0 0 2  
REPRODUCTION 
I O N I Z I N G  R A O I A T I O N  WITH DIFFERENT L I N E A R  ENERGY 
LOSS EFFECT ON REPRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF HUMAN 
K IDNEY CELLS N b  5-2 3 4 6 4  
RESPIRATION 
EXTERNAL E L A S T I C  AN0 THRESHOLD LOADING ON 
BREATHING I N  MAN A 6 5 - 8 1 1 4 6  
HYPOXIC ORIVE I N  NORMAL I N O I V I O U A L S  AND PATIENTS 
WITH CHRONIC HYPOXEMIA 1 6 5 - 8  11 6 8  
TELEMETRIC DEVICE FOR MEASUREMENTS OF HEART 
FUNCTIONS AN0 RESPIRATION 1 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 8  
RESPIRATIONv  ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE, BLOOD 
PRESSURE. ELECTROCAROIOGRAM~ AN0 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DATA COLLECTED BY PORTABLE 
MONITORING SYSTEM UNDER SPACE STRESS CONDITIONS 
A 6 5- 8 1 2 8  3 
GLUCOSE CONSUMPTION BY LUMINESCENT BACTERIA 
DETERMINATION - ENERGY CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 
BIOLUMINESCENCE AND RESPIRATION Of  LUMINESCENT 
BACTERIA N 6 5 - 2 5 0 3 0  
1-34 
SUBJECT INDEX SERUM 
RESPIRATORY SVSTEM 
INFLUENCE OF SUPINE POSTURE ON MECHANICAL WORK OF 
BREATHING 1165-81274 
RESPIRATORY ARRYTHMIA AND RESPIRATORY 
ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK DURING HYPERCAPNIA AN0 
HYPOXIA I N  DOGS 665-81 211 
RESTRAINT 
RESTRAINT AND EFFECT ON FREE FATTY A C I D  
M O B I L I Z A T I O N  I N  RATS 165-81 183 
R E T I N A  
ANALYSIS  OF FACTORS OF LASER R A D I A T I O N  P R O W C I N G  
R E T I N A L  DAMAGE BY THERMAL I N J U R Y  
A 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 4  
PERIPHERAL DYNAMIC V I S I O N  COMPARE0 WITH S T A T I C  
V I S U A L  ACUITY 165-81 118 
INVOLUNTARY EYE MOVEMENTS RELATED TO V ISUAL 
I L L U S I O N S  165-81 218 
THRESHOLD CONDITIONS FOR PRODUCTION OF BURNS ON 
RETINA OF EYE BY R A D I A T I O N  - MATHEMATICAL 
THEORY 
FPRC/1222  1165-23616 
R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON RETINA - BURN INJURY STUDY 
R- 1741 N 6 5 - 2 3 6 8 9  
R E T I N A L  IMAGE 
OCULOMOTOR CONTROL DISTURBANCE AND RETINAL IMAGE 
S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  DURING F L I G H T  CONSIDERING V I S U A L  
TRACKING AND VESTIBULO-OCULAR MECHANISMS 
165-24062 
R I SK-TAKI NG 
HEART RATE OF TEST P I L O T S  OF H I G H  PERFORMANCE 
AIRCRAFT AS AFFECTED B Y  R I S K  TAKING AN0 M I S S I O N  
R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y  1165-81 293 
ROCKET 
TOXICOLOGICAL ASPECTS O F  M I S S I L E S  AND 
CONTAMINATION I N  CLOSED SPACE OF SUBMARINES 
165-81 231  
ROCKET F L I G H T  
SURVIVAL  OF VARIOUS MICRDDRGANISMS SHIELOED Y I T H  
ALUMINUM DURING ROCKET AND BALLOON FL IGHTS AN0 
DURING LABORbTORY EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET L I G H T  
AN0 X-RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  A 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 2  
RODENT 
FOCUSED AND UNFOCUSED CRYSTAL LASER R A O I A T I O N  
EFFECTS ON CENTRAL N E R V W S  SYSTEM OF RODENTS AND 
PRIMATE A 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 9  
CARDIAC METABOLISM AN0 FUNCTION I N  HYPOTHERMIC 
GROUND SQUIRREL AND RAT 165-81 173 
R U B I D I U M  86 
E S T I M A T I N G  CORONARY BLOOD FLOW FROM RUBIDIUM-86 
CLEARANCE I N  DOG AS AFFECTED B Y  OXYGEN. CARBON 
D I O X I O E t  AN0 VASOACTIVE DRUGS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 7 6  
S 
SAFETY 
B I O L O G I C A L  EFFECTS OF LASER R A O I A T I O N  AND CONTROL 
OF R A D I A T I O N  HAZARDS 165-81 091 
SAMPLING OEVICE 
CONTINUOUS SAMPLING OF ARTERIAL BLOOD OF 
UNANESTHETIZED ANIMALS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 5 2  
ATMOSPHERIC COLLECTION OF MICROORGANISMS U S I N G  
SMALL B I O L O G I C A L  SAMPLER I N  UPPER ATMOSPHERE 
N 6 5 - 2 4 0 0 0  
SCANNING 
COMBINED RAOIOACTIVE MATERIAL  I N H A L A T I O N  AND 
HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN INTRAVENOUS I N J E C T I O N  
TECHNIQUE FOR LUNG SCANNING FOR PULMONARY 
FUNCTION EVALUATION 
UCLA-12-556 N 6 5 - 2 4 2 7 2  
SCIENCE /GEN/ 
SCIENCE AND TECHNDL06Y I N  COMMUNIST CHINA - 
F I E L D  THEORY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRYI AND PHYSIOLOGY 
JPRS-29641  
COMMUNIST CHINA SCIENCE AN0 TECHNOLOGICAL 
REPORTS - ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE STEROIDS. SECONDARY 
ELECTRON. ENTOMOLOGY. SCHISTOSOMIASIS 
PREVENTION, AND DRUG TREATMENT 
JPRS-30299  N 6 5 - 2 4 8 8 7  
N 6 5 - 2 3 3 7 1  
S C I N T I L L A T I O N  COUNTER 
S C I N T I L L A T I O N  COUNTER USE I N  DIAGNOSING MALIGNANT 
THYROID TUMORS 
REPT.-129 N 6 5 - 2 3 1 2 9  
SEAT BELT 
CASE H I S T O R I E S  OF I N J U R I E S  PROOUCED BY SEAT BELTS 
A 6 5 8 1 1 8 1  
SEDIMENT 
POSSIBLE B I O L O G I C A L  O R I G I N  OF ISOPRENOID ALKANES 
FOUND I N  SEDIMENTS 30 M I L L I O N  AND 2-1/2 B I L L I O N  
YEARS OLD A 6 5 - 2 3 8 4 1  
SEDIMENTARV ROCK 
EVIDENCE OF L I F E  PROCESSES I N  SEDIMENT OVER TWO 
B I L L I O N  YEARS D L 0  AS RELATED TO B IOLOGICAL CR 
ABIOLOGICAL O R I G I N  OF HYOROCARBONS FROM METEORITES 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 3  
SEMICDNOUCTDR 
BOUNDS ON D I S T R I B U T I O N  WITH DECREASING F A I L U R E  
RATE DERIVED MATHEMATICALLY AN0 A P P L I E D  TO 
SEMICONOUCTOR AND CANCER PROBLEMS - L I F E  
SURVIVAL  TEST 
ORC-64-32/RR/ N65-24362  
S E N S I T I V I T V  
DYNAMIC PROPERTIES AN0 MODELING OF S E N S I T I V E  
ELEMENTS FOLLOWING STIMULATION I N  VARIOUS 
B I O L O G I C A L  CONTROL SYSTEMS N 6 5 - 2 3 3 6 4  
SENSOR 
B IBL IOGRAPHY ON BIOSENSORS - MECHANORECEPTORS. 
PHOTORECEPTORS, CHEMORECEPTORSs THERMDRECEPTORSI 
AND ELECTRIC AN0 MAGNETIC F I E L D  SENSORS 
NASA-CR-63145 1 6 5 - 2 5 2 1 0  
SENSOR V D E P R I V A T I O N  
EFFECTS OF I L L U S I O N S  OF ERROR. DREAMS, REFERENCE. 
OVEREVALUATION, AND BEHAVIOR CONCEPTIONS AFTER 
S O C I A L  I S O L A T I O N  AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION - 
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY 
JPRS-30158  Nb5-24349  
SENSORY FEEDBACK 
DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK EFFECT ON MORSE CODE 
TRANSMISSION BY S K I L L E D  OPERATORS 
A6S-81161 
SENSORV PERCEPTION 
L I V I N G  ORGANISMS AN0 FUNCTIONS OF SENSORY ORGANS - 
PERCEPTION AND STIMULATION I N  EXTERNAL 
ENVIRONMENT 
J P R S - 2 9 7 4 4  N 6 5 - 2 3 1 7 5  
SENSORY S T I M U L A T I O N  
AWARENESS DURING F L I G H T  AND SENSORY INPUT. 
EMOTIONAL DISORDER. AND F A T I G U E  AS RELATED TO 
MENTAL PERFORMANCE AND F L I G H T  SAFETY 
A65-81295  
L I V I N G  ORGANISMS AND FUNCTIONS OF SENSORY ORGANS - 
PERCEPTION AN0 ST IMULATION I N  EXTERNAL 
ENVIRONMENT 
JPRS-29744  N 6 5 - 2 3 7 7 5  
SEROTONIN 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT INDUCED STRESS I N  B IOLOGICAL 
SYSTEMS AND ADAPTIVE-COMPENSATORY FUNCTIONS FROM 
MEASUREMENTS OF SEROTONIN AND CERULOPLASMIN LEVELS 
A 6 5 - 2 5 0 9 7  
SERUM 
BIOCHEMICAL MICROTECHNIQUES I N  BLOOD PLASMA AND 
SERUM DETERMINATIONS OF UREA NITROGEN, U R I C  
ACID.  AND C R E A T I N I N E  
LF-22 N65-25292 
1-35 
SEX FACTOR 
c 
SUBJECT INDEX 
SEX FACTOR 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MALE 
AND FEMALE CAUCASIANS WORKING I N  HOT ENVIRONMENT 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 2  
WORK CAPACITY I N  YOUNG MEN AN0 WOMEN AS RELATED TO 
HEART RATE AN0 OXYGEN UPTAKE A65-81142  
RATE OF INCREASE OF STRENGTH THROUGH ISOUETRIC 
T R A I N I N G  AS FUNCTION O F  I N I T I A L  RESTING LENGTH OF 
MUSCLE I N  MEN AND WOMEN A 6 5 - 8 1 2 7 1  
S H I  ELOING 
SURVIVAL  OF VARIOUS MICROORGANISMS SHIELDED WITH 
ALUMINUM DURING ROCKET AN0 BALLOON F L I G H T S  AN0 
DURING LABORATORY EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET L I G H T  
AN0 X-RAY IRRAOIATION A 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 2  
S I G N A L  OETECTION 
V I S U A L  PATTERN O I S C R I M I N A T I O N  AS FUNCTION OF 
S P A T I A L  DISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS AN0 EXPOSURE 
DURATION A 6 5 - 8 1 1 6 6  
S I G N A L  MEASUREMENT 
HYOROPHONE RECORDING DATA FOR SOUNO SIGNALS 
EMITTED BY DOLPHINS FOR DETERMINING SONIC 
PRESSURE AT POINT OF E M I S S I O N  AN0 AT POINT OF 
RECEPTION 
J P R 5 - 3 0 4 6  6 N 6 5 - 2 5 4 2 6  
S IMULATOR 
SPACEFLIGHT SIMULATORS FOR ASTRONAUT SELECTION AN0 
TR A I N I  NG A 6 5 - 8 1 2 7 6  
S I Z E  PERCEPTION 
SONAR SYSTEM OF B L I N D  PERSONS - S I Z E  
D I  SCRIMINATION 6 6 5 - 8 1  1 5 5  
S K I N  / B I O L /  
ANATOMIC AND HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  S K I N  AFTER 
LASER I R R A O I A T I O N  I N  P I G S  6 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 6  
DERMATOLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS OF LASER R A D I A T I O N  I N  
HUMANS A 6 5 - 8 1 0 9 7  
EFFECT OF LASER R A D I A T I O N  ON TYROSINASE A C T I V I T Y  
I N  HUMAN SKIN A b 5 - 8 1 0 9 8  
SUDOMOTOR AN0 VASOMOTOR RESPONSES TO CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE 1 6 5 - 8 1  133 
MECHANISM OF THERMAL RECEPTORS I N  R A B B I T  AN0 CAT 
S K I N  A65-812T8  
S K I N  TEMPERATURE / B I O L /  
HUMAN BODY AS RADIOMETER AN0 NULL-POINT SENSOR OF 
COMFORT-THERMAL NEUTRALITY, DESCRIB ING HEAT 
EXCHANGE QUANTITATIVELY I N  COMPLEX RADIANT 
ENVIRONMENT 6 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 6  
PHYSICAL FITNESSI FAT CONTENT, BLOOD PRESSURE. 
RECTAL AND S K I N  TEMPERATURE* AN0 TOUCH SENSATION 
OF MEN WORKING I N  ANTARCTIC A b 5 - 8 1 1 4 0  
SLEEP DEPRIVATION 
PARADOXICAL SLEEP AND RELATION TO DEPRIVATION I N  
CAT 1 6 5 - 8 1  1 5 7  
S O C I A L  ISOLATION 
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ADAPTATION TO L I F E  ON 
ANTARCTIC STATIONS 6 6 5 - 8 1  236 
EFFECTS OF I L L U S I O N S  OF ERROR* DREAMS, REFERENCE, 
OVEREVALUATIONI AND BEHAVIOR CONCEPTIONS AFTER 
SOCIAL  ISOLATION AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION - 
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY 
JPRS-30158 N 6 5 - 2 4 3 4 9  
SOLAR CELL 
B R A I N  TELESTIMULATOR WITH SOLAR CELL  POWER SUPPLY 
USE0 ON PRIMATES 6 6 5 - 8 1  1 5 6  
SOLAR FLARE 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC R A D I A T I O N  I N  
EXPERIMENTS MODELING EARTH- MOON TRAJECTORY 
UNDER CONDITIONS OF SOLAR FLARE 
1 6 5 - 2 5 0 9 8  
1-36 
SOLAR WIND 
O R I G I N  AN0 EVOLUTION OF L I F E  PRIOR TO TWO B I L L I O N  
YEARS AGO I N  PRESENCE OF WEAK MAGNETIC F IELD.  
NOTING POSSIBLE ENHANCEMENT BY SOLAR WINO 
6 6 5 - 2 3 8 4 2  
SONAR 
SONAR SYSTEM OF B L I N D  PERSONS - S I Z E  
O I S C R I U I N A T I O N  A65- B 1155 
SONIC BOOM 
HUMAN REACTIONS TO SONIC BOOM. EXAMINING 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND 
PROPERTY DAMAGE A 6 5 - 2 4 0 7 1  
SOUNO 
EFFECT OF AGE. CONTINUOUS SOUNO, AND PHOTIC 
S T I M U L I  ON DEVELOPMENT OF NUTRIT IONAL 
CHOLESTEROL ATHEROSCLEROSIS, AN0 ROLE OF CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM I N  PATHOGENESIS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 4 5  
SOUNO I N T E N S I T Y  
HYOROPHONE RECORDING DATA FOR SOUNO SIGNALS 
EMITTED BY DOLPHINS FOR DETERMINING SONIC 
PRESSURE AT POINT OF EMISSION AND AT POINT OF 
RECEPTION 
JPRS-30466  N 6 5 - 2 5 4 2 6  
SOUNO TRANSMISSION 
SPEECH PROOUCTIONt TRANSMISSIONI AND ANALYSIS  - 
INSTRUMENTATIONt NASAL C A V I T Y  STRUCTURESI 
ACOUSTICSt  SPEECH SPECTRUM. DEAFNESS AIDS. AND 
BIflLIOGRAPHY ON SPEECH RECODING FOR DEAFNESS 
STL-QPSR-4/1964 N65-  2 3850 
SPACE C A B I N  
DEGASSING CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS AN0 
SUPPLIES FOR SPACE C A B I N  USE INCLUDING E M P I R I C A L  
EVALUATION TECHNIQUE A 6 5 - 2 3  61 7 
SPACE C A B I N  ATMOSPHERE 
SPACE C A B I N  ATMOSPHERE REGENERATION AN0 CONTROL 
PROBLEMS COVERING CARBON O I O X I D E t  WATER, OXYGEN 
CONCENTRATIONS AND TRACE CONTAMINATION 
ASME PAPER 65-AV-47  A 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 4  
MANNED ORBITAL  AND LUNAR BASE H A B I T A B I L I T Y  
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING ATMOSPHERE, N U T R I T I O N t  
HYGIENE, GRAVITATION AN0 WORK-REST CYCLE 
1 6 5 - 2 3 6 4 2  
A I R  FORCE RESEARCH ON T O X I C I T Y  OF MATERIALS 
POSSIBLY CONTAMINATING SPACE CABINS 
1165-E 1161 
SPACE C A B I N  S IMULATION 
SPACE M I S S I O N  S IMULATION SYSTEM DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
AN0 MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES INCLUDING FOUR-MAN 3 0 -  
DAY M I S S I O N  SPACE CHAMRER EXPERIMENT 
A 6 5 - 2 3  6 16 
SPACE C A B I N  SIMULATOR 
SPACE C A B I N  SIMULATOR AND TESTING OF INTEGRATED 
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEMS WITH CREW 
1 6 5 - 2 5 0 3 0  ASME PAPER 65-AV-19 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL I N  AEROSPACE 
ENVIRONMENT DETERMINED FROM H I G H  A L T I T U D E  ROCKET 
AN0 BALLOON STUDIES 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON C I R C A D I A N  RHYTHMS OF 
PLANTS FOR USE I N  B I O S A T E L L I T E  
NASA-CR-62707 N 6 5 - 2 3 7 4 2  
RESISTANCE OF BACTERIAL  ENDOSPORES TO UNFAVORABLE 
ENVIRONMENT - TOLERANCE OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
A 6 5 - 2 3 8 4 0  
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 7  
SPACE ENVIRONMENT S IMULATION OF VACUUM 
OECOMPRESSIDN TO DETERMINE SURVIVAL  AND 
AND RECOVERY P R O B A B I L I T Y  - ANIMAL STUDY 
NASA-TM-X-51669 N 6  5 - 2 4 0 3 9  
SPACE F L I G H T  
SPACE F L I G H T  GENETIC EFFECTS ON MICROSPORES OF 
TRADESCANTIA PALUOOSA DURING F L I G H T  ON 
VOSTOK I11 AN0 VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFTS 
N 6 5 - 2 4 4 8 9  
SUBJECT INDEX SWIRREL 
SPACE F L I G H T  MUTATION EFFECTS ON CRgSOPHILA 
-IIELANOGASTER DURING F L I G H T  ON VOSTOK 111 AND 
VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFTS N65-24490  
AUTOSUGGESTION EXPERIMENTS, AND EFFECTS OF 
WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS DURING AN0 AFTEQ S P A C E  
F L I G H T  
JPRS-30083 X.55-74736 
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS DURING bf i?  
AFTER SPACE F L I 6 H T  N b 5 - 2 s  ( 3 7  
SPACE FLI6Hl STRESS 
SPACE F L I G H T  SIMULATORS FOR SELECTING AN0 T R A I N I N G  
ASTRONAUTS. EMPHASIZ ING S IMULATION OF VARIOUS 
S I T U A T I O N A L  STRESSORS 165-23460 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT INOUCEO STRESS I N  B IOLOGICAL 
SYSTEMS AN0 ADAPTIVE-COMPENSATORY FUNCTIONS FROM 
MEASUREMENTS OF SEROTONIN AN0 CERULOPLASNIN LEVELS 
165-2509? 
RESPIRATION. ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE. BLOOD 
PRESSURE. ELECTROCARDIOGRAM, AN0 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DATA COLLECTED BY W R T A B L E  
MONITORING SYSTEM UNDER SPACE STRESS CONDITIONS 
165-81283 
SPACE SCIENCE 
B IOLOGICAL STUDIES FOR SPACE SCIENCE - EXOBIOLOGY. 
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY* HUMAN PHYSICAL AN0 
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACT GRS N 6 5 - 2 4 9 1 5  
SPACE SIMULATOR 
SPACE F L I G H T  S I M U L A T O l S  FJD SELECTING AN0 T R A I N I N 6  
ASTRONAUTS. EMPHASIZ IYF  S IMULATION OF VARIOUS 
S I T U A T I O N A L  STRESSORS 165-23460 
SPACE S U I T  
THERMAL E P U I L I B R I U M  OF APOLLO M I S S I O N  
EXTRAVEHICULAR M O B I L I T Y  U N I T  SPACE S U I T  INCLUDING 
GAS LOOP. WATER F E E 0  RATE AND LUNAR ENVIRONMENT 
6 6 5 - 2 3 6 1 8  
APOLLO SPACE S U I T  DESIGN INCLUDING PERSONAL 
ATMOSPHERE I N S I D E  SPACE S U I T  
ASUE PAPER 65-AV-45 6 6 5 - 2 4 3 9 0  
APCLLO S U I T  SUBSTANTIALLY REDESIGNED 
L I a u I o  COOLING FOR CONDITIONING AND REPLENISHING 
165-81160 
GT-4 CREU EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  SPACESUIT 
165-81 162 
M E D I C I N E  AND OUTER SPACE, GROUP PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY. 
AND SPACE SUIIS - U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM 
JPRS-29998  N 6 5 - 2 3 7 T l  
PRESSURIZED SPACE SUITS COMPARE0 FOR M O B I L I T V  ON 
B A S I S  OF T I M E  TAKEN FOR I N I T I A T I O N  OF ACTION B Y  
SUBJECT - HUMAN ENGINEERING 
AURL-TR-64-126 N65-24360  
ENGINEERING STUDY AND ANALYSIS GF WATER VAPOR MASS 
TRANSFER I N  SPACE S U I T  
NASI-C R-63 144 165-25269 
SPACE VEHICLE 
S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  HANOBOO(( CONTAINING CPERATIDNS AN0 
PROCEDURES FOR UAINTANING S 7 E R I L I T Y  I N  SPACE 
VEHICLES AND PAYLOACS 
NASA-CR-62837 N 6 5 - 2 4 2 9 6  
SPICECRAFT O E S I 6 N  
OEVELOPMENT STATUS OF REGENERABLE L I F E  SUPPORT 
SYSTEM COUPATIBLE WITH ZERO-Gv EMPLOYING PHYSICAL 
CHEMICAL PROCESSES FOR SUSTAiN ING CREW DURING 
SPACE F L I G H T  S I M U L A T I O N  
ASME PAPER 65-AV-25 A 6 5 - 2 4 3 9 1  
SPACECRAFT ELECTRONIC EPUIPNENT 
CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 RESPIRATORY INSTRUMENTATION 
SYSTEMS FOR USE I N  PHVSIOLOGICAL UEASUREMENTS ON 
TEST P I L O T S  I N  H I G H  PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AN0 SPACE 
F L I G H T  SIMULATORS 6 6 5 - 2 3 1 9 9  
SPACECRAFT E N V I M N M E N T  
MANNEO ORBITAL  AN0 LUNAR BASE H A t i I T A B I L I T V  
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING ATMOSPHERE. NUTRIT ION,  
HYGIENEI GRAVITATION AN0 CORK-REST CYCLE 
165-23642 
SPACECRAFT REGENERATIVE TECHNIPUES FCR WATER 
RECCflERV OBTAINING OXVGEN FROM CARBON D I O X I C E  AN0 
REMOVAL OF HUMAN WASTES A b 5 - 2 3 9 2 0  
STORABLE PROPELLAM UTILIZATION EXTENDED To 
INCLUDE ATMOSPHERE REPLENISHMENT. THERMAL CONTROL 
AN0 WATER AN0 POWER PRODUCTION 
A I A A  PAPER 64-213 1 6 5 - 2 4 4 5 6  
SPACECRAFT REENTRY 
G E M I N I  PROGRAM - AOVANCES I N  OPERATIONAL 
C A P A B I L I T V  OURING FLIGHT. RENDEZVOUS. 
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATICNS AN0 REENTRY 
1 6 5 - 6 1 2 0 0  
SPACECRAFT RENOEZVOUS 
G E M I N I  PROGRAM - AOVANCES I N  OPERATIONAL 
C A P A B I L I T Y  W R I N G  FLIGHT. RENOEZVOUS. 
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS AN0 REENTRV 
165-8 1280 
SPACECRAFT S T E R I  L I ZAT ION 
LEVEL CF SPACECRAFT S T E R I L I T Y  R E W I R E D  T O  AVOID 
B IOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF MARS 
1165-24224 
SPACUREY 
C L I N I C A L  ASPECTS CF MEDICAL PROGRAM FOR 
INTERPLANETARY F L I G H T  W I T H  P H Y S I C I A N  I N  
SPACECREW N b 5 - 2 3 4 2 3  
SPECIES O I F N S I O N  
STATUS OF INTROOUCEO PLANT SPECIES AT NEVADA 
NUCLEAR TEST S I T E  - ECOLOGY 
UCLA-12-554 N 6 5 - 2 4 2 2 8  
S P E C T I I U  A M L Y S I S  
COMPRESSION OF EEG TELEMETEREO DATA TO ANALYZE 
SPECTRAL O I S T R I B U T I O N  OF B R A I N  WAVE A C T I V I T Y .  
USING MOVING AVERAGE BANDPASS F I L T E R S  
165-24 193 
SPECTR0MAPHY 
SPECTROGRAPHIC PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE OBSERVATION 
OF R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON BACTERIOPHA6A 
N b 5 - 2 4 6 1 6  
SPEECH 
SPEECH PRODUCTION.  TRANSMISSION^ ANC ANALVSIS  - 
INSTRUMENTATIONI NASAL C A V I T V  STRUCTURES. 
ACOUSTICS. SPEECH St'ECTRUM. OEAFNESS A I O S .  AN0 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SPEECH RECOOING FOR DEAFNESS 
STL-PPSR-4/1964 
EXPERIMENTAL I N V E S T I G A T I O N  OF SPEECH PROCESS. 
SPEECH FORMING MECHANISM. PERCEPTION, AN0 
ARTICULATION FOR HUMAN COMMUNICATION WITH 
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS 
JPRS-30543  
N 6 5 - 2 3 8 5 0  
N 6 5 - 2 5 5 1 4  
SPEECH O I S C R I M I N A T l o l )  
PHONEMIC COMPLETION AN0 SOCIAL  EVALUATION OF 
HEARING LOSS 165-81 116 
RELATIONSHIP  OF PURE TONES TO SPEECH RECEPTION 
THRESHOLD A b 5 - 8 1 2 4 0  
SPLEEN 
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES I N  LIVER, SPLEEN. AN0 BONE 
MARROW OF MICE T Y I C E  I R R l O I A T E O  W I T H  COBALT 60 
DURING ANOXIA AN0 GRAFTED M I T H  HOMCLOGOUS BONE 
HARROW 165-81265 
SPORE 
TRANSPORT OF POLLEN, SPORES. AN0 OTHER MICROSCOPIC 
PARTICULATES OF PLANT O R I G I N  I N  ATMOSPHERE NEAR 
1165-23992 EARTH SURFACE 
RESISTANCE OF BACTERIAL  ENDOSPORES TO UNFAVORABLE 
ENVIRONMENT - TOLERANCE OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
N65-23997 
SQUIRREL 
THERMOREGULATION AND COLC A C C L I M A T I Z A T I O N  I N  
GROUND SOUIRREL. C I T E L L U S  I R I D E C E M L I N E A I U S  
1-37 
STARVATION SUBJECT I N D E X  
665-81 137 
CORE TEMPERATURE INFLUENCE UPON OURATION OF 
HIBERNATION OF GROUNO SQUIRRELI C I T E L L U S  
L A T E R A L I S  Ab5-81139 
STARVATION 
EFFECT OF FASTING I N  RAT FOR 2b HOURS ON L I P I D  
METABOLISM OF HEART AN0 PLASMA 665-81 128 
CHANGES I N  GASTRIC H I S T I D I N E  DECARBOXYLASE 
A C T I V I T Y  OURING F A S T I N G  AND FEEDING I N  RATS 
Ab5-81217  
HYPOTHALAMO-HYPOPHYSEAL NEUROSECRETION I N  M I C E  
UNDERGOING STARVATION W I T H  OR WITHOUT WATER 
OEPRIVATION Ab5-81288  
S T A T 1  S T I C S  
S T A T I S T I C A L  TABLE FOR EVALUATION OF ACCIDENTS OUE 
TO DEFECTIVE V I S U A L  A C U I T Y  A b 5 - 8 1 2 6 8  
S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  
S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  HANDBOOK CONTAINING OPERATIONS AN0 
PROCEDURES FOR MAINTANING S T E R I L I T Y  I N  SPACE 
VEHICLES AN0 PAYLOADS 
NA SA-CR-62 837 N b 5 - 2 4 2 9 6  
T O X I C I T Y  OF ETHYLENE O X I D E  - BIBLIOGRAPHY ON 
S T E R I  L I ZAT I O N  
NASA-CR-b2838 N b 5 - 2 4 2 9 7  
S T E R O I D  
COMMUNIST CHINA SCIENCE AN0 TECHNOLOGICAL 
REPORTS - ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE STEROIDS. SECONDARY 
SAFEGUARDS NECESSARY FOR PROTFCTION OF PASSENGERS- 
AND CREW OF SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT 
A b 5 - 2 3 7 7 3  
SURVEILLANCE 
HUMAN FACTOR S T U D I E S  FOR CONTROL AN0 EVALUATION OF 
PERSONNEL BEHAVIOR UNDER F I E L D  WORKING 
C O N C I T I O N S  - CONTROL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 
I D O - 1 7 0 7 4  N b 5 - 2 5 4 3 5  
SURVIVAL 
S U R V I V A L  OF VARIOUS MICROORGANISMS SHIELDED WITH 
ALUMINUM DURING ROCKET AN0 BALLOON F L I G H T S  AN0 
OURING LABORATORY FXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET L I G H T  
AN0 X-RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  A b 5 - 8 1 2 3 2  
PLANE CRASH RESEARCH DECREASES LOSS OF L I F E  
A b 5 - 8 1 2 4 9  
SURVIVAL A N 0  GROWTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS 
I N  AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING P O S S I B I L I T Y  
OF O R I G I N  A N 0  EXISTENCE OF L I F E  ON J U P I T E R  
A b 5 - 8 1 2 8 7  
COLD L A N 0  SURVIVAL  C A P A B I L I T I E S  OF A I R  FORCE 
P I L O T S  WEARING F U L L  PRESSURE H I G H  A L I I T U O E  
F L Y I N G  O U T F I T  
AAL-TOR-64-23 N b 5 - 2 4 0 8 2  
COLD TEST EVALUATION OF COMPONENTS OF NASA 
PROGRAM MERCURY SURVIVAL  K I T  
AAL-TOR-64-24 N b 5 - 2 4 0 8 3  
BOUNDS ON O I S T R I B U T I O N  WITH i lFCREASING F A I L U R E  
RATE D E R I V E 0  MATHEMATICALLV AN0 A P P L I E D  TO 
ELECTRON, ENTOMOLOGY, SCHISTOSOMIASIS 
PREVENTION. AND DRUG TREATMENT 
JPRS-30299  N b 5 - 2 4 8 8 7  
S A L I V A  STUDIES OF PAROTID F L U I D  STEROID RESPONSES 
TO CORTICOTROPIN DOSES I N  YOUNG ADULT 
MALES - PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES 
SAW-TOR-63-30 N65-2 5204 
S T I M U L A T I O N  
B R A I N  TELESTIMULATOR W I T H  SOLAR C E L L  POWER SUPPLY 
USE0 ON PRIMATES A b 5 - 8 1 1 5 6  
DYNAMIC PROPERTIES AN0 MODELING OF S E N S I T I V E  
ELEMENTS FOLLOWING STIMULATION I N  VARIOUS 
B I O L O G I C A L  CONTROL SYSTEMS N 65-2 3 3 64 
STORABLE PROPELLANT 
STORABLE PROPELLANT U T I L I Z A T I O N  EXTENDED TO 
INCLUDE ATMOSPHERE REPLENISHMENT. THERMAL CONTROL 
AN0 WATER AN0 POWER PROOUCTION 
A I A A  PAPER 64-213  A b 5 - 2 4 4 4 6  
STRAT OS P H  E RE 
CHARACTERISTICS OF IMPACTION AN0 B I O L O G I C A L  
F I L T R A T I O N  AEROSOL COLLECTION MECHANISMS I N  
STRATOSPHERE N b 5 - 2 3 9 8 5  
V E R T I C A L  O I S T R I B U T I O N  OF AIRBORNE ORGANISMS I N  
TROPOSPHERE AND STRATOSPHERE N b 5 - 2 3 9 9 0  
STRESS / B I O L /  
PROPOSE0 FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS  OF STRESS I N  
HUMANS 165-81207 
STRONTIUM 89 
ISOLATION. RAOIOCHEMICAL PURIFICATION, COUNTING, 
AND CALCULATION OF STRONTIUM 90 AN0 STRONTIUM 89 
CONTENT OF B IOLOGICAL MATERIALS 
AERE-AM-101 N b 5 - 2 5 1 6 3  
STRONTIUM 90 
ISOLATIONI  RAOIOCHEMICAL PURIF ICATIONI  COUNTING, 
AN0 CALCULATION OF STRONTIUM 90 AN0 STRONTIUM 89 
CONTENT OF B IOLOGICAL MATERIALS 
AERE-AM-101 N 6 5 - 2 5 1 6 3  
SUBMhR I NE 
TOXICOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF M I S S I L E S  AN0 
CONTAMINATION I N  CLOSED SPACE OF SUBMARINES 
665-8 1231 
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT 
ATMOSPHERIC OZONE CONCENTRATION STRESSING 
SEMICONOUCTOR AN0 CANCtR P R O B L E M S  - L I F E  
SURVIVAL  TEST 
ORC-b4-32/RR/ N b 5 - 2 4 3 6 2  
SWEATING 
SUOOMOTOR AN0 VASCMOTOR RESPONSES T O  CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE A b  5-8 1 13 3 
B I O L O G I C A L  EFFECT OF STRENUOUS WORK AND SWEATING 
ON BLOOO AN0 T I S S U E  
NASA-TT-F-9338 N b 5 - 2 3 6 7 8  
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM 
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION REVEALED BY 
PLASMA FREE FATTY A C I D  RESPONSES TO T I L T I N G  
FOLLOWING WATER IMMERSION A b 5-8 1 1 3 6  
SYNAPSE 
ELECTRICAL RESPONSE MEASUREMENT ON I N H I B I T O R Y  
A C T I O N  OF C A L Y X - L I K E  SYNAPSES OF NEURON I N  
TRAPEZOID NUCLEUS OF R A B B I T  MEDULLA 
N b  5- 2 3 373 
SYNTHESIS 
I O N I Z I N G  R A O I A T I O N  EFFECT ON CELLULAR PROTEIN 
SYNTHESIS N b 5 - 2 3 4 5 5  
EFFECT OF OEOXYRIBONUCLEOTIDES ON M I T O S I S  AND 
CAPACITY TO I N T E N S I F Y  OEOXYRIBONUCLEIC A C I D  
SYNTHESIS AFTER R A O I A T I O N  N b 5 - 2 3 4 6 1  
PHYSICS OF CELLULAR SYNTHESIS, GROWTH. AND 
D I V I S I O N S  
NASA-CR-62925 N b 5 - 2 4 5 7 5  
SYSTEMS OESIGN 
HUMAN ENGINEERING GUIDE FOR ECl l IPMENT OESIGNERS 
A b 5 8 1 1 7 0  
HUMAN ENGINEERING I N  SYSTEMS DESIGN 
N 6  5-2 3 9 6 0  
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING CONCEPTS EXAMINING 
READ- IN*  STORAGE. D E C I S I O N  MAKING AND READ-OUT 
SUBSYSTEMS A b 5 - 2 5  180 
T 
T A C T I L E  D I S C R I M I N A T I O N  
D I G I T A L  COMPUTER FOR A N A L Y S I S  OF HUMAN PERCEPTION 
OF SPATIAL-TEMPORAL PATTERNS DISPLAYED TACTUALLY 
A b 5 - 2 4 1 4 7  
1-38 
SUBJECT INOEX T R A N S I S T m  C I R C U I T  
SYSTEMS CONSID€RING DESIGN OF AUTOMATA Y I T H  
S I M I L A R  PERFORMANCES. U S I N G  OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY 
165-2 3 7 87 
TECHNOLO6V /6EN/ 
SCIENCE AN0 TECHNOLOGY I N  COMMUNIST CHINA - 
F I E L O  THEORY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. AN0 PHYSIOLOGY 
JPRS-29641  N65-23371 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
INTERNAL HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMIC RESPONSE - 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL THEORYI TEMPERATURE CONTROL* 
CAROIOVASCULAR SYSTEM. AN0 HORMONE OYNAMICS. 
AN0 BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION 
NASA-CR-219 Nb5-23 813 
TEMPERATURE EFFECT 
PLANT TRANSPIRATION - RAOIANT ENER6Ye TEMPERATUREI 
HUMIDITY.  CHEMICAL EFFECTS. GUAR0 CELL ACTIONr 
AN0 MEASUREMENT AN0 INSTRUMENTATION 
N65-23 941 
TEST METHOD 
TESTING AN0 EVALUATING HEARIN6  PROTECTORS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 0  
THERAPV 
TREATMENT OF OXYGEN TOXICITY IN RATS WITH 
01 MERCAPROL 665-81 150 
TREATMENT OF HYOROFLUORIC A C I D  BURNS BY COOLING 
AN0 DRUGS A65-81186  
THERMAL EFFECT 
ANALYSIS OF FACTORS OF LASER R A O I A T I O N  PRODUCING 
R E T I N A L  DAMAGE BY THERMAL I N J U R Y  
A b 5 - 8 1 0 9 4  
MECHANISM OF THERMAL RECEPTORS I N  R A B B I T  AN0 CAT 
S K I N  A65-81278  
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 
HUMAN BODY AS RAOIOMETER AN0 NULL-POINT SENSOR OF 
COMFORT-THERMAL NEUTRALITY. DESCRIBING HEAT 
EXCHANGE CUANTITATIVELY I N  COMPLEX RAOIANT 
ENVIRONMENT A b 5 - 2 4 0 7 6  
THERMAL PROTECTION 
THERMAL E P U I L I B R I U M  OF APOLLO M I S S I O N  
EXTRAVEHICULAR M O B I L I T Y  U N I T  SPACE S U I T  INCLUOING 
GAS LOOP, WATER F E E 0  RATE AND LUNAR ENVIRONMENT 
A b 5 - 2 3 6 1 8  
THERMORECEPTOR 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOSENSORS - MECHANORECEPTORS. 
PHOTORECEPTORSr CHEMORECEPTORS. THERMORECEPTORS. 
AN0 ELECTRIC AN0 MAGNETIC F I E L O  SENSORS 
NASA-CR-63145 N 6 5 - 2 5 2 7 0  
THORAX 
THORACIC CAGE P A S S I V E  E L A S T I C  FORCE DETERMINED 
FROM THORACIC CIRCUMFERENCE. INTRATHORACIC 
PRESSURE AN0 PULMONARY VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS 
A b 5 - 2 3 2 3 1  
PREDICTION OF MAXIMUM OXYGEN UPTAKE /AEROBIC 
CAPACITY/  DURING PHYSICAL WORK Y I T H  SPECIAL  
REFERENCE TO RADIOLOGICAL HEART AREA AN0 THORACIC 
AREA 665-81120 
THVWUS 
PROTECTION OF LYMPHOCYTES I N  THYMUS OF 
X- IRRAOIATEO RATS BY CYSTEAMINE 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 5  
PHOSPHORYLATION OF THYMUS NUCLEI  I N V E S T I G A T I O N  AN0 
X- IRRAOIATION INTERFERENCE WITH OEOXYRIBONUCLEIC 
A C I D  SYNTHESIS I N  ANIMAL CELLS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 8  
THVROID 
S C I N T I L L A T I O N  COUNTER USE I N  OIAGNOSING MALIGNANT 
THYROID TUMORS 
RE PT = -1 29 N65-23729 
BETA AN0 GAMMA DOSE EPUATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF 
RAOIOIOOINE ISOTOPE OOSACE TO THYROID 
UCRL- 12492 N b 5 - 2 4 7 2 7  
T I M E  FACTOR 
FUNDUSCOPIC AN0 H ISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF 
CHORIORETINAL INJURY AS FUNCTION OF EXPOSURE T I M E  
BY LASER AN0 L I G H T  COAGULATOR I N  RABBITS 
a 6 5 - e i o 9 3  
CORE TEMPERATURE INFLUENCE UPON OURATION OF 
H IBERNATION OF GRCJNO SPUIRREL. C I T E L L U S  
L A T E R A L I S  A65-81139  
T ISSUE 
INTERACTION OF LASER RAOIATION WITH BOCY TISSUES 
165-81092 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF STRENUOUS YORK AN0 SWEATING 
ON BLOOD AN0 T ISSUE 
NASA-TT-F-9338 N65-23678  
S C I E N T I F I C  CONFERENCE - POLAROGRAPHIC 
DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN METABOLISM I N  TISSUES 
N 6 5 - 2 4 8 7 8  
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IMPAIRMENT I N  ANIMAL T I S S U E  AN0 
CELLS BY COMBINED ACTION OF EXPLOSIVE GASES AN0 
PETROLEUM GAS WITH HYDROGEN SULFIDE 
JPRS-30443  N65-2542  5 
TONE 
RELATIONSHIP  OF PURE TONES TO SPEECH RECEPTION 
THRESHOLD A65-81240  
TOXI  C I T Y  
V I S I B L E  L I G H T  PHOTOTOXICITY AN0 PHOTOALLERGY 
A65-81089  
HYORAZINE AN0 DERIVATIONS AFFECTING CARBON O I O X I O E  
RESPIRATORY PATTERN OF VARIOUS METABOLIC 
SUBSTRATES I N  RATS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 1  
A I R  FORCE RESEARCH ON T O X I C I T Y  OF MATERIALS 
POSSIBLY CONTAMINATING SPACE CABINS 
165-81161 
T O X I C I T Y  OF ETHYLENE OXIOE - BIBLIOGRAPHY ON 
S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  
NASA-CR-62838 N 6 5 - 2 4 2 9 7  
T O X I C I T Y  AND SAFETY HAZARO 
R I S K S  OF N I G H  PRESSURE OXYGEN THERAPY 
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 1  
I N D U S T R I A L  A I R  POLLUTION AS SAFETY HAZARO - 
STANOAROIZATION OF TOXIC CRITERIA .  EFFECTS ON 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM, ARSENIC POISONING, AN0 
TRACING PHENOL CONTENT I N  A I R  
JPRS-29981  N65-2377b  
TOXICOLOGY 
PATHOLOGY AND TOXICOLCGY OF REPEATED DOSES OF 
HYDRAZINE AN0 1 .  1-OIHETHYLHYORAZINE I N  MONKEY AND 
RAT A65-81215  
TOXICOLOGICAL ASPECTS CiF H I S S I L L S  AN0 
CONTAMINATION I N  CLOSE0 SPACE 3 c  CbBMARINES 
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 3 7  
TRAOESCANT I A  
SPACE F L I G H T  GENETIC EFFECTS ON HICROSFCRES OF 
TRADESCANTIA PALUOOSA CURING F L I G H T  ON 
VOSTOK 111 &NO VOSTCK I V  SPACECRAFTS 
N 6 5 - 2 4 4 0 9  
TRAIN I N 6  
TOLERANCE O F  YOUNG HEN FCR WORK I N  HEAT AS 
AFFECTED BY STRENUOUS T R A I N I N G  DURING UINTER 
4 6 5 - 0 1 1 3 4  
I N I T I A L  HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO M I L O  EXERCISE I N  
TRAINEO DOGS 
TRANSISTOR C I R C U I T  
A65-81144  
TRANSISTORIZE0  D IRECT CURRENT MILL IVOLTMETER 
CONSISTING OF ALTERNATE CURRENT A M P L I F I E R  AN0 
COMPACT S I L I C C N  S T A B I L I T R G N  CONVERTERS 
JPRS-30 5 5 7  N 6 5 - 2 5 5 4 1  
1-39 
T R A N S I T I O N  POINT SUBJECT I N C E ?  
URINE EXCRETION I N  ANIMALS - OEPENOENCE OF 
D I U R E S I S  ON SALT CONTENT, ALCOHOL CONTENT, FREE 
CARBON DIOXIDE.  AN0 HYOROGEN I O N  CONCENTRATION 
I N  DRINKING WATER 
NASA-TT-F-9337 N 6 5 - 2 3 7 9  7 
V 
VALSALVA MANEUVER 
COMPARISON O F  VALSALVA MANEUVER AN0 FRENZEL 
MANEUVER I N  MIOOLE EAR V E N T I L A T I O N  
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 2  
T R A N S I T I O N  POINT 
POLYMER CHEMISTRY - GLOBULAR-PROTEIN BALL-SPIRAL 
TRANS1 TIONS I N  MACROMOLECULES N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 8  
TRANSPIRATION 
PLANT TRANSPIRATION - RADIANT ENERGY. TEMPERATURE. 
HUMIOITYI  CHEMICAL EFFECTS. GUAR0 CELL  ACTION, 
AN0 MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 4 1  
TRANS PLANTATION 
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES I N  LIVER. SPLEEN, AN0 BONE 
MARROW OF MICE T k I C E  IRRAOIATEO WITH COBALT 60 
DURING ANOXIA AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE 
MARROW A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 5  
PATHOLOGICAL, PHYSIOLOGICALt  AN0 EXPERIMENTAL 
THERAPY - BLOOD LOSS REPLACEMENT, SPLEEN 
TRANSPLANTATIONI AN0 OXYGEN STARVATION 
JPRS-30015 N 6 5 - 2 5 0 2 5  
T R I T I U M  
EFFECT OF D I E T  ON RAT EXCRETION OF T R I T I U M  
RAOIOACTIV ITY FOLLOWING SMALL INJECTED COSES OF 
TRITIUM-LABELLEO PYRIDOXINE HYOROCHLORIOE 
AAL-TR-64-29 N 6 5 - 2 5 3 4 4  
TROPOSPHERE 
VERTICAL D I S T R I B U T I O N  OF AIRBORNE ORGANISMS I N  
TROPOSPHERE AN0 STRATOSPHERE N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 0  
TUMOR 
S C I N T I L L A T I O N  COUNTER USE I N  DIAGNOSING MALIGNANT 
THYROID TUMORS 
REPT.-129 N 6 5 - 2 3 7 2 9  
U 
U-S-S-R- SPACE PROGRAN 
M E D I C I N E  AN0 OUTER SPACE. GROUP PSYCHOPWSIOLOGY. 
AN0 SPACE S U I T S  - U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM 
JPRS-29998 N 6 5 - 2 3 1 1 7  
ULTRASONIC RADIATION 
OPHTHALMOLOGIC AND HISTOLOGIC CHANGES I N  RABBIT  
EVES INOUCEO BY ULTRASOUND A 6 5 - 8 1 2 1 6  
ULTRASONICS 
HUMAN RESPONSE TO SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS FROM 
ULTRASONIC DEVICES A 6 5 - 8 1 2 5 0  
I*IFI UENCE OF ULTRASOUND ON PERMEABIL ITY  OF 
F L C O O  EYE BARRIER AN0 REFRACTIVE MEDIA ON EYE I N  
S A P  I T C  ~ 6 5 - a i 2 8 9  
ULTRAVIOLET L IGHT 
SURVIVAL OF VARIOUS MICROORGANISMS SHIELDED WITH 
ALUMINLP DURING ROCKET AN0 BALLOON FL IGHTS AN0 
DURING LAbORCTORY EXPll.I'CF T @  I / /  TPA\ - IGLET L I G H T  
ANC X - 9 A i  1 r ' b C I d T l ( J ' ~  6 6 5 - 8 1  2 3 2  
UNIVERSE 
O E T E r T i N b  LlFr I V  CTHES S I  I b 2  
A h 5 - 3 1 2 6 3  
" ?  - -- UPPEX ATWCSPHtRE 
I L,. i l ; -cy* .  4 
t I L<E  - S i M U L b T E d  H I G H  
4 6 5 - 2 3 9 6 6  
C I L . ~ C I  I J L  "t MICKUORGANISYd USINC. 
:.AL >AYF, t l  iN dFFEA 4THGS?HFFE 
No --24Li30 
U R I C  A C I D  
BICLHEMICAL MICROTECHYIQUES I N  8LOClT) PLASMA AND 
SFRUM OETERHINATIONS OF UREA NIQROGEN. U R I C  
A L  D ,  aNG CREATIh IQE 
L F - 2 7  N b 5 - 2 5 2 9 2  
URINE 
MANNED SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM FOR RECOVERING POTABLE 
WATER FROM URINE, WASH WATER AN0 HUMIOITY 
CONDENSATES BY ELECTRODIALYSIS 
ASME PAPER 65-AV-16 A 6 5 - 2 3 2 2 4  
THERMAL VAPORIZATION FOR WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE 
1 6 5 - 2 4 4 5 7  
VAPORIZATION 
THERMAL VAPORIZATION FOR WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE 
1 6 5 - 2 4 4 5 1  
VASOCONSTRICTION 
SUOOMOTOR AN0 VASOMOTOR RESPONSES T O  CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE A65-8 1 1 3  3 
VASOOILATION 
SUDOMOTOR AN0 VASOMOTOR RESPONSES TO CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE A 6 5 - 8 1 1 3 3  
V E N T I L A T I O N  
COMPARISON OF VALSALVA MANEUVER ANC FRENZEL 
MANEUVER I N  MIOOLE EAR V E N T I L A T I O N  
A65-81262  
VERTICAL O I S T R I B U T I O N  
VERTICAL D I S T R I B U T I O N  OF AIRBORNE ORGANISMS I N  
TROPOSPHERE AN0 STRATOSPHERE ~ 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 a  
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS 
465-8  1113 EVE AN0 OTOLITHS 
NYSTAGMUS GENERATED BY ANGULAR ACCELERATION 
ALTERE0 BY CHANGING RESULTANT L INEAR 
ACCELERATION A65-81115  
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL ROLE I N  P O S I T I O N A L  ALCOHOL 
NYSTAGMUS OF CAT A65-81178  
EFFECT OF ANGULAR AN0 C O R I O L I S  ACCELERATION ON 
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AN0 V I S I O N  
6 6 5 - 8 1 2 0 0  
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF OTOLITH ORGANS I N  SQUIRREL 
MONKEYS I N  D IFFERENT POSTURES AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
H I G H  LEVELS OF GRAVITOINERTIAL  FORCE 
A65-8 1291 
VESTIBULAR EFFECT 
OCULOMOTOR CONTROL DISTURBANCE AN0 R E T I N A L  IMAGE 
S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  DURING F L I G H T  CONSIDERING V I S U A L  
TRACKING AN0 VESTIBULO-OCULAR MECHANISMS 
A 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 2  
VESTIBULAR TEST 
MOTION SICKNESS RESISTANCE INOUCEC BY REPEATED 
REACTION DATA AN0 ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAMS 
C O R I O L I S  ST IMULATION AS I N D I C A T E 0  BY AUTONOMIC 
1 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 0  
V I A B I L I T Y  
LOkER ATMOSPHERE SANPLING FOR V I A B L E  AIRBORNE 
MICROORGANISMS OUTOOORS AN0 INDOORS 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 6  
V I A B I L I T Y  OF ORGANISMS UNDER CONTROLLED 
ATMOSPHERIC CONOITICNS FOR EXTRAPOLATION TO 
NATURAL CONOITIONS 
BALLOON BORNE PROBES LAUNCHED TO OETERMINE 
EXISTENCE AN0 I O E N T I F I C A T I O N  OF V I A B L E  
MICROORGANISMS AT H I G H  ALT ITUDES 
N 6 5 - 2 3 9 9 8  
N 6  5-2 3 9 9 9 
V I B R A T I O N A L  STRESS 
V ISUAL PERFORMANCE UNDER WHOLE-BOGY V I B R A T I O N  
A6  5-8 1 2 2 6  
V I G I L A N C E  
AGE FACTOR AN0 LATENCY T I M E  OF ELECTRODERMAL 
RESPONSE AN0 VOLUNTARY RESPONSES 
6 6 5 - 8  1121 
COLO AND R A I N  EFFECTS ON V I G I L A N C E  OF LOOKOUTS 
1-40 
~~ 
SUBJECT INDEX YATER RECOVERY 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 2  A 6 5 - 2 4 0 8 2  
V I R U S  
INFECT 
T E S T I N  
LF-25  
V I S I B I L I T Y  
ON OF DOG 
A N T I  SERU 
Y I T H  I V E  ECHO V IRUS FOR 
N 4 5 - 2 5 4 4 8  
DEVELOPMENT OF PAINT SCHEME FOR INCREASING 
AIRCRAFT D E T E C T A B I L I T Y  AND V I S I B I L I T Y  
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 2 4  
V I S U A L  I C U I T Y  
DYNAMIC V I S U A L  ACUITY OF 30 P I L O T S  RELATED TO 
T H E I R  F L Y I N G  PERFORMANCE 165-81 117 
PERIPHERAL DYNAMIC V I S I O N  CMIPAREO Y I T H  S T A T I C  
V I S U A L  ACUITY A65-81118  
S T A T I S T I C A L  TABLE FOR EVALUATION OF ACCIDENTS DUE 
TO DEFECTIVE V I S U A L  ACUITY A 6 5 - 8 1 2 6 8  
V I S U A L  CONTROL 
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF EYE MOVEMENT I N  
V I S U A L  CONTROL SYSTEM Y I T H  D I F F E R E N T I A T I O N  OF 
VERSION AN0 VERGENCE 
NASA-C R-238 N 6 5 - 2 5 3 0 0  
V I S U A L  DISPLAY 
I N T E R M I n E N T  D I S P L A Y  PRESENTATION I N  COINCIDENCE 
JUDGMENTS A 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 3  
V I S U A L  PERCEPTION 
EYE AN0 OTOLITHS A 6 5 - 8 1 1 1 3  
D I F F I C U L T Y  I N  D I S C R I M I N A T I N G  BETYEEN RELEVANT AN0 
IRRELEVANT INFORMATION RELATED TO AGE 
165-81 122 
AGING AND V I S U A L  I C E N T I F I C A T I O N  OF TACTUAL- 
K I N E S T H E T I C  FORMS A 6 5 - 8 1 x 2 3  
CHOICE REACTION T I M E S  AN0 THRESHOLDS O F  V I S U A L  
PATTERNS AS FUNCTION O F  EXPOSURE DURATION 
165-81 169 
INTERMITTENT D I S P L A Y  PRESENTATION I N  COINCIDENCE 
JUDGMENTS A65-81223 
V I S U A L  PERFORMANCE UNDER YHOLE-BODY V I B R A T I O N  
4 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 6  
INTERVENING NEURAL A C T I V I T Y  I N  V ISUAL PERCEPTION - 
HYPOTHETICAL CONSTRUCT 1 6 5 - 8 1  244 
V I S U A L  STIMULUS 
STIMULUS I N T E N S I T Y  AND PHOTICALLY EVOKED CEREBRAL 
RESPONSE AS POSSIBLE OBJECTIVE INDEX OF BRIGHTNESS 
PERCEPTION FOR MAN 1 1 5 - 2 4 8 3 1  
EVOKED RESPONSES OF V I S U A L  CORTEX- SPECTRAL 
S E N S I T I V I T Y  OF HUMANS 1 6 5 - 8 1 1 8 4  
E S T I M A T I O N  OF L I G H T  STIMULATOR P O S I T I O N  RELATED TO 
EYE MOVEMENT A 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 5  
EYE MOVEMENTS M I R I N G  OBSERVATION OF MOVING OBJECT 
A65-811% 
V I S U A L  SYSTEM 
EVOKED POTENTIALS AN0 CORRELATED JUDGMENTS OF 
BRIGHTNESS AS FUNCTIONS OF INTERFLASH INTERVALS 
1 6 5 - 8 1  158 
V I S U A L  TASK 
BINARY PURE-TONE AUDITORY DISPLAYS EVALUATED 
1 6 5 - 8 1 1 2 5  
INTERMITTENT L I G H T  ST IMULATION EFFECT ON C R I T I C A L  
FUSION FREQUENCY 1 6 5 - 8 1 2 2 4  
PROGRAMMING METHOD AN0 RESPONSE MODE I N  V ISUAL-  
ORAL TASK - PSYCHOLOGY 
AMRL-TR-64-129 N 6 5 - 2 4 4 1 8  
V I S U A L  TRACUING 
OCULOMOTOR CONTROL OISTURBANCE AN0 RETINAL IMAGE 
S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  DURING F L I G H T  CONSIDERING V ISUAL 
TRACKING AN0 VESTIBULO-OCULAR MECHANISMS 
V I T A M I N  
PROTECT 
I N J U R I E  
VE ROLE OF FOOD 
TO ORGANISM 
NC V AMINS I N  R A D I A T I O N  
N65-24942  
VOLTMETER 
TRANSISTORIZED D I R E C T  CURRENT MILL IVOLTMETER 
CONSISTING OF ALTERNATE CURRENT A M P L I F I E R  AN0 
COMPACT S I L I C O N  S T A B I L I T R O N  CONVERTERS 
JPRS-30557  N 6 5 - 2 5 5 4 1  
VOLUNTARY APNEA 
HEART RATE RESPONSE TO HELD LUNG VOLUME I N  
INSPIRATORY AN0 EXPIRATORY POSIT IONS 
A 65 -8  1145 
WSTOK I11 SPACECRAFT 
I N S T A L L A T I O N  OF B I D - U N I T S  I N  VOSTOK I11 AN0 
VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFTS TO EVALUATE EFFECT OF 
COSMIC R A D I A T I O N  AN0 F L I G H T  F lCTORS ON 
EIOLOGICAL CBJECTS AND MEASURE R A C I A T I O N  DOSE 
N65-24488  
SPACE F L I G H T  GENETIC EFFECTS ON MICROSPORES OF 
TRADESCANTIA PALUOOSA DURING F L I G H T  ON 
VOSTOK I11 AN0 VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFTS 
~ 6 s - 2 4 4 m  
SPACE F L I G H T  MUTATION EFFECTS ON DROSOPHILA 
MELANOGASTER W R I N G  F L I G H T  ON VOSTOK 111 AND 
VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFTS N 6 5 - 2 4 4 9 0  
VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFT 
I N S T A L L A T I O N  OF B I D - U N I T S  I N  VOSTOK I11 AN0 
VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFTS TO EVALUATE EFFECT OF 
COSMIC R A D I A T I O N  AN0 F L I G H T  FACTORS ON 
B I O L O G I C A L  OBJECTS AN0 MEASURE R A O I A T I O N  DOSE 
N65-24488 
SPACE F L I G H T  GENETIC EFFECTS ON MICROSPORES OF 
TRADESCANTIA PALUOOSA WRXNG F L I 6 H T  ON 
VOSTOK 111 AN0 VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFTS 
N 6 5 - 2 4 4 8 9  
SPACE F L I G H T  MUTATION EFFECTS ON GROSOPHILA 
MELANOGASTER OURING F L I G H T  ON VOSTOK 111 AND 
VOSTOK I V  SPACECRAFTS N 6 5 - 2 4 4 9 0  
VOSTOK V SPACECRAFT 
CL IN ICOPHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF CONTRACTIONAL 
HEART FUNCTIONS I N  F L I G H T S  OF VOSTIX V AN0 
VOSTOK V I  SPACECRAFT BY SEISMOCAROIOGRAPHIC 
DATA N 6 5 - 2 3 4 2 4  
VOSTOK V I  SPACECRAFT 
CL IN ICOPHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF CONTRACTIONAL 
HEART FUNCTIONS I N  F L I G H T S  OF VOSTOK V AN0 
VOSTOK V I  SPACECRAFT BY SEISMOCAROIOGRAPHIC 
DATA N 6 5 - 2 3 4 2 4  
W 
WATER 6ALANCE 
SPACE C A B I N  ATMOSPHERE REGENERATION AN0 CONTROL 
PROBLEMS COVERING CARBON D I O X I D E *  YATER. OXYGEN 
CONCENTRATIONS AN0 TRACE CONTAMINATION 
ASME PAPER 6 5 - A V - 4 7  A 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 4  
WATER t0)lTEWT 
URINE EXCRETION I N  ANIMALS - DEPENDENCE OF 
D I U R E S I S  ON SALT CONTENT. ALCOHOL CONTENTS FREE 
CARBON OIOXIOE, AN0 HYDROGEN I O N  CONCENTRATION 
I N  D R I N K I N G  WATER 
NASA-TT-F-9337 1 6 5 - 2 3 7 9 3  
WATER I N T A K E  
HYPOTHALAMO-HYPOPHYSEAL NEUROSECRETION I N  M I C E  
UNOERGOING S T A R V I T I O N  Y I T H  OR YITHOUT YATER 
D E P R I V A T I O N  1 6 5 - 8 1 2 8 8  
MATER RECOVERY 
MANNEC SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM FOR RECOVERING POTABLE 
WATER FRO# URINE. WASH YATER AN0 H U M I D I T Y  
CONDENSATES BY ELECTRODIALYSIS  
ASME PAPER 65-AV-16 A 6 5 - 2 3 2 2 4  
SPACECRAFT REGENERATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR WATER 
RECDVERY ( IBTAINING OXYGEN F R O M  CARBON D I O X I D E  AND 
1-41 
WATER VAPOR 
REMOVAL OF HUMAN WASTES A65-23  92 0 
THERMAL VAPORIZATION FOR WATER RECOVERY FROM U R I N E  
A 6 5 - 2 4 4 5 7  
YATER VAPOR 
ENGINEERING STUOY AN0 ANALYSIS  OF WATER VAPOR MASS 
TRANSFER I N  SPACE S U I T  
NASA-CR-63144 N65-25269 
YAVELENGTH 
FLASH BLINDNESS AS FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH 
S P E C I F I C I T Y  165-81095 
WEIGHTLESSNESS 
HUMAN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION STRESS AN0 
WEIGHTLESSNESS DURING PARABOLIC J E T  F L I G H T  
A 6 5 - 8 1 1 9 2  
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS AN0 WEIGHTLESSNESS 
ON PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SUBJECTS DURING 
PARABOLIC FL IGHTS 665-81197 
SOME BEHAVIORAL FACTORS aFFECTING ASTRONAUTS 
A 6 5 - 8 1 2 5 3  
AUTOSUGGESTION EXPERIMENTS, AN0  EFFECTS OF 
WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS DURING AN0 AFTER SPACE 
F L  1 GHT 
JPRS-30083 N65-24736 
EFFECTS OF WFIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS DURING AN0 
AFTER SPACE F L I G H T  N 6 5 - 2 4 7 3 7  
HUMAN SENSflR RESPONSE TO GRAVITY LOA0 AN0 
WEIGHTLFSSNFSS - MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS 
N 6 5 - 2 4 8 6 2  
WORK CAPACITY 
B I O L O G I C A L  EFFECT OF STRENUOUS WORK AN0 SWEATING 
ON BLOOO AND T I S S U E  
NASA-TT-F-9338 N 6 5 - 2 3 6 7 8  
X 
X-RAY 
ORGANIC PEROXIDE FORMATION I N  RAOIOBIOLOGICAL 
STUDIES ON M I C E t  AN0 R E L A T I O N S h l P  BETnEEN 
ORGANIC PEROXIOES AN0 MERCAPTO COMPOUNDS - 
X- RAY EXPOSURE N65-23374 
X-RAY EFFECT ON INTRACELLULAR BACTERIOPHAGE 
PROOUCTIV I  TY N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 4  
PHOSPHORYLATION OF THYMUS NUCLEI  I N V E S T I G A T I O N  AN0 
X- IRRADlATION INTERFERENCE WITH DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC 
A C I D  SYNTHESIS I N  ANIMAL CELLS N 6 5 - 2 3 4 5 8  
X-RAY AN0 AMINO A C I D  ANALOG EFFECT ON DNA 
SYNTHESIS AN0 ON NUCLEAR PROTEIN I N  L I V E R  C E L L S  
N65-23459 
X-RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  
X-RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON PROTEIN COMPOSITION OF 
BLOOD A 6 5 - 2 4 2 9 6  
SURVIVAL  OF VARIOUS MICROORGANISMS SHIELDED W I T H  
ALUMINUM OURING ROCKET AN0 BALLOON F L I G H T S  AND 
DURING LABCRATORY EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET L I G H T  
AND X-RAY IRRADIATION 665-81 232 
PROTECTION OF LYMPHOCYTES I N  THYMUS OF 
X-IRRADIATED RATS BY CYSTEAMINE 
A 6 5 - 0 1 2 3 5  
RESPONSE OF NEURAL ELEMENTS I N  D IFFERENT PARTS OF 
D I G E S T I V E  SYSTEM TO X-RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  
N 6 5 - 2 4 8 7 7  
Z 
ZERO G R A V I T Y  
MOTION BEHAVIOR OF UNSUITED AND PRESSURE-SUITED 
SUBJECTS WHILE LUNGING, EGRESSING AN0 LANDING 
DURING WEIGHTLESS AND LUNAR GRAVITY CONOITIDNS 
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A 6 5 4 1 1 0 5  
Z I M W ,  M. L. 
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GROUND SQUIRREL AN0 RAT A 6 5 - 8 1 1 7 3  
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Collections of NASA Documents 
NASA is depositing its technical documents and bibliographic tools in twelve Federal 
Regional Technical Report Centers. Each Center, located in the organizations listed below, 
is prepared to furnish the general public such services as personal reference, inter-library 
loans, photocopy service, and assistance in obtaining retention copies of NASA documents. 
California : University of California, Berkeley 
University of California. 
Los Angeles 
Colorado: University of Colorado Libraries. 
Boulder 
District of Columbia: Libraryof Congress 
Georgia: Georgia Institute of Technology. 
Atlanta 
Illinois: The John Crerar Library, Chicago 
Massachusetts: MIT. Cambridge 
Missouri: Linda Hall Library. Kansas City 
New Yo&: Columbia University, New York 
Pennsyhrania: Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh 
Texas: Southern Methodist University, Dallas 
Washington: University of Washington Library, 
Seattle 
In addition, NASA publications are currently being forwarded to the public libraries 
in the cities listed below: 
Alabama: Birmingham 
Alaska: Anchorage 
A r i z o ~ :  Phoenix 
Arkansas: Little Rock 
California : Los Angeles, Oakland. San Diego. 
Colorado: Denver 
Connecticut: Hartford. Bridgeport 
Delaware : Wilmington 
Florida: Miami 
Louisiana: New Orleans 
Maryland: Enoch Pratt Free Library. 
Baltimore 
Massachusetts: Boston 
San Francisco 
Michwn: Detroit 
Minnesota: St. Paul 
Missouri: K a k s  City. St. Louis 
New Jersey: Trenton 
New Yo&: New York State Library, Brooklyn. 
N o h  Carolina: Charlotte 
Ohio: Cleveland, Cincinnati. Dayton. Toledo 
Oklahoma: Oklahoma City 
Pennsylvania: Pittsburgh 
Tennessee: Memphis 
T e a :  Fort Worth, San Antonio 
Washington: Seattle 
W m :  Milwaukee 
Buffalo. Rochester 
An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored scientific and technical 
publications available to the public for reference purposes is maintained a t  the Technical 
Information Service, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 750 Third 
Avenue, New York, New York, 10017. 
“The aeronautical and space activities of the United States shall be 
conducted so as to  contribute . . . to the expansion of human knowl- 
edge of phenomena in the atmosphere and space. The  Administration 
shall provide fo r  the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination 
of information concerning its activities and the results thereof.” 
-NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT OF 1958 
NASA SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS 
TECHNICAL REPORTS: Scientific and technical information considered 
important, complete, and a lasting contribution to existing knowledge. 
TECHNICAL NOTES: 
importance as a contribution to existing knowledge. 
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS: 
tion because of preliminary data, security classification, or other reasons. 
CONTRACTOR REPORTS: 
with a NASA contract or grant and released under NASA auspices. 
TECHNICAL TkANSLATIONS: Information published in a foreign 
language considered to merit NASA distribution in English. 
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS: Information derived from or of value to NASA 
activities. Publications include conference proceedings, monographs, data 
compilations, handbooks, sourcebooks, and special bibliographies. 
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION PUBLICATIONS: Information on tech- 
nology used by NASA that may be of particular interest in commercial and other 
nonaerospace applications. PubIications include Tech Briefs; Technology 
Utilization Reports and Notes; and Technology Surveys. 
Information less broad in scope but nevertheless of 
Information receiving limited distribu- 
Technical information generated in connection 
Details on the availability of there publications may be obtained from: 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION DIVISION 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
Washington, D.C. 20546 
